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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

PREDEmCK~NANGL~ 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 

TOWNSHIP OF CHERRY HILL, 

CAMDEN COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 7907-84 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 378-8/84 

Richard A. Friedman, Esq., for the petitioner (Ruhlman, Butrym &: Friedman, 
attorneys) 

William C. Davis, Esq., for the respondent (Davis, Reberkenny &: Abramowitz, 
attorneys) 

Steven R. Cohen, Esq., for the intervenor, John Karaska (SelikoCf & Cohen, 
attorneys) 

Record Closed: October 10, 1985 Decided: November 2 2 , 1 9 8 5 

BEFORE BEATmCE S. TYLUTKI, ALJ: 

This matter concerns the termination of the petitioner's employment with the 

Board of Education of Cherry Hill Township (Board) due to a reduction in force. The 

petitioner requested a hearing and the matter was transmitted to the Office or 

Administrative Law for a determination as a contested case pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 

.!!! !!9· 
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

At the prehearing conference held on December 11, 1984, the parties agreed 

that there were two issues in this matter. The first issue is whether the petitioner's 

employment between March 7, 1973 and October 1976 is countable toward tenure and 

seniority and, if so, what is the appropriate remedy. Thereafter, the Board admitted that 

the petitioner is entitled to tenure and seniority credit for the period between October 6, 

1975 and October 1976. The second issue is whether the petitioner was entitled to a 

sixty-day salary payment after his termination by the Board. During the hearing, it was 

agreed that there was a third issue in this matter, namely, whether the provisions of the 

new law regarding military service credit, Chapter 217 of the Laws of 1985 (approved and 

effective as of June 29, 1985) was applicable in this matter and if so, what effect did this 

statute have on the petitioner's tenure and seniority rights. 

During the prehearing conference, I ordered the Board to notify all persons 

who may be affected by a favorable decision for the petitioner as to their right to 

intervene and participate in this matter. Such notices were sent to John P. Karaska, 

William P. Gannone, Alexander M. Kupezyn and John N. O'Neill on January 8, 1985 (J-10). 

On the first day of the hearing, Steven R. Cohen, Esq. moved to intervene in 

the matter on behalf of John Karaska. The parties being in agreement, I permitted 

Mr. Cohen to make an appearance on behalf of Mr. Karaska. 

Also, during the prehearing conference and the first day of the hearing, 

Mr. Friedman indicated that he was having difficulty finding an expert witness to testify 

as to whether Mr. Nangle was entitled to tenure and seniority credit tor the period of 

time he was employed as an Industrial Arts teacher without proper certification but 

during which time he was allegedly eligible for an emergency or provisional certification. 

Prior to the second day of the hearing, scheduled for April 18, 1985, 

Mr. Friedman subpoenaed Dr. Celeste Rorro, Director of the Office of Teacher 

Certification and Academic Credentials, Department of Education. On April 18, 1985, 

Deputy Attorney General Susan Kanter appeared on behalf of Dr. Rorro and argued that 

the subpoena should be quashed because a state employee should not be required to testify 
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as an expert witness. I heard oral arguments on this motion and adjourned the hearing to 

give the parties an opportunity to file legal memoranda. Thereafter by order dated 

May 23, 1985, I quashed the subpoena issued to Dr. Rorro; however, I stated that 

Mr. Friedman had the right to subpoena Dr. Rorro to testify as a factual witness. 

The hearing in this matter took place on February 28, 1985, Apri118, 1985 and 

August 13, 1985. After receipt of additional stipulations and briefs from the petitioner 

and the Intervenor, the record in the matter closed on October 10, 1985. 

Factual Findings 

I FIND that the pertinent facts in this matter are not in dispute. The 

following facts were stipulated by the parties: 

(l) Mr. Nangle applied for a teaching position with the Cherry Hill Publie 

Schools on March 9, 1972 (J-2), and he was hired as an 

eleetronles/eleetrieity teacher as of March 7, 1973 (J-1), 

(2) Electronics/electricity is an Industrial arts course and not a vocational 

technical eourse. 

(3) At the time he was hired, Mr. Nangle had a provisional certifieate as a 

voeational teehniealrelated subject teacher. 

(4) In April 1974, Mr. Nangle received a certification as a teacher of 

electrical construction trades, teacher of eleetronie technology and 

teacher of vocational technical related subjects (R-3). 

(5) Mr. Nangle received a Master of Arts Degree In Industrial Education 

from Glassboro State College on October 6, 1975 (J-5), and he received a 

B.E.E. degree from the College of Engineering, New York University, on 

June 11, 1952 (J-6). 
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(6) In October 1976, Mr. Nangle received a certification as a teacher ot 
industrial arts (J-7), and it was established that he was eligible for this 

certification on October 6, 1975 (J-4). 

(7) Mr. Nangle received a coordinator cooperative industrial education 

certification in February 1979 (J-1). 

(8) The Board's record for Mr. Nangle reflects the following: 

SCHOOL YEAR 

March 7, 1973- June 30, 1973 
1973-74 through 1979-80 

1980-81 and September and 
November 1981 

November 1981 through 
June 1982 

1982-83 through 1983-84 

TEACHING POSITION 

Electronics Electricity, 
Industrial Arts Teacher 

Industrial Arts Teacher 

CIE Coordinator and Industrial 
Arts Teacher 

Industrial Arts Teacher 

(9) By letter issued in the spring of 1975, Mr. Nangle was informed that he 

would receive tenure status as of March 8, 1976 (J-3). 

(10) By letter dated June 12, 1984, Mr. Nangle was advised that because of a 

need for a reduction in force, his contract as an Industrial Arts teacher 

would not be renewed for the 1984-85 school year and that his name 

would be placed on the preferred eligibility list for reemployment (J-9). 

(11) As of June 30, 1984, exclusive of any military service credit, i! 

Mr. Nangle was entitled to tenure and seniority credit from the initiation 

ot his employment on March 7, 1973, he would have 11 years, 3 months 

and 24 days; if the credit were to start from October 6, 1975, Mr. Nangle 

would have 8 years, 8 months and 24 days; and if the credit were to start 

from October 1976, Mr. Nangle would have 7 years and 8 months (J-1). 

(12) Mr. Nangle's salary payments were made based on a ten-month pay 

period. 
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(13) Mr. Nangle's employment was terminated as of June 30, 1984 because of 

a reduction in force (J-9). 

(14) As of June 30, 1984, exclusive of any military service credit, John N. 

O'Neill and William P. Gannone had 10 years ol tenure and seniority 

credit, and Alexander A. Kupezyn and John P. Karaska had 8 years of 

tenure and seniority credit. 

(15) Only Mr. O'Neill is currently employed by the Board. Mr. Gannone, 

Mr. Kupezyn and Mr. Karaska were terminated on June 30, 1984 due to a 

reduction in force. 

(16) John Karaska was hired by the Board on September 1, 1914 as a teacher 

of industrial arts for the 1974-75 school year. At the time he was hired, 

Mr. Karaska possessed a standard New Jersey teaching certificate as a 

teacher of industrial arts, which was issued in June 1910. 

(17) While employed by the Board, Mr. Karaska acquired a New Jersey 

certificate as coordinator, industrial education in July 1978 and 

principal/supervisor In May 1980. Mr. Karaska also has a certification as 

a teacher of carpentry, issued In August 1984; a certification as a 

teacher of electronic products servicing, issued in August 1984; and a 

certification as a coordinator of apprentice programs issued in October 
1984. 

(18) The Board's record for Mr. Karaska reflects the following: 

SCHOOL YEAR 

1974-15 through 1976-77 

1977-78 through 1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 through 1984-85 

5 

TEACHING POSfflON 

Industrial Arts 

Cooperative Industrial Education 

Approved leave of absence without 
pay 
Tenure preferred eligibility list 
after termination due to reduction 
in Coree. 
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(19) Mr. Nangle enlisted in the U.S. Navy on June 25, 1945, reported for duty 

on July 6, 1945, and he was discharged on January 12, 1949 (J-11, J-12). 

(20) The active military service for the persons who may be affected by this 

decision is as follows: 

John N. O'Neill 

John P. Karaska 

Wllllam P. Gannone 

Alexander M. Kupczyn 

Frederick J. Nangle 

3 years, 19 days 

3 years, 11 months, 29 days 

none 

none 

3 years, 6 months, 9 days1 

William Laub, Administrative Assistant for Personnel for the Board, testified 

that it was his practice to notify teachers in April of their employment status for the 

following school year. According to Mr. Laub, he orally notified Mr. Nangle in April 1984 

that he might not be reemployed for the 1984-85 school year because of a possible 

reduction in staff. Mr. Nangle did not receive a formal letter regarding the reduction in 

force until June 12, 1984 (J-9). 

On the last day of the hearing, August 13, 1985, Dr. Rorro testified that she 

had not been employed by the Department of Education during the period in issue, March 

1973 through October 6, 1975; however, she was aware that the department had 

established procedures for the issuance of emergency and provisional certifications during 

the period in issue (P-1, P-2, P-3). Also, based on the Information available in her otflce, 

Dr. Rorro stated that there was a shortage of' industrial arts teachers in the southern part 

of New Jersey for the entire period in issue. According to Dr. Rorro, an emergency 

certificate is issued upon the recommendation of a committee and a provisional 

1 Excludes the period from June 25, 1945 through July 6, 1945. The parties have not 
agreed as to whether or not this period should be included for military credit. The dispute 
as to these 11 days is not significant since pursuant to the decisions in Lavin v. Bd. or Ed. 
of ,Hackensack Borough, 

1
178 N.J. suyer. 221 (App. Div. 1981), aff"d, 90 g 145 (1982J; 

Umon • Teachers Assn v:Bd. o Ed. of Union • (N.J. App. Div., March 9, 1981 
A- 065- unreported; Schmidt and Laib v. • o d. of New Providence Borough, OAL 
DKT. EDU 1305-82 (Aug. 4, t9A2), rejected, Comm. of Ed. (Sept. 20, 1982), rev'd, State 
Bd. of Ed. (Dec. 3, 1982), aff'd (N.J. App. Div., July 30, 1984, A-1955-82T3) (unreported), 
cert. den., 99 N.J. 1961 (1984), the amount of military credit that Mr. Nangle is entitled 
to is to be rounded off to 4 years. 
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certificate Is issued based on a review or the applicant's education record and a 

determination of whether or not there was a teacher shortage in the subject. Based on 

her review or the procedures for the period in Issue (P-1, P-2, P-3) and the information 

she had regarding Mr. Nangle's education, Dr. Rorro stated that the petitioner had been 

eligible for a provisional certification for the 1972-73 through 1975-76 school years; 

however, according to the records In her office, the Board did not apply for the issuance 

ot such a certification to Mr. Nangle during the period In issue. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The first issue in this matter relates to the date from which Mr. Nangle Is 

entitled to tenure and seniority credit, and the following three dates were discussed 

during the hearing: 

March 7, 1973 

October 8, 1975 

October 1976 

initiation of Mr. Nangle's employment with the 

Board 

notification of Mr. Nangle's eligibility for 

standard certification as an industrial arts 

teacher 

issuance of standard certificate as an industrial 

arts teacher to Mr. Nangle 

Mr. Friedman argued that Mr. Nangle Is entitled to tenure and seniority credit 

from the date of his employment, March 7, 1973. The Board admitted, with the 

concurrence of Mr. Cohen, that Mr. Nangle is entitled to tenure and seniority credit from 

October 6, 1985, the date of the notification of eligibility for certification. See, Saad v. 

Bd. of Ed. of Dumont Boro!!Jh, OAL DKT. EDU 4128-81 (March 25, 1982), adopted, Comm. 

of Ed. (May 10, 1982}; Hausser v. Bd. of Ed. of Ewing Twp., OAL DKT. EDU 7715-82 

(May 16, 1982), adopted, Comm. of Ed. (June 30, 1983}; Vexler v. Bd. of Ed. of Red Bank 

~. 1980 ~ 272, Kane v. Bd. of Ed. of the City of Hoboken, 1975 ~ 12. 
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Mr. Davis argued that Mr. Nangle is not entitled to credit for the period from 

Maroh 7, 1973 through October 6, 1975 and represented that the letter that had been sent 

to Mr. Nangle stating that he had acquired tenure as of March 8, 1976 (J-3) was based on 

an in~rrect interpretation of the law and no longer reflects the position of the Board. 

Mr. Cohen took no position as to the petitioner's eligibility for credit for this period. 

Mr. Friedman's position that the petitioner is entitled to credit for this period is based on 

the fact that Mr. Nangle was eligible for a provisional certification from March 7, 1973 

till October 6, 1975, and in support of his position, Mr. Friedman cited the Commissioner's 

decision in Amato v. Bel. of Ed. of the Hudson Cty. Area Vocational and Technical Schools, 

OAL DKT. EDU 10125-83 (Sept. 20, 1984), rejected, Comm. of Ed. (Nov. 8, 1984). Jn that 

ease, Mr. Amato was initially employed as a job placement coordinator and was informed 

that a certificate was not necessary for the position. Later it was determined that a 

certificate was necessary. Mr. Amato was eligible for an emergency certificate from the 

date of his employment and thereafter he received such a certificate prior to obtaining a 

standard certificate. Jn his decision, the Commissioner stated that he is 

constrained to observe that had the Board complied with the 
above-cited regulations petitioner would have possessed an 
appropriate teaching certificate throughout the course of his 
employment with the Board. The Commissioner cannot condone 
the Board's action in this regard inasmuch as it would not have 
been foroed to terminate petitioner on November 17, 1982 and 
reemploy him thereafter as of February 1983. As a matter of 
fundamental fairness the Commissioner finds that the Boal'd's 
failul'e to act under these specific eircumstances should not 
deprive petitioner of tenure protection pursuant to provisions or 
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(c) which would have attached from the 
commencement of his initial employment as of October 1, 1980 
through March 1984 when he obtained his permanent teacher's 
certificate. Accordingly, the Commissioner finds and determines 
that the petitioner was eligible for an emergency certificate as of 
the date of his initial employment which must be considered 
without interruption Cor the purpose of construing his total 
employment service and the acquisition of tenure pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-S(c). [Slip opinion, 3-4). 

Mr. Friedman argued that when Mr. Nangle became eligible for the standard 

certificate, all of his prior service became creditable for tenure and seniority purposes 

and cited the decision in Proebstle v. Bd. of Ed. of Burlington Cty. Vo-Tech. High School, 

OAL DKT. EDU 771-82 (Sept. 20, 1982), adopted with modifications, Comm. of Ed. 

(Oct. 29, 1982). 
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Also, Mr. Friedman argued that since Mr. Nangle taught industrial arts, there 

Is a presumption that he was certified or eligible for a substandard certification to teach 

that subject. !!!• Proebstle. 

After reviewing the facts and the legal arguments of the parties, I 

CONCLUDE that the faets In this matter are simUar to those in ~. and based on the 

deelslon in that ease, Mr. Nangle is entitled to tenure and seniority credit from the 

initiation of his employment. The Board's records should be amended to reflect that as of 

June 30, 1984, Mr. Nangle had tenure and seniority credit of 11 years, 3 months and 24 

days, exclusive of any military servlee eredlt. Further, 1 CONCLUDE that the Board 

Incorrectly terminated the employment of Mr. Nangle since he had more seniority then 

the other persons notified regarding this matter. 

'Ibe next Issue in this matter relates to whether or not the petitioner was 

entitled to a 6o-day salary payment alter he was terminated by the Board. 'Ibis issue is 

moot In view of my conclusion that Mr. Nangle was improperly terminated. 

The last Issue in this matter relates to the question of credit for military 

service. The petitioner, Mr. O'Neill and Mr. Karaska were In the mUitary but were not 

given any m!Utary service credit as of June 30, 1984, since they were not employed by the 

Board prior to their military service, and this decision by the Board was consistent with 

the prevalllng interpretation of the law at the time, Corrado v. Bd. of Ed. of Newfield 

~. OAL DKT. EDU 6197-83 (March 7, 1984), rejected, Comm. of Ed. (May 24, 1984), 

afrd, State Bd. of Ed. (Aprn 3, 1985), remanded on other grounds by Appellate Division 

(N.J. App. Dlv., Oct. 18, 1985, A-3663-84). 

As of June 29, 1985, the law relating to mllitary service credit was amended 

by Chapter 217 of the Laws of 1985 (Act), and these three Individuals would now be 

entitled to mUltary service credit. Since there Is no language in the Act providing for 

retroactive application and since the Board acted in good faith in making its seniority 

determinations as of June 30, 1984, I CONCLUDE that the petitioner, Mr. O'Neill and Mr. 

Karaska are not entitled to military service credit retroactive to June 30, 1984. It has 

been well recognized in this state that statutes should not be given retroactive application 

unless such application Is clearly provided for or unless the intent of the Legislature 

cannot be satisfied without such application, Lavin, Kopczynski v. Camden County, 2 N.J. 
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419 (1949), Spiewak v. Rutherford Bd. of Ed., 90 !!d; 63 (1982), Rutherford Ed. Ass'n. v. 

Rutherford Bd. of Ed., 99 !!d; 8, (1985). Most certainly to give retroactive application to 

the Act regarding persons involved in a reduction in force decision which took place prior 

to the effective date of the Act would cause havoc and disruption throughout the state by 

upsetting settled staff assignments as well as creating potentially substantial financial 

impacts. 

However, I CONCLUDE that the Act does effect the current seniority status 

of the petitioner, Mr. O'Neill and Mr. Karaska and that they are entitled to rounded off 

equivalent credit for their military service, ~. Union Township, and Schmidt and Laib, 

which can affect their seniority as to other teachers employed by the Board or their 

placement on the preferred eligibility list. Specifically, I CONCLUDE that both the 

petitioner and Mr. Karaska are entitled to 4 years of military service credit (t have not 

made any conclusion as to Mr. O'Neill's credit since he was not a party in this matter). 

Further, It should be noted that even if the Act were applied retroactively, it 

would not artect the outcome in this matter since with military service credit, Mr. Nangle 

would still have more seniority than Mr. O'Neill, Mr. Karaska, Mr. Gannone or Mr. 

Kupezyn. 

CONCLUSION 

I ORDER that Mr. Nangle be reinstated by the Board as a full time industrial 

arts teacher as of the date of the final decision in this matter and that he be given beck 

pay for the period from September 1984 to the date of his reinstatement less mitigation. 

Also, I ORDER that Mr. Nangle be provided, as of the date of the final decision in this 

matter, with all benefits and emoluments to which he would have been entitled if he were 

not terminated as or June 30, 1984. 
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This reeommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless sueh time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

Receipt Acknowledged: 
~ . .. 

{ ~ . ,• -

DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

NOV 27 1985 
DATE 

ij/ee 
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FREDERICK J. NANGLE, 

PETITIONER, 

V. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWN
SHIP OF CHERRY BILL, CAMDEN 
COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by 
petitioner and intervenor within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. 
l:l-16.4a, b, and c. 

Petitioner concurs with the recommended decision of the 
Office of Administrative Law but suggests a modification if the 
Commissioner disagrees with the conclusion that his seniority credit 
for military service should be rounded off to four years. He 
believes that even if the Commissioner rejects rounding off, he is 
still entitled to over 15 years seniority because his service in 
Cherry Bill was 11 years, 3 months and 24 days and his military 
service was 3 years, 6 months, and 9 days. Thus, based on Schmidt 
and Laib, supra, his combined teaching and military service totals 
14 years, plus a period 3 days in excess of 10 months, which equals 
15 years, 3 days seniority. 

Intervenor Karaska concurs with the above calculation 
advanced by petitioner and states that on the basis of Schmidt and 
Laib, supra, his own seniority calculation for military service 
credit would remain 4 years even if not rounded off. 

Upon examination of the record in this matter, the Commis
sioner concurs with and adopts as his own the judge's conclusion 
that petitioner is entitled to tenure and seniority credit from the 
date of his initial employment, such that as of June 30, 1984 
seniority credit for service in Cherry Hill equals 11 years, 3 
months and 24 days for the reasons expressed in the initial 
decision. 

The Commissioner also concurs with and adopts as his own 
the judge's determination that military service credit may not be 
applied retroactively to June 30, 1984 since the law relating to 
military service was amended as of June 29, 1985. See State Board 
decision on remand in Corrad_Q, supra, December 4, 1985. He also 
accepts as his own the determination that prospective relief is to 
be accorded petitioner, Intervenor Karaska and Mr. O'Neill. 
However, clarification is needed with respect to how this 
prospective relief is to be applied. 
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Military service credit does not impact on the June 30, 
1984 reduction in force. As stated by the State Board in its 
December 4, 1985 Corrado decision, military seniority credit as 
granted by the amended N.J.S.A. 18A:Z8-12 applies only to reductions 
in force which occur after the effective date of June 29, 1985. 
Mr. O'Neill remained 1n the employ of the Board after June 29, 
1985. Thus, should his employment be affected by way of a reduction 
in force after that date or by virtue of the holding in this matter 
with respect to petitioner's erroneous seniority calculation for 
service rendered in Cherry Hill, his seniority calculation would 
include military service credit. 

The current reading of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12, as well as the 
prior reading, states that recognition of teaching and military 
service be given " ... in determining seniority, and in computing 
length of service for reemployment .... " (Emphasis supplled). Thus, 
as regards Intervenor Karaska, military service credit would be 
applied for reemployment purposes, although it does not apply to the 
June 30, 1984 reduction in force. What this means is that the 
calculations used by the Board, as modified herein with respect to 
petitioner, remain undisturbed with regard to which teachers were 
entitled to remain in the employ of the Board as of June 30, 1984. 
However, if or when a vacancy occurs, the computation of length of 
service for reemployment purposes would include military service 
credit. See April 3, 1985 State Board decision in CorradQ. ~!~· 

Petitioner was erroneously terminated as a result of the 
June 30, 1984 reduction in force in the Cherry Hill District. His 
entitlement to reinstatement is based strictly on service rendered 
in that district. Military service credit would be applied to him 
prospectively, only if or when his employment were to be affected by 
a reduction in force occurrin~ after June 29, 1985. In addition, he 
is entitled to seniority cred1t as though he had actually served in 
the district after June 30, 1984 since he had been improperly denied 
employment as of that date. 

The Commissioner does not concur with the judge's deter
mination that military service credit for seniority purposes is to 
be rounded off. Lavin, supra; Union Township, supra; Kopczynski, et 
!.L_, su,pra; and Camden County Vocational-Technical Education 
Associat1on, decided September 30, 1983, whereril roundmg off was 
appl1cable, dealt only with military service credit for sala~ 
purposes, not for seniority purposes. N.J.S.A. 1BA:28-l2 requires 
that military service " ... shall be cred1 ted to him as tho!!&!! he had 
been regularly employed in [a teaching] po~ition within the district 
dunng the ~ of military Q!. ~ ~~.except thatthe pedod 
of that serv1ce shall not be cred1ted toward more than four years of 
employment or seniority credit." [Emphasis supplied). That 
seniority credit is always based on actual time served is well 
established in case law. However, in Schmidt and Laib, supra, the 
New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate Division, established that 
" ... a full calendar year of employment is the equal of a full 
academic year of employment." {Slip Opinion, at p. 3) 
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On the basis of the above factors, it is herein determined 
that if or when military service credit may come into play for 
petitioner (by virtue of a reduction in force subsequent to June 29, 
1985) and for Intervenor Karask.a (upon a recall situation), said 
individuals are entitled to the following amounts of credit. 
Intervenor Karaska would receive four years of military service 
credit because in addition to 3 full years of service, the 
remaining 11 months and 29 days count as one academic year. Schmidt 
and Laib, supra Petitioner would receive credit for 3 years, 6 
months and 18 days, the total net naval service completed. (J-12) 

Accordingly, the Commissioner accepts and adopts as his own 
the recommended decision of the Office of Administrative Law as 
modified herein, ordering petitioner's reinstatement with all back. 
pay (less mitigation), benefits and emoluments owing to him. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE RUMSON
FAIR HAVEN REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, MONMOUTH COUNTY, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
SHORE CONFERENCE AND NEW JERSEY 
STATE INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION, 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

RESPONDENTS . 

This matter was opened before the Commissioner 
filing of a Petition of Appeal on November l, 1985 by 
Fair Haven Regional High School Board of Education 
accordance with N.J.A.C. 6:24. 

through the 
the Rumson
(Board) in 

Pursuant to the advisory opinion rendered by the Attorney 
General of New Jersey on May 15, 1985, the Commissioner will rule on 
the appeal on the basis of the record made before the New Jersey 
State Interscholastic Athletic Association {NJSIAA). The record of 
the proceedings before NJSIAA, as well as information submitted by 
the parties upon the filing of the Petition of Appeal, comprise a 
record sufficient to enable the Commissioner to render a determina
tion with respect to the controversy. On November 6, 1985 the 
parties were notified that the Commissioner would assume immediate 
jurisdiction to render a decision in the matter and they were 
invited to submit any briefs or additional arguments not already 
part of the record. 

The Board challenges the re-alignment of the Shore 
Conference, particularly the "C" Division of which it would be part, 
alleging that respondent's action in said re-alignment is arbitrary, 
capricious and unreasonable. The "C" Division established for 
1986-88 includes: 

Approximate Mileage Approximate 
School From Rumson-Fair Haven Travel Time 

1. Monsignor Donovan 37 60 Min. 
2. Rumson-Fair Haven 
3. Freehold Borough 19 40 Min. 
4. St. Rose 21 40 Min. 
5. Manchester Township 35 55 Min. 
6. Shore Regional 6 10 Min. 
7. Pinelands Regional 63 90 Min. 
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The Board believes Respondent Shore Conference • s act ion to 
be arbitrary, capr1c1ous and unreasonable because it is based 
strictly on enrollment, without consideration to geographies, which 
creates undue hardship for the various school districts involved. 
particularly its own district. More specifically, it contends that 
except for Shore Regional, none of the other school districts are 
geographically near Rumson-Fair Haven and three will require travel 
of approximately one hour or more. Further, the Board opposes the 
re-alignment because, inter alia: 

1. It reduces the number of traditional rivals 
in several divisions of the conference. 

2. The unusually long distances and elimination 
of traditional rivals will adversely affect 
parent and student support. 

3. The travel schedules for 
deleterious impact on 
program by necessitating 
from school. 

teams may have a 
the educational 
early dismissals 

4. Travel costs and reduced revenues would 
likely occur. 

5. Gifted athletes will pursue their educa
tional programs elsewhere due to the adverse 
impact of the proposed re-alignment. 

The background of the Petition reveals that it was 
previously filed before the Commissioner in May 1985 but was 
dismissed in July 1985 due to lack of primary jurisdiction of the 
Commissioner and failure to exhaust appropriate administrative 
remedies through NJSIAA. The Board sought relief from that entity 
through a hearing in September 1985, whereupon, in October 1985. the 
Executive Committee of NJSIAA rendered its decision dismissing the 
appeal and determining not to interfere with the divisional align
ments made by the Shore Conference for 1986-88. 

The instant Petition of Appeal challenges the final deci
sion of NJSIAA and the re-alignment action of the Shore Conference. 
The Board requests, inter alia. that the Commissioner order 
rescinding of the re-allg;nmenr--plan and compelling the Shore 
Conference to prepare a revised re-alignment plan for 1986-88 that 
will properly and fairly take into consideration enrollment and 
geographies and that will establish divisions that are appropriate 
for all school districts. 

Respondent Shore Conference contends, inter alia, that: 

1. The Re-alignment Committee report was 
mitted to, reviewed and accepted by 
Conference's Executive Committee and 
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all decisions with respect to re-alignment 
were made as required by its Constitution. 

2. All schools in the re-alignment of Division 
"C" are geographically close to Rumson-Fair 
Haven with the exception of Pinelands 
Regional. 

3. One of the primary educational requirements 
with respect to athletic activities is to 
acquire equality and fairness of competition 
among all schools, large or small, but also 
particularly among smaller schools where 
smaller enrollments may have a greater 
effect on competition. 

4. In major sports such as football, petitioner 
would only have to travel to division 
schools once every other year and for sports 
such as basketball, soccer and baseball only 
once a season. 

5. The Conference acted in a reasonable and 
proper manner in following its Constitution 
and adopting a re-alignment policy to comply 
with such and for the well-being of its 
membership schools. 

6. As regards lack of traditional rivals, peti
tioner has the opportunity to schedule 
events against such rivals and the Con
ference has not affected this opportunity 
nor has it done anything improper or 
unfair. 

Respondent NJSIAA conducted a hearing on September 11, 1985 
regarding the controverted matter herein. The Findings of Fact 
reached by its Executive Committee are as follows: 

1. Rumson is a voluntary member of the Shore 
Conference, which itself consists of 47 
member schools in Monmouth and Ocean 
Counties. (See attachment A to Exhibit S-3) 

2. The Constitution of the Shore 
allows the Realignment Committee 
divisions on enrollment basis, as 
other factors. 

Conference 
to realign 
well as on 

3. Of the six divisions, the 14 schools with 
the lowest enrollment were placed in the "C" 
and "D" divisions. The C Division [is 
comprised of] Rumson and three other schools 
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in reasonable geographic proximity. as well 
as Manchester and Monsignor Donovan approxi
mately 30 miles distance, and Pinelands, 
approximately 50 miles distance. 

4. It appears that given the unique location of 
Pinelands, in a rural area of Southwest 
Ocean County that this school's placement in 
!illY division, would require many other 
schools in the Shore Conference, with 
similar enrollments to travel comparable 
distances as Rumson. 

5. It was determined by the Shore Conference to 
arrange the smaller divisions according to 
enrollment since it believed that there was 
closer correlation between safety and 
competitiveness factors and schools with a 
smaller enrollment. 

6. The placement of schools in any division 
would cover only 12 major sports, even 
though 21 sports are played by various Shore 
Conference schools. In addition, even in 
the major sports covered by divisional 
alignments, Rumson would be playing a number 
of their contests outside of their division 
in areas in closer geographic proximity. 
(Final Decision of Executive Committee, 
NJSIAA, at pp. 2-3) 

Upon consideration of the facts in the matter, the Execu
tive Committee reached the following conclusions: 

1. On April 11, 1983, the NJSIAA Executive 
Committee adopted a "League and Conference 
Position Statement" which was thereafter 
published in the June 1983 NJSIAA Bullet in 
(Volume XLI, #6). That position statement 
set forth in great detail, the relationship 
that would be maintained between the NJSIAA 
and some 30 athletic leagues and 
conferences. including the Shore 
Conference. In pertinent part. Section 4B, 
1 and 2, of that Statement provided as 
follows: 

B. Responsibilities of Leagues of 
Conferences Which are Appealable to the 
NJSIAA 

The following responsibilities will be 
vested in conferences, with a limited right 
to appeal by member schools who are 
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challenging league or conference 
determinations: 

1. The Association will continue to 
exercise its supervisory role to assure 
membership by applicant schools in 
appropriate conferences and leagues. 
However, unless it can be shown that 
there has been a violation of the order 
of the CommisSloner of Education that 
there be an opportunity for a full 
schedule of interscholastic sports, 
there will be no appeals from 
conference and league scheduling. 

2. Many of their larger conferences and 
leagues have segmented their membership 
into "divisions", usually on the basis 
of geography or size. Unless it can be 
shown that such divisional breakdowns 
are violat1ve of the order of the 
CommusTOile'r of Educat1on or at 
vanance with the "Conference Crtterta" 
establ1shed 1n May, 1981, no appeal 
from such internal divisional 
a11gnments w1ll be cons1dered by the 
NJSIAA. 

[Emphasis in text). 

2. There has been no contention by Rumson that 
the realignment has in any way involved the 
Commissioner's mandate of November 1979. to 
assure the integration of urban schools with 
heavy minority enrollment in appropriate 
leagues and conferences. 

3. Enrollment is an accepted factor in the 
"Conference Criteria". contained in the 
League and Conference Position Statement. 

4. The 1983 Position Statement was transmitted 
to the Commissioner of Education and was 
approved by that Office. 

5. There has been no contention that there has 
been a violation of the Commissioner's 
mandate or that the enrollment basis for the 
divisional alignment was inconsistent with 
NJSIAA Conference Criteria. 

6. The Executive Committee concludes that the 
decision of the Shore Conference to arrange 
for the placement of its small schools in 
divisions on strictly an enrollment basis, 
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is directly related to a concern for health 
and safety and competitive fairness and is 
totally consistent with the 1983 Conference 
Statement. 

7. The realignment of the Shore Conference has 
a rational basis to the proper Association 
policies of assuring safety and competitive 
fairness among member schools. (at pp. 3-4) 

A thorough examination of the record, the positions of the 
parties contained in the materials submitted to the Commissioner, 
and the exhibits convinces him that the action of the Shore Con
ference to re-align its divisions was within the purview of its 
Constitution (Exhibit S-4, Article VII) and that such action was 
consistent with the criteria stated therein which reads, "Enrollment 
shall be considered as well as the number of divisions, schedules 
and/or geographic locations and such other items as the Shore 
Conference Executive Committee may deem to be material." (at 
pp. 8-9) That enrollment was the primary, controlling factor for 
re-alignment does not make the Shore Conference • s action arbitrary, 
capricious or unreasonable. Absent a showing that respondents acted 
outside of or abused their authority in an arbitrary, capricious or 
unreasonable manner, the Commissioner cannot and will not interfere 
with their decision-making. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner affirms the actions of the 
Shore Conference to re-align its divisions and NJSIAA's Executive 
Committee's determination not to interfere with the Shore 
Conference's judgment in this matter. The Petition of Appeal is 
hereby dismissed with prejudice. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

January 2, 1986 
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IN mE MA'l"l'ER OF mE ANNUAL SCHOOL 

ELEC'I10N HELD IN mE SCHOOL DISTRICT 

OP PASSAIC TOWNSMP, MORRIS COUNTY 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3412-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 105-1/85 

Da'rid w. Carroll, Esq., for petitioner, John C. Connor 

Donald Malehorn, Esq., for respondent, Board of Education, Sehool District of 

Passaic Township, Morris County 

(Wiley, Malehom lk Sirota, attorneys) 

9Je Dapld:ns. respondent, 1:!!:2 !!. 

Record Closed: October 28, 1985 

BEFORE SYBU.. R. MOSES, ALJ: 

Decided: November 2'1', 1985 

I 

Proeedural History 

The annual school election for the school district of Passaic Township, Morris 

County, was held on April 2, 1985. The election Included balloting for three members of 

the Board of Education for full terms of three years each and balloting for one unexpired 

two-year term on the Board of Education. It is the unexpired two-year term which is the 

subject of the Instant matter. John c. Connor was nominated by petition and Sue D!lpklns 
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was a write-in candidate for that term. The announced result of the vote for the 

unexpired two-year term was that Sue Dapkins had won the seat. 

Pursuant to a letteH"equest from John C. Connor (J. Chris Connor) filed on April 

10, 1985, an authorized representative of the Commissioner of Wucation from the Office 

of the Morris County Superintendent of Schools conducted a recount of the ballots cast on 

AprU 24, 1985, at the Morris County voting machine warehouse. At the conclusion of the 

recount, it was determined that there had been an error in reporting results affecting the 

tally or votes originally reported, which tally was revised (!!!!, page three of 

Commissioner's decision), but which did not affect the result. The Commissioner's report 

determined that Sue Dapkins had been elected to the unexpired two-year term on the 

Board of Wucation of the School District of Passaic Township, Morris County. I hereby 

take judicial notice of the May 31, 1985 decision of the Commissioner of Wucation which 

incorporated the report of the Commissioner's representative, and in which the 

Commissioner observed that there were three specific procedural violations prescribed by 

statute which required further inquiry before a final determination can be rendered with 

regard to the outcome of the recheck of the votes cast for the unexpired two-year term 

on the Board. See, Commissioner's Decision of May 31, 1985, pages 5 and 6. 

The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law on June 5, 1985 for 

further findings of fact pertaining to the specifically delineated violations of statutory 

procedures. A prehearing conference took place, via telephone conference call, on August 

7, 1985. On that date, counsel agreed that the Commissioner's decision had mandated the 

issues into which inquiry would be made, as follows: 

1. The poll list at the Gillette polling place does not contain the stated addresses 

of the voters as prescribed by N.J.S.A. 18A:14-SO and ~ 18A:14-51 as 

amended. 

2. At the Gillette polling place, the poll list contains one more signature (128) 

than the number or voting authority slips issued (127), in violation of ~ 

18A:l4-51, N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-42 and N.J.S.A. 19:31A-8. 

-2-
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3. The apparent illegal use of stickers or tape affixed to voting machines number 

14981 (Millington polling place) and number 14983 (Gillette polling place) used 

in the Passaic Township annual school election. The placement of said stickers 

or tape on these voting machines constitutes violations of N.J.S.A. 19:48-6 and 

N.J.S.A. 19:52-2, and are subject to possible penalties which may be imposed 

under N.J.S.A. 19:53-1. 

on August 7, 1985 the parties stipulated to the facts asserted in Issue No. 1; that 

the poll list at the Gillette polling place does not contain the stated addresses of the 

voters, u prescribed by N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-50 and N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-51 as amended. It was 

further stipulated that the foregoing fact did not affect the outcome of the election. The 

parties stipuiated to the fact asserted In Issue No. 2; that at the Gillette polling place the 

poll list contains one more signature, 128, than the number of voting authority slips 

Issued, 127, in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-51, 18A:14-52 and N.J.S.A. 19:31A-8. The 

parties did not stipulate to the legal ramifications of that fact. The Board of Education 
does not contest the facts asserted in Issue No. 3 concerning the use of stickers or tapes 

affixed to voting maehines number 14981, Millington polling place, and number 14983, 

Gillette polling plaee, used in the Passaic Township annual school election. No 

stipulations were made In regard to any legal eonelusions to be drawn from those facts 

regarding actual illegality, statutory violations and/or penalties. 

SUbsequent to the prehearing conference, extensive settlement negotiations were 

conducted between counsel, whieh resulted In the parameters of a settlement being 

reached. That settlement was rejeeted by the Board of Education at Its meeting on 

September 10, 1985. A conference call wu held on September 19, 1985 for the purpose ot 

scheduling a hearing. The hearing took place on September 30, 1985 at the Morris 

Township Municipal &lilding and at the Morris County voting machine warehouse, Cedar 

Knolls. l'nitial briefs were tued by October 21, 1985, and respondent, Board of Education, 

filed a response brief on October 28, 1985. The record closed on that date. 

-3-
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See, Appendices A and B. 

D 

List of Witnesses and Evidenee 

m 
UneontroYerted Facts 

A review of the prehearing order and stipulated facts therein lind a review of the 

testimony Indicates that the following facts are uncontroverted: 

1. The annual school election was held In Passaic Township, Morris County, on 

April 2, 1985, for the purpose of filling three seats on the Board for terms of 

three years each, one seat for an unexpired two-year term. and approval of the 

district's current expense and capital appropriations budgets. 

2. Petitioner, John c. Connor, was the only candidate nominated by a petition for 

the unexpired two-year term. SUzanne (SUe} Dapkins sought the same two

year seat as a write-In candidate. Mr. Stefany, the secretary of the Board of 

Education, had no knowledge of her write-in campaign until just a few minutes 

before the polls opened. 

3. There were three polling places, Millington School, Gillette School and Central 

School, and the polls were open from 4:00p.m. until 9:00p.m. 

4. Voting machines were used at each polling place. The ofCieial ballot was 

properly reproduced on the voting machines. Approximately one inch to the 

left of the ballot, there was a column of write-in slots. The top write-in slot 

was approximately twice as high (measured vertically) as the other write-in 

slots, all of which were the same size. The top was one and one-half inches in 

vertical dimension and the remaining write-in slots were approximately three

eights of an inch vertically. 
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5. Mr. Stefany called Mr. Ruggiero at the voting machine warehouse about one 

hour into the election in regard to the procedure for casting write-In votes. 

6. After the call, the Board secretary directed election workers at each polling 

place to place a piece of tape or a sticker next to each write-in slot, 
designating each slot as three years, three years, three years and two years, 

respectively, referring to terms of office. 

7. Four one-inch-5q1.1are stickers marked "3," "3," "3" and "2" were affixed to the 

face of the voting machine at the Millington polling place. This action was 

taken by one of the workers at the Millington polling place on Instructions 

from the Board secretary, Mr. Stefany. The tapes or stickers remained on the 

machine at the time of the hearing. 

8. The election judge at the Gillette polling place, acting on instructions from 

the Board secretary, affixed one piece of tape marked " 3, 3, 3 and 2" to the 

face of the voting machine at the Gillette polling place. The tape was 

removed sometime prior to the recount held on April 24, 1985. It is not known 

who removed the tape. 

9. At the conclusion of the election, the results were announced, as set forth in 

P-5, that Ms. Dapkins had been elected to the unexpired two-year term. 

10. As a result o! the recount requested by petitioner, conducted on April 24, 

1985, the tally for the two-year seat was determined by the Commissioner on 

May 31, 1985 to be John c. Connor 142, SUe Dapk!ns 150. The Commissioner 

determined that all other write-in ballots were not ascertainable or legally not 

countable. 

11. The poll list at the Gillette polling place does not contain the addresses of any 

of the voters who signed it. The fact that the poll list at the Gillette polling 
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place did not contain the stated addresses of the voters did not affect the 

outcome of this election. 

12. At the Gillette polling place, the poll list contains one more signature (128) 

than the number of voting authority sUps issued on that date (127). 

IV 

Analysis of Testimony Concerning Paet.s in Dillpute 

Mr. Stefany testified that on election day, he visited the Gillette School right after 

the polls opened, at about 4:15. He then went to Millington at 4:30 and Central at 4:45. 

As a result of his visits, he realized there was a great deal of confusion among the voters 

because there were more write-In votes than in previous years. The questions that arose 

came from the election workers and judges, and concerned where a voter should put in his 

or her write-in vote. The most specific questions related to where to write in the name of 

the write-in candidate since the top slot was bigger than the other slots and since there 

appeared to be some difficulty in lining up slots across from names. The sample ballot 

was not available in the booth, but only on the table. 

Mr. Stefany called the voting machine warehouse and spoke to the supervisor, Mr. 

Ruggiero, who explained to Stefany why the top slot had to be wider (to hold the names of 

both president and vice president) than the other slots, which were 50 percent narrower. 

R-1, the sample ballot, is condensed to half its size, and put on a machine for explanatory 

purposes. It does not show the write-in positions. The write-in slots &r<! quite a distance 

to the left of the printed names, and a lever has to be pushed to release the slot to allow a 

write-in of a name. According to Stefany, Ruggiero said that a tape or a piece of paper 

could be put on the machine next to the slots for write-in candidates to distinguish 

between the candidates for three-year terms and the candidates for the two-year term. 

Mr. Stefany then called the workers at Millington and Gillette to give them that 

information, and passed it along in person at Central. Everything then seemed to be 

working out fine. 
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Mr. Ruggiero agreed that he had a eonversation with Mr. Stefany and that Stefany 
was eoncemed with the procedure for write-In votes because of the write-in slots and 

their correspondence with the positions of the candidates. Ruggiero said he told Stefany 

the procedures for writing In votes and the reason line one is larger; In order to write in a 

vote for both president and vice president. Ruggiero denied telling Stefany to put 

anything on the machine, as It would be against policy to put a foreign object or writing 

on the voting machine. Ruggiero testified that once the write-in lever is released, all 50 

unnumbered write-In slots are open. Once a vote Is made for a printed candidate, a voter 

cannot write In the name for that office. There Is an indication in the machine which 

tells what position the write-in is for. Ruggiero said that the machines were back at the 

warehouse within three days after the election and the Millington and Gillette machines 

were Impounded. They were not opened untn the April 24 recount, after which time they 

were locked again. 

Some of the workers at the Millington School heard that there were questions 

eoneemlng write-in procedures, while others did not. 

Ms. Beeker, the judge at the Gillette School, an extremely credible and honest 

witness, testified that voters asked questions eoneemlng both how and where to vote for a 

write-In candidate. Responses were given orally or from the sample that was on the 

table. She personally spoke to Mr. Stefany, as did other workers, early In the voting day 

to determine what to do. When Stefany called, around 5:00 p. m., Ms. Beeker specifically 

told him that the lines on the right In brackets did not line up with the names on the 

machine. He told her that she could put pieces of paper to the far left of the slots, 
Indicating the terms or years of office, 3, 3, 3 and 2. Ms. Becker testified that the write

In slot for the two-year seat was either slightly up or down from Mr. Connor's name, but 

not directly across or to the left of it. In her opinion, before the tape was put on, voters 

were not able to tell, when writing in a vote, whether they were voting for a three- or 

two-year seat. She personally put a single piece of tape with the numbers 3, 3, 3 and 2, 

from top to bottom, on the machine. She periodically cheeked the face of the machine 

and did not see any penciled-In writing. The only Item ever put on the machine was that 

tape to the left side of the machine. 
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Ms. Beeker testified that at the Gillette polling place, both voter registration books 

are at one table, and in front of the books are two green notebooks. After the voter 

identifies him or herself to the worker, the worker looks up the name in the voter 

registration book. The voter is then asked to give his/her address. If the address given 

orally is correct, the voter signs the green notebook without entering the address. 

Ms. Schmidt, Ms. Headley and Ms. Sharp corroborated Ms. Beeker's testimony in 

regard to questions being asked by voters as to how to vote for a write-in candidate. 

v 
Fi.ndinp of Fact re Facts In Controversy 

1. There was a great deal of confusion among the voters at all three polling 

places on April 2, 1985 in regard to how to east a write-in ballot for a 

candidate who was not nominated by petition. 

2. The questions that arose included (a) where a voter should put in his or her 

write-in vote because the write-in slots were not directly to the left or across 

from the candidate for the two-year term of office and candidates for the 

three-year terms of office, and the voters were unclear as to where to put in 

the write-in candidate's name; and (b) why the top write-in slot we bigger 

than the others. 

3. Mr. Stefany had a conversation with Mr. Ruggiero, the su{>ervisor at the voting 

machine warehouse. Ruggiero explained the reason why the top slot had to be 

bigger (in order to hold the names of the candidates for both president and 

vice president) and explained the procedures for write-in votes. Mr. Ruggiero 

told Mr. Stefany that some kind of tape or piece of paper could be put on the 

voting machine to the left of the write-in slots merely to indicate which slot 

was the write-in slot for the two-year term and which slots were the write-in 

slots for the three-year terms. 
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4. The write-in slot for the two-year term was not exactly on line with the name 

of the candidate by petition for that position. 

5. Both the Gillette School and Millington School voting machines had pieces of 

paper indicating which slots were Cor three-year terms and which slot was for 

the two-year term. There were no other writings, pencil markings, 

instructions, etc., on either voting machine. 

6. Ms. Becker personally put a single piece of tape with the numbers 3, 3, 3 and 

2, going from top to bottom, on the voting machine. It Is unknown who put the 

four approximately one-inch-square stickers, with the numbers 3, 3, 3 and 2, 

next to the appropriate slots on the Millington machine. It Is unknown who 

removed the single piece of tape from the Gillette machine. 

7. Election officials inspected the faces of the voting machines during the course 

of the election. They did not Inspect the faces of the voting machines after 

each voter concluded his or her time in the voting booth. 

8. Neither voting machine in question here was mutilated, defaced, damaged or 

tampered with. There were no markings or notations on either machine except 

the stickers and tape containing the numbers 3, 3, 3 and 2. 

VI 

Conelusions of Law 

This action Is brought purusant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-6.1 and ~ 18A:l4-63.12, 

which states: 

Upon written request within five days of the announcement of the 
result of an election by any defeated candidate, ••• the 
Commissioner of Education or his authorized representative shall 
inquire into alleged violations of statutorily prescribed procedures 
for school elections, to determine if such violations occurred and if 
they affected the outcome of the election (emphasis added! • 
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There are certain rules of Jaw which are applicable to all school board elections. 

One clear principle is that all voting machines are to be prepared for use and used in 

school board elections in the same manner as required by Title 19 elections. See, N.J.S.A. 

18A:l4-42, N.J.S.A. 18:14-56 and 19:14-1, tl!!!!!· 

It is also well settled that the Commissioner of Education will not set aside the 

results of a contested election unless the petitioner or protester can show that the 

irregularities charged affected the outcome of the election. In re Wene, 26 !!.:!!:. &.!per. 

363 (Law Div. 1953), aff'd ~ ~· Wene v. Meyner, 13 !!:.!!.:. 185 (19S3). See also, ~ 

Matter of the Election Inquiry in the School District of the Borough of South River, 

Middlesex Councy, 1974 S.L.D. 1040. 

'nle rule In our State is firmly established that if any irregularity 
or any other deviation from the election Jaw by the election 
officials is to be adjudged to have the effect of invalidating a vote 
or an election, where the statute does not so expressly provide, 
there must be a connection between such irregularity and the 
result of the election; that is, the irregularity must be the 
producing cause of illegal votes which would not have been east or 
of defeating legal votes which would have been counted had the 
Irregularity not taken place, and to an extent to challenge or 
change the results of the election; or it must be shown that the 
irregularity in some other way influenced the election so as to have 
repressed a full and free expression of the popular will. In re 
Wene, 26!!:.!!.:. &.!per. at 383. --

Generally, mere irregularities do not render a vote illegal. Wene v. Meyner, 13!!:.!!.:. 

at 197. A judge should be extremely cautious in setting aside an election, and it is only 

where irregularities occur which, in the judge's mind, are of such significance, that the 

will of the people has been thwarted, that a judge should set aside an election. 

It is within the framework of the general, settled law that each of petitioner's 

arguments will be considered. Counsel for petitioner urges that there were repeated 

violations of N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-51 in that the majoritY of election workers failed to 

compare the signatures made in the poll list with the voters• permanent signatures in the 

signature copy register. He asserts that because of the way the registration tables were 
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set up, particularly at the Millington polling place, It was impossible for any comparison 

of signatures to be made. He also asserts that the violation committed at the Gillette 

School consisted of the fact that the addresses of the people who came to vote were not 

listed. He asserts there was an irregularity In that the Gillette poll list contains one more 

signature than the number of voting authority slips Issued. He asserts that the placement 

of the four one-inch-square tapes with the designations 3, 3, 3 and 2, as well as the 

placement and then removal of the tape on the Gillette machine violated N.J.S.A. 19:18-

6, N.J.S.A. 19:52 and N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-72, and should negate the election. 

A. Failure to compare signatures In poll list with voters' permanent signatures in 

violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-51. 

I note first that this Issue was not transmitted to the Otrlce of Administrative Law 

by the Commissioner of Education in his decision of May 31, 1985 (~ Commissioner's 

decision, pages 6 and 7). Notwithstanding that, certain testimony was given concerning 

the method of registration. It Is not in controversy that the person who handled the poll 

list at the Millington polling place did not have the signature copy register at hand and 

that a different worker used the register. Yet there is no testimony before me that any 

ineligible voter was allowed to vote as a result of a failure of one of the workers to 

compare signatures. Since there is no testimony that ineligible voters were allowed to 

vote, any Irregularity resulting from a lack of comparison would not, and did not, affect 

the outcome of the election, the watershed test, and therefore the election will not be set 

aside based on this irregularity. 

B. Because the poll list at the Glliette School does not contain the addresses of 

any of the persons who voted at that polling place, there is a violation of 

N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-50. 

This Issue is moot. In the prehearlng order of August 7, 1985, both counsel 

stipulated that the poll list at the Gillette School did not contain the stated addresses of 

the voters, as prescribed by N.J.S.A. 18A:14-50 and ~ 18A:14-51 as amended. 

However, both counsel also stipulated, as set forth in the Prehearing Order, which Order 
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has not been appealed in a timely fashion, that this fact did not affect the outcome of the 

election. Therefore, although the voters did not state their addresses in writing on the 

poll list, it did not affect the outcome of the election, and is not in issue here. 

c. Petitioner urges that the election be invalidated because the poll list at the 

Gillette School contains one more signature than the number of voting 

authority sUps issued in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-51, 52 and ~ 

19:31A-8. 

This fact is not in dispute. Yet there is no assertion that the discrepancy between 

the number of signatures and the number of voting authority slips had any effect on the 

outcome of the election. The statutes cited are inapposite. ~ 18A:l4-51 is 

entitled "Comparison of Signatures," and had not been violated by the conceded 

discrepancy. N.J.S.A. 18A:14-52 is entitled "Procedure for obtaining ballot when 

duplicate permanent registration form cannot be found." On its face, it is not applicable 
to the asserted irregularity. N.J.S.A. 19:31A-8 is entitled "Comparison of signature; 

voting; statements; form of statement; disability certificate; certification of signature 

comparison record." Petitioner has not asserted that any person voted whose name did 

not appear in the signature copy register of this election district. Rather, if anything 

occurred, someone signed the register and did not vote or did not give the voting authority 

slip to the worker. The asserted irregularity does not violate any of the statutes cited by 

petitioner in his brief. Furthermore, it is obvious that this diserepancy could not have 

affected the outcome of the election beeause there was an eight-vote difference between 

Connor and Dapkins and at most, only one vote could have been change<!. There is no 

assertion ot any misconduct on the part of election workers. I conclude that this 

discrepancy did not violate the asserted statutes, and did not affeet the outcome of the 

election. 

D. Petitioner asserts that the placement of four one-inch-square pieces of tape 

with the designation "3," "3," "3" and "2" on the Millington machine and the 

placement of the long tape with the numbers, "3, 3, 3, 2" from top to bottom 
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on the Gillette machine violated N • .J.S.A. 19:18-6, N.J.S.A. 19:52 and N.J.S.A. 

18A:14-'72. 

I reject the assertion of N.J.S.A. 19:18-6, as it Is not on point at all. It Is entitled 

"Ballot box keys deposited with county clerk." N • .J.S.A. 19:52 Is the general statute 

dealing with elections, and It Is not clear which specific portion or that statute bas been 

violated by the placement of the squares of tape and long tape. N.J.S.A. 18A:14-'72 is the 

school election statute which deaJs with "[o) bstructlng elections; electioneering near 

polling place prohibited." There Is no evidence in this matter which can support a 

conclusion that the placement of the tapes obstructed this election or was electioneering 

near the polling place, since the facts indicate that no names of any candidates were on 

the pieces of tape. 

In the ease at bar, there was confusion at the polling places, which was made 

apparent to Mr. Stefany. Mr. stefany bad a conversation with Mr. Ruggiero describing the 

confusion and receiving a suggestion from Mr. Ruggiero, which Mr. Stefany implemented 

forthwith. There is no mystery about the purpose of the numbers "3, 3, 3 and 2" on the 

left-hand side of the voting machines. They were placed there merely to avoid confusion 

and to clarify the appropriate slots so that the will and intention of each individual voter 

could be carried out. There is no testimony before me from any voter that the numbers 

encouraged a particular voter to write in the name of Dapkins in the write-in slot, as 

opposed to voting for CoMor, the candidate by petition. It is uncontroverted that there 

were no other markings or notations on the voting machines, and it is further 

uncontroverted that the workers did not voluntarUy offer advice to any voter in regard to 

the write-In procedure. The opposite is true; the voters asked for advice from the 

workers. The only purpose of the pieces of tape was to enlighten a voter as to how to cast 

a write-In vote, and thus express his/her will and intention. Neither Title 18A nor Title 19 

prohibit election workers from providing some degree of instruction to voters with respect 

to !:!!!!!. to cast a write-In vote. This degree of aid and assistance must be contrasted with 

assistance In Instructing the voters regarding whom to vote for. §!!_,In the Matter of the 

Annual School mection Held In the Township of Green Brook, Somerset County, OAL 

DKT. NOS. EDU 2688-84 and EDU 2689-84 (consolidated) (June 12, 1984), rev'd, Comm. of 
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Education (July 30, 1984), aff'd State Board (Jan. 2, 1985) In the ease at bar, the tapes or 

stickers bearing the numbers 3, 3, 3 and 2 are relevant only to the question of how to cast 

a write-In vote and are not relevant to the issue of who to vote for. 

It Is thus clear that the will of the people of the school district of Passaic Township 

has been clearly expressed by the votes that were tabulated. (There were votes east out 

by the Commissioner.) It would be unjust and Inappropriate to void this election because 

of the conceded irregularities In light of the expressed will of the people of this school 

district. In re Livingston, 83 !!d.:_ SUper. 98 (App. Div. 1964). The standard to be applied 

in a school election Is set forth in In the Matter of Annual School mection held in the 

Henry Hudson Regional School District, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3952-82 (June 14, 1982), 

aff'd, Comm. of Education (July 27, 1982), which held that any irregularity or deviation 

from the election law must be connected to the result of the election and must be the 

cause of illegal votes which would not have been cast and which have defeated legal 

votes. Otherwise, the election should not be voided because to do so would repress the 

free will or the people. This has not been shown here by petitioner. 

The Board concedes that there were pieces of tape on both the Gillette and 

Millington polling machines indicating the years of the term next to the names of those 

persons running for the described terms. This, In and of itself, may be an irregularity 

because adding anything, even if it Is not specifically electioneering on behalf of one 

candidate or another, to the face of a machine, Is not specifically permitted by statute. 

However, there Is no evidence whatsoever that the irregularity affected the outcome of 

the election. To the contrary, the evidence goes the other way. Many votes for SUe 

Dapkins were vitiated because of the Commissioner's conclusion that they were not In the 

proper slot or did not reflect the proper name. Therefore, the only votes that were 

counted for Dapkins were those that were quite specific as to their intent. 

There Is no evidence whatsoever here of a fraud or misconduct. Not by any stretch 

of the imagination, nor supported by even a scintilla of evidence, could a conclusion be 

reached that Mr. Stefany, secretary of the Board of Education, who did not even know of 

the write-in campaign until just before polls opened, went out of his way to assist the 
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write-in candidate by directing the placing of the aforedeserlbed numbers on one side of 

the voting machine. It Is axiomatic that Irregularities not amounting to fraud do not 

vitiate an election. Stone v. Wyekotr, 102 !d.:_ Super. 26 (App. Div. 1968). 

The statutes cited at page 17 of petitioner's brief are Inapposite to the ease at bar. 

N.J.S.A. 19:48-6 deals with the requirement of police protection of the machines In order 

to prevent molestation, tampering or damage, and N.J.S.A. 19:52-2 requires election 

officials to Inspect the machines to ensure that ballots have not been mutilated or 

defaced or the machines damaged. The voting machines here were neither mutilated, nor 

defaced, nor tampered with, nor damaged. There were no markings or notations except 

the stickers and tape containing the numbers three, three, three and two. There was 

nothing surreptitious about the placement of the stickers, and there is nothing on those 

stickers which would do anything but enable a person to see which slot was appropriate for 

eech particular term of office If that voter eared to write in a candidate. 

This entire ease cannot be controlled by Green Brook. In that case, the Board 

disqualified many votes, which, In tum, affected the outcome of election and, therefore, 

the election was set aside. The Irregularities oeeuring In that election were so pervasive 

and of such significance as that the will of the electorate of that school district had been 

thwarted. That is not the situation at the ease at bar. Only if I were to reverse the 

election In Passaic Township would there be a thwarting of the will of the electorate. I 

refuse to raise the minimal Irregularities in this matter to the level of those which change 

or affect the outcome of an election, a conclusion which is required before the results of 

a contested election can be set aside. In the Matter of the Election Inquiry in the School 

District of the Borough of South River, Middlesex County, 1914 ~ 1040. Any 

irregularities during the election process on April 2, 1985, did not affect the outcome of 

that election for the expired two-year term. 

The Commissioner has held It Improper to display the name of a write-In candidate 

at the polls In full view of the voters, a eireumstanee not nearly reached In the case at 

bar. Yet, even this irregularity was not deemed sufficient to thwart the expressed will of 

the voters, and the results of that particular election were affirmed. In the Matter 
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of the Annual Sehool Election Held In the Sehool District of the Borough of Maywood, 

Bergen County, 1978 ~ 543. Elections have only been voided in cases in which 

election officials gave improper instructions to the voters regarding the use of write-ins 

and, therefore, the will of the people could not be discerned with respect to their choice 

of write-in candidates. In the Matter of the Annual Sehool Elections Held in the Sehool 

District of the Borough of Helmetta, Middlesex County, 1977 ~ 695. That situation is 

the exact opposite of the set of facts here, in which proper Instructions were given to the 

voters in Passaic Township Sehool District. Cf., In the Matter of the Annual School 

Election Held in the School District of the Borough of Pom2ton Lakes, Passaic County, 

1977 ~ 586, in which ease the voting machines were incorrectly prepared for write

ins, and therefore the election was set aside. 

Generally, the Commissioner has tried to validate irregular or write-in votes if it 

can be ascertained that the votes properly represent the will or intent of the voters. See, 

In the Matter of the Annual School Election Held in the School District of the Borough of 

Haddonfield, Camden County, Commissioner's Decision (June 17, 1981), Cf., In the Matter 

of the Annual Sehool Election Held in the Sehool District of South Orange-MaplewoodJ 

Fssex County, 1974 S.L.D. 1049. The purpose of the taped numbers was to allow write-in 

votes to be made for the two-year term. The votes that were counted were intended for 

Sue Dapkins for a two-year term. Since it was clear for whom the votes were intended 

and for what office, these facts should validate, not void this election. In re Clayman, 97 

~Super. 295 (Law Div. 1956). 

Petitioner also asserts that the election workers consistently failed to inspect the 

face of the machine after each voter had cast his vote to see whether the ballot and race 

had been altered and ~ 19:52-2 violated. The workers did cheek the faces of the 

machines as often as possible, but did not do it after each voter had east his vote. 

Election workers should be instructed in the future to inspect the face of each machine 

after each voter has finished to make sure that the machine has not been mutilated or 

defaced and the machine has not been damaged. But this irregularity did not, and cannot, 

change the outcome of this election sinee I have found as faet that the machines were not 

mutilated, defaced or damaged. 
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Accordingly, I conclude that affixing stickers or tape with the numbers "3, 3, 3 and 

2," to the Millington and Gillette voting machines was an irregularity, but I further 

conclude that the use of stickers or tape designating the years of terms of office for the 

contested positions on the Board of Education did not affeet the outcome of the 1985 

election. In sum, any errors made by the election workers in regard to the addresses of 

the voters in the poll list at Gillette which has one more signature than the number of 

voting slips, and in regard to the use of stickers or tapes affixed to voting machines are 

harmless as they did not affect the outcome of the election. This is eSPecially true in 

view of the Commissioner's decision on recount, which did not change the outcome of the 

initial count of the election, and which indicated that all votes which were disqualified 

could very well have been interpreted to be votes for Depkins, the winning candidate. 

Efforts should be made to avoid irregularities in ·the future. The election manual for 

workers could be clarified in regard to whether the poll list has to have the written 

addresses of the voters in addition to their signatures. §!!., Issue No. 1 in the prehearing 

order, as well as In the Matter of the Annual School Election Held In the School District 

of South Ora!!![e-Maplewood, Essex County, 1974 ~ 1049, In which the Commissioner 

held that all local boards should provide written Instructions for election board officers, In 

that ease regarding write-ins. However, in the matter before me, I conclude that the will 

of the voters in the school district of Passaic Township, Morris County, was to elect Sue 

Depkins to the two-year unexpired term. 

Accordingly, It Is hereby ORDERED that the petition of John c. Connor is 
DISMISSED. 
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This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, J)AUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if SAUL 

COOPERMAN does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is 

other,.,ISe extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accor

dance with~· 52:148-10. 

I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

DATE SYBIL R. MOSES, ALJ 

DATE 

DATE 

amn/e 

DEC 0 8 E25 

DEC 4 1965 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ANNUAL 

SCHOOL ELECTION HELD IN THE 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PASSAIC 

TOWNSHIP, MORRIS COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Admin
istrative Law. No exceptions to the initial decision were filed by 
the parties pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 
l:l-l6.4a, band c. ----

Upon review of those findings and conclusions in the 
initial decision, the Commissioner affirms and adopts them as sup
plemented and modified below. 

The Commissioner is constrained to comment on what he 
determines to be the additional underlying causes giving rise to 
this election inquiry. It is apparent from the testimony given by 
the Board Secretary that certain statutory requirements pertaining 
to the use of voting machines were procedurally defective. 

Initially, the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-63 place the 
primary responsibility upon the Board Secretary for the proper con
duct of a school election as follows: 

It shall be the duty of the secretary of the 
board of education to perform any such duties, 
not in conflict with those imposed upon any other 
officer by this law, as may be necessary for the 
proper conduct of a school election. 

Two of the specific duties spelled out in the law regarding 
the responsibility vested in the Board Secretary read in pertinent 
part as follows: 

And, 

18A:l4-41. Official ballots for machines 

The secretary of the board of education of the 
district shall furnish to said officer or 
officers of the county, at least seven days 
before the election, official ballots, of the 
type and in the number required by law for use in 
voting machines, for such election, and shall 
make such other arrangements as are necessary to 
hold such election by the use of voting machines 
in all polling districts of the school district. 
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18A:l4-42. Hanner of use of machines 

The voting machines shall be prepared for use and 
shall be used at such election in the same 
manner. and the superintendent of elections or 
the county board of elections. as the case may 
be, and all election officers of the district 
shall perform the same duties. as are required 
when the same are used in elections held pursuant 
to Title 19. Elections. of the Revised Statutes. 
except that 

b. Written notice of the time and place 
when the machines will be prepared for use at the 
elections shall be mailed to each candidate to be 
voted upon at such election. stating the time and 
place where the machines may be examined. at 
which time and place said candidates shall be 
afforded an opportunity to see that the machines 
are in proper condition for use in the 
election**''. 

The specific requirement set forth in N.J.S.A. l8A:l4-42(b) 
may not be construed to relieve the Board Secretary of the responsi
bility to inspect the voting machines in order to determine that 
they are in proper condition for use in the school election. 

In the Commissioner • s judgment had this been done by the 
Board Secretary those questions held up to inquiry with respect to 
the designation of columns in use for the write-in votes would have 
become apparent and could have been remedied prior to the annual 
school election in Passaic Township. In prior decisional school law 
the Commissioner has cautioned against the use of slot Ill on the 
voting machines used in school elections specifically for the 
reasons which led to the confusion registered by the voters herein. 
See In the Matter of the Annual School Election Held in the School 
District of Mount Arlington, 1975 S.L.D. 231. 

The failure of certain school election officials to require 
that the names and addresses of the voters be placed in the poll 
list at the time the right to vote is claimed violates the 
provisions of ~.J.S.A. 18A:l4-50: 

The voter shall, previous to the receipt of an 
official ballot, sign his name without assistance 
and state his address in an appropriate column of 
!;_h_!L_J?.Q!l list and the election officer in charge 
of the poll list shall record therein opposite 
the voter's name, the number of the official 
ballot furnished to the voter for voting 
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N.J.S.A. 18A:l4-50 requires the voter to sign his or her 
name and state his or her address in an appropriate .£_olumn .J2! th~ 
PQ].l_j.ist. Since it is impossible to verbally state a name in an 
appropriate column in a poll list, it therefore must be in writi~. 
The verb to "state" as it appears in Black's Law Dictionary, ReVIsed_ 
Fourth Edition, supports the interpretation of the statutory intent 
of ~J.S.A. 18A:l4-50 as construed by the Commissioner herein. 

STATE, y. To express the particulars of a thing 
in writing or in words; to set down or set forth 
in detai 1; to aver, allege. or declare. People 
v. Mercado, 59 Cal. App. 69, 209 P. 1035, 1037. 

(Emphasis added)(at p. 1578) 

Contrary to those conclusions reached by the ALJ, ante, the 
school election manual specifically requires voters to sign their 
names and state their addresses in the appropriate column on the 
poll list. The pertinent section of the election manual reads as 
follows: 

USE OF SIGNATURE COPY REGISTER AND POLL LIST 

*** 
Each voter must, previous to being given an 
official ballot, sign his /her naJ!I.!h_ without 
assistance and state his/her address in an 
appropriate column of the poll list. The 
election officer in charge of the poll list must 
record on the poll list, opposite the voter's 
name, the number of the official ballot furnished 
to the voter after comparing the poll list 
signature to the signature in the Signature Copy 
Register. 

(Schoo~ Election Manual, at p. 11) 

Finally, the Board is required by law to instruct and 
qualify its school election officers. (N.J.S.A. l8A:l4-6.1) While 
it cannot be determined herein whether the Board was in compliance 
with statutory prescription, it is apparent given the specific 
findings of fact in the instant matter that further detailed 
instruction of the school election officials is warranted prior to 
the upcoming annual school election to be held on April 2. 1986. 

Accordingly, the Board is directed to comply with the 
specific findings and conclusions set forth in this initial decision 
as supplemented and modified above by the Commissioner. In all 
other respects, the instant Petition of John C. Connor is hereby 
dismissed. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
January 1~, 1986 
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OFFICE OF ADMIN!STRATIVE LAW 

BOARD OF EDUCA TlON OP THE 

BOROUGH OF BERNARDSVILLE, 

SOMERSET COUNTY, 

Petitioner, 

v. 
M'. WILLIAM' COWAN, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 7910-84 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 393-9/84 

Lawrence s. Schwartz, Esq. and Anthony P. Seiarrillo, Esq., for petitioner 
(Schwartz, Pisano and Simon, attomeys} 

Stephen E. Klausner, Esq., for respondent (Klausner&: Hunter, attorneys) 

Record Closed: October 15, 1985 Decided: November 28, 1985 

BEFORE LILLARD E. LAW, ALJ: 

The Board of Education of the Borough of Bemardsville (Board) certified 

eleven charges of unbecoming conduct on September 15, 1984, to the Commissioner of 

Education for adjudication against respondent, a teacher with a tenure status. 

Respondent denies the allegations, setting forth ten separate defenses, and seeks 

reinstatement to his position from which he has been suspended. 

On October 25, 1984, the Commissioner transmitted the matter to the Office 

of Administrative Law (OAL) for determination as a contested ease, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 

52:148-1 !!t ~· and ~ 52:14F-1 !!t !!!!!!· A prehearing conference was held on 

January 10, 1985. Eight days or hearings were conducted on April 30, 1985, May 1, 1985, 
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July 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10, 1985. The parties requested and were granted leave to submit 

posthearing briefs. The last submission was received by the undersigned on October 15, 

1985, which date constituted the closing of the record. 

THE CHARGES 

The charges as certified and specified by the Board against respondent are set 

forth hereinbelow as follows: 

CHARGE ONE 

Approximately during the month of November 1974, William Cowan 
did verbally abuse women bus drivers employed to transport 
Bernardsville Public School pupils, and did use obscenities in 
addressing said bus drivers, said conduct constituting conduct 
unbecomi~ a teacher. 

CHARGE TWO 

On or about October 24, 1974, while proctoring an eighth grade 
examination William Cowan did address pupil [ H.J.] with 
obscenities, said conduct constituting conduct unbecoming a 
teaeher. 

CHARGE THREE 

Abandoned by the Board at hearing. 

CHARGE FOUR 

On or about December 3, 1974, William Cowan did use undue force 
In physieally removing pupil [D.T.) from his elassroom, and 
subsequent to leaving [ D.T.] In the sehool offiee did utter threats 
and obscenities In regard to said pupil and did strike the wall with 
his fist, said eonduct eonstltuting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

CHARGE FIVE 

On or about November 25, 1975, In his music class William Cowan 
did: 

a. Shove pupil [S.M.'s} hom and case into a storage bin, 
breaking hoth the hom and the case, said conduct 
constituting conduet unbecoming a teacher. 

b. Direct pupil [S.N.J to leave the classroom using obscenities, 
said conduct constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

-2-
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e. Did grab pupil [S.N.] by the shirt, ripping hls shirt and 
scraping his neck, said conduct constituting conduct 
unbecoming a teacher. 

CHARGE SIX 

On or about November 26, 1975, William Cowan did use undue 
force in handling pupil [ D.G.] and did use obscenities in addressing 
said pupil, said conduct constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

CHARGE SEVEN 

On or about November 6, 1980, William Cowan did reprimand pupil 
[D. W.} in the school office, using obscenities and threats, said 
conduct constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

CHARGE EIGHT 

On or about November 1, 1982, William Cowan did throw a chair to 
the front of his classroom while class was in session, knocking over 
his music stand, said conduct constituting conduct unbecoming a 
teacher. 

CHARGE NINE 

On or about October 23, 1982, at an away football game at the 
Mountain Lakes school district, William Cowan did use undue force 
in physically handling pupil [ G.S.I , and did verbally abuse said 
pupil using obscenities and threats, said conduct constituting 
eonduet unbecoming a teacher. 

CHARGE TEN 

On or about June 6, 1984, during band class William Cowan did: 

a. Threaten pupil { A.F.] with physical harm, said conduct 
constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

b. Use undue force in physically handling pupil [ A.F.], said 
conduct constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

e. Verbally abuse pupil [A.F.] and did use obscenities 
constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

CHARGE ELEVEN 

On or about June 20, 1984, William Cowan did falsify a Board of 
Education contract sent to his wife in order to attempt to 
fraudulently secure extra-curricular employment, said conduct 
constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

-3-
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PRELJMJN ARY FJNDJNGS OF FACT 

Having reviewed the herein record, Including the testimony and exhibits 

offered Into evidence and having given fair weight thereto; and having observed the 

demeanor of the witnesses and having assessed their credibility, I FIND the following 

PACTS: 

Respondent has been In the Board's employ for approximately 16 years as a 

teacher of music with emphasis on the Instrumental program in grades 1 through 12. 

Respondent had previously taught for 10 years In two ditrerent New Hampshire school 

districts, for a total of 26 years as a classroom teacher. 

Respondent's responsibilities while In petitioner Board's employ have included: 

e:lassroom, supervisory and director responsibilities for the junior high school instrumental 

program; teaching eourses in musie theory, harmony and musle appreciation on a yearly 

rotating basis, at the high school level; marching band during the fall semester; eoneert 

band for the remainder of the school year; stage band; and band camp onee per year 

during the summer months. The marching band required two evening rehearsals per week 

for one semester while the eoncert band required one evening rehearsal per week; all such 

rehearsals were for approximately 2 hours each. 

Mrs. Barbara J. Cowan, respondent's wife of 26 years, has been in the Board's 

employ as a special aide for 3 years. Mrs. C'..owan has been associated with the Board's 

marching band as a band front advisor tor 7 years. 

Charges one, two and four, as eertlfled by the Board against respondent, were 

the subject of a prior disciplinary proceeding wherein the Board withheld respondent's 

sa:lary and adjustment increment for the 1975-76 school year. Respondent did not 

challenge nor appeal the Board's action to withhold his 1975-76 sa:lary and adjustment 

Increment, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14. 

As a consequence of the allegations as set forth in Charge Nine, together With 

other reported and alleged incidents (Charges Five, Six, Seven and Eight), a series of 

meetings and eonferenees was held between respondent, the high school principal and the 

superintendent of schools, among others, where it was agreed that respondent's 1982-83 

salary increment was to be withheld. Respondent's adjustment increment was not 
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withheld and, therefore, was awarded to him for the 1982-83 school year (P-148). It was 

further agreed that the Board would underwrite the costs and expenditures for 

respondent's initial psychiatric evaluation and subsequent counseling. The Board took aU 

appropriate actions to withhold respondent's 1982-83 salary increment and to pay for 

respondent's psychiatric evaluation and counseling. It was also agreed that respondent 

would meet with the principal on a weekly basis to review and diseuss respondent's 

progress and behavior (P-14, 14A, 148, 14C), Respondent did not challenge nor appeal the 

Board's action to withhold his salary increment for the 1982-83 school y_ear. 

Respondent's psychotherapy continued for the entire 1982-83 school year. On 

June 11, 1983, P.M. Romeo, 1\f.D., the treating psychiatrist, asserted, among other things, 

that respondent had made significant progress to control his behavior toward his students 

and recommended that the psychotherapy could be suspended (P-14E, attachment). 

Thereafter, the Board, upon the recommendation of the principal and superintendent, 

determined to grant respondent's salary and adjustment increment for the 1983-84 school 

year. 

Jn 1980 or 1981, an incident occurred at band camp which involved pupils' use 

of alcoholic beverages to the extent that two pupil members of the band had passed out on 

a Saturday evening as a consequence of drinking the intoxicants. The bAnd camp was 

conducted off school premises. Respondent ordered members of the band council to 

confiscate and collect all the containers of alcohol and place the containers on a table in 

the camp's cafeteria. Respondent counted 87 bottles of hard liquor and approximately 20 

cans of beer. Thereafter, respondent placed a telephone call to the high school principal 

to report the incident. The principal advised respondent to telephone the parents of the 

two comatose male pupils in order to have them removed from the band camp. 

Respondent was unable to make contact with the parents of one of the pupils. Subsequent 

to being telephoned by respondent, the mother of the second male pupil arrived at the 

camp to take her son home; however, because of the pupil's comatose condition, it was 

agreed to leave the pupil at camp until the next morning. On the following day, Sunday, 

respondent consulted with a number of school officials, Including the principal on several 

occasions, and the president of the Board. The two male pupils who were intoxicated the 

evening before were sent home while the band remained at band camp. 

Respondent's teaching ability and performance is not at issue in this matter. 

The parties, therefore, stioulated as to respondent's Record of Classroom Observation and 
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Annual Evaluation from September 26, 1969 through and including March 2, 1984 (R-1). 

Said observation and evaluation reports indicate that respondent's performance was 

predominately "good," with several ratings as "commendable" and few "acceptable," which 

Is on the lower end of the scale, with regard to the identified area under observation and 

subject to the supervisor's evaluation. 

Gregg Shaffer, who was 19 years of ap;e at the time of hearing and Is no longer 

a pupil enrolled in the Board's schools, testified that he had been convicted on two counts 

of poasesslon of under 25 grams of marijuana. The dates of the convictions were 

unspecified; however, Shaffer llSIIerted he served a 30-day sentence In the Somerset 

County Jail as a consequence of the second offense. Subsequent to his arrest, conviction 

and sentence, Shaffer was enrolled in a drug abuse rehabilitation program conducted by 

Somerset County. 

Shaffer testified that subsequent to the incident which forms the basis of 

Charge Nine, he had been convicted of the criminal offense of breaking and entering the 

Bernards High School in 1984, The record shows that on or about June 8, 1984, the 

Somerset County Orand Jury Indicted Shaffer on two counts of third degree burglary, 

N.J.S.A. 2C:18-2; and on one count of theft In the third degree, N.J.S.A. 2C:20-3. Prior 

to the trial, Shaffer retracted his plea of not guilty to the charges and entered a plea of 

guilty to all counts. On October 26, 1984, the Superior Court of Somerset County, Law 

Division-criminal, sentenced Shaffer to three years' probation, concurrent with each 

offense. The court imposed additional conditions that Shafter was to submit to: 

(1) psychological evaluation and, If recommended, treatment and care was needed, It 

became an additional condition of his probation; (2) he was to submit to drug abuse 

evaluation with treatment and care an additional condition, if recommended; and (3) he 

was ordered to perform 100 hours of community service under the direction of the 

Somerset County Probation Department. A penalty of $75.00 was also imposed (R-2). 

TES'nMONIAL AND DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

CHARGE ONE 

The Board offered the testimony or Dr. Torry Frolsland, high school principal, 

in support of Charge One. Dr. Froisland relied, in part, upon a document, dated 

January 6, 1975, transmitted to respondent from the principal (P-8, p. 2, item No. 7; p. 10, 
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Appendix B. See also: P-10, Exhibits LL, MIVI, nand KK). Therein, the principal asserted 

and alleged the following: 

On November 18, 1974 a call was received by the high sehool 
principal from Mr. Bill Conover, owner of the Conover Buses 
regarding Mr. Cowan's reaction to the women bus drivers when 
they asked that there be no smoking on the bus. Apparently, it is 
their legal obligation to warn those within their buses there is to be 
no smoking on said buses. The women bus drivers complained to 
Mr. Conover over Mr. Cowan's language when he {Mr. Cowan) was 
informed of these conditions. Mr. Cowan allegedly called the 
women 'sons of bitches.' He further questioned the women drivers 
why the Board of Education still does business with Conover Buses. 
[ P-8, p. 10, App. B} 

Respondent acknowledged receipt of P-8 and the allegations set forth therein 

{P-8, p. 19). On February 25, 1975, respondent submitted a written statement to the 

principal with regard to his doing business with the Conover Bus Company, alleging a 

series of incidents and problems which had occurred with both the drivers of the buses and 

the management of the Company (P-10). Respondent submitted a written rebuttal to the 

allegations with respect to the "no smoking" rule of the Conover Bus Company, contending 

that two male bus drivers were present, neither of whom objected to pupils smoking on 

their buses. Respondent alleged that one of the female bus drivers involved in the dispute 

smoked (P-9). Respondent failed, however, to specifically address the allegation as set 

forth by the principal with regard to respondent's use of abusive language toward the 

female bus drivers. Respondent neither denied nor rebutted the principal's allegations 

that he used abusive language toward the female bus drivers {P-10, P-9). 

At hearing, respondent rested with respect to the allegations contained in 

Charge One and, therefore, offered no proofs by way of denial or rebuttal in regards 

thereto. 

Notwithstanding, I FIND that the Board has tailed to establish by a 

preponderance of the reliable and credible evidence, the truth of Charge One. 

Accordingly, Charge One is hereby dismissed. 

CHARGE TWO 

The principal testified, again relying on Exhibit P-8, to an incident which 

allegedly occurred in fall 1974 at which time respondent was assigned to praetor eighth 
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grade pupils taking the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. The prlneipal testified he was informed 

by the parent of one of the female pupils, "H.J. "• that respondent had admonished H.J. Cor 

being disruptive during the examination session and had exclaimed to H.J., "get your ass 

out of here and it r were your parents r would take care of you." Subsequent to receiving 

this information, the principal discussed the Incident and allegations with respondent. 

Respondent denied using the words and language to H.J. as reported to the principal by 

H.J.'s mother. Thereafter, on November 26, 19?4, a conference was conducted with the 

principal, H.J.'s mother and respondent where R.J.'s mother advanced the same allega

tions and respondent denied them. The principal asserted that there was really no 

resolution to the dispute. 

Respondent set forth a written rebuttal to the allegation and denied making 

the statements to pupil H.J. as reported to the principal by H.J.'s mother (P-9, pp. 1, 6). 

From the proofs advanced by the Board with respeet to Charge Two, I FIND 

such proofs to be insulflcient to establish the truth of the charge. There is nothing in the 

record to demonstrate that the principal conducted an independent Investigation of the 

allegation set forth by the parent of R.J. that respondent used Inappropriate, wlgar or 

profane language as reported and alleged. The record is devoid of any indication that the 

principal interviewed staff members or other pupils, presumably present during the 

examination and alleged incident, who were in the position to corroborate the allegation 

or respondent's denial. All that Is before this administrative tribunal is the bare 

allegation of the pupU's parent followed by a conference conducted with respondent by the 
principal and a sUbsequent meeting with the principal, respondent and H.J.'s mother, 

coupled with the principal's testimony that there was no real resolution to the matter. 

Given these Umlted facts, I FIND that the Board has failed to prove the 

allegations as set forth In Charge Two. Accordingly, Charge Two is hereby DISMISSED. 

CHARGE FOUR 

The basis for this charge is also found in P-8, the principal's memorandum 

directed to respondent, dated January 8, 19?5, and was supplemented by way of the 

principal's testimony at hearing. The alleged lneldent occurred on December 3, 1914, 

which involved respondent and a pupD hereinafter Identified as "D.T," In his memorandum 

to respondent, the principal asserted and alleged that: 
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Dur~ the 7th and 8th grade band rehearsal, a student [D.T.] hit 
[C. C.] (respondent's son] over the head with an objeet. 
Mr. Cowan brought [D.T.J to Mr. Wildgen's ortice. He was 
physically taking [D.] to the office where, at one time [D's) feet 
were not even on the ground. The student was suspended by 
Mr. Wildgen. 

As Mr. Cowan was leaving and going down the stairs to the band 
room, Mr. Cowan was observed and heard to hit his fist against the 
wall and say 'that fucking kid I'll kill him.' 

The principal testified that Mr. Wildgen was, at that time, an administrative 

assistant at the high school who reported the incident to the principal It was Mr. Wildgen 

who witnessed and then reported to the principal that respondent had said, "That fucking 

kid, I'll kill him." Mr. Wildgen was unavailable and, therefore, did not testify at hearing. 

Subsequent to the alleged incident between respondent and D. T ., the principal 

interviewed both principals to the incident separately. The principal asserted, on cross

examination, that respondent did not deny the use of vulgarities upon leaving 

1\fr. Wildgen's office. 

Respondent, by way of rebuttal to the alleged Incident, stated in writing that 

D.T. had hit his son c. on the head with a metal stool, causing personal injury to c. 
Respondent asserted, among other things, that he took D.T. to [Mr. Wildgen's] oftiee and 

that D.T.'s feet were on the ground at all times. Respondent denied that he had struck 

the cement wall with his hand (P-9). Respondent did not deny using the words or language 

alleged by the administrative assistant. 

To the extent that the administrative assistant witnessed and heard respondent 

utter the profane and vulgar exclamations and thereafter reported his observations to the 

principal, I PIND that portion of Cherge Four to be true in fact. This Cinding is supported 

by respondent's failure to denv or successfully rebut the assertion. 

With regard to that portion of the charge which alleges that respondent 

grabbed D.T. and physically lifted the pupil where O.T.'s feet did not touch the floor while 

respondent took D.T. from the classroom to the administrative assistant's office, a strong 

inference as to the truth of the allegation can be made out under the circumstances of the 

incident. D.T. had been disruptive and was "fooling around" in the classroom which 

subsequently resulted in D.T.'s striking respondent's son C. on the head with a metal 
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Instrument. Respondent, h11ving observed D.T. lnniet injury upon his son, gr11bbed D.T. 

lind physic11Uy ejeeted D.T. from the elllssroom to take him to the administrative 

assistant's office. Respondent does not deny that he used such physical force upon D.T. 

but, rather, denies that D.T.'s feet left the fioor while respondent tr11nsported D.T. to the 
office (P-9). 

Based upon these f11cts, I FIND thllt respondent did commit and use physical 

force upon D.T. on December 3, 19'14, while escorting the pupil from the clllssroom to the 

of'flee of' the high school11dmlnlstrative assistant. 

CHARGE FrYE 

Steven N11nfelt, a former pupil of Bernards High School and now a student 

attending Ny11ck College, Upper Nyaek, New York, testified he was a pupil in respondent's 

seventh and eighth grnde band on November 25, 1975. Nanfelt testified that he and 

another pupil, Jerry Negri, were disruptive in respondent's clllssroom on that date, 

whereupon respondent dlreeted that Nanfelt pack up his instrument and musle and leave 

the elllssroom. Nanfelt pllleed his trumpet in its carrying ease and proceeded to plllee It 

in a storage eubiele located in the elllssroom when, he asserted, respondent came up 

behind Nani'elt and shoved the trumpet ease into the eublele. The force of respondent's 

thrust caused the ease to suddenly pop open and Nani'elt's trumpet to pop out, damaging 

both the instrument and the carrying ease. 

Nanfelt testified that respondent then grabbed Nanfelt's shirt by his neck, 

causing serape marks on the skin of his neek and tearing the shirt at Its se11m. Respondent 

proceeded to pick Nanfelt up to drag him to the classroom door lind threw Nanfelt out of 

the elllssroom while shouting, "Get the hell out of here." 

N11nfelt did not report the lllleged Incident to the school authorities but, 

rather, Informed his mother who, subsequently, informed the high school administrative 

assistant. On November 26, 19'15, the day following the Incident, the high school principal 

confronted respondent with the allegations In 11 personal conference with respondent. The 

principal's notes of the conference were lllter recorded in a report with a request that 

respondent submit his responses to the allegations to the principal in wrltinq: (P-5). 
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The principal's report (P-5) asserts that respondent denied touching Nanfelt's 

trumpet or carrying case; denied that he shouted at Nanfelt to "get the hell out of here;" 

and denied that respondent had either tom Nanfelt's shirt or scraped the skin on Nanfelt's 

neck. The principal's report (P-5) does assert, however, that respondent confirmed to the 

principal he had grabbed Nanfelt by the shirt, although respondent was unaware whether 

he had ripped Nanfelt's shirt or had scraped the skin on Nanfelt's neck (P-5). The 

principal's report indicated that respondent had grabbed Nanfelt because Nanfelt was slow 

in following respondent's directives to leave the classroom after being ordered to do so by 

respondent (P-5). 

Pursuant to the principal's request (P-5), respondent forwarded a written 

memorandum, dated December 11, 1975 (P-5A). Respondent asserted, among other 

things, that the alleged incident with Nanfelt occurred on November 20, 1975, rather than 

November 25, 1975, as alleged in the principal's memorandum (P-5). Respondent 

continued in his memorandum by admitting that he had asked Nanfelt to leave the 

classroom for " ••• continued disruptive class behavior after repeated warnings" (P-5A). 

Respondent denied shoving Nanfelt's instrument case containing Nanfelt's trumpet into 

the instrument cubicle and denied causing any damage to either of the Items. Respondent 

contended that the Instrument and carrying case had both been previously damaged and 

were in disrepair. Respondent denied swearing at Nanfelt; however, respondent admitted 

that he put his hand on Nanfelt's shoulder to quickly escort Nanfelt from the classroom. 

Respondent asserted in his memorandum that "at no time did my hand come in contact 

with his [ Nanfelt's) skin or grasp his shirt causing a tear" (P-5A). 

Respondent's oral testimony at hearing closely followed and coincided with his 

written memorandum in regard to his admissions and denials with respect to the Nanfelt 

incident. 

There is no doubt that respondent did, in fact, make physical contact with 

Steven Nanfelt for the purpose of bodily removing the pupil from respondent's classroom 

on November 25, 1975 (a date respondent disputes without more by way of evidence to 

support his contention). Respondent admitted, in oral testimony and by way of written 

memorandum, that he had grabbed the pupil and escorted him from the classroom. 

Whether respondent placed his hand on Nanfelt's shirt and neck (which respondent denies), 

or whether respondent placed his hand on Nanfelt's shoulder (which respondent admits), 

the facts demonstrate that respondent violated Nanfelt's person without justification. 
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Accordingly, I FIRD that on November 25, 1975, respondent committed the 

offense of corporal punishment upon Steven Nanfelt, a seventh grade pupil in respondent's 

music class. 

Respondent denies shouting at Nanfelt to "get the hell out of here," asserting 

that at no time did he swear at Nanfelt (P-5A). It Is evident from the record that 

respondent had a penchant for the use of abusive and offensive language (P-5, P-8, P-9, 

P-11, P-12) where, subsequent to the Nanfelt Incident, the principal "· •• once again 

reminded [respondent] that vulgarities or obscenities are not to be used in the school or 

In any school-related activity" (P-5). 

I FIRD, therefore, that respondent did use the abusive and offensive language 

alleged In addressing Steven Nanfelt on November 25, 1975. 

With regard to the Issue In Charge Five alleging that respondent damaged 

Nanfelt's Instrument and the Instrument's carrying ease, It is noted here that the principal 

failed to conduct an Independent Investigation with respect to the allegation. The 

principal neither Inspected the alleged damaged Items nor did he Interview pupils who 

were In attendance when the Incident occurred to corroborate Nanfelt's assertion or 

respondent's deniaL The principal failed to investigate and ascertain the extent of the 

damage or whether the Items had been abused by Nanfelt prior to the incident as alleged 

by respondent. Lacking such Independent Investigation or Inspection, I FIRD the Board 

has failed to carry its burden with respect to that portion of Charge Five. 

CHARGE SIX 

The Board's proofs with respect to this charge Is grounded upon hearsay 

without a residuum of competent evidence to support Its allegations. Consequently, I 

FIRD the Board has failed to carry its burden, by a preponderance of the reliable and 

credible evidence, In support of the charge and, therefore, it Is hereby DISMISSED. 

CHARGE SEVEN 

The high school assistant principal, Richard Palazzi, testified coneeming this 

charge. On November 6, 1980, Palazzi served as the administrative assistant to the high 

school prlncip!!l, In charge of discipline for grades seven and eight. On November 6, 1980, 
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Palazzi was away from his office at the beginning of the school's third period. Upon his 

retum and entry to his office, Palazzi encountered respondent and then--pupil Dan Wadley 

in a heated verbal exchange. Wadley was sitting in a chair in Palazzi's office ·while 

respondent was standing in front and over Wadley and was shouting profane language at 

Wadley. Palazzi, concerned that physical violence might ensue as a consequence of the 

heated verbal exchange, attempted to calm down both respondent and the pupil. Palazzi 

thereupon directed respondent to retum to his assigned classroom while retaining Wadley 

in his office where Palazzi interviewed the pupil. 

The principal was not available on November 6, 1980; therefore, Palazzi was 

unable to make a report of the incident until the following day, November 7, 1980. The 

principal advised Palazzi to interview pupils in respondent's classroom who were present 

prior to respondent and Wadley's appearing in Palazzi's office. The principal advised 

Palazzi that the principal would conduct his own independent investigation. On 

November 20, 1980, Palazzi submitted his report to the principal (P-11). On 

November 25, 1980, the principal submitted a memorandum to respondent with regard to 

the Wadley incident and other events between pupils and respondent, which came to the 

principal's attention as the result of his independent investigation of the Wadley incident 

(P-12). 

Wadley, a 1985 graduate or Bernards High School, and his mother, testified at 

hearing with respect to incidents which were alleged to have occurred between Wadley 

and respondent on November 6, 1980. Those allegations, to which both testified, were not 

contained in nor made a part of the Board's charges against respondent; therefore, they 

are not considered here. 

Wadley's father also testiCied before this administrative tribunal with respect 

to requested meetings and conferences he had with certain school officials concerning the 

November 6, 1980 incident between Wadley and respondent. His testimony was not 

relevant to the charge and, therefore, is not summarized here. 

Respondent testified on his own behalf with respect to Charge Seven, 

admitting he had removed Wadley from his classroom while the class was in session and 

escorted Wadley to Palazzi's office. Respondent asserted he closed the o!fiee door, in 

Palazzi's absence, to conduct a conversation with Wadley concerning the behavior of the 

drum section of the seventh and eighth grade band, of which Wadley was a member. 
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Respondent denied touching or causing physical injury to Wadley. Respondent denied the 

use of any obscenities directed at Wadley or the use of threats toward the pupiL 

Having carefully considered the reeord with respect to the allegations 

pursuant to Charge Seven, I FIND Richard Palazzi's testimony to be reliable and credible. 

Close v. Kordulak, 44 g 589 (1965); Garden State Farms v. Mathis, 61 N.J. 406 (1972). 

Palazzi testified in an open and candid manner that upon entering his office on 

November 6, 1980, he did observe respondent standing over Wadley (then an eighth grade 

pupil) as Wadley was seated in a chair In Palazzi's office and that he did hear respondent 

shout threats and obscenities at Wadley. Palazzi subsequently reduced his personal 

observations of the events on November 6, 1980 to writing, among other things, and 

presented the report to the principal (P-11). Palazzi's testimonial recollection of 

respondent's conduct and demeanor on November 6, 1980, comports with his written 

report submitted to the principal and, therefore, is to be believed. 

Accordingly, I FIND the Board has met its burden of proof as to the truth of 

the charge and, therefore, it is hereby SUSTAlNED. 

CHARGE EIGHT 

The Board has failed to prove the truth of this charge. Its chief witness with 

respect thereto was its former high school vice principal, Mary Elizabeth Metzger, now 

retired. She testified from her handwritten notes that on November 1, 198~, an 

unidentified pupil reported to her that during the eighth period stage band class, the pupils 

were playing poorly, whereupon respondent appeared to beeome angry. The unidentified 

pupil reported, among other things, that respondent allegedly picked up a chair in the 

classroom and threw the chair toward the front of the classroom, striking a music stand, 

sending the sheet music thereon flying about the room. Thereafter, respondent calmed 

down to continue conducting the class. 

The then vice principal delivered her handwritten notes of the pupil's report to 

the principal (P-13A). Subsequently, on November 11, 1982, the principal submitted a 

memorandum (P-13) to respondent, setting forth the pupil's allegations. 
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The principal's memorandum (P-13) asserts the vice principal questioned and 

interviewed pupils who were present in respondent's eighth period stage band class on 

November 1, 1982. The vice principal made no such assertion in her testimony at hearing. 

In fact, the vice principal testified she did not speak with any pupils subsequent to the 

unidentified pupil's report to her concerning the alleged incident. There is nothing in the 

record to show that the principal and/or vice principal conducted an independent inquiry 

or investigation to assess or determine the truth or falsity of the unidentified pupil's 

allegations. 

Accordingly, I FIND that Charge Hight is based upon hearsay without a 

residuum of competent evidence in support of the allegations. The Board, therefore, has 

failed to prove the charge and it must, in fairness, be DISMISSED. 

CHARGE NINE 

The basis for this charge arose first, by way of an oral complaint by the 

affected pupil to the then high school vice principal who subsequently made an oral report 

to the principal and, second, by way of an investigation into the pupil's allegations by the 

high school principaL The Board's proofs, by way of testimony and documents, are as 

follows: 

On October 23, 1982, the Bernards High School football team scheduled an 

afternoon interscholastic football game to be played against Mountain Lakes High School 

football team at Mountain Lakes. In COMection thereto, the Bernards High School 

marching band was to perform in the pre--game activities. It was the standing rule of the 

band that subsequent to the Bernards pre-game band performance, all band members were 

required to retire to the spectator stands and remain therein until after the half-time of 

the football game and the home team (Mountain Lakes) band's performance. The purpose 

of the rule was for the Bernards band to observe and pay its respects to the home team 

band and its performance. Subsequent to the home team band's completion of its half

time performance, the Bernards band members were then permitted to leave the 

spectator stands to get refreshments or to return to the buses which had transported the 

band to the game. The rule was strictly enforced. 

On October 23, 1982, Gregg Shafter, then an eleventh grade pupil and member 

of respondent's marching band, together with several band 'Tlember pupils, violated the 
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standing rule. Subsequent to the Bernards band pre-game performance, Shaffer and six to 

eight other band members went to the refreshment stand, loeated adjaeent to the playing 

field, rather than remaining in the spectator stands. Shaffer testified that after he had 

purehased food at the refreshment stand, he and another pupil proeeeded to walk back to 

the spectator stands when he noticed respondent walking toward them. Shatter spoke to 

respondent whereupon, Shaffer asserted, respondent grabbed Shaffer by the shoulder and 

led Shaffer away from the other pupils. Shaffer stated that: 

He [respondent] started shaking me and then he said he was going 
to fuekin' kill me, and then he shook me, rm going to fuckin' kill 
you you little bastard. And I was seared, and I didn't know what to 
do, you know, twas young, I was just seared. [TR., July 2, 1985, at 
1'19] 

During the encounter between Shaffer and respondent, Special Police Otrleer 

Dllmour c. Barton appeared upon the scene. Otrleer Barton testified that prior to his 

arrival on the seene between respondent and Shaffer, he was standing by the entranee to 

the spectator stands and the playing field talking with the ticket taker (George Wilson). 

The tleket taker alerted the officer about the incident between respondent and the pupil 

and advised the orrieer to investigate. Offieer Barton asserted that he observed a tall 

man holding a young boy by the lapels of his band uniform; the boy was on his toes and the 

man and boy were nose-to~ose. As the offieer drew nearer to the encounter, he heard 

the man state, "You fucking little bastard, you better do what I tell you from now on." 

The otrieer ordered respondent to release the boy and it was not until after the officer 

repeated the order did respondent do so. The orflcer testified that respondent's voiee was 

abusive. The officer asked Shaffer if the adult (respondent) was a relative of Shaffer's. 

Shaffer responded that the adult was not a relative but, rather, the band director. 

Respondent was moving away from the scene whereupon the officer stated that "He 

[respondent! wouldn't be a band director long if you keep acting like that there." 

Otrleer Barton opined that respondent's conduct constituted a simple assault 

with no battery involved. The officer CUed an investigation report (P-140) on October 23,_ 

1982, with the Borough of Mountain lakes Pollee Department concerning the incident, 

alleging respondent to have committed simple assault, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 2C:l2-l(a)3 

(P-140), 
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The principal testified, among other things, that subsequent to his receipt of 

the oral report ot the alleged incident as related to the vice principal by Shaffer, the 

principal met and spoke with Shaffer, The principal requested Shafter to reduce to 

writing his best recollection or the incident of October 23, 1982 (P-14F). Thereafter, the 

principal met with respondent to discuss the allegations advanced by ShaC!er. The 

discussion between the principal and respondent included, among other things, the alleged 

use of alcohol and/or drugs by some pupil band members as well as the alleged incident 

reported by Shaffer. Subsequently, respondent addressed a memorandum to the principal, 

dated October 26, 1982, setting forth respondent's recollection and his reactions to the 

allegations (P-14G). 

In respondent's memorandum to the principal (P-14G), respondent asserted, 

among other things, the policy prohibiting band members from leaving their assigned 

positions until the third quarter of the football game. Respondent related that upon 

observing six-to-eight band members gathered at the refreshment stand, respondent 

walked to the refreshment stand to remind the band members of the policy and directed 

that they all return to their assigned bus for the remainder of the football game. He 

asserted that Shaffer refused to leave and that he was making obscene and derogatory 

comments expressed by use or profanities and threats. Respondent asserted that since he 

had reason to believe that band members were reporting to band activities while they 

were under the influence of alcohol, drugs or both, respondent became suspicious of 

Shaffer's out-of-control behavior. Respondent stated that he reacted to what respondent 

believed to be a threat to strike respondent by restraining Shaffer with respondent's hands 

on Shaffer's shoulders as Shaffer struggled to get away from respondent. Respondent 

asserted that under the emotionalism of the moment, there were negative comments 

issued by Shaffer with respondent's responding in the same strong language In an effort to 

shock Shatfer back to reality. Respondent contends that Shaffer had extreme difficulty in 

responding to a very clear and direct request, while the other band member pupils 

returned to the buses as ordered and without incident (P-14G}. 

On his direct examination respondent testified as to th~ incident on 

October 26, 1982, asserting, among other things, that subsequent to the Bernards High 

School band's pre-game performance, respondent, his wife and son were standing on the 

visitors' sideline when respondent observed several band members walking toward the 

refreshment concession stand. Respondent left his wife and son at the visitors' sideline 

and walked to the pupils at which time he reminded the pupils that they had broken the 
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rule. Respondent ordered the offending band members to gather up their respective 

musical instruments, to go to the buses and to remain on the buses until after the 

completion of the football game. Respondent then walked to the spectator's section of 

the stand where the Bernards band members were seated to watch the game. 

Subsequently, respondent turned around And observed Shaffer standing alone near the 

refreshment stand. Respondent returned to the refreshment stand and confronted Shaffer 

and inquired as to why Shaffer had not followed respondent's directive. Respondent 

contended that Shaffer's immediate reaction was one of hostility. When respondent's 

attorney asked respondent, "What does that mean?", respondent answered, "It means that 

he [Shaffer} said, •rn do any fucking thing I want to do.•" Respondent thereupon asked 

Shaffer to move away with him from the refreshment stand. The two of them moved 

approximately 20 feet from the refreshment stand, whereupon respondent asked Shaffer, 

''What's the matter with you? Are you on drugs?" Shaffer responded that respondent had 

constantly been on Shaffer's ease and that Shaffer had had enough of respondent and, 

therefore, Shaffer was going to do what Shaffer wanted to do without any interference 

from respondent. 

Respondent testified that at some point the exchange became quite heated 

during which respondent grabbed Shaffer by the shoulders and shouted to Shaffer to "snap 

out of it," ordering Shaffer to the bus. Respondent asserted that Shaffer raised his arm in 

a manner which led respondent to believe that Shaffer was going to strike him with the 

drumsticks that Shaffer was holding in one hand. Respondent testified that he shook 

Shaffer in order to snap Shaffer baek into reality so as to discontinue the confrontation. 

Respondent contended that he did not voice any obscenities during his confrontation with 

Shaffer. 

Respondent further testified that while he had Shaffer in his grasp, respondent 

heard the special police officer (Barton) twice shout to respondent for respondent to take 

his hands off the boy. Respondent answered the pollee officer by asserting that the 

officer did not understand the situation of the confrontation; that respondent was the 

band director and that he had the situation under controL The police officer responded, 

"You won't be the band director as of Monday morning if you don't take your hands off 

that boy." Respondent released Shaffer from his grasp and retired to the visitors' stand. 

Respondent's wife testified that she was present at the Bemards-l\llountain 

Lake football game on October 23, 1982, and that she had an unobstructed view of the 
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incident between respondent and then pupil bandmember Shaffer. She asserted, among 

other things, that she was standing approximately 20 to 25 feet from the confrontation 

and that she heard Shaffer and respondent talking in loud voices. She testified she saw 

Shaffer raise his right hand, in which he was holding drumsticks, to commence to swing at 

respondent. She then observed respondent grab Shaf!er's hand with the drumsticks in it 

and grab Shaffer's shoulder with his other hand. 

Craig W. Cowan, respondent's son, testified, among other things, that he had 

been a member of the Bernards High School Marching Band from 1975 through 1979. 

Thereafter, Craig Cowan assisted respondent with the band's percussion section and was 

present at the Bemards-Mountain Lakes football games on October 23, 1982. Craig 

Cowan asserted that he observed the Bernards band pre~ame performance during which 

he noticed confusion with its percussion section; specifically with Shaffer, who appeared 

not to know the marching routine for the percussion section. Cowan testified that Shaffer 

had to look around to determine when Shaffer's marching line had to tum during the 

routine. 

Craig Cowan testified, among other things, that he observed Shaffer go to the 

refreshment stand following the band's pre-game performance. Cowan testified he was 

standing 20 feet from the refreshment stand and observed respondent approach Shaffer. 

Respondent asked Shaffer why Shaffer was there and admonished ShaCCer for breaking the 

rules. Cowan testified he heard Shaffer state to respondent, "I could do whatever the 

luck [ want to do." Respondent asked ShafCer to move away from the concession stand, 

and Shaffer and respondent moved approximately ten feet. Respondent and Shaffer 

became involved in a verbal exchange, which alternated between loud and quiet. Cowan 

did not specifically hear the words exchanged between the two individuals at this point in 

time. Craig Cowan asserted, however, that respondent did not use any obscenities during 

the verbal exchange with Shaffer. 

Craig Cowan asserted that he saw Shaffer raise his hand in which Shaffer held 

drumsticks whereupon respondent grabbed the drumsticks. Thereafter, the special pollee 

officer (Barton) appeared upon the scene. 

On cross-examination, Craig Cowan testified, among other things, that he was 

positive there were no other Bernards High School pupils nor Bernards band members at 

the refreshment stand when respondent approached Shaffer. 
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The testimony as to this charge, both conructing and Inconsistent, must be 

measured as to Its credibility. There Is no question respondent grabbed and placed his 

hands on then pupil Shaffer during the course of a heated verbal exchange. Respondent 

would have this administrative tribunal believe he: (1) grabbed Shaffer to protect himself 

from being struck by drumsticks, which Shaffer was carrying, and (2) placed his hands on 

Shaffer's shoulders and shook Shaffer to "snap Shaffer back into reality enough to 

discontinue the confrontation.'' Respondent's wire and son corroborated, in part, 

respondent's assertions on thls point. 

In his written rebuttal to the allegations (P-14G), respondent asserted that he 

reacted to what he thought was a threat to strike respondent, " ••• by restraining him 

{Shafter} with my hands on his shoulders as he {Shaffer} struggled to get away" (P-14G, 

Item No. 4). Shaffer, on the other hand, denied he attempted to strike or in any manner 

resist respondent during the confrontation. Shaffer asserted he was frightened by 

respondent's actions and kept his hands to his sides or behind him during respondent's 

verbal and physieal attack. Similarly, Special Officer Barton observed no move by Shaffer 

to strike or otherwise resist respondent during the encounter. 

In his Wl'itten rebuttal, respondent attempts to justify his actions toward 

Shaffer by reason of respondent's belief that band members had been reporting to band 

activities while under the Influence of alcohol, drugs or both (P-14G, Item No. 3). Shaffer 

denied he was under the lnnuenee of drugs on October 23, 1982. Respondent was unable 

to demonstrate to this tribunal that Shaffer was, In fact, lnpaired or diminished In mental 

eapaelty by the use of alcohol or drugs on the date In Issue. 

Respondent denied using obaeene language during the verbal confrontation 

with Shaffer. In his written rebuttal, respondent alleged that Shaffer made "obseene and 

derogatory comments, using a number of profanities and threats" (P-14G, item No. 2). 

Respondent continued by statlnf, "Under the eireumstances of the moment there were 

negative comments issued by {Shaffer] and I responded with the same strong language in 

an effort to shook him back to reality" (P-14G, item No. 5) (emphasis added). Respondent 

-did not deny using obscene or profane language In his encounter with Shaffer In 

respondent's written rebuttal to the allegations (P-140). 

Accordingly, I FIND the testimony of Gregg Shaffer and Special Officer 

Barton to be more credible as to the "reasonable probability of [the] truth" of the matter 
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than that or respondent and respondent's witnesses. Jackson v. D.L. & W.R.R. Co., 111 

~ 487, 490 (_!. & !· 1933); Close v. Kordulak, 44 ~ 589 (1965); Garden State Farms 

!.:. Mathis, 611!d:_ 406 (1972). 

Consequently, I FIND Charge Nine to be true, in fact, and it is hereby 

SUSTAINED. 

As a consequence or the Shaffer incident, the superintendent recommended to 

the Board, among other things, that respondent be provided, at the Board's expense, 

psychiatric evaluation and counseling (P-148). Respondent agreed with the superin

tendent's recommendation. The superintendent further recommended, and the Board so 

adopted, a resolution that respondent's salary increment be withheld from respondent for 

the 1983-84 school year; however, respondent would be provided his adjustment increment 

(P-14B). Respondent did not challenge the superintendent's recommendation, nor did he 

challenge the Board's action. 

CHARGE TEN 

The Board offered two witnesses directly involved with this charge; Andrew 

Fuls, the then pupil who was the subject of respondent's alleged verbal and physical 

attack, and Janet Gallaway, a pupil witness to the incident. Fuls, a June 1985 graduate of 

Bernards High School, testified he was in the eleventh grade on June 6, 1984, and a 

member of respondent's band. On that date, during the fifth period, he and approximately 

one-half ot the members of the band were practicing under respondent's direction the 

recessional music for the high school graduation exercises. Fuls, who played trombone, 

asserted that there was a change of key in the music at which time a trombone ;>layer 

sitting next to Fuls purposely played the wrong notes. The pupil who played the wrong 

notes ducked down below his music stand and Fuls smiled. Fuls testified that respondent 

immediately moved toward the trombone section shouting, "fll wrap that damn horn 

around your neck." Fuls responded, "Don't touch me." Whereupon respondent picked up a 

music stand and threw it against the classroom door, breaking the music stand. 

Respondent then grabbed Fuls by his shirt and skin shouting, "''ll touch ycl! when I want 

to." In aloud and angry voice, respondent shouted at Fuls, "Get the fuck out.~ 

Fuls testified that at this juncture he got up from his chair and moved to place 

his trombone in the storage room. As Fuls did so, respondent shouted at Fuls, "I'll tear 
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your ass in half. Get the hell out of here." Fuls responded by stating, "Don't touch me. 

l'l1 get the best damn lawyer and get you out of here." Puis placed his trombone in the 

storage room and when he came out of the storage room, respondent ordered Fuls to come 

to where respondent was standing. Janet Gallaway, the student president ot Band 

CouneU, asked Puis if he wanted her to go with Puis and respondent, to wh!C!h Puis 

answered that he did. Respondent and Puis left the C!lassroom with Gallaway following. 

After walking through several doors looated in the C!Orridor, respondent turned toward 

Puis and yelled, "I want you the hell out of my band." Puis responded that he wished to 

remain in the band. Puis asserted that respondent then shouted, "If you stay in the band, 

so help me God, I'll kill you." At this point the fire bell rang for a fire drill after which, 

Puis testified, respondent stated, "I C!an't take these fucking kids anymore." Respondent 

and Puis parted, Puis subsequently reported the incident to the assistant prinC!ipal and, 

thereafter, Puis attended his assigned classes for the remainder of the day. Fuis testified 

that he was in fear that respondent would do physiC!al harm to him during the course of 

this Incident. He asserted he had never been dlselpllned while he had been a pupil in the 

schools and that he had never had any problems with respondent prior to this date. 

On the same day, during the eighth period, Fuls returned to respondent's 

classroom for stage band practice. Puls testified, among other things, that respondent 

continued the confrontation from the fifth period. Fuls left the C!lassroom and reported 

both incidents to the principal and, thereafter, signed a statement setting forth his 

allegations (P-15A). 

Janet Gallaway corroborated Puis testimony as to the events of June 8, 1984, 

between respondent and Fuls. During the fifth period, Gallaway was working in 

respondent's office preparing band member awards which were to be given to pupils that 

evening at the annual band awards dinner. There is a window In respondent's otriC!e which 

provides a view of the band room. Gallaway heard screaming in the band classroom and 

left the office to enter the classroom at which time she observed respondent pick up a 

music stand and throw It toward the classroom door. Gallaway observed respondent grab 

Puis and shout profanities and obscenities at Fuls. Gallaway followed respondent and Fuis 

out of the classroom after Fuis had asked her to accompany him and she heard respondent 

shout at Puis: "I'll kill you," and "Get the fuck out of my band." 
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On the following day, June 7, 1984, Gallaway reported the incident to the 

principal and subsequently signed a statemen£ of her recollections (P-15B). Gallaway 

testified that she had had no prior problems with respondent. 

The principal was advised or the incident by the vice principal later in the day. 

The principal telephoned the superintendent, who instructed the principal to keep 

respondent out of school until the matter could be presented to the Board. The principal 

telephoned respondent at approximately 5:30 p.m. and requested respqndent to meet the 

principal at school immediately. Respondent arrived at the principal's office prior to 6:00 

p.m., whereupon the principal asked for an explanation of the alleged events involving 

Fuls. Respondent indicated, "' flipped out; I grabbed the kid and threatened him" (P-15). 

Thereafter, the principal submitted 11. report of the Incident to the superintendent (P-15). 

Respondent testified on his own behalf with regard to Charge Ten. 

Respondent did not deny he had a confrontation with Fuls, but denied: (1) throwing a 

music stand; (2) placing his hands on or touching Puis in any manner; (3) using profane 

words and/or obscenities as alleged by Fuls and Gallaway; or (4) admitting to the principal 

that respondent had "flipped out" and/or "grabbed the kid and threatened him" as reported 

by the principal (P-15). Respondent conceded he might have said to Fuls, "rll wrap that 

hom around your neck," a phrase respondent asserted he repeatedly used with band 

members to get their attention or to admonish them for not performing up to his 

expectations. Respondent further conceded that he might have used the words "damn" 

and/or ''hell" during his confrontation with Fuls. 

Respondent testified that on June 6, 1984, the band was rehearsing for the 

high school graduation exercise with only the underclass members of the band because the 

senior pupils were not scheduled to participate. The annual band banquet was to be held 

that evening. Janet Gallaway was in respondent's ofCice counting ballots to determine 

whfch pupil would serve as student president of band council, which was to be announced 

that evening at the band banquet. Respondent testified he went into his office to ask 

Gallaway the results of the vote and Gallaway refused to divulge the outcome of the 

election. Respondent contended he had a right to know who would serve as student 

president; however, Gallaway disagreed (presumably, the results were to be kept 

confidential until the pupil's name was announced at the annual banquet). Respondent 

thereupon told Gallaway that they would have to go to the principal's office for the 
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principal to resolve the dispute, to whieh Gallaway replied, "O.K." Respondent asserted 

that instead of taking Gallaway to the principal's offiee he decided to remain and conduct 

the band. 

Respondent asserted that while he was conducting the band he heard wrong 

notes being played to the music coming from the trombone seetion. Respondent testified 

that Fuls was not playing the wrong notes; however, respondent looked toward the 

trombone seetlon. Puis stated to respondent, 'Tm not making the wrong notes, get off my 

ease -- you're always on my ease." Respondent asserted he then moved toward the 

trombone section, moving a music stand to one side in the process, and admonished the 

pupils to play the correct notes. Respondent entered into the trombone section and 

confronted Puis, faee-to-face, exclaiming that Puis had been a problem to respondent and 

the bend during the years and that the problem should be resolved now. Respondent 

testified the confrontation became so serious that respondent ordered Puis out of the 

classroom. Respondent did not recall what he said to Fuls. 

WhUe Fuls was plaeing his trombone in the storage room, respondent followed 

him and told Puls to get out of the band. Puis responded that he wished to remain in the 

band. Respondent thereupon ordered Fuls to the principal's otriee and the two left the 

classroom with Gallaway following them. Respondent stopped in the corridor stairs and 

continued the confrontation and verbal exchange with Puis. At this juncture, the fire 

alarm sounded and respondent returned to his elassroom office while Fuls and Gallaway 

left the seene. 

Respondent proffered other testimony whieh did not directly address the 

herein eharge, therefore, it will not be recited here. 

Having considered the testimony and exhibits offered In support of this eharge 

and having carefully considered respondent's testimony In defense and rebuttal thereto; 

and having given fair weight to all the evidence, I FIND the Board has earrled Its burden 

of proof, by a preponderance of the eredible evidence, that the eharge is true. 

Aeeordingly, Charge Ten is hereby SUSTAINED. 

CHARGE ELEVEN 

I FIND that the Board has failed to prove the truth of this charge. This finding 

is grounded upon the evldenee proffered at hearing whieh is summarized as follows: 
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On June 6, 1984, subsequent to the Fuls incident (Charge Ten), the principal 

telephoned the superintendent who, in turn, instructed the principal that respondent 

should be kept out of school until the Fuls incident and allegations could be presented to 

the Board. The principal met with respondent after 5:30 p.m. on June 6, 1984, the evening 

of the annual band banquet, to inform respondent of the superintendent's instruction. As a 

consequence, respondent was precluded !rom attending the band banquet at which the 

principal appeared and substituted for respondent. 

On June 7, 1984, the superintendent informed respondent that he was 

suspended from duty with pay through and including June 12, 1984. The superintendent 

had acquired the prior approval of the board president to so suspend respondent, pursuant 

to N.J.S.A. 18A:25-6 (P-15C). 

On or about June 15, 1984, the Board, through its agents, sent to respondent's 

wife an Intention to Return form for her extracurricular assignment for the 1984-85 

academic year (P-16A). The Intention to Return form was received by respondent's wife 

on or about June 20, 1984, and provided, in part, as follows: 

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 

June 15, 1984 

Dear Staff Member, 

As you know, the Board of Education and the BEA have not yet 
come to agreement on a new contract for the 1984/85 school year. 
Hopefully, they will reach a settlement before everyone returns in 
the fall. However, if this is not the case, your salary, effective 
September 1, 1984, will be as follows: 

Name Cowan, Barbara 
Extracurricular Assignment Color Guard Advisor 
Salary $675.00 

I intend to retum to employment for the 1984/85 school yr. 

Signature 

This Intention to Return form must be submitted to the Office of 
the Superintendent of Schools before June 21, 1984. Absence of 
this form will be considered e resignation. [ P-16A] 
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Respondent, who had held four extraclll"''icular 811Signments through the 

1983-84 academic year, was not in receipt of an Intention to Retum form, nor had he 

been advised that he was not to be eonsidered or recommended for the positions. 

Consequently, respondent attempted to telephone both the principal and the superin

tendent to inquire as to his status and the reasons he was not offered the extracurricular 

assignments for the 1984-85 academic year. Neither the principal nor superintendent 

retumed respondent's telephone calls. Subsequently, respondent's wife telephoned 

respondent's attomey, Upon advice of counsel, respondent's wife duplicated four copies of 

the Intention to Retum form for respondent's use. Respondent's wife completed the form 

sent to her and retumed It to the superintendent within the time constraints set forth 

thereon. Respondent took the four copies llllpplied to him by his wife. He then crossed 

out his wife's first name and Inserted his name and crossed out "Color Guard Advisor" and 

inserted the extracurricular positions that he had previously held. Respondent also 

crossed out the salary amount of "$675.00" but did not indicate any salary amount to be 

ascribed to the positions. Respondent placed a check mark after the statement, "I intend 

to retum to employment for the 1984/85 school yr." Respondent signed each of the four 

copies and retumed them to the llllperintendent (P-18). 

On June 20, 1984, the superintendent addressed a letter to respondent advising 

respondent, among other things, that the Board was to meet on July 25, 1984, to consider 

the superintendent's recommendation to withhold respondent's 1984/85 increment "for 

conduct unbecoming a professional teaching staff member" (P-15D). There was no 

indication in the superintendent's letter to respondent that the superintendent intended to 

withhold his recommendation for respondent's continuance in the extracurricular positions 
then held by respondent (P-15D). 

Respondent testified, without contradiction or rebuttel, that the Intention to 

Retum form, Issued on or about June 15, 1984 (P-16), was the first time he had seen such 

a form. In prior years, the Board had made Its appointments to extracurricular activities 

in AprU of each year without the use of form P-16. Respondent contended that because 

ot his wife's receipt of form P-16, the short time constraints set forth thereon, and the 

failure of the principal or superintendent to retum his telephone calls as to his status, 

respondent completed the copied forms In order to protect his interests and to 811SUre the 

schools' administration of his intention to retum to his extracurricular positions f'or the 

1984-85 school year. 
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While the facts in support of this charge appear to include all the indicia of 

fraud by definition (See: Black's Law Dictionary, 5th Ed. at 594), I PIND and characterize 

the event, however, as a misunderstanding between the parties. The Board's failure to 

advise respondent of his future employment status compelled respondent to submit his 

Intention to Return form concerning the extracurricular positions then and formally held 

by him and for which he was qualified to hold. Respondent acted under the 

misapprehension that the school's administration had inadvertently failed to forward his 

Intention to Return form. Observing the explicit language on his wife's Intention to 

Return form that, "Absence of this form will be considered a resignation" (P-16} and, also, 

noting he had only one day in whieh to express his intention to return to his extra

curricular activities, respondent completed the copies of the form for submission to the 

superintendent by June 21, 1984. 

While this administrative tribunal in no manner eondones respondent's action, 

neither can it find that respondent knowingly or intentionally attempted to pervert the 

truth, coneeal facts, misrepresent facts or deceive the Board. I FIND, moreover, that no 

mutual agreement was reached between the parties. Consequently, there was no contract 

because none was ever made. 

Accordingly, Charge Eleven is hereby DISMISSED. 

PIN DINGS OP FACT 

The factual findings in this matter are found within those uncontested facts 

set forth hereinbefore and at the conclusion of the summaries of the relevant testimony 

of each of the enumerated charges. To summarize further, the findings of fact show the 

Board failed to prove, by a preponderance of the credible evidence, Charge One, Charge 

Two, part of Charge Five, Charge Six and Charge Eight, all of which are dismissed. The 

Board carried its burden of proof, however, with respect to Charge Four, parts of Charge 

Five, Charge Seven, Charge Nine and Charge Ten. 

Accordingly, those uncontested facts, together with those findings at the 

conclusion of the testimony for each charge are hereby adopted, by reference, as 

FINDINGS OP PACT and need not be repeated here. 
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DISCUSSION 

Respondent seeks to dismiss the herein action against him by advancement of 

a ten-point motion In his brief. (1) Respondent, by way of reference, renews his motion to 

dismiss on the grounds the Board violated the 45-day rule, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13. 

(2) Respondent seeks dismissal and challenges the affidavits of mizabeth Metzger and 

Torry Prolsland as improper statements of evidence as prescribed by N.J.S,A. 18A:6-11. 

(3) Respondent moves to strike Charges One, Two, Pour, Six and Eight, grounded upon his 

assertion that the charges are not supported by legally competent evidence. 

(4) Respondent argues that the Board Is estopped from bringing Charges One, Two, Pour, 

Five, Six, Seven, Eight and Nine under the equitable defense of laches. (5) Respondent 

seeks to dismiss the herein charges, or to mitigate the circumstances of his behavior, 

through the defense that the Board failed to provide respondent with a safe and healthy 

environment in which to perform his teaching functions and duties. (6) Respondent 

challenges the valldlty of the Board Certi!ieatlon of Determination arguing that It tans to 

satisfy the statutory mandate, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-11. (7) Respondent contends 

that this administrative tribunal violated his constitutional due process rights to a fair and 

Impartial hearing by (a) foreclosing testimony on the Issue of the 45-day rule and by 

(b) denying l'eSpolldent's motion to visit Bernards High School and the Mountain Lakes High 

School athletic field. (8) Respondent seeks to dismiss Charge meven by arguing that the 

document In question was not a contract nor did respondent attempt to fraudulently 

secure reemployment. (9) Respondent seeks to dismiss Charges One, Two, Four, Five, Six, 

Seven, Eight and Nine contending that the Board failed to act in a timely manner In 

certifying the charges to the commissioner, thereby denying respondent his constitutional 

right of due process. (10) Respondent contends the Board has failed to meet Its burden of 

proof by a preponderance of the evidence, therefore, necessitating dismissal of the 

charges, 

At Point I, respondent renews his motion to dismiss the herein charges 

grounded upon his allegation that the Board tailed to comply with the procedural and 

substantive provisions of the Tenure Employees Hearing Law, N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 !! !!!!l•i 
more specifically, N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13, the 45-day rule. This motion having previously been 

denied by the undersigned and subsequently adopted by the commissioner, coupled with 

respondent's assertion that he raises the motion again for the sole purpose of preserving 

the argument for appeal; I PIND and CONCLUDE that further discussion with respect to 

that Issue Is not warranted here. 
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Respondent, at Point D, challenges the statements of Elizabeth Metzger, the 

llSSi!!ltant principal, and principal Torry Froisland, as improper statements of evidence in 

support ot the charges certified against him relying, in part, upon Union County Savings 

Bank v. Kolpenits!CY, 125 N.J • .!1· 125 (~ &: !- 1939); Whiteman Food Products Co. v. G. 

Arrigoni &: Co., 27 N.J. Super. 359 (App. Div. 1953); Ashe v. Frazee, 37 N.J. Super. 542 

(App. Div. 1955). 

A closer examination of respondent's citations In support of his argument 

reveals that the court in Union County Savings Bank relied, in part, upon a holding in 

Maplewood Twp. v. Margolis, 102 N.J • .!1· 467 {Chan. 1928) which cited Kocher IJr: Trier's 

New Jersey Chancery Practice, p. 1141 S 1590, stating, In part, that: 

allegations of fact on information and belief without giving the 
source of the information and the grounds or the belief ••• are 
ordinarily insufficient. . . • [ Maplewood at 468.1 

In the instant matter, both Metzger and Froisland set forth in their respective 

affidavits, the source of the Information and the grounds of the belief in support of the 

allegations for consideration by the Board. Under these circumstances, the affidavits of 

Metzger and Froisland were permissible and sufficient to meet the cited Union Co. 

Savings Bank standards. Similarly, the court In Whiteman stated that "[aJ prima facie 

case is all that is required to be made out by the affidavits; plenary proof is neither 

required nor practical .•• " !!!· at 366. Even given the higher standard of an atfiant's 

personal knowledge of an alleged event (rather than supported by hearsay) as found in 

Ashe, the artiants• information here indicated the nature and sources of their knowledge. 

!!!· at 547. 

I CONCLUDE that the affidavits of Metzger and Froisland contained informa

tion, testimony and evidence admissible at hearing and, therefore, admissible and proper 

for consideration by the Board in its determination as to whether to certify charges 

a~inst respondent or not to so certify. Accordingly, respondent's motion to dismiss at 

Point rn is hereby DENIED. 

Respondent's motion to dismiss at Point Ill, based upon the residuum rule, 

N.J.A.C. 1:1-15.8, is granted, in part, and denied, in part. This determination is made on 

a clear reading of the regulation which provides that: 
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(a) Subject to the judge's discretion to exclude evidenee under 
N.J.A.C. 1:1-15.2(a) or a valid elaim of privilet:re, hearsay 
evidence shall be admissible in the trial or eontested eases. 
Hearsay evidence whieh is admitted shall be aeeorded 
whatever weight the judge deems appropriate taking into 
aeeount the nature, eharaeter and seope of the evidence, the 
eireumstances or its creation and production, and, generally, 
its reliability. 

(b) Notwithstanding the admissibility of hearsay evidenee, some 
legally competent evidence must exist to support eaeh 
ultimate linding of faet to an extent sufCieient to provide 
assurances of reliability and to avoid the faet of appearance 
of arbitrariness. 

The undersigned dismissed Charges One, Two, Six and Eight grounded, in part, 

upon the Board's failure to prove the charges either by the preponderance of credible 

evidence standard or the residuum rule. Charge Four, however, is sustained upon the 

legally competent evidence proffered by the Board's high sehool principal and official 

records maintained with respect to the charge. One such of!ieial reeord is respondent's 

rebuttal to the alleged incident which, in part, formed the basis of the Board's Charge 

Four (P-9). Notwithstanding the hearsay element of the administrative assistant's report 

to the principal, the principal's subsequent independent investigation of the principals 

involved, together with the principal's memorandum with respect to the incident, satisfies 

the admissibility of the hearsay evidenee and the rule. 

Respondent moves to dismiss Charges One through Nine grounded upon the 

equitable defense or laches. Respondent relies upon the dieta set forth by the New Jersey 

Supreme Court in Lavin v. Hackensack Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 145, 151-153 (1982). The Court 

therein artieulated several definitions of the doctrine, two of whieh were quoted with 

approval by the Appellate Division in Atlantic Cit;,: v. Civil Serviee Comm., 3 N.J. Super. 

57, 60 (App. Div. 1949) as: 

Laehes in a general sense is the neglect, for an unreasonable and 
unexplained length of time, under circumstances permitting 
diligenee, to do what in law should have been done. More 
speeifieally, it is inexcusable delay in asserting a right .. •. 30 
~section 112, pp. 520, 521. 

Long lapse of time, if unexplained, may ereate or justify a 
presumption against the existenee of validity of plaintifrs right 
and in favor of the adverse right of defendant; or a presumption 
that, if plaintiff was ever possessed of a right, it has been 
abandoned or waived, or has been in some manner satisfied; or that 
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plaintiff has assented to, or acquiesced in, the adverse right of 
defendant; or a presumption that the evidence of the transaction in 
issue has been lost or become obscured, or that conditions have 
changed since the right aeerued; or a presumption that the adverse 
party would be prejudiced by the enforcement of plaintiff's claim. 
30 £d.&:. section 116b, p. 538. 

Respondent argues, among other things, that the Board delayed in bringing 

these enumerated eharges from three to ten years and such length of delay is 

unreasonable. Respondent contends, under the circumstances, that it is inequitable to 

permit a claim of the charges to be enforced. 

The Commissioner has held that the defense of laches is inapplicable in a 

teacher tenure matter. In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Joseph A. Maratea, Tp. of 

Riverside, Burlington Co., 1966 S.L.D. 77, 104. In the instant matter, as in Maratea, the 

Board "· .• could have dismissed respondent at the time the facts of [the charges} 

became known. [It] decided not to do so and to continue his employment with the 

hope •.. that such ••• mistake[s] would not be repeated and that he would measure up 

to his responsibilities." !£.at 105. Here, the Board acted under the same misapprehension 

that respondent would improve and correct his errant behavior after repeated warnings 

and disciplinary actions. To suggest that the Board has been lenient with respondent's 

past behavior is to understate the obvious. The herein record is replete with warnings and 

admonitions advanced by the principal with regard to respondent's use of inappropriate, 

profane and obscene language in the classroom and elsewhere. In addition, the Board 

exercised extreme restraint when, on two oecasions, it merely withheld respondent's 

salary increment, rather than eertify tenure charges, grounded upon allegations that 

respondent had committed physical and verbal abuse to pupils. Subsequent to the second 

offense of pupil abuse, which has been found to be true here, the Board even went to the 

extent of providing respondent with a psychiatric evaluation and follow-up counseling to 

cure his aberrant behavior and, further, protecting respondent from dismissal from his 

tenured position. The Board, in reliance upon the psychiatric assessment and 

recommendation that respondent could function in an appropriate and reasonable manner 

toward his pupils, reinstated his withheld salary inerement. It was only after respondent's 

third offense of physical and verbal abuse toward a pupil, subsequent to the psychiatrist's 

recommendation, that the Board brought the herein action. It cannot be said by 

respondent that the Board's charges concerned with his prior behavior was a surprise to 

him nor unanticipated. Respondent was, at all times, fully aware of his own conduct both 

past and present. Respondent was also fully aware of the Board's concerns about his 
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behavior towards eertaln pupils under respondent's direction and eontrol, eoupled with the 

Board's efforts to provide respondent ample opportunity to remedy that conduct the Board 

deemed to be unbeeomlng. 

The courts of this state and the Commissioner have eonslstently held that 

fitness of a teaching staff member may be measured by a single isolated incident or by a 

series of related or unrelated incidents. In Redeay v. State Bd. of Ed., 130 !d.:h 369 (Sp. 

Ct. 1943), aff'd 131 .!!:!J: 326 (!- & _!. 1944), our then-highest state court sai(J: 

••• Unfitness to hold a post might be shown by one incident, It 
sufficiently fiagrant, but it might also be shown by many incidents. 
Fitness may be shown either way •••• [!!!.at 371] 

While the Board has determined It had sufficient grounds to certify tenure 

charges against respondent based upon the single latest incident (Charge Ten) involving 

pupil Andrew Puls, it chosa to enumerate thosa series of prior incidents to demonstrate 

respondent's alleged eontlnuous unbeeoming eonduet. Under the Commissioner's holding In 

Maratea, those prior incidents may be eonsidered and weighed in a tenure matter and do 

not provide the shield of the defense of laehes to respondent. 

Aeeordingly, I CONCLUDE that respondent's motion to dismiss the herein 

enumerated charges based upon the equitable doctrine of laches Is hereby DENIED. 

At Point V, respondent eontends the Board Is barred from prosecuting Charge 

Ten by virtue of the Board's failure to provide respondent with a safe and healthy 

environment tn whieh to work. Respondent alleges that the musie room to which he was 

assigned was "unventilated, uneooled, non-windowed, poorly sound proofed" and 

"crowded"; the consequence of which must be suffered by the Board. Respondent relies 

upon N.J.S.A. 34:6A-26 and ~ 34:6A-33 in support of his eontentlon the Board 

failed to atford him a safe and healthy work environment, alleging that on the day of the 

An~w Puis incident (Charge Ten), the classroom "was at best a horror chamber" 

(Respondent's Brief at 1 04). 

In further support of his allegations with respect to the workplace, respondent 

offered into evidence the eontents of an evaluation and report of the Middle States 

Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Secondary Schools, dated 

October 18-20, 19'1'1, whleh stated, In pertinent part: "Immediate attention be given to 
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music facilities regarding ventilation and soundproofing so that rooms may be used fully 

for intended purposes" (R-3). Respondent asserts the Board failed to heed the 

recommendation; therefore, and by Implication, respondent should be excused for his 

conduct toward Fuls on June 6, 1984. 

Notwithstanding respondent's assertions, he has failed to demonstrate the 

truth ot his allegation that his assigned music room was or is in violation of statute, rule 

or regulation with respect to health and safety requirements. Accordingly, I CONCLUDE 

the Board is not barred from prosecuting Charge Ten as alleged and certified against 

respondent. 

Respondent asserts at Point VI that the Board's certification of its charges 

against him to the Commissioner constituted intentional falsification and, therefore, 

mandates the dismissal of all the charges. Respondent clearly demonstrated that the 

Board's certification was, in fact, notarized prior to Its formal execution and signature 

being affixed by the Board's Secretary. Respondent is unable to demonstrate, however, 

that the Board's certification to the commissioner contains willful false statements. The 

Board herein complied with the intent of the statutory prescription as found at N.J.<~.A. 

18A:6-U. 

As the court said in State v. Angelo's Motor Sales_, 125 !'!d:. Super. 200 (App. 

Div. 1973), aff"d ~State v. Parmigiani, 65 N.J. 154 (1974}, analogous to the herein 

contention: 

••• Certification is only another way of swearing or affirming. It 
is nothing in itself except as a perceptible manifestation of the 
intent to verify the statement certified. [ 125 N.J. Super. at 2071 

The Board's certification in the instant matter manifested its intent to verify the 

statements certified to the Commissioner. 

l CONCLUDE, therefore, that respondent's assertions with regards to Point V1 

are without merit. Consequently, his motion to dismiss the charges is hereby DENIED. 

Respondent contends at Point VII that the undersigned violated his constitu

tional right to a fair and impartial hearing and seeks to either reopen the record or to 

reverse this tribunal's rulings by way of appellate review. Respondent argues that this 
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court's violation or his eonstitutional rights oeeurred when It (1) foreclosed oral testimony 

on the issue of the 45-day rule, whieh wu the subject of oral argument and extensive 

legal memoranda; and (2) denied respondent's motion to visit Bernards High School and the 

Mountain Lakes High School athletic field. 

As to respondent's first contention, the legal issues were addressed by the 

parties with a determination rendered by the undersigned. Subsequent interlocutory 

appeals were talcen before the Commissioner and the State Board by respondent, both of 

which were denied. Respondent failed to usert his rights and perfect his interlocutory 

appeal bel ore the Appellate Division of Superior Court. 

As to respondent's second contention, this administrative tribunal may, in its 

discretion, exclude evidence where its probative value is substantially outweighed by the 

risk that Its admission will either necessitate undue consumption of time or create a 
substantial danger of undue prejudice or confusion as to the issues. Evid. !!· 4. 

Administrative tribunals may exclude evidence on .fu1!!. !!,. 4 grounds. Stoelting v. Hauek, 

32 .&!:, 8'1 (1960). In applying Evid. !!,. 4, the trial judge In performing the weighing 

proeess called for has broad diseretion. State v. Sands, 16 !!d.:_ 127 (1978), A elear abuse 

of that "wide" diseretlon must be found by the reviewing tribunal before the trier's 

decision will be overturned. Hill v. Newman, 126 !!d.:_ Super. 557 (App. Div. 19'13), eert. 

den. 114 N.J. 508 (1974); State v. Boratto, 80 N.J. 506 (1979). The decision of the trial 

oourt must stand unless It ean be elearly demonstrated that It palpably abused Its 

dlseretion where a manifest denial of justiee resulted. State v. Carter, 91 N.J. 86, 106 
(1982). 

Here, there was ample testimonial and doeumentary evidence proffered by 

both pat"ties to provide the trier of fact with a scheme of the physical locations at issue. 

The necessity for an on1ite visitation wu not warranted; therefore, judicial diseretion 

was exercised in denying respondent's motion. 

In as mueh u respondent has set forth this motion to preserve his arguments 

on appellate review, no further discussion is necessary here. 

Respondent's Point VD1 hu been determined in this decision with Charge 

Eleven having been dismissed. Consequently, the issue need not be addressed. 
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Respondent's arguments at Point IX are essentially variations of his laches 

argument set forth at Point IV. There is no question nor doubt the Board acted in a timely 

fashion with respect to Charges Ten and meven. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The major thrust of the Board's charges against respondent concerns his 

behavior and conduct towards pupils; more specifically, respondent's verbal and physical 

abuse which allegedly rises to corporal punishment. Corporal punishment of pupils has 

been declared proscribed conduct by employees in New Jersey public schools by statute 

since 1867. The present law extends the protection of pupils from corporal punishment to 

private and parochial schools of this state with specific enumerated exceptions, as found 

at N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l which provides as follows: 

No person employed or engaged in a school or education institution, 
whether public or private, shall inflict or cause to be inflicted 
corporal punishment upon a pupil attending such school or institu
tion; but any such person may, within the scope of his employment, 
use and apply such amounts or force as is reasonable and necessary: 

(1) to quell a disturbance, threatening physical injury to others; 

(2) to obtain possession or weapons or other dangerous objects 
upon the person or within the control o! a pupil; 

(3) for the purpose of self-defense; and 

{4) for the protection of persons or property; and such acts, or 
any of them, shall not be construed to constitute corporal 
punishment within the meaning and intendment or this 
section. Every resolution, bylaw, rule, ordinance, or other 
act or authority permitting or authorizing corporal punish
ment to be inflicted upon a pupil attending a school or 
educational institution shall be void. 

In the instant matter, respondent has failed to demonstrate that his conduct 

towards certain pupils under his direction and control, on at least three separate 

occasions, Calls within the ambit of any oC the above-cited exceptions, Although 

respondent disputes the events surrounding the Board's allegations of his verbal and 

physical abuse to pupils, he failed to present a credible defense to those charges. 

Respondent's admission to the principal that respondent lost control ("I flipped out; I 

grabbed the kid and threatened him" [ P-15] ), demonstrates a lack ot self--discipline and 
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sell-eontrol demanded of teaching staff members even under the most extreme cases of 

pupU errant behavior. As was said Jn the Matter or the Tenure Hearing of Thomas 

Appleby, School Dlst. of Vineland, Cumberland Co., 1969 ~ 159, aff'd State Bd. of Ed. 

1970 ~ 448, aff'd Doeket No. A-539-70, New Jersey Superior Court, AppeUate 

Division, March 14, 1972 (1972 ~ 662): 

•• •Whne the Commissioner understands the exasperations and 
frustrations that often accompany the teacher's functions, he 
cannot condone resort to force and fear as appropriate procedures 
In dealing with pupils even those whose recalcitrance appears to be 
open defiance. The Commissioner finds In the eentury-old statute 
prohibiting corporal punishment (N.J.S.A. 18A:8-1) an underlying 
philosophy that an individual has a rlght not only to freedom from 
bodily harm but also to freedom from offensive bod" touch! 
even tho'{Vg there be no actu pbysiea harm. • • Emphasis 
supplied.) 1969 ~at 172-173) 

That "underlying philosophy" to "freedom from bodily harm" and also "to 

freedom from offensive bodUy touching" set forth In Appleby, supra, was articulated by 

the commissioner In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of David Fulcomer, 1961-82 ~ 

160, remanded State Board of Education 1963 ~ 251, decision on remand 1964 S.L.D. 

142, aff'd State Board of Education 1966 ~ 225, remand 93 N.J. Super. 404 (App. Div. 

1967), decillion on remand 1967 ~ 215, aff'd AppeUate Division, Superior Court, 

December 13, 1967 (unpublished), where he said: 

• • *that such a philosophy with its prohibition of the use of 
corporal punishment or physical enforcement does not leave a 
teacher helpless to control his pupils. Competent teachers never 
find It necessary to resort to physical force or violence to maintain 
discipline or compel obedience. It all other means fail, there is 
always a resort to removal from the classroom or school through 
suspension or expulsion. The Commissioner cannot find any justifi
cation for, nor can he condone the use of physical force by a 
teacher to maintain discipline or to punish Infractions. Nor can the 
Commissioner find validity in any defense of the use of force or 
violence on the ground that 'it was one of those things that just 
happened• • • .• ••• While teaehers are sensitive to the same 
emotional stresses as all other persons, their partieular relationship 
to children Imposes upon them a special responsibility for 
exemplary restraint and mature self.-controt•• • (1961-82 S.L.D. 
at 162) --

1n view of the above-stated phUosophy and public poliey, the Commissioner has 

addressed the prohibition of pupn corporal punishment In a line of eases Involving teaehtng 
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staff members. Aepleby, supra; In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Frederick L. 

Ostergren, School Dist. of Franklin !p., Somerset Co., 1966 ~ 185; In the Matter of 

the Tenure Hearing of Inez McRae, School Dist. of the City of Trenton, Mercer Co., 197'7 

!:_h!!:_ 5'72; In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of John I. Gavlick, School Dist of the Citv 

of Burlington, Burlington Co., 19'7'7 S.L.D. 524. 

In addressing the degree of self""COntrol required of a teaching staff member, 

the Commissioner said In the Matter of the -enure Hearing of Jacque L. Sammons, School 

Dist. of Black Horse Pike Reg., Camden Co., 1972 ~ 302, 321, that: 

•• *teachers•• *are professional employees to whom the people 
have entrusted the care and custody of tens of thousands of school 
children with the hope that this trust will result in the maximum 
educational growth and development of each individual child. This 
hea dut r uires a d ee of self-restraint and controlled 
behavior rarely requiSite to other types o employment. ***Those 
who teach do so by choice, and in this respect the teaching 
profession is more than a simple job; it is a calling. •.. (Emphasis 
added.] 

In the instant matter, it is the undersigned's finding that respondent used 

unnecessary and inappropriate physical force and verbal abuse in a series of incidents 

towards pupils under his direction and controL The Board, in an attempt to correct 

respondent's behavior, withheld respondent's salary increment on two occasions and 

provided respondent with psychiatric counseling at Its expense. While respondent 

appeared to remedy and correct his prior abusive conduct and behavior, such was short

lived with a subsequent demonstration of loss of self""COntrol on June 6, 1984, with then

pupil Fuls. In that instance, as with the other alleged incidents, there was no convincing 

evidence that it was necessary to resort to physical force. 

Having found that respondent disregarded prior warnings and disciplinary 

actions by the Board and continued to inflict corporal punishment on certain pupils, I can 

only CONCLUDE that respondent's behavior was demonstrative of conduct unbecoming a 

teaching staff member. 

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that respondent be and is hereby 

DISMISSED from his employment position with the Board of Education of the &rough or 
Bernardsville, effective as ot the date the Board certified the herein tenur·~ charges to 
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the Commissioner. Fuleomer, !.!!l!!:!i Redcay v. St. Bd. of Ed., 130 Nd:,h 369 (Sp. Ct. 

1943) aff'd 131 !!:bh 326 (~. &: !!_. 1944). 

This reeommende<l decision may be atrirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMJSSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law Is empowered to make 11. final decision in this matter. However, i! Saul 

Coopermllfl does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time Umlt is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall beeome 11. final decision in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE my J.nitlal Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for eonsideration. 

~1~ t1BS 
DATE 

DEC 2 ~~95 
DATE 

DEC 4 1985 
DATE 

ml/EE 

~~-' G. ~ DE. LAW, ALJ 

Receipt Acknowledged: · · ·-""" 
-···· _,.... 

~ ~J;'-. -- . I. ''!' ,...f' • .;~,. .• 4.1~~~ . / 1'. . 

,DEP~RTMENT OF EDUCATION 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF M. WILLIAM COWAN, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE BOROUGH 

OF BERNARDSVILLE, SOMERSET COUNTY.: 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Administra
tive Law. It is observed that the parties• exceptions to the 
initial decision, as well as their reply exceptions, were filed with 
the Commissioner pursuant to the applicable provisions of ~.:l:_,A.C. 
l:l-16.4a, b, and c. Each of these submissions is at least 50 pages 
in length and relies heavily upon the seven days of hearing tran
scripts. The Commissioner has reviewed all the exceptions in 
addition to making a thorough review of the transcripts of these 
proceedings. 

Essentially, respondent contests those findings of fact and 
conclusions of law reached in the initial decision which sustained 
Charges Four, part of Five, Seven, Nine and Ten. Further, 
respondent excepts to the AW' s foreclosing the issue concerning 
respondent • s contention that the Board of Education violated the 
procedural requirements of ~_,J.S.A. 18A:6-l0 et ~· and decisions 
interpreting the same by not cert1fying the charges within 45 days 
from the time respondent filed his answer, or, as respondent avers 
in the instant matter, from the time that "[r)espondent advised the 
Board that he would not file an answer." (Respondent's Primary 
Exceptions, at p. 2) 

In addition to his preliminary exception concerning the 
45-day rule, respondent cites eight other exceptions regarding 
Charges Four, Five, Seven, Nine and Ten which are summarized below: 

2. The conduct of the Board in delaying the 
institution of the proceedings against 
respondent warrants the dismissal of Charges 
Four, Five, Seven and Nine. 

3. No residuum of competent evidence exists to 
sustain Charge Four. 

4. Charges Four, Five, Seven and Nine must be 
dismissed as stale. Laches applies to 
Charges Four and Nine. 

5. All charges must be dismissed on the basis 
of the improper statement of evidence 
submitted by Elizabeth Metzger and Torry 
Froisland because the evidence was not based 
on personal knowledge of either. 
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6. The Board's falsification of the certifica
tion of charges mandates dismissal, in that 
the certification was notarized four days 
before the Board actually voted to certify 
the charges. of unbecoming conduct. 

7. The Board, by failing to provide respondent 
with a safe. healthy environment in which to 
work, is barred from prosecuting Charge 
Ten. 

8. The ALJ by his rulings violated respondent's 
constitutional right to a fair and impartial 
hearing because: 

a. The ALJ foreclosed respondent from 
examining anyone under the Board's 
control regarding whether the Board 
violated the Feitel rule. 

b. The ALJ denied respondent's motion to 
visit locations where events allegedly 
happened pertinent to the charges. 

9. The Board failed to meet its burden of proof 
on Charges Five, Seven, Nine and Ten. 

The Board's primary exceptions to the initial decision cite 
six points: 

1. Contrary to the ALJ's finding, Charges One, 
Two, Six and Eight are supported by legally 
competent evidence and should not be barred 
by the residuum rule. 

2. Regarding Charge One, and contrary to the 
ALJ's finding, during the month of November 
1974, respondent did verbally abuse women 
bus drivers employed to transport 
Bernardsville public school pupils and did 
use obscenities in addressing said bus 
drivers, which constituted conduct 
unbecoming a teacher. 

3. Regarding Charge Two, and contrary to the 
ALJ's finding, on or about October 24, 1974, 
while proctoring an eighth grade examina
tion, respondent did address pupil H.J. with 
obscenities, said conduct constituting 
conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

4. Regarding the first portion of 
and contrary to the ALJ's 
therein. the Board has proven 
action in damaging pupil S.N. •s 
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trumpet case by a preponderance of legally 
competent evidence, said conduct 
constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

5. Regarding Charge Eight. and contrary to the 
ALJ's conclusion, on or about November 1982, 
respondent did throw a chair to the front of 
his classroom while class was in session, 
knocking over his music stand, said conduct 
constituting conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

6. Regarding Charge Eleven, and contrary to the 
ALJ's conclusion, on or about June 20, 1984, 
respondent did falsify a Board of Education 
contract sent to his wife in order to 
attempt to fraudulently secure extracurricu
lar employment. said conduct constituting 
conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

Respondent also filed reply exceptions to the Board's 
primary exceptions to the initial decision. Therein, respondent 
addresses three points: 

1. Respondent replied first to the Board's 
argument that Charges One, Two and Eight 
were supported by legally competent evidence 
and should not be barred by the residuum 
rule. Respondent avers that a review of the 
record discloses that "factually and legally 
this is simply not true." (Reply Excep
tions, at p. 1) Respondent argues that the 
Board "produced no one with any knowledge of 
the events." (Id. , at p. 1) Respondent 
also notes that his legal arguments relative 
to the residuum rule have been fully briefed 
at pages 90-96 of his exceptions. Those 
arguments are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

2. Secondly, respondent argues in reply excep
tions that the Board has not proven that he 
damaged former pupil S.N.'s trumpet. 
Respondent cites his own testimony (Tr. 
VIII-60-61) as well as that of witness Negri 
(Tr. VI-28-44) as evidence that the trumpet 
and its case were already broken at the time 
of the incident in question. 

3. Respondent contends in Point III of his 
reply exceptions that the Board has not 
proven that he falsified a contract in order 
to fraudulently secure employment. He avows 
that the document in question is not a 
contract offer from the Board but rather is 
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a questionnaire fro. the Superintendent, 
since "[i]t is axio•atic that the superin
tendent would not have the power to bind the 
Board to a contractual relationship." (Id. 
at p. 10) Lastly, respondent contends that 
the record does not reveal an intention to 
defraud. 

Finally, the Board also filed reply exceptions in opposi
tion to the exceptions to the initial decision filed on behalf of 
respondent and to supplement the Board • s exceptions to the initial 
decision. The Board's reply exceptions address Charges Four, part 
of Five, Seven. Nine and Ten and, particularly in regard to the 
45-day rule issue, incorporate by reference its brief filed in 
opposition to respondent's Motion to Dismiss. its letter of 
opposition and exceptions to the Commissioner dated February 4, 
1985, and its arguments as set forth in its reply brief of 
October 10, 1985. 

In summary, the Board's reply exceptions aver as follows: 

1. Respondent • s Motions to Dismiss the tenure 
charges certified against him are without 
merit and therefore must be dismissed. 

2. The Board acted expeditiously and in a 
ti•ely fashion in certifying Charges Four, 
Five, Seven and Nine against respondent. 

J. Charge Four is supported by legally com
petent evidence. 

4. The principle of laches is not applicable to 
tenure charges filed herein. 

5. The affidavits of Elizabeth Metzger and 
Torry Froisland are proper statements of 
evidence as mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll. 

6. The certification of determination filed by 
the Board is valid and satisfies the statu
tory mandate of N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll. 

7. The Board provided respondent with a safe, 
healthy environment in which to teach. 

8. Allegations that the Court violated respon
dent's constitutional right to a fair and 
impartial hearing are without merit and 
therefore must fail. 

9. The Board has proven respondent's unbecoming 
conduct by a preponderance of credible 
evidence. In support of this point, the 
Board cites to Charge Four and avers that 
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***the contemporaneous incident report and memo 
of Dr. Froisland combined with his testimony at 
the time of trial and the admissions of Cowan in 
his rebuttal memo prove by a preponderance of 
credible evidence that the incident as alleged in 
Charge Four did occur. The facts indicate Cowan 
acted in a manner unbecoming a teaching staff 
member, and therefore, justify his dismissal as 
an employee of the Bernardsville Board of 
Education. (Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 44) 

Upon review of the lengthy transcripts, exhibits and papers 
filed by the parties, the Commissioner notes initially that contrary 
to the AW'S statement at page 28 of the initial decision, the 
denial of respondent's Motion to Dismiss has not been "subsequently 
adopted by the commissioner." Rather. as is his prerogative, the 
Commissioner has chosen to review the Motion for Interlocutory 
Review "after the judge renders the initial decision in the con
tested case, even if an application for interlocutory review *** 
(w]as made but the agency head declined to review the order or 
ruling***." (N.J .A. C. 1:1-9. 7(i)(2)) 

The subject matter of the Motion to Dismiss advanced by 
respondent concerned whether the Board certified the charges against 
him within 45 days of the time he filed his statement in answer to 
the charges certified by the Board. For the record, the 
Commissioner notes the following chronology: 

July 18, 1984 

July 25, 1984 

July 30, 1984 

August 2, 1984 

August 10, 1984 

September 14, 1984 

Secretary to the Board served a copy of 
tenure charges upon respondent. 

Respondent • s counsel advised the then 
Board attorney that no response other 
than the letter dated July 25, 1984 
would be submitted in answer to the 
charges. 

Board received correspondence from 
respondent dated July 25, 1984. 

The fifteenth day following respon
dent's receipt of the charges. 

Date Board avers was the last day of 
the extension provided respondent in 
order for him to answer the charges. 

Board adopted resolution certifying 11 
charges of conduct unbecoming a 
teaching staff member to the Commis
sioner and suspended respondent from 
his teaching position without pay, 
pursuant to !'I_,J.S.A. 18A:6-l4. 
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Respondent aver~ that pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-1J, the 
45-day period runs from· the date the Board rece1 ved the July 25, 
1984 correspondence, Which respondent alleged served as his answer 
to the charges. The number of days that lapsed between July 30 and 
September 14, 1984 was 46, thus rendering the petition untimely, 
respondent argues. 

It is the position of the Board that by certifying tenure 
charges to the Commissioner on September 14, 1984, the thirty-fifth 
day after August 10, 1984, which was the final day of the extension, 
the Board avera it granted respondent in order that he might answer 
the charges, it has met the statutory requirement set forth in 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13. Respondent denies that any such extension was 
provided or accepted. 

As the ALJ notes in the initial decision, the issue of the 
45-day timeline was examined at length by the Commissioner in In the 
Hatter of the Tenure Hearing of Marilyn Feit_f~l. School Distrrct<if 
the City of Newark, l977 S.L.D. 451, aff'd State Board of Education 
458. Hore recently, however:-Tn In the Hatter of the Tenure Hearing 
of Eddie Harrell I School District of the city of Paterson, Passaic 
Coun~y. decided by the Commissioner August 30, 1985, the 
Comm1ssioner expounded on the relationship between N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll 
and 6-13 in determining at what point the 45-day penod begins to 
run. Therein the Commissioner stated: 

[Feitel] unambiguously directs that N.J. S.A. 
18A:6-13 must be read in concert with N.J.S.A. 
18A:6-11 as amended by~· 304, !!· 1975. 
Specifically, Feitel states: 

The New Jersey Supreme Court has held 
with respect to ascertaining the 
meaning of a statute that every effort 
should be made to harmonize the law 
relating to the same subject matter. 
State v. Green, 62 N.J. 547 (1973). 
Because the forty-fiVe day time 
requirement in N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13 is 
affected by the provu1ons of N.J.S.A. 
18A:6-ll, both statutes shall be 
considered together. The pertinent 
requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l4 must 
also be considered.*** (at p. 454) 

It is necessary to read 18A: 6-13 in pari materia 
because N.J.S.A. l8A:6-ll and 6-14 were amended, 
and 6-12 repealed, whereas the language of 
18A:6-13 remained unchanged. Prior to the 
amending of 18A:6-ll, there was no requirement to 
notify the employee of the filing of a tenure 
charge nor was it necessary to allow time for him 
or her to respond to the charge before the Board 
certified the charge to the Commissioner. 
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In ~. supra, the Commissioner determined 
that the forty-five day period designated in 
18A:6-13 does not begin to toll from the date the 
Board receives the charges as claimed by respon
dent and determliied by the judge. Rather, "the 
forty-five day period provided the board in 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13 to determine whether to certify 
to the Commissioner begins to toll when the 
employee files his statement or when the allotted 
time for the emeloyee to file the statement 
expires." (Emphaus supplied. )(at 455-456) 

(Slip Opinion, at p. 10) 

As the ALJ notes at page 11 of his Decision on Motion, the 
critical date for triggering the 45-day period referred to in 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13 is at the end of the period which the Board 
prov1des the employee to submit a written statement of position and 
a written statement of evidence under oath in reply to the charges 
filed. The letter submitted by respondent's attorney on July 25, 
1984 to the Board secretary was not an answer to the charges. 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll requires that such a response shall include "a 
wntten statement of position and a written statement of evidence 
under oath with respect thereto." The July 25, 1984 letter con
tained neither. Upon receipt of the letter. the Board prudently 
waited until the expiration of the requisite fifteen days within 
which respondent might properly respond to the charges before it 
certified the charges to the Commissioner. Thus. the running of the 
45-day period began on August 2, 1984, the fifteenth day following 
receipt of the charges by respondent. and ended on the forty-third 
day thereafter, or September 14 1984, the date when the Board 
certified them to the Commissioner. The Commissioner finds, there
fore, that the charges were timely filed by the Board. Respondent's 
Motion to Dismiss the herein tenure charges is found to be without 
merit and is hereby denied and dismissed. 

Point II of respondent's primary exceptions avers that the 
Board failed to act in a timely fashion in certifying Charges Four, 
Five, Seven and Nine, thereby denying respondent his constitutional 
right to due process. Respondent cites State v. One Ford Van Econo
line. 154 N.J. Super. 326 (App. D1v. 1977) and N.J.S.A. 
24:21-35(c)(4}lfor the proposition that prompt administrative actton 
is required in forfeiture actions, drunk driving arrests and in 
other criminal actions. Respondent also argues that all charges 
except Charge Ten are untimely. and that the ALJ • s addressing the 
timeliness of only Charge Ten means that 

[b]y his silence, the A.L.J. agrees with Cowan. 
Cowan is not claiming that Charge 10 is 
untimely. Rather, he asserts that the other 
charges are untimely. 

(Respondent's Primary Exceptions,.at p. 89) 
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Respondent's analogy between the forfeiture statute and the 
tenure statute is misplaced. The intent of the Legislature as 
expressed in the tenure statute and the penalty to be imposed at the 
conclusion of a tenure hearing are substantially different from the 
offenses and penalties imposed in criminal matters. Neither is the 
issue in the instant matter one of delay. Rather. Charges Four, 
Five, Seven and Nine are offered as corroboration of the fact that 
respondent has demonstrated over many years a pattern of behavior 
unbecoming a teacher. As the Board states in its reply exceptions: 

The Board has taken the appropriate steps over 
the past ten years to reprimand and discipline 
the Respondent for his actions. The Board bas 
sought to discipline Respondent in proportion to 
his conduct, blending the penalty with a 
constructive program of counselling, improvement 
plans and administrative support. The Board and 
the administration has (sic) embarked on a 
progressive plan of discipline in order to 
preserve the integrity of the education offered 
Bernardsville students and to assist the growth 
and development of a tenured employee. The Board 
has exerc1sed its statutory right to correct 
inappropriate behavior by addressing each 
behavioral incident with an approved plan of 
discipline and recommendations for improvement. 
At this point in time. the Board should not be 
penalized for the compaasion, time, effort, and 
money expended during the past ten years in order 
to assist Respondent with the correction and 
control of his behavioral problems. 

(Board's Reply Exceptions, at pp. 13-14) 

The Commissioner approves of the steps the Board has taken 
over the course of the past ten years in an effort to effect appro
priate change in respondent • s deportment and attitude toward his 
pupils. Furthermore, there is nothing in the statutes or rules that 
precludes the Board from raising, nor the Commissioner from con
sidering, such evidence as establishing that such pattern of 
inappropriate outbursts exists and has continued to affect the 
education provided the students at Bernards High School. For the 
same reasons. it is the Commissioner's view that Charges Four, Five, 
Seven and Nine are not stale, as respondent avers in Point IV of his 
exceptions. The Commissioner further concurs with the ALJ's 
discussion of the doctrine of laches and its inapplicability in a 
tenure hearing. Thus, the Commissioner rejects the arguments 
contained in Point IV of respondent's memorandum of exceptions. 

As to Point III of respondent • s except ions. which avers 
that there is no residuum of competent evidence to sustain Chaq~e 
Four since the memo written by the principal after the episode 1n 
question is predicated on hearsay, the Commissioner agrees with 
respondent's point that in conformity with Michael Colavita v. 
Hillsborough Township School District, Middlesex County, decided by 
the Commissioner November 3, 1983, State Board aff'd May 2, 1984, 
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New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate Division, rev'd/rem'd March 28, 
1984, State Board aff 'd October 2, 1985, a residuum of competent 
evidence must exist in order to sustain the admission of hearsay 
during an administrative hearing. The Commissioner is of the 
opinion that the residuum rule has been met in the ALJ•s findings as 
to Charge Four. In P-9 at pp. 1 and 9, written by respondent, it is 
stated: 

*** 
Item A-12 page 1: The emotional reaction 
occurring with this student is the direct result 
of a father over-reacting to personal injury to 
his son. 

*** 
Appendix F - page 14: (D.T.] hit my son, Craig, 
on the head with a metal stool causing personal 
injury. I took him to the office and his feet 
were on the ground at all times. On returning, I 
spoke privately to the principal who was standing 
in the corrider (sic) at the time. I also did 
not strike the cement wall as it would have 
broken my hand. 

Based on the Commissioner's recent decision in In the 
Matter of the Tenure Bearing of Charles Apkarian, School District of 
West New York, Hudson County, decided by the CommlSsioner 
September 27, 1985 discussion of which follows. there can be no 
question but that the principal's reliance on an eyewitness' 
testimony as to respondent's having uttered profane and vulgar 
language immediately following this incident meets the residuum rule 
expressed in Cola vita. As to whether respondent "grabbed D. T. and 
physically lifted the pupil where D.T. •s feet did not touch the 
floor while respondent took D.T. from the classroom to the 
administrative assistant's office" (Initial Decision. ante), the 
Commissioner's review of the record concurs with the AW's analysis 
of the circumstances. It is clear that respondent does not deny 
that he used physical force upon D. T. but. rather. denies that 
D. T. • s feet left the floor while respondent transported him to the 
office. Further, respondent admits that he overreacted in this 
situation, which leads the Commissioner to the conclusion that 
respondent • s behavior in the given situation was inappropriate and 
unseemly for a teaching staff member. Based upon these facts, the 
Commissioner finds that respondent did use physical force upon D.T. 
on December J, 1974, while escorting the pupil from the classroom to 
the office of the high school administrative assistant and, further, 
that there is sufficient documentation in the record to sustain 
admission of the hearsay evidence regarding this incident. Point 
III of respondent's exceptions is therefore dismissed. 
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Respondent, at Point V, challenges the statements of 
Elizabeth Metzger, the assistant principal, and Principal Torry 
Froisland, as improper ·statements of evidence in support of the 
charges certified against him, citing the case law and arguments 
advanced before the AW at the hearing. In addition to the AW's 
discussion, with which the Collllllisaioner concurs, In re Apkarian, 
supr~. elaborates on the sufficiency of the statement of evidence 
subm1tted under oath by the superintendent in certifying tenure 
charges. Therein, the Commissioner stated: 

Long before an AW makes a determination 
regarding the admissibility or non-admissibility 
of evidence submitted in a tenure hearing, an 
administrator of the district, usually the 
superintendent, must establish, in presenting the 
tenure charges for the Board's consideration, 
that the charges are predicated on actual 
reported information brought to his or her atten
tion. Nowhere in the statute does it require, 
however, that each piece of evidence presented to 
the Board for ita consideration need be taken 
under oath nor that the person bringing the 
charge must have personal knowledge of the 
facts. Neither is it the Board's duty to pass 
judgment on the weight or sufficiency to be 
accorded the evidence. That responsibility is 
the Commissioner's alone. It is the Board's duty 
to consider whether the evidence, if credited 
later, following a full bearing, would be 
sufficient to warrant dismissal or reduction in 
salary. See In re Fulcoaaer, 93 N.J. Super. 404 
(App. Div. 1967). See also, Manalapan
Englishtown Education Association v. Board of 
Education of the Manalapan-Englishtown Regional 
School District, 1979 S.L.D. 505. 

***That the facts upon which the Board relies in 
certifying the charges may be predicated on 
hearsay is irrelevant at this juncture. Judgment 
as to the admissibility of the evidence occurs 
during the plenary hearing. Those who address 
their concerns in letters and reports will 
presumably be available at the hearing to testify 
and to be cross-examined or may be deposed as to 
the truth of the facts contained therein. 

***[T]he Commissioner does not agree with the ALJ 
in Loria or herein that a written statement of 
evidence under oath must be predicated on the 
personal knowledge of the individual who is 
brin,ing the charge to the Board • a attention for 
cert1fying tenure charges. Were such personal 
knowledge of the facts a prerequisite for 
preferring tenure charges, the burden placed upon 
a school district would be insurmountable since 
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the actions providing the bases of the charges 
often occur outside the personal knowledge or 
purview of the individual bringing such charges 
to the Board's attention.*** (Emphasis in text) 

(Slip Opinion, at pp. 12-14) 

In the instant matter, the ALJ determined, after direct and 
cross-examination of both Dr. Froisland and Ms. Metzger, that 

***both Metzger and Froisland set forth in their 
respective affidavits, the source of the 
information and the grounds of the belief in 
support of the allegations for consideration by 
the Board. Under these circumstances, the 
affidavits of Metzger and Froisland were 
permissible and sufficient to meet the· cited 
Union Co. Savings Bank standards.*** 

I CONCLUDE that the affidavits of Metzger and 
Froisland contained information, testimony and 
evidence admissible at hearing and, therefore, 
admissible and proper for consideration by the 
Board in its determination as to whether to 
certify charges against respondent or not to so 
certify. Accordingly, respondent's motion to 
dismiss at Point III is hereby DENIED. 

(Initial Decision, ante) 

The Commissioner concurs in the ALJ' s analysis of 
respondent's arguments contained in Point v of his primary 
exceptions, and thus rejects the arguments contained therein. 

At Point VI, respondent asserts the Board's charges must be 
dismissed as a result of the improper certification of Phillip 
Miller, Board Secretary/School Business Administrator. The Commis
sioner agrees with the ALJ that respondent has failed to demonstrate 
that the Board's certification contains willful false statements. 
Without such proof, the certification, albeit with a jurat affixed 
with a date that preceded the actual certification vote by the 
Board, represents nothing more than a ministerial defect. As the 
Board notes in its reply exceptions, "A certification of determina
tion is not an affidavit but a declaration in writing designed to 
serve notice on the Commissioner that certain events have occurred 
in the certification process. People v. Foste~. 27 Misc. Rep. 576, 
58 N.Y. Supp. S74; u.s. v. Ambrose, io8 u.s. 336, 2 Sup. Ct. 682; 
Nowell v. Mayor and Council of Monroe, 177 Ga. 648, 171 S.E. 136, 
141." (Board • s Reply Exceptions, at p. 32) Since the Board • s 
certification in the instant matter manifested its intent to verify 
the statements certified to the Commissioner. the Commissioner finds 
respondent's argument at Point VI to be without merit, and is 
therefore dismissed. 
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Just as respondent baa failed to prove that the Board's 
certification to the Commissioner contains willful false statements, 
respondent has failed ·to prove the allegations set forth in his 
exceptions at Point VII. that the Board failed to provide a safe, 
healthy environlllent in which to work. Respondent asserts that the 
Board failed to heed the recommendation of the Middle States 
Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Secondary Schools, 
dated October 18-20, 1977 that suggested "Immediate attention be 
given to music facilities regarding ventilation and soundproofing so 
that rooms may be used fully for intended purposes.***" (R-3) The 
intent of respondent in raising the issue of the physical qualities 
of the band room were to mitigate or excuse his behavior on June 6, 
1984. The Commissioner concurs with the AW that respondent "failed 
to demonstrate the truth of his allegation, that his assigned music 
room was or is in violation of statute, rule or regulation with 
respect to health and safety requirements." (Initial Decision, 
ante) Furthermore, as the Board notes in its reply except ions, "The 
factual circumstances, the repetative (sic) nature of the conduct 
and the specific. behavior involved refute any notion of mitigation," 
and cites In the Matter of the Tenure Hearin& of Abraham Altschuler, 
1978 S.L.D. 419, aff'd by State Board with clarification 427 and In 
the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Ralph Guma, 1982 S.L.D. llOO, 
aff'd State Board May 4, 1983. For the reasons stated above, the 
Commissioner rejects the arguments contained in Point VII of 
respondent's Memorandum of Exceptions. 

Respondent alleges in Point VIII of his primary exceptions 
that the determinations of the ALJ violated his rights on two 
occasions: 1) foreclosing testimony on the issue of the 45-day 
rule and 2) denying his motion to visit Bernards High School and the 
Mountain Lakes High School football field. The Commissioner, having 
reviewed all papers filed with the Court, agrees vi th the ALJ that 
respondent's constitutional rights have not been abridged. The 
consideration of oral testimony in opposition to a motion is within 
the discretion of the Court. N.J.A.C. 1:1-9.3 Respondent chose not 
to propound interrogatories nor question witnesses with respect to 
this procedural issue and discovery was completed. The Commis
sioner agrees with the Board's comment in its reply exceptions that 

[t]o permit testimonial evidence on the issue of 
the 45-day rule at the time of trial would 
involve an undue consumption of time in light of 
the numerous documents filed on this issue during 
the pretrial motion process. Each party has been 
provided with the opportunity to address the 
issue and present his position. 

(Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 39) 

As to respondent's citing the Court's refusal to visit the Bernards 
High School and the Mountain Lakes football field as denial of 
respondent's rights to produce evidence, the Commissioner whole
heartedly agrees with the ALJ that 

***there was ample testimonial and documentary 
evidence proffered by both parties to provide the 
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trier of fact with a scheme of the physical loca
tions at issue. The necessity for an on-site 
visitation vas not warranted: therefore, judicial 
discretion vas exercised in denying respondent • s 
motion. (Initial Decision, ~) 

Since respondent has failed to demonstrate an abuse of 
discretion resulting in a denial of justice under the standard 
articulated in State v. Carter, 91 N.J. 86, 106 (1982), the Commis
sioner dismisses the allegattons contained in Point VIII of respon
dent's exceptions. 

Finally, in Point II, respondent avers that the Board has 
failed to meet its burden of proving the tenure charges against 
him. The Commissioner is satisfied, having carefully reviewed the 
hundreds of pages of briefs, motions, and hearing transcripts, that 
the facts and law relative to the instant matter provide ample 
support and justification for dismissal of respondent from his 
tenured position. Be agrees with the Board's assertion that the 
repeated episodes of excessive force, the nature and gravity of the 
offenses, the injurious effect of respondent's conduct on the 
discipline and proper administration of the school system and the 
unlikelihood of respondent's continued effective performance in the 
Bernardsville school system. It is the determination and finding of 
the Commissioner that respondent should be terminated from his 
employment. The Commissioner concurs with the AW's determination 
that respondent failed to demonstrate that his conduct toward 
certain pupils under his direction and control, on at least three 
separate occasions, falls within the ambit of the exceptions cited 
in N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l. The Commissioner's review of the facts 
comports vi th the AW • s that respondent "***used unnecessary and 
inappropriate physical force and verbal abuse in a series of 
incidents towards pupils under his direction and control." {Initial 
Decision, ante) It is also evident from the record that, despite 
disciplinary action and counseling by the Board and a psychologist. 
respondent repeatedly and remorselessly failed to exhibit the 
self-control and patience required in working among public school 
pupils. 

Having found, as did the AW, that respondent disregarded 
prior warnings and actions by the Board and continued to inflict 
corporal punishment on certain pupils, the Commissioner likewise 
concludes that respondent's behavior has been demonstrative of 
conduct unbecoming a teaching staff member. Accordingly, it is 
hereby ordered that respondent be and is dismissed from his 
employment with the Board of Education of the Borough of 
Bernardsville, effective as of the date of the Commissioner's 
decision. It is further ordered that this matter be forwarded to 
the State Board of Examiners for consideration pursuant to N .J ·~~J;;. 
6:11-3.7. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

January 15,1986 
\' 
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IN THE MATTER OF TH~ TENURE 

HEARING OF H. WILLIAM COWAN, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE BOROUGH 01:' 

BERNARDSVILLE, SOM~RSET COUNTY. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, January 15, 1966 

For the Petitioner-Respondent, Schwartz, Pisano and Simon 
(Lawrence S. Schwartz, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Appellant, Klausner and Hunter, 
(Stephen E. Klausner, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is afrtrmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

September 3, 1966 

Pending N.J. Superior Court 
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OFF!CE OF AONII.\l!STRATIVE L.-lW 

MATTHEW~AMATO,nL 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OP EDUCA'nON OP mE 
HUDSON COUNTY AREA VOCA'nONAL

TBCRNICAL SCHOOL. HUDSON COUNTY 

Respondent. 

PhD.Ip Peintueh, &q., for petitioner 

(Peintuch and Porwlch, attorneys) 

Prank De stefano, F.sq., tor respondent 

INmAL DECISION 

ON MOTION AND CRQSS-MOTION 

FOR SUMMARY DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3904-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 137-5/85 

(Schumann, Hession, Kennelly&: Dorment, attorneys) 

Reeord Closed: November 8, 1985 Decided: December 5, 1985 

BEFORE SYBIL R. MOSES, ALJ: 

This matter comes before the Of!ice or Administrative Law (OAL) as the result or a 

petition tiled by Matthew Amato with the Commissioner of Education on May 22, 1985, 

asking to be compensated for one month or a three-month period during which he was 

unable to teach as a result of the Board's lack of action. The matter was forwarded to the 

OAL for determination as a contested ease on June 25, 1985, without any answer having 
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 340&-85 

been fUed by the Board. When the matter wu forwarded, It wu noted that the 
Commlsaloner had decided a prior ease on November 9, 1984, between the same two 

parties concerning the same set of facts. 

A prehearifll' conferene. was held on September 9, 1985. On that date, both 

attorneys agreed that this ease should be decided u a matter of Jaw. Petitioner asserts 

that the deelsion of the Commissioner in Matthew J. Amato, Jr. v. Board of Ed. of the 
Hudson County Area Vocational and Teehnleal Schools, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 10125-83 

(Sept. 20, 1984), rev'd, Commlsloner of Education (Nov. S. 1984), entitles him to baekpay 

for the entire three months that he wu excluded from bls job! 

Respondent denies that Amato Is entitled to baekpay, userting ~judicata, relying 

on the aforementioned Commintoner'l deelslon and a 1982 arbitration deeision. 

Respondent also asserts laches and/or the 9CI-&ly statute of limitations, stating that 
petitioner never raised this specific request in his initial pleadings. 

Counsel CUed their briefs In support of the motion and cross-motion for summary 

judlfment in a timely fashion. Responses thereto were abo CUed in a timely fashion after 

one extension of time was aranted. 1be record closed on November 8, 1985. 

1be parties agreed that no facts were in dllpute and they executed a stipulation of 

facts, which Is attached to this decision and fully Incorporated herein as If set forth at 

length. The stipulation of facts refers to the deelsion of Arbitrator Jack D. 'mlem, 

American Arbitration Case No. 18 39 0676 820, and to the decision of the Commlsaioner 
of Education, Issued on November 9, 1984, both of which are attached to this decision. 

In his decision, the Commissioner held that petitioner wu eligible for an emergency 

teaching eertlfleate u of the date of his Initial employment, October 1, 1980, and 

therefore his service must be considered continuous for purposes of construing the 
applicable provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(c). Therefore, he acquired tenure In March 

1984 at the time he received a permanent teacher'l certtncate. The Commissioner went 

out of his way to find "· •• that the Board faDed to take the above-cited procedural steps 

-2-
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at any time prior to or at the commencement of petitioner's initial employment. Had the 
Board CultWed Its responsibility, It would have been in a position to Inform petitioner or 

such requirements •••• had the Board complied with the above-cited regulations, 

petitioner would have possessed an appropriate teaching eertifleate throughout the course 

of his employment with the Board • • • • As a matter of fundamental fairness, the 

Commissioner finds that the Board's ranure to aet under these specific cireumstances 

should not deprive petitioner of tenure proteetlon, pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 

18A:28-5(e), which would have attached from the commencement from his initial 

employment as of October 1, 1980 through March 1984 when he obtained his permanent 

teacher's certificate •• •" Commissioner's Decision at 16-11. The Commissioner's 

decision did not specifically address the issues or backpay and other emoluments or 

employment. 

The arbitration decision awarded Mr. Amato two months' pay on another ground 

altogether. The arbitrator found that the Board had a contractual obligation to give an 

employee 60 days' notice of termination, which it had not fulfilled in Mr. Amato's case. 

Therefore 60 days• pay was due and owing to Amato. 

In the matter before me, Mr. Am11to's attorney argues that the Commissioner's 

decision made it clear that petitioner's period of service with the Board should be 

construed as not having been broken. 1f the Board had done what It should have done In 

regard to petitioner's emergency certificate, Mr. Amato would not have been without 

work for three months. Therefore, on the buis of simple equity, petitioner argues that he 

should not suffer loss of pay because of the Board's lack of action. 

The Board argues that the previous petition for deelaratory judgment never raised 

the issue of baekpay, although it did ask the Commissioner to find that Mr. Amato had 

both seniority and tenure in his position as Job placement coordinator, which rellef was 

granted. Respondent argues that the entire controversy doctrine, as enunciated in 

William Blanchard Co. v. Beach Concrete Company, Inc., 150 ~ ~· 211, 292 (App. 

Div. 1971), should apply in this matter because Mr. Amato is attempting to try this case 

pieeemeal before the Commissioner, as wen u in different forums. All that the 

-3-
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Commissioner granted hlm . was tenure and then only on equitable crounds. Respondent 

alto argues that petitioner hea not complied within the to-day rule prescribed by N.J.A.C. 
8:24-1.2, as he did not inelude the request f« backpay In his initial petition f« 

declaratory judgment. 

Petitioner responded to the I!! judicata argument In two ways. He asserts that the 

Commissioner tac!Uy considered the backpay Issue when he ruled that since petitioner 

was ellrible f« an emergency certificate as of the date of his Initial employment, that 

employment must be considered ~ Interruption for the purpose of construing his 

total service In aequlsition of tenure. In the alternative, he posits that If the 

Commissioner did not address the backpay and other emoluments issue, then !:.!!! judicata 

cannot apply. Petitioner argues that the 9o-day rule has clearly been met because he had 

every reasonable expectation that the Issue of backpay would be disposed of In his 

previous ease before the Commissioner, which was clearly filed In a timely fashion. 

Immediately upon Iearnillf that the Commbsloner did not decide the issues of backpay, 
vacation, sick time, etc., petitioner instituted the within action. 

After reviewlne the briefs in thll matter, and after readillf the Commissioner's 

Deellion closely, I conclude that petitioner should be awarded the one month's pay which 

he has not yet received, f« the three months he was out of wOC'k as a result of the Board's 

lack of action. It II clear to me that If the Board had complied with all procedural 

requirements, petitioner Amato would not have lolt three-months' pay in the first place. 
The fact that he was awarded 60 days' pay on another Issue altogether (lack of 60 days• 

notice), is of no moment to my conclusion that fundamental fairness requires the Board to 
make petitioner whole. 

Respondent's legal contentions are Inapposite to the case at bar. Petitioner has not 

run afoul of the 9o-day rule. When he filed hll petition for declaratory judgment, no 

reuonable person could presume that he did not Intend to have the entire matter disposed 

of as a result of his request to have the Commissioner find that he was elJiible for tenure 

and should have received tenure despite the Board's lack of action. Should the 9lklay rule 
be COI'IItrUed strictly and held to apply to the Issue of backpay, because It was not 
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speeltleally listed in petitioner's 1983 prayer for declaratory judgment, then this Is clearly 

a~ where the rule should be relaXed, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.19. The reason for 

relaXation Is clearly stated In the last sentence of that rUle. 

They [these rules) may be relaXed or dispensed with by the 
Commissioner, In his discretion, tn any case where a strict 
adherence thereto may be deemed Inappropriate or unnecessary or 
may result in injustice (emphasis added] • 

See also, N.J.A.C. 1:1-1.3(a), Uniform Administrative Rules of Practice, applicable to 

eases heard before the Office of Administrative Law. The Commissioner's Decision 

clearly established that the Board of Education In this matter did not fulfill Its 

responsibilities to petitioner and, furthermore, had the Board fulfilled its responsibilities, 

Mr. Amato would have possessed an appraprlate teaching certificate and the Board would 

not have been forced to terminate him on November 17, 1982 and only reemploy him 

thereafter on February 1983. The Commissioner clearty held that: 

As a matter of fundamental fairness the Commissioner finds that 
the Board's failure to act under these specific circumstances should 
not deprive petitioner of tenure protection pursuant to the 
provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-S{c) •• [emphasis added]. 

His total employment service, for the purpose of the acquisition of tenure, had to be 

construed from the date of his initial employment, without the three-month break in 

service. 

Given the foregoing conclusion by the Commissioner of Education, which Is the law 

of the ease, that it was fundamentally unfair not to consider his emplayment as unbroken 

from the date of his Initial employment, I conclude that it would be unfair for him not to 

receive pay for the three months he was out of work, which lack of work was entirely due 

to the Board's Inaction. However, in the case at bar, only one month's pay, etc. is in 

dispute, since the arbitrator awarded two months' back pay to Mr. Amato, based on an 

entirely separate Issue, that Is, where the Board did not do what It was supposed to do; 

give 60 days' notice. 

-s-
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Respondent urges the appUcability of the entire single-controversy doctrine, as 

discussed in William Blanchard,, 150 ~ !!2!t· at Z9Z. The effect of the operation of the 

single--controversy has been to bar claims In subsequent proceedings which were related to 

the prior proceeding if the plaintiff did not seek complete relief for the vlndieation of the 

wrongful charges. See, Applesteln v. United Board and Carton Corp.,· 35 !!::!!:. 343, 356 

(1961). A ease-by--ease approach has been formulated to assess whether claims fall under 

this doctrine. Blanchard, 150 ~ ~· at 293-294. The elements which must be found 

In order to have the doctrine apply were set forth in Gareeb v. Weinstein, 161 !!d: Super. 

1, 9 (App. Div. 1978), citing Falcone v. Middlesex County Medical Society, 87!!::!!:. Super. 

486, 490 (App. Div. 1965), aff'd in part, rev'd in part on other grounds, 47 ~ 92 (1966). 

In order for the "entire eontroversy doctrine" to apply here, there must be (a) the 

identical parties; (b) advancing separate claims; (c) in separate actions or proceedings; (d) 

on the same underlying wrong. I eonclude that the doctrine does not apply to Amato's 

present claim. Respondent has not shown that the instant petition is a separate claim. It 

is clear to me from the original petition for declaratory judgment, from the arbitration 

opinion and award, from the stipulation of facts and from the Commissioner's Decision, 

that the claim here is identical to that which was advanced after Mr. Amato was 

terminated in November 1982. 

The claim in 1982 and the current claim an revolve around the Board's inaction and 

failure to meet its responsibilities In obtaining an emergency teaching certifieate for Mr. 

Amato. Had such a certificate been obtained, there would not have been a time when he 

was out of work, from November 1982 through February 17, 1983. The Board took no 

action to secure such a certificate, although petitioner was eligible for emergency 

certilfeation throughout the entire period of time. It was based on this lack or action by 

the Board of Education that the Commissioner or Education concluded that petitioner's 

employment had to be considered without interruption Cor the purpose or construing his 

total employment servlee!!!!!!. the acquisition of tenure. Commissioner's Decision at 17. 

Further, Mr. Amato did not hold baek a related component of the controversy, as 

discussed in Blanchard, 150 !!d: ~· at 292-293. Rather, It was reasonable for him to 

assume that all the emoluments of tenure, including backpay, would be decided by the 

Commissioner as the result of a decision on his petition fOr declaratory judgment. 
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Further, the Instant matter is not truly a separate proceeding. It is more elearly a 
continuation of the original petition, made necessary by the fact that the Commissioner 

did not deelde all the Issues pertaining to his tenure rights and arising out of the Board's 

lack of action. 

Aecordlngly, I coneiude that the motion for summary deelsion tiled by petitioner, 

Matthew F. Amato, Jr., asking that the Board be liable for backpay for the three-month 

period he was not employed as a result of its failure to seek emergency eertlfieation for 
him, should be GRANTED. I further conclude that the practical result of this decision 

wlll be to grant pay for the period of one month, and other appropriate emoluments, 

because Amato has reeelved 60 days' pay as a result of the arbitration decision. 

Accordingly, lt is hereby ORDERED that the Board of Education of the Hudson 

County Area Vocational-Technical School is to pay petitioner, Matthew F. Amato, Jr., for 

the one month of the three months that he was out of work between November 11, 1983 

and February 1984 for which he has not been eompensated; and 

It is further ORDERED that the Board issue him accrued sick leave time and 

vacation time for the entire three-month period, If It has not already done so, or at least 

for the one-month period for which compensation had not been paid. 

-1-
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'IbiS recommended decision may be afflrmed, modit'led or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCAT10111, .SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if SAUL 

COOPERMAN does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is 

otherwise extended, this recom111ended decision shall become a final decision in accor

dance with ~· 52:148-10. 

I hereby FILE this Initial O..!cision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration. 

DATE 

DATE 

amn/e 

DEC 9 1985 

DEC 1 0 1985 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

' DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

-8-
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MATTHEW J . AMATO, JR. , 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE HUDSON 
COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 
SCHOOL, HUDSON COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

--~---------------

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law nave been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
Board within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b, and c. 

In its exceptions the Board contends that, contrary to the 
conclusion of the ALJ, it was not reasonable for petitioner to 
assume that the issue of his back pay would be decided without 
making any mention of it in his Petition of Appeal. Further, the 
Board again raises the point made in its posthearing brief that 
petitioner should have asked for back pay in his prayer for relief 
if he did so intend to have such issue decided. It is the Board's 
posit ion that it is not in the interest of just ice to find for 
petitioner in the instant matter since to do so would not only be 
unfair to the Board because it has been forced to defend on three 
separate occasions -- at arbitration, in front of the Commissioner, 
and finally, before the Office of Administrative Law -- solely due 
to petitioner's not asking for proper relief, but it would also be 
impractical insofar as future standards of pleading could be guided 
by such a decision. Moreover, the Board argues, the cost to the 
judicial system would be unwarranted since ultimately petitioner is 
given three chances to refine his pleadings in the same matter. 

Having carefully reviewed the record before him, as well as 
the initial decision, the Commissioner is convinced of the merits of 
the Board's position. Petitioner's original complaint, filed 
November 1, 1983, solely sought declaratory judgment concerning his 
tenure status with Respondent Board of Education. Since such a 
determination can be made without consideration of seniority or 
monetary factors, the Commissioner resolved the matter in peti
tioner • s favor and declared that he was indeed tenured as of March 
1984. That decision was issued on November 8, 1984. 

On February 7. 1985. the Commissioner received correspon
dence from petitioner's counsel requesting that the Commissioner 
amend his determination of 91 days earlier directing the Board to 
compensate petitioner one month's pay ($1,700) for salary to which 
he would otherwise be "entitled had the Board of Education not 
broken his service." (at p. 2) In his reply to that 
correspondence, dated March 7, 1985, the Director of the Bureau of 
Controversies and Disputes said: 
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*** 
Please be advised that upon review of the 
original pleadings in the record of this matter, 
it is noted that your Petition for Declaratory 
Judgment did not contain the request you are now 
making as a cause of action upon which such 
relief was requested of the Commissioner. 

Please be informed that your request to have the 
C0111111issioner amend his decision in the above
captioned matter must necessarily be denied. 

<at p. 1) 

Thereafter on May 23, 1985, the instant Petition of Appeal 
was filed on behalf of petitioner, requesting an "amount equal to 
what his monthly compensation was at the time he was foreclosed from 
teaching by the [Board], plus interim [sic: interest) and attorney's 
fees." (Petition of Appeal, at p. 2) The Board failed to answer 
the petition within the time allotted by N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.4. The 
matter was then transmitted without an answer to the Office of 
Administrative Law pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-S.l(c) which states: 

Agencies may transmit contested cases to the 
Office of Administrative Law prior to issue being 
joined only with the consent of the Director of 
the Office of Administrative Law. In those 
~ases, if a party unreasonably delays joining 
1ssue, the administrative law judge may enter 
summary decision against the delaying party 
either sua sponte or upon motion of the aggrieved 
party. This summary decision shall be treated as 
an initial decision under N.J.A.C. 1:1-16.3. 

Following pre-hearing conference and the submission of post-hearing 
briefs, the matter was decided by the ALJ on Motion and Cross-Motion 
for Summary Decision. 

Further, case law baa consistently held that issues to be 
resolved in a proceeding before the Commissioner must be properly 
framed in the petition of appeal. See Andrew Guerriero v. Board of 
Education of the Borough of Glen Rock. Bergen County, dectded by the 
Commissioner March 4, 1985. (Commissioner affirmed the findings and 
determination in initial decision, noting petitioner may not 
litigate new allegations not in his original petition.) See also 
Genevieve Peterson v. Board of Education of the Townshi~ 
Lakewood, Ocean County, lCJ82 ~· 1411, aff'd State Board July 6, 
1983. (Commissioner affirmed the findings and determination in 
initial decision with modification, noting that the determination of 
seniority was not framed as one of the issues in the controversy and 
therefore exceeded the scope of the proceedings.} 

Furthermore, the 90-day rule now precludes petitioner from 
asserting his claim for back pay. Res judicata applies. The entire 
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controversy doctrine as enunciated in William Blanchard Co. v. Beach 
Concrete Company, Inc., 150 N.J. Super. 2.71 (App. Div. 1977) is 
controlling in this regard. It requires 

***that a party who has elected to hold back from 
the first proceeding a related component of the 
controversy be barred from thereafter raising it 
in a subsequent proceeding.*** 

{at 292-293) 

Therein the Court held: 

While motions to amend pleadings are required by 
the express terms of the rule to be liberally 
granted, there remains nevertheless a necessary 
area of judicial discretion in denying such 
mot ions where the interests of just ice require. ~'t'~' 

(at zq<n 

Certainly, the Commissioner cannot be "obligated to look at 
all possible contingencies not brought to light in a petitioner's 
prayer.***" (Board's Exceptions, at p. 2) Neither is it in the 
interest of justice to permit petitions of appeal or initial 
decisions to be amended ad infinitum in an ongoing attempt to 
perfect the pleadings. --

For the reasons expressed herein, the initial decision in 
this matter is hereby reversed and summary judgment is granted in 
favor of the Board. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

JRNUARY I 'i', 1986 
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MATTHEW J. AMATO, JR., 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE HUDSON 
COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 
SCHOOL, HUDSON COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, January 17, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Feintuch and Porwich 
(Philip Feintuch, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Moore, Scarpa and Kealy 
(Robert M. Kealy, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. However, although we find that 
the Commissioner correctly emphasized that the issues to be resolved 
in a proceeding before the Commissioner must be properly framed in 
the Petition of Appeal, we note that, as we held in Guerriero v. 
Jgard of Education of the Bprou&h of Glen Rock, decided by the State 
Board, February 7, 1986, in determining whether summary judgment 
should be granted, the question of whether there is an issue of 
material fact is to be resolved by consideration of depositions and 
admissions as well as of the pleadings. 

June 4, 1986 
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HUDSON COUN'I'Y AR~A VOCA'nONAL
TECHNICAL EDUCA'nON ASSOCIA'nON 
and .TBNNIB TERLIZZl, 

Petltionet's 

•• 
BOARil OP EDUCA'nON OP THE 
HUDSON COUNTY AREA VOCA'nONAL 
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

Respondent 

. .. .. ~ 

...... ~ . ~ 

INI'MAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1477-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 35-2/85 

Bntce D. Leder, Esq., for petitioner 
(Schneider, Cohen & Solomon, attorneys) 

Robert M. Kealy, Esq., for respondent 

Record r.tosed: November 21, 1985 Decided: December 11, 1985 

BEFORE WARD R. YOUNG, ALJ: 

Jennie Terliui, a teaching staff member, alleged the action of the Board of 

Education of the Hudson County Area Vocational -Technical Schools In terminating her 

employment, effective Nlarch 31, 1985, was illegal due to a violation of her seniority 

ri!!hts. 

The Board denies its action was improper, and further asserts that Terlizzi is not 

tenured and therefore has no seniority rights. 
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The matter was transmitted to the Office or Administrative Law as a contested 

ease pursuant to ~· 52:14F-1 !! !!9• on "'areh 18, 1985. Numerous procedural delays 
were due to real difficulties encountered by the parties In their efforts to seek discovery 

(employment reeords) deemed essential to a full and fair adjudication of the dispute. The 

l!'ood faith efforts of counsel to amicably reaolve the dispute were demonstrated when 

they jointly met with representatives of the Bureau of Teacher Certification to ascertain 

required certifications for various teaching responsibilities, albeit without success. 

Further delay resulted from a change of counsel by respondent and the need for a 

suop1emental prehearlng conference on November 19, 1985, at which the parties executed 

a stipulation or facts and submitted the matter for summary deefslon. Briefs were waived 

and the record closed on November 21, 1985 with the filing of final discovery as directed 

by the undersigned. 

A corollary l•ue arose which trlgrered the entry of an Order to Show Cause by the 

underslsmed as to WIW sanctions should not be ImpOSed on either or both parties for the 

delays encountered In the adJudicatory process. Oral argument was held on August 2, 

1985, whleh concluded wtth the exercise of dlseretlonary authority pursuant to ~· 

1:1-3.9 to Incorporate a determination on sanctions In this Initial Decision. After careful 

consideration of the arguments of eoun1el, I P1ND the primary cause of delay to rest with 

poor reeord-keeptrw by respondent, and CONCLUDE, therefore that no sanctions shall be 
Imposed. 

The following facts are adopt~ herein as PINDDIG8 OP PACT from the stipulation 
filed by the parties as wen as admlssi0111 in the pleadings and joint exhibits: 

1. Terlizzi was Initially em..,loyed by respondent as a teaehlnc staff member 

on October 15, 19'17 and taught Fashion Design untll June 1985. 

2. TerUzzl was Issued the eertlfleate of Teacher of Production, Personal or 

Service Occupations - 'Fashion Design In January 198L 

3. Prior to January 1981, Terlizzi was Issued emergency certification. 

-2-
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4. Wilson was inltlaUy employed by respondent on February 1, 1977 as a clerk 

and on Oetober 15, 197'1 as a permanent substitute. 

5. Wilson was assl«ne<tu a teacher of Commercial Clothing durin~ the 1977-

78 school year. 

6. Slnee 1978-79 Wilson has been assigned as a teacher of Employment 

Orientation - Sewing. 

7. Wilson possesses the eertlflcate of Teacher of Dressmaking and Tailoring. 

8. Corbin was initially employed by respondent on September 1, 1980 and has 

been assl!med as a Teacher of Employer Orientation - Power Sewing, and 

possesses the eertitlc&te of Te&cher of Production, Personal or Service 

Oeeupations with no speeia1 field endorsement. 

The lfl'llYamen of this dispute is the claim of Terlizzi th&t she has greater seniority 

th&n Wilson or Corbin. 

The separate defenses of resoondent, ineorpor&ted In Its answer, which allege that 

Terlizzi is not tenured and therefore has no seniority, are dismissed. The stipulation of 

facts (11 and 12) as well as J-l and J-2 clearly establishes the fact that Terlizzi was 

employed by respondent In a position for which a certlfic&te Is required; possessed the 

required certificate; and worked the requisite number of years to acquire tenure pursuant 

to ~· 18A:28-5, Spiew&k v. Board of Education of 'ftutherford, 90 !!.:!!· 63. 

The standards for determining seniority are lneorporated in .!!::!M• 6:3-LIO as 

amended, !· 1983 d.255, effective June 20, 1983, operative September l, 1983. The 

aJlt)Uc&blllty of the amended rettt~latlon is de.termined by the date of the cause of action, 

which In this Instance occulTed In 1985. The &mended regulations are deemed to be 

aJlt)lic&b1e. 

-3-
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The Intention of the regulatory amendment wu clearly stated by the Commissioner 

of Edueatlon In the "0¥erriew" to the Revision of Senloritx Regulations: A Position 

Statement of the New Jersey State D!l!!lrtment of Edueatlon, June 1983, wherein he said: 

Tbe Commlleloner'l recommended revision of seniority 
retU)atlons provides that teachers in the secondary 
ntewory ••• may earn seniority onln In the sub~atter field 
or fields In which they have actua y tauc!!t· ous to the 
Commliiioner's reeommenditlon, a teacher holding a science 
and math endorsement at the time of Initial employment 
acquired seniority ln both areas even t!!ough he or she had only 
taught In one of them. 

~· 8s3-l.IO(J)15 states: 

Secondary • • • • Any person holding an lnstruetlonal certificate 
with subjeet area endorsement shall have seniority within the 
seeondary ntegory only In sooh subject area endorsement(s) 
under which he or she haa actually serYed. • • • Any person 
employed at the aeeondary level in a position requiring • • • a 
IJI)eelal subjeet field endorsement shall acquire seniority only In 
the seeondary ntewory and only for the period of actual service 
under sueh ••• special field endorsement •••• 

A dilemma Ia created upon review of evidentiary doeumenta In thla matter and 

endorsementa and authorizations u codified under ~· I:U-8.2. Although I do not 

rind It critical to a fair adjudication of thla dlapute, I do find It worthy of mention for 
rlel)artmental review. 

The Tj!I'Uzzi eertlflnte states "Teacher of ProdiiC!tlon, Personal or Service 

Oeeupetions - Puhlon Design." See J-2. 

The Wlllon eertlfinte states "Teacher of Dressmaking and Tailoring." See J-8. 

The Corbin certificate atates "Teacher or Production, Personal or Service 

Oecuoatlons" without any apeclfle deslrnated occupation indlnted. See J-1. 
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~· 6:U-6.2(a)27 states: "Teacher of production, personal or service 

occupations: this endorsement authorizes the holder to teach designated occupations in 

aU public schools. ~ tlstln« of produetlon, personal or service occupations below: .•• " 

A thoro!J(h review of the entire N«Uiatory scheme does reveal "clothing, apparel and 

textile management, production, and services" listed at ~· 6:U-6.2(a) 27 iii, but fails 

to reveal any specific listing for Fashion Design, Dressmaking and Tailorill(, or Employer 

Orientation- Power Sewirur. 

Nothwlthstanding the above, the teaching assi(llments of Terlizzi, WUson, and 

Corbin cannot be disputed. Terlizzi has taught Fashion Design from October 15, 1977 until 

June 1985. See Stipulation JJ. Wilson taught Commercial Clothing in 1977-78 and Sewing 

In the Employment Orientation Program since 1978-79. See Stipulations J5 and J6. 

Corbin has tau~tht Power Sewln~f In the Employment Orientation Program since her 

employment in 1980. See Stipulation U. 

The reduction in force action of the Board was clearly in Fashion Design and 

Patternmaking. See J-13. Separate courses of study In Fashion Design and Pattern 

Making, Commercial Clothing, and Sewing also creates a clear distinction between the 

teaching assignments of Terlizzi, Wilson, and Corbin. See J-10, J-U and J-12. Terlizzi, 

therefore, has no valid elalm to the teaching positions held by Wilson or Corbin, 

nothwlthstandll\lf the faet that she does have longer service as a teaching staff member. 

~· 6:3-!.JO{l)lS. 

I FIND no cause or action to sustain the instant Petition of Appeal, and 

CONCLUDE, therefore that same shall be and Is hereby DISMISSED. The Board is, 

however, ORDERED to plaee Jennie Terlizzi on a preferred eligibility list as a teacher of 

Fashion Desl(ll with a seniority accumulation of seven years and nine months. ~· 

18A:28-12 and ~- 6:3-t.lO(e}. 

-5-
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This recommended decision mav be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMWIIISJONBR OF THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA110M. SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law Is emr>owered to make a final deeision In this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so aet in forty-five (45} days and unless sueh time limit is otherwise extended, 

this recommended deeision shall become a final decision In aecordanee with ~· 

52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE this Initial Oeeislon with Saul Coopemum for eonsideration. 

II ,£, •. ,. L 111£ 
DATE 

DATE 

DATE 
R 

DEC 16 1985 

OEP'i\RTMENT OF EDUCAfiON 
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ADDENDUM 

Evidentiary Doeuments 

J-1: lnltiall977 appointment resolutions for Terlizzi and Ruth Wilson 

J-2: Terlizzi eertiflcatlon 118 Teacher of Production, Personal or Service 

Occupations - F118hion Design 

J-3: Terlizzi emergeney certificate credentials 

J-4: Terlizzi and WUson 1978-79 reemployment resolution 

J-5: Wilson 1979-80 reappointment resolution 

J-6: Wilson certification 118 Teacher of Dressmaking and Tailoring 

J-7: Corbin certification 118 Teacher of Production, Personal or Service 

Occupations (with no specific special field endorsement) 

J-8: Corbin certification 118 Teacher - Coord of Coop Voc-Tech Ed Prog: WECEP 

fWork Exper!enee·Career Exploration Pf'olram) 

J-9: Corbin Cooperative Industrial Education Oevelopment Certificate 

J-10: F118hion Design and Pattern llt'akilllf I, D Course or Study 

J-ll: Commercial r.to~hlf11!' I, n Course or Study 

J-12: Employment Orientation Program objectives and Course of Study 

J-13: Pebruarv I, 1986 letter, Byrd to Terlizzi Incorporating January 31, 1985 

Board reduction in force resolution 

-7-
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HUDSON COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
AND JENNIE TERLIZZI, 

PETITIONERS, 

v. 
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE HUDSON 
COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS, 

RESPONDENT. 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by 
Petitioner Terlizzi pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a and b. 

In these exceptions petitioner concurs with the judge's 
conclusion that she has tenure but disagrees with the conclusion 
that she had no claim for the teaching positions held by Wilson and 
Corbin. Petitioner Terlizzi avows that since she "has longer 
service and since all three individuals are teaching within the 
ambit of the certificate of 'Teacher of Production, Personal or 
Service Occupations', Petitioner must be granted her seniority 
rights including the right to bump Wilson or Corbin." (Exceptions, 
at p. 2} 

Regarding the above, petitioner contends 
generally accepted that seniority rights extend to 
reach of the endorsement qualifying one for service in 
which in the matter herein would entitle her to 
positions held by Corbin and Wilson. 

that it is 
the broadest 
that category 
the teaching 

Petitioner cites Camilli v. Bd. of Ed. of Northern 
Highlands Regional High School D1str1ct, dec1ded by the 
Commisstoner January 3, 1985. aff'd State Board May l, 1985 wherein 
it was determined that N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10{1)15 grants seniority 
accrual to a teaching staff member under the endorsement actually 
served. She argues that the judge in the instant matter "found that 
all three individuals could only be certified under the endorsement 
of clothing apparel and textile management. production and services 
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:ll-6.2(a)(27}iii (see p. 5 of Initial 
Decision)." (Exceptlons, at p. 2) With respect to this, petitioner 
avows that the conclusion must therefore be that all three 
individuals had identical seniority rights in the same teaching 
positions. 

Upon review of the record in this matter and thorough 
consideration of the legal arguments raised by petitioner in her 
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exceptions, the Commissioner concurs with the judge's determination 
that petitioner does not have seniority entitlement to the positions 
held by Corbin or Wilson for the reasons expressed below. 

Camilli, supra, is inapposite because the factual 
circumstances in this matter differ markedly. In Camilli it was 
determined that, because the endorsement was one which specifically 
authorized petitioner to teach chemistry and physics, he had 
seniority entitlement to the physics position although he had only 
actually taught chemistry inasmuch as N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)15 grants 
seniority accrual to a teaching staff member under the endorsement 
actually served, not merely the particular course(s) actually 
taught. In other words. one accrues seniority entitlement to 
positions within the stated authorization of the endorsement, not 
just those in the particular subjects/courses taught. 

In the instant matter, the endorsement held by petitioner. 
teacher of product ion, personal or service occupations. authorized 
at the time of its issuance a holder of such endorsement "to teach a 
designated occupation and related subjects in all public schools." 
<!!~~}ersey Regulations and Standards for Certification, 1976, 
emphasis supplied) 

The listing of occupations reads as follows: 

Beauty Culture 
Commercial Food Preparation 
Commercial Food Servin~ 
Dressmaking and Tailor1ng 
Laundering, Cleaning, and Pressing 
Machine Operators 
Medico-Dental Assisting 
Nurses Aides 
Power Sewing Machine Operation 

It is noted that fashion design is not listed above; 
however, the endorsement on petitioner's emergency and permanent 
certificates (J-3) clearly and unambiguously authorized her to teach 
only ~ designated occupation, namely fashion design, not fashion 
des1gn and power sewing maching operation and dressmaking and 
tailoring. Stated another way, the endorsement authorizes her to 
teach only fashion design and related subjects. Power sewing and 
dressmaking and tailoring cannot be seen as related subjects in that 
each is listed!! ~ separate occupation. Further, consultation with 
the Department of Education's Director of Teacher Certification 
indicated that petitioner's authorization on her endorsement was 
limited to fashion design and that it did not include either power 
sewing or dressmaking and tailoring. 

In October 1984, ~J.A~. 6:11-6.2(a)(27)iii became 
effective; thus, the judge erred in relying on this provision to 
render any finding or conclusion in the initial decision. What is 
controlling is not that provision but what was in effect in 1977 
when petitioner's certificate/endorsement was granted. 
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Accordingly, the Commissioner determines that petitioner's 
seniority entitlement is limited strictly to the designated 
occupation her endorsement authorizes her to teach, fashion design. 
Consequently. she has no bumping rights to the posit ions held bv 
Corbin and Wilson since her endorsement does not authorize the 
teaching of any occupation other than fashion design. 

Therefore, the judge's recommended decision dismissing the 
Petition of Appeal is adopted as the Commissioner's final decision 
in the matter for the reasons expressed herein. 

Because Ms. Corbin's certificate/endorsement does not state 
a designated occupation she is authorized to teach, the Commissioner 
directs that the county superintendent review the certificate 
information on file in his office to insure that it clearly 
specifies what designated occupation she is authorized to teach by 
virtue of her endorsement. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

January 27, 1986 
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HUDSON COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
AND JENNIE TERLIZZI, 

PETITIONERS-APPELLANTS, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE HUDSON 
COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS. HUNTERDON COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, January 27, 1q86 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Schneider, Cohen and Solomon 
(Bruce D. Leder, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Moore, Scarpa and Kealy 
(Robert M. Kealy, Esq .. of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

June 4, 1986 
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OFFICE OF ADr.tlhi!STRATIVE LAW 

SHIRLEY MC KNIGHT, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

MERCER VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 

SCHOOLS, BOARD OF EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3312-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 91-4/85 

Bubara E. Rielberg, Esq., for petitioner (Selikoff &: Cohen, attorneys) 

David w. Carroll, Esq., for respondent 

Record Closed: October 31, 1985 Decided: Decarber 12, 1985 

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ: 

Shirley MeKnight (petitioner) alleges and the Mercer County Vocational

Technical Schools Board or Education (Board) denies that she suffered a work-related 

Injury. The petitioner further claims she has Improperly been denied a leave of ab:icnce as 

provided by ~ 18A:30-2.1 and that the Board has charged her absenees to her 

aeeumulated sick leave which Is now exhausted. She seeks compensation under the 

statute for absences due to the injury and restoration of sick leave days improperly 

charged. 

The matter was riled before the Commissioner of Education and transmitted 

to the Offiee of Administrative Law on May 31, 1985, as a contested case, pursuant to 

~ 52:148-1 !! !!9• and~ 52:14P-1 !! !!9· A prehearing conference was held 

on July 15, 1985, at which the following issues were agreed upon: 
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facts: 

(a) Did the petitioner suffer a work--related injury? 

(b) 1f so, has the Board improperly failed to compensate her pursuant to 

~ 18A:30-2.1 and has the Board improperly charged her work

related absences against her accrued sick leave? 

(c) To what relief is the petitioner entitled? 

On September 25, 1985, the parties submitted the following stipulation or 

1. Petitioner, Shirley McKnight, was employed by the respondent, the Board 

of Education of Mercer County Vocational-Technical Schools, as a 

maintenance person since on or about March 12, 1984. 

2. Respondent is a body corporate and politic of the State of New Jersey 

empowered by law to administer the Mercer County Vocational

Technical Schools. 

3. Petitioner was disabled and unable to work during the period January 7, 

1985 through March 8, 1985. 

4. Petitioner returned to work March 12, 1985 for the balance or the school 

year, but her contract for the 1985-86 school year was not renewed. 

5. Petitioner had no annual nor accumulated sick leave days available as of 

January 7, 1985. 

6. Petitioner received no compensation for 46 days between January 7, 

1985 and March 12, 1985: 19 days in January, 20 days in February and 7 

days In March. 

7. Petitioner has riled a claim petition with the Division of Worker's 

Compensation. 
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The matter was beard on October 1, 1985, at the Ortice of Administrative 

Law, Quakerbridge Plaza, Trenton. Posthearing submissions were timely made and the 

record closed on October 31. 

I. 

The petitioner testified that on January 4, 1985, she worked a 6:30 a.m. to 

3:00 p.m. shift. At approximately 2:30 p.m. on that day, she walked behind another 

employee while entering the maintenance building. The other employee had under her 

control a maintenance cart carrying, among other things, a bucket and wringer. As the 

other employee entered the maintenance building, the wringer Cell from the cart. 

The petitioner testified that she jumped three times to avoid being hit by the 

ringer. She came down on her rig'ht foot. She felt no injury or pain. 

The petitioner testified that her fellow employee then said that she 

(McKnight) should pretend to be hurt. Both laughed at this remark. The petitioner did not 

report the injury at that time because it did not bother her. 

The witness went to a shopping center, by bus, following her shift. While 

shopping, she felt what she described as a tingle in her right ankle. She returned home at 

approximately 6:00 p.m. Upon retuming home, she soaked the ankle in Epsom salts and 

rubbed It with alcohol. She stayed in on that evening. 

The next day, a Saturday, the petitioner noticed the ankle was swollen. She 

again soaked It and rubbed it with alcohoL She stayed in all day which was not her 

ordinary routine. The ankle hurt her throughout the day. 

On Saturday evening she again soaked the ankle, rubbed It and stayed in bed. 

She followed the same routine on Sunday and put on an elastic bandage. 

On Monday, she went to work at her regular time. The pain became too much 

to bear at approximately 10:15 or 10:30 a.m. She saw the custodian-maintenance 

supervisor. He asked her what the problem was and she recited the events of the previous 

Friday. The witness stated that the supervisor said nothing. 

-3-
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The petitioner went to the nurse on her own at approximately 11:30 a.m. She 

asked for an elastic bandage. She told the nurse what had happened. The nurse did apply 

an elastic bandage and told the respondent to see a physician. The nurse also told her to 
see the principal. 

She went to the principal's office and told him of the events of the previous 

Friday including jumping out of the way of the wringer. The principal sent her back to the 

malntenanee shop while he seeured an insurance card. Another custodian then took her to 

a nearby hospital. An X-ray was taken and the petitioner was informed that there was a 

chipped bone and hairline fracture in the right ankle (P-1). 

The petitioner recalls answering questions at the hospital. She related jumping 

out of the way or the wringer and how the symptoms progressed. She also recalls waiting 

several hours for an orthopedist. He arrived at approximately 7:00 p.m. and advised her 

that she needed a east. The physician casted her. He advised her that she was not to 

work for six to eight weeks. 

The petitioner continued to see this physieian until :1/lareh 11. She returned to 

work on :vlarch 12. 

On January 8, the day after the east was applied, the petitioner's fellow 

worker telephoned her at home. The witness testified that her fellow worker stated, 

"They're hiring someone else," "If you'd told me what you were planning, rd have stuek by 

you," and "You're not going to get paid because it didn't happen here." 

The witness was elear that her fellow worker had expressed the opinion that 

the petitioner had not hurt herself "then and there." The petitioner received no pay for 

time off the job. While she was absent, she received no contacts from the administration. 

At one point during her absence, the petitioner called the superintendent's secretary. The 

secretary stated that the petitioner would not be "getting anything" Cor the period o! her 

absence. The petitioner has Ciled a Workmen's Compensation elaim. 

The petitioner further testified that she and her coworker entered the 

maintenance building through a side door near the front of the building. The witness said, 

"Judy, your wringer's falling." The maintenance cart was between the petitioner and her 

coworker. The eart is approximately three feet long. The petitioner was approximately 
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six feet into the building and her coworker approximately three feet ahead of her at the 

time ot the incident. A photarraph (R-4) was introduced showing the side door entrance 

into the building. Other photographs (R-5, R-6, R-7) show other views of the entrance and 
of a maintenance cart, mop and wringer as used by maintenance personnel at the school. 

Early on the following Monday, the ankle still tingled. The petitioner removed 

the elastic bandage and stated that It felt a little better at that time. She got a ride to 

work from a friend, arriving at approximately 6:30a.m. She did not see the supervisor at 

that time. She did see him at break time which was approximately 8:30a.m. 

As Is her routine, the petitioner reported to the A Building some distance from 

the maintenance building. She punched in, went to the rear of the building and got her 

scrub water and other material'l ready for the day. She was assigned to the A Building and 

the B Building. She went to coffee break In the maintenance building about 8:30 a.m. and 

spoke to her coworker about the ankle. 

The petitioner testified that In the period January - Mareh 1985, she worked 

for a loeal custodial service from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., rive days per week. In January 

she received a letter from the superintendent (R-8) stating that it had been determined 

the accident was not work related and she would receive no pay because her sick leave 

entitlement was exhausted. 

The petitioner's landlady also testified. She stated she was at home on 
Januaey 4 when the petitioner arrived. The petitioner said something about an incident. 

That weekend, the petitioner did not go out as usual. The witness stated she talked to the 

petitioner about not going out, but could not recall any response. She gave the petitioner 

Epsom salts and alcohol when the petitioner said her foot or ankle was hurt. 

The witness saw the petitioner in bed and heard the petitioner complain about 

her foot. It looked somewhat swollen. The witness told the petitioner on Sunday, 

January 8, to see a physician. The petitioner replied that she would not see a physician, 

as It was "only a twinge." 

The landlady took juice and food to the petitioner on Sunday. She asked the 

petitioner if the petitioner had hurt her ankle at home. The petitioner responded that she 

had hurt It at work. The witness recalled the petitioner saying something, perhaps a mop, 
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ten and she (the petitioner) jumped out ot the way. The witness also stated that she saw 

the petitioner tor the first time on January 4 at approximately 7:00 p.m. This was 

approximately four hours arter the end of her shift. 

The petitioner's godson also testified. He stated he saw the petitioner on 

Saturday, January 5, at approximately 11:00 a.m. at her home. The petitioner was in bed. 

The petitioner stated she had hurt her foot on the job. The witness could recall being told 

no other details. He does recall that the petitioner's toot appeared swollen. 

Thomas Urbaniak, M.D., testified on behalf of the petitioner. He stated he 

first saw the petitioner on January 7 in the emergency room of Helene Fuld Hospital. 

Swelling in the right foot and ankle area was apparent. 

The petitioner stated she twisted her ankle avoiding a falling bucket and 

wringer on Friday (P-1). The witness stated that twisting injuries orten do not subside so 

that persons who suffer them are inclined to wait for a while and then seek help. Rest 

over the weekend would alleviate the petitioner's condition. 

The physician stated that the petitioner had an avuLsion fracture of the talus, 

right side. A ligament was pulled and a fragment of bone was loose. He placed the toot 

and ankle in a "short-leg walking cast." He also prescribed pain medications and crutches. 

The doctor's report of May 28, 1985, was introduced in evidence (P-2). It sets 

forth the full course of treatment of the petitioner. He saw the petitioner on January 16 

and February 6 In his office. During the latter visit, the cast was removed. He saw the 

petitioner again on March 7 in Helene Fuld Hospital. The physician testified that he 

anticipated a March 4 retum to work date (P-3). He later revised that to March 11, 1985 

(P-4). The physician stated he saw nothing unusual about the case, the patient or her oral 

report. 

The physician could not say when the injury occurred but he could be 

reasonably certain that it did not occur on January 7, the day he first saw her In the 

emergency room. The physician further stated that his recollection of the ease came 

namely from reviewing exhibit P-1. The Injury could have occurred on the Friday, 

Saturday or Sunday preceding the day on which he saw her. The witness could venture no 

opinion as to which day was most probable. 
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n. 

Julia Redden, the petitioner's coworker, testified. She has been a custodian in 
the district tor seven years and was working the 6:30a.m. - 3:00 p.m. shirt on the day in 

question. This is her regular shift. 

On July 4, 1985 at approximately 11:30 a.m., she was preparing to begin her 

lunch hour. The witness identified a dlagram ot the maintenance building. The witness 

further Identified the photographs (R-4, R-5, R-6) previously introduced. 

The petitioner was nearly at the door as Redden approached. The cart was in 

the doorway when the wringer fell off. The witness had to Utt the cart over the door sill 

(see R-4). The witness was on the side curb outside the door as shown in R-4. Redden 

went before the cart, but was facing back to lift the cart in. Therefore, she had a clear 

view or the petitioner. 

The witness stated she was coming in with her cart for lunch. Petitioner held 

open the door so that the witness could pass through. Arter the cart was in the building, 

the wringer fell orr. The witness stated, "Good thing that didn't hit your foot - you'd be 

out for days." The witness stated that both she and the petitioner laughed. They then had 

lunch. 

This witness stated clearly that the petitioner said nothing about the wringer 

falling. 'nll.s witness did not see the wringer hit the petitioner. The petitioner was in her 

run view at all times. The witness also stated that she made no comment to the 

petitioner about pretending to be hurt. 

The petitioner made no complaint the rest or the day concerning her leg, foot 

or ankle. The witness rode the bus with the petitioner that afternoon. The petitioner 

exited the bus at State and Hanover Streets. 

Redden saw the petitioner again on Monday morning. She heard no complaints 

or comments and observed no Ump. Both women worked In the A Building in the morning. 

They wet-mopped areas In the morning only. In the afternoon they cleaned tables and 

ehairs in classrooms. 
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Her supervisor spoke to her on Monday before lunch and asked why she did not 

tell him her wringer had fallen on the petitioner. The witness replied that It had not. The 

supervisor then told the witness that the petitioner was in the nurse's office recording the 
accident at that moment. When the witness later saw the petitioner, the petitioner 

denied that she had recorded the accident in the way the supervisor described it to this 

witness. 

The witness had no contact with the petitioner over the we~end. On Monday 
morning, the two women worked together until about 8:30 a.m. They went on break and 

did not see each other again. The witness iterated that the supervisor had come to the C 

Building and asked her why she had not reported the accident. Her reply was that no 

accident had occurred. 

The witness saw the petitioner again at lunch time. The supervisor said that 

one of the maintenance men would take the petitioner to the hospital after the lunch. 

The witness believed the petitioner was on school premises all of Monday morning. 

The head custodian also testified. He was McKnight's supervisor in January 

1985. On Monday, January 1, after the morning break, he made a general cheek. Going 

through the B Building, he saw the petitioner sitting In a teacher's chair. She called to 
him and stated, "My foot's swelling up. I hurt my ankle. .Judy's mop wringer fell on my 
foot." 

The witness stated he then asked the petitioner when the accident had 
happened. She replied that it had occurred on Friday. He asked her why she did not tell 
him about the accident at the time. The petitioner made no response. The witness 

directed the petitioner to go to the front office and fill out an accident report. It is the 
policy of the district to encourage reporting of accidents. 

The witness was clear that on tbe morning of January 1 he was in the A 

Building between 6:30 and '1:00 a.m. He made his usual rounds, saw the petitioner and she 

said nothing to him. AU custodians, u is their custom, took their morning break together. 

McKnight aald nothing to the supervisor at that time. 
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After the petitioner complained to him, he sent her to the office. He then 

sought out Redden and asked her why she had not reported the accident. Redden stated 

that her wringer did not fall on the petitioner. 

The supervisor saw both Redden and McKnight at luneh. Redden asked 

McKnight why she said the wringer hit her foot. When Redden confronted her, the 

petitioner said, "It didn't hit my foot, I must have jumped out of the way." 

The witness had no contacts with the petitioner over the weekend. This is the 

first instance or delayed reporting ot an accident sinee he was made head custodian. The 

witness saw the petitioner leave for the hospital. 

Mary Louise Testa, a registered nurse who is also certiCied as a teacher, 

testified. Her position Is as an instructor but she functions also as school nurse as 

necessary. 

The witness saw the petitioner on Monday, January 7, at approximately 

11:15 a.m. The petitioner entered her office and asked Testa to look at her foot. The 

foot was swollen. Testa asked what had happened. The petitioner responded that Julia 

had stepped on her foot on Friday. 

The witness then advised the principal that the petitioner should be X-rayed. 

She completed an accident report (R-ll that the principal signed. The witness also 

produced an excerpt of the nurse's log (R-2) that she keeps in the ordinary course of 

business. The entries are consistent with the witness's testimony. 

Employees usually are specific about how an accident oeeurred. Arter the 

petitioner made the statement to Testa concerning her foot being stepped on, the witness 

recalls no further questions or Information, exeept that the petitioner did say she had 

soaked her toot over the weekend. 

The nurse took the petitioner to the prlneipal's office and advised the principal 

that the petitioner should be X-rayed. The petitioner limped slightly. Her foot did not 

appear very swollen at this time. The principal took over from there and made 

arrangements for the petitioner to be taken to a Ioeal hospital. 
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m. 

'ftle petitioner argues that the testimony shows no dispute that a wringer fell 

from a work cart. She has established that she jumped to avoid beilll hit by the wriiJier. 

In doing so, she landed with her weight on her right foot. This caused the accident 

complained of and, because It occurred durinC the seope of the work day, she should be 

afforded the protections provided by ~ 18A:3D-2.1. 

Although the Board's defense seems to rest on the notion that the petitioner 

could not have sustained her injury duril!l the wringer incident, it presented no evidence 

in support of its ease. The Board points to minor differences in the statements of the 

petitioner, yet It Is clear that there Is no real dispute as to when or how her injury 

occurred. Petitioner told both her landlord and her godson over the weekend that she 

sustained her injury on Friday at work. 'ftle statements the petitioner gave to her 

coworkers were basically consistent as was the history she gave to the emergency room 

personnel. 

The petitioner cites Theodore v. Dover Bd. of Ed., 183 ~ ~ 40'1, 415 

(App. Div. 1982). Referring to the phrase "accident arising out of or in the the course of 

his employment," Judge Pressler states: 

[ W] e are persuaded that the phrase as used in N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 
was intended to have precisely the same meaning as it does in the 
context of the Workers' Compensation Act. This Is made clear by 
the Statement accompanying the 1967 amendment of ~ 
18A:30-2.1, which notes that its purpose is "to provide leave of 
absence with pay in eases of injuries or illness arising from employ
ment and subject to the Workman's Compensation Act." The 
pertinent provision of the Workers' Compensation Act, N.J.S.A. 
34:15-7, provides for benefits to an employee for injuries or death 
sustained "by accident arising out of and in the course of employ
ment," the same formulation as used in N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1. In the 
workers' compensation context, except in the so-called heart eases, 
the term "accident" has traditionally been construed to include aU 
work-related episodes and events reaultl111 in injury, and indeed all 
unexpected injuries whether or not unusual strain or exertion was 
involved and whether or not there was a direct impact. (Citations 
omitted). 

The petitioner argues that thus, regardless of the fact that nothing actually 

struck her foot or ankle, the injury she sustained does fit within ~ 18A:30-2.1. The 
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petitioner hu filed for Workmen's Compensation benefits and any temporary disability 

benefits which she may be awarded will be subject to the set-off contained in the latter 

part of .!!:1:M:. 18A:30-2.1. 

Finally, the petitioner urges that the minor inconsistencies in her statements 

show only that she was not anticipating litigation of any type so she merely offered a 

simple explanation of the incident to those who asked what happened. At the emergency 

room, when a more detailed historY was ellcited, she provided a statement identical to 

that which she testified to in this hearing. She made statements throughout the weekend 

following the incident consistent with what she hu asserted here. Sensing that something 

was wrong with her ankle, she rested it over the weekend. She did this as a precaution, 

not as a reaction to pain. It was not untn she reported to work on Monday and went about 

her duties that she began to experience severe pain and swelling. The attending physician 

testified that this is entirely consistent with the type of injurY sustained by the petitioner. 

The petitioner did not mention her inJurY to anyone in the school until it was clear that it 

was so serious as to interfere with her ability to perform her duties. 

JV. 

The Board maintains that the sole issue in this ease is factual. If the 

petitioner's acknowledged ankle inJurY was work-related, she is entitled to be paid for the 

period of disability in accordance with the statute. N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1. The law Is also 

clear that the legal standard for determining whether an inJurY Is work-related Is the 

same under ~ 18A:30-2.1 as under the Workmen's Compensation statute. ~ 

34:15-7. Theodore v. Dover Bd. of Ed., above. 

Alao, In proceedings under both the education laws and the Workmen's 

Compensation law, the burden of proof Is Identical. The petitioner must establish by a 

preponderance of the believable evidence that the Injury was work-related. Pellegrino v. 
Monahan McCann Stone Co., 61 .!'!:!.: !!2!!.:. 561, 564, 572 (App. Div. 1959) arrd 33 ~ 73 

(1960) (Workmen's Compensation statute); In re Polk Lieense Revocation, 95 ~ 550, 

560-561 (1982) (standard in administrative law proceedings). 

Thus, the Board Is not required to prove that the petitioner was injured 

elsewhere and on her own time. It is the petitioner's burden to prove, by a preponderance 
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of the credible evidence, that her story of causality I!J true. The testimony or the 

witnesses on both sides cannot be reconciled; there are too many inconsistencies. 

The petitioner testified that the Injury occurred on Friday, January 4, 1985, at 

approximately 2:30 in the afternoon. She stated at hearing that the injury occurred when 

the wringer on Julia Redden's bucket reu off her cart onto the floor or the maintenance 

building. She (the petitioner) hurt her foot by jumping straight up in the air three times in 

reaction or the fall of the wringer. 

The Board notes that this account Is not her first version or how the alleged 

accident occurred. Her first story was given to the custodial supervisor on Monday, 

January 7, at about 10:15 a.m. She told him at that time that "Julia Redden's mop and 

bucket fell orr the cart onto my foot." The petitioner's second version came an hour later 

when she told the nurse a diCterent story, namely, that her toot was stepped on by 

Redden. A third version of the story, the present version, came only after Redden 

questioned her at the lunch table an hour later about what the petitioner had told the 

supervisor. Both the supervisor and Redden testified to this conversation. The petitioner 

gave the same version of the Incident to the hospital and physician. 

In order to credit the petitioner's testimony, one would have to discredit the 

testimony ot the supervisor, nurse and coworker about what happened and what was said 

on January 4 and January 1. One would also have to conelude that Julia Redden suggested 

to the petitioner on Friday that the petitioner falsify a claim against the Board. 

The Board challenges the petitioner's testimony as to what happened over the 

weekend and why she did not report the Injury or see a physician earlier. On the one hand, 

she stated the ankle was not that bad and really did not bother her until Monday morning. 

She also testified that over the weekend ahe stayed in bed because her ankle hurt. The 

attending physician acknowledged that the medical evidence and his own observations are 

insufficient for him to determine on what day the Injury occurred. It could have been 

Saturday or Sunday as easily as Friday. 

In this ease, the delay in reporting the Injury not just from Friday to Monday 

but also some four hours into the workday on Monday, despite two contacts with her 

supervisors that morning and despite an aUegatlon or pain aU weekend, Is enough to raise 

some questions about the eredibiUty or the claim. When coupled with aU other 
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etrcumstanees, Including the prior lneonsistent statements of the petitioner to her 

supervisor and the nurse, the lneonsisteneles between Redden's and th petitioner's 

aeeounts of the incident, the directness, demeanor and absenee of partiality on the part of 

her coworker's testimony and the uneonvlncfng nature of the testimony of her landlady 

and godson, the only logical eonelusion Is that the petitioner has failed to establish her 

claim by a preponderanee of the believable evidence. 

v. 

As is demonstrated above, the parties do not dispute that an incident oeeurred 

on January 4, 1985. Nor do the parties dispUte that the petitioner suffered an injury at 

some time prior to January '1, 1985. What must be determined in this hearing is whether 

the petitioner bas shown, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the Incident was the 

cause of her injury. 

1be party bearing the burden of proof in an administrative hearing must prove 

the ease by a preponderanee of the credible evidence in the reeord. This tribunal must 

"decide in favor of the party on whose side the weight of the evidenee preponderates, and 

according to the reasonable probability of the truth." Jackson v. D. L. and w. R. R., 111 

!.::.!::b 48'1, 490 (E. &: A. 1933). Evidenee is found to preponderate if It establishes the 

reasonable probabiUty that a fact Is true. Jeerer v. Elizabethtown Consolidated Gas Co., 

124 ~ 420, 423 (Sup. Ct. 1940). It the evidenee Is sueh as to raise legitimate doubt as 

to the existence or essential facts, It is the duty of the ageney in an administrative 

proceeding to rule aplnst the claim. Appeal of Darcy, 114 .!!d.:, ~ 454 (App. Div. 
19'11). 

Standing alone, the · petltloner'l testimony Is credible. The respondent's 

witnesses• testimony, however, tends to cast some doubt on the matter. Her supervisor 

testified that the petitioner stated, "Judy's mop wringer fell on my foot." The school 

nurse testified that approximately one hour later the petitioner stated a eoworker had 

stepped on bet' foot. Still later, the supervisor saw both Redden and the petitioner at 

luneh. Redden asked the petitioner why she bad said the wringer hit her foot. Petitioner 

then stated, "lt didn't hit my foot, r must have jumped out of the way." 

A trier of fact may reject testimony because It Is inherently incredible, or 

because It is lneonsistent with other testimony or with common experience, or because tt 
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Is overbome by other testimony. Congleton v. Pura-Tex Stone Corp., 53 !d:, Super. 282, 

287 (App. Div. 1958). 

The testimony of the landlady and godson lend little to this consideration. 

Even if the petitioner uttered the words they say she did, it would be of no probative 

value. 

It is possible that the Injury occurred in the manner described by the 

petitioner. In consideration of the various versions of the incident given by the petitioner 

to other persons, which are Inconsistent with other credible testimony, l FIND that the 

petitioner has not carried her burden of proof. I cannot find in this record that the 

evidence establishes the reasonable probability of the fact. Jaeger, above. 

Where the standard is reasonable probability, the evidence must be such as to 

"generate the belief that the tendered hypothesis is in all human likelihood that fact." 

Loew v. Union Beach, 56 !d:, Super. 93, 104 (App. Div. 1959), overruled on other gt'OUnds, 

36 g 487 (1962). On the record before me, I cannot say that the tendered hypothesis is 
likely. 

Therefore, I CONCLUDE that the petitioner has failed to carry the burden of 

proof and I further CONCLUDE that the petition or appeal must be dismissed. It is so 

ORDERED. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby Pn.E my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

1 z I:>Ec:e~t-11$e,f 19 s.s= 
DATE 

oEC l 'Z.l9S5 

DATE 

DEC 171985 
DATE 

ml/E 

-~~~ --1 R . knowledged: ,. · 1 ,.... . ~ 

. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

~?.t.J-~~ PrE 6FA MilS ATIVELAW 
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SHIRLEY MC KNIGHT, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE MERCER 
COUNTY VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS, MERCER COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

RESPONDENT. 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law. 

It is observed that Petitioner's exceptions to the initial 
decision and the Board's reply to those exceptions were filed with 
the Commissioner pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 
l:l-l6.4a, b and c. 

Petitioner argues that the judge totally ignored her 
testimony as well as that of those witnesses who appeared on her 
behalf. More specifically, petitioner maintains that the standard 
to be applied under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 is the same as under 
Workers' Compensation Act. C1uba v. Irvington Varnish and Insulator 
Co., 27 N.J. 127 (1958); Marshall v. Force Machinery Co .• 123 N.J. 
Super. 497 (Law Div. 1973) 

that 
Moreover. petitioner claims the judge failed to consider 

***there must be thrown into the scales the 
general tendency of the law to apply the 
Compensation Act in the employee • s favor when in 
doubt. 

(Aromando v. Rubin Bros. Drug Sales~. 47 N.J. Super. 
286, 293 (App. Div. 1957)) 

Finally, petitioner in excepting to the initial decision 
argues as follows: 

***The Judge noted that he considered Petitioner's "delay" 
in reporting the injury until four hours into the workday 
on Monday as "enough to raise some questions about the 
credibility of the claim." That is patently absurd. The 
Petitioner testified that on Friday she did not even 
realize that she was injured. Dr. Urbaniak testified that 
it is quite common that someone with this type of an lnJury 
would not realize it for several days. Not only did 
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Petitioner stay off the foot most of the weekend, but it is 
unrealistic to expect that she would have reported the 
injury over the weekend. On Monday, she testified that she 
tried to work until she could no longer function. It was 
then that she reported the accident. In acknowledgement of 
the myriad of reasons why accidents may not always be 
reported promptly, the Worker's Compensation Act provides 
for notice within fourteen days or even longer. N.J ·U· 
34:15-17. 

It is clear that Petitioner met her burden of proof in that 
she proved her case by a preponderance of the credible 
evidence in the record. It has been noted in worker • s 
compensation cases that "the quality of the evidence 
required is probability rather than certainty." Celes~E!~-"''
Progressive Silk FinishinLQL. 72 N.J. Super. 125, 142 
(App. Div. 1962). It was also stated in Celeste, supra. 
that "the burden is sustained if the tendered hypothesis is 
based upon the preponderance of probabilities." Id. at 
142.~~* {Petitioner's Exceptions, at pp. 2-3) 

The Board rejects those arguments advanced by petitioner in 
her exceptions to the initial decision. The Board maintains that 
the findings of fact reached by the judge in rejecting Petitioner's 
testimony on the grounds that it lacked credibility are clearly 
supported in the record. 

More specifically, the Board argues that there was nothing 
"minor" in the many contradictions between Petitioner's testimony 
and that of its own witnesses. In this regard the Board in its 
reply exceptions points out the following: 

There is an attempt to explain away Petitioner's 
[three] inconsistent versions of the Friday 
afternoon incident. The first explanation is 
that the statements made to the other people were 
all "basically consistent." This is absurd. See 
prior letter memorandum pp. 5-6, and ALJ decision 
pp. 3-9. The statements are irreconcilably 
different accounts. To one person she said that 
the wringer and mop fell on her foot; she later 
changed this. saying to another person. "Julie 
Reddon stepped on my foot"; and lastly, she 
arrived at her present version: she hurt her 
foot jumping out of the way.*** 

(Board's Exceptions. at pp. 2-3) 

Finally. the Board refutes Petitioner's argument that the 
judge erred in rejecting the expert testimony of Petitioner's 
physician which supports her contention that her injury was work
related. In support of its position the Board relies on those 
findings in the initial decision that clearly establish from the 
testimony of Petitioner's physician that he could venture no opinion 
as to whether Petitioner's injury was sustained on Friday, Saturday 
or Sunday of the period of time in question. 
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The Commissioner has reviewed the respective arguments of 
the parties in the instant matter. In the Commissioner's judgment 
the pivotal issue in this matter turns upon the findings of fact as 
they relate to the credibility of the witnesses who testified at the 
hearing. The Court has previously laid down the standard of 
judicial review with regard to such factual determinations in Parker 
v. Dornbierer, 140 N.J. Super. 185 (App. Div. 1976), wherein it held 
in pert1nent part as follows: 

***We are mindful that the standard of judicial 
review of factual determination made by an 
administrative agency is rather narrow, ~ .• 
whether the findings could reasonably have been 
reached on sufficient credible evidence present 
in the record considering the proofs as a whole 
and with due regard to the opportunity of the one 
who heard the witnesses to judge their 
credibility. See, e.g., Jackson v. Concord Co., 
54 N.J. 113, 117-118 (1969).*** (emphasis in text) 

- (at 188) 

Upon applying the above-cited standard of judicial review 
to the instant matter, the Commissioner is' not persuaded by the 
arguments advanced by petitioner in her except ions that the judge • s 
findings of fact warrant a different conclusion or reversal of the 
initial decision. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner finds and determines that 
petitioner has failed to carry her burden of proof with regard to 
the relief she is seeking herein. This determination is based upon 
those findings and conclusions reached by the judge in the initial 
decision and supported in the record of this matter. In view of the 
above, the instant Petition of Appeal can be and is hereby 
dismissed. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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I ! , 

OFFICE OF ADM!rJ•STRATlVE LA'.'V 

MARY ANNE PUCETOLA, 

Petitioner, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 

BOROUGH OF TOTOWA, PASSAIC COUNTY 

Respondent. 

GrecorY T. Syrek. Esq., for petitioner 

(Bueceri and Pincus, attorneys) 

Allan P. D:l:wUewllki, Esq., for respondent 

(Green and Dzwilewski, attorneys) 

Record Closed: November 1, 1985 

BEFORE SYBIL D.. MOSES, ALJ: 

INmAL DECJSION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2279-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 61-3/85 

Decided: December 12, 1985 

'lbls matter comes before the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) as the result of a 

verllled petition filed by Mary Anne Fucetola with the COmmissioner of Education on 

March 25, 1985. Ms. Fucetola alleges that she Is entitled, !.!:!!!!: alia, to salary and 

benefits equal to that of other teaching staff members with similar qualifications and 

experience employed by respondent and asks that she be granted pro rata salary guide 

placement and benefits equal to those teaching staff members. At the time or her 

petition, she also asked for a finding that her employment was tenurable and that she had 

tenure, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. 'lbe Board ol Education of the Borough of Totowa 
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(Board) filed Its answer on AprD 16, 1985 asking that the petition be dismissed and setting 

forth various affirmative defenses. 'llle matter was forwarded to the OAL on April 22, 

1985 for determination as a contested case, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l !!_ !!.!!· 

A prehearing conference was held on May 30, 1985. The only legal issue presented 

by petitioner was whether she Is entitled to salary and benefits based on the Totowa 

Bducation Association teachers• salary guide, and, If so, whether she is presently being 

properly compensated. 

Respondent raised the following legal issues: 

1. Estoppel and waiver based on Ms. Fucetola's conduct in participating In 

negotiations for a separate salary guide for the Totowa part-time 

(supplemental, compensatory education and Title 0 teachers. 

2. 'llle terms and conditions of employment are mandatory issues of negotiation 

over which the Commissioner lacks jurisdiction. 

Respondent withdrew the affirmative defense of laches based on a stipulation by both 

counsel that If Ms. Fucetola prevails and relief is granted, said relief would date from 
March 25, 1985, the date of filing of the petition with the Commissioner of Education. 
Counsel stipulated that Ms. Fucetola's employment is tenurable and that she Is, In fact, 

tenured. 

Pursuant to the Prehearing Order, the parties provided this judge with a stipulation 

of most of the pertinent facts and documents, C-1 In evidence. That stipulation of facts, 

as well as the exhibits (J-1 through J-7, P-1 and P-2 and R-1 through R-6) are 

Incorporated by reference herein and constitute this judge's findings of fact. The 

stipulation or facts is attached to this decision as Appendix 1. The list or items marked 

Into evidence is attached to this deeision as Appendix 2. 
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'lbe stipulation of facts did not detet'mlne whether petltlonet' was employed In 1975-

76, February 1, 1977-June 1977, and September 197'1-.Tune 1978, nor did it stipulate to Ms. 

Fucetola's graduate level credits. 'lbe hearing was held on September 19, 1985 with the 

evidence directed to those issues only. 

Ms. Fucetola testified that she was first employed as a compensatory education 

(comp. ed.} teachet' by the Totowa Board on February 1, 197'1 working 25 hours a week. 

She tested and taught students in the comp. ed. program and gave extra help In reading. 

She next worked from the end of September 197'1 to June 1978, with similar 

responsibilities. From January to June 1976, Ms. Fucetola did supplemental, substitution 

and bedside work. In September 1984 Ms. Fucetola started work after the first full week 

or school and worked 19 hours a week, which Is what she had done for the last few years. 

She stepped work around the 13th of June, a few days be(ore the end or the school year. 

Her first day in 1985 was September 13, but as of September 19, she had not yet received 

a formalized schedule. In 1984-85 her 19 hours a week were spread over four days. She 
has one to four students per class period. He!' 1985-86 schedule will probably be the same. 

Ms. Fucetola received an M.A. In reading specialization from Newark State College 

on February 1, 1969, but has taken courses beyond the M.A. She did not get Board 

approval because it was not necessary to do so for her post1(raduate courses. She was not 

reimbursed. 

Nat Giancola, chief school administrator for the Board, and Joseph Trione, its 

director ot pupil personnel services, testified. In January/February 1985, Mr. Giancola 
recommended that the Board of Education adopt a policy concerning comp. ed., 

supplemental and 11tle I teachers because of new ease law regarding part-time teachers 
and because the part-time emplayees wet'e Interested In negotiating. Some weeks before 

the policy was presented to the Board, several part-time teachers asked Mr. Giancola 

about the recent ease law and Its effect on them;!:!, did they have a right to negotiate? 

'lbe spokesperson for these people was Betty Bruzzlchesl. On February 13, 1985, the 

Board adopted a policy concerning comp. ed. and supplemental teachers, as detailed in the 
minutes of that meeting (R-3). 
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Nerotlatlons then took place between the Board and the part-time, Title 1, 

supplemental and eomp. ed. teachers in February and March. Mr. Giancola personally 

conducted the negotiations. He said Ms. Pueetola participated, at least partially, In the 

negotiations at the first meeting on February 28, 1985. She attended the next meeting on 
March 12, 1985 and asked for a proposal In writing. When he said he had no specific 

proposal in writing, she said she would seek legal means, other than negotiations, and left 

the meeting. 

On March 21, Giancola met again with the supplemental teachers. Ms. Fucetola 

was not present. These teachers sought Board recognition as a bargaining unit, which the 

Board granted. An agreement was reached with the teachers and accepted by both 

parties. The March 27, 1985 Board minutes Indicate that the teachers were recognized as 
a negotiating and bargaining unit. On the same day, the Board ratiried the memorandum 

of agreement of negotiations. That agreement became effective April 1, 1985 through 
June 1986. R-4 in evidence shows the salary guide for part-time teachers. Ms. Pueetola 

was placed on the guide for 1984-85 and 1985-86 as a eomp. ed. teacher in the M.A. 

column. 

Mr. Giancola said the work year of supplemental, compensatory education and Title 

I teachers starts about eight to ten school days after the regular teachers work year starts 
and ends about one week before school ends. Por example, in September 1984, the regular 
staff began work on September 5 and the supplemental teachers began work around 
September 17. In JUne 1985 the work year ended for eomp. ed. teachers on June 13 and 

14; the regular teachers ended their year on June 21. 

Mr. Trione corroborated Mr. Giancola's testimony about the work year for eomp. ed. 

teachers. He said that In 1984, Ms. Pueetola had an average of 36 students assigned to 
her, spread out over the week. She gives remedial Instruction In reading and math through 

a "l;;UU-out" program. Comp. ed. teachers are not Involved In report cards, but do prepare 

a narrative report either at the end of the year or at the end of the child's involvement In 

the program. They do not participate in back-to-school night, although they do have 

parent conferences at the request or the parents. 
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Mr. Trlone testified that Ms. Blake, the part-time classroom teacher, has the same 

obllgatl0111 as a full-time regular teacher In regard to the start of her day, teaching four 

subjects and meeting 65 students everyday. 

Arter reviewing the testimony eoneernilll( the facts stUl In dispute, I make the 

tonowllll( findings of fact: 

1. Ms. Fueetola first began workllll( tor the Totowa Board of Education as a 

compensatory education teacher on February 7, 1977. She worked from 

February 1, 1977 through June 1977, and began work again in September 1977 

until June 1978, working 25 hours a week. 

2. Any monies Ms. Fucetola earned in 1918 from the Totowa Board of Education 

were tor work as a substitute or bedside teacher. 

3. Ms. Fucetola took 21 credits between 1976 and the summer of 1918 at William 

Paterson College of New Jersey. These courses were taken subsequent to her 

reealvlng her M.A. degree. There Is no indication on the trllllliCript {P-2) if 

they are undergraduate or graduate courses. 

4. The part-time, compensatory or aupplemental teachers begin their work year 

approximately eight to tan school days alter the regular teachers begin and 

end their work year approximately one week before school ends for regular 

teachers. They do not have the same classroom responsibilities as regular 

teachers. 

5. Ms. Fucetola Is covered by the contract negotiated between the Board and the 

Title I, part-time, supplemental and compensatory education teachers (R-1). 

Ms. Fueetola participated In at least two negotiation~ meetings. 

8, The Board recognized these teachers as a bargaining unit and came to 

agreement with the unit, as seen In the Board minutes on March 21, 1985 (R-4) 
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and In the eontraet between the part-time teachers and the Totowa Board or 

Education (R-1). 

'1. R-4 establishes salary guides for part-time teachers. Ms. Fucetola has been 

placed on the guide for 1984-85 as a comp. ed. teacher In the M.A. column. 

The salary guide for the 1984-85 and 1985-86 school years has three columns, 

teachers with a B.A., teachers with an M.A. and teachers with an M.A. + 30. 

Ms. Fucetola properly fits in the M.A. column, on step five, because she does 

not yet have 30 post-M.A. credits. 

The Issue posited by petitioner at the prehearing conference was modified on 

September 20, 1985 to be "whether or not it Is permissible to establish a separate salary 

guide for a group of part-tlme teachers?" (Subsumed In this question Is the Issue of 

whether Ms. Fucetola is presently being properly compensated.) Petitioner asserts, in a 

lengthy brief and attachments, that as a teaching staff member, she is entitled to the 

same salary and benefits, on a prorated basis, as full-time teaching staff members 

employed by respondent. Petitioner contends that since she Is a teaching staff member 

within the meaning of~ 18A:l-l and is entitled to tenure, pursuant to ~ 

18A:28-5, the case of Spiewak v. Rutherford Board of Ed., 90 ~ 63 (1982) mandates that 

she be placed on the same salary guide as all other teaching staff members entitled to 

tenure. Petitioner argues that the ~lewak ease mandates that all teaching statf 

members as defined by~ lBA:l-1 must be treated equally in terms of eligibility for 

salary guide placement and benefits. Petitioner acknowledges that Spiewak does not ~ 

!!_ preclude a board of education from negotiating differences In salary compensation 

between supplemental or auxUiary and regular teachers, and petitioner Is aware of 

Hyman, et al. v. Board of Ed. of the Township of Teaneck, OAL DKT. NO. EDU '1'119-82 

(May 18, 1983), Commissioner's decision August 15, 1983, rev'd State Board of Education 

1985 ~--(March 6, 1985). 

Petitioner's counsel urges this judge to Ignore the State Board's decision In Hyman as 

one that Is tainted by an "Irrational and unsubstantiated bias against part-time teachers 

and teachers Involved in nontraditional Instructional setting," Petitioner's brief at 11. 
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Counsel argues that the Supreme Court has determined that the creation of a separate 

tenure and seniority system for all types of part-time teaching staff members has no basis 

in law. Lichtman v. Ridgewood Board of Ed., 93 .!:!d.:, 362 (1983). 

The thrust of petitioner's argument is a collateral attack on the Hyman decision, 

which decision is now on appeal before the Appellate Division, A-3508-84T'l. Counsel 

argues that the rationale used in Hyman concerning flexibility in establishing salaries is 

identical to that in Point Pleasant Beach Teachers Association v. Callan, 173 .!:!d.:, Super. 

11 (App. Div. 1980), ~· ~· 84 g 469 (1980), which decision was reversed by 

Spiewak and is now discredited. Not only does petitioner assert that Hyman is tainted by 

bias against part:-time teachers, but she also asserts that it seriously misinterpreted the 

rights ol teachers when the State Board has ruled that remedial teachers do not deserve 

to be paid on the regular teachers' salary guide as other part-time teachers are paid. 

Counsel argues the compensation statutes do not provide lor a differentiation among 

teachers and do not permit the categorization system created by the State Board. 

Counsel contends that ~ 18A:l6-ll entitles Ms. Fucetola to be considered a 

public employee who is performing the duties of an office and is entitled to payment as a 

full-time teaching staff member on a prorated basis. Petitioner is arguing that the Board 

considers her as less than a true teacher and that it does not recognize and accept that 

the part-time teachers are, by law, teaching staff members eligible to attain tenure. She 

argues that she is performing all the duties of a teaching staff member and therefore 

should be paid on the teachers' guide. Counsel argues the focus should be not on the title 

of her position, part-time compensatory teacher, but on the actual job performed. 

Finally, petitioner argues that, based on her M.A. degree plus 27 credits, she :should 

be placed on the M.A. ., 15 level of the regular teachers• salary guide at step seven. 

Therefore her prorated salary should have been $13,221 for the 1984-85 school year. For 

the 1985-86 school year she should be at step eight, earning $14,730. 

The Board argues that Ms. Fucetola's compensation is legal and proper because it 

was established by negotiated salary guides. Counsel urges that compensation is clearly a 
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mandatory term and condition of employment and that the Commissioner has no 

jurisdiction to Interfere with the agreement between the Totowa part-time teachers and 

the Board of Education (R-1). Counsel reUes on Hyman, et aJ. v. Board of Education of 

the Township ot Teaneek (both the Commissioner's decision and the State Board's decision) 

to support Its position that neither the tenure statutes nor Spiewak mandate Fucetola's 

placement on any particular salary guide. 

The Board argues that petitioner's salary claims are inapposite when one views the 

conversion chart in J·l and when one considers petitioner's employment at 19 hours per 

week, not 19 hours 20 minutes. Counsel argues that petitioner should be estopped from 

making a claim tor the period between March 25 and AprU 1 because the Board negotiated 

In good faith with the part-time teachers and petitioner's direct participation precludes 

her from getting any financial remedy for those days. 

Petitioner responded to the Board's arguments saying that there should be no 

distinction between employees in the district just because responsibilities are diCterent. 

Petitioner also reiterated the argument that remedial teachers are prejudiced by the 

attitudes of boards of education, in general, and the State Board of Education, in 

particular. 

After considering the arguments and cases posited by petitioner and respondent, as 

wen 118 the general law on the subject, I conclude that I agree with the Board's argument. 

This conclusion results from a review of the famous footnote In Spiewak, which states: 

We do not decide what, If any, additional benefits the teachers in 
these cases are entitled to, either retroactively or prospectively. 
That is primarily a matter of contract and the relevant collective 
bargaining agreements are not part of the record. Further, the 
parties, for the most part, did not brief this question, and the 
Appellate Division did not address it. We therefore remand to the 
Commissioner of Education to make that determination in accord 
with the principles laid down In this opinion. Spiewak, 90 N.J. at 
84, Footnote 3. --
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I find lt Is clear that the Supreme Court envisioned that boards of education would be free 

to negotiate differences in compensation between supplemental, remedial or auxiliary 

teachers and regular classroom teachers. In so holdlfll, the Court was cognizant of the 

fact that employment benefits are properly subjects for negotiation. 

However, in order for salary or compensation to be negotiated, the equallty of 

teachlfll staff member status required by Spiewak must be carried Into the negotiatifll 

process, in terms of a clear recognition and acceptance by both sides that the auxiliary or 

supplemental or remedial teachers are, by law, teachlfll staff members eligible to attain 

tenure. As the Commissioner stated In Hyman: 

In the Commissioner's judgment, tbe above determination is not 
Intended to preclude the Board from negotiatlfll differences in 
salary compensation between supplemental or auxiliary teachers 
and regular teachers. However, the Board Is free to do so when 
there Is a clear recognition and acceptance on both sides In the 
negotiating process that auxiliary teachers are by law teaching 
staff members eligible to attain tenure. Hbman, et al. v. Board or 
Ed. of the Township of Teaneck, 1983 S.L. • (COmmiSSioner's 
decision August IS, 1§83, sup opinion atZ'Ir."-

Further, the State Board's decision in Hyman, March 8, 1985, Is even more supportive of 

respondent's position herein. The State Board stated: 

In aum, the statutes governlfll compensation apply only to full-time 
teachlfll staff members and, therefore, do not confer the right to 
placement on any salary guide to pert-time teachers •••• 

[ N) elthar the tenure statutes nor those governing compensation 
eonfer on teaching staff members the rtgbt to placement on any 
particular salary guide. Nor does the· decision in Selew41 create 
sueh rtgbt. We therefore conclude that supplemental teac ers are 
not entitled by law to placement on the salary guide for Cull-time 
classroom teachers. 

Further, we emphasize that compensation Is a term and eondltlon 
of employment within the contemplation of the New Jersey 
Employer-Employee Relations Act. N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.3. As 
stated by the New Jersey Slpreme coum. of Education of 
Bnclewood v. Bnclewood Teachers, 84 ~ 1 (197§): 
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( Hours and compensation) along with physical 
arrangements and facWtles and customary fringe 
benefits would appear to be the items most evidently in 
the legislative mind. 1t Is undisputed that the Board 
eould not agree on hours or compensation in violation of 
tpecific departmental rules or regulations; •• - Where 
the t.ectslature sets forth minimum sehedules of 
compensation (N.J.S.A. 18A:29-'l; N.J.S.A. 18A:29-12) 
and minimum lnerements (N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8; N.J.S.A. 
18A:29-lZ), the board may not go below but may go 
above. Similarly it may not depart from any statutes or 
regulations which fix hours though It may go above 
prescribed minimums. Ct. N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.13. ~.,at 7; 

Thus, boards and teachers are free to negotiate terms of 
compensation within the parameters set by the education taws and 
specific department rules or regulations [at pp. 10 and 11}. 

In the case at bar, I have found as tact and It has been stipulated by both eounsel 

that not only was petitioner employed In a tenure-eligible position, but she did, In fact, 
have tenure. The Board clearly understood and recognized that petitioner's position was 

tenurable and that she had tenure. It was the Board's understanding of ~iewak that led to 

the adoption of a policy concerning the part-time teachers on February 27, 1985. That 

policy was the result of Mr. Giancola's recommendation to the Board concerning the 
tenure-eligible positions of part-time supplemental teachers and the permissibility or 

negotiations between the Board and part-time, supplemental and compensatory education 
teachers. The facts in this ease are thus distinguishable from those presented for 
resolution In Hyman. Those auxiliary teachers were not recognized as tenure eligible 
prior to or at the time the negotiated agreement became effective. In the ease at bar, 

the Board of Education formally adopted a policy of recognition of tenure eligibility prior 
to the onset of negotiations, which policy Is set forth in R-3, at page 2017. It Is 

uncontroverted that the Board understood, as did the part-time teachers, that an would be 
bound by the law, whatever it would become. Under the Hyman test, both petitioner and 

respondent had to be charged with a clear recognition and acceptance of the ~lewak 
principles prior to the time the contract was negotiated and signed, which is, In fact, the 

ease here. 
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There Is no testimony before me to show that the Totowa Part-time Teachers' 

Association requested salary and benefit parity with regular teachers. It is Ms. Fucetola's 

position that unless the regular TEA guide was arreed to, she would utilize legal channels 

available to her to seek such placement. She is now utilizing those legal channels, but 

cannot prevan. There Is no doubt that petitioner must be bound by the contract (R-1) 

between the Totowa part-time teachers and the Totowa Board oC Education. The facts in 

this ease clearly satisfy both the State Board's and Commissioner's condition that boards 

of education remain free to negotiate separate compensation levels for supplemental 

teachers and to establish a separate contract and salary guide for those teachers when the 

parties who engage in such negotiation have the knowledge and accept and recognize that 

the supplementals are tenure eligible. 

I have considered petitioner's argument that the Hyman logic is misplaced, tainted, 

biased and without merit, and therefore, should not be followed. However, under the 

circumstances here, and under circumstances generally, administrative law judges should 

be bound by the doctrine of!!!.!:!.~ when faced with a case factually similar to a 

ease previously decided by the reviewing agency. tt is well settled that a grant of 

authority to an administrative agency is to be liberally construed so as to enable an 

agency to discharge Its statutory responsibilities. Board of Education of Plainfield v. 

Plainfield Education Association, 144 !!!!!:_ ~· 521, 524 (App. Oiv. 1976), citing !!!....!:!. 
Promulgation of Rules of Practice, 132 .!!d:_ ~· 45, 48-49 (App. Div. 1974). Pursuant 

to N.J.S.A. 52:148-lO(c), ~ 52:14F-7(a) and ~ 52:14P-8(b), an agency head, 

and not an administrative law judge, has the exclusive authority to make final decisions in 

contested cases. The administrative law judge's decision is always subject to the review 

or the head of the administrative agency. 

It is conceded that in administrative law the doctrine of stare ~ has not had 

the same forceful Impact as it has had in the common law. ln re Masiello, 25 N.J. 590, 

598 (1958). Neither the head of an agency nor appellate courts are always bound by the 

doctrine of !!!.!:!. ~· Butler Oak Tavern v. Division of Alcoholic Beverage Control, 20 

.!!.::!:. 373, 382 (1956); Plainfield Board of Ed. v. Plainfield Education Association, 144 .!:!±. 
Super. at 521. However, as the realization has grown that constancy of decision is 
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desirable, administrative adjudications have been aequlring more deelded preeedential 

foree, both within agencies and the courts. In re Masiello, 25 N.J. at 599. As explained 

by that court, Individuals In similar eireumstanees should receive equal treatment by an 

agency and previous ruHnp should not be departed from unless the need beeomes manifest 

throuch uperlenee. ~· 

Given the foregoing analysis, I eonelude that unless and until the Appellate Division 

reverses the decillion of the State Board of FAueation In Hyman, t am bound to follow the 

law and policy set down by the final reviewing body of the Department of Education. I 

eonclude that petitioner was a member of the negotiating unit represented by the Totowa 

Part-time Teachers' Association and Is eovered by the negotiated contract. I further 

eonelude that the negotiations held between the part-time teachers and the Board or 

FAueation were held with the knowlqe and recognition an both sides of the tenure 

ellglbility of the positions held by these teachers. I further conclude that the state of the 

law permits said negotiations to take place. There Is NO statutory riiJht or case law to 

support a conclusion that this petitioner, or any other part-time teacher similarly 

situated, has a right to be placed on the same salary guide as full-time teachers. See, 

Watchung Hills Regional High School FAucatlon Association v. Board of Ed. of Watchung 

Hills Regional High School District, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 165-85 (July 3, 1985), 1985 

~(Aug. 19, 1985) at page 11. In reaching the foregoing conclusions, It Is unnecessary 

to make specific findings or faet about dlfferenees between the responsibiUtles and 
workloads of supplemental teachers and those of regullll' classroom teachers. Suffice it to 

say that negotiations between the Board and the part-time teaehers were at arms length 

and satisfied the Hyman eriterla and the eriteria set forth in Board of Education of 
Englewood v. Englewood Teachers Assoelation, 64 .!!d:_l (1973). 

Based on the foregoing analysis, I conclude that it was permissible for the Totowa 

Board or Education to establlsh a separate salary guide for the part-time teachers, and 1 
further conclude that Ms. Fueetola Is presently being properly compensated at step eight, 

M.A. level, of that guide. She is bound by the eontraet in erreet between the Board of 

Education of Totowa and the Totowa part-time (supplemental, compensatory edueation 
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and nne I) teacbets. 8aHd upon this, petitioner's claim for placement on the regular 

teachers• salary guide Is without merit. 

It Is therefore unnecessary to determine whether petitioner's salary calculations 

were proper for placement on the regular guide given the foregoing determination that 
the petition must be dismissed. However, should it be determined that petitioner is 

entitled to be placed on the Totowa Education Association regular teachers' salary guide, I 
adopt the calculations set forth at pages 6 and 1 of respondent's brief as fact in this ease. 

The calculation Is reprodueed as Appendix 3 to this decision and incorporated herein as If 

set forth at length. 

Accordingly, It Is hereby ORDERED that the verified petition in this matter be, and 

Is, hereby DISMISSED with prejudice. 
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This recommended decision may be affirmed, modlCied 01' rejected by the 

COMMJSSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law Is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, if SAUL 

COOPERMAN does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time Umit is 

otherwise extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accOI'

dance with ~· 52r.l4B-10. 

I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

t.f:.;._,?/J 6 ;/ {.. . Jl{) 
I 

DATE 

DEC 1619AS 

DATE 

DATE 

amn/e 

DEC 17 1985 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

(I 

~--· .. 
/ ·---·. -., ....... -;......-''·. 

·:. { -~ ~ .. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

7?owUJ.~s 
FOR OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVELAW 
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MARY ANNE FUCETOLA, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH 
OF TOTOWA, PASSAIC COUNTY. 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
parties within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b, and c. 

Petitioner contends in her exceptions that the principal 
error in the initial decision is the acceptance of a separate salary 
guide for part-time (supplemental, compensatory education and 
Title I) teachers. The remainder of her exceptions concerns her 
disagreement with the judge's acceptance of the £rQ rata salary 
calculations submitted by the Board should it be determined she is 
entitled to be placed on the Totowa Education Association regular 
teachers' salary guide (Initial Decision, ~). 

Upon review and consideration of the record in this matter 
and the arguments advanced by the parties in their except ions. the 
Commissioner determines the ·conclusions reached by the judge with 
respect to the disputed issue to be consistent with the State 
Board's Decision in Hyman, supra. Regardless of petitioner's 
beliefs regarding the State Board's decision in Hyman. supra. that 
decision constitutes the controlling case law on the disputed issue 
herein. See also John Trucillo v. Bd. of Ed. of the Town of Kearny 
decided November 25, 1985.-

The record in the instant matter is clear that petitioner 
ia covered by the collective bargaining agreement between the Board 
and the bargaining unit recognized to represent part-time supple
mental, compensatory education and Title I teachers. The salary 
schedule under which she falls was entered into by the unit and the 
Board, and the terms negotiated for her fall within the four corners 
of that agreement. As pointed out in ~. supra, and Trucil.Ic2. 
supra, negotiated agreements that include salary guides. as well as 
the negotiation process that results in such agreements, are within 
the scope of the New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act. 
N.J.S.A. 34:13A-l et ~· 

If petitioner believes that her interests were inappro
priately or inadequately represented by the recognized bargaining 
unit or that violations existed with respect to the negotiations 
process, PERC is the agency to which such allegations must be 
addressed. 
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Having found that the judge was correct in determining that 
petitioner has no statutory right to placement on the full-time 
teacher salary guide, there is no need to address the exceptions 
related to 2!Q rata calculation of salary based on that guide. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner adopts as the final decision 
in this matter the recommendation of the Office of Administrative 
Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal for the reasons expressed in 
the initial decision. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

January 28, 1986 
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MARY ANNE FUCETOL.A, 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT,. 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH 
OF TOTOWA, PASSAIC COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RES~ONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, January 28, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus 
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Green and Dzwilewski 
(Allan P. Dzwilewski, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. We note that, in adopting the 
determination of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), the Commis
sioner referred to the salary guide on which Petitioner-Appellant 
sought pro rata placement as the "full-time teacher salary guide." 
Commissioner's Decision, at 16. As recognized by the Commissioner, 
as well as by the ALJ, the guide in question is applicable to 
regular classroom teachers, both full-time and part-time. Id. 
at 15. However, we emphasize that, regardless of this distinction, 
Petitioner-Appellant, as a part-time compensatory and supplemental 
teacher, is not entitled under the school laws to salary guide 
placement by virtue of her tenure status. Hyman v. Bd. of Ed. of 
the Township of Teaneck, decided by the State Board, March 6, 1985, 
aff'd, Docket #A-3508-8417 (App. Div. Feb. 25, 1986). 

June 4, 1986 
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GRAClELA LOPEZ, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OP EDUCATION 

OF THE CITY OF 

VINELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 

CUMBERLAND COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

... 1" 
' r ·-,~.; • 

'"r'..; ' 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3!102-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 163-6/85 

-. 

Barbara E. Riefberg, Esq., Cor petitioner (Selikoff 6: Cohen, P.A., attorneys) 

Francis G. Reuss, Esq., for respondent (Reuss, Cavagnaro&: Kaspar, attorneys) 

Record Closed: November 22, 1985 Decided: December 18, 1985 

BEFORE AUGUST E. THOMAS, ALJ: 

Petitioner is a social worker employed by the Board of Edut:!ation of the City 

of Vineland (Board), who suffered an accidental injury in the course of her employment. 

Petitioner asserts that she has been unable to resume working since her accident. 

Because of the alleged work-i"elated injury, she seeks payment of her salary, pursuant to 

~ 18A:30-2.l, without having her absences charged to her annual or accumulated 

sick leave. 
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The Board state$ that petitioner Is not entitled to any additional benefits, 

pursuant to the statute, because any disability that she may be currently suffering was not 

caused by a work-related injury. 

After petitioner's appeal to the Commissioner of Education, this matter was 

transmUted to the Orriee of Administrative Law as a contested case pursuant to~ 

52:14F-1 !! !!9· A prehearing conferenee was conducted by telephone on August 22, 

1985, at which time the issue to be decided was established. Hearings were conducted 

October 24, 25 and 28, 1985, in the Department of Public Buildings and Grounds, Council 

Chambers, Vineland. Six witnesses testified and eight documents were admitted in 

evidence. 

FINDINGS OF PACT 

1. Petitioner, Graciela Lopez, is a bilingual school social worker (English

Spanish) employed by respondent, Vineland Board of Education. 

2. The Board is a body corporate and politic of the State of New Jersey 

empowered by law to administer the City of Vineland School District. 

3. On Friday, November 16, 1984, at Memorial Junior High School in 

Vineland, petitioner suffered an accidental injury when a chair that she 

was about to sit down on collapsed. 

4. The left leg of the chair rave way and petitioner fell backwards towards 

her left side. 

5. Petitioner struck her back and her headl when she fell, but she was not 

rendered unconscious. 

6. After her faU, petitioner rot up with some ditliculty, but was able to 

complete her daily duties. 

1 The Board denies that petitioner struck her head and supports its position with the 
testimony of an aide who stated that she caught and "cupped" petitioner's head in her 
hands, preventing her head from striking the floor. 
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7. Over the weekend following the accident, petitioner began to feel neck 

stiffness and low back pain. She also began to experience headaches and 

felt a numbness and a tingling sensation in her face. 

8. Petitioner did not report to work on Monday, November 19, 1984, 

because of the injuries she had sustained in the accident on the previous 

Friday. 

9. On November 19 and November 20, 1984, petitioner went to a 

chiropractor, Dr. Michael Harvey, for treatment. 

10. On November 20, 1984, petitioner went to Bridgeton Hospital and was 

referred to Dr. Sharan Rampal, a neurologist. 

11. Petitioner's daughter contacted the Vineland Board of Education about 

medical treatment for her mother and was supplied with Exhibit P-1, a 

list of doctors by whom employees were authorized to be treated for 

workers' compensation injuries. 

12. Petitioner saw Dr. Joseph Bernadini, a doctor whose name appeared on 

Exhibit P-1, on November 24, 1984, Petitioner was not satisfied with his 

attitude toward her complaints and did not retum to him. 

13. On December 7, 1984, petitioner began treatment with another doctor 

listed on Exhibit P-1, Dr. George Glenn. 

14. Dr. Glenn limited his treatment of petitioner to her back and ne!!k 

through medication and traction at Kessler Memorial Hospital. 

15. During the time of her treatment by Dr. Glenn, petitioner complained to 

him that she was experiencing facial numbness and tingling, including a 

sensation that cold water was running down her head to her neck. 

Petitioner, in her testimony, stated that in late 1984 and early 1985, she 

was experiencing pain in the back of her eyes and headaches. She began 

to have visual and auditory hallucinations as well. 
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16. Dr. Glenn recommended that petitioner return to work on March 12, 

1985. From the· time of the accident through this date, petitioner had 

been receivinr her full salary without the deduction of sick days as 

required by~ 18A:30-2.1. 

17. Petitioner was physically unable to return to work on March 12, 1985, 

and has remained disabled to this time. 

18. Petitioner did not return to Dr. Glenn after March 12, 1985, but sought 

out her own medical treatment. 

19. Petitioner returned to Dr. Sharan Rampal Cor treatment after Dr. Glenn. 

Dr. Rampal admitted petitioner to Bridgeton Hospital from April 19 

through April 27, 1985. 

20. Durlnr the period from March 12, 1985 through May, 1985, petitioner 

was experiencing lncreasinr problems with headaches, hallucinations, 

confusion, loss of memory, anxiety and personality ehanges. She was 

havinr trouble speakinr, particularly in Enclish. She was referred to see 

a psychiatrist, Dr. Johnson, at Omnieare in Ocean City on March 6, 1985. 

He immediately referred her to Dr. Alan Miller, the head of the 

Department of Psychiatry at Cooper Medical Center in Camden, 

New Jersey (P-8). 

21. Petitioner was admitted to the psychiatric service of Cooper Hospital on 

May 7, 1985, and remained there until May 31, 1985 (P-3). 

22. Dr. Paul Schraeder, the head of the Division of Neurology at Cooper 

Medical Center, and an expert In the field or epilepsy, was called in by 

Dr. Miller as a consultant (P-2). 

23. A variety of diagnostic tests were performed. Most significantly, the 

EEGs (electroencephalograms) showed abnormal brain patterns (P-3; P-6; 

P-7). 
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24. A diagnosis of a form of epilepsy was reached, along with psychiatric 

symptomatology In the form of severe depression (P-6). Her seizures 

were called temporal lobe seizures. 

25. Both Drs. Miller and Schraeder opined2 that petitioner's symptoms were 

causally related to the accident of November 16, 1984 {P-3; P-4; P-6). 

26. Alter a diagnosis was reached, petitioner was treated with Tegretol, a 

drug used to treat someone experiencing temporal lobe seizure disorders. 

27. Initially, petitioner improved while taking Tegretol, and she was released 

from Cooper Hospital on May 31, 1985 (P-3). She was to continue 

follow-up care with Dr. Schraeder on an outpatient basis. 

28. Petitioner began to experience continued and increasing problems over 

the summer 1985. She still had difficulty with her memory, and both 

auditory and visual hallucinations had returned. Although she had 

majored in mathematics in college, she had lost her ability to calculate 

and she was no longer able to play the piano, although she had been an 

accomplished pianist. She became increasingly dependent upon her 
daughter. 

29. Petitioner was readmitted to Cooper Hospital on October 9, 1985. She 

was still an inpatient at the hospital when she testified on October 24, 

1985, but she had been given permission to leave the hospital for the day. 

30. Both of petitioner's hospital admissions were to the hospital's psychiatric 

service, because Cooper Hospital does not have a separate unit for 

treating seizure patients. 

2 Or. Miller "assume( d]" that petitioner's symptoms were causally related to her seiZure 
problems in the absence of any problems prior to her accident and the head trauma. 
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31. During the October 1985 admission, it was determined that petitioner 

was not managing well while taking Tegretot. Ultimately, her 

medication was changed to Dilantin, which Dr. Schraeder described as "a 

major anti-seizure drug, anti-epileptic drug." 

32. Petitioner has experienced improvement while taking Dilantin. This was 

confirmed by her own testimony, that of her daughter and that of both 

doctors. 

33. During the October 1985 admission, Dr. Miller ordered pSychological 

testing of petitioner. The results or the psychological testing confirmed 

that petitioner's problems have an organic basis and that her problems 

are more severe in the left hemisphere of her brain than in the right. 

34. After petitioner was ordered to return to work by Dr. Glenn on 

March 12, 1985, the Board paid her only tor the sick days she had 

accumulated. From approximately late March 1985, through the time of 

the hearing, she received no salary whatsoever from the Board of 

Education. Furthermore, she was required to pay for her own medical 

insurance and prescription plan premiums. 

Petitioner seeks payment of her salary from March 12, 1985 through June 30, 

1985; and from September 1, 1985 through November 16, 1985, one year following her 

accident. (~ 18A:30-2.1). 

DISCUSSION 

The Board concedes that petitioner was absent from her post of duty as a 

result of an accident she sustained at work on November 16, 1984, a Friday. Because of 

the work-related injury the Board paid petitioner's full salary without any deduction of her 

accumulated or annual sick days from November 19, 1984 through March 12, 1985, 

pursuant to~ 18A:30-2.t.3 

3 This statute provides for one year's salary without such deductions if the injury is 
work-related. 
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After seeing several doctors, petitioner began her treatments with Dr. GeorgP. 

Glenn on December 7, 1984. Dr. GleM treated her until March 12, 1985, when he 

recommended that she return to work. The Board relies on this recommendation and the 

testimony of one or its aides in determining that petitioner is not entitled to any further 

salary under the cited statute. 

Only two witnesses testified Cor the Board. One is a terminal operator who 

was present when petitioner fell. She testified that petitioner's chair gave way and that 

she feU backwards "all the way to the fioor." The accident happened very fast and 

petitioner complained of discomfort immediately. The other aide was walking by 

petitioner as she fell. The operator was unable to see which parts of petitioner's body 

struck the floor. 

The aide testified that petitioner's chair gave way as she was walking by. 

Petitioner fell backwards and to her left. The aide kept petitioner's head from hitting the 

desk. Petitioner's legs and back struck the noor but the aide "cupped my hands" behind 

her head so her head would not hit the fioor. The aide testified that "she took a heavy 

fall." Petitioner complained immediately that she could feel the results of the Call 

because of her age (46) and said "it might not bother someone younger." Petitioner 

complained that her back hurt. 

Based on Dr. Glenn's recommendation that petitioner return to work, the 

Board concluded that petitioner was able to return to work after March 12, 1985. The 

Board asserts alternatively, that if petitioner was not and still is not able to return to 

work, her current illness is not causally related to her accident on November 16, 1985. 

Consequently, the Board states that petitioner has received her full entitlement pursuant 

to ~ 18A:30-2.1, from the date of her accident until the date Dr. Glenn 

recommended that she return to work. 

As will be detailed later, petitioner's psychiatrist and her neurologist testified 

that she is unable to retum to work. Dr. Glenn, who recommended that petitioner return 

to work, was not called to testify by the Board. 

Graciela Lopez testified as foUows. She received a B.A. degree from the 

University of Puerto Rico, specializing in art, conservation, and mathematics. She moved 

to the mainland of the United States in 1965 or 1966, and she gained employment 
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as an "employment worker" in New York City for one year. Respondent eould not ret'!all 

what she did after that time; however, she did move to Vineland in 1974, where she was 

employed by the Board until the present time. 

On November 16, 1984, respondent fell backward when the chair in which she 

was attempting to be seated collapsed. The left legs of the ehair gave way and she fell 

backwards to her left and struek the floor. She testified that she hit her head, back and 

neck on the floor. Although she got up by herself, she complained of discomfort and 

reported her aeeident to the school nurse. 

On the foUowing Monday, November 19, 1984, petitioner visited a ehiropraetor 

and later saw him a second time. The record shows that she thereafter visited a number 

of doctors. The third doctor she visited would not listen to her complaints. Petitioner 

complained of numbness in her mouth and the doctor told her that there were no nerves in 

her mouth, that she was no longer a teenager and that she should go back to work. 

Petitioner did not like his attitude because he would not listen to her complaints; 

therefore, a few days later she went to Dr. Glenn, who had been recommended to her 

through her union representative. Her treatment by Dr. Glenn began on December 7, 

1984. At that time she told Or. Glenn that on the weekend of her aecident she began to 

feel stiffness in her neck and on Sunday, November 18, she began to get headaehes. Her 

symptoms increased with more severity. During the course of her treatment with Dr. 

Glenn she complained of dizziness and headaches; however, Or. Glenn paid no attention to 

those eomplaints. Several of petitioner's physieians, including Dr. Glenn, suggested to 

petitioner that she visit a psychiatrist. On March 12, 1985, Dr. Glenn recommended that 

she go back to work in order to occupy her mind. 

Petitioner's daughter, Abigail Lopez, corroborated and strengthened her 

mother's testimony as follows. Her mother ealled her on the evening ot November 16, 

1984, and asked her if she could eome and stay with her at her apartment in Philadelphia. 4 

Her mother drove to Philadelphia where her condition worsened over the weekend. On 

Monday, her daughter drove petitioner to see a chiropraetor. She testified that her 

4 Petitioner's daughter was a graduate student at Temple University and is now on a 
leave of absenee. 
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mother had always been a selt-surticient and very capable woman. She had an acre of 

land and loved gardening. Although divoreed for 17 years, her mother was able to hold 

down two jobs to take care ot herself and her family. However, as the result or her 
aeeident, she Is no longer able to care tor herself. Petitioner's daughter drives her 

everywhere and takes care of her needs. Petitioner's daughter gave some examples as to 

how she takes care of her mother, including that she takes care oC her mother's cheekbook 

and pays her bills beeause she is no longer able to do that arithmetic. She also answers 

her mother's daily correspondence. She testified that her mother was an accomplished 

pianist but that she is no longer able to play the piano. 

The reeord shows that when Graeiela Lopez was injured and thereafter began 

to visit her several physicians, much ot the information given to them concerning her 

injuries came through her daughter's representations. I consider this significant because 

petitioner had gradually lost her ability to articulate to her treating physicians the genesis 

of her problems. Consequently, the information which her physicians utilized in beginning 

her treatment was the information given to them by petitioner's daughter. 

It is clear to me that when one's mother is ill, the supporting child would 

certainly want to give her mother's doctors the most complete and aeeurate information 

available so that her mother could be properly treated. I do not believe that Abigail 

Lopez would have told the psychiatrist and the neurologist that her mother had struck her 

head if in tact her mother had not related that information to her. 

Accordingly, I also PUID as fact that Graciela Lopez struck her head when she 

fell at her pla<!e of work on November 16, 1984. 

Having reached that finding of fact, the testimony and the documents 

submitted by Dr. Paul Schraeder, petitioner's psychiatrist, and by Dr. Alan Miller, 

petitioner's neurologist, are most significant. 

Dr. Schraeder testified that prior to her accident, petitioner was operating at 

a high level of functioning. She had no previous problems; therefore, her condition was 

probably as a result of a head injury, temporally related. He stated that the temporal 

lobe of the brain is responsible for memory, time and that the intermittent discharging of 

nerve cells as he found during his diagnosis, is often caused by a head injury. He stated 
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that injured nerve cells such as might be caused by bruising could cause bleeding and sear 

tissue. Such an injury could leac:l to seizure discharges and the hallucinations petitioner 

reported. He emphasized that petitioner's condition was not schizophrenic; rather, it 
came on suddenly In her middle age. By contrast, schizophrenia ordinarily begins at an 

early age. Although his treatment of petitioner began several months after her injury 

when she began to experience seizures, Or. Schraeder testified that one does not develop 

seizures immediately after an injury. It may take a year or one, two or three months 

before the onset of seizures. 

He testified further that petitioner was admitted to the psychiatric ward in 

Cooper Hospital in Camden because of severe depression. She had to be watched closely; 

therefore, the hospital was unable to put her on a regular medical floor. Dr. Schraeder 

also testified that petitioner's memory is fragile, that she would be unable to work as she 

did a year ago before the accident. He was unable to predict any long range result of her 

new drug treatment, and he testified that if she had a major psychiatric problem, her drug 

therapy would not work. He concluded that a head injury is the most common cause of 

the onset of seizures such as those experienced by petitioner. 

Dr. Miller testified that petitioner was admitted to Cooper Medical Center 

psychiatric unit on May 7, 1985. Dr. Miller is the head of the psychiatric unit and he 

testified that most or the information about petitioner came from her daughter and that 

Graciela Lopez was noncommunicative at the time. When he evaluated her on May 8, 

1985, petitioner was easily startled, suspicious, suffered emotional turmoil, was crying, 

and was paranoid. After a few days at the hospital she was able to communicate in both 

languages and she complained of many symptoms, including numbness and headaches. 

Petitioner heard voices and was fearful. Dr. Miller found these symptoms could be 

causaUy related to her head trauma sustained in November 1984. 

At the time of this hearing, petitioner was still in the hospital undergoing 

treatment. Dr. Miller testified also that petitioner had major losses in skills in 

mathematics, music and languages. He stated that these are her deficits which have not 

improved and that she cannot go back to work now. 

Dr. Miller testified also that in the absence of any prior incidents, the head 

trauma is etiologically responsible for petitioner's condition. Further, he testified that 

although one need not suffer a head trauma to get a temporal lobe seizure, it would be 
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unusual for a temporal lobe seizure to happen so late in her life. He indicated that the 

head injury was the cause of petitioner's problems. In support or this testimony, 

petitioner offered into evidence Exhibit P-3, which is a discharge summary of her 
treatment during her first visit to Cooper Hospital between the dates May 7 and May 31, 

1985. In the last paragraph of that discharge summary, Dr. Miller stated as follows: 

In view or the absence of her previous history of seizures and the 
temporal relationship between the head trauma on 11/16/84 and 
her subsequent symptomatology it is clear that a cause and effect 
relationship exists between that head trauma and her current 
condition [ P-3]. 

Dr. Schraeder committed his examination to writing in Exhibit P-6, which 

states, in significant part, as follows: 

She was admitted to the psychiatric service because of symptoms 
or progressive loss of memory, paranoia, hallucinations which were 
both auditory and visual and general confusion which she had 
experienced for a hie] last 6 months. She never had any prior 
history of psychiatrie symptoms. These symptoms started when 
she fell to the ground after a chair upon which she was sitting 
collapsed while at work. As a result or this injury, she not only hit 
her head but also suffered neck, shoulder, and finger injuries. • • • 
It is my opinion that her treatment was very necessary in the 
hospital and the psychiatric service since we are in all probability 
dealing with a complex problem which is an interaction between 
epileptogenic discharges in her brain and psychiatric 
symptomatology In the form or severe depression. Often these t"fo 
problems are conjoined to the detriment o! the patient. I beUeve 
that it Is highly probable that the patient's symptoms were the 
direct result of her head trauma and that she is suffering from a 
combination of a post traumatic syndrome as well as complex 
partial seizures. She is disabled at the level oC 100 percent 
because or these symptoms whieh as of yet have not come under 
control •••• 

Exhibit P-6 was written by Dr. Schraeder on September 23, 1985. 

The Board posits as follows: 

Assuming that Mrs. Lopez Is surtering !rom injuries which preclude 
her from returning to her employment, Is the personal injury 
caused by an action arising out of or in the course of her 
employment? 
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The Board suggests that the Commissioner lacks jurisdiction to decide this 

issue while the same issue is currently pending in the Workers' Compensation court. 

However, the question of the Commissioner's jurisdiction in matters such as this has 

already been decided in Masino v. West Deptford Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. EDU 4347..'79, 

decided by Commissioner Nov. 20, 1980; reversed and remanded, St. Bd. of Ed. (Jul. 1, 

1981); dismissed Superior Court (App. Div.) Dkt. No. A5469-80Tl (Jun. 15, 1983). ln 

accordance with the above, the Commissioner has jurisdiction pursuant to ~ 

18A:6-9. If petitioner prevails in her quest for workers' compensation temporary 

disability benefits, she must reimburse the Board for excess payments made pursuant to 

~ 18A:30-2.1. 

Based on the finding of fact that petitioner struck her head when she fell, I 

CONCLUDE that her current condition is causally related to her fall while at work on 

November 16, 1984. There is no evidence in this record to the l.!ontruy. Rather, 

petitioner had an unremarkable medical history until the day of her accident. Not only 

has the Board failed to offer any evidence to the contrary, it decided not to present the 

physician, who recommended that petitioner return to work on Mar!.!h 12, 1985, so that he 

might give supporting testimony for that recommendation. 

The Board in its brief suggests that petitioner had been under great stress 

because of an earlier hysterectomy in 1981 and two subsequent bladder suspension 

operations. It was also brought out in her cross-examination that she had been divoreed 

for 17 years. These are the elements which the Board asserts may be responsible for the 

stressful situation in petitioner's life which may have brought on her current condition. 

These suggestions by the Board cannot be accepted as proof that petitioner's 

condition was brought on by causes other than her injury suffered while at work. 

On the other hand, petitioner needs only to prove by a preponderance of the 

evideooe that her injury is work-related. From my review of this entire record, petitioner 
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has clearly shown by a preponderance of the evidence that she struek her head while at 

work on November 16, 1984, and that the resultant trauma, depression and psychiatric 

problems which she has suffered are causally related to that accident. 

Based on the above, petitioner's appeal for the remainder of her salary for up 

to one year following her accident pursuant to~ IBA:30-l is GRANTED. 

Accordingly, the Board is ORDERED to pay petitioner the wages to which she 

is entitled under ~ 18A:30-2.1 from the time her salary was terminated in Mareh 

1985 through November 16, 1985, together with any emoluments due her during this period 

while she was still employed by the Board. 

This recommended deeision may be affirmed, modified or rejeeted by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final deeision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended deeislon shall beeome a final deeision in aeeordanee with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

J hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

,, D.Jl.~ ,s' 
DATE 

DATE 

DATE 

ij 

DEC 2 31985 

~r.~ 
~THOMAS, ALJ 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mail~'[~ Parties: 

-+... . 
/ \ ,... / ' ·~ I - I : 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
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GRACIELA LOPEZ. 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY 
OF VINELAND, CUMBERLAND COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. It is noted that exceptions 
were filed by the parties pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, band c. 

The Board avers in its exceptions that the AW failed to 
take into prope~ consideration testimony presented by the two eye
witnesses to the incident in question and that petitioner has failed 
to establish by a preponderance of the credible evidence that the 
injuries and complaints for which she now provides documentation 
were, in fact, caused by the fall which occurred in November 1984. 
Further, the Board avows that the initial decision fails to 
adequately take into consideration the testimony of the doctors 
presented by petitioner and that petitioner has failed to establish 
the causal relationship between the condition of which she now 
complains and the traumatic event which she alleges occurred during 
her employment. 

In reply exceptions, petitioner responds first to the 
Board's contention that the AW failed to properly consider the 
testimony presented by Mrs. Flores and Mrs. Giovinazzi. the eye
witnesses. Petitioner replies on her part contending that the 
initial decision clearly indicates that the AW weighed the 
testimony of all the witnesses and reached the conclusion that she 
did strike her head when she fell. Petitioner adds that it is 
well-settled that the credibility resolutions of the finder of fact 
are entitled to great deference, citing In re Grossman, 127 N.J. 
Super. 13 (App. Div. 1974). The factualflndmgsmade by Judge 
Thomas, petitioner argues, should not be disturbed because they are 
clearly reasonable. 

Petitioner's reply exceptions next address the Board's 
exception with reference to the medical testimony of Drs. Schraeder 
and Miller and contend that it must be rejected. Petitioner avers 
that the Board not only misapplied the standard of proof required of 
medical evidence, but implied that the doctors must actually have 
seen the accident to draw a reasonable conclusion as to causation. 
Petitioner advances the argument that in a traumatic accident, 
doctors must rely upon the history of the patient's symptoms as 
communicated to them. In the instant matter, petitioner cites to 
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those symptoms proffered by her daughter. Petitioner states that 
the ALJ took specific note of the daughter's testimony in the 
initial decision, ~. and also states that the Supreme Court of 
New Jersey has held that: 

A petitioner is not required to prove his claim to a 
certainty. It is sufficient if the evidence 
establishes with reasonable probability that the 
employment caused or proximately contributed to the 
condition or disease of which he complaints. 

(Petitioner's Reply Exceptions, at pp. 1-2, quoting Ciuba v. 
Irvington Varnish and Insulator Co., 27 N.J. 127, 139 (1958)) 

Petitioner's reply exceptions further state that 

the conclusions of Drs. Schraeder and Miller were 
based upon a variety of diagnostic tests, in addition 
to the history of symptons (sic) and their (temporal] 
relationship to the accident. Additionally, 
Respondent presented absolutely no medical evidence to 
rebut or contradict the testimony of Drs. Schraeder 
and Miller. (Petitioner's Reply Exceptions, at p. 2) 

Finally, petitioner contends that "(r]espondent •s attempt 
to blame Petitioner's current condition on the stress in her life 
is little more than a smokescreen." (Id., at p. 2) Petitioner 
argues that there is no evidence to support the assertion that 
stress caused her condition and, further, that Drs. Miller and 
Schraeder testified that the type of epilepsy which petitioner is 
diagnosed as having "is most clearly associated with head injury. 
(Tll:l-4; T87:13 to 88:4) No contradictory medical evidence was 
presented." (Id., at p. 2) 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record before him. 
including the exceptions and the medical testimony within the 
partial transcript supplied in the instant matter. Based on such 
review, the Commissioner determines that even accepting arguendo, 
that the eyewitness account is accurate that petitioner •a head was 
held by "cupped hands", thereby buffering the head from injury. the 
fact remains that an injury was sustained and that the medical 
evidence proffered by petitioner represents reasonable medical 
confirmation of the fact that her condition was the result of 
injuries sustained by the fall on November 16, 1984, as petitioner 
contends. Notwithstanding the fact that Dr. Glenn. the Board
approved physician. recommended that petitioner return to work on 
March 12, 1985, it is unrefuted that Dr. Glenn also recommended at 
that time that she consult a psychiatrist, whose testimony, along 
with that of a neurologist, substantiates petitioner • s contention 
that her symptoms were related to an ••organic" condition that 
precluded her return to work on the date recommended by Dr. ·Glenn. 
(Tr .II-31) In the Commissioner • s opinion, the aforesaid sequence 
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of events tends to support the position of petitioner that she was. 
and remains, physically unfit to resume her work for the Board. 

The Commissioner therefore finds and determines. as did the 
AW, that petitioner carried her burden of proving by a preponder
ance of the credible evidence that her "current condition is 
causally related to her fall while at work on November 16. 1984." 
(Initial Decision. ante) The initial decision is affirmed, and 
petitioner's appeal for the remainder of her salary for up to one 
year following her accident pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-l is granted. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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MIDDLETOWN TOWNSHIP 

BOARD OF EDUCATION, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

MICHAEL GWALEY, 

Respondent. 

IMmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3609-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 141-5/85 

Peter P. Kalae, Esq., for petitioner (Kalac, Newman&: Grirrin, attorneys) 

Mane J. Blunda, Esq., for respondent (Oxfeld, Cohen & Blunda, attorneys) 

Reeord Closed: November 6, 1985 Decided: December 18, 1985 

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ: 

On May 28, 1985, the Middletown Township Board of Education filed tenure 

charges with the Commi!I!IIOf!er of Edueation against Michael Gwaley, a teaching staff 

member in its employ. The filing included a eertificate of determination. The certificate 

states that the Board has determined that the eharges and the evidence in support of the 

charges are sufficient, if true in fact, to warrant the dismissal of the respondent or a 

reduction in his salary. 

On June 10, 1985, the respondent rued an answer with the Commissioner of 

Edueation. The respondent denied eharge four. He admitted to charges one, two and 

three but maintained that they do not rise to the level of unbecoming eonduet as alleged 

by the Board. 
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The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law as a 

eontested cue pursuant to ~ 52:148-1 !!. !!9· and ~ 52:14F-l !!. !!!9· A 

prehearing oonferenee was held before the Honorable Joseph Lavery, ALJ, on July 1, 

1985. I heard the matter on August 19, 20 and 21, 1985, at the Freehold Township 

Municipal Court. 

L 

NATURE OF THE CHARGES 

The Board charges that during the school year 1983-84 the respondent 

attended a party at the home or another teacher in the system. The party was attended 

by female pupils and certain staff members from the same school. Aleoholie beverages 

were available at the party for consumption by the pupils and were in fact oonsumed by 

the pupils. 

The second charge ill that durin( the oourse of the party referred to in the 

first charge, the respondent did kiss on the lips one of the female high school pupils who 

was present. 

The third charge is that the respondent attended another party at the home of 

the same teaching staff member referred to in charge one on March 16, 1985. The party 

was attended by approximately 15 adults and approximately 16 female high school pupils 

ranging in age from 15 to 18 years. Alcoholic beverages were available at the party for 

oonsumption by the pupils and were in fact consumed by the pupils. Certain pupils 
became intoxicated. 

The last charge is that the respondent secluded himself in one of the bedrooms 

of the home at the March 18, 1985 party with one of the female pupils. He did place his 

arms about the pupil and kiss her on the lips. 

0. 

EVIDENCE RULINGS 

The respondent offered the testimony of his wife concerning his habit and 

custom In dealing with his pupils. The Board objected, maintaining that the testimony was 

neither probative nor material. The Board further argued that, if the testimony were 
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accepted, it could appear to be tacit approval of a different standard of conduct when 

teacher and pupil are friends. The respondent argued that because two charges have to do 

with kissing female pupils the testimony is relevant. This sort of thing happens aU the 

time in the athletic context. 

I declined to hear testimony of the respondent's wife as to his habit and 

custom when dealing with pupils in other than classroom situations. The exclusion of 

testimony is somewhat unusual in an administrative proceeding. I therefore believed it 

appropriate to elaborate on the ruling. 

N.J.A.C. l:t-15.2(a) states: 

Parties in contested eases shall not be bound l)y statutory or 
common law rules of evidence or any formally adopted in the Rules 
of Court except as specifically provided in the rules (Uniform 
Administrative Procedure Rules of Praetieel. All relevant 
evidence is admissible except as otherwise provided herein. A 
judge may, in his her or discretion, exclude any evidence if its 
probative value is substantially outweighed by the risk that its 
admission will either: 

(11 Necessitate undue consumption of time; or 

(2) Create substantial danger of undue prejudiee or eonfusion. 

In the present ease, it is the first consideration, undue consumption of Wne, 

that undergirds the ruling. The respondent already has testified on the question. His 

wife's testimony on the same aspect of the ease may be viewed as corroborative. It might 

as easily be reviewed as cumulative. 

AlthoUgh not bound by the New Jersey Rules of Evidence (Anno. 1985), I find 

useful instruction in the comments on !!!!b!:. 49. The rule itself states: 

Evidence of habit or eustom whether corroborated or not is 
admissible to prove conduct on a specified occasion in conformity 
with the habit or custom. 

In the first comment, it ·is stated that, If in a particular ease the probative 

value or the evidence or habit or custom is substantially outweighed by the counter

factors or undue consumption or time, undue prejudice or confusion or issues, the offered 
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evidence or habit may be exeluded in the eourt's diseretion. 1be virtually identieal 

languare or the Administrative Rule is immediately seen. 

Importantly, however, !!,!g. ~ 49 admits evidence or habit or eustom whether 

eorroborated or not. So, too, do the Administrative Rules. Therefore, the respondent's 

testimony on the question, if I aeeord any weight to It, will be suffieient and the 

eumulative testimony of his wife would be surplusage and, henee, would unduly eonsume 

time. 1be eoneem of the law for orderly and etrleient administration has been made 

clear in our state many times. See, !:1:• State v. Garfole, '76 !!d.:. 445 (1978). 

Mr. Blunda's exception is, of eourse, noted. 

a mpliCica tion, the ruling stands. 

Nevertheless, with this 

At the outset or hearing, the Board moved for entry into evidence of the 

deposition of T.c. The respondent opposed the admission arguing that testimony should be 

live, and if there were eonfiict with other testimony the judge would need to assess the 

credibility of the witness. The Board eounterargued that it had applied to take the 

deposition of T.C. beeause she i8 going out of state to attend ~hool. Not using her 

testimony simply because she can not be present is not enough to bar its use. 1be bench 

ean eompere It to testimony given at the hearing. Further, both parties were represented 

at the taking of the deposition and assumed It would be used in this hearing. 

1be deposition wu admitted into evldenee without comment as to the weight 

that might be ascribed to the preserved testimony. 

Many reuons support the open admission or hearsay and other legally 

ineompetent evidence in administrative hearings. Foremost among them i8 the fact that 

the exclusionary rules do not determine the probative value of the preferred evidenee. 

Professor Davis, the leadlrc proponent that hearers should make no distinction between 

hearsay and nonhearsay evldenee, makes the following point: 

1be reUabWty of hearsay rarcu from the least to the most 
reliable. 1be rellabiUty or non-hearsay allo rarces from the least 
to the most r-ellable. 1berefol'e the guide should be a judgment 
about the rellabllity of pal'tleular evldenee In a partleular record in 
partleular elrcumstanees, not the technical hearsay rule with aU its 
eomplex exceptions. "Hearsay in Administrative Hearings," 2 
Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 689 (1964). 
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Most hearsay in administrative hearings is documentary. The standard of admissibility 

thus applied both by reviewing courts and administrative law judges is that "an 

administrative tribunal is not required to exclude hearsay evidence in the form or a 

document if its authenticity is sufficiently convincing to a reasonable mind and if it 

carries sufficient assurance u to its truthfulness.'' Fairfield Scientific Corp. v. United 

States, 611 F. 2d 854, 859 (1979), appeal after remand 655 P. 2d 1062. 

To require that an administrative law judge refuse to admit hearsay makes no 

sense where there is no jury to protect and the trier of fact is equally exposed to the 

evidence whether he admits it or excludes it. 4-dmission without a ruling -as long as the 

evidence has some element of reliability- does no harm and can prove more efficient than 

requiring a ruling which may later be held erroneous. Discarding the exclusionary rules of 

admission does not eliminate the need for the parties to interpose protective objections. 

Unobjected to Hearsay and the Residuum Rule in Administrative Hearings, 116 ~ 1, 

9-10. See aiso, "urphy v. mv. of Pensions, 117 .!:!.:.:!:. ~- 206 (App. mv. 1971). 

Nevertheless, it assures a complete, yet not necessarily unduly long record and might well 

avoid the need to reopen the record. Hearsay, of course, is not subject to current, in

court cross-examination, but that limitation affects the weight the evidence carries, not 

its admissibility. See, Calhoun v. Bailar, 626 P. 2d 145 (9th Cir. 1980), ~· den. 452 ~ 

906 (1980). See, generally, McCormick, Evidence, S 352 at 1009 (1984). 

Ill. 

RELEVANT TESTIMONY 

C.L., a former pupil at Middletown High School South, testified that she knows 

both John Ahern and the respondent. She knows the respondent as a teacher and a junior 

varsity basketball coach. 

On the night of March 16, 1985, she drove to a party at Ahern's home. She lett 

Middletown at approximately 6:00 p.m. and provided transportation ror c.~. and s. '\1., 

also female pupils. Upon arrival at the party she saw Ahern and the respondent as well as 

other adults whose names she cannot now recall. Alcoholic beverages were available in 

the kitchen. She does not know the exaet nature of the beverages nor did she know who 

provided them. 
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She spoke to the respondent "half way into the party." The party really never 

ended. At about 2:00 or 3:00 a;m., everyone fell asleep. 

At some point during the party, she began a eonversation with the respondent 

in the living room but the conversation ended in Ahern's bedroom. C.L. could not 

remember the exact time that the conversation took place. She does recall spending 15 or 

20 minutes with the respondent in the bedroom. 

They were sitting on the bed. C.L. does not recall if the door was Ol>f!n or 

closed. 

c.L. stated that she was upset. The respondent put his hand on her back and 

kissed her. Their lips and arms made contact for approximately two or three seconds. He 

also hugged her. They then left the bedroom and she was not again alone with the 

respondent during the course of that evening. C.L. does not know when the respondent 

left the party. 

On cross-examination, C.L. recalled that the conversation with the respondent 

began in the living room, moved outaide and then went into the bedroom. She states they 

merely went somewhere to speak quietly and privately. She believed the respondent 

kissed her to be friendly and comforting. She believed that she could confide in the 

respondent. The respondent never made sexual advances toward her. He also told c.L. 
to ten the truth during the principal's investigation of the March 16 party. 

C.M., also a former pupil at Middletown High School South, testified that she 

knows both Ahern and the respondent. Both were her coaches. She also had the 

respondent as her speech teacher. Concerning an earlier party at Ahern's home, this 

witness testified as follows. She stated that she consumed two or three cans of beer. She 

did not observe the respondent drink. She spoke to the respondent sever11l times during 

the evening. 

At one point late in the evening, she was alone with the respondent in the 

kitchen. The respondent kissed her and put both arms around her. He kissed her on the 

lips and the kiss lasted two or three seconds. 
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C.M. spoke to the respondent the next morning by telephone. He called. 

apologized for the kiss and said that he did not want her to get the wrong impression. 

C.M. also stated that the party was "a sleep-over." She does not know when 

the respnndent left nor does she recall any discussion by any adult of who could and could 

not drink alcohoUe beverages. 

On the night of March 16, 1985, she attended another party at Ahem's home. 

In this regard, her testimony was similar to that of c.L. The same beverages were 

available as at the earlier party. Beer was kept in a keg in a corner of the dining room. 

No one tended bar. Pupils could, if they wished, help themselves to beer and SO'l\e did. 

This witness drank two or three glasses of beer openly. No adults said anything about 

pupils and the beer. She does not recall at what time the respondent left but does recall 

that he did not stay the night. 

On cross-examination, this witness testified that she had made a statement in 

April 1985 in which she used the words, "but we were not supposed to.'' The witness 

stated that these words were in reference to drinking beer. Also in regard to her earlier 

statement, the witness said that the respondent did hold her, but not tightly; the kiss was 

not a prolonged kiss; a kiss or a hug from a coach after a game was not unusual, and that 

the respondent had made no sexual advances. 

She believed the respondent to be a friend and confidant but still was surprised 

when he kissed her. 

The high school principal testified. He identified the respondent's employment 

history (P-3). On March 19, 1985, he was informed by an assistant principal or student 

talk about a party held at Ahern's home involving pupils and teachers and the consumption 

or beer. 

The principal called the respondent in and asked him what had happened. They 

discussed the party, the fact that the respondent was there, that beer was plentiful and 

that some pupils consumed beer. 

The principal first spoke to Ahem on March 19. On March 21 he again spoke 

to the respondent because he had received conflicting statements from the two men. At 
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this point, the principal informed the superintendent and compiled a list or questions. In 

his March 21 meeting with the respondent, the r~dent answered directly that beer was 

available at the party and that almost aU pupils drank beer at the party. The questions 
the principal aske_d or the respondent were typed. As the respondent answered, the 

principal wrote down the answers. The respondent reviewed his answers, amended one 

answer on page 3 and then signed the statement (P-4). 

The principal then started to call in involved pupils. He was much concerned 

about pupils and the use or alcohol. 

On Mareh 27 he sent a memorandum to the respondent setting up a meeting 

for the next day (P-S). On March 28, the principal again asked the respondent several 

questions and apin recorded his responses. The respondent signed the document in the 

presence of an assistant principal (P-6). 

The principal then reviewed the whole matter with the superintendent. They 

decided to hire a private investigator. The Investigator met with involved pupils on '\!lareh 

29 and April 2. He asked questions of each pupiL The answers were recorded by a 

stenographer. The transcript was typed and sent to administration. 

The principal met with other teachers who had attended the party. On April 2, 

the last statements were taken. AU information was reviewed. The principal 

recommended tenure charges against the respondent to the superintendent. The charges 

were tiled on April 15. 

The respondent wu present when the Board met on Mareh 20, 1985. The 

superintendent and Board attorney were pr-nt at that meeting. The respondent 

presented an affidavit in response to the charges and other documents (P-7). 

On eross~xamlnation, testimony was adduced showir.r that there had been no 

prior disciplinary actions against the respondent. He has undertaken, both for extra 

compensation and gratis, a number of eoourrleular actiVIties (R-la through R-lm). 

The principal also stated that he did not advise the respondent he could be 

represented at the first questionlr.r because that was a purely preliminary activity. The 

four charges preferred against the respondent were preferred at the recommendation ·or 
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the principal. The principal expressed the opinion that attending and condoning the Ahern 

parties constitutes unbecoming conduct. In connection with the same incidents, the 

principal recommended to the superintendent the withholding of salary increments of 

several other teachers. Of the nine staff persons who attended the March 16 party, 

tenure charges were filed against two, withholding actions were taken against four, two 

resigned for personal reasons and no aetion was taken against one teaeher. As to the 

latter, he had arrived at the party, observed what was going on, and lert of his own 

accord. 

Ahem and the respondent were charged. The respondent attended both 

parties, alcohol was served at both parties, pupils stayed overnight at both parties, the 

respondent had a special role as a coach, and should not have ~ermitted sueh activities as 

a teacher and especially as a coach. In addition, kissing two female pupils is far more 

serious than the activities in which the other teachers engaged. The principal made the 

four withholding recommendations because those persons attended the party, knew what 

was going on concerning the consumption of beer, which they also drank, and did nothing 

about it. The principal also verified that the ages of the female pupils at the parties 
ranged from 15 to 18 years. 

C.P., also a former student at Middletown High School South, testified that 

she knows Ahem and the respondent as teachers and coaches. She attended the March 16 

party at Ahem's home in Brick Town. 

She arrived at approximately 8:00 p.m. !'t1.G. (female) drove to the party. 

c.F. also was in the ear. 

Nearly everyone had brought something. Soda and a keg o( beer were 

provided. The beer was located in the dining room. She noticed no one in control or the 
beer. 

C.P. drank two or three glasses o( beer and became intoxicated. M.G. 

(female) and C.F. also drank beer. c.P. heard no announcement that pupils were not to 

drink beer. 

D.V. (male) came to the party and took C.P. home. She had called D.V. about 

a date later that evening. She told him she had been drinking. O.V. came and drove c.P. 
home. 
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C.P. stated that she saw the respondent throughout the time she was at tf<te 

party. The respondent asked questions about the ability of M.G. to drive and about how 

c.P. was feeling. The respondent did not allow the pupils near the door of the apartment 
if they had been drinking. 

This witness also stated that she consumed nothing but beer. She used no 

drugs or other liquor. She had nothing to eat at the party. On the way home, she became 

sick to her stomach. She believes that D.V.'s driving contributed to her nausea. 

Upon conclusion of the Board's case in chief, the respondent moved that 

charges one and two be dismissed. I denied the motion, finding that there ;vas enough in 

the record to require a defense. 

The respondent then testified in his own behalf. His testimony concerning his 

employment history parallels that given by the principal and the information 10 P-3. His 

performance reports, November 28, 1979 through June 1984 were accepted in evidence 

(R-lOa through R-lOo). 

As a eoach, the respondent has touched pupils; for example, a pat on the back 

after a good play. 

Coneerning charge one, the respondent states that he attended a 1984 party at 

Ahern's home. Some parents were present. He neither brought nor served alcoholic 

beverages. He has no recall of anyone at the party being intoxieated. He does not know 

if any pupils stayed the night. He believes each pupil had parental permission to attend 

the party. 

Concerning charge two, the respondent stated he did kiss C.M. It occurred in 

the kitchen. The lights were on. The kitchen opens to the den on one side and to the 

living room on the other. The kiss occurred near the sink. No one else was in the room, 

but he and C.M. were visible from other rooms. The kiss lasted two or three seconds. He 

was holding her two upper arms. In his words, it was a "don't worry everything's going to 

be fine" kiss. He made no other contact with C.M. He called her the next day because 

she seemed upset about a home situation and also to say she shouldn't get any wrong ideas 

from the kiss. 
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Concerning charge three and the March 16 party at Ahern's home, the witness 

stated that he knows pupils had parental permission to attend. Pupils each brought a 

covered dish. The party began between 4:00 and 5:00 p.m. Other faculty were invited. 
He arrived between and 7:00 and 8:00 p.m., alone. His wife could not get a babysitter. 

Ht~ did not take, pay for or serve beer. He did not tell pupils that they could drink. He 

took beer away from M.G. when he learned she was to drive. 

He saw no one who appeared to be intoxicated. He did not allow the pupils out 

into the parking lot if they had been drinking. He did not see any pupil who was ill. He 

does not know what each pupil had in her cup at aU times; it could have been any 

beverage. 

The respondent stated he was questioned by the principal on March 21. He 

answered questions and the principal wrote down his answers. He said that almost every 

pupil was drinking beer. He now says he saw only M.G. with beer. 

The respondent spoke to the involved pupils before speaking to the principal. 

He states they were upset about being questioned. He told them just to tell the truth. 

Coneerning charge four, the witness testified that C.L. was a pupil of his. He 

did kiss her on the lips at the Mareh 16 party. They were in one or the bedrooms at the 

time but they did not seclude themselves. C.L. wanted to discuss a problem. It was too 

noisy in the living room and too cold outside so they went into the bedroom. 

They sat side by side on a bed. The kiss was awkward. It "just happened" at 

the close of the conversation. He had never on any other occasion had contact with c.L. 

He made no overtures, suggestions or innuendos. The kiss was to comfort her. He stated 

he patted her on the back and they both laughed a lot. 

On cross-examination, the witness affirmed that his evaluations repeatedly 

speak about his good rapport with pupils. 'He has been to two parties at Ahern's home 

involving pupils and adults. He then stated he had attended a party in 1984, a party in 

february 1985 and a party in March 1985. 

He believes that all preparations for the parlies were made in advance. He did 

not help set them up. He has no reeall of alcohol being served at the 1984 party. If it 
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were there, he would have consumed it. He has no recall of alcohol at the February 1985 

party. He does recall beer being present at the ~arch 16, 1985 party. 

At that party, he drank soda and beer. He does not recall how much he 

consumed. He estimates he may have had three or four glasses of beer. The cups 

probably held 12 ounces each. 

The respondent arrived at the March 16 party between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m. 

When he arrived, Ahem and some team members were present. 

He has known C.M. for three years. She is honest and credible. He has no 

reason to doubt her testimony that she drank beer at the 1984 party. At the 'VIarch 1985 

party he was alone with her in the kitchen. He held her by her upper arms for two or 

three seconds and kissed her for two or three seconds. They were in the kitchen for 

approximately three minutes before the kiss and approximately one minute after. The 

next day he called C.M. 

The respondent stated he does not approve or pupils consuming alcohol and 

sleeping at a male teacher's home. He did not, however, report these incidents to the 

school administration nor did he counsel Ahern against this type of behavior. 

The witness attended the February 1985 party but did not question Ahem in 

advance about alcoholic beverages or sleeping arrangements. He again stated he had no 

reeall that the February 1984 party was a sleep-over or that alcohol was present. 

Concerning the March 16 party, Ahern invited him some twQ weeks before. 

The witness did not tell the principal that he was going to the party because Ahern 

sometimes got out of hand and the witness knew beer would be present. He knew that 

previous parties had been sleep overs. He did not question Ahern regarding either the 

sleeping arrangements or the presence of beer although he disapproves of both. This 

witness knows of alcohol-related deaths among pupils each year for the last 10 years. 

However, he did not feel obliged to say anything to Ahern. 

Concerning his March 21, 1985 statement to the principal, the witness testified 

that he .saw pupils consume beer; that in question six he referred to ~almost everybody"; 

he made no announcement to pupils not to drink; he said nothing to Ahern and felt no 
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oblig!ltion to do so; he believes he should have said something, but he acted on!~ as to 

M.G. He now says that his statement of '-1arch 21 is incorrect in that he said of the pupils 

that "almost everybody" was drinking beer so as to avoid giving specific names. He states 

he did not try to hide information from the administration but felt he could not reveal 

specific names. 

The witness stated that while in the bedroom with C.L. during the March 16 

party, the door to the room was closed. In exhibit P-8, an affidavit prepared by him, he 

denies that he secluded himself in a bedroom with a female pupil. He says this is not 

inconsistent because what he did was not ''secluding." However, he also denied that he 

embraced C.L. and kissed her on the lips. His own later testimony contr'ldicts that 

response in exhibit P-8. 

The witness also denied that he called C.M. after the party to apologize. 

Notwithstanding C.M.'s testimony, he states he spoke to her but did not apologize. In 

exhibit P-6, the witness denied kissing C.M. but claims this is not inconsistent because he 

did not kiss her on March 16, 1985. The question asked him does not mention the 1984 

party. 

Also concerning exhibit P-6, it was not important to the witness, when the 

principal asked him, to answer as to who was drinking beer. He said "almost everybody" 

was drinking beer but reiterates that this was to avoid giving specific names. The witness 

believes he did not give a correct and accurate answer to the principal but that he did not 

lie. Rather, he simply did not answer the principal's question. 

The witness stressed that on the occasions that he kissed pupils, the pupils 

were upset about something. The kisses were not so much to console as to reassure. 

The respondent later learned that parents knew there would be beer at the 

party. Parents also told him that they allowed their daughters to sleep over to avoid any 

drinking and driving proble'ms. This posed a dilemma to the respondent because he 

believed sleeping over as well as drinking and driving were wrong. However, if no alcohol 

was served, some pupils might have stayed over merely because the party ran late. The 

witness also stated that he could have advised and counseled pupils without kissing them. 

In answer to a direct question as to whether the kissing were gratuitous, the respondent 

answered yes. 
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Joseph Dauber, a guidance counselor at Middletown High School South, also 

testified. He attended the March 16 party at Ahern's home with his wife. They appeared 

briefly at the party from about 7:15 to 7:45 p.m. and then went out to dinner. They 
returned to the party at about 10:30 p.m. and left just after midnight. 

This witness knew most of the persons at the party. He knew that the pupils 

present were basketball players. Many were his counselees. 

Dauber took no alcoholic beverages to the party. He saw the respondent. lie 

did not see the respondent bring or serve beer. He saw no drunk or ill pupils. He can 

recall seeing no pupil drink beer. 

This witness did observe the keg of beer in the dining room. No one tended the 

keg. He heard no announcements as to who could have beer. He saw no hard liquor and he 

saw no one drinking hard liquor. Dauber and Ahern each had a glass of beer but the 

witness could not say whether other teachers had had beer. Nor could he llliY what the 

pupils were drinking. 

When he and his wife returned to the party at about 10:30 p.m., another faculty 

member's wife took some pictures. Some persons depicted had glasses or cups in their 

hands. Although he saw pupils drinking at the party, he has no knowledge of what they 

dl'llnk. He did not see any pupil dl'll.w beer from the keg. He did see adults draw beer 

from the keg, however. 

The witness identified a schematic diagram of Ahern's home (P-9a) and 

identified the placement or the keg or beer, soft drinks, and food. As tar as he knows, 

beer and wine were the only alcoholic beverages at the party. The wine was in the 

refrigel'll.tor. 

Dauber believes the pupils are absolutely credible. He would not doubt T.C.'s 

statement concerning the presence of vodka. Similarly, he has known C.M. Cor 

approximately two years and believes her to be credible and trustworthy. lt she says she 

had beer, he believes she did, although he did not see her drink it. 

Shortly before conclusion of the hearing, it was learned that T.c. had not left 

New Jersey on August 18 as had been represented to counsel. Counsel immediately tried 
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to contact T.C. or her parents. The respondent moved to strike her deposition (P-1). The 

Board argued that the represenation had been made by T.C.'s parents that she was, indeed, 

leaving for college on August 18. After learning this, the Board told the respondent and 
the ALJ and asked to take T.C.'s deposition. In a conference of counsel held on July 30, 

the ALJ granted the motion to take a deposition and signed an order authorizing the same. 

On August 21, however, after learning that T.C. had not left the jurisdiction 

on August 18, the Board attempted to contact T.C.'s mother.at her place of employment 

and was told that Mrs. C. would be "out until Monday." 

For reasons set forth below, I decided to let the admission of T.C.'s deposition 

stand. 

On rebuttal, the Board recalled the high school principal. 

The priocipal stated he heard the respondent's testimony concerning their 

March 19 meeting. The respondent does not recall details and he did not recall saying 

that alcohol was ''plentiful." The principal stated that the two met between U:OO a.m. and 

1:00 p.m. on March 19. The principal saw the respondent in the hallway and asked him to 

come into the principal's office. He asked Mr. Gwaley, "What happened on the sixteenth?" 

The respondent stated that he was there to keep a lid on things; that alcohol was there 

and plentiful, and that pupils were drinking. 

Several pupils made statements (~, P-10, P-11). As each pupil answered the 

questions, the principal recorded their responses. A female assistant principal was 

present. When completed, the form was given to the pupil. If all facts were correct, the 

pupil signed the statement and the assistant principal witnessed the signature. 

On cross-examination, the principal stated that the pupils were not 

represented by counsel at the first interview nor were any parents present. All writing on 

these forms is the principal's except for the pupils' signatures. These are not sworn 

statements. 

The principal also stated that when he questioned the respondent on March 19 

concerning the March 16 party, he did not advise the respondent that the respondent could 

have a representative present. The respondent stated that he was there and further 
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stated that Ahern has a tendency to let things get out of hand. The respondent's written 

statement of March 21 says alcohol was present but does not say that it was plentiful and 

does not mention that Ahern has a tendency to let things get out of hand. The 
respondent's ,.,arch 28 statement is consistent with his statement of March 21. 

IV. 
DISCUSSION, FINDING AND CONCLUSIONS 

Concerning the admission into evidence of the deposition of T.C. I ruled, 

subsequent to the hearing, as follows: 

At the conclusion of plenary hearing in this matter on August 21, 
1985, I advised counsel that I would rule on "'1r. Blunda's ;notion to 
strike the deposition of T.c. before counsel made their posthearing 
submissions. 

Inasmueh as the events surrounding the departure of T.C. from the 
jurisdiction were outside the control of both parties, counsel relied 
on the representation of T.C.'s parents that she would leave for 
school on August 18, the deposition was applied for and taken in 
good faith, and both parties were present at the taking, the 
deposition is admitted into evidence as petitioner's exhibit 1 (P-1). 
The initial decision win discuss the weight that may be accorded to 
this document in evidence. 

Having read the deposition I PI.MO the preserved testimony to be corroborative 

of the testimony given at hearing by C.L., C.M. and C.P. Although the document clearly 

is hearsay, it is admitted pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-15.8(a). I FINO and CONCLUDE that 

the deposition is corrobative in nature and reliable. No Ultimate finding or fact in this 

matter rests on the deposition. N.J.A.c. hl-15.8(b). 

CHARGE ONE 

The respondent asserts that there Is no evidence in the record to support the 

Board's charge that he condoned the consumption of alcohol by students. To the contrary, 

the record is devoid of any evidenae of intoxication, student or otherwise. Moreover, he 

denies bringing aleohol, serving alcohol or permitting students to drink aleohol. That 

testimony Is unrebUtted. The only student who testified that she drank beer gave no 

indication that the respondent saw her consume it. 
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Yet the record shows that members of the girls' basketball team attended the 

two parties, were not of legal age to consume alcoholic beverages, did consume alcoholic 

beverages, and were not advised by the teachers and coaches, with whom they were 

socializing, not to consume alcoholic beverages. 

The record also shows the respondent enjoyed excellent rapport with his pupils. 

The pupils' testimony as well as the respondent's shows that the pupils looked to him for 

guidance. Whether a teaching staff member seeks a role or not, he is a role model. The 

petitioner here abrogated his role. While he should have been setting an example, he 

condoned the drinking of alcoholic beverages by pupils under the legal drinking age and he 

socialized with these pupils while the drinking occurred. His lack of proper judgment 

CllSts doubt on his fitness to teach. 

99: 

In Tenure of Tordo, 1974 ~ 97, the Commissioner of Education states at 

In making a determination in the instant matter, the Commissioner 
must consider not only the effect of his decision on the respondent, 
but on the pupils, their parents, other teaching staff members, and 
the community at Large. 

As the Board effectively argues, if the respondent's behavior is tolerated, the 

wrong impression will be transmitted to the pupils, their parents, other teaching staff 

members and the community at large. 

Having reviewed all evidence pertinent to Charge One, I FIND it contrary to 

common sense that the respondent could h&ve attended the parties but not know what was 

going on. There is no fine point of law here. This is a simple fact question. The 

testimony adduced convinces me that the respondent was present, the respondent knew 

what wllS going on and the respondent did nothing to stop behavior which he has said in his 

own testimony he regards as imprope~. I further FIND that the Board has proven Charge 

One by a preponderance of the credible evidence in the record. 

CHARGE TWO 

The second charge concerns kissing a 17-year-old female pupil while at a party 

at another teacher's home in 1984. C.M., the pupil who testified to consuming beer at the 
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1984 party, also stated that at the same party she was kissed on the lips by the respondent 

while the two of them were alone in the kitehen. Her testimony was both explieit and 

eredible. 

The respondent's assertion that the members of the basketball team regarded 

him as "someone somewhat different than any other teaching staff member," begs the 

point. The pupils' perception of the respondent does nothing to lessen his responsibility as 

a teaching staff member. In fact, the special relationship he enjoyed with his pupils 

placed him in a situation in whieh he had to be more vigilant than the ordinary teaching 

staff member. This is so because the minor pupils in question placed speeial faith and 

confidence in him. 

Therefore, no matter in what guise, when the respondent kissed a minor pupil, 

he violated a basic tenet of professional behavior. In Tenure of Sammons, 1972 ~ 

302, the Commissioner stated at 321: 

[ TJ he teachers of this State ••• are professional employees to 
whom the people have entrusted the care and custody of tens of 
thousands of sehool children with the hope that this trust will 
result in the maximum educational growth and development of 
each individual child. This heavy duty requires a duty of self
restraint and controlled behavior rarely requisite to other types of 
employment. 

The facts behind the charge are not in dispute. The petitioner's attempts to 

minimize the import of the incident actually accomplish the contrary. C.M.'s testimony 

concerning a telephone call from the respondent on the dey following the incident 

similarlY does nothing to assuage. Having reviewed all evidenee relevant to the charge, I 

FIND the Board has proven Charge Two by a preponderance of the credible evidence in 

the record. 

CHARGE THREE 

The third charge against the respondent is that he attended a seeond beer

drinking party with teachers and pupils present. The pupils' ages at that party ranged 

from 15 to 18. I FDfD from the testimony that the respondent could not have been 

unaware that the pupils were drinking alcoholic beverages. In a statement given tothe 

principal on M~rch 21, 1985, he stated that "almost everybody" was drinking beer. The 
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statements and testimony of certain pupils involved make clear that they did, indeed, 

drink beer at the party. See !l.:i:.• P-10. 

In addition, the respondent stated tl;M t he circulated among the guests 

throughout the party, that he spoke to or in some way communicated with all of the 

guests. It seems contrary to common experience that in doing so the respondent would 

fail to recognize that pupils were drinking alcoholic beverages. 

The respondent testified that he did not at any point make an announcement to 

the effect that pupils should not drink beer or, if they had already drunk beer, should drink 

no more. (T-2, 117-118). 

The respondent further testified that, so long as he Js not the host but merely 

a guest, pupils are permitted to drink alcoholic beverages in his presence. 

I FIND the Board's assertion that the petitioner's actions amount to condoning 

what occurred at the party constitute unbecoming conduct as set forth in ~ 

l8A:6-10, to be true in fact. 

CHARGE FOUR 

The facts concerning Charge Four are not in dispute. The pupil, C.L., testified 

she was in a bedroom with the respondent for 15 to 20 minutes. (T-1, 22-23). The 

respondent, while sitting on the bed, put both arms around her and kissed on the lips for 

two to three seconds. (T-1, 22-25). The respondent admitted this incident in his 

testimony (T-2, 146). 

The petitioner's explanation that he was comforting the pupil - the same 

explanation he offered as to Charge Two is not acceptable. 

I FIND that the physical contact was unwarranted and an abuse of the trust 

that the respondent had built up between himself and the members of the team. I further 

PIND that this is conduct unbecoming a teaching staff member. 
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CONCLUSION 

In Redeay v. State Bd. of Ed., 130 ~ 369 (Sup. Ct. 1943), aff'd 131 ~ 

326 (E. & A. 1944), the Court adopted the language of the Commissioner that 

Unfitness for a task is best shown by numerous incidents. 
Unfitness for a position under a sehool system is best evidenced by 
a series of incidents. Unfitness to hold a post might be shown by 
one incident, If sufficiently flagrant, but it might also be shown by 
many incidents. (130 ~at 371). 

Although any of the proven charges, standing alone, would be sufficient ground 

to recommend the dismissal of the respondent, I CONCLUDE that the cumulative effect 

of the charges goes so far beyond the standard established in Redcay, above, as to require 

the State Board of Examiners to be apprised of the decision in this ease. 

It is ORDERED that Michael Gwaley shall be and is hereby DISMISSED as a 

teaching staff member in the employ of the Middletown Township Board of Edueation 

retroactive to the date of his suspension, and it is further ORDERED that a copy of the 

final decision in this matter be forwarded to the State Board of Examiners for its review 

and, in its discretion, further appropriate action. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMIIU9SIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a rinal decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so aet in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in aceordanee with 

N .. J.S.A. 52:14B-10. 
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I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

BiiJCECCAMPBELL, AL:i 

DATE l)tl,; 1 Q lg85 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

DEC 2 0 198b 
DATE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

bc/ee 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF MICHAEL GWALEY, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP 

OF MIDDLETOWN, MONMOUTH COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. It is noted that exceptions 
were timely filed by the parties pursuant to N.J.A~~· l:l-16.4a, b, 
and c. 

Respondent initially avers that it was prejudicial error 
for the Administrative Law Judge to base his findings upon 
paraphrase and characterized testimony, rather than the verbatim 
testimony from the official court transcript. The court • s failure 
to support its findings with transcript references, respondent 
argues, makes it enormously difficult to formulate the exceptions to 
his decision. More importantly, respondent avows, 

***the fact of the matter is that many of the 
Court's findings and conclusions are not sup
ported by the testimony in the record or the 
paraphrased testimony is an inaccurate or incom
plete recitation of the verbatim testimony. 

(emphasis in text) 
(Respondent's Exceptions, at p. 2) 

In addition to his introductory exception, respondent 
raises ten other exceptions which are summarized below: 

1. It was prejudicial error for the ALJ to 
exclude the testimony of one of the respon
dent's three witnesses since the basis for 
the ruling, undue consumption of time, was 
never established. 

2. It was reversible error to admit into evi
dence a deposition in lieu of live tes
timony, particularly when the witness was 
available to testify, despite sworn repre
sentation to the contrary. 

3. The court erroneously made findings 
regarding a party in February 1985 after 
ruling it was not a part of the tenure 
charges and excluding evidence on that 
subject. 
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4. The court's findings with regard to tenure 
Charge No. 1 are unsupported by the record. 

5. It is inconceivable that respondent can be 
guilty of unbecoming conduct for being a 
guest at the 1983-84 girls' basketball party 
(1984 party) when no other attendee was 
disciplined, including the host, who 
provided alcoholic beverages and arranged a 
sleepover. 

6. The Commissioner of Education must reject 
the ALJ's initial decision and recommenda
tions since he made findings of fact 
unsupported by the record and omitted 
relevant testimony in the record. 

7. The AW erroneously failed to differentiate 
between the gravity of the offenses com
mitted by respondent, guests and the host of 
the parties in question. 

8. The recommended penalty of tenure revocation 
must be rejected by the Commissioner since 
the AW erroneously failed to consider 
respondent's prior exemplary record in 
determining an appropriate penalty. 

9. Even assuming arguendo that the court's 
factual conclusions were accurate, the 
penalty of tenure revocation was. nonethe
less, totally inappropriate for a teacher 
with thirteen years of exemplary service. an 
unblemished record and a long history of 
voluntary and extracurricular activities for 
the district. 

10. It was clear and reversible error for the 
ALJ to ignore the pupils' own version of the 
physical contact with respondent. 

The Board, on its part in reply except ions, refutes point 
by point the contentions raised by respondent in his exceptions, and 
the Commissioner incorporates such reply exceptions herein by 
reference. 

Having comprehensively reviewed the transcripts. briefs and 
exceptions filed in this matter, the Commissioner concurs with the 
Order of Dismissal for the reasons set forth below. Be finds that, 
save for Exception No. 3, which, along with the other exceptions and 
reply exceptions, will be addressed at length below. respondent's 
exceptions to the initial decision are without merit. 
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Respondent's introductory exception, which avers that the 
ALJ based his findings upon paraphrase and characterized testimony 
rather than the verbatim testimony from the official court tran
scripts, is a blanket observation which respondent addresses in 
Exception No. 4 through specific references from the transcript. 
The Commissioner will address those specific allegations in a 
subsequent portion of his decision. Further, even assuming arguendo 
that the initial decision fails to document each finding with 
transcript references, the Commissioner has the actual testimony 
before him whereby he may make his own determination as to whether 
any particular conclusion was accurate. Finally, the Commissioner's 
decision is based upon the total record before him. Failure on the 
part of an ALJ to cite transcript references at every juncture does 
not rise to the level of prejudicial error. 

Similarly, the Commissioner finds that the ALJ's excluding 
the testimony of respondent's wife on the bas is of "undue consump
tion of time" (Initial Decision, ante) does not rise to the level of 
prejudicial error. On the contrar~the ALJ's determination in this 
regard is consistent with the rules of evidence, case law and our 
administrative regulations. (See Initial Decision, ante, for dis
cussion, citations.) Further, the Commissioner agrees with the 
ALJ' s determination that the wife • s testimony could only represent 
corroboration of the character of respondent, who himself testified, 
since she was not present at the time of the incidents in question. 
Thus, whether all five of the days scheduled for hearing were 
expended, as respondent argues, is immaterial to whether the 
testimony in question constituted "surplusage." (Initial Decision, 
ante) Exception No. 1, therefore, is dismissed. 

Respondent's Exception No. 2 is likewise deemed to be with
out merit. While the Commissioner agrees that, in light of the fact 
that it was learned sometime in the middle of the hearing that T.C., 
the deponent in question, was, in fact, available at the time of the 
hearing, both parties held a good faith belief that she would be 
unavailable. Further, both parties were represented at the deposi
tion of T.C. and there was ample opportunity provided then for 
cross-examination of the witness. The record indicates that the 
situation that prevented T.C. from leaving for school before 
August 18, the date of the first day of the hearing, was documented 
by affidavit, reflecting the change in circumstances. It is also 
clear from the record, and the ALJ so states in the initial deci
sion, that "no ultimate finding of fact in this matter rests on the 
deposition." (Initial Decision, ante) Since it is clear that 
hearsay testimony is permissible rn--administrative hearings (see 
Initial Decision, ante, for citation of cases in support of this 
proposition), and the ALJ properly determined that the weight to be 
assigned such hearsay is as corroboration only, the Commissioner 
finds that respondent's Exception No. 2 is without foundation. 

However, the Commissioner does find merit in Exception 
No. 3, in which respondent argues that the court erred in making a 
finding regarding a party in February 1985, inasmuch as there was no 
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tenure charge filed against respondent in connection with that 
party. The Commissioner discounts any conclusion in the initial 
decision based upon the confusion of the ALJ pertaining to the party 
of February 1985. Notwithstanding such determination, and viewed in 
the context of the total record, the ALJ's reference to the February 
1985 party is in no way fatal to the ultimate conclusion made by the 
ALJ. In fact, as noted by the Board in its reply exceptions: 

***[T]he recordation of the testimony of the 
respondent regarding the three parties appears in 
Part III of the Initial Decision which is the 
Testimony section of the decision. Part IV is 
the Discussion, Findings and Conclusions section 
of the Initial Decision. In the latter the Judge 
does discuss and make particular findings and 
conclusions with regard to each of the four 
charges in question and supports same with case 
law and statutory references. 

(Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 3) 

The Commissioner finds, in review of the whole record before him, 
that there was no prejudicial error as a result of this information 
appearing in the initial decision that could be construed as 
tainting the entire proceedings. Exception No. 3 is therefore 
dismissed. 

Exception No. 4 avers that the court's findings with regard 
to tenure Charge No. 1 are unsupported in the record. The Commis
sioner agrees with the Board that "[n]othing can be further from the 
truth." (Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 3) The Commissioner notes 
that each of the allegedly unsupported conclusions have been 
addressed by the Board in its reply exceptions, which provide 
excerpts from the record in rebuttal to respondent's content ions. 
Those portions of the record providing support for the conclusions 
reached by the ALJ are cited below. Respondent avers that the court 
has conveniently found him "guilty of Tenure Charge No. One by 
finding him guilty of Charges Two, Three and Four and each charge 
levelled against John Ahern [the teacher who hosted the party]." 
(Respondent's Exceptions, at p. 13) 

Respondent freely admitted that he attended the party fol
lowing the 1983-84 girls' basketball season (Tr.II-91-92), as well 
as the one of March 16, 1985 (Tr. II-156-157), that he circulated 
among the guests at the party, which the record clearly indicates 
was attended by minor pupils and other faculty. Canned beer was 
available to the students at the party and C.M. did consume two or 
three cans of beer at the party. (Tr. I-40) There was testimony 
that there had been no announcement at this party that pupils could 
not drink the beer and that pupils other than C .M. did also drink 
alcoholic beverages. (Tr. I-43) Further, the record is unequivocal, 
contrary to respondent's Exception VI, that respondent, by his 
presence alone, knew of and condoned the drinking of alcoholic 
beverages by minor pupils and, further, that he was of the opinion 
that he had no obligation or responsibility concerning the 
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consumption of alcohol by minors where he was not the host of the 
party. (Tr.II-117-118, 155-156) 

Also, respondent admitted that he had heard C. M. testify 
that she had two or three cans of beer at the aforementioned party 
and he had no reason to doubt that testimony. (Tr. II-96) As the 
Board averred in its reply exceptions: 

In view of this testimony, the Administrative Law 
Judge concluded that it was contrary to common 
sense to accept the fact that respondent was in 
attendance, but was unaware of what was 
occurring. As the Administrative Law Judge 
pointed out, this does not involve a fine point 
of law. It merely involved a fact question. The 
Judge, based on the evidence, found that the 
Board had proven the charge in question and that 
Michael Gwaley•s conduct in attending and 
condoning such a party was conduct unbecoming a 
teacher as set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10. The 
Exception is without merit.----~ 

(Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 3) 

The Commissioner concurs. 

Respondent's behavior in attending the party and condoning 
the pupils' drinlt:ing cannot be excused on the pretext that he was 
not the host nor personally served any alcoholic beverages, as 
respondent avers in his Exception v. As noted by the Board: 

The record is replete with references to Michael 
Gwaley•s good rapport with his students, the fact 
that they looked to him for guidance and com
fort. He unquestionably stood in the position of 
a role model. His conduct should have been that 
of an exemplar, on the contrary. he condoned the 
drinking of alcoholic beverages by students under 
the legal drinking age. Not only did he condone 
it, he socialized with these students while it 
was occurring. This is conduct unbecoming a 
teacher. His lack of proper judgment calls in 
question his fitness to teach. 

(Board's Post-Bearing Brief, at p. 2) 

Petitioner • s post-hearing brief cites In the Matter of the 
Tenure Bearing of Ernest Tordo, 1974 S.L.D. 97, 99 wherein the 
Commissioner held: 

In making a determination in the instant matter, 
the Commissioner must consider not only the 
effect of his decision on the respondent. but on 
the pupils, their parents. other teaching staff 
members, and the community at large. (Id. at p. 2) 
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The Commissioner agrees with the Board's comment that 

***[s ]should Michael Gwaley' s tenure not be 
severed, the Commissioner would effectively be 
announcing to the pupils of Middletown Township, 
their parents, other teaching staff members and 
the community at large that in New Jersey, there 
is no objection to teachers and students 
socializing at parties where everyone is 
permitted to consume alcoholic beverages, even 
the students under the legal drinking age. 

(Id .• at p. 2) 

Contrary to respondent • s Exception VII in which he addresses the 
issue of the host's and respondent's penalties, it is of no moment 
in this case who was host, who else was present or what penalty they 
were meted, nor who helped whom to a drink. Rather, what is 
important is whether the charge against respondent is, in fact, true 
and has been proved and, if so, whether the penalty of dismissal is 
warranted in the instant case. In regard to these matters. the ALJ 
has made specific findings of fact. Based on the record, the ALJ 
was satisfied that respondent, by his attendance and conduct at the 
1984 party -- and in the Commissioner's opinion also by his conduct 
in attending the March 16, 1985 party -- was guilty of unbecoming 
conduct. The Commissioner finds no basis to upset the finding and 
concurs with it. 

The Commissioner's conclusion is the same concerning the 
two separate instances where respondent kissed female pupils on the 
lips. Respondent admits both Charge No. 2 (Tr.II-96-97) and Charge 
No. 4 (Tr.II-146). Respondent's explanation that, in both 
instances, he was simply comforting the pupils concerned is neither 
clear from the record nor is it an excuse for such behavior. The 
settings of these episodes, isolated in the ld tchen at the 1984 
party, and secluded in the bedroom at the March 16, 1985 party. 
further belie the "friendly peck" rationale proffered by respondent 
in explanation of his behavior. Nothing in respondent's exceptions, 
including his otherwise exemplary record as averred in his 
Exceptions VIII and IX, nor in the Commissioner's review of the 
record, convinces him that such conduct can be construed as anything 
but entirely outside the standards of deportment established for 
teachers in In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Ja~e L. 
Sammons, 1972 S.L.D. 302, which states: 

***(Teachers] are professional employees to whom 
the people have entrusted the care and custody of 
*** school children with the hope that this trust 
will result in the maximum educational growth and 
development of each individual child. This heavy 
duty requires a degree of self-restraint and 
controlled behavior rarely requisite to other 
types of employment. As one of the most dominant 
and influential forces in the lives of the 
children, who are compelled to attend the public 
schools, the teacher is an enormous force for 
improving the public weal. (at 321) 
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Regardless of the fact that the record indicates that one of the 
pupils testified "I didn't think anything of it" when asked her 
reaction to being kissed by respondent (Tr.I-31), the context 
surrounding the incident as well as the inappropriateness of 
physical contact between a teacher and a pupil leaves no question in 
the mind of the Commissioner that the behavior was entirely uncalled 
for. Add to that the testimony of the other pupil kissed who 
testified as follows: 

Q. The question was asked of you: "Now, again, 
Mr. Gwaley kissing you, was that a prolonged 
kiss?" and your answer was: "No." 

Was that accurate? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And the question is asked at line 11: 
"Okay. Would you classify it more than a 
friendly peck?" 

Your answer: "Yeah." (Tr.I-61-62) 

and what emerges is a clear indication of conduct unbecoming a 
teacher, repeated on more than one occasion. Respondent's Exception 
X, which averred that the physical contact between him and these 
pupils cannot be viewed in the abstract, is noted. In both 
incidents, the contact between respondent and the pupils occur red 
while at a party where pupils and teachers were socializing. where 
alcoholic beverages were available and consumed by both the adults 
present and the pupils. As the ALJ notes, the kiss in both 
incidents was on the lips, no one else was present at the time, and 
the encounters involved an embrace as well lasting two to three 
seconds. Nothing in the record before him suggests that the ALJ 
considered the physical contact in each instance in the abstract. 
The facts are plain. The behavior of respondent was absolutely 
inappropriate and unmitigated by his dedicated service or the 
"special relationship between these three individuals." 
(Respondent's Exceptions, at p. 27) 

For the reasons stated herein, the Commissioner adopts as 
the final decision in this matter the judge's recommendation dis
missing Michael Gwaley from his position as a teaching staff member 
in the employ of the Middletown Township Board of Education effec
tive as of the date of this decision. It is further ordered that a 
copy of the final decision in this matter be forwarded to the State 
Board of Examiners for its review and, in its discretion, further 
appropriate action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

January 30, 1986 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF MICHAEL GWALEY, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWN

SHIP OF MIDDLETOWN, MONMOUTH 

COUNTY. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, January 30, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Respondent, Kalac and Newman 
(Peter P. Kalac, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Appellant, Oxfeld, Cohen and Blunda 
(Mark J. Blunda, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

June 4, 1986 
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NEWARK BOARD OF BDUCA'nON, 

Petitioner, 
v. 

JEAN E. SMlTH, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6259-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 306-8/85 

Boxune .laa. Grepry, Asst. Counsel, for petitioner 
(Vickie A. Donaldson, General Counsel of Newark Board oC Education, attorney) 

No appearance on behalf of respondent 

Record Closed: November 21, 1985 Decided: December 24, 1985 

BEFORE KBN R. SPR.INOER, ALJ: 

Statement or the Case 

This Is a tenure proceeding brought by the Newark Board of Education ("Board") 

against an elementary school teacher. Presently, the matter comes before the OCfice of 

Administrative Law on the Board's motion for summary decision Cor respondent's fallure 

to answer the pending tenure charges. The Board is seeking to dismiss respondent 
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Jean E. Smith ("Smith") on various charges, including use of corporal punishment. As a 

result of the last incident, the Board suspended Smith from all teaching duties on January 

28, 1983, but continued paying her salary Wltil August 27, 1985. 

Two issues are presented for determination. First, whether the Board has 

satisfied the requirements of ~· 18A:6-ll for service of tenure charges upon an 

accused employee. Second, whether the record contains sufficient evidence to justify 

dismissal of Smith for "Wtbecoming conduct" or "other just cause" Wlder the Tenure 

Employees Hearing Law,~· 18A:6-IO. 

Procedural History 

By resolution adopted on August 27, 1985, the Board determined the existence of 

probable cause to credit the evidence in support of tenure charges which, if true, would be 

sufficient to warrant dismissal of Smith from her employment. On August 29, 1985, the 

Board filed these charges, together with a sworn statement of evidence and voluminous 

supporting documents, with the Commissioner of Education. When Smith failed to file an 

answer within the extended time period of 30 days, the Commissioner transmitted the 

matter to the Office of Administrative Law on October 1, 1985 Cor handling as a contested 

case. Smith did not attend the prehearing conference scheduled for October 16, 1985. 

Subsequently, on November 14, l985, the Board filed the present motion, together with 

supporting certification and brief. Oral argument was heard on November 15, 1985. Upon 

receipt of a supplemental affidavit submitted by the Board, the record closed on 

November 21, 1985. Documents considered in deciding this motion are listed in the 

appendix. For the reasons which follow, the Board's motion for summary decision will be 
granted. 

Findings of Fact 

All of the relevant facts are set forth in uncontested certifications or affidavits 

supplied by the Board. t FIND: 
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Much of the evidence relates to the efforts made by the Board to serve notice of 

the tenure charges on Smith. Employees of the district are required to keep the Board 

informed of any change of address. Section 4U2.fl of the Board's regulations provides: 

Teachers shall notify the executive director of personnel, 
immediately in writing of any change of name or address in order 
that the department of personnel's records may be kept up to date at 
all times. 

Smith was aware of this requirement, as shown by her compliance on two prior occasions. 

On August 30, 1983, Smith filed a change of address form indicating a change of address 

from 1047 A Sheridan Avenue, Elizabeth, New Jersey to 521 East Elizabeth Avenue, 

Linden, New Jersey 07036. Later, on December 19, 1983, she again notified the Board of 

a change of address to 325 West Jersey Street, 3-c, Elizabeth, New Jersey. She 

continued to receive and cash payroll cheeks sent to that address until the end of the 

1984-85 school year. Her last payroll cheek, issued June 26, 1985, was returned to the 

Board undelivered. 

Before leaving her last known residence, Smith had 11.ctual notice that the 

institution of tenure charges against her was imminent. In l11.te March 1985, the Board 

sent a letter to Smith at her last known address asking that she contact the its legal 

representative to discuss the filing of tenure charges. During a telephone conversation on 

March 28, 1985, the Board's attorney "informed her that the filing of tenure charges had 

been recommended and suggested to her possible alternatives." Smith promised to discuss 

the matter with appropriate pei'SOIIS and get baek to the Board's attorney. Thereafter, on 

April 3, 1985, Smith telephoned the Board's attorney 11.nd indicated "that she would be 

resigning her position with the Board and ••• would forward the appropriate papers." No 

letter of resignation was ever received. This was the last direct contact between the 

Board and Smith. 

Consequently, the Board prepared written tenure charges, along with statements 

of evidence under oath, and att~mpted to serve these documents on Smith. At least two 

attempts were made to obtain personal service. On August 8, 1985, a messenger from the 

Board went to 325 West Jersey Street in Elizabeth in order to deliver a paeksge 
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containing the documents. He encountered a woman who "appeared in a third fioor 

window and indicated that Jean Smith did not live there and had moved sometime ago." 

Next day, on August 9, 1985, the Board's attorney visited the same address. She was 

"unable to gain entry into the building" and "reeeived no response when ringing the 

doorbell." While at the location, she "observed that the name 'M. Mitchell' appeared on 

the mailbox designated 3-c." 

Simultaneously, the Board attemped to effect service by mail. On August 8, 

1985, a clerk employed by the Board mailed the documents to Smith at her last known 

address by certified mail. On the following day, August 9, 1985, the clerk mailed the 

documents by express and by regular mail. Ultimately, all three envelopes were returned 

as undeliverable. 

After its vote to certify tenure charges, on August 28, 1985 the Board again tried 

to serve the necessary papers on Smith by certified mail directed to her last known 
address. Onee more, the post office returned the envelope marked "addresse unknown." 

At the direction of the Administrative Law Judge, the Board tonk further steps to locate 

the missing Smith. On or about October 18, 1985, the Board made inquiries of the post 

office, the local police department, the Division of Motor Vehicles and Smith's next of 

kin. None of these sources provided any leads to Smith's current whereabouts. 

With respect to the merits of the underlying charges, the Board's statement of 

evidence has attached over '10 observation reports, evaluation reports, incident reports 

and other documents to substantiate Its allegations against Smith. Complaints came from 

school administrators, teachers, and the parents of children whom Smith mistreated. The 

most serious complaints involve incidents of physical abuse of children entrusted to 

Smith's care. illustratively, on January 26, 1983, another teacher heard screaming and ran 
"into the room ••. where Ms. Smith was holding (aJ student's chin forcefully." A vice 

principal who examined the child immediately after the incident reported that " ( hl er 

lower lip was bleeding and a red mark was on her right cheek." Shortly thereafter, the 

child's mother asked to have her daughter removed from Smith's class. Similarly, on 
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December 8, 1982 a second parent told the vice principal that Smith had "pinched/twisted 

[her son's] lips and had 'busted' his mouth." Confronted with this charge, Smith admitted 

that "in the past she has touched pupil's lips" but ip this particular case she had "gently 

maneuvered him to the door and pushed him out of the room." Earlier, on October 8, 1982, 

a third parent informed sehool authorities that Smith had disciplined her daughter for 

talking in class by holding her mouth, shaking her head and scratching her face. Smith 

admitted "putting her hand in [the child's) face," but claimed that the scratch was 

"accidental." On yet another occasion, on May 18, 1982, Smith scratched a child's face so 

deeply that the sehool nurse had to clean the cut and apply antibiotic ointment. 

Besides these and several other examples of the improper use of physical force, 

the record is replete with eomments about Smith's inability to teach and her lack of 

adequate preparation. Unsatisfactory performance ratings by Smith's supervisors cite 

innumerable instances where Smith failed to submit lesson plans, failed to provide any 

meaningful instruction, or failed to encourage individual participation by her students. 

One observation report, dated December 22, 1980, described the classroom atmosphere as 

"complete chaos" and the lesson as "totally unsatisfactory." Another observation report, 

dated March 4, 1981, mentioned that the teacher "has little, if any, control of [the] 

class,• and that the students In her class display "a lack of motivation to learn." 

Aeeordlng to reports of observations on September 11 and October 25, 1982, Smith's 

students appeared "visibly bored." Notwithstanding the suggestions for change by her 

supervisors, Smith's performance did not improve over time. 1n a letter dated October 25, 

1982, a resource technician blamed the lack of pi'OfP'ess on Smith's own "negative attitude 

toward any suggestions given." Rather than trying to follow any ideas for Improvement, 

Smith offered "many excuses as to why [aueh suggestions) can't be implemented." 

Conclusions of Law 

Based on the foregoing facts and the applicable law, 1 CONCLUDE that the 

Board has satisfied the statutory requirements for notice; and, further, that the proofs are 

sufficient to justify dismissal for "unbecoming conduct" or "other just cause." 
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Tenure protects qualifying teachers from arbitrary dismissal or reduction in 

compensation. ~· 18A:28-5, SJ!iewak v. Rutherford Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 63 (1982). 

Apart from reductions in force for valid reasons of economy, a board .or education can 

remove a tenured teacher only for "inefficiency, incapacity, unbecoming conduct, or other 

just cause." ~· 18A:6-10. Procedural safeguards, including notice requirements, are 

written into the law for the benefit of teachers • .N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll provides, in part: 

Any charge made against any employee of a board of education under 
tenure ••• shall be filed with the secretary of the board in writing, 
and a written statement of evidence under oath to support such 
charge shall be presented to the board. The board of education shall 
forthwith provide such employee with a copy of the charge, a copy of 
the statement of the evidence, and an opportunity to submit a 
written statement of evidence under oath with respect thereto. 
After consideration of the charge, •.• ( t] he board of education shall 
forthwith notify the employee against whom the charge has been 
made of its determination, personally or by certified mail directed to 
his last known address. 

Where a statute authorizes service by mail, such service is "deemed complete when [the 

notice] is deposited in the post office, properly addressed and with the proper amount of 

postage." Amodio v. Civil Serv. Comm'n, 8l.!'!_d. ~· 22, 27 (App. Div. 1963). 

Actual receipt of notice by the addressee is not legally necessary, as long as the 

method chosen for delivery is •reasonably calculated, under all the circumstances, to 

apprise interested parties of the pendency of the action and afford them an opportunity to 

present their objections. • Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank &: Trust Co., 339 ~· 306, 313 

(1950); N.J. Dist. Ct. Ass'n v. N.J. Sup. Ct., No. L-36201-85 (Law Div. June 5, 1985) 

(approved for publication). Here the Board fUlly met its statutory obligation under 

~· 18A:6-ll when it sent a copy of the charges and statement or evidence by 

certified mail to Smith at the last known address in her personnel file. Significantly, that 

last known address was one at which Smith had regularly collected payroll cheeks issued 

by the Board. 

Additionally, the Board went beyond the minimum notice requirements imposed 

by statute. Not only did the Board seek to serve- Smith by regular and express as well as 

certified mail, it also exhausted all reasonable means of tracking her new address. 
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Moreover, Smith had a duty to report any change of address to her employer. While she 

may not have received notice of the tenure proceeding itself. she was aware that the 

Board was preparing charges against her. If she had wanted to enter her defense, it would 

have been easy for her to keep in touch with the Board. Instead, she left without leaving 

any forwarding address. School law descisions have consistently upheld the removal of 

tenured teachers whom the board, despite diligent effort, could no longer find to serve 

with papers. In re Donald Fancera, 1980 S.L.O. _ (Comm'r of Ed. 1980) (unsuccessful 

attempts to communicate with respondent by telephone, mail, and repeated visits to place 

of business); In re Ha:tes, 1975 ~· 18 (Comm'r of Ed. 1975) (respondent "absented 

himself" and efforts to reach him "proved unsuccessful"); In re Turner, 1972 ~· 507 

(Comm'r of Ed. 1972) (respondent had been evicted from her apartment and landlord did 

not know her whereabouts). 

There are ample facts recited in the reports to warrant dismissal of Smith from 

her teaching position. Such reports, prepared in the ordinary course of business, are 

commonly regarded as trustworthy and reliable. Reliance on the contents of these reports 

is further strengthened by the fact that the described conduct is not an isolated instance, 

but rather a series of events independently corroborated by more than one witness. No 

reason exists to doubt the accuracy of similar statements by so many impartial observers. 

Taken as a whole, the reports reveal a continuing pattern of abusive and unprofessional 

behavior on the part of Smith. Absent any explanation of the circumstances by Smith 

herself, the unrefuted evidence presented by the Board must be accepted as true. 

Order 

It is ORDERED that Jean E. Smith is hereby dismissed from her employment by 

the Newark Board of Education. 

And further ORDERED that Smith's suspension without salary, effective August 

27, 1985, is affirmed. 
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TIIis recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMJSSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAOL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with ~· 

52:14B-10. 

DATE 

DATE 
al 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

Of"' ... ?
c.:.,' ; 

DEC 3 o 1985 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

._ ... , .... 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

FOR OFFICE OF ADMINI§'f'RA TIVE LAw 
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APPENDIX 

List of Exhibits 

No. Description 

P-1 Copy of Regulation No. 4112.6 of the Newark Board of Education 

P-2 Copy of Circular No. 300 of the Newark Board of Education. revised 

November 18, 1975 

P-3 (a) Copy of change of address form signed by Jeanne E. Smith, dated 

August 30, 1983 

(b) Copy of a letter to the Newark Board of Education from Jeanne E. 

Smith, dated December 19, 1983 

P-4 Certification of Roxanne Jones Gregory, dated November 14, 1985, 

with attached exhibits: 

Exhibit A 

Exhibit B 

Exhibit c 

Exhibit D 

Copy of letter to Ms. Jeanne Smith from Karimu F. Hill 

Harvey, Esq., dated March 2L, 1985 

Copy of affidavit of Robert Walker, dated August 8, 1985 

Copy of affidavit ot service by Roxanne Jones Gregory, dated 

August 9, 1985 

Copy of envelope sent by certified mail to Jeanne Smith, 325 

West Jersey Street, Apt. 3C, Elizabeth, New Jersey 07202 
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Exhibit D-1 

Exhibit E 

Exhibit F 

Exhibit G-1 

Exhibit G-2 

Exhibit H 

Exhibit f 

Exhibit J 

Exhibit K 

Exhibit L 

Copy of a letter to Jeanne Smith from the Newark Board of 

Education, dated August 7, 1985 

Copy of a customer receipt for express mail delivery 

Copy of proof of service by Jean E. Durden, dated August 9, 

1985 

Copy of a letter to Jeanne Smith from the Newark Board of 

Education, dated August 28, 1985 

Copy of an envelope sent by certified mail to Jeanne Smith, 325 

West Jersey Street, Apt. 3C, Elizabeth, New Jersey 07202 

Copy of a letter to the Elizabeth branbh of the United States 

Post Office from Roxanne Jones Gregory, dated October 18, 
1985 

Copy of a response from the Elizabeth branch of the United 

States Post Office, received November 1, 1985 

Copy or a letter to the Division of Motor Vehicles from 

Roxanne Jones Gregory, dated October 18, 1985 

Copy of a letter to John Brennas, Chief of Police, City of 

Elizabeth, New Jersey from Roxanne Jones Gregory, dated 

October 18, 1985 

Copy of a letter to Roxanne Jones Gregory from John F. 

Brennas, Chief of Police, City of Elizabeth, New Jersey, dated 

October 4, 1985 
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Exhibit M-1 Copy of a letter to Mrs. Donald H. Forbes from Roxanne Jones 

Gregory, dated October 23, 1985 

Exhibit M-2 Copy of an envelope sent by certified mail to Mrs. Donald 

Forbes, 3225 Bermuda Road, Lake Park, Florida 33403 

P-5 

OAL-1 

Affidavit of mailing by Jean E. Durden, dated November 15, 

1985 

(a) Original envelope on the stationary of the Department of 

Education addressed to Jeanne Smith, 325 West Jersey Street, 

Apt. 3C, Elizabeth, N.J. 07202, postmarked from Trenton on 

August 30, 1985 

(b) Copy of green return receipt 
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IN THE HATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF JEAN E. SMITH. SCHOOL 

DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF NEWARK, 

ESSEX COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered in the form of an 
Order for Summary Decision in the above-captioned matter have been 
reviewed. 

For the reasons set forth in the initial decision. the 
Commissioner concurs with the recommendation of the Office of 
Administrative Law to dismiss respondent from her tenured employment 
with the Newark Board of Education. The Commissioner cannot but 
express his strong disapproval, however. of the Board • s outrageous 
delay in considering written tenure charges against respondent. 
which delinquency resulted in the Board • s having to pay respondent 
from the date of her suspension, January 28, 1983, until August 27, 
1985, the date upon which the Board adopted the resolution 
determining the existence of probable cause to credit the evidence 
in support of the tenure charges against respondent. Such 
inordinate procrastination is tantamount to an abuse of the 
taxpayers• money and trust, notwithstanding the difficulty in trying 
to uncover respondent's whereabouts. 

The Board's Motion for Summary Decision is granted 
forthwith. Petitioner is dismissed from her tenured employment with 
the Newark Board of Education effective as of the date of this 
decision. It is further ordered that a copy of the final decision 
in this matter be forwarded to the State Board of Examiners for its 
review and, in its discretion, further appropriate action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

Februarv 4, 1Q36 
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MARIALANA SIRIANNI, 

Petitioner, 

V. 

HOWELL TOWNSmP BOARD 

OF EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2774-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 101-4/85 

Stephen B. Hunter, Esq., for petitioner (Klausner & Hunter, attorneys) 

Jan L. Wouters, Esq., for respondent (Bathgate, Wegener, Wouters & Neumann, 
attorneys) 

Record Closed: November 12, 1985 Decided: December 26, 1985 

BEFORE BROCE R. CAMPBELL, AW: 

Marialana Sirianni (petitioner) alleges the Howell Township Board of Education 

(Board) has improperly refused to comply with~ 18A:30-2.1 in connection with the 

dlsabUity she claims is service-connected. She further challenges the Board's refusal to 

allow her to return to work. 

The matter was opened before the Commissioner of Education and transmitted 

to the Office of Administrative Law for determination as a contested ease, pursuant to 

~ 52:148-l !!! !!.!!~•• and~ 52:14F-1 et ~· 

Arter notice, a prehearing conference was held on June 21, 1985, and certain 

procedures were settled. The matter was set down for hearing on September 18, 19 and 
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20, 1985. Following the prehearing eonference, but before commencement of hearing, the 

petitioner moved for summary decision in her favor. A joint stipulation of facts and all 

necessary papers were submitted by November 12, 1985. 

I. STIPULATED FACTS 

1. Petitioner is a tenured School Nurse employed by the respondent, Howell 

Township Board of Education. 

2. The Howell Township Board of Education is responsible for the 

supervision and administration of all schools subsumed within the Howell 

Township School District. 

3. Petitioner has been employed eontinuously as a School Nurse at the 

Newbury School within the Howell "'ownship School District since 

September 1968. 

4. During August 1984, petitioner, as part of her job duties and responsi

bilities as a School Nurse at the Newbury School, was involved in working 

with certain pre-school handicapped students and in the eourse of her 

duties and responsibilities as a School Nurse came in contact with 

excreta from said children. 

5. On August 28, 1984, petitioner became ill and on August 29, 1984 was 

admitted to the Jersey Shore Medical Center in Neptune, New Jersey at 

which time she was under the care of Dr. Joseph Schauer, Howell 

Township School Physician and Emergency Room Physician at the Jersey 

Shore '\'ledical Center on call and Dr. Mark Colmer, her private 

physician. 

6. Petitioner's illness was subsequently diagnosed as Shigellosis, which, as 

attested to by her private physician, Dr. Mark Colmer, was contracted 

while working with the aforementioned pre-school handicapped students 

as part of her professional responsibilities within the Howell Townshi!> 

Schoo~ District. Annexed hereto are copies of documentary evidence 

consisting of medical reports which clearly attest to the service-
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connected nature of petitioner's disability during the time period 

between September 1, 1984 and "'arch 6, 1985, when petitioner resumed 

working on a full-time basis as a School Nurse within the Howell 

Township School DistriC!t. These exhibits are annexed hereto as Exhibits 

A through N. 

7. With the exception of several hours of work performed on October 4, 

1984, petitioner was absent due to the aforesaid servi!!e-eonnected 

disability until "'arch 6, 1985. 

8. The respondent Board of Education plae!ed total reliance on the judgment 

of its workers' compensation insurance carrier, Liberty "'utual, InC!., with 

regard to the nature of petitioner's disability and made no independent 

investigation, pursuant to ~ l8A:30-2.1, to ascertain whether 

petitioner's disability was work related, pending the !!Ompletion of 

Liberty "'utual's investigation. 

9. Upon the exhaustion of her accumulated sick leave, petitioner initially 

did not receive any salary from the respondent Board of Education during 

the period between approximately November 10, 1984 and 'VIarch 5, 1985, 

notwithstanding medical documentation proffered to the Board that 

established that her disability was service-connected and should be 

treated in accordance with the prescriptions of~ 18A:30-2.1. 

10. In addition to the above, petitioner was advised that although certain of 

the fringe benefits accorded to professional employees within the Howell 

Township School District were provided to her during her period of 

disability, the Board of Education, as of November 20, 1984, unilaterally 

stopped making deductions to her tax-sheltered annuity program. 

11. On or about February 25, 1985, the respondent, after discussions with 

representatives of the Liberty "'utuallnsurance Company, finally agreed 

that petitioner had contracted Shigellosis because of her employment 

responsibilities. However, the respondent determined that ~ 

18A:30-2.1 would be applicable£!!.!! for the period between September 1, 

1984 and November 30, 1984. 
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12. As a result of Liberty '\'lutual's findings, the Board of Education 

subsequently complied with the prescriptions of N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 Y.!!: 
~petitioner through November 30, 1984, but has continued to insist, 

to date, that it has no obligation to remit any additional monies to 

petitioner pursuant to ~ I8A:30-2.1, unless directed to do so by 

the Commissioner of Education. 

13. On or about January 2, 1985, petitioner telephoned a representative of 

the Board of Education stating that she had received permission to 

return to work from her private physician as of January 7, 1985. She 

informed the Board representative that her doctor had placed certain 

restrictions on her return to work in terms of the duties that she she 

could perform without endangering her health. The reasons for these 

resrictions were explained to the representative of the Howell Township 

Board of Education in detail,!:&,:, her resistance was still somewhat low, 

there was an enhanced risk of exposure to winter viruses and the flu, and 

petitioner did not have a spleen to ward off infection. 

14. On January 3, 1985, petitioner phoned her employer again requesting 

approval of her return to work on January 7, 1985. This request was 

denied. 

15. It is uncontroverted that t!le sole reason why representatives of the 

respondent Board of Education did not agree to petitioner's return to 

work as of January 7, 1985 on a full-time "light duty" basis as a School 

Nurse related to the failure of Liberty Mutual, at that time, to 

acknowledge the service-connected nature of petitioner's illness. Had 

Liberty Mutual recognized the contraction of Shigellosis by petitioner as 

having been service-connected prior to petitioner's request for reinstate

ment on a light duty basis e£rective January 7, 1985, the Board of 

Education would have reinstated petitioner on a Cull salaried, light duty 

basis as School Nurse, effective January 7, 1985. 

16. The Board of Education acknowledges that there were sufficient light 

duty nursing assignments available for petitioner to have been 

reemployed within the district to perform said duties during the time 
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period between January '1, 1985 and Mareh 6, 1985, when petitioner was 

eleared for a retum to work on a full-time, ''no restrictions" basis by her 

personal physieian. 

1 '1. The resoondent Board or F.dueation, in addition, does not challenge the 

faetual accuracy and/or medieal findings set forth in Exhibits A through 

N submitted on behalf of petitioner's physieians and medical consultants. 

The Board of F.dueation has exclusively relied upon doeumentation 

supplied by Liberty Mutual and its medieal agents annexed hereto as 

Exhibits 0 through U in support of Its refusal, to date, to treat any 

portion of the period between December 1, 1984 through Mareh 6, 1985, 

as being compensable in accordance with the prescriptions of N.J.S.A. 

18A:30-2.1. 

18. The respondent Board of Education does not challenge the factual 

findings and medical judgments of petitioner's physicians as set forth 

within Exhibits A through N that she was unable to resume a full-time 

position within the district on a "no restrictions" basis until March 6, 

1985, because of the continuing nature of her service-eonneeted 

disablllty. 

The foregoing are adopted as PINDINGS OP FACT in this matter. 

n. 

The petitioner argues convincingly that she has established she was entitled to 

compensation, pursuant to~ 18A:36-2.1 for the entire period November 30, 1984-

March 5, 1985. The Board does not challenge the faetualaeeuracy of the medical findings 

and recommendations set forth in exhibits A-N. 

Furthermore, the Board does not challenge the factual findings and medical 

judgments of the petitioner's physicians that she was unable to resume a full-time nursing 

position within the district on a "no restrictions" basis until March 6, 1985, because of the 

continuing nature of her disability. 
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The Board appears to have relied on findings of its workers' compensation 

insurance carrier. ~ exhibits N - U. The petitioner notes that the carrier did not 

schedule a consultation with a physician to evaulate the petitioner's condition until 

February 1985, five months after the petitioner had contracted Shigellosis as a result of 

her school nursing responsibilities. This consulation was one month after the petitioner 

had been advised by her physicians that she could resume work on a light duty basis. The 

Board rejected the return of the petitioner on a light duty basis. Moreover, the 

consultation occurred only approximately one month before the petitioner was cleared for 

a return to work on an unrestricted basis. 

Petitioner questions how any medical examination of her on February 7, 1985, 

could have revealed anything concerning her physical condition months before or even her 

ability to resume work during that period of time. 

ln Sussman v. Greater Egg Harbor Regional High School Dist., OAL DKT. NO. 

EDU 68-84 (Aug. 23, 1984), aff'd, Comm'r of Ed. (Oct. 2, 1984), the administrative law 

judge discusses Theodore v. Dover Bd. of Ed., 183 N.J. Super. 407 (App. Div. 1982) and 

Masino v. West Deptford Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. 4347-79 (Oct. 3, 1980), aff'd Comm'r of 

Ed. (Nov. 20, 1980), rev'd State Bd. of Ed. July 8, 1981), appeal dismissed (N.J. App. Div., 

June 15, 1983, A-5469-BOT1) (unreported), in which it is established that "accident arising 

out of or in the course of employment" as used ln ~ 18A:30-2.1 was intended to 

have the same meaning as in the Workers' Compensation Act, ~ 34:1A-1 ~ ~· 

Masino, also establishes that: 

Even though compensation under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.l and under the 
Workers' Compensation Law both depend upon a factual finding 
that the injury arises out of and in the course of one's employment, 
the Commissioner clearly has jurisdiction to determine that issue 
insofar as the provisions of Title 18A are involved. Whether or not 
an award will also be made under the Workers' Compensation Law 
will be decided by the Division of Workers' Compensation. That 
does not mean, however, that the Commissioner cannot determine 
the same factual issues for the purpose of applying ~ 
18A:30-2.1. (State Board at 2.) 

ln the present ease, the Board has stipulated that there were sufficient light 

duty professional nursing assignments available within the district for the petitioner to 

have been reemployed to perform those duties on a full-time basis in the period 

January 7 - March 6, 1985. The only reason the Board did not approve the petitioner's 
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application to return to work effective January 5, 1985, was that the Board at that time 

had no indication that its compensation carrier would support the petitioner's physicians' 

determination that she contracted Shigellosis as a result of her professional nursing duties 

within the district. 

The petitioner asserts and I agree that the Board should not have deferred to 

an insurance carrier and should have independently investigated the nature of the 

petitioner's disability to determine whether she was covered under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1. 

As per Stipulation number 5, a Howell Township Board of Education physician was on call 

when the petitioner was admitted to Jersey Shore \'ledical Center. Had the Board 

directed that the case be followed up by its medical inspector it would doubtlessly have 

acknowledged the petitioner's service-eonnected disability as early as September 1984. 

Ill. 

Having reviewed the whole record in this matter, particularly the medical 

experts exhibits attached to the stipulations of fact, I FIND in addition to the facts 

previously adopted the following: 

1. The petitioner's service-eonnected disability continued from 

November 30, 1984 to March 5, 1985. 

2. The Howell Township Board of Education violated~ 18A:30-2.1 by 

its refusal to pay the petitioner for the period November 30, 1984 -

:11arch 6, 1985. 

Accordingly, I CONCLUDE that the Howell Township Board of Education shall 

pay to ...,arialana Sirianni all compensation, including salary payments withheld from her 

during the period November 30, 1984 - :\'larch 6, 1985. I further CONCLUDE that the 

Board must recredit the petitioner for any sick leave improperly charged against her 

accrued sick leave during the period November 30, 1984 - March 6, 1985. I further 

CONCLUDE that the petitioner is not entitled to receive interest at the lawful rate of 12 

percent on the salary payments withheld from her during the subject period. Newark Bd. 

of Ed. v. Levitt, 197 !!d:_ Super. 239 (App. Dlv. 1984). This is not prejudgment interest 

and does not reqUire a showing of "overriding and compelling equitable reasons." ld., at 

244. An adjudicated liability, however, obviously stands on a completely different footing 
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from an unadjudicated claim or liability. !!:!M:, The Levitt court cautions that, in 

awarding post-judgment interest, the public body should be accorded a reasonable time 

under the circumstances to make payment of the judgment before post-judgment interest 

begins to run. Since there will be no judgment until the Commissioner issues his final 

decision in this matter or this initial decision becomes the final decision by operation of 

law, the "reasonable time under the circumstances" cannot begin to run until that time. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the Howell Township Board of Education pay 

to Marialana Sirianni all compensation, including salary payments, withheld from her 

during the period November 30, 1984 - March 6, 1985. It is further ORDERED that this 

payment be made within 30 days of the date of the final decision in this matter. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45} days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

DATE 

DATE 

DATE 

ml/E 

I hereby FO..E my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

OEC .5 i 1985 

BtJCER:CA PifELL;ALJ 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

,.. " .·· (/~ ~~,.,vw 

DEPAifMEiiT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 
--\ 

.). 
i 

OFFICE OF ADMINlSTRATIVE LAW 
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HARIALANA SIRIANNI, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWN
SHIP OF HOWELL, MONMOUTH COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Administra
tive Law. 

It is observed that no exceptions to the initial decision 
were filed by the parties pursuant to the applicable provisions of 
~J.A.C. l:l-l6.4a, band c. 

The Commissioner agrees with the determination of the 
Office of Administrative Law that "***the Board should not have 
deferred to an insurance carrier and should have independently 
investigated the nature of the petitioner's disability to determine 
whether she was covered under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1." (Initial 
Decision, ~) Having carefully rev1ewed the record before him, 
including the many medical reports in the instant matter, the 
Commissioner is convinced, as was the ALJ, that petitioner's 
service-connected disability continued from November 30, 1984 until 
March 5, 1985. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner finds and determines that the 
Howell Township Board of Education shall pay to Marialana Sirianni 
all compensation, including salary payments withheld from her during 
the period November 30, 1984 through March 6, 1985. The 
Commissioner further orders the Board to recredit petitioner for any 
sick leave improperly charged against her accrued sick leave during 
the period from November 30, 1984 through March 6, 1985. 

Additionally, and contrary to the conclusion of the AW, 
the Commissioner grants petitioner • s request for interest on the 
amount due her as a result of the Board's inordinate delay in 
referring her to a Board-approved medical inspector in an effort to 
expedite the insurance company's determination as to whether 
petitioner's illness was work-related. It is the Commissioner's 
opinion that the Board's failure to so direct an independent 
investigation of this matter until six months after petitioner fell 
ill was entirely unreasonable and constitutes an "overriding and 
compelling equitable reason to justify an award of pre-judgment 
interest" in keeping with the definition of such interest provided 
by the Court in Newark Bd. of Ed. v. Levitt and Sasloe, 197 N.J. 
Super. 239, 244 (App. Div. 1984). See also, Dav1d Bryan et al~ 
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Bd. of Ed. of Mainland Regional High School District, Atlantic 
founty. decided by the Commissioner December 4, 1985. The 
Commissioner notes. however. that regulations regarding pre-judgment 
interest are currently pending before the State Board. During the 
pendency of these regulations before the State Board. g. 4:42-ll(a) 
shall be applied. 

Accordingly, the Rowell Township Board of Education is 
further ordered to pay petitioner forthwith, pre-judgment interest 
on the compensation owing her from November 30. 1984 through 
March 6, 1985. Interest is to be calculated at the rate of 12 
percent simple interest per annum. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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AVALON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARDS OF RDUCATION OF THE 

BOROUGH OF AVALON AND THE 

CITY OF SEA ISLE CITY, 

CAPE MAY COUNTY, 

Respondents. 

rtm'IAL DECISION 

SETTLEMENT 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1480-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 31-2/85 

Riohard A. Friedman, Esq., for petitioner (Ruhlman, Butrym & Friedman, attorneys) 

'lbadcJeqJ Raczkowski, Esq., for respondents (Gruber & Raczkowski, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 18, 1985 Decided: December 30, 1985 

BEFORE LILLARD E. LAW, ALJ: 

This matter concerns an appeal by petitioner contesting an action by the Board 

of Education of the Borough of Avalon (Avalon Board) to change the contractual terms 

and conditions of a music teacher assigned to the Avalon 13oard by way of the Tri-district 

\1usic Consortium, comprised of the boards of education of Avalon Borough, Sea isle City, 

and Stone Harbor Borough, with the Board of Education of Sea Isle City (Sea Isle Board) 

designated as L.E.A. By way of a motion advanced by petitioner, the undersigned granted 

said motion and ordered the Sea Isle Board be made a party respondent to the herein 

action. Petitioner alleges, among other thin~, that said teaching staff member was, and 

is, an employee of the respondent Avalon Board as a matter of law; that the actions by 
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respondent Avalon Board were in violation of petitioner's rights and responsibilities as the 

majority representative of all certified teaching positions in the district and de;>rived 

petitioner and its members of its legal right to negotiate concerning the music teacher's 

terms and conditions of employment. The Avalon Board denies petitioner's allegations, 

asserting that all its decisions were and are correct, legal, appropriate, necessary and 

beneficial to its constituents. 

The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law for 

determination as a contested ease, pursuant to ~ 52:148-1 ~ ~· and ~ 

52:14F-l ~ ~· Subsequent to a preheartng conference, the parties requested and were 

granted leave to have the matter placed on the inactive list for the purpose of settlement 

discussions and negotiations. On December 18, 1985, the undersigned was in receipt of a 

duly-i!xeeuted Settlement Agreement and Stipulation of Settlement and Dismissal of the 

matter which is set forth, !!! toto, as follows: 

WHEREAS, the parties to this matter have reached an amicable 
resolution concerning the controversy which is the subject matter 
of this case, it is hereby agreed that the entire controversy and 
dispute between the parties shall be settled and resolved on the 
following basis, and that all claims of all parties arising out of the 
entire controversy and dispute herein shall be settled and resolved 
based upon the following terms: 

1. The actual contract to be Issued for the music teacher 
position in dispute herein shall be issued by the Sea Isle City 
Board of Education. 

~. The salary applicable to said music teachers' position shall be 
computed on a pro rated basis, set in the following manner. 
The salary shall be based on the percentage of employment in 
each district in which the music teacher serves, based upon 
the salary seale in eftect in each district according to 
percentage of employment in each district. Thus, if the 
person filling the position serves 40 per cent of her time in 
the Respondent Avalon School District, she will receive 40 
per cent of a full-time teachers' salary in Avalon for such 
service. The remainder of her salary will be set on the same 
basis, I.e. her salary will be attributable to the percentage of 
her employment in each district, based upon the salary scale 
in effect in each district. 

3. Fringe benefits for the position shall be based upon those 
fringe benefits provided by the Respondent Board of Educa
tion of the City of Sea Isle City. 

-'l-
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4. Compensation for any extra curricular or eo-curricular 
activities or positions that the person occupying said position 
engages in or fills shall be governed by the negotiated 
agreement in effect or through negotiations with the 
majority representative pursuant to the New Jersey 
Employer-employee Relations Act in the specific district in 
which the services are rendered. 

5. Terms and conditions of employment, including working 
conditions, shall be governed by the negotiated agreement or 
negotiations with the majority representative in each specific 
school district in which the services are rendered. 

6. Any grievances CUed by the person Cllling the music position 
or filed relative to the music position will be subject to the 
grievance procedure in effect in the specific district in which 
the grievance arises. 

7. This agreement does not address and shall not effect the 
tenure or seniority rights which shall be acquired by the 
person filling the music position. This agreement shall not be 
considered a waiver of tenure or seniority rights for the 
person filling such position in any or all of the districts 
involved in this litigation or in which the individual may 
serve. This agreement shall not be considered an admission 
by respondents that tenure or seniority rights are obtained 
for the position in any particular district. Furthermore, this 
agreement shall not be considered to be an admission by 
petitioner that a joint arrangement for teaching of music is 
legal or permissible, that the individual filling the position is 
not employed by each district in which she serves, or that 
said individual does not acquire tenure rights in any district 
in which she serves. The tenure and seniority rights 
applicable to said position shall be governed solely by the 
applicable sections of Title 18A of the New Jersey statutes 
and NJAC 6:3-1.10 et seq. of the New Jersey Administrative 
Code-.--

8. The parties agree that this agreement, once approved by the 
Commissioner or Education, shall be considered an addendum 
to the negotiated agreement in effect In each of the 
Respondent schoOl districts. However, nothing in this agree
ment shall preclude the parties to this agreement from 
negotiating terms and conditions different from those set 
forth in this agreement, provided that the terms or this 
agreement shall apply and be controlling until such time as 
the parties mutually agree to other terms and conditions. 

Having reviewed and considered the entire record beCore me in this matter, 

including the terms and conditions of the Stipulation of Dismissal, t PDfD that: 

-3-
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1. The parties to this aetion have voluntarily entered into the settlement 

agreement; and 

2. The parties to this aetion have agreed, as evideneed by their signatures 

and the signatures of their representatives, to the terms and eonditions 

of the settlement; and 

3. The agreement as refieeted by the Stipulation of Dismissal is a fair one 

and Cully disposes of all issues in controversy and is eonsistent with the 

law. 

I CONCLUDE, therefore, that this matter is no longer a eontested ease before 

the Office of Administrative Law. 

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that the parties eomply fully with the 

settlement terms and eonditions and that these proeeedings be and are hereby eoneluded. 

It is further ORDERED that this matter be and is hereby DISMISSED WrrH 

PR&JUDICE. 

This reeommended deeision may be affirmed, modified or rejeeted by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final deeision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so aet in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended deeision shall beeome a final deeision in aeeordanee with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPBRMAH for consideration. 

3o ~;.,8C 
DATE 

OAT~ 

JAN 3 1986 
DATE 

ml/EE 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Maile~Parties: 

~· 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
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AVALON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARDS OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH: 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 
OF AVALON AND THE CITY OF SEA 
ISLE CITY, CAPE MAY COUNTY, 

RESPONDENTS . 

The record in the instant Petition of Appeal has been 

reviewed. While the Commissioner is in full support of the parties 

herein reaching amicable resolution of this matter, he cannot 

consent to the settlement herein which, from the outset, will create 

uncertainty as to the employment status of the individual involved. 

Based on the limited information before him, as well as the 

agreement itself, it is clear to the Commissioner that the teaching 

staff member herein is, in effect, neither an employee of one school 

district nor another. Either the music teacher has to be employed 

by a single district, in which case her tenure and seniority rights 

accrue in that district alone, or the individual has to be employed 

proportionally by all three districts involved, in which case the 

tenure and seniority rights accrue with each separate board 

proportionate to the time served in each district. Treating the 

teacher as though she were under contract to only one board, while 
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also employed by two other boards creates a lack of certainty in two 

areas: 

1. Who is her employer or employers? 

2. What is the impact on future tenure and 
seniority rights? 

Accordingly. the settlement in the instant matter is 

rejected. The Petition of Appeal is remanded for clarification or 

amendment consistent with law. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER fF EDUCATION 

FEBJIJAJII S, 1984) 

- 7 -
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MARY E. HBMPLE, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF 

THE TOWNSHIP OF 

HOPEWELL, CUMBERLAND 

COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1904-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 67-3/85 

Roger J. McLaughlin, Esq., for the petitioner (Mangini, Gilroy, Cramer & 
Me Laughlin, attorneys) 

Joseph D. Marehand, Esq., for the respondent 

Reeord Closed: December 5, 1985 Decided: December 26, 1985 

BEFORE AUGUST E. THOMAS, ALJ: 

Petitioner was employed as a bus driver by the Hopewell Township Board of 

Education (Board) when she was suspended without pay for thirty (30) days beginning 

October 16, 1984, for wrongfully discharging her pupils after her bus broke down.l She 

asserts that she exercised reasonable judgment in releasing her pupils to their parents, 

legal guardians, and neighbors, whom she knew to be trustworthy and reliable, based on 

her many years of experience as a bus driver and her residence in the eommunity. 

1 Petitioner had been suspended earlier, on September 28, 1984, by the chief school 

administrator (CSA) pending Board action at its meeting on October 15, 1984. 
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'Ibis matter wu filed in the Superior Court of New Jersey, Law Division, 

Cumberland County on December 3, 1984. After the answer wu fUed on December 20, 

1984, the Honorable Edward s. Miller, J.s.c., transferred this matter on February 1, 1985, 

to the Commissioner of Education. Tbe Commissioner transferred the matter to the 

Office of Administrative Law u a contested case, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 et !!.!9.· 
After a prehearing conference on March 8, 1985, hearings were conducted on October 10, 

1985, In the Bridgeton City Hall, Bridgeton, and on October 20, 1985, in the Cumberland 

County Courthouse, Bridgeton. Twelve witnesses testified and sixteen documents were 

admitted in evidence. Counsel filed concurrent letter briefs after the hearing. Tbe 

record was closed on December 5, 1985, on receipt of the Board's letter reply brief. 

DISCUSSION 

Petitioner had been employed by the Board as a bus driver for fifteen (15} 

years at the time of this incident which oeeurred on September 24, 1984. She picked up 

fifty-four (54) pupils at her school at 2:40 p.m. She had discharged 12 to 15 of them when 

her bus suffered a breakdown at a curve one and one-balf to two miles from school at 2:55 

p.m. Petitioner was able to pull the bus off the road onto an open field. 

Tbe day was very hot. The bus windows would not open and the pupils became 

"rowdy." Petitioner let the pupils out of the bus to sit on the grass away from the road. 

She testified that cars were speeding by2 and that the pupils were safer off the bus. 

One of the pupilS went to his home, nearby, and called Howard Searle, the 

transportation supervisor at the sehool. Howard Searle testified that when a bus breaks 

down, the driver ls supposed to arrange for such a call for help and then walt with her 

pupils untU (1) a mechanic delivers a spare bus; or (2) the mechanic fixes her vehicle; or 

(3) a driver whose run is completed retums to pick up her pupilS. 

On the day in question, neither of the district's two spare buses was 

operational. Two local residents who came on the scene were unable to repair petitioner's 

bus. Tbe mother (A.a.) ot a pupil on the bus stopped and petitioner released her child to 

her together with seven other children. Petitioner testified that she knew A.a. as a 

nellbbor and that A.a. knew where the seven children lived. A.a. transported those 

pupils to their homes in her three-seat Surburban station wagon. 

2 Tbe speed limit was SO mph. 

-2-
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At 3:15 p.m., another school bus driver (S.S.) stopped and was advised of 

petitioner's problem. s.s. was near the end of her run and told petitioner that she would 

return in 30 minutes. In the meantime, the mother (L.S.) of two other pupils happened by. 

With petitioner's permission L.S. transported her own two ehildren, two cousins and three 

other pupils (seven in all} to their residences. She was driving a six-passenger Ford 

Fairmont. The seven children ranged in age from five (kindergarten) to 11 years. 

Petitioner continued to discharge her pupils to persons whom she knew. At 

3:25 p.m. when the meehanic (D.C.) arrived, only four pupils remained at the scene. 

Another mother (D.G.) testified that she became worried when her ehildren failed to 

appear on time. She was greatly relieved when A.G. delivered them. Sinee it was such a 

hot day, she believed it would be a neighborly act to pick up the remaining children and 

take them to their residences, and she did. Shortly after 3:25 p.m., Howard Searle, the 

transportation supervisor and S.S., the other school bus driver, arrived. All of the children 

were gone. Petitioner was transported to her home in S.S.'s sehool bus. 

These are the material facts regarding this incident which occurred on 

Monday, September 24, 1984. Therefore, I adopt them as my FINDINGS OP FACT. 

ARGUMENT 

Petitioner asserts that she violated no regulation or any Board poliey. There 

was no injury or negative impact to any of her pupils or their families. Therefore, there 

should be no penalty for her actions. In the alternative, the penalty is too severe. 

The Board asserts that the standard to be examined here is whether or not it 

was arbitrary or capricious in setting its penalty, particularly in view of the fact that 

petitioner had been disciplined in a prior year for releasing two pupils from her bus to a 

stranger. 

Petitioner received a letter of reprimand from the ehief sehool administrator 

(CSA) for that earlier ineident which occurred on Wednesday, September 15, 1982. On 

that day, petitioner had a near-aeeident whieh resulted in a head cut on a young boy pupil 

on her bus. The driver of the other vehiele was very eoncerned about the near-accident 

which resulted in the pupil's injury. The driver volunteered to deliver the injured pupil to 

his mother so that she might transport him to the hospital. Petitioner released the boy 

and his sister to the young man even though she did not know the man. 

-3-
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In her conversation with the CSA about this Incident, petitioner stated that 

she used common sense rather than poor judgment In releasing the two children (J-1). 

Nevertheless, petitioner was given a written reprimand which is reproduced in pertinent 

and significant part as follows: 

I must remind you that we are bound by law and have a 
responsibility to the parents or our students. In simple terms, we 
are responsibile for the children from the time they walk out their 
door until they return home. When you allowed the driver of the 
other vehicle to transport the injured student and his sister, you 
violated this responsibility. 

Do not under any circumstances act In this manner if such a 
situation occurs again. Failure to follow the established guidelines 
will result In a recommendation to the Hopewell Board of 
Education that your employment be terminated in the district. 

The chief sehool administrator explained that there is no difference between the 1982 and 

the 1984 Incidents. Both involved the release of pupils to others without authorization. 

Petitioner argued that there is no similarity between the two incidents. Although she 

conceded that she did not know the young man In the 1982 incident, she trusted him and 

believed that she used good judgment in caring tor the injured pupil. 

By comparison to the 1984 Incident, all pupils were released to their parents, 

neighbors, and others whom petitioner knew and trusted. She stated that the pupils would 

be safer at home than waiting at roadside for a spare bus. Petitioner conceded that 
(1) her bussing duties began with starting on time; (2) the safety of her pupils was her 
primary responsibiUty; and (3) she was responsible for her pupils from the time she began 

her duties until the pupils were returned to their homes. 

Petitioner Insisted that she has never been given any instruetion, orally or in 

writing, concerning what she shoUld do if her bus breaks down. She asserted that the J-1 

and J-2 doouments describe only the procedure to be followed in case of an aecident. 

They do not prescribe a proeedure to follow for the breakdown or a bus. Petitioner 

conceded that all bus drivers were told to can for a meehanic in such a circumstance and 

that she knew that another bus driver would come along about 4:00 p.m. She also 

conceded that Howard Searle and Richard n. Gable, CSA, "raked me over the coals" about 

the September 1982 Incident. Both men told her she should have brought the injured pupil 

to the school. 
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Howard Searle testified on behalf of petitioner. Prior to the breakdown of her 

bus, the only instructions given to drivers concerned evacuation procedures for pupils. 

Drivers were instructed to call the mechanic and the school when a bus became disabled. 

There were no written instructions concerning procedures to follow when a bus was 

disabled. It is his belief that the 1982 incident was different from that which occurred in 

1984. He described petitioner as a good driver and a safe driver with an excellent record, 

having the best interest or the pupils at heart. 

In a memorandum to the Board's chairman, transportation committee, on 

October 4, 1984, Howard Searle stated that he met with all bus drivers on August 29, 

1984. He discussed new student registration; changing of two routes; adhering to the 58-

seat capacity of a bus; and time limitations. Names of new students were given out 

together with their general geographic location in rural or housing development areas. 

Every driver was expected to have a seating chart, and an accident procedure was 

discussed, motivated by petitioner's "near-eceident" in 1982 (J-1, J-2). The day after the 

September 24, 1984 incident, a memorandum was Issued to all bus drivers regarding the 

release of pupils from a disabled bus. Drivers were directed not to release pupils to 

anyone other than a parent or legal guardian (J-3). Concerning the lack of written rules 

regarding the above ineidents, Mr. Searle continued as follows: 

J have looked through the above mentioned documents; talked with 
Mr. Norman Gomolskl, County Transportation Coordinator; and I 
have talked with Mr. Carl Frank from the Division of Pupil 
Transportation, New Jersey Department of Education; and these 
three sources reaffirmed that there Is no set of laws, rules or 
regulations covering these two topics. (J-8 at 1.) 

-5-
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Based on the foregoing, the Board's motion for a directed verdict at the end of 

petitioner's case was DENtED on the basis that a prima !!£!!_ case had been established 

that petitioner was suspended without violating any existing regulation or Board policy. 

The CSA testified on behalf of the Board. He directed Mr. Searle to 

reprimand petitioner after the September 1982 Incident. Later petitioner called him and 

asked "why I was worked up- why I was making a big deal out of it." The CSA followed up 

with a discussion and a reprimand to petltltioner (J-1). After the 1984 incident, the CSA 

asked Mr. Searle for the details of the incident and for a recommendation regarding 

petitioner. He wanted to compare the 1982 and the 1984 incidents. 

After the 1982 incident, the CSA told petitioner that her release of the injured 

pupil and his sister was a "Violation of the trust parents have In us." He insisted that bus 

drivers were aware that Board policy is not to release pupils to anyone other than 

authorized personnel (J-2, J-3). He introduced in evidence Board policy No. 905, entitled 

School VIsitors, to support that statement (R-1). He concluded that petitioner had used 

poor judgment. Her actions could not guarantee the safety of the pupils she released. 

"We must reduce the opportunity to create crisis situations." The CSA also testified that 

disciplinary action was necessary to reduce the Board's exposure to liability. 

The 1984 incident took place on a Monday. Petitioner was suspended by the 

CSA the following Friday morning, September 28, 1984 (J-5). He waited until then to 

evaluate the Searle recommendation before he took action. The CSA discussed both 

incidents with the Board solicitor. He was advised by the solicitor that there were 

adverse legal repercussions If continued warnings were given over these serious incidents 

without any disciplinary action being taken (P-4). Following this, the CSA recommended 

to the Board that petitioner be terminated. His recommendation was based on Board 

policy 905 (Sehool Visitors); his reprimand to petitioner after the 1982 incident (J-1); and 

Board counsel's advice on disciplinary matters (P-4). 

Several bus drivers testified that they were given oral instructions to call the 

school in case of a breakdown. They were Instructed to walt for help; however, each 

testified that there were no written Instructions on what procedure to follow after a 

breakdown. Other drivers had breakdowns and waited for help. On one occasion, one of 

the drivers walked her pupils, two abreast, to the school. Another driver testified that 

she had never released a chUd to anyone other than a parent, guardian or law enforcement 

official. 
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Based on these arguments, documents and the testimony, I FIND and 

CONCLUDE as follows: 

1. Concerning a bus breakdown, no written policy explaining any procedure 

to follow with pupils was disseminated to bus drivers prior to the 

September 24, 1984 incident. 

2. Oral instructions to call the school and wait for help were given to bus 

drivers prior to the September 24, 1984 incident. 

3. Board policy No. 905 (School Visitors) is not applicable to the subject 

matter of this case. In any event it was not given to bus drivers; neither 

were they instructed about the policy (J-9). 

The CSA discussed this entire matter with the Board's transportation 

committee. After reviewing the matter and the CSA's reeommendation, the Board 

suspended petitioner for an additional 30 days without pay. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The issue to be decided in this matter is whether or not the Board acted in an 

arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable manner when it suspended petitioner without pay. 

The discretion of a board of education to act within its authority is set forth in 

George I. Thomas v. Bd. of Ed. of the Tp. of Morris, 89 H Super. 327 (App. Div. 1965). 

In ~ the Court stated at 332: 

We are here coneerned with a determination made by an 
administrative agency duly created and empowered by legislative 
flat. When such a body acts within its authority, Its decision is 
entitled to a presumption of correctness and will not be upset 
unless there is an affirmative showing that such decision was 
arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable. The agency's factual 
determinations must be accepted if supported by substantial 
credible evidence. Quinlan v. Board of Ed. of North Bergen 1t)·• 73 
H ~ 40 (A{>p. Div. 1962); SChinck v. BOii'd of • of 
Westwood Consol. School Dlst., 60 N.J. SUper. 448 (App. Div. 1960). 

In Schlnck, the Court quoted further as follows: 
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We are mindful of the general prineiple that on appellate review 
we should not substitute our judgment for the specialized and 
expert judgment of the Commissioner and the Board, and also of 
the looal school board, all of whom have been entrusted with the 
fulCiUment of the legislative policy. To do so would constitute a 
judicial exercise of the administrative function. (at 476). 

Based on the cited cases and with the understanding that the Board considered 

an of the information set forth above, I CONCLUDE that the Board was not arbitrary or 

capricious in reaching its determination to discipline petitioner. 

Notwithstanding this conclusion, I also CONCLUDE that the penalty is too 

harsh. 

Petitioner lost more than six weeks salary after fifteen years of excellent 

service with only one prior incident on her reeord.3 Mr. Searle commended her service as 

follows: 

I observed the demeanor of the petitioner and concluded that she is a mature, 

responsible and dedicated driver. She was supported by parents and fellow drivers. 

Although I believe petitioner exercised poor judgment on both occasions by 

releasing her pupils, I believe that this litigation alone is enough to remind petitioner and 

all bus drivers that they can never release pupils from their charge except by Board 

policy. 

3 'l11e September 1982 incident. 
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In my judgment, the two weeks' suspension without pay and reprimand given by 

the CSA is a sufficient discipline for petitioner's infractions. 

Accordingly, the Board is ORDERED to compensate petitioner for the salary 

she would have earned during her thirty (30) day suspension which began on October 16, 

1984. 

The Board is further ORDERED to develop and disseminate a written policy on 

the procedures to be followed by its bus drivers following the breakdown of a bus. 

Except for the relief as ORDERED, the Petition of Appeal in all other 

respects is DISMISSED with prejudice. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a Cinal decision in aeeordanee with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

.). " D..t~ rJ" 
DATE 

a ~cvt~ AUG~ THOMAso ALJ 

DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

DATE 

be 
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MARY E. HEMPLE, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF'THE TOWN
SHIP OF HOPEWELL, CUMBERLAND 
COUNTY, 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

RESPONDENT. 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of the contro
verted matter herein including the initial decision rendered by the 
Office of Administrative Law, August E. Thomas. ALJ. 

The Commissioner observes that exceptions were filed by the 
parties in a timely fashion pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b, 
and c. 

The Board excepts to the conclusion reached by the ALJ that 
the penalty auigned to petitioner by the Board was too harsh and 
notes the following six points: 

1. Judge Thomas' decision in determining that 
the Board's penalty was too harsh is in 
itself arbitrary and capricious in that it 
ignores case law cited within the Judge's 
own opinion in that the agency's factual 
determinations must be accepted if supported 
by substantial, creditable evidence. Tho~~ 
v. Board of Ed. of Tp. of Morris, 89 NJ 
Super 327, 332 (1965}. Furthermore, Schinck 
v. Board of Ed. of Westwood Con sol. School 
DlStrict, 60 NJ Super 448, 447 (sic) (1960) 
stated that the reviewing party should not 
substitute their judgment for the 
specialized and expert judgment of the 
Board. To do so would constitute a judicial 
exercise of administrative function. Judge 
Thomas in his op1n1on felt two weeks 
suspension of the petitioner would have been 
sufficient penalty. In fact, the two weeks 
that the petitioner at first was suspended 
resulted from the Chief School Administrator 
(CSA) use of his emergency powers. The 
following thirty days suspension resulted 
from direct Board action. Certainly the 
difference between two weeks suspension and 
six weeks suspension is certainly too slight 
for Judge Thomas to "second guess" the Board 
and clearly is contra to the aforesaid 
stated case law. 
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2. Judge Thomas• findings of fact failed to 
note that Mary Semple received prior written 
notice not to release students to parties 
other than parent, guardian, or emergency 
personnel. (See J-1 and J-2}. Furthermore, 
Mary Semple admitted receiving the aforesaid 
documents. 

3. Judge Thomas• conclusion number three 
stating that the Board Policy number 905 was 
not applicable "flies in the face" of the 
three bus drivers who testified at this 
trial, and indicated that at meetings with 
the Transportation Coordinator, oral 
statements were made to said bus drivers 
that they should not release students to 
parties other than parents, guardians, or 
emergency personnel. Furthermore, at said 
meetings they were instructed to await the 
arrival of another bus or the school 
mechanic if their bus in fact broke down. 
All of the aforesaid bus drivers stated that 
Mary Hemple was present at said meetings. 
Board Policy number 905 nearly "codifies" 
the aforesaid instructions as official 
school policy. 

4. Judge Thomas did not rule on the credibility 
of Mary Semple regarding her statement that 
she never received any instruction on what 
to do if her bus broke down. The latter 
statement was clearly contradicted by the 
other three bus drivers who testified at 
this trial specifically stating that Mary 
Hemple was present when the Transportation 
Coordinator instructed said bus drivers what 
to do in case their bus broke down. She was 
also present when further instructions were 
given that they were not to release students 
to persons other than parents, guardians, or · 
emergency personnel. 

5. Judge Thomas did not note in his findings of 
fact that all children were discharged from 
the disabled vehicle within thirty minutes 
of said disablement. His statements of 
facts do not state that at 2:55 p.m. the bus 
became disabled and by 3:25 p.m. when the 
Transportation Coordinator. School Mechanic, 
and another bus driver arrived on the scene, 
all children had been discharged. 

6. After a petitioner's case in chief had been 
put into evidence and petitioner rested. it 
is submitted that the respondant•s (sic) 
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motion for a directed verdict should have been 
granted, in light of the fact that J-1 and J-2 
were in evidence and both documents were writ ten 
notification to the petitioner that she should 
never release children to parties other than 
parents. /guardians, or emergency personnel. 
Although petitioner noted that J-1 and J-2 
referred to a September, 1982 incident which she 
claims was an accident and therefore different 
than the disablement that occured (sic) in 
September of 1984, said memos do not refer to 
"accident" in describing the aforesaid 
restrictions on release of children from her 
responsiblity (sic). (Board's Exceptions) 

Additionally, 
Commissioner 
penalty and 
prejudice. 

the Board in its exceptions requested that the 
overturn the determination of the ALJ concerning 

amend the order to dismiss the entire petition with 

In reply exceptions, petitioner avers that additional loss 
of 30 days' pay by a school bus driver can certainly not be said to 
be a slight or minor matter. Petitioner argues that the loss of pay 
is significant, and the ALJ's finding that the Board abused its 
discretion by imposing such a lengthy period of suspension was 
well-supported by the evidence. 

Petitioner further avows that the testimony was quite clear 
that the Board's policy No. 905 was never communicated or given to 
the bus drivers, a fact, petitioner argues, that was clearly and 
candidly admitted by Mr. Searle, who was responsible for school bus 
transportation. 

Petitioner argues that the Board's assertion that the 
credibility of petitioner should have been questioned with respect 
to her not receiving instructions as to what to do if the bus broke 
down is a misrepresentation of the record. Petitioner contends that 
the fact was clearly established that there had never before been a 
situation where a bus broke down and there was no spare bus avail
able to be brought to the scene by the mechanic. The situation was 
unique, in petitioner's estimation, and no policy existed or had 
been communicated to cover such a situation. Further, it is peti
tioner's position in reply exceptions that the Board's position with 
respect to the timing of the discharge of the children is irrelevant 
in view of the uncontroverted fact that petitioner was aware of the 
fact that there was no spare bus available to pick up the children. 

Finally, petitioner's reply exceptions aver that the 
suspension imposed was excessive and that this premise is supported 
by the AW's finding that the Board should be directed to develop 
and disseminate a written policy on the procedures to be followed by 
its bus drivers following the breakdown of a bus. The 
responsibility to establish such rules and regulations, argues 
petitioner, lies clearly with the Board, and her actions were 
reasonable because of the absence of a clearly defined discharge 
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policy. Petitioner also notes that. while she continues to maintain 
her position that she should not have been disciplined to any degree 
arising from this incident. the ALJ's decision is based upon a 
thorough and reasonable review of all the evidence, and that the 
Board's exceptions are without merit. 

Having carefully considered the record before him, the 
Commissioner is in accord with the ALJ and the Board that the latter 
was not arbitrary or capricious in reaching its determination to 
suspend petitioner without pay for thirty days for wrongfully 
discharging her pupils after her bus broke down. The record is 
clear that petitioner knew well the procedure to follow in case of 
an accident. Common sense dictates that she follow the same proce
dures in the event of a breakdown of the bus. It is also clear from 
the record that petitioner was personally on notice. following the 
earlier incident whereby she released two children into the custody 
of a stranger, that she was not to release pupils under any circum
stances without proper authorization. (See J-1. J-2, J-3 and R-1.) 
It is unrefuted that on the second occasion. as in the first. 
petitioner did release her charges into the custody of other than 
authorized persons. 

It is well established that boards of education in the 
State of New Jersey have broad powers in the administration of 
schools in the local districts. See Downs v. Hoboken Bd. of Ed .. 12 
N.J. Misc. 345 (1938) as cited in Willterv.---wl.TdwOCid'Bd:QT Ed .• 
1938 S.L.D. 324, 326. In exercising his function of reviewing the 
administrative acts of boards of education, the Commissioner will 
not interfere with local boards in the management of their schools 
unless: 

***they violate the law, act in bad faith 
(meaning acting dishonestly), or abuse their 
discretion in a shocking manner. Furthermore, it 
is not the function of the Commissioner in a 
judicial decision to substitute his judgment for 
that of the board members on matters which are by 
statute delegated to the local boards. Finally, 
boards of education are responsible not to the 
Commissioner but to their constituents for the 
wisdom of their actions. (at 13) 

(Boult and Harris v. Board of Education of Passaic, 1939-49 S.L.D. 
7, aff'd St. Bd. 15, aff'd 135~-rf~J.L. 329 (Su-~1941), aff'ifTI6 
N.J.L. 521 (E. &. A. 1948). See also. Thomas v. Bd. of Ed. of the 
rp:-Qf Morris. 89-N.J. Super. 327 (App.~I%5); Quinlan v. Board 
of_ful: .. ....9..L_r.()rth ~Bergen Tp .. 73 I!:J· Super. 40 (App. Div. 1962); and 
Schinck v. Board of Ed. of Westwood Consol. School Dist.. 60 N.J. 
Super. 448 (App. Di v. 1960)) --- ·---~-

In light of the fact that the Board herein was within its 
statutory right to assign the penalty it did, and that the ALJ found 
that the Board's disciplining of petitioner was not arbitrary, 
capricious. or unreasonable, the Commissioner finds and determines 
that it was not within the discretion of the ALJ. nor is it within 
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the discretion of the Commissioner, to alter the Board's 
disciplinary determination. 

Accordingly, the initial decision is modified to restore 
the penalty imposed on petitioner by the Board. The Petition of 
Appeal is dismissed with prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 6, 1986 
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t;tutr of Nrru 3Jrrarg 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

HADDONFIELD BOROUGH 

BOARD OF EDUCA'nON, 

CAMDEN COUNTY, 

Petitioner, 

v. 
BELEN BROTZMAN, 

Respondent. 

JNmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3917-84 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 142-5/84 

Alan R. SehmoU, Esq., for the petitioner (Capehart &; Seatchard, attorneys) 

Linda E. Jolmlon, Esq., for the respondent (Greenberg, Kelly &; Prior, attorneys) 

Record Closed: November 12, 1985 Decided: December 26, 1985 

BEFORE BEATRICE S. TYLUTKI. ALJ: 

This matter concerns the tenure charges brought against Helen Brotzman, a 

teacher employed by the Haddonfield Borough Board of Education (Board), which were 

filed with the Commissioner of Education (Commissioner) on May 2, 1984. In Its 

resolution, the Board concluded that Ms. Brotzman should be dismissed, and the charges, 

attached to the resolution, allege that the respondent engaged In conduet unbecoming a 

teacher and Incapacity. 

In her response, CUed with the Commissioner on May 24, 1984, the respondent 

denied the charges and the matter was transmitted by the Commissioner to the Ortlee of 

Administrative Law for a determination u a contested ease, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 

52:14F-1 et ~· 

New Jenev II An Equal Opportunity Empluyer 
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PROCEDURAL RISTORY 

A prehearing eonference was held on July 13, 1984, and the parties agreed that 

the only issue in this matter is whether the tenure charges, if true, constitute good cause 

for the re'!'loval of the respondent from her tenured position or for the imposition of any 

disciplinary action. The matter was initially scheduled for hearing on October 29 through 

November 1, 1984. 

Linda D. Johnson, Esq., on behalf of the respondent, tiled a motion to compel 

discovery and for the imposition of sanctions on September 11, 1985. After discussing the 

matter with the parties, and the parties being In agreement, I placed the matter on the 

inactive list of eases by order, dated October 11, 1984, for the purpose of giving the 

parties additional time to prepare their respective eases and to discuss a possible 

settlement. Based on the issuance of this order, Ms. Johnson withdrew her motion to 

compel discovery and impose sanctions. In addition, the parties signed a consent order 

regarding the adjournment of the matter. Thereafter, with the concurrence of both 

parties, I continued the matter on the inactive list by order dated January 23, 1985, and 

the hearing was scheduled to start on April 16, 1985, unless the matter was settled before 

that date. 

In the initial order placing the matter on the inactive list, I noted that 

Ms. Brotzman was working for the Board in another position. While the matter was on 

this list, the respondent filed a petition for emergency and declaratory relief, OAL DKT. 

EDU 8644-84, and alleged that the Board had given her a job assignment which was 

inconsistent with her tenured position. As refiected in the letter dated December 21, 

1984, this matter was resolved before Administrative Law Judge Daniel McKeown, and 

the Board placed Ms. Brotzman in a suspension-with-pay status pending the final decision 

In this matter. Judge McKeown made no determination as to whether or not the Board 

acted Improperly when It assigned the respondent to the elementary development project 

position. 

On January 8, 1985, Ms. Johnson flled a motion for summary judgment and 

represented that there were no factual disputes In this matter. Ms. Johnson argued that 

based on the exhibits attached to her brief there were no reasonable grounds for either 

the removal or the discipline of Ms. Brotzman. Further, Ms. Johnson argued that the 
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charge of incapacity should be dismissed since there was no evidence that Ms. Brotzman 

had a physical or mental infirmity which would render her unfit for her teaching position. 

ln his response filed on January 22, 1985, Mr. Schmoll argued that the Board 

could estllhlish incapacity without showing a mental or physical infirmity and that tactual 

disputes existed in the matter. ln addition, Mr. Schmoll disagreed that the documents 

submitted by Ms. Johnson show that there was no reasonable basis for the tenure charges. 

After reviewing the briefs filed by the parties and after hearing oral argument on 

January 25, 1985, I denied the motion for summary judgment by order dated February 14, 

1985. ln this order, I concluded that there were factual disputes and I also agreed with 

Mr. Schmoll's argument regarding the proof necessary to show incapacity. 

The hearing in the matter took place on April 16 and 17, 1985, May 6, 13 and 

17, 1985, June 21, 27 and 28, 1985 and July 24, 25 and 26, 1985. After receipt of briefsl 

from the parties, the record in this matter closed on November 12, 1985. 

At the end of the presentation of the petitioner's ease, Ms. Johnson moved to 

dismiss the matter and argued that the Board had not presented a prima facie case. 

Mr. Schmoll disagreed and argued that the Board had shown a pattern of confrontation by 

the respondent which warrants her removal from her tenured position. After considering 

the arguments of the parties, I denied the motion to dismiss. 

TESTIMONY AT THE HEARING 

The respondent is a tenured teacher and has been employed by the Board since 

the start of the 1973-74 school year (9 T 8).2 Prior to accepting this position with the 

Board, the respondent was a tenured teacher employed by the Camden Board of Education 
(9 T 5). 

I There was a delay in the receipt of the briefs from the parties due to the fact that some 
of the transcripts were not received in a timely manner. [t should be noted that there is 
no transcript for the testimony received on April 16, 1985, due to the fact that the court 
reporter lost his notes. 

2The number before the "T" refers to whether it is the first, second, third, ete., day of the 
hearing. 
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Initially, lYJs. Brotzman was assigned to teach a fifth grade class at the Central 

Elementary School and she taught there until she was transferred to the Elizabeth Haddon 

School at the beginning of the 1979-80 school year. The respondent taught at this school 

until her suspension on April 27, 1984. 

Apparently there were no problems relating to Ms. Brotzman's performance as 

a teacher during the 1973-74, 1974-75 and 1975-76 school years. After a new principal, 

Dr. John A. Caggiano was assigned to the Central School, starting with the 1976-77 school 

year, he and the respondent had differences of opinion regarding several matters during 

his first year at the school which effeeted their relationship with each other (2 T 163, 9 T 

36). These differences of opinion related to Dr. Caggiano's· decision that the respondent's 

niece should be placed In her class (R-10, 2 T 119-20, 9 T 36-7), the arrangements made 

by Dr. Caggiano for the respondent's students to attend the funeral of a classmate (2 T 

131, 9 T 41-2), and Dr. Caggiano's position regarding certain union matters which involved 

the respondent sinee she was active In the Haddonfield Education Association and served 

that year as Its faculty representative and as the grievance chairperson for the Central 

School (2 T 133-4, 9 T 13-4). 

The respondent felt that she had a difficult class for the 1976-77 school year 

beeause of the large number of students including several students with learning and 

behavorial problems (9 T 19, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18) and she made known her eoneern 

regarding her class assignment to the parents during the Back to School Night Program 

which was held on November 8, 1978. This program Is held annually for the purpose of 

acquainting the parents with the teachet" and the curriculum for the school year (2 T 73). 

Dr. Caggiano, who was present, objected to the respondent's statements regarding her 

class and the school administration and to her negative attitude, and he sent her a formal 

letter of reprimand on November 9, 1978 (P-23, 2 T 70-76). During the November 16, 

1976 conference with the respondent, Dr. Caggiano dlseussed his concerns and the 

negative comments he had received from the student's parents, both orally and In writing, 

regarding her eomments and negative attitude during the program, and he advised the 

respondent that she had to change her approach to parents (2 T 76-79). 

The respondent flled a grievance pursuant to the collective bargaining 

agreement and asked to have Dr. Caggiano's letter of reprimand as well as the 

uncomplimentary letters from the parents removed from her personnel file (P-23, 2 T 80, 

9 T 23). An arbitration award was issued on Dee~mber 16, 1978. The arbitrator concluded 
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that the respondent had nexereised poor judgment and displayed a negative attitude at 

Back to School Night, which severely undermined both administrative and parental 

confidence in her ability to teach her fifth grade class" (P-23 at 8), and found that there 

was no evidence to support the respondent's claim of anti-union animus on the part of 

Dr. Caggiano (P-23 at 9). The arbitration award provided that an edited version of 

Dr. Caggiano's letter of reprimand should remain in the respondent's personnel file and 

ordered that the letters from the parents be removed (P-23). 

During the 1976-77 school year, the parents of several students complained 

about Ms. Brotzman's attitude to them and their children to Dr. Caggiano, and a number 

of parents also complained to Matthew W. Costango, the superintendent of schools about 

the respondent (5 T 54-56), 

Dr. Caggiano discussed her attitude to her students and their parents with 

Ms. Brotzman several times during the 1976-77 school year (2 T 104), and he noted the 

need for improvement as to her interpersonal skills in his evaluation report for that school 

year (P-33). In all other areas, Dr. Caggiano found the respondent to be an excellent 

teacher (P-33, P-34). 

Ms. C.M.3 testified that her daughter, D.M., complained about school during 

the 1976-77 school year, and that Ms. Brotzman avoided meeting with lVIs. C.M. to discuss 

the matter and suggested to D.M. that she transfer to another fifth grade class (P-24, 

P-25, P-28, 5 T 37-8). Ms. C.M. stated that because of the respondent's rule restricting 

the use of the lavatory, D.M. started to wet her pants (5 T 51-2). At a conference, 

Ms. C.M. stated that the respondent told her that D.M. needed to be "brokenn and that 

the respondent was going to "break" her strong willed attitude (P-25, 5 T 43). In addition, 

Ms. C.M. stated that when she brought D.M. to school on February 1, 1977, the respondent 

initiated a verbal tirade against her daughter for being late before she saw that Ms. C.M. 

was with her (P-26). 

Although In Ms. C.M.'s opinion, Dr. Caggiano supported the respondent, he 

agreed to transfer D.M. to another class (P-27, P-28). On December 6, 1976, 

Dr. Caggiano wrote a letter to the respondent complimenting her on her attempts to 

resolve the dispute with Jl,fs. C.M. and her husband (R-14). At the hearing, Dr. Caggiano 

3Initials will be used in this initial decision for tbe names or students and their parents. 
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stated that he agreed to the transfer because or the continued personality conflict 

between the respondent and 1\'ls. C.M. 

The respondent stated that D.M. was constantly questioning everything done in 

the classroom and she told Ms. C.M. that It was necessary to curb her daughter's constant 

questioning so that the rest of the class could have a chance to ask questions (9 T 68). 

The respondent denied saying that she would "break" D.M., denied avoiding a meeting with 

Ms. C.M., denied suggesting to D.M. that she transfer to another class, and denied that 

she unreasonably limited the use of the lavatory. 

Geraldine Rodan, a sixth grade teacher of language arts employed by the 

Board, testified that she also had a problem with D.M.'s habit of continually asking 

questions during the 1977-78 school year (6 T 27). 

Ms. C.A.V. testified her son, J.V., was in the respondent's class during the 

1976-77 school year and that she had him transferred out of the respondent's class because 

she teased him even after Ms. C. A. V. requested her not to tease him, and after the 

respondent said, in class, that J.V. had an ugly face (P-29). According to Ms. C.A. V., her 

son has an attractive face but is sensitive about some facial scars from an accident. 

Ms. C.A. V. stated that her son did not want to go to school and became ill because of the 

respondent's attitude to him (5 T 194). After he was transferred out of the respondent's 

class, 1\'ls. C.A.V. stated that Ms. Brotzman tried to talk to him and grabbed him, and he 

came home upset with scratches on both arms (5 T 198-201). 

Ms. Brotzman testified that J. V. was an extremely serious child and she tried 

to bring him out or his shell (R-39), and that she would not have teased him by calling him 

ugly it he were not attractive (9 T 84-5). After the transfer was approved, the respondent 

said she tried to apologize to J.F., and he misunderstood why she wanted to talk to him, 

became hysterical and she grabbed him to prevent him from hurting himself (9 T 92-3). 

Dr. Caggiano stated that he considered that respondent's comment that J.V. 

was ugly was inappropriate (P-30). 

Although she did not testify at the hearing, letters from Ms. E.N. complaining 

about the respondent's rude behavior towards her son, L.V., during the 1976-77 school year 
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were admitted into evidence (P-31, P-32). Dr. Caggiano stated that L. V. had a hehavior 

problem and needed firm direction and guidance (2 T 102). 

Ms. Brotzman received excellent evaluations from Dr. Caggiano and there 

were no complaints from parents regarding her attitude during the 1977-78 school year 

(R-19, R-20, R-21, P-35, 2 T 150, 9 T 97) and the 1978-79 school year (R-22, R-23, R-24, 

2 T 154, 9 T 98). 

When she was transferred to the Elizabeth Haddon School at the end of the 

1978-79 school year, the respondent was informed that the transfer was "to achieve a 

balanced utilization of strength and experience throughout the District" (R-25) and no 

other reasons were given to her for the transfer (R-25, R-40, 9 T 102). At the hearing, 

the petitioner's administrators testified that the transfer was intended to give the 

respondent a fresh start in a new school where the parents were not aware of any previous 

conflicts (3 T 25, 2 T 162), and it was hoped that the respondent would establish a better 

relationship with the principal of the Elizabeth Haddon School, Kenneth M. Florentine, 

than she had with Dr. C&ggiano (3 T 25, 2 T 162). 

Mr. Florentine was aware that Ms. Brotzman had been transferred In order to 

give her a change or environment and he initially thought that the respondent had not 

been treated fairly at the Central School (2 T 28). Mr. Florentine believes in having an 

informal relationship with his teachers and felt that he and the respondent initially had a 

good and cordial working relationship. 

The Elizabeth Haddon School is commonly known as the "Country Club" since 

it was built on the site of a former country clUb. The school is located in the most 

affluent section of Haddonfield and provides more student programs than the other 

elementary schools. 

During her Cirst year at the Elizabeth Haddon School. Ms. Brotzman taught the 

fourth grade and Mr. Florentine considered her to be an outstanding teaeher (R-1, R-2, 

'R.-3, P-3). During that school year, Ms. Brotzman had approximately twenty students and 

Mr. Florentine reeeived complaints from nine parents about Ms. Brotzman's attitude to 

her students and their parents. 
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Because of the number of eomplaints, Mr. Florentine eoneluded that the 

respondent lacked tact and was not sensitive to the position of the students' parents. 

\fs. R.L. testified that she became eoneemed about her daughter, S.L., when 

she started crying in the morning and not wanting to go to school (P-1). Prior to this 

time, her daughter had had a positive attitude to school and was involved in school 

activities (5 T 86, 98). Ms. R.L. was aware that her daughter had to leave the classroom 

early at lunchtime since she had been seleeted to sell milk in the lunch room. During the 

Back to School Night Program, Ms. R.L. stated that Ms. Brotzman said that she would 

"break her daughter's spirit" (P-1, 5 T 89). Since she was upset about this eomment, 

Ms. R.L. went to see Mr. Florentine and her daughter was transferred out of 

Ms. Brotzman's class. 

As to this incident, Ms. Brotzman testified that she had told Ms. R.L. that her 

daughter had to leave ten minutes early at lunch time and was trying to take advantage of 

the situation by leaving earlier (P-2, 9 T 105-6}. The respondent denied that she told 

Ms. R.L. that she would "break her daughter's spirit," and said that S.L.'s parents 

requested a transfer because they were upset about any criticism of their daughter (9 T 

107). 

Ms. R.D. testified that her daughter, J.D., did not want to go to school and 

eomplained about stomach aehes and headaches, and that she was concerned since her 

daughter previously had always liked school (5 T 103). In November or Deeember, 

Ms. R.D. asked tor a conference with Mr. Florentine and Ms. Brotzman about her 

daughter, and during the eonference, she asked that her daughter not be told about the 

meeting (5 T 107-6). On the next day, Ms. R.D. stated that her daughter came home upset 

and said that Ms. Brotzman had asked her why her parents had eomplained (5 T 109). 

Ms. R.D. was upset, and after she met again with Mr. Florentine, her daughter was 

transferred to another class (5 T 112-3). 

Ms. Brotzman denied telling J.D. about her meeting with her parents and 

a111umed that J.D. had teamed about the meeting from friends who probably saw the 

parents in the school (9 T 111-2). After the transfer, the respondent stated that J.D. told 

her that she wished she was still in the respondent's class (9 T 115). 
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Ms. V.D. testified that she was present in the respondent's classroom for a 

Halloween party and that when her son, B.D., tripped while participating a relay game, 

Ms. Brotzman called him, in a joking and belittling manner, a "clumsy oaf" and said that if 

it weren't for B.D., his team would have won (5 T 143-5). Ms. V.D. and her son were hurt 

and embarrassed by the incident and she talked to Ms. Brotzman after the party but the 

respondent did not apologize (3 T 148). Ms. V.D. stated that she did not ask for her son to 

be transferred since she felt that her son would meet people in life who did not like him 

and that it would be a good experience for him to stay in Ms. Brotzman's class. 

As to this incident, Ms. Brotzman had a different recollection of what 

occurred at the Halloween party. She stated that B.D. got confused during the relay race 

and did not follow the right sequence, and that she stopped the race, repeated the 

directions and had it rerun so that B.D.'s teammates would not blame him if they lost (9 T 

121-124). The respondent suggested that possibly Ms. V.D. heard one of the students call 

her son a "clumsy oat" and denied that she used that term (9 T 123, 125). After the party, 

the respondent stated that she told Ms. V.D. that she was sorry about what happened and 

was impressed when Ms. V.D. stated that she felt her son's mistake was due to the 

pressure he felt because of her presence. 

The respondent stated that one possible explanation for the number of parent 

complaints during the 1979-80 school year was that she gave lower grades than the 

preceeding teacher who had a lax grading system (9 T 126). She stated that the parents of 

many of her students were extremely concerned about their children's grades and were 

angry and offended if their children received low grades (9 T 104). 

For the 1980-81 school year, Ms. Brotzman was assigned to teach a fifth grade 

class and in his reports, Mr. Florentine stated that she was an excellent teacher (P-4, 

R-4). During that school year, ~r. Florentine stated that he only received a few minor 

comments regarding Ms. Brotzman. 

Ms. A.A.F. testified that when her son, J.F., was assigned to Ms. Brotzman's 

class, she asked for a transfer since she had heard adverse comments about the respondent 

but was persuaded to allow her son to remain in the respondent's elass (5 T 155-6). After 

he was in the class for a while, J.P. complained about being intimidated by Ms. Brotzman 

and Ms. A.A.F. and her husband met with Ms. Brotzman on a number o! occasions. Since 

they felt that Ms. Brotzman was cold and int~midating and did not understand their 
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concern about their son's morale, they again asked for a transfer. Since '\1r. Florentine 

refused, 1\ts. A.A.F. stated that they had their son attend a parochial school for the 

remainder of the school year. J.F. returned to the Elizabeth Haddon School for the sixth 

grade (5 T 160). 

For the 1981-82 school year, Ms. Brotzman was assigned to a special 

continuous progress fourth grade class (9 T 133) and she was given excellent evaluations 

by Mr. Florentine (P-5, R-5). There were no complaints from parents regarding the 

respondent during that school year. 

For the 1982-83 school year, Ms. Brotzman was assigned to teach a fourth 

grade class and even before the start of the school year, she was aware that she would 

have difficUlties since the class contained students that were having problems interacting 

with each other (10 T 37-8), and she had suggested to Mr. Florentine that he consider 

reassigning some of the students (10 T 39). Mr. Florentine agreed to consider her request 

but later told her that he did not regTOup the students since the parents he contacted 

objected to any change (10 T 40). During the school year, Ms. Brotzman stated that she 

recommended to several parents that they request that their children he transferred to 

the other fourth grade class to alleviate the behavior problems that existed (10 T 17-9). 

For that school year, Mr. Florentine again found Ms. Brotzman to be an 

excellent teacher (P-6, R-6, R-7, R-8}; however, he noted that she needed to develop 

more tact and diplomacy in dealing with parents and students. During the school year, 

Ms. Brotzman received a letter from Barry R. Ersek, superintendent of schools, 

complimenting her on the development of the reading material for her classroom (R-2f;). 

During the school year, Mr. Florentine received negative comments about 

Ms. Brotzman from approximately 2/3 of her student's parents and several of the parents 

Initiated discussions about having a meeting of parents about Ms. Brotzman. 

1\tr. Florentine was able to dissuade the parents from having such a meeting; however, he 

felt that there was a reason tor concern in view of the large number of complaints and the 

fact that the complaints were coming from parents who were normally supportive of the 

school and who had rarely complained about teachers in the past. Mr. Florentine stated 

that no other teacher employed by the Board had a comparable number or complaints 

made about him or her. Based on the complaints he received, Mr. Florentine concluded 

that the respondent was rude, curt, abrupt and. condescending to the parents and that 
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Ms. Brotzman's behavior was unprofessional. Of the parents who complained about 

Ms. Brotzman during the 1982-83 school year, eight testified during the hearing in this 

matter. 

Ms. D.L. testified that at the parent-teacher conference after the first 

marking period, she and her husband were told by Ms. Brotzman that their son, S.L., would 

not be promoted at the end of the school year because he was socially immature (P-16). 

Both parents were upset and felt that Ms. Brotzman had made up her mind without giving 

S.L. a chance to improve within the remainder of the school year. After they spoke to 

Mr. Florentine, S.L. was transferred to the other fourth grade class (4 T 47). Ms. D.L. 

felt that they could make sure that their son matured rapidly (4 T 44) even if they had to 

t:>ribe him to behave In class (4 T 59). 

According to Ms. D.L., this was the first time it was suggested to her and her 

husband that their son be retained in a grade and she had no recollection of a similar 

suggestion being made by S.L.'s third grade teacher, Carol Paton (4 T 45, 52-55). 

Ms. Brotzman stated that Carol Paton had suggested to Ms. D.L. and her 

husband that their son be retained In the third grade because of his difficulties with his 

subjects and his lack of maturity (R-28, R-29), and that she had discussed with them the 

posslbUity of retaining S.L. (R-30, 9 T 135). According to the respondent, neither Ms. 

D.L. nor her husband would accept the fact that S.L. was not ready for the demands of the 

fourth grade and that he would benefit by the retention (9 T 134-6). 

Ms. K.K., who was a class mother, stated that while her son was in the 

respondent's class, he came home angry, was unhappy about school and complained about 

the other students In the class (P-19, 4 T 117). On one occasion, Ms. K.K. was told that 

Ms. Brotzman held up her son's report and told the class that she could not read his 

handwriting. Since Ms. K.K. was aware that her son had poor handwriting, she did not talk 

to Ms. Brotzman about the Incident; however, she thought It was not handled properly (4 T 

121-2). Ms. K.K. said that Ms. Brotzman made a number or negative comments to her and 

her husband about their son, including the faet that he talked too much and did not remain 

In his seat. 

Ms. K.K. felt that Ms. Brotzman was allowing the class to get out of hand. 

According to Ms. K.K., the children In the respo!'dent's class for the 1982-83 sehool year 
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had been together since they started school and there were no serious problems until the 

respondent became their teacher. Thereafter, they became beligerent and there were 

fights among the students. Once while she was in the respondent's classroom, Ms. K.K. 

became upset when a student became distraught because he could not find a partner and 

startf!d to cry. Another parent, rather than the respondent, found him a partner (4 T 

115-6). Ms. K.K. was one of the initiators of the proposed meeting of parents regarding 

Ms. Brotzman. 

Ms. Brotzman stated that if she had seen the boy who could not find a partner 

start to cry, she would have assisted him (10 T 8-9). On that day, !Ids. Brotzman told the 

students to find partners and she had already predetermined that there was an equal 

number or students and that all of them could find a partner (10 T 6). The respondent was 

aware that two of her students sometimes had difficulties finding partners and she usually 

held back her help to give them an opportunity to find someone on their own {10 T 6). 

Ms. T.G. stated that her initial contact with Ms. Brotzman was the 

respondent's note asking her to get her son, A.G., to stop teasing a girl in the class and 

suggesting she speak to the girl's parents. Ms. T.G. responded by a note stating that it 

was the respondent's responsibility to ensure that there were no problems in the classroom 

but that she would talk to her son about the matter. Thereafter, Ms. T.G. and her husband 

were scheduled to have a conference with Ms. Brotzman, and since the respondent was 

running behind schedule, Ms. Brotzman tried to rush through the meeting and made a 

series of negative comments about A.G. (P-21, 4 T 148). Starting sometime in November 

1982, Ms. T.G. stated that her son told her that he was sitting alone facing the wall (4 T 

149). Just before Grandparent's Day in April 1983, A.G. requested that he be allowed to 

sit with the rest of the class and he was upset when Ms. Brotzman refused (4 T 152). 

Ms. T.G. spoke to Dr. Ersek about the matter and he arranged to have A.G. moved and 

suggested that Ms. T.G. say nothing to A.G. so that Ms. Brotzman could make the change 

{4 T 152-3). On the followilljl' day, A.G. told his mother that Ms. Brotzman said that he 

was going to be moved at the request of Mr. Florentine (4 T 153). Dr. Ersek was 

disappointed in how the respondent handled the matter and felt it would have been better 

if the respondent had not told A.G. that she was ordered to move him (3 T 21-2). 

At the suggestion of Dr. Ersek, Ms. T.G. and her husband met with 

Ms. Brotzman and Mr. Florentine. Ms. T.G. stated that Ms. Brotzman had nothing positive 
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to say aboUt her son, and stated that A.G. would get bored and roamed around the class, 

and that he was her worse disciplinary problem. 

Ms. E.A. testified that her son, C.A., who loved going to school, started to get 

sick and did not want to go to school soon after he started the fourth grade .in 

Ms. Brotzman's class, and that she was further upset when her son said that Ms. Brotzman 

indicated that he had a "motor-mouth" (5 T 7-8, 12). l'tfs. E.A., as a member of the 

Historic Society, went to Ms. Brotzman's class to make a slide presentation, and was 

annoyed when Ms. Brotzman did not greet her and her companion when they arrived nor 

did she thank them after their presentation (5 T 16-8). 

!VIs. J.R., Ms. O.R. and Ms. S.P.L. testified that their respective children, 

K.R., B.R., and M.K., had behavioral problems and did not like school while they were in 

Ms. BJ'Otzman's class, and aeeording to these parents, their children did not have any 

similar problems before or after they were In Ms. Brotzman's class. These parents were 

also upset by the way the respondent handled their complaints (P-14, P-15, P-20, P-22, 5 T 

63, 5 T 121, 5 T 166). 

Although she did not testify, Ms. E.S. wrote a letter to Mr. Ersek stating that 

the respondent was insensitive to her concerns about her child and that the problems in 

Ms. Brotzman's class were due to the way she handled the students (P-18). She noted that 

this class had been together for sometime without any problems and rejected \1s. 

Brotzman's alleged excuse that the pupil's actions were due to their age (P-18). Ms. E.S. 

was one of the organizers of the proposed meeting of parents regarding the respondent. 

Although neither O.K. nor P.K. were In her classroom, their mother, Ms. C.K., 

spoke to Mr. Florentine and Dr. Ersek regarding two Incidents involving her sons and 

Ms. Brotzman which oecurred during the 1982-83 school year (P-17). 

During that year, Ms. Brotzman, as the advisor to the Safety Patrol, gave O.K. 

13 demerits. Since her JOn felt that he should have been assessed only two demerits, 

Ms. C.K. tried to talk to Ms. Brotzman about the matter In the hall of the school and 

Ms. C.K. testified that Ms. Brotzman was curt and said that she did not have the time to 

talk to her (4 T '10). 
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The second incident occurred in April 1983 and related to a spitting incident in 

which P.K. was involved. Ms. Brotzman told P.K. to write a composition against spitting, 

and Ms. C.K. and her husband complained to Dr. Ersek that this was not an appropriate 

punishment and that her son should be punished by his teacher and not the respondent (4 T 

74-5). Ms. C.K. stated that the respondent stopped P.K. in the hallway, and in front of his 

classmates, she called Ms. C.K. a troublemaker (4 T '1'6). 

1\'lr. Florentine stated that the respondent did not deny that she called 

Ms. C.K. a troublemaker and she said that she used poor judgment (11 T 50-1}. Dr. Ersek 

stated that the respondent admitted that she made a disparaging comment about Ms. C.K. 

to her son, P.K., in front of his classmates (3 T 27-8). Dr. Ersek felt that the comment 

was inappropriate and that it put P.K. in an unpleasant and demeaning position (3 T 27). 

Ms. Brotzman stated that she was upset when the school administrators 

allowed Ms. C.K. to interfere in a discipline matter and allowed P.K. not to write the 

essay (9 T 173-6). According to the respondent, she was asked by Dr. Ersek to write a 

note to Ms. C.K. explaining why she assigned an essay to P.K. (9 T 169). When she gave 

the note to P.K., the respondent told him privately that she was distrubed about the fact 

that he had refused to write the essay (9 T 177). The respondent stated that she did not 

call Ms. C.K. a troublemaker (9 T 1 '1'8). According to the respondent, Ms. C.K. had the 

reputation of being a difficult person (9 T 180-1). 

As a witness tor the respondent, Ms. C.S.T. stated that her daughter, C. T., was 

in the respondent's class during the 1982-83 school year, and that this class had behavior 

problems before the respondent became their teacher. According to 'Yis. C.S.T., the class 

contained many bright and active students who "egged each other on" and who teased the 

girls (6T 123). Ms. C.S. T. state that there were problems with this class also in the 

1983-84 school year. 

Mr. Florentine stated that he spoke informally on several occasions to 

Ms. Brotzman regarding the parents' complaints during the 1982-83 school year and had a 

conference with her regarding the matter in the spring of 1983. In addition, Dr. Ersek 

spoke to Ms. Brotzman regarding her behavior towards parents, including '-'Is. C.K., in the 

spring of 1983 (3 T 22-3). Both of these gentlemen stated that, at the time, they felt that 

Ms. Brotzman was cooperative and was willing to change her mode of behavior (3 T 31). 
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In addition, before the end of the 1982-83 school year, Mr. Florentine spoke to 

Ms. Brotzman regarding the eomments she had placed on her students' report cards and he 

indicated that it was his policy to have teachers balance any negative comments with 

affirmative and positive statements about the child's behavior and progre99. Although 

Ms. Brotzman did not agree with this philosophy, Mr. Florentine felt that she understood 

the policy and would comply In the future. 

For the 1983-84 sehool year, Ms. Brotzman was 899igned to teach a fourth 

grade cla99 and 1\/lr. Florentine noted a favorable cla99room observation on November 3, 

1983 (R-9). During the initial part of that sehool year, Ms. Brotzman was a99isted by a 

student teacher, Holly Ann Riddle (R-3'1). After Ms. Riddle left, Mr. Florentine received 

a number of adverse comments from oareots about Ms. Brotzman. 

Ms. N.J. testlfled that she was told initially by Ms. Brotzman that her 

daughter, H.J., was doing all right, and was upset when she received the first report card 

which showed that H.J.'s grades were substantially lower than in the past since she was 

not Informed that there was a problem (P-12, P-13, 4 T 10-1, 21). At a conference with 

the respondent, Ms. N.J. was told that her daughter was not completing her work and 

apparently was not taking all of her papers home so that her mother could cheek her 

progre99 (4 T 12). Ms. Brotzman promised to staple H.J.'s papers In the future so that 

Ms. N.J. would get all of them; however, her daughter's papers were not stapled 

thereafter (4 T 11, 21). Ms. N.J. stated that Ms. Brotzman was upset about her complaint 

and implied that it was Ms. N.J.'s responsibility to ensure that her daughter did her 

homework and brought her work to school. Also, Ms. Brotzman suggested that R.J. might 

be disturbed and need psychiatric help (4 T 13-4). Ms. N.J. did not feel that her daughter 

needed such help, although she admitted that her daughter was a ''brat." 

After this conference, Ms. N.J. received a telephone call at work from her 

daughter on February 28, 1984 and her daughter said that the respondent had her call to 

say she had forgotten her homework folder (P-13}. On the following two days, Ms. N.J. 

reeelved similar calls from her daughter regarding her homework (P-13, 4 T 17-8). 

Ms. N.J. was upset that Ms. Brotzman had her daughter call her from sehool and felt that 

the matter could have been handled by telephone calls In the evening so that her daughter 

would not lose cla99 time (4 T 19). In addition, Ms. N.J. felt that the calls were required 

by Ms. Brotzman as a retaliation for her complaint. 
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Mr. Florentine agreed with '\1s. N.J. that her daughter should have not been 

required to call her during the sehool day and he felt the respondent's conduct was unpro

fessional (2 T 32). 

Ms. Brotzman stated that H.J. had a problem interacting with her classmates 

and that she did recommend outside professional help (10 T 59-60). In addition, H.J. was 

always forgetting to bring her work to sehool or bringing only a part of work, and that she 

hoped that by making her call her mother, H.J. would improve her performance (10 T 

69-71). According to the respondent, the calls were placed during free periods and not 

whUe the pupils were being taugflt. The respondent admitted that she forgot to staple 

H.J.'s papers (10 T 65-6). 

Ms. C.W. stated that she and her husband were upset when their son, J.W., was 

placed in a special reading class and when they were unable to set up a meeting with 

Ms. Brotzman. This matter was resolved after J.W. was given a reading test. Ms. C.W. 

stated that she was concerned since her son was unhappy and afraid to go to sehool and 

because his grades were low. During the conference with Ms. Brotzman in November 

1983, Ms. C. W. asked if there was anything she could do to help her son and she did not 

get a satisfactory answer from Ms. Brotzman. During this conference, Ms. C.W. stated 

that Ms. Brotzman waved her son's report card in her face and said that the report card is 

what the world would remember and not his nice clothes and blonde hair (P-11, 4 T 90). 

At a subsequent eon!erence, Ms. C.W. stated that Ms. Brotzman made negative comments 

about her son. 

!VIs. Brotzman stated that J.W. has an attitude and motivation problem which 

she discussed with P.lls. C.W. (10 T 54-8), and denied waving J.W.'s report card in his 

mother's face and making the statement attributed to her by Ms. C.W. (10 T 55-6). The 

respondent did recall discussing the importance of grades as compared to superficial 

things which children consider important (10 T 56). 

Ms. Riddle, who was present when the respondent had the conference with 

Ms. C.W. in November 1983, stated that Ms. Brotzman handled the conference well and 

tried to avoid creating tension, and that she did not wave a report card in Ms. C.W.'s face 

while making the statement attributed to her by Ms. c.w. (8 T 56). 
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In addition to 'Ms. C.S.T. (6 T 118), the respondent presented the testimony of 

ten other parents of students she had taught while employed by the Board. These parents 

were Mr. D.F.T. (6 T 53), Ms. L.G.C. (6 T 103), Ms. C.R. (6 T 134), Ms. A.M.M. (6 T 154), 

1\'ls. S.R. (7 T 3), 1\'ls. U.R. (7 T 15), Ms. K.T. (7 T 36), Ms. V.B.C. (7 T 60), Ms. M.H.S. (8 1' 

3), and Ms. S.C. (8 T 16), and all of them testified that Ms. Brotzman was an excellent 

teacher and that they have not been intimidated or upset by her behavior to them. 

On cross~xamlnatlon, Mr. Schmoll established that two or these witnesses, 

Ms. S.R. and Ms. M.H.S., were neighbors of the respondent. Also, most of these parents 

stated that they would have been upset if a teacher had told them that he/she were going 

to break their child's spirit, had called their the child a "clumsy oaf," had waved their 

child's report card in their face or had criticized the parent in front of the child and 

his/her peers. 

In addition, the respondent presented the testimony of a former student, C.R., 

who stated that Ms. Brotzman was her teacher when her family first moved to 

Haddonfield and that Ms. Brotzman had helped her adjust to the school. Ms. C.R. 

considered Ms. Brotzman to be a perceptive teacher and a friend as wen as her teacher (7 

T 31). 

Lastly, on behalf of the respondent, Barbara Rell, a learning consultant 

employed by the Board, who Is also a member of the Child Study Team, testified that she 

had the opportunity to observe special education pupils while they were being taught by 

Ms. Brotzman both at the Central and Elizabeth Haddon Schools and she eonsidered the 

respondent to be an excellent teacher (7 T 89-90). Ms. Rell stated that Ms. Brotzman was 

the type or teacher who really tries to help the students to adjust and is willing to do 

extra work to accommodate their needs (7 T 91-2). 

At the end of the second marking period on January 27, 1984, Ms. Brotzman 

submitted report cards without any written comments. Mr. Florentine stated that It was 

the school policy to require teachers to place written comments on report cards for the 

second, third and fourth marking periods and a reminder about the written comments 

appeared in the school nyer that was sent to the teachers In early January (P-7, P-8, 

P-10). 
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The report cards were returned to the respondent with an anecdotal note from 

Mr. Florentine (P-8). In this note, he asked Ms. Brotzman to place written comments on 

the report cards and to meet with him on February 1, 1984. Ms. Brotzman inserted the 

comments and returned the report cards within twenty-four hours, and she considered the 

matter resolved (10 T 75). 

Ms. Brotzman stated that she did not initially submit any comments since she 

felt that she was in an "ethical quandary" (10 T 73) because it was her duty as a teacher to 

be honest in her comments and !.1r. Florentine had asked her to be positive to the point of 

possibly misleading the parents (10 T 72-4). 

Mr. Florentine stated that he sent the anecdotal note since he was discouraged 

by the respondent's action in view of the conversation regarding comments on report cards 

he had with her at the end of the previous school year. '\1r. Florentine was further upset 

when Ms. Brotzman did not sign and return the anecdotal note and when she did not 

appear at the February 1, 1984 conference. 

'\1r. Florentine sent Ms. Brotzman a memorandum asking her to sign the 

anecdotal note and return it to him (P-9). The respondent indicated on the memorandum 

that she had thrown out the anecdotal note (P-9). Thereafter, when he asked 

Ms. Brotzman to sign a copy or the anecdotal note, she refused and suggested that he tear 

it up (11 T 51-2). Mr. Florentine stated that the respondent was abrupt and insubordinate, 

and he felt that she was challenging his authority (2 T 51-2). 

On the anecdotal note form, it is clearly stated that the teacher's signature 

indicates only the receipt of the note (P-8). Mr. Florentine stated that Ms. Brotzman had 

received from him several anecdotal notes which had been complimentary of her 

performance and that she had returned these notes with her signature. 

Ms. Brotzman stated that she felt hurt by Mr. Florentine's insistence on 

formality and that she reacted emotionally and refused to sign the anecdotal note (10 T 

77). Ms. Brotzman stated that she was unaware that Mr. Florentine had cheeked the 

space provided for requesting a conference on the anecdotal note (P-8), and that if she 

had known that Mr. Florentine wanted a conference, she would have met with him (10 T 

78). 
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In his report regarding a subsequent meeting held on February 7, 1984, 

Mr. Florentine stated that Ms. Brotzman explained that she did not sign the note because 

she disagreed with the way the matter was brought to her attention, and she felt that 

\fr. Florentine had used poor managerial judgment and that the note was a display of 

power (2 T 51, P-10), Ms. Brotzman stated that she was not given an opportunity to sign 

the anecdotal note on February 7, 1984 (10 T 80). 

Dr. Ersek, by letter dated February 23, 1984, scheduled a meeting on 

February 24, 1984, with the respondent to discuss the anecdotal note incident and her 

conduct towards parents (P-36, 3 T 11-2). The respondent called his office upon receipt 

of the letter, and left a message that the February 24, 1984 date was not convenient and 

suggested that they meet late in the week (P-37). By letter dated February 24, 1984, 

Dr. Ersek suspended Ms. Brotzman without pay (P-38). 

By letter dated February 29, 1984, Dr. Ersek suggested possible dates for a 

conference with the respondent (P-39). This conference was held on March 16, 1983, and 

the respondent and Ms. Johnson were present. During this conference, Ms. Brotzman 

signed the anecdotal note. 

I PIMD that the facts as set forth above are not in dispute except for the 

testimony relating to the incidents involving Ms. C,M., Ms. R.L., Ms. R.D., Ms. v.o., 
Ms. D.L., Ms. C.K. and Ms. C.W. There is, in addition, disagreement as to the 

interpretation to be given to what took place between the respondent and many of the 

parents who testified on behalf of the Board. 

It was admitted by the Board that none of the school administrators personally 

observed any Impropriety by the respondent, except for her statements during the Back to 

School Night Program In 1976, and their conclusion that the respondent's attitude to 

parents was unprofessional was based on the number of complaints that they had received 

as well as the number of transfers that were requested. Mr. Schmoll argued that the 

parents who were called as witnesses for the petitioner were eredible since they had 

nothing to gain by the outcome In this matter. 

In response, Ms. Johnson argued that all parents have a natural bias or 

prejudice In favor of their children whleh is likely to taint their perception of events 

involving their ehUdren espeeially where the teacher Is forthright in pointing out their 
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children's shortcomings. In addition, she questioned the ability of parents to make 

judgments regarding the professional conduct of teachers. Lastly, Ms. Johnson noted that 

many of the parents' letters which were admitted into evidence on behalf of the petitioner 

were written only after an administrator called the parents and requested such a letter. 

As to the incident involving Ms. C.W., 1 FIND based on the testimony of both 

the respondent and Ms. Riddle, that Ms. Brotzman did not wave the report card in 

Ms. C.W.'s face; however, she did make it clear that she thought Ms. C.W. put too much 

emphasis on material things instead of stressing the importance of school grades. 

Since Ms. R.D. was not present when Ms. Brotzman allegedly told her daughter 

about the meeting and Ms. R.D.'s daughter did not testify, l FIND the respondent's 

testimony regarding the incident to be credible. 

As to Ms. D.L.'s testimony regarding the respondent's statements regarding the 

promotion of her son, I FIND that Ms. D.L. has a poor memory regarding statements made 

as to the retention of her son and I FIND the respondent's testimony as to this incident to 

be credible. 

Based on the testimony of Ms. C.K. and the admissions of the respondent made 

to Dr. Ersek and Mr. Florentine, I FIND that Ms. Brotzman did make a disparaging remark 

about Ms. C.K. to her son, P.K. 

Also, I FIND that it is impossible to make determinations as to what took 

place during the other disputed incidents, those involving Ms. C.M. ("break" her daughter), 

Ms. R.L. ("broke" her daughter's spirit) and Ms. V.D. ("clumsy oaf'"). However, I FIND that 

it is clear from the number or complaints and requests for transfers that the respondent 

did not attempt to be diplomatic in her dealings with parents notwithstanding the 

counseling she had received from her supervisors. Although it is not disputed that the 

respondent is an excellent teacher in that she knows her subject matters and is able to 

make a comprehensive presentation, l FIND that the respondent's actions and comments 

to a substantial number of parents resulted in a polarizing of positions rather than 

encouraging the parents to work with her for the benefit of their children. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

Mr. Schmoll, on behalf of the petitioner, stated that the Board had shown 11 

pattern of confrontation with students' parents arising from the respondent's negative, 

intimidating and belittling behavior, and that the counseling efforts of Dr. Caggiano, 

Mr. Florentine and Dr. Ersek produced only short-term improvements followed by a 

resurging of the problem. Mr. Schmoll argued that the respondent's inability to relate to 

parents in a professional manner established Incapacity and noted that the Appellate 

Division has held that as to the issue of incapacity "the touchstone is fitness to discharge 

the duties and function of one's office or position." In re Tenure Hearing of Grossman, 127 

N.J.~ 13, 29 (App. Div. 1974), cert. den., 85 !!d:, 292 (1974). 

In addition, Mr. Schmoll argued that the respondent's pattern of confrontation 

with parents is conduct unbeeoming a teacher, Tenure HeariJ!t of Ernest E. Gilbert, OAL 

DKT. NOS. EDU 3388-80 and EDU '1375-81 (Peb. 16, 1982), aff'd in part by Comm. of Ed., 

April 5, 1982, aff'd, State Bd. of Ed., October 8, 1982; Tenure Hearing of Betty Nacht, 

1980 ~ 431. Also, Mr. Schmoll argued that the Incident relating to the respondent's 

refusal to sign the anecdotal note is insubordination and demonstrated the respondent's 

cavalier attitude to the directions of her supervisor. He noted that school law decisions 

have established that insubordination is conduct unbecoming a teacher, Gilbert; ~ 

Hearing of Anthony J. Scarp!gnato, Comm. of Ed., May 9, 1983, aff'd with modirtcations, 

State Bd. of Ed., September 7, 1983; Pietruntl v. Brick Tp. Bd. of Ed., 128 N.J. Super. 149 

(App. Dlv. 1974). 

Lastly, Mr. Schmoll argued that the respondent's pattem of unprofessional 

conduct towards parents, whether it were to be considered to be incapacity or conduct 

unbecoming a teacher, In addition to respondent's Insubordination as to anecdotal note 

incident warrants her removal from her tenured position. 

Ms. Johnson, on behalf of the respondent, renewed the argument she made as 

part of her motion for summary judgment, namely, that incapacity can only be proven by 

8 showing that a teacher has 8 physical or mental Infirmity and can no longer perform 

his/her assigned duties. Tenure Hearing of Evelyn Cohn, Comm. of Ed., August 12, 1983; 

Tenure Hearing of Blanche Sheets, 19'19 ~ 790, rev'd, State Bd. of Ed., 1980 S.D.L. 

1538; Tenure Hearing of Nancy Bacon, 1978 ~ 778; Tenure Hearing of Thomas Healy, 

1977 ~ 878, atr'd, State Bd. of Ed., 19'18. !!&.:h 1019; Tenure Hearing of Oavld 
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Bernstein, 1967 S.L.D. 73. Ms. Johnson stated that in Grossman, the court's determination 

of incapacity was based on extensive medical testimony and that the court concluded that 

VIs. Grossman's presence in the classroom would "create a potential for psychological 

harm to the students" {Grossman at 32), and that the Board in this matter had made no 

such presentation. Ms. Johnson argued that if it were determined that the respondent's 

conduct towards parents is unacceptable, then the charge against her should be 

inefficiency. Such a charge can not be sustained in this matter since by statute, a board 

of education must give prior notice before certifying the charge of inefficiency to the 

Commissioner. ~ l8A:6-ll; Tenure Hearing oC Barbara Roberts, Comm. of Ed., 

April 19, 1984; Tenure Hearing of Marilyn Feitel, 1977 §J2.:h 451, aff'd by State Bd. of 

Ed., 1977 S.D.L. 458. 

Additionally, Ms. Johnson argued that the respondent's conduct towards 

parents was proper, and that the complaints presented by the petitioner were minor and 

insignificant. Ms. Johnson stated that Ms. Brotzman was an honest and forthright teacher 

who believed in telling the parents when their children were exhibiting any learning or 

behavioral difficulties even at the risk of creating friction in those eases where the 

parents were not receptive to her comments. Ms. Johnson stated that this is a laudable 

attitude by a teacher and does not warrant the imposition of any disciplinary action. 

Further, Ms. Johnson stated that as to the anecdotal note incident, 

Ms. Brotzman was surprised by the sudden formality imposed by Mr. Florentine, and that 

she did not see the request for a conference nor did she think there was any need for a 

follow-up since she had complied with his request. Even if her actions were technically 

conduct unbecoming a teacher, Ms. Johnson argued it was a minor violation which does 

not warrant any disciplinary action. 

Lastly, Ms. Johnson argued that if Ms. Brotzman's conduct warrants the 

imposition of any disciplinary action, removal is not appropriate and that some lesser 

penalty should be imposed in this matter. 

As to the charge of incapacity, I am still persuaded that Ms. Johnson's 

argument as to what must be shown in order to prove such a charge is incorrect and that 

the charge can be sustained upon a showing that a person has demonstrated an inability to 

perform in an acceptable manner even if there is no showing of a physical or mental 

infirmity of the type which would necessiate medical attention. However, I agree with 
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Ms. Johnson's argument and I CONCLUDE that the charge of incapacity was not proven. 

ln this matter, there is no regular pattern of incidents over a lengthy period of time but 

rather sporadic problems separated by school years without problems. This demonstrates 

that Ms. Brotzman can conform to the Board's standards when she wants to do so. Also. I 

CONCLUDE that the respondent has not shown that the tenure charge should have been 

inefficiency rather than incapacity. 

As to her conduct towards parents, I CONCLUDE that the Board has shown 

that Ms. Brotzman's actions constituted conduct unbecoming to a teacher, and that she 

has failed to comply with the Board's standard regarding such conduct, notwithstanding 

the numerous conversations and conferences with her immediate supervisors, 

Dr. Caggiano and Mr. Florentine as well as with Dr. Ersek. It was very clear from the 

testimony of the Board's supervisors that teachers were advised that they should point out 

to parents any learning or behavioral difficulties but that it should be done in such a 

manner that the parents would accept the teacher's comments and work with the teacher 

in formulating the corrective measures that should be taken. By her frank and abrasive 

manner, Ms. Brotzman antagonized the parents which made it much more difficult to 

achieve the necessary cooperation of the parents. There is no doubt that Ms. Brotzman is 

an intelligent and gifted teacher and that she has a sincere concern regarding her 

students' well-being. Where the parents were not offended by her manner, as shown by 

the parents who testified on her behalf, she and the parents were able to work together to 

ensure that the pupil received the best possible educational opportunities available to 

meet his/her individual needs. It is also quite evident that where the parents were 

offended by her approach or comments, a working relationship was not achieved and there 

was the likelihood that the pupil utlimately suffered by the situation. 

As to the anecdotal note incident, I CONCLUDE that respondent's actions 

equate to insubordation and conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

DISPOSmON 

Based on my review of the facts as well as my consideration of the legal 

arguments presented, I CONCLUDE that the respondent's acts of insubordination and 

conduct unbecoming a teacher do not warrant removal but that the imposition of 

discipline is appropriate. Therefore, I ORDER that the Board reinstate the respondent to 

her position but that the respondent is not enti~led to any back salary for the first 120 
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days of her suspension. Further, I ORDER that the respondent be given a letter of 

reprimand regarding her conduct towards parents which advises her that if there is not a 

significant improvement in the future, she may be the sub~ect of further disciplinary 

action. Lastly, I ORDER that the respondent's salary ,increment be withheld for the 

1984-85 school year. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. 'However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become 11 fin11l decision in Bccord11nce with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

Receipt Acknowl~dged: 
t"'.(. 

DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

DATE 
DEC 311985 

ml/ee 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TtNUR.E 

HEARING OF HELEN BROTZMAN, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE BOROUGH 

OF HADDONFIELD, CAMDEN COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Administra
tive Law. 

It is observed that timely exceptions to the initial 
decision have been filed with the Commissioner by the Board pursuant 
to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c. 

The Board in its exceptions argues as follows: 

1. With respect to the tenure charge of incapacity, the Board 
argues that the judge erred in failing to render a finding that 
respondent was guilty of inca pad ty, as well as unbecoming conduct 
and insubordination. In this regard the Board in its exceptions 
seeKs to advance its position in pertinent part as follows: 

*"'*[T]he finding that dismissal based on inca
pacity can be avoided simply because the tenured 
teacher can subjectively decide when to act 
rrofessionally and when not to should be 
summarily rejected. Whether or not respondent 
wants to conform to the Board's standards for 
professional conduct is irrelevant. Wanting to 
conform to the Board's standards is a condition 
of employment and a professional responsibility 
that is required of all school employees. Judge 
TylutH • s opinion would allow tenure teachers to 
decide for themselves when to act in an accept
able manner and avoid dismissal charges based on 
incapacity simply because the teacher is able to 
make short-term, cosmetic improvements. 

Here, the central issue is whether respondent did 
in fact meet the Board's acceptable level -of 
profeiSlonal conduct and the ALJ specifically 
found that she didn't. Indeed, the ALJ found 
undisputed the testimony of Dr. Caggiano and 
Mr. Florentine, respondent's principals, as well 
as Dr. Ersek, the Superintendent of Schools, of 
the repeated, unsuccessful efforts by these 
supervisors, in the form of conferences, evalua
tion comments and written reprimands, to change 
respondent's belligerent, rude and abrasive 
behavior. More specifically, the ALJ found that 
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respondent "did not attempt to be diplomatic in 
her dealings with parents notwithstanding the 
counseling she received from her supervisors." 
Initial Decision [ante]. 

(Board's Exceptions, at pp. 6-7) 

2. Notwithstanding the ALJ's findings of the tenure charges of 
unbecoming conduct and insubordination, the Board rejects the 
penalty recommended by the ALJ herein and urges the Commissioner to 
find and determine that nothing less than respondent's dismissal 
from tenured employment is warranted. The Commissioner does not 
agree. 

Upon review of the Board's exceptions to the initial deci
sion the Commissioner finds and determines that the ALJ's finding 
that the Board failed to prove its tenure charge of incapacity 
against respondent is consistent with the factual circumstances set 
forth in the record of this matter which are specifically supported 
by the conclusions of law addressed in the initial decision, ante. 

What remains to be considered is the sufficiency of the 
penalty recommended by the ALJ resulting from those incidents 
related to the charges of insubordination and unbecoming conduct of 
which respondent has been found guilty as charged. 

It is apparent from a review of respondent's classroom 
observations and annual evaluation reports prepared by her adminis
trators that respondent has been determined to be a superior teacher 
during all the periods of time controverted herein. 

However, a large portion of the documentation and testimony 
adduced at the hearing involved those incidents in which respondent 
was not formally evaluated or documented by her superiors in her 
annual evaluation reports. 

While the Commissioner does not condone those actions of 
respondent for which she has been found guilty herein, nevertheless 
it must be pointed out that the failure of the school administration 
to include those incidents of respondent's unsatisfactory behavior 
in her annual evaluation reports from their inception, compromised 
the lawful intent for which such evaluations were intended. Thus, 
the gravity of respondent's conduct as viewed by her superiors and 
by the parents of certain pupils in her classroom over the years was 
not brought to the Board's attention for the purpose of invoking 
remedial disciplinary action. 

Consequently, despite all the incidents pertaining to 
respondent's unsatisfactory behavior left unreported over the years, 
the Board was finally apprised of those events that occurred between 
respondent and her principal· during the 1983-84 school year which 
initially gave rise to the tenure charges against her. 
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In the Commissioner's judgment respondent's acts of insub
ordination and unbecoming conduct cannot be excused. However, in 
assessing a penalty to be imposed against her the Commissioner 
cannot ignore the fact that her superiors have evaluated her s~ills 
and abilities as a teacher as being superior while in the Board's 
employ. 

In view of the above, the Commissioner concurs with the 
recommended penalty by the ALJ which shall be imposed against 
respondent in the instant matter. 

Accordingly, the Board is ordered to reinstate respondent 
to a teaching position without salary for the first 120 days of her 
suspension on tenure charges and the Board is directed to withhold 
respondent's salary increment for the 1984-85 school year. 

Finally, the Board is directed to place a letter of repri
mand in respondent's file which advises her that, in the event there 
is not significant improvement in her objectionable conduct in the 
future, she may be subject to further disciplinary action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 10, 1986 
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&tatt .of Nrw 3Jrr&ry 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

A.A., ON BBBALP OP 

IDS SON, A.A., .TR... 
Pet! tioner, 

v. 

BOARD OP EDUCATION OP THE 

FREEHOLD REGIONAL mGH SCHOOL 

DJSTIUCT, MONMOUTU COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

llfl'l1AL DECISION 

PARTIAL SUMIIARY JUDGMENT 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6027-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 297-8/85 

Caro)11l RGecoe, Law Clerk, appearing pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-3.12(a)4, Cor 
petitioner (Alfred Slocum, Public Advocate or New Jersey, attorney) 

.Tames E. COUlns, Esq., for respondent (Cerrato, O'Connor, Saker &: Collins, 
attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 5, 1985 
(Issue No. 1) 

BEFORE ULLAJU) E. LAW, ALJ: 

Decided: December 18, 1985 

Petitioner filed a Verified Petition of Appeal before the Commissioner of 

Education on behall of his son, A.A., Jr., a elaasifled handicapped pupil, pursuant to 

N.J.S.A. 18A:46-l !!_ !!9.• and N.J.A~C. 6:28-1.1 !!_ !!9.·• and under protest following a 

denial of a due process hearing request before the Division of Special Education, 

New Jersey Department of Education as provided by 34 £:!.:.!!::. S 76.780. Petitioner 

:V11w Jerst_v Is An £qu1J/ Opportunity Emp/u.vu 
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alleges, among other things, that $325.00 per pupil transportation limit as provided by 

N.J.S.A. 18A:39-l and as applied by the Board of Education of the Freehold Regional High 

School District (Board) is substantially less than petitioner expends each school year to 

transport A.A. Jr. to 8 nonpublie school and is violative of petitioner's rights under the 

Education for AU Handicapped Children Act (EHA), 20 ~ SS 1400 !!.!. !!!S·• and 

pursuant to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. S 794. The Board 

answers the petitioner together with eight separate defenses whereby it asserts, among 

other things, that it has at all times acted properly in accordance with the law. 

The Commissioner transmitted th1a matter to the Office of Administrative 

Law on September 24, 1985, lor determination as a contested ease, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 1 
52:148-1 ~ !!:9.· and N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l ~ !!:9.· A prehearing conference was held on 

October 25, 1985, at which it was agreed that the issue of jurisdiction was ripe for 

summary decision before 8 hearing on the merits of petitioner's appeal is to be heard. 

That issue as set forth in the prehearing order is framed, as follows: 

Whether this matter, which has b~ denied a due process hearing 
request by the New Jersey Department of Education, Division of 
Special Education under 20 U.S.C. SS 1400 ~ !!:9.·• Education of the 
Handicapped Children's Act and 5 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1913, 29 u.s.c. S 194, is within the jurisdiction of the 
CommissioneroT'Edueatlon, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9? 

Pursuant to the prehearing order, the parties submitted letter memoranda, 

attachments and stipulations. The last document was received by the undersigned on 

December 5, 1985, which constituted the close or the record with respect to Issue No. 1. 

S'MPULA TIONS 

1. PETITIONER'S MEDICAL DISABIIJTY 

The respondent herein, Board of Education of the 
Freehold Regional High School District, Monmouth County, 
~ !!, stipulates to the tact that A.A., Jr. has an orthopedic 
handicap. That is, according to the confidential records from 
A.A., Jr., grammar school attendance, he unfortunately, is 
suffering form a spinal muscular atroohy disease called 
Anterior Hom Cell Disease, 
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2. PETITIONER'S CLASSIFICATION 

Petitioner, A.A., Jr., has been classified as of 
October 29, 1984, as orthopedieally handieapped. 

3. PETITIONER'S IEP 

A.A., Jr. Ia eurrentlJ funetloning at or above grade 
level In all aeademlc subjeets. Reeent evaluation eondueted 
in October, 1984, Indicated that A.A., Jr.'s testing results, 
report eard pdes and reports from sehool personnel 
doeument adequate, academic performance. No additional 
aeademtc services deemed to be necessary In aceordance 
with the moat reeant evaluation or A.A., Jr. 

'ftle Child Study Team ooncluaion is u follows: 

Sued on an evaluation of professional reports, A.A., Jr. is 
found to be eligible tor elassifieation as orthopedleally handicapped 
in need of related services - transportation. The motor neuron 
disease from which he suffers results in Impaired locomotive 
abWty and voluntary mwsele eontrol weakness. Aeademie, 
adaptive and lnteUeetual tunetioning are at or above age 
expeetaney. 

4. 'ftle clrcumst.ances undet' which Petitioner was removed from 
the Board's school and placed In Cbriatian Brother's Academy 
(CBA): 

A.A., Jr.'s placement at CBA is a voluntary placement 
and is totally unrelated to A.A., Jr.'s orthopedic handicap 
and/or any special needs relating to A.A., Jr. 

The voluntary placement or A.A., Jr., at CBA, which is 
unrelated to his elassifieatlon, is at the election of his 
parents and not required by any evaluation of A.A., Jr. 

ARGUMENTS OP THE PARTIES 

PETITIONER'S ARGUMENTS 

Petitioner asserts thet as a consequence of A.A., Jr.'s disabling eondition, his 

mobility is so restricted thet he eiWIOt run, nor eUmb stairs except on his hands and 

knees, and easily loses his footing with a mUd shove or push. Petitioner eontends that 

A.A., Jr. Is subjected to considerable personal risk if or when he uses the Board's regular 

pupU transportation system to CBA. With such use, A.A., Jr. is exposed to vehicular 
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tratne which Involves both a lengthy walk to the sehoolhouse Crom the bus and an 

intermediate stop at a bus depot where pupils are required to regroup for transport to 

school and home. Petitioner asserts that it is his opinion as well as A.A., Jr.'s physician 

(Dr. Sidney Carter) that A.A., Jr. requires special transportation by way of a special van 

to assure curbside pickup and drop-off In close proximlnty of the entrance to CBA. 

Alternatively, and less desirable, petitioner would eoneede to the use of the Board's 

regular school bus In the event A.A., Jr. was provided with an adult assistant to 

accompany him in retttnr on and orr the bus and aid A.A., Jr. to the school building at 

CBA. 

Petitioner objects to the Board's alternative to provide the statutory annual 

$325 (now $406) Umft to petitioner In Ueu of A.A., Jr.'s use or the pupU trtlJ'IIII)Ortatlon to 

CBA suppUed by the Board. N.J.S.A. 18A:39-1. Petitioner seeks an order compelling the 

Board to provide A.A., Jr. with a special van or, alternatively, an adult assistant to 

accompany him on the Board's regular pupil transportation to CBA. 

With respect to the issue or jurisdiction, petitioner offers a two-part argument 

as foUowss 

Petitioner eontends that this matter Involves a violation of the EHA and is not 

within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Education, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9 provides that, "The commissioner shall have jurisdiction to hear and 

determine, •.• aU controversies and disputes arising under the school laws." 

Petitioner baa charl4ld that, by ... rttnr the statutory Umltation contained In 

N..J.S.A. 18A:39-l as the l'tiiUIOI'I fOP rejeettnr petitioner's request fOP speelaUzed 

tranlportation, respondent baa violated the Education of the Handicapped Aet (EHA) 20 

!W!:£.:. I UOO. Petitioner does not allege a violation of the New Jersey school laws by the 

school board. It is, In fact, acknowledged that the statutory amount has been provided; It 

is asserted, however, that the amount Is wholly Inadequate for the services required. 

Provision of the amount mandated by state law wiU not in and of itself satisfy the clear

cut requiremanta of the federal EHA. As sueh, the petition does not allege a controversy 

arising lmder the school Jaws over which the Commissioner of Education has jurisdiction 

pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9. 
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n 

Petitioner argues that the Commissioner of Education does have jurisdiction 

over the matter, pursuant to 20 .!!.:.!!:£:. S 1415; however, the decision of the administrative 

law judge is final. 

20 .!2:!::£:. S 1415(a) requires the establishment and maintenance of procedures, 

"to assure that handicapped ehlldren IIJld their parents • • • are guaranteed procedural 

safeguards with respect to the provision ot tree appropriate pubUe education." One such 

procedure, stated InS 1415 (b) (E), is the opportunity to present complaints. 

20 .!2:!::£:. S 1415 (2) pes on to provide that upon presenting a complaint, 

"Parents ••• shall have an opportunity for an Impartial due procesa hearilllf whieh shall be 

conducted by the state educational agency or by the loeal educational agency or 

intermediate educational unit, as determined by state law or by the state educational 

ageney." 

Petitioner originally requested a special education due process hearing, 

pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:6A-2.2, alleg:llllf a violation of 20 .!!.:.!!:£:. S 1400 !! !!9.· The 

petition was rejected on the ground that N.J.A.C. 6:28-6.3(e) Is intended to limit 

petitioner's rights, as a nonpubUe school pupil, to a special education due process hearing 

only where the provision of a limited number of services is beilllf challenged. The 

enumerated services did not Include the provision of the Ioeal school board, of the related 

service of transportation. 

Upon the recommendation of the Director of the Division of Special 

Education, IIJld followllllf his Initial refusal to accept the complaint, the petition was flled, 

under protest, with the Commissioner of Education. However, pursuant to 20 ~ 

S 1415(b)(2), the Commissioner shall have no power over the decision. 

In complaints charging a violation ot EHA, the role of the Commissioner is 

limited to reeelvilllf the petition. 20 !!:!:£:. S 1415(b)(2) of the statute requires that the 

hearing shall be conducted by an impartial hearing officer. 20 !!:!:£:. S 1415(e)(l) further 

provides that the decision of the he&rllllf officer shall be final, subject only to the right of 

appeal in a eivU action brought in a state court or district court. The decision is not 
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reeommended nor is it subjeet to approval by the Commissioner. 'Itlus, in the present 

ease, the Commissioner is preeluded by the federal statute from rendering a deeision in 

the matter or in any way affecting the deeision rendered by the independent hearing 

otfleer. 

In conclusion, petitioner asserts that the instant matter, eharging a violation 

of the ERA is before the Commissioner under protest. Petitioner believes that the 

complaint shOUld more properly be before the Division of Speeial Edueatlon beeause a 

violation of the federal special edueation law is charpd. However, to the extent the 

Depvtment of Education has jurisdiction over the matter, It is.Umited to receiving the 

complaint and does not extend to l.ssul.nr a deetslon that is finaL 'I11e authority to hear 

the complaint and issue a final decision is In the independent hearing otrieer. 

THE BOARD'S ARGUEMENT 

The Board observes that at the· prehearing conference condueted on 

October 25, 1985, the undersilned requested that a to Issue No. 2 before this eourt, that 

eounsel a~ whether or not the respondent, Board of Education, is in eompUance with 

the provtsiorw a Ht forth In K.J.S.A. 18A:39-1. On pap two of petitioner's brief, It is, In 

fact, aeknowledfed that the statutory amount of $<106 is being elq)ended for the 

trllJIIpOI'tation of petitioner's son, A.A., Jr. Despite petitioner's assertions to the 

contrary, It Is not up to the parties Involved in the present matter to ascertain whether or 

not this statutory allowance is adequate for the services allege<fly required. 

During discovery In this matter, petitioner was provided with a letter from 

Doctor H. Vietor erespy, SUperintendent of Schools, stating that no federal funds lll't! 

reeeived by respondent for any allocation towards transportation. In conjunction with 

this, It is Important to reeoplze that 20 ~ 5 1400(bX9) states: 

It is In the National interest that the Federal government assist 
State and loeal efforts to provide programs to meet the 
educational needs of handicapped chfldren in order to ansure equal 
protection of the law. 

The Board asserts that no financial assistance from the federal government is, 

In tact, dlreeted towards that transportation apeet of public education in the Freehold 

Regional District. 

-8-
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'l11e Board observes that on August 29, 1985, the United States Department of 

Education administratively closed petitioner's compliant which was filed under Section 

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 19'13 for want of jurisdiction. Accordingly, page two of 

that letter, in part, reeds as follows: 

A review of the Federal financial assistance information supplied 
by tile Districrt and an interview with the District's Director of 
Tranlportation lead OCR to conclude that the District's private 
school transportation procram does not receive or bene!it from 
Pederal !inancial assistance. 'l11erefore, bued on tile information 
provided by the Distrlcrt, we cannot establish that tile alleged 
discrimination occurred in a program or actiVity which Is subject to 
the requirements of the Section 504 implementing regulation. 
Accorc:ltngl:y, we have determined that we do not have jurisdiction 
to issue a compUance determination in tllia complaint. [ Exhibit A] 

'l11e Board observes that the preheartng order further directed that the perti11s 

ascertain whether or not tile Commissioner of Education has jurisdiction over the matter, 

pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9. Notwithstanidng petitioner's connicting statements on page 

two of his brief, it is submitted that N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9 indicates that: 

'l11e Commissioner shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine, 
without costs to the parties, all controversies and disputes ariatng 
under the l!Chool laws, excepting thole perning higher education, 
or under the rules of the state board or of the commissioner. 

'l11e Board argues that despite clarity, petitioner states that although no New 

Jersey School Laws have been violated by the respondent, Federal Law is cogniZable in 

this forum. Petitioner's own references defeat this contention. Petitioner's reliance on 

20 ~ S 1415 (2) may well be consistent with the result that was reached when their 

request for a special education due process hearing, pursuant to N'.J.A.C. 1:6A-2.2 was 

denied. 'l11e petition was rejected on the ground that N..J.A.C. 6:26-6.3(e) is intended to 

Umit petitioner'S riehts, as a nonpubUc school student, to a special education due process 

hearing only where the provision of a Umited number of services Is being challenged. 1n 

pert, 20 ~ S 1415(b)(2) reads1 

Whenever a complaint has been received under paragraph (I) of this 
subsection, the parents or fllllrdians shaD have an opportunity for 
an Impartial due process hearing which shall be conducted by the 
State educational agency or by the local edueational agency or 
intermediate educational unit, as determined by State law or by 
the State educational agency. 

-.'1-
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However, this subsection of 20 ~ S 1415 may not be read in an isolated 

fashion. It is to be read in conjunction with S 141S(a) which specifically conditions the 

enumerated procedural safeguards required under the receipt of federal funding with 

regard to the service being challenged. Discovery has clearly indicated that no federal 

funds are allocated in this district towards transportation. Hence, it is inappropriate for 

petitioner to invoke federal law that may be beneficial when, in fact, respondent has 

derived no assistance from the federal government. 

Additionally, respondent takes exception to petitioner's suggestion that the 

CBA is located within the Freehold Regional High School District. This is patently not so. 

The CBA is located in the t.Jnerott seetion of the Middletwon Township and the 

Middletown Township Board of FAucatlon is a separate school district. Inasmuch, as the 

petitioner has elected to have A.A., Jr. attend a private school, not in conformance with 

any of the requirements of the IEP, the petitioner must bear the responsibility for any 

additional, individual, or particular transportation costs relating to this voluntary 

decision. 

The Board contends that state law does no inequity to the EHA. It petitioner 

could place his son in a program approved under N.J.S.A. 18A:46-l !!_ !!9.·• the 

transportation costs for same would be borne almost entirely by state aid to the school 

district.~ 18A:46-23. 

For these reasons, the Board requests that the petition be dismissed. 

DISCUSS! OK 

The sole issue for consideration at this juncture is whether petitioner's claim 

for transportation service for a handicapped pupil voluntarily attending a private, 

nonpublic school is cognizable under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of FAucation, 

pursuant to ~ 18A:6-9 or, rather, is justiciable under the provisions of EHA, 20 

!!.:§£.:. 5 1400 ~ !!!! and/or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 ~ 

S 794. The stipulated facts in this matter need not be recited here and are therefore 

adopted, by reference, as FINDINGS OF FACT. 

-8-
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It is apparent from the reeord that petitioner brought a "complaint" against 

the Board before the United States Department of Education, Office on Civil Rights 

(OCR), alleging, among to her things, that the Board discriminates against A.A., Jr. on the 

basis· of his handicap with respect to its pupil transportation services, pursuant to Section 

504, 29 ~ S 794 (Exhibit A). Subsequent to an on-site visitation by representatives of 

OCR, together with data and information gleened therefrom, OCR determined it had no 

jurisdiction to Issue a compliance determination to petitioner's complaint under Section 

504 (Exhibit A). 

'Ibe OCR's determination is supported, in part, by the opinion delivered by 

Chief Justice Burger, United States Supreme Court; in IrviN Independent Seh. Dlst. v. 

Tatro, 52 o.S.L.W. 5151 (1984), where the majority held that relief under Section 504 of 

the Rehabilitation Act is "'napplicable when relief is available under the Education of the 

Handicapped Act to remedy a denial of educational services." !!!.· at 5154 (Justice 

BreMan, with whom Justice Marshall joins, concurring in part and dissenting in part). ln 

denying jurisdiction with respect to petitioner's complaint under Section 504, the OCR 

stated, in part, that: 

1be complainants allegations, If true, also could constitute a 
violation of the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 
(!HA), 20 u.s.c. SS 1401 ~ ~· Speeitleally, the District's 
alletred faUure to provide a haliilfcapped student enrolled in a 
private school with transportation services coUld violate 34 C.P.R. 
S 300.452 of the ERA Implementing regulation. {Exhibit A at 2) • 

Petitioner subsequently brought its complaint against the Board before the 

New Jersey Department o( Education, pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:&A-2.2, alleging a violation 

of 20 ~ S 1400 !l !!!1• Petitioner's complaint was rejected by the Department of 

Education on the ground that the replatory scheme under N.J.A.C. 6:28-6.3, Services tor 
Nonpublie School Pupils; specitlcally N.J.A.c. 8:28-6.3(e), is intended to Umtt petitioner's 

rights, as a non"i)UbUe school pupil, to a spectai education due process hearing (N.J.A.C. 

6:28-2.8 and 2. 7) only where the provision of a Umited number of services is challenged. 

'Ibe enumerated services did not include the provision by the local board of education, of 

the related service of transportation. As a consequence of the Department or Education 

rejection of petitioner's complaint under 20 ~ S 1400 !l !!!!I·• petitioner tiled the 

herein Petition of Appeal, under protest, before the Commissioner. 

-9-
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A most eomprehensive review and dlseussion of the EHA, 84 Stat 175, as 

amended, 20 !!:!::.£:. 5 1400 !!. !!S·• is set forth in the majority opinion by the United 

States SUpreme Court In Hendrick Hudson Dist. Bd. of Ed. v. Rowley, 458 .!!& 176, 73 

!:· !:!!· 2d 690 !!· £1· 3034 (1982). In summary, EHA provides federal money to assist state 

and local agencies in educating handicapped ehfldren, and eondltions such finding upon a 

state's eomplianee with extensive goals and procedures. Rowley at 179. "The Act 

represents an ambitious federal effort to promote the education of handicapped children, 

and was pasMd In response to Congress• perception that a majority of handicapped 

chlldren In the United States "Were either totally excluded from sehools or [were! sitting 

Idly In replar classrooms await~JV time when they were old enough to 'drop out"' ~· 

citing HR Rep. No. 94-332, p.2 (1975) (HR Rep). 

In order to qualify for federal financial assistance under the Act, a state must 

demonstrate that It "has In effect a policy that assures all handicapped children the right 

to a free appropl'iate public education." !!!_. at 181 citing 20 Jl:J!:£:. 5 1412(1). The Act 

expressly defines "free appropriate public education" as meaning special education and 

related services. 20 !!:!::.£:. 5 1401(18). Special education Is defined as "specially designed 

Instruction, at no COlt to parents or guardians, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped 

chOd, Including clulroom Instruction, Instruction In physical education, home Instruction, 

and Instruction In hOIIPitals and institutions" 20 Jl:J!:£:. S 1401(16). Related services are 

then defined aa "transportation, and sueh developmental, com!!ctlve, and other supportive 

serviees • • • u may be required to assist a handicapped chlld to benefit from special 

edueation." 20 l!d!:£:. 5 1401 (17). !!!.·at 188. 

The state policy must be reflected In a plan submitted to and approved by the 

Secretary of Education, 20 Jl:J!:£:. 5 1413, which describes In detail the goals, programs 

and timetables under which the state intends to educate handicapped children within Its 

borders. 20 Jl:J!:£:. S 141Z, 1413. Further, the Act Imposes extenaive procedural 

requirements upon states receiving federal funds under Its provisions. Rowley at 182; !!!!.: 
20 .!:!:!£:. s 1415. 

20 .!:!:§£:. S 141S(a) provides u follows: 

(a) Any State educational agency, any local educational agency, 
and any Intermediate educational unit whieh receives 
uslstance under this subchapter shall establish and maintain 
procedures in aceordanee with subsection (b) through 

-10-
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subsections (e) of this section to assure that handicapped 
children and their parents or guardians are guaranteed 
procedural safeguards with respect to the provision of free 
appropriate public education by such agencies and units. 

'T1le remainder of 20 ~ S 1415 requires that hearings be conducted by an impartial 

hearing officer because the state or local agency or intermediate unit will be a party to 

any complaint presented. Helms v. McDaniel, 657 !- 2d 800, 802-803 (5th Clr. 1981) 

citing s. Cont. R. No. 94-455, 94th Cong., 1st Sese. 49 (1975), reprinted in [ 1975) ~ 

£!!2!. Cong. ! M:_!!!!!!. 1480, 1502. 

Whether the due process hearinC is provided by the state or local educational 

agency is left to the discretion of the states. 20 .!!:!:£:, S 1415 (c). New Jersey provides 

that it an agreement is not reached at a settlement conference conducted by the 

Department of Education, the complaint is transmitted to the Office of Administrative 

Law. N.J.A.C. 6:28-2.7(a)(6). 'T1le decision of the administrative law judge is then 

considered to be final. N.J.A.C. 6:28-2.7(a)(7). §:!!.: 20 .!!:!:£:, 5 1415(e)(l). The deciSion 

of the administrative law judge is not subject to review by the Commissioner of 

Education, but may only be appealed In state court or federal district court. 20 .!!:!:£:, 
S 1415(e)(1). 

Petitioner- was denied a due process heartnc on his complaint alleging a 

violation of 20 ~ S 1400 !! !!!· It is well settled that parents who choose to 

voluntarily remove their children from an appropriate edueational placement offered by a 

local board of edueation In favor of a private placement may not receive reimbursement 

for the child's educational expenses. ct., Rowley, supra; Rabinowitz v. N.J. St. Bd. of 

Ed., 550 !: ~· 481, 490 (1982) citing Vander Malle v. Ambach, 673 .f: 2d. 49, 52 (2d £!.!:.:. 
ill!>· 

'T1le federal rerutations, at 34 .£:!:.!:. 5 300.403, Placement of children by 

~?.!!!.!!!!>states that: 

(a) If a handicapped child haa available a tree appropriate pubUe education 

and the parents choose to place the child in a private school or facility, 

the public agency is not required by this part to pay ror the child's 

education at the private school or facility. However, the public seney 

shall make Ser'Viees available to the child u provided under 

s 300.450-30D.480. 

-11-
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{b) Disagreements between a parent and a public agency regarding the 

availability of a program appropriate for the ehild, and the question of 

finaneial res~?Pnsibility, are subjeet to the due proeess procedures under 

SS 300.500-300.514 of Subpart E. 

(Authority: 20 ~ 1412(2)(8); 1415) 

[emphasis added] 

Seetlon 300.403(a) explicitly frees the local board of education from any 

liability for a handicapped pupil's educational expenses where the local board provides a 

"free appropriate education" and the parent chooses to place the handicapped pupil in a 

private school. The local board is not free, however, to exelude the private sehool pupil 

from "related services" as set forth in the seeond sentence of S 300.403(a). Seetion 

300.403(a) direets that the local agency!!!!.!:! make sueh serviees available to the private 

school handieapped pupil under the provisions of 34 .£:!.:.!!.: SS 300.450-300.460, eapitioned 

Handleapped Children in Private Schools not placed or referred by Public:: Agencies. 

Pursuant thereto, S 300.452 provides that: 

(a) Each local educational agency shall provide special education 
and related services designed to meet the needs of private 
school handieapped children residing in the jurisdiction of the 
agency. 
(Authority: See. 1413(a)(4)(A)f 1414la)(6)) 

The word "shall" is mandatory rather than permissive, placing an obligation on 

a local publie educational agency a requirement to provide such related services neeessary 

to meet the needs of a private school handicapped pupil within its jurisdiction. 

Notwithstanding the language embodied in S 300.403(a), which exempts a local 

board's responsibility for a pupil's edueational expense where the parent has made the 

choiee to place their ehUd in a private sehool and a tree appropriate public edueation is 

available, this alone does not preelude petitioner's right to a due proeess hearing. Seetion 

300.403(b) elearly and unambiguously provides the parent of a nonpublic school pupil the 

rights and privileges to the due proeess proeedures. 

In denying petitioner's complaint and applleation for 11 due process hearing, the 

New Jersey Department or Education relied upon N.J.A.C. 6:28-6.3(e); interpreting that 

section of the regulations as a preelusion to petitioner's rights. For whatever reason or 

reasons, the Department or Education ignored or failed to recognize subseetion (i) in 

~ 6:28-6.3, which provides that: 

-12-
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(i) When the provision of programs and/or services under this 
subchapter requires transportation, the district board or 
education !lhall provide the transportation and the cost shall 
be paid from State aid received under this subchapter by the 
district board of education. 

In any event, it is generally held that "· •• to the extent that state law 

conflicts with a state's obligations under federal law, the federal law governs." 

Rabinowitz, !!!2!:!. at 489, citin( Ki!ll v. Smith, 392 .£.:!: 309, 333 and n.34 (1968). In the 

instant matter, there is a clear canntct of law where the Department of Education has 

placed its reliance upon a New Jersey State Board of Education regulation in denying 

petitioner's complaint and appllcatton for a due proeess hearin(, rather than adhering to 

the mandates of federal law and regulation which hu preeminance. 34 f:...f!· 
5 300.403(b) without exception, obUptes the Department of Education to provide 

petitioner the due process hearinr procedure as required under 20 ~ 5 1415. 

Accordingly, I FIND and CONCLUDE that the New Jersey Department of 

Education misapplied the relevant law and was in error when it denied petitioner's 

complaint and application for a due proce111 hearing. 

I further FIND and CONCLUDE that the instant matter is congnizable under 

20 ~ 5 1400 .!! !!9· and, therefore, do• not lie within the jurisdiction of the 

Commissioner of Education under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9. 

Haviftr arrived at the above tindinp and conclusions with respect to Issue 

No. 1, involving the appropriate jurisdiction of this matter, I CONCLUDE that it is 

unnecessary tor this case to be remanded to the Department of Education for a due 

process hearing, pursuant to 20 ~ S 1415. Rather, this administrative tribunal retains 

jurisdiction tor the purpose of moving forward to a ~ !!2!2 plenary hearin( as 

expeditiously as possible. 
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This recommended deeision may be affirmed, modiCied or rejected. by the 

COMMJSSIONRil OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA110H, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a Cinal decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so aet in forty-five (45) days and unless sueh time Umit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in aeeordanee with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

ii;AW 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

DATE DEPTMENT 6F EDUCATION 

Maned To Parties: 

DEC 20 1965 
DATE 

ij/ee 
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A.A .• on behalf of his son, 
A.A., JR., 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE FREEHOLD: 
REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
MONMOUTH COUNTY. 

----~--~--~--·· -------

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by 
the parties. 

Upon review of this matter, the Commissioner is unable to 
accept the findings and determination of the Office of Administra
tive Law because, procedurally and substantively, the ALJ is 
incorrect. 

Procedural error exists in that the ALJ exceeded his 
authority when he failed to stay within the terms of the Petition of 
Appeal and the direction provided to him by the Commissioner with 
respect to the issues to be considered by the Office of Administra
tive Law. The ALJ has no independent authority to hear and deter
mine cases arising under education law. His authority and juris
diction derive from the procedures set forth in Administrative 
Procedure Act, !i_._,J.S.A. 52:14F-1 et ~-· to conduct hearings for 
and make recommendations to the Commissioner. The question of 
whether there is a jurisdictional basis for a case or controversy to 
be heard by the Commissioner is a determination to be made by the 
Commissioner. As such, an ALJ may not take it upon him or herself 
to determine that the Commissioner is without jurisdiction. 
Further, it is obvious that, if the Commissioner is without juris
diction to entertain a matter, an ALJ is without jurisdiction as 
well. 

The issue before the ALJ was not entitlement to due process 
under state and federal statute or code regarding the education of 
handicapped children. Rather, the Petition of Appeal contained 
allegations with respect to the provisions of law contained in 
~~~-S.A. 18A:39-l. 

Pursuant to the foregoing, th.e ALJ. having gone beyond the 
issue of N.J.S.A. 18A:39-l to address the issue of entitlement to a 
due process hearing pursuant to ZO !!±<;- sec. 1400 e_!; s~q .. erred 
in determining that the Commissioner does not have jurisdiction over 
the issue of entitlement to due process. 
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The ALJ found and concluded, in the initial decision, ante, 
that "the New Jersey Department of Education misapplied the relevant 
law and was in error when it denied petitioner's complaint and 
application for a due process hearing." It is the determination of 
the Commissioner that this finding and conclusion is erroneous. 
Further, it is determined that the ALJ himself misapplied and 
erroneously cited the relevant law applicable to this matter as 
explained below. 

ENTITLEMENT TO DUE PROCESS UNDER 20 U.S.C. SEC. 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN VOLUNTARILY ENROLLED IN 
SCHOOLS 

34 C.F.R. 300:403 reads: 

1400 ET SEQ. FOR 
PRIVATE/NONPUBLI~ 

(a) If a handicapped child has available a free 
appropriate public education and the parents 
choose to place the child in a private school or 
facility, the public agency is not required by 
this part to pay for the child's education at the 
private school or facility. However, the public 
agency shall make services available to the child 
as provided under Regs. 300.450-300.460. 

(b) Disagreements between a parent and a public 
agency regarding the availability of a ~rogram 
appropriate for t;he ch1ld, and the questlon of 
financial responub11lty, are subject to the due 
proc~~ __ procedures pnder Regs. 300.500-300.514 of 
Subpart E. (emphas1s suppl1ed) 

In accordance with this regulation, a parent has entitle
ment to due process procedures to challenge an assertion by a local 
board of education that a free apt~ropriate public education (FAPE) 
has been made available to the ch1ld by the public agency such as 
found in M.B., through his parents R.B. and J.J3_. _!..:___!l~e.!!l!J:_<!s __ '!e>_~
ship Board of Education (OAL DKT. NO. EDS 5354-85, AGENCY DKT. NO. 
85-1479, October 25, 1985) and L.D., by his mother J.D. v. East 
~()r BoarlL_gt'_~«!!l__!:ati_cm (OAL DKT. NO. EDS 3183-85, AGENCY DKT. 
NO. • August 14, 1985). 

The instant matter does not constitute such a case. Before 
a determination can be reached as to a parent's entitlement to due 
process procedures under 34 C.F.R. 300.500-300.514 regarding private 
school handicapped children not placed or referred by a public 
agency, it is first necessary to determine if the service sought, 
such as transportation herein, is a service mandated to be provided 
by 34 C.F.R. 300:450-300:460. 

The AW correctly notes that 34 C. F. R. 300: 452 requires 
that each local educational agency shall proVIde special education 
and related services to meet the needs of handicapped children 
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residing within its jurisdiction in private schools not placed or 
referred by a public agency. However, this requirement must be read 
in pari materia with 34 C.F.R. 300:451 and 34 C.F.R. 76.651-76.663. 
all of which regulate the manner and extent to which such services 
must be provided. 34 ~.F.R. 300:451 reads: 

The State educational agency shall insure that -

(a) To the extent consistent with their number 
and location in the State. provision is made for 
the participation of private school handicapped 
children in the program assisted or carried out 
under this part by providing them with special 
education and related services; and 

(b) The other requirements in 34 CFR 
76.651-76.663 of EDGAR are met. 

There is no federal requirement that local educational 
agencies expend any funds other than those generated by Education of 
the Handicapped Act (ERA) Part B funds for private/nonpublic handi
capped children voluntarily enrolled by their parents. See May 1984 
letter from W. Cullar, Director, Office of Special Education 
Programs to J. Osowski, Director. Division of Special Education. 
New Jersey State Department of Education (C-1) and EHA ruling. 
inquiry by BrianT. Hartman, ~~ucat~Q~ __ the Handi~~aw 
!{~ort, Supplement 95, April 29, 1983, 211:294 (C-2) for further 
clarification. 

There are a number of factors which determine whether a 
particular handicapped child, voluntarily enrolled in a nonpublic 
school, will receive services under ERA Part B. These include such 
factors as the amount of Part B funds available to a local educa
tional agency and the relative needs of the public and private 
school children. 34 C.F.R .. 76.&52 mandates that the local district 
develop a service plan in consultation with representatives of the 
private/nonpublic school students during all phases of the develop
ment and design of the project/program covered by its application 
for Part B funds when determining the amount of funds to be used. 
Such consultation is required for identification of private/ 
nonpublic handicapped pupils' needs and for development of the 
project/program to meet those needs. 

However, the ultimate responsibility and authority for 
deciding how to apply those funds and which students participate in 
the ERA Part B program/project rest with the local district. 

In the instant matter, ERA Part B (federal) funds are not 
used to provide transportation for private/nonpublic school handi
capped pupils voluntarily placed by their parents in private/non
public schools. (Exhibit A) 
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Thus, petitioner would have been entitled to due process 
procedures if; 

(1) transportation was one of the services 
funded by respondent's ERA Part B program/ 
project, or 

(2) a decision was made that A.A. was to 
participate in respondent •s ERA Part B 
program/project and transportation was 
needed to access the program. 

However, such is not the case here. Therefore, petitioner 
is not entitled to due process. 

If petitioner has a complaint as to the Board's service 
plan with respect to private school handicapped children pursuant to 
34 C.F.~. 300.450-300.452 and the EDGAR provisions at 34 f.,F.R. 
76.651-76.662, he has recouue in the procedures under 34 C.F.R. 
76.780(a) (EDGAR). It must be emphasized that these compfaTnt 
procedures are separate and distinct from the due process procedures 
available to parents under 34 CFR 300.500-300.514. Exhibit C-4 
appears to indicate that petitioner invoked the EDGAR complaint 
procedure to challenge the denial of his transportation request and 
a report/letter of response issued by the Division of Special Educa
tion Director. J. Osowski. 

By way of summary and in order to clarify the issue of 
entitlement to due process to parents of handicapped children who 
have chosen to enroll them in private schools, the following di&~!! 
of a response to an inquiry made to the Division of Assistance to 
States, Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education is 
reproduced below. Th~r:ee instances of entitlement for due process 
procedures are delineated. 

Due Process Procedures 

Under Regs. 300.504(&) and 300.506{a), private 
school students are entitled to due process in 
disputes related to their identification and 
evaluation. [Instance 1] Also, once a decision 
has been made that a child will participate in 
the public school program, [ERA Part B program], 
due process procedures could be used to resolve 
disputes concerning the special education and 
related services that the agency proposes to 
provide. [Instance 2] In addition, if there is 
a disagreement between a parent and a public 
agency regarding the availability of a program 
appropriate for the child and the question of 
financial res pons ibil i ty, due process procedures 
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are also available. [Instance 3] (ERA ruling, 
inquiry by Janet Rajohn. Education of the Handi
capped Law Report, Supplement 95, April 29, 1983, 
Zll:29l)(C-3) 

ENTITLEMENT TO DUE PROCESS PROCEDURES AND TRANSPORTATION UNDER STATE 
i:A_IJS. FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN VOLUNTARILY ENROLLED IN PRIVATE/NON
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

N.J.S.A. 18A:46A-l et ~· and N.J.A~. 6:28-6.3 have 
relevance-in the present matter insofar as they specify the sole 
services mandated by State law for the identification, referral, 
evaluation and educational programming available to handicapped 
children in pri vate/nonpublic schools. Due process procedures are 
afforded to parents of such children for appealing local district 
decisions regarding the services/programs enumerated in State 
statute and law. Thus, contrary to the AW's determination, the 
Department of Education did not err in denying due process 
procedures to petitioner pursuant to f!..,:J_,A.C. 6:28-6.3(e) because 
the relief sought, transportation, is not a service mandated by 
State statute or code to private/nonpublic handicapped children. 

Further, the AW erred in stating, "the Department of Edu
cation ignored or failed to recognize subsection (i) in N.J. S .A. 
(sic) 6:28-6.3***·" (Initial Decision. ante} Subsection (i) 
requires transportation only when needed ~provide one of the 
specified programs/services mandated by subchapter 6; it does not 
require the provision of transportation to/from the nonpublic school 
in order for the child to be educated by that facility. 

Any entitlement petitioner has to transportation, there
fore, is controlled by N.J,~. 18A:39-l, the very issue upon which 
this matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law and 
subsequently not addressed by the AW. Upon examination of that 
statute, it is the determination of the Commissioner that the Board 
is providing to petitioner the maximum statutory amount required by 
law and that the Commissioner is without authorization or power to 
order it to exceed that maximum. 

Accordingly, the initial decision of the Office of Adminis
trative Law is reversed and the Petition of Appeal is dismissed for 
the reasons expressed herein. 

COKHISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 10, 1986 

f... 
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A.A. on behalf of his son 
A.A., Jr., 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE FREEHOLD: 
REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
MONMOUTH COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 10, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Alfred A. Slocum, Public 
Advocate of New Jersey, (Carolyn Roscoe, Esq., 
Assistant Deputy Public Advocate, of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Cerrato, O'Connor, Saker, 
and Collins (James E. Collins, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

July 2, 1986 

Pendin~ N.J. Superior Court 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP: 
OF MIDDLE, CAPE MAY COUNTI, 

PETITIONEll, 

v. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

NEW JERSEY STATE IN'TERSCBOLASTIC 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, 

RESPONDENT. 

Tbe Middle Township Board of Education (Board) has appealed 
to the Coaiuioner of Education an adverse decision of the Execu
tive Co-ittee of the New Jersey State Interscholastic Aasociation 
(Association) rendered on January 15, 1986. 

Tbe Board's appeal to the Co.siuioner baa been filed pur
suant to the proviliona of N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-3. Tbe Board's appeal 
requests injunctive relief pendln& a full hearing on the aerits of 
ita allegations that the action of the Auociation•a Executive Com
aittee in denyinf ita reclassification request from a Group III to a 
Group II atatua s arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable. 

The relevant facta giving rise to the Board's appeal of the 
adverse de cis ion rendered by the Association • s Executive Co11111i ttee 
are not in dispute and are recited in pertinent part below. 

Article VI of the NJSIAA Constitution requires that all of 
the public and parochial schools who are aeabers of the Association 
must be classified into separate diviaions for competitive pur
poses. (NJSIAA Constitution and Bylaws Association's Exhibit G, at 
p. 28) 

In December 1970 the general aeabership of the Association 
adopted the following pertinent Sections (3, 5 and 6) of Article III 
of the Bylaws in order to Iafleaent the Claaaification of Member 
Schools in the public schools d1viaion . 

. . . . . "Section 3. All public schools shall be 
divided into "Groups" (1, tbe least pupil popula
tion, to IV, the greateat pupil population) on 
the basil of quartilea in their respective geo
graphic: sections. These quart ilea would be 
grouped or deterained by the Executive Co11111ittee 
on the basis of the official achool report baaed 
on pupil enrollaent in &rades 10, 11, and 12 
dated September 30th of each year. Forms indi
catin& enrollment shall be due in the Central 
Office no later than October S." 
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•..•. "Section S. Secondary achools are grouped 
for competitive athletics according to enroll
!!!!!!._!. The main objective[&] of this grouping 
procedure are the health and aafety of the stu
dents as well as balance in numbera among all 
groups, therefore, &roupinga will be establis~cl 
for all schools only on the basis of the1r 
enroUJII~!lt;_B~ and may not be changed even at the 
request of the school. Such requests tend to 
c i rC_l.IJIIVent the purposes of grouping." 

..... "Section 6. The us ignment of schools to 
the var1ous groups shall be made on the basis of 
the official school report dated September 30. 
Forms indicating enrollment shall be due in the 
Central Office no ~later than October S." 
(emphiils suppl1ed) 

(Association's Brief, at p. 2) 

During the past several years, including the 1984-85 school 
year, problems had been encountered by the Association's Classifica
tion Committee because of improper calculations made on the annual 
Enrollment Reports submitted by member schools which were due on 
October 1 of each year. These problems were centered upon the 
method in which handicapped pupils were being accounted for on the 
Enrollment Reports. 

More specifically this dilemma is addressed in pertinent 
part in the Association Brief and reads as follows: 

***Unfortunately, over the past several years, 
one major problem that has arisen concerning the 
computation of handicapped students. Typically, 
these students are not asaigned to a "grade" in 
the submissions by public boards to the Commis
sioner's office. pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:7A-16. 
Therefore, on a number of occastons. schools have 
either totally excluded handicapped students from 
their enrollment reports, even though they were 
at the tenth, eleventh and twelveth (sic) grade 
levels and were able to compete; while other 
schools included handicapped students who were at 
the ninth grade level. Since principals were 
required to report proper enrollment figures 
within a day or two of the official September 30 
computations, there had been errora made which 
were thereafter corrected by the NJSIAA. 
Accordingly, through the seven year period, from 
1978/79 through 1984/85, NJSIAA had allowed 43 
corrections in enrollment figures by schools, 
reaulting in 13 schools being regrouped for coll
petitive purposes, (tee p. 2 of Support Data, 
Tab 1). Each time a group change was made. a 
school which had been classified in a lower or 
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aore advantageous grouping for eoapetitive pur
poaes, waa forced to be classified in a higher 
group, bringing mounting complaints to the 
NJSIAA, not only by the involuntarily 
reclassified schools, but by schools who were 
competing against the downgraded school. and who 
would suffer a reduction in "power points", by 
which the NJSIAA qualifies schools for the annual 
football championships. (see Tab S; also Tab 8, 
TOR 33). 

B. The Change in the Classification Forms for 
1985/86 

Tbe mounting complaints by member schools who 
believed they were penalized by recalculations of 
enrollment forms by schools, who had usually 
miscounted their handicapped students, reached a 
culmination in November 1984. On October 4th, 
the NJSIAA Classification Committee classified 
all the public and parochial schools based upon 
data which was to be submitted by the schools not 
later than October lst. (Tab 7). Based upon 
that information, the NJSIAA promulgated its 
annual list of groupings, listing Toms River High 
School South as a Group III school for the South 
Section of the State, while Willingboro High 
School was classified as a Group IV school in the 
same sector. However, shortly after the promul
gation of the groupings. Willingboro High School 
advised the NJSIAA that they had mistakenly 
counted freshmen classified students, and asked 
for a downward adjustment in their enrollment. 
When the NJSIAA Executive Office granted the 
adjustment, it resulted in Willingboro being 
classified as a Group III school and Toms River 
High School South being reclassified as a 
Group IV school, in the South Section of the 
State. As a consequence, Dr. John H. Holloway, 
the Prine ipal of Toms River High School South, 
appealed to the NJSIAA pointing out that the 
adjustments were in direct violation of 
Article III, which stated that enrollment forms 
are to be sent to the Central Office no later 
than October Sth. (See Tab 3 and 4). In addi
tion, Michael Cipriano, the Principal of Ocean 
City High School, complained that since his 
school bad played, and apparently defeated, 
Willingboro High School, that this reclassifica
tion would adversely impact on that school's 
chances to participate in the State football 
playoffs. (Tab S). 
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On the bash of the appeal of Tom1 River South, 
an extensive hearing was held by the MJSIAA 
Executive C011111ittee on November 12. 1984 
(transcript of hearing at Tab 8). Although the 
Co111111ittee denied this appeal it did so only 
because of the past practice in making such 
adjustments (Tab 8, TR. 43-44). 

(Association's Brief, at pp. 3-5) 

On January 16, 1985 (1984-85 school year) the Association's 
Executive Co111111ittee directed its Policy Co111111ittee to come up with 
recommendations to revise the Enrollment Report after it had 
surveyed the members of the Association. The Policy Committee 
developed and distributed a survey to all public and parochial 
school members on January 24, 1985. The results of the classifica
tion portion of the survey are documented in the Association's Brief 
as follows: 

"CLASSIFICATION 

1. Do you favor establishing classification for 
a two-year period? YES - 11; NO - 131. 

2. Do you favor not permitting changes in 
enrollment figures after enrollment form has been 
submitted to NJSIAA under the present system of 
classification? YES - 139; NO - 59. 

3. Or would you favor new clauification pro
ce~ures that would require. 

A. June 1 - Submission of present enroll
ment figures of grades 9-10-11. 

B. Adjuatments in the above figures per
mitted until September 15. No changes after 
that date. 

C. Classification for that school year 
released October 1 by K.JSIAA. YES - 71; NO 
- 87." (Tab 15) 

(Association's Brief, at p. 10) 

It is noted that the Board through ita superintendent, high 
school principal and athletic director concurred with the majority 
of the membeu of the Anociation in opposing any changes to the 
annual pupil enrollment figures in the Enrollment Report after they 
had been filed with the Association. (Association's Exhibit R, 
Tab 15) 

After the result• of the survey were compiled by the Policy 
Committee they were then transmitted with ita recommendations to the 
Executive Committee of which the Board's superintendent was a member. 
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In March 1985 the Executive C01111ittee adopted a resolution 
mandating that enrollment forma for future years commencing with the 
1985-86 school year would 

***separately delineate classified and non
e lass if ied students, from grades 10 through 12, 
and that the form should clearly state that once 
the NJSIAA has promulgated its enrollment classi
fications, that no corrections could be initiated 
by a school to reduce its enrollment. That 
resolution did allow for an increase in a 
school's enrollments where it discovered a mis
take, since in those instances no school which 
did not create an error, would be penalized by 
having their grouping upgraded, as was the case 
with Toms River South. (Tab 16, TR. 41-43).*** 

(Association's Brief, at p. 11) 

In accordance with the Karch 1985 resolution of the Execu
tive Committee, the Auociation•s Central Office prepared and dis
tributed a different Enrollment Report form to its members for the 
1985-86 school year which reads in pertinent part as follows: 

"Note: Figures will be verified with respective 
County Superintendents. 

TOTAL PUPIL ENROLLMENT (Boys & Girls) 
Grades 10, 11, 12 

CLASSIFIED PUPILS (Boys & Girls) 
Grades 10, 11, 12 

TOTAL PUPIL ENROLLMENT 
(a) + (b) = 

Please check if your school enrolls 
students ____ or only female students 

__ (a) 

__ (b) 

only male 

Note: Only lOth, 11th. 12th grade students are 
used for classification purposes. These figures 
are to be based on the official school report 
dated September 30 as submitted to the County 
Superintendent and MUST BE FORWARDED TO NJSIAA NO 
LATER THAN OCTOBER 1. Include all students whose 
names appear on the official register at your 
school. 

Shared-time students must be included if their 
names appear on your official register. 

Include all handicapped/classified pupils in the 
above figure (b) regardless of physical 
capabilities. 
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Once c:lauification baa been determined and the 
inforution distributed NO CHANGES will be 
per•itted ezcept those adjustments placing a 
school in a higher grouping. AS PER EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE RULING THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO 
THIS POLICY. NO STAKPED SIGNATURES ACCEPTED. 

Signature of Pr1nc1pal S1gnature of 
Athletic Director 

(Tab 20, p. J; emphasis on original form)." 
(Association's Brief, at pp. 11-12) 

The Board through its high Bchool principal and athletic 
director completed the 1985-86 Enrollment Report and transmitted it 
to the Auociation in compliance with the October 1985 deadline. 
Prior to October 5, 1985 an AsBociation staff member verified the 
new enrollment data with the Board's representative and subsequent 
thereto submitted this information to the Association's Classifica
tion Committee. On October 8, 1985 the Classification Groupings 
were circulated among the member schools. 

The Association in ita brief describes what occurred as the 
result of the distribution of the 1985-86 Classification Groupings: 

•**Only after all of the verifications were com-
plete, and after the convening of the Classifica-
tion Committee, and the promulgation of the group 
classifications to all Bchools on October 8, 
1985, did Middle Township discover its error. 
That error elevated the school from Group II to 
Group III. (See Tab 29, P-1; Tab 30, P-4). 

As a result of the October 8, 1985 circulation of 
the 1985/86 Groupings, three schools reported 
enrollment errors. Cinnaminson High School 
advised the NJSIAA by telephone on October 31st, 
that it had omitted 16 Juniors from a homeroom. 
Since this increased that school's enrollment 
fro• 733, as earlier reported, to 749, that 
school was elevated from Group II to Group III. 
with the reBult that Oat.crest (Maya Landing) was 
reduced fr011 Group III to Group II (See Tabs 26, 
Jl). However, two other schools reported that 
they had given a count too high, (as compared to 
Cinna.inaon's lower number): Sussex County Voca
tional and Technical School, which had 
erroneously included 71 ninth grade Special Edu
cation students and 70 shared time students (Tab 
21); and the Petitioner, Middle Townahip (Tab 20). 

/ 
L 
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At the November 18 1985 HJSIAA Executive Com
mittee •eeting, Dr. Johnson urced that the 
enrollment figures for hia school be reduced to 
704 pupils, so as to allow his school to maintain 
ita Group II rating. (See Tab 23, TR. 
12:15-32:18). During that discussion, it was 
pointed out that Cinnaminson was allowed to 
change its enrollment because it was upward and 
did not advetsely affect any schools, consistent 
with the expressed provisions of the March 1985 
Resolution and the warnings on the new enrollment 
forma (Tab 24, TR. 15:15-16:2). Since 
Dr. Johnson emphasized the fact that a new 
Athletic Director had completed the forms, it was 
also pointed out by another member of the Execu
tive Committee, Dr. Eugene Westlake, the 
Principal of Northern Valley Regional High 
School, that the Principal also signed the 
erroneous form, and therefore should be respon
sible (Tab 23, TR. 27:20-28:15)* 

As a result of the extensive debate on 
November 18, the Executive Co~aittee, by a vote 
24 to 12. voted to reject Dr. Johnson • a appeal 
(Tab 23, TR. 32:19-22). In doing so, that Com
mittee also directed that consideration be given 
to changing the enrollment form (Tab 23, TR. 
33:1-34:22). Consistent with its action in the 
Middle Township appeal, the Executive Committee 
rejected the appeal of Suuex County Vocational 
and Technical School, seeking a lower adjustment 
in enrollment (Tab 23, TR. 37:25-38:4).*** 

Finally, on .January 15, 1986, the Board through its 
Superintendent renewed its application to correct its 1985-86 
enrollment figures from 766 to 704. The Association's Executive 
Committee again denied this request essentially for the same reasons 
it did so on November 18, 1985. 

Although it is noted that the Association is considering 
the possibility of abandoning its present system of reporting for 
the 1986-87 school year in favor of obtaining computerized listings 

*It should be pointed out that the Principal is ultimately respon
sible for all forms submitted to the NJSIAA and his signature was 
always required on past enrollment forms. (see Exhibit G, 
Article IX, Section 1 of NJSIAA Bylaws, P-47; Tab 1). Also, the 
Principal in question, who co-signed the erroneous enrollment form, 
John T. McVey, has been the Principal at Middle Township High School 
for at least four years, according to the School Directories com
piled by the MJSIAA. (Association's Brief, at pp. 13-14) 
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of pupil enrolleent froa the Department of Education, it is apparent 
that such action has not been formally concluded as of the time the 
Board's appeal of this matter to the Commissioner. 

The Commissioner has reviewed the arguments of both parties 
in support of their respective positions herein. 

The Board maintains that it did in fact provide precisely 
that information requested by the Association on the 198S-8& Enroll
ment Report. It argues that because the Enrollment Report form for 
the year in question was erroneously constructed by the Association 
it resulted in the duplication of the number of classified pupils it 
was forced to report in grades 10, 11 and 12 in its school district. 

Consequently, the Board maintains that it was not until it 
received notice from the Association on October 8, 1985 of its 
Group III rather than a Group II classification for championship 
competition did it become aware of the erroneous information upon 
which the Classification Committee's decision was made. The error 
that the Board claims it was seeking to correct on November 18, 
1985, before the Executive Committee, was the duplication of 62 
classified pupils required to be reported on the 1985-86 Enrollment 
Report which resulted in a total pupil enrollment of 766 rather than 
the accurate enrollment figure which was 704 pupils. 

The Board argues further that it was the arbitrary and 
capricioua denial of ita application to reduce its total pupil 
enrollment by 62 on November 18 and again on January 16. 1986. by 
the Aasociation•s Executive Committee which unjustly caused its 
clasaification for championship competition to be designated in 
Group III rather than Group II. 

Moreover, the Board argues that it is being deprived of an 
opportunity to qualify in the NJSIM Championship basketball com
petition in Group II on February 3, 1986. 

The Board urges the Commiasioner to assume jurisdiction in 
deciding this matter in ita favor inasmuch as the issue involves 
matters of controveray for which pupils may be denied an opportunity 
to participate in educational or co-curricular programs. 

In this regard the Board argues: 

To permit the dec ilion ot Respondent to remain 
without a change in the classification operates 
to condone discriaination on behalf of smaller 
1chools involved in the Anociation. While 
financial renumeration (sic) is not a considera
tion, the schools involved in the championships 
do derive an indirect economic benefit from 
attendance at these games. Students who parti
cipate in the championships also indirectly 
benefit as to potential scholarships for colleges 
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which uy be awarded to ltudenta bated on per
forunc:e and success at the1e chaapionship 
events. Students and schools can be deprived of 
these opportunities when there is created as a 
result of what is acknowledged by Respondent to 
be a form subject to misrepresentation which net 
result is to place schools at an unfair competi
tive advantage. 

{Board's Brief, Point I, at pp. 3-4) 

Moreover, the Board maintains that its position taken in 
the instant matter can be distinguished from the decision rendered 
by the Commissioner in Cliffside Park Public High School District v. 
N.J.S.I.A.A., decided November 16, 1984. The Board maintains that 
1t 18 an active participant in the deliberations of the Executive 
Comaai ttee by virtue of its superintendent's membership on that com
mittee. Consequently, the survey upon which the Association relies 
to bind the Board as having approved the 1985-86 Enrollment Report 
is of no force and effect inasmuch as the form of the report failed 
to specifically delineate between classified and non-classified 
pupil enrollment upon which the Board's request for relief is 
grounded. 

Finally, the Board argues in its Brief as follows: 

In reviewing all cases cited by Respondent, it is 
apparent from the face of those Petitions and 
matters that were before the Commissioner that 
all involved errors or dereliction of duty. many 
of the cases being inapplicable to the present 
controversy insofar as they involve eligibility 
and penalties of particular students in certain 
athletic competitions, but some factor of fault, 
neglect or human error or oversight was the basis 
for the bringing of those matters. In the pre
sent situation at hand, the underlying con
troversy is twofold, first there is no omission, 
error or dereliction of duty on the part of Peti
tioner/Appellant and secondarily, the very pro
cedure which grants relief to some and not 
others, operates to act in a discriminatory, 
arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable applica
tion of the rules. 

The primary contention of Respondent in denying 
the Petitioner's request is that Petitioner is a 
member of a voluntary association and thereby 
agreed to be bound by and accepted the rules and 
regulations with respect to classification and 
survey enrollment forms. Admittedly, if the 
decision of Respondent to all applicants had been 
uniformly and consistently applied, this position 
may have merit, however, the actions of Respon
dent in permitting re-classification for some 
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schools and denying the sue relief aa requested 
here by Petitioner operates to permit arbitrary. 
capricious and unreasonable action when it deter
mines that certain clauifications would be per
mitted although they may be upgraded classifica
tions but downgraded classifications are denied. 
The strength of Respondent's argument in that 
universal application of the rules and regula
tions, particularly the understanding and 
acceptance of all schools in the association that 
no changes would be made after a designated date 
is diminished by the very fact that consideration 
was given to other schools and changes were per
mitted in classification after the very deadline 
that Respondent alleges Petitioner should be 
bound to.*** (Board's Brief, Point II, at 
pp. 3-4) 

The Association on the other hand seeks to persuade the 
Co~m~issioner in part not to aaaert hh jurisdiction in the instant 
matter or to substitute his judgment for that of the majority of a 
43 member Executive Committee comprised of Public and Parochial 
School Superintendents. Principals, Athletic Directors and Board 
members throughout the State. 

The Association arcuea that the issue of group classifica
tions are designed specifically to equalize competition among 
opposing interscholastic teams. Therefore it is inconceivable that 
the Co1111issioner would want to ezerciae his jurisdiction in this 
matter absent any arbitrary or capricious determination by the 
Aasociation which deprives pupils of particil'ation in interscholas
tic sports on the grounds of pupil eli&i billty, racial or sex dis
cri•ination. 

It il conceded by the Auociation that the Board's appeal 
raises the issue of whether or not an enrollment form which could 
admittedly be read in two ways should be construed in a manner con
trary to the intended interpretation of those members of the Execu
tive co-ittee, one of whom is the superintendent employed by the 
Board. 

In support of its position the Association relies in 
pertinent part on the argument presented in ita Brief: 

***The Petition does not clai•, nor can it, that 
Middle Township School was treated in an 
arbitrary or capricious manner. The subject of 
the clasaificat1on forms baa been a difficult 
problem for a number of years, principally 
because of the necessity to categorize handi
capped students at grade level in a matter of 
days, so as to meet tournament qualification 
deadlines. When the NJSIAA allowed corrections 
to remedy errors in the past, it only resulted in 

I 
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more complaints by schools who were upgraded in 
their groupings. The record is replete with 
meetings of the NJSIAA Executive Committee and 
different Policy Committees over the last two 
years, dealing with this problem. As the result 
of the collective opinion of dozens of educators, 
including the Commissioner's very representative 
on the Executive Committee, a new form was pro
mulgated in August 1985, delineating the 
classified from unclassified students. That same 
form warned all of the responding schools that 
"once clauification has been determined and the 
information distributed, NO CHANGES, will be 
permitted except those adjustments placing a 
school in a higher grouping. AS PER EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE RULING THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO 
THIS POLICY. (emphasis contained on original 
form). 

That warning was precisely what Middle Township 
bad voted for, along with the overwhelming 
majority of responding schools to a special 
survey in January and February 1985. While the 
NJSIAA acknowledges that the form developed by 
its central off ice could have been more appro
priately drafted, the fact is that Middle Town
ship had that very document in its possession for 
over two and one-half months and never once 
sought clarification. Even after the school 
[had) submitted its erroneous figures, the NJSIAA 
office initiated a call to Middle Township to 
verify the figures given to the Association. Yet 
this very school now wants the Commissioner to 
~lace it in a more advantageous grouping, so that 
1t will have a better chance ot winning some type 
of State championship.*** 

Middle Township signed a survey urging that no 
changes in enrollments be made once the classifi
cations had been promulgated; the Principal and 
Athletic Director of Middle Township signed a 
statement cautioning that no changes would be 
made once the classification listings had been 
formulated. Yet, this school now urges the Com
missioner to repudiate its commitment to the very 
rules that it had urged the Association to adopt 
last year! (Association's Brief, at pp. 19-20) 

The Association in its Brief relies on several prior 
decisions of the Commissioner and the courts which stand for the 
propositions that, absent any showing that its actions were 
arbitrary on unreasonable, neither the Commissioner nor the court 
will substitute its judgment in such matters notwithstanding their 
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approval ot a&reement with the outcome of the Association's decision 
in question. 

Both of the above-cited decisions involved attempts by 
petitioners which unsuccenfully sought to abrogate signed state
ments dealing with the Association's decision to invoke forfeiture 
penalities against its member schools. 

The Commi 88 ioner has reviewed the respective arguments of 
the parties in this matter on appeal before him. Contrary to the 
arguments advanced by the Anociation urging the Commiuioner to 
decline jurisdiction in these proceedings, the Commissioner accepts 
jurisdiction in this utter for the sole purpose of determining 
whether or not the Association's action complained of herein is 
arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable. 

It is clear from the record before the Commissioner that a 
major problem concerning the reporting of enrollment and computation 
of handicapped pupils for the purpose of Group Classification for 
chupionshtp competition required the combined cooperative efforts 
of the Association's membership and Executive Committee in order to 
arrive a fair and equitable disposition of the matter. 

Central to this iasue was the survey conducted of the 
membership on January 24, 1985. The results of this survey indi
cated the will and commitment of the majority of the Auociation's 
membership to comply with the inforution requested on the 1985-86 
Enrollment Report in a revised format. 

Unfortunately, the format of the 1985-86 Enrollment Report 
was ambiguous to the extent that certain of the information provided 
to the Association could have duplicated the enrollment of handi
capped pupils reported in the total pupil enrollment for Group 
Classification purposes. 

The high school principal of each member district, however, 
was responsible for the accuracy of the school district's Enrollment 
Report transmitted to the Association on or before October 1, 1985. 

Each report was verified with the member district upon 
receipt by a member of the Clanitication Committee on or before 
October 8, 1985. The high school principal waa aware or should have 
been aware of the caution placed on the 1985-86 Enrollment Report to 
the effect that enrollment figures would not be changed after 
classification had been determined by the Clauification Committee 
ezcept aa indicated thereon. 

Consequently, there was an opportunity for the high school 
principal to make changes in enrollment figures by a member school 
diltrict after the Enrollment Report was transmitted upon verifica
tion of those figures after beln& contacted by a member of the 
Classification Committee. Instead, nothing in the way of a correc
tion to the Board • s Enrollment Report was made by the high school 
principal prior to October 8. 1985 when contact with the school 
district came from a member of the Classification Committee. 

;z. 
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In fact the Board admits that the first formal request 
pertaining to the error in the Enrollment Report waa made in writing 
on October 23, 1985 by the superintendent. At that time the Group 
Classifications had already been in circulation among the member 
districts since October 8, 1985. 

In the Commissioner's judgment there is ample justification 
in the record of this matter to support the decision of the Associa
tion's Executive Committee on November 18, 1985 and again on 
Januny 15, 1986 when it denied the Board • a application to change 
the figures on ita 1985-86 Enrollment Report in order to be 
reclassified from a Group III to a Group II school district. 

This determination is grounded on the record before the 
Commissioner as argued in the Association'• Brief with accompanying 
Exhibits. 

It is clear that the Board through its superintendent was 
involved in bringing about the rule prohibiting the changing of 
enrollment figures once the Group Classifications had been made. 

Horeover, the Board did in fact wait some one and one-half 
months before bringing the error in ita enrollment figures to the 
Association. 

Accordingly, for all of the foregoing reasons the Commis
sioner hereby determines that the Board's appeal in this matter is 
without merit and is hereby dismissed. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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HIGH P'JDIIUTf SOUND CUTER, INC., 

A MB1f JII!RS1ff CORPORA'I10M, 

t/a CENTRAL .JDSBT SOUND C!MTE1t. 

Petitioner, 

•• 
BOARD or BDUCA'I10M or TRB 

TOWNI!IIIIP or HAMILTON AltO 

COIII[Jn"S D.BCTilOIIIC ftSI Bid, 

R~CI. 

Jalln ~. m, Esq., for petlttoner 

• 

.omtAL DECISION 
OAL DKT. MO. EDU 1%55-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 3%8-9/85 

.,_.. •· Dll!lntll, llq., for N~PG~Id.nt, RamDton Townthlp Baud of Edueatlon 
(o.trlbat. ~ RamOton, attoi'MJB) 

llartln L ~ Esq., for I"'IIIICCftdent, Calk.,-. l!leetronlcs Systems (Rendrlek, 
~ ~ PhUUpe, attCII'MJS) 

Record CIOMdt NOYember 14, 1115 Deeldech O.cuber 30, 1985 

BEPORE.JODPR LAVERY, AUt 

Tbls Is an eppeal by Rll'h PldeUty Sound Center, me., t/a Central Jersey Sound 

Center (hereinafter "Hlp PldeUty'"), petitioner. Hll'h PldeUtJ charges that respondent 

HamUton Township Baird of Eduatlon (hereinafter "Baard"), wronclY awarded a contract 

to lnstaD sound equipment In eertaln of lt. toWIIIIhlp schools to eo-respondent Coskey's 

l!leeti'Onle System• (hereinafter "Cookef"'). RICh PldeUty now moves before the 

Commissioner of Eduatlon, ukl• tNih (a) the eontraet award to Coskey's be vacated, 

(b) the award of that contract ROw be" transferred to RICh Fidelity, and (e) the 

Commlslloner rrant any other reUef he deellll ~pproprtate. 
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PROCEDURAL RJSTORY 

This matter was initiated by timely petition to· the Commissioner of 

Educatian, seeking emergent relief, on September 20, 1985. Subsequently, the 

Commissioner declared the matter a contested cue pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 and 

52:14P-l !! !!9.· He tranaferred it to the Ottiee of Administrative Law !or plenary 

hearlne on October 1, 1965. On October 10, 1985, an emergent hearing convened and an 

Order lflllltlne temporary l'flltralnts and sebeduUnc plenary hearine !or. November 1, 1965 

issUed on October 111, 1985. On the scheduled dete for hearing, the proceedings convened 

and concluded. Subleq\lently, briefs were submitted. The last was filed on November 14, 

1985. On that date the record closed. 

What must be reaoi:Md here II whetJMr the bid and contract award proeesa 

employed by respondent Board {JpeelfteaJ.lY u to implementation of N.J.S.A. 18A:l8A-28 

!! !1!9,.), was legally defieient. If found deficient, it must then be determined whether 

that contract now should be awarded to Hlgb Fidelity. Alternatively, it must be decided 

whether the results of the biddln&' proeea must be otherwise modltled. 

Burden of Proof: 

The burden of proof In thll matter falll on petitioner. It must carry that 

burden by a preponderance of the credible evidence. 

Some of the material facts are not In dispute: 

This appeal flows from an attempt by the Board to contract with companies or 

individuals through the legal process of bidding, ~ 18A:l8A-21 !! !!9.· The Board 

had need to lnataU sound equipment In (our of Its township schools. These included Sa yen, 

Sunnybrae, Yardvtlle and Yardville Heights. In this fashion, the Board intended to fumish 

and install complete new sound apparatus and aeeomplish an related work in each school. 

The work would be performed by the contractor offering the lowest bid. After advertising 
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In the Trentonlan and Trenton Times, the Board sent "bid packages" (J-1) to each of the 

bidding competitors. The opening of their bids was scheduled for August 7, 1985, at 

11:00 a.m. in the orrices of the Board. 

Eventually, both lfllh Fidelity and Coskey'!l submitted their bid proposals (J-2 

and J-3). Then proposals Included a "bue bid" and an "alternate bid." On behal! of High 

Fidelity, Ronald J, Fotl, 9ales l'thneler, prep~~red and timely submitted the bid package. 

Mr. Fotl did not hlmsel! attn the bid opening, since he wu on vacation at that time. 

SlgnlfleantJy, the bid peekiP did not Include the Form DBC-3: "Notice of Classification" 

(J-4). It did Include Form DBC-TOl: "Total Amount of Uncompleted Contracts." Also in 

timely fashion, Stephen J. Vargo, 9ales Engineer for Coskey'!l, prepared and delivered the 

bid package on behalt or his company. That peekap did include both Forms DBC-3: 

"Notice of Classification" and Form DBC-TOl: "Total Amount or Uncompleted Contracts." 

Prior to the bid opening, Mr. VII'IO ealled Claire McGrath, Purchasing Agent for the 

Bollrd, who Ia NIPONfble for bid dlllpoat10111. Re Inquired about the forms appropriate Cor 

submlllfon In the bid peckap. At the bid opening Itself on Aupst T, 198$, only Coskey's 

·reprt!11111'1tatl.e, Mr. VIIJ'IO, was pt'e8eflt. Mr. VI.J'IO uked pubUeJy, when the bids were 

opened, whether mgh Fidelity had submitted the required "Notice or Clesslfleatlon." He 

wu Informed that Hfch Fidelity hed not. When the bids were opened by the Board, it was 

dlselosed thet Coskey's had submitted a "beee bid" of $20,598 with an alternate bid of 

$23,189. lfllh Pldellty had IUbm.tted a blue bid of $21,341 and an "alternate bid" of 

$22,518, lnd now elalma preee<~enee • the lowelt bidder. 

s.ea- of the mlltlllnc Form DBC..Sa "Motloe ot Claaftleatlon", the Board 

deetded to rejeot the bid ot RIP PldeUtJ. The reuon tar rejeetton e..-ed by the 

Board was Rich FldeUtJ'I failure to compJy with bid speeltleatlons. Speclfleally, It had. 

not submitted a form tor prequaUneatlon In compliance with UA:l8A·28 !!. !!S· CJ-5). 

Disputing the IJ'OU!Ids for this rejeetlon, Rllfl FldeUty instituted the present 

proetlledtngs. 

A.rsumenta or. the Parties: 

Through testimony of witnesses and submission or briefs, the parties 

articulated their differing views of the contested event: 

-3-
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High Fidelity's Argument (Petitioner): 

Overall, R'ifh Fidelity suggests that the B"oard departed from nor'Tlal oiddmg 

praC'tice in the use of the forms which they employed. '.1ore importantly, the Board's 

bidding instructions (J-1) did not include the necessary forms and were themselves 

confusing. 

Ronald J. Potf stressed that he had been preparing bids for over 24 years. He 

regularly completed them for State agencies. He had completed approximately 15 t>ids a 

year for the Department of Education in jobs requiring over $20,000, and about the same 

number for projects under $20,000. His company, High Fidelity, regularly perused trade 

magazines and tracked bid solicitation. He recalled that bid requirement packages 

included check lists in approximately half the cases. He had personally reviewed the 

Board's "Checklist", in J-1, and wu confused by paragraph 3. Subparagraph b therein 

demands completion of a Form OBC-713: "Affidavit of Uncompleted Contracts" and Form 

DBC-701: "Notiee ot Classitleatton." 'nlere wu no Form OBC-113 in existence to his 

knowledge •. Corwequently, he filled out Form 701 (J-2). Mr. Foti also emphasized that the 

"General Conditions" in exhibit J-1 speciCied at Article 15A that a valid and activ'! 

"qualification/classification certificate" was prerequisite to bid submission. In 24 years, 

Mr. Foti had never seen such a document. More pertinent to the present issue, he could 

not remember ever see~ a dual Board of EdUcation requirement of (a) "Affidavit o( 

Total Contracts" and (b) "Nottee of Classlrleation" in a project costing over $20,000. 

Mr. Fotl noted that, altholllh he had prepared J-2 entirely, it was signed by the president 

of his company, and notal'ized during his absence on vacation. 

Mr. Foti was satisfied that Form DBC-701 satisfied all the requirements of 

paragraph 3b in the Board "check list" (J-1). He conceded however, that Form DBC-701: 

"Total Amount of Uncompleted Contracts" included in its first paragraph a caution that a 

"Notice of Classification" had to accompany the Form 701. He understood this to :nean 

specifically Form OBC-3: "Notice of Classification." However, he added that this 

requirement was not part of the Board "Checklist" (J-1). He did submit a DBC-3 on 

August 15, 1985 (J-4), after the bids had been opened imd made public. Hi<; purpose in 

doing so was tc demonstrate to the Board that High Fidelity was in fact qualified to bid. 

Mr. Foti recalled that in meeting with VIr. Triverio, subsequent to the bid openings, but 
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prior to the Board reJection or High Fidelity's bid, their eonversation tur'1ed acrimonious. 

VIr. Trlverlo expressed annoyance that petitioner had contaeted the State Department '>, 
Education. Mr. Foti denied ever speaking to Mr. Trlverlo by phone beforehand. He also 

denied eoneedir.- that the absence or the "Notice of Classification" was High Fidelity's 

oversight and that It had oeeurred In error while he wu on vacation. 

By way or brief, Rflh PldeUty pressed the lepl argument that it should be 

awarded the contract • lowest reaponstble bidder. Altemattvety, If petitioner's omission 

or the Notice of Classification wu held to be a material divergence, then !!! bids should 

be rejected. 

Botlrd'll Arpment (Re~pondent): 

The Board contends in the main thllt It did aD that was legaDy appropriate to 

obtain bldl under N.J.S.A. 11Atl8A~21. 

tl lJUPPCII't of thllt ()CIIItfon, Claire MeGrath tatlfted that since 19'18 she has 

aeted 11 8oard Puretlutn!f Agent. In that t1me, Ms. McGrath has prepared bid package 

specltleatlons, appropriate edvertllements, and coordinated the opening or bids on the 

deslp~ated dates. She su.aed that the "CheekUst" In dispute (J-1) was meant only u a 

convenlenn tor the putt-. n. "'enerrll Condttl0111" (.J-1), were al8o a convenience, and 

amp)J detail what II ~~~p~eUd or bldd4n. 8oth RJtti PldeUty and Coskey'l were gtven the 

ame bid PNINfttlon (*'llulp bJ the Board (.J-1). · 

MJI. MeGN.th remembered thet Ollkey'l had ealled her prior to the bid 

~· It t.d uked whether the "Notice of Clullfteet1on" and the "Total Amount of 

Uneompteted Col!traet Forms" were __,.,. to compete the bid. Ms. McGrath 

answered that this was so. She al8o remembered that RICh FldeUty, throulh !lllr. Fotl, had 

attempted to submit Form DBC-3t "'Notlee ot cta.ltlcatlon" on August 15, 1985, arter 

meet~,.- with Mr. Trtverio. She accepted the form (.J-•), with the reservation that it 

could not be considered put of the bid peet.p to be reviewed eventually by the Board on 

AU(Uit 21, 1915. 

on that date, the Board rajeeted mp PldeUty's bid, on advice of Board 

eoun~el. Ms. McGrath thoulht that lh the put, when aU forms had not been submitted, 

bids had been slmUarty rejected. She conceded that In those eases there had been no 
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complaints over the numbers affixed to the forms. Louis Trtverio confirmed that he 

agreed to, and ultimately did, meet with ~1r. Foti on August 15, 1985. Prior to that time, 

he had conferred with someone from High Fidelity, by telephone. That caller, whom he 

first recalled as being Mr. Foti, had asked that omission of the "Notice of Classification·• 

be overlooked. Another employee had made the error while ~r. Foti had been on 

vacation. At their meett.nr, Mr. Trtverio responded to Mr. Foti that the Board need not 

follow practices observed in other Jehool districts. He also commented that on legal 

advlee he would recommend to the Board that the RICh Fidelity bid be rejected. 

The lep.l artrUment of the Board, presented through brief, was that it could 

not "waive" the requirement of "Nottee of Cluslflcatlon." as a matter of law. Further, 

petitioner had no standl.n&' to sue, Under the holding in Seturn Construction Company v. 

:vllddlesex County Freeholder, 181 .!!d:, ~ 403 (App. Oiv. 1981). Finally, the Board 

Insists that the Commissioner of !ducatlon does have jurildletlon to re.:~lve this dispute. 

It he rul• that the complaint of P41tltloner Ia valid, the. contract award still should not go 

to petitioner. Instead, the bldl should be readvertlaecl. 

Caekey's malntatns that It submitted aD the appropriate forms. These forms 

were standard end well-known. It lhould not now 1oM the contract becauae of Hip 

PldeUty's DClecrt to !Ubmlt the neeeaaary Perm DBC 3, "Notice of Clusltleatlon." 

!lltepMa J. v..., related the depth or his work experience. He had been in this 

buslnellll for 11 years. Durtnr that time, Mr. Vargo routinely surveyed schools, "spee-ed 

out" prospective jobs, evaluated potential costs, end recommended bids to his employer. 

rn this instance, he had no p~lem understanding Paragraph 3 of the Board's" Cheek Ust". 

He paid no attention to the form numbers. 'n1e names alone were slgnifleant: "Notlee of 

Clusifleation" and "Affidavit of Uncompleted Contracts." He was eonfused only by 

subparapaph 3a, whleh described a Department of Education "Form C101.'' "'r. Vargo 

had never encountered sueh a form. This prompted him to call Ms. McGrath at the Board 

· to usura that Coskey's had no obligation to slbmlt Form ClOI. lle was eertaln he never 

. dbuued the contents of SUbparaph 3b or the two forms mentioned therein with 
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'tonald J Foti of High FideUty knew that Form DBC 713: M!idavit of 

::nco:T~pleted Contracts" referred to in the ''Checklist~ (J-ll had been 

;u;>planted by Form DBC 701: "Total Amount of t!ncompleted 

~ontracts". !\fr. Fotl also knew that Form DBC 701: "Notice of 

Classification" referred to In the "CheekUst" was now Form DBC 3: 

":'fotlce of Clultfication." 

4. Ronald J. Fotl of Plgh fideUty knew that the forms which had to 

accompany his company's bid for the Board's advertised sound system 

installation had to be accompanied by two forms. The for:ns which he 

':ne'N from experience were mandatory under these circumstances were: 

'1! Form DBC 3; "Notice of Classification", and (b) Form DBC 701: 

''Total Amount of Uncompleted Contracts". Mr. Fotl was not confused 

by the numberlnl -.eribed to each of the foregoing forms by the 

"Ctleckllst" (J-1). 

5. Louis Triverlo, Board !ecNtary, did recelYe a phone eaU from tomeone 

in the employ of Rlgh FldeUty. .Ttlat phone call was made after the 

•lpening ot the bkls but before the Board took formal action on 
\ugu!lt 21, 1985. The ealler asked Mr. Trlverio if the absence of Form 

OBC 3: "Notice of Clullfieatlon" from Rip rtdeUty'll bid package could 

~ overlooked. 1'he n1q11e1t •• made becaUIII Mr. Fotl's vacation 

substitute had the farm on Ida delle, and had omitted It from the package 

through oversltflt. 

This :'lase has two upeeta wtlleh mlllt be treated separately: the one factual, 

:;, .• ·.>ther 11"~••1: 

Finding a preponderance of the ~dence, which Is the evidentiary standard 

h~rn, mesns concluding that reuonable probabWty exllltt, Jaern v. Elizabethtown 

.~,n-><Jli•ht·~i Gas Co., 124 ~ 487 (E. &: A 1933). Stated differently, the evidenee 

1 !>t '>I! >ue'l 1s to generate the the beUef that the tendered hypothesis ls In all human 
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likelihood the fact, Loe1v v. t!nion Beach, 56 !!d.:_ Super. 93, 104 C.\pp. Div. 1959). ~ 

den., 31 !'!.::!.:. 75 (19591; overruled on other grounds, 36 ~ 487 (1962). Psrticulllrly 

relevant to this standard is an 8S.!Iessment of credibility. Testimony to be believed must 

not or.ty proceed from the mOuth of a credible witness. It must be credible in itseiC. It 

must be such as the common experience and observation of mankind can approve as 

probable In the ctrcumstaneel, In te Perrone, 5 ·~ 514, 5%2 (1950). In judging the 

eredlbWty of wttn~, the namltlve deseribl~ the~ of events at High Fidelity 

and the state of mind of Mr. Pod, as reiAited by the IAitter, are not tully persuasive. 

At hearing, Mr. Fotl projected a demeanor which was alert and intelligent. It 

is not probable that, with bid-related business acumen accrued over 24-years, that he 

IYOU!d fail to appreciate the need for both forms. It is also unlikely that the admittedly 

erroneous numbering of the forms confiiHII him. 'The current Porm DBC 701 "Total 

Amount of Uncompleted Contracts", at IJIII'8INph one thereof, In lai'IIUIII'e not susceptible 

to misunderstanding, demandl concurrent IUbmlalon of a "Notice ot Classification". In 

llke vein, bo~ Mr. Colk417 and Mr. Varp beUevablY testified that two separate forms, the 

"Notice of Classification" and "Total Amount of Uncompleted Contracts" routinely 

accompanied bids of this nature. Mr. Coakey even knew the "prequalification/ 

ciAisslflcadon certificate", which wu argued over at great length during hearing. He 

described It u a lengthy Information form contractors submitted to "the State" to obtain 

or renew a "Notice of ClaAtfieaUon". Mr. PoU candidly aeknowledred the he was aware 

~t dlat the "Notice of ClaAtfleatton" wu Porm DBC 3. He bed submitted a 

completed vel"lllon on August 15. Aptnat this be.clqp-ound standi the testimony of Board 

Secretary Triverto. Re eredlbly related a phone conversation with a ealler from Higtl 

PldeUty. 'The caner attributed the mtsstnr Porm DBC 3: "Notice of Classification" to 

lnedvertanee. ·Whue Mr. Trlverlo Is piAIInly Inaccurate In identifying the speaker as 

1\fr. Potl (who was away), his recall of the conversation Itself Is convincing. ~elying on 

this testimony, It can be concluded that the form was· missing, not because of Mr. Foti's 

confusion, but because of his vacation. An employee who took his place made an error. 

High FldeUty now seeks to remedy that mistake. The next question then is, can It, 

consistent with appUeable taw. 

The Law: 

The short answer Is that High Fidelity may not obtain such a remedy. It ean 
point to no wrong. 

-9-
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By way of brief, counsel for High Fidelity has carefully and thoroughly 

dlscu!Hd that case law which can !:>e argued as bearing on the circumstances. Yet, in the 

faee of those faets found today, their holdings cannot be eonstrued as favorable to High 

Fidelity. To begin with, the biddlflll' proeess Is obviously eontrolled by statute, ~ 

liA:liA-21, !!. !!9•. 'l1loufh pertainlflll' to IChooll, these Jtatutory sections were adapted 

to eonform with the Local PubUe Contracts Law, which governs munlctpaUtiea. One 

lmplementlflll' replatlon, N.J.S.A. lh%0..'1.%, which governs biddtflll' quaUfleatlon, defers to 

the lmplementiJW riii'U)atiOIII of the Department of 'I'Nuury, See, ~11:19-1.1. 

!! !!!:. Th4t Jtatutory and replatory patterns are parallel. 'Ttlua, as the Board eorreetly 

asserts, the dlseretlon ot the 8oerd shouJd be afforded no more latitude than that 

accorded munlclpalltlea under the Loeal PubUc Contraets Law. Thereunder, local 

authorities muat be guided by strict eonstruetlon. L. PuelUo ~ Sons, Jne. v. !'lew 

MUlord, Mayor and Counetl, 73 1!:!!:, 349, 356 (19'17). Morever, under that law, there can 

be no waiver of dllelOIUN, or utenllon of tlme to cure btdl after acceptance. Georr 

a.rma eor.tr. Co. •· Bar. of Llneoln Pit., Ull N.J. 8!!per. 317, 3'73 (1978). Strlet 

eonstruoUCII II -.ntial to lnt4111'1lJ· !!·• at 374. · Where an error II material, simple 

nerUpnoe C!IIIIIIOt be cured after bldl are opened. !!· at 3'71. ToWI'IIhlp of River Vale v. 
R.J. Lonso Construction C~ 127 N.J. Super. 20'7 (Law Dlv. 19'74), cited by High FldeUty, 

does not JUppOI't the eontrary view, even after applleatlon of its two-part test. Waiver 

there wu favored only In the faee of minor lrrel\ll&rtty or immaterial variance, 

unaeeompanled bJ freud, t.d faith or C!OU.ullon. !!· at 215-211. A "'Notice of 

CJaalfteatlon• 1018 to the heut of the blcldlflll' ~· lnttlfrity. The specific 

lnf'ormatton In t.het form II arueta1, not minor or Immaterial. Porm DBC 701: "Total 

Amount or UIICIO!ftpleted Contracts• cloel not Nl'lldw a DBC 3 a mere redundancy. It 

eontalnl none of the tundamental data which Form DBC 31 "'Notlee of Cluslneatlon" 

deml.lldl. Neither ean Form DBC '701, JMk1nr that ...ntlal information, elevate High 

PldeUtJ'I ·effort to the leYel of "Substantial compUanee" envisioned bJ the colll't In 

P. Michelotti .t Sons, Inc. v. Fair Lawn, 51!:*.~ 199, 202 (App. Oiv. 1959). Finally, 

even aeeeptlflll' Hlp PldeUty's claim to low bidder status, no authority cited supports an 

award for that reason where there hal been an overslpt 10 serious as a missing "Notice of 

Clulifleatlon." This Ia a material omllsion whlefl cannot be waived, Albert P. Rluehl Co. 

y, Board of Trust ... , Industrial Bd., IS,!!± Super;, 4, 11-1'7 (Law Dlv. 1914) 

Inarguably, the Board's "Checklist" Jacks the Jateat rorm numbers, and the 

dlreetlonl In "General Conditions", Art. 15 are somewhat broadly phrased. 'Ttlese 

doeuments lhould be updated to avoid future controversy. Yet, referring to those facts 
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round today, It eannot concluded that the Board's bid materials are "Patently ambiguous". 

Neither ean It be said that High FideUty lacked a tair and reasonable opportunity to 

compete and bid intelligently, Fereday 6: Mever Co., tne. v. Elizabeth Board of Public 

Works, 27 !!d:_ 218, 223-224 (1!158), ~Camden Plaza Parking v. Citv of Camden, 16 

!!d:_ 150, 159 (1954). consequ .. ntJ.y, the Board's contract award to Coskey's should not be 

disturbed. 

Bece.use of the reuonJnr on which this Initial decision Is baed, the remaining 

arguments of the the 8oa1"d and Coskey's need not be addre.ed. 

CONCLUSION 

I CONCLUDE therefore, bued on my review of the enttre record, ineludlng 

the credlbWty of wim-, and for' the reuorw upreaed In the ANALYSIS portion of 

this opinion thata 

The ~tract award to Coskey's as a l't!llllt of the bidding process conducted by 

the Board was lawful, and did not violate the provisions of ~ lBA:l&A-26 or any 

other related statutory provtsions of the School Laws.~~ 18A:l8A-2l !!. !!.!l· 

I ORDIR therefore that the appeal of petitioner High PldeUty be DBNIKD, and 

that the contract awarded to respondent Coskey's by respOndent Board be APPIRMIID, and 

implemented immediately upon final administrative decision. 

-ll-
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This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul t::ooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (451 days and wlless such -time· limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall beeorne a nnaldeclsion in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration. 

DATE 

Receipt Acknowledl«h 

DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

DATE 

lj 

-12-
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BIGB FIDELITY SOUND CENTER. INC., 
A NEW JERSEY CORPORATION, t/a 
CENTRAL JERSEY SOUND CENTER. 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE TOWN
SHIP OF HAMILTON AND COSKEY'S 
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, MERCER COUNTY 

RESPONDENTS . 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
parties within the time prescribed by N.J .A.C. 1:1-16. 4a, b and c. 
These exceptions are summarized below. 

Petitioner avers that the initial decision does not accu
rately reflect the law on the subject of bidding either statutorily 
or by Court opinion. Petitioner avows that it must first be decided 
whether there is any mandate that a "Notice of Classification," form 
MDBC-3, be included in bid submission to a local board of educa
tion. Petitioner argues that, while it may be true that such a 
mandate exists when submitting bids to the State of New Jersey, 
Department of Education, along with form NDBC-701. no such 
requirement exists for local boards. In this regard, petitioner 
contends, the ALJ' s second finding of fact is in error. It is 
petitioner's view that N.J.S.A. 18A:l8A-26 is unequivocal and 
clearly does not require submission of form MDBC-3 or any informa
tion contained therein. 

Petitioner contends that the next issue to be decided is 
whether the omission of the non-mandated form in question 
constitutes an immaterial variance in the bid submission. 
Petitioner asserts that the courts of New Jersey have recognized a 
two-fold test in determining that issue: first, would the omission 
deprive the board of its assurance that the contract would be 
entered into, performed or guaranteed; and second, does the omission 
put the bidder in an advantageous position over other bidders. 
Petitioner argues that the answer to both questions in the instant 
matter is in the negative. Thus, petitioner states, it can only be 
said that the omission of form #DBC-3 is a minor irregularity and an 
immaterial variance in the bid submission, and thus allowable. 
Petitioner cites his post-hearing brief for all arguments, statutory 
references and case citations in advancing his contentions. 
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In reply exceptions, Respondent Coskey•s Electronic System, 
(hereinafter Coskey's) argues point-by-point against those 
contentions raised in petitioner's exceptions citing its post
heating brief in support of its counter-arguments. Said brief and 
arguments are incorporated herein by reference. Coskey•s avers that 
the findings of fact and analysis prepared by the ALJ are in 
accordance with the laws of the State of New Jersey and the facts 
presented during the hearing. In particular, Coskey•s avers that 
the first finding of fact is, in its estimation, the most important 
and •oat accurate in that the information required by the "Notice of 
Classification" form is not the same as ia supplied in the "Total 
Amount Upon Completed Contract" for•. Cos key • s further contends 
that the former was a non-waivable requirement because it contained 
necessary information required by the Board. Thus. avows Cos key• s. 
the failure of petitioner to submit the document was not a minor 
irregularity or immaterial variance. 

Further. Coskey's concur& with the ALJ's finding of fact 
concerning the testimony of Ronald J. Foti, witness for petitioner, 
that he knew both forms were needed to accompany the bid. and that 
petitioner inadvertently failed to attach the pre-qualification, 
"Not ice of Classification" form to the bid package. Cos key's avers 
that these findings require that the Commissioner sustain the 
initial decision rendered by the ALJ. 

Upon careful review of the record in this matter including 
the exceptions, the Commissioner concurs with the ALJ's determina
tion that "it cannot be said that High Fidelity lacked a fair and 
reasonable opportunity to compete and bid intelligently***." 
(Initial Decision, ante, quoting Fereday ' Meyer Co., Inc. v. 
Elizabeth Board of Public Works, 27 N.J. 218, 223-224 (1958), 
quotlng Camden Plaza Parklng v. City ofCamden, 16 N.J. 150, 159 
(1954)) As noted by the ALJ, the testimony indicates that the 
information required by the "Notice of Classification" form is not 
the same as is supplied in the "Total Amount Upon Completed 
Contract" form. So long as the Board deemed the "Notice of 
Classification" as a non-waivable requirement, the Commissioner will 
not substitute his judgment for the Board •s in that regard. Since 
the record is clear that the Board considered the absence of a 
"Notice of Classification" form "a material omission which cannot be 
waived," (Initial Decision, ante), a presumption of validity 
attaches to the Board's action. The Commissioner will not overturn 
ita determination since there is no evidence that the Board • a so 
deeming the Notice of Classification form indispensable was 
arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable. See Thomas v. Morris Tw~ 
Bd. of Ed., 89 N.J. Super. 327 (App. Div. 1965), aff'd o.b. 46 N.J. 
S8l (1966). Seealso Kopera v. West Orange Bd. of Ed., 60 N.J.. 
Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960). ~ 

As to the factual deter~ination of whether petitioner 
inadvertently failed to submit the proper forms, the Commissioner 
will defer to the ALJ on questions of credibility of witnesses where 
there is conflicting evidence and the findings are reasonably 
supported. See. Nicholas Campanile v. Board of Education of the 
Township of Middletown, Monmouth County, decided by the Commtssioner 
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March 2, 1982. Since the Commissioner's review of the record 
reveals no evidence to indicate that the determination of the AW 
was other than reasonable. the Commissioner affirms the conclusion 
that, because Hr. Foti was on vacation, form DBC-3, "Notice of 
Classification," was missing from High Fidelity's bid package. 

Accordingly. the findings and conclusions of the initial 
decision are affirmed. The contract award to Coskey•s as a result 
of the bidding process conducted by the Board was lawful and did not 
violate the provision of N.J.S.A. 18A;l8A-26 or any other related 
statutory provision of the school laws. 

The Petition of Appeal is hereby dismissed, and the 
contract award to Respondent Coskey•s by Respondent Board is 
affirmed. Implementation of the contract between Respondent 
Coskey•s and the Board is to be effected immediately upon issuance 
of this decision. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 13, 1986 
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?tY."J $; 
f!ltatr of N rm ltnll'!t 

OFFICE Of ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

R.rJ'A CONNER. ELIZABETH McCLOSKEY AND 
BARBARA REBOLLO, 

Petitioners, 

v. 
BOARD OP BDUCATION OP THE 
BOROUGH OP RIVBR VALE, 
BERGIN COUNTY, 

RetpOndent. 

INTI1AL DECISION 

OAL DKT. HO. EDU 7775·84 
AGENCY DKT. NO. 404·9/84 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8991-84 
AGENCY DKT. NO. 466-11/84 

DIANE GLADSTONE, MARCELLE YORT, LIANORB 
ROSENZWEIG, CAROL ADRJGNOLO, .JOT IOSHA, 
ELAINE MILLIIAN end ADRIBNNE HUBER, 

Petitioners, 

v. 
BOARD OP BDUCATIOif OP TID 
BOROUGH OP 8IYU VALE, 
BBRGD COUin'T, 

Rapondent. 

GnprJ T. fJ.rrek, Elq., tor petitioner~ 
(Booeerllt Plneua, attorneys) 

Richard B. llaueb, Elq., tor ~t 
(Aron & Sallberr, attorneys) 
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OAL DKT. NOS. EDU 7775-84 
and EDU 8991-Sf 

Record Closed: December 2, 1985 

BEFORE JAMBS A. OSPINl!IOM, A.LJ: 

Decided: December 30, 1985 

The above cases have been COIIIOiidated for hearing pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-

14.1 !! !!9· Eight petitioners in the e011101idated eases (Conner, 'lllcCluskey, Rebollo, 

Vort, Adrignolo, Gladstone, Rosenzweig and Mll;lman) were formerly employed by the 

Board of Education of the Borough of River Vale, Bergen County, In various positions as 

remedial or supplementary teachers and, for the 1984-85 sehool year, were assigned by 

the Board to full-time classroom teacblnr positions and Installed on various steps of the 

salary guide for 1984-85, In aecordanee with a negotiated agreement in force in the 

district. Their placement on the guide by the Board was based on credit for teaching 

experience outs!de the district with no eredlt given for prior teaching experience within 

the district In remedial or supplementary positions, contrary, they alleged, to rights under 

!!d.:M.:. 18A:l8-tl and Spiewak v. Bd. of Ed., Rutherford, 90 N.J. 63 (1982). They sought 

judgment recognizing their status, correcting their 1984-85 salary guide placement to 

renect uncredited years of prior experience In the dl1trict and granting all other such 

benefits due teaching staff members generally, lneludllllf sick leave benefits, together 

with edjusted back pay sinee September t, 1984. The Board admitted petitioners' tenure 

~reneraUy but denied their elalms were remediable under~ 18A:29-9 and Hyman v. 

Bd. of Ed., Teaneck, 1985 ~-(State Bd. dee., March 8, 1985; appeal pending, App. 

Oiv.), 

Two other petitioners (Misha and Huber) alleged they are tenured part·tlme 

remedial teaehers employed by the Board and compensated for 1984-85 at an hourly rate 

of $10.50. They claimed such hourly compensation Is less then a prorated fraetlon of 

compensation paid regular full-time teaehlng staff members employed by the Board and 

eompensated under the 1984-85 .. lary guide. They alleged their compenatlon wu 

Improper and failed to refieet prior experience end ecad!!mlc training In the district. 

They sought declaration of their tenure, pro rata llllary adjultment Including credit for au 

periods or prior employment both In and out or the dlatrlet and credit Cor academle 
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OAL DKT. NOS. EDU 7775-84 
and EDU 8991-84 

attainments, together with adjusted back pay retroactive to September 1, 1984. The 

Board admitted those petitioners' tenure and their present and prior service in the district 

but denied their ellllms generally, contending they were not members or the negotiating 

unit and under Hyman, are not entitled to pro rata salary adjustment under N.J.S.A. 

18A:29-4.1. 

The petition of appeal under OAL Dkt. tio. EDU 7775-84 was (iled in the Bureau 

of Controversies and Disputes of the Department of Education on September 26, 1984. 

The Board's answer was filed there on October 18, 1984. Accordingly, the Commissioner 

transmitted the matter to the Ortiee ot Administrative Law on October 19, 1984 for 

hearing and determination as a contested ease in aecordanee with N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 et 

~· 

The petition of appeal under OAL Dkt. No. EDU 8991-84 was filed in the Bureau 

of Controversies and Disputes of the Department of Education on November 20, 1984. 

The Board's answer was filed there on December 11, 1984. The Commissioner transmitted 

the matter to the Ortlee or Administrative Law on Deeember 17, 1984 for hearing and 

determination as a contested ease. 

On notice to the parties, a prehearlnr eonferenee wu eondueted In the Offiee of 

Administrative Law on April 4, 1985 and an order entered. By order of the administrative 

law judge, the two matters were eonsolldated for hearing u Involving eommon questions 

or feet and law, pursuant to N.J. A. C. 1:1-14.1 !! !!9· It wu noted parqraphll, 2, 3, and 

4 of the petition under OAL Dkt. No. EDU 717$-84 were admitted by the Board. 

Pararraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Count I and pararraphs 1 and 2 of Count n of the petition in 

OAL Dkt. EDU 8891-84 were admltJed. The parties were dlreeted by the administrative 

law judge to eonfer with a view towards fashlonlnc stipulations of aD relevant and 

material propositions of fact in the eonsoUdated matters, lneludlng documentation, in 

ehronolorlealend sequential order. Thereafter, the matters at Issue were to be addressed 
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OAL DKT. NOS. EDU 7775·84 
and EDU 8991-84 

and resolved on pleadings, admiSiions, stipulations, documentation and memoranda or law, 

as if on cross·motions for summary decision in aceordanee with N.J.A.C. 1:1-13.1 !! ~·· 
exam;nation and cross--examination of witnesses having been waived. Thereafter, 

stipulations and memoranda of law havlnr been llled, the record closed.l 

As provided in the prehearing conference order, at issue In the matter generally 

are the following: 

ol Faet: 

A. Whether petitioners' salary guide placements for 1984-85 were legally 

proper (as to all petitioners e~tcept Mlsha and Huber); 

B. Whether Mlsha's and Huber's hourly compensation was correct, and/or 

whether they were entitled to salary prorated from the 1984-85 

salary guide eovering full·tlme teachers under Hyman; and 

C. If not, what remedies (by way of salary and/or sick leave benefits) 

shall be granted. 

ADIOISIOMB, rmPULA'ftONS AJrD PINDINOS OP FACT 

The parties havlnr admitted and/or ao stipulated, I make the following Findings 

1. Petitioners Conner, MeCiullkey and ReboUo are tenured full-time teaching 

staff members In the Board's employ. 

The death or Adrienne Huber on October 18, 1985 is suggested on the record 
herein. By order of the administrative law judge, the Estate of Adrienne Huber, Riehard 
T. Huber, executor, was substituted In her plaee u a party petitioner. Her last day of 
work in the distrlet was September 18, 1985. 
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2. Prior to the 1984-15 IC!hool yeer, petitioners Conner, MeCluskey and 

Rebollo were employed as remedial teaehers by the Board but were denied 

plaeement on the ela181"00m teechers' salary pide. Petitioners reeeived 

hourly wages and lesaer benefits than classroom teaehers during this 

period. 

3. Commenetnr with the 1984-85 IC!hool year, petitioners Conner, :YieCiuskey 

and Rebollo have been employed u -ela181"00m teaehers by the Board. 

4. The plaeement of Conner, MeClUikey and Rebollo on the classroom 

teaehers' salary plde for 1984-85 Is based on eredlt ror teaching 

experlenee outside of River Vale, with no eredlt given for petitioners' years 

of servlee u part-time remedial teaehers In River Vale. 

5. Petitioners Huber and Mllha are tenured teachers employed by the Board In 

various remedial eapaeltles under titles sueh as Chapter I, Supplemental, 

Compensatory Edueatlon and Englllh u a Second Lansuage. Petitioner 

Adrlgnolo was 10 employed by the Board until November t, 1984. 

8. Petitioners Huber and Mllha are paid an hourly wage In their remedial 

eapaelty whleh 11 less than that paid, on a pro rata basis, to classroom 

teachers In the dlstriet with llmllar qperlenee and aeademll! training. 

'1. Until November 1, 1984, petitioner Adrlpolo was peld an hourly wage In 

her remedial eapaelty that wu 1 .. than that paid, on a pro rata basis, to 

ela~aroom teaehers In the district with similar experlenee and academiC! 

training. 

8. Petitioners Htmer and Mllha alao receive let~er benefits than ela181"00m 

teeehers, u did Adrlgnolo untO November 1, 1984. 

-5-
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and EDU 8991-14 

9. Throughout aU periods of employment, the Board has required petitioners 

Huber, Mishe and Adrignolo to possess teaching certificates, and 

petitioners have fulfilled that requirement. 

10. Pursuant to the decision In Spiewak petitioners Huber and Misha are 

teaching steff members u defined by H.J.S.A. 18A:l-1. 

11. Petitoners Gladstone, Vort, Roeenzweil and Millman are employed by the 

Board for 1984-15 In positions that carry a salary based upon the classroom 

teachers' salary guide. Petitioner Adrignolo bepn to serve in said capacity 

as of November 1, 1984. 

12. Por 1984-85 the placement of petitioners Gladstone, Vort, Roeenzweig and 

Millman on the classroom teachers' salary guide does not include credit Cor 

petitioners' teaching experience both In and out of the River Vale school 

district. 

13. A copy or the collective bal'lfalnlnc agreement between the Board of 

Edueatlon of the Township of River Vale and the River Vale Education 

Assoelatlon for the period July 1, 1983 to June 30, 1985 is admitted and 

attached u J-1. 

14. The followlnr documents, relative to the employment or Rita Conner, are 

admitted and attached heretos 

(a) employment history and hours (J-2A); 

(b) asslcnments (J-2Bh 

(c) 1984-85 resolution of employment and salary (J-2C). 

-6-
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15. The loUowtnr documents. relative to the employment of Elizabeth 

MeCiuskey, are admitted and attached hereto: 

(a) employment history and hours (.J-3AJ; 

(b) asslpments (.J-38); 

(e) 1984-85 resolution of employment and salary C.J-3C). 

18. The followlnr documents, relative to the employment of Barbara ReboUo, 

are admitted and attaehed bel'etoa 

(a) employment history and hours (.J-4A); 

(b) assignments (J-48)J 

(e) 1984-85 resolution of employment and salary (J-4C). 

17. The following job descriptions are admitted and attaehed hereto1 

(a) supplemental Instructors (J·5A); 

(b) State compensatory edueatlon (.J-58); 

(e) E.S.L. f.J-50). 

18. The followlnr documents. relative to the employment of Adrienne Huber, 

are admitted and attaehed heretoa 

(a) employment history lnCI hours (.J-i!A); 

(b) asslpments (.J~Bh 

(e) 1984-85 employment eontraet lnCI salary (J~C). 

19. The following documenta, relative to the employment of Joy Mlsha, are 

admitted and attached heretot 

(a) employment history lnCI hours (J-7 A)J 

(b) asslpments (J-78)1 

(e) 1984-85 employment eontraet lnCI salary (J-TC). 
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20. The foUowlng documents, relative to the employment of Carol Adrignolo, 

are admitted and attached hereto: 

(a) employment history and hours (J-8A); 

(b) assignments (J-88); 

(c) 1984-85 employment contracts and salary CJ-8C, D). 

21. The foUowing documents, relative to the employment of Diane Gladstone, 

are admitted and attached hereto: 

(a) employment history and hours (J-9A); 

(b) assignments (J-98); 

(e) superintendent's report (J-9C); 

(d) Board minutes- Apri118, 1984 (J-90). 

22. The foUowing documents, relative to the employment of Elaine Millman, 

are admitted and attached hereto: 

(a) employment history and hours (J-IOA.); 

(b) assignments (J-108); 

(e) superintendent's report (J-tOC); 

(d) superintendent's report (J-tOD) 

(e) 1982-83 employment contract (J-lOEl; 

(f) 1983-84 employment contract (J-lOF); 

(g) Board minutes- June 26, 1984 (J-lOG). 

23. The foUowlng documents, relative to the employment of Leanore 

Rosenzwellf, are admitted and attached hereto: 

(a) employment history and hours (J-llA); 

(b) assignments (J-UBh 

(e) 1984-85 salary notice (J-UC); 

(d) s...,erlntendent's report (J-110) 

(e) 1978-79 employment contract (J-llE); 
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!0 1979-80 ulary notlee (J-tlP) 

(g) 1980-8lllllary notlee (J-UG); 

(h) 1981-8211llary notlee (J-llH); 

(I) 1982 ulary notlee (J-110; 

(j) 1982-83 llllary notlee (J-11Jh 

(k) 1983-84 ulary notlee (J-11 K); 

24. The foUowinr doeuments, relative to the employment of Mareetle Vort nee 

Greenstein, are admitted and attaehed hereto: 

Cal employment history and hours CJ-12A); 

(b) assignments (J-12B)J 

(e) 1984-85 ulary notlee (J-UC)J 

(d) superintendent's report CJ-120) 

{e) 1977-78 ulary notlee (J-12!); 

m 1978-79 ulary notlee CJ-12P) 

(g) t 979-80 ulary notlee (J-12G); 

(h) 1980-81 ulary notlee (J-12H); 

(I) 1981-82 llllary notlee (J-120; 

(j) 1982-83 ulary notlee (J-12JlJ 

(k) 1983-84 ulary notiee (J-12K); 

CU Board mtnutee- Aprlll8, 1184 (J-90). 

25. Copies of the followtnr employee reeor<1 eards are admitted and attaehed 

here tor 

(a) CIU'Ol Adrfpolo (J-UA)J 

(b) Diane Oladltone (J-liBh 

(e) Adrienne Huber (J-UC)J 

Cd) Blaine Millman (J-UDh 

(e) Joy Mllha (J-l!U!)a 

m Leanore ROMN:wel( (J-t:tP)' 

(g) MareeUe Vort (J-UG). 

+ 
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26. A eopy of the sehool calendar for the 1984-85 sehool year is admitted and 

attached hereto u .J-14. 

27. Adrignolo receives all benefits pursuant to the collective bargaining 

agreement. Adrienne Huber Is a member of the Teachers' Pension and 

Annuity Pund. .Joy Mlsha receives hospitalization, major medical, dental, 

and optical benefits. Misha Is alao a member of the Teachers' Pension and 

Annuity Pund. Any petitioner not Specified receives all benefits pursuant 

to the collective bargaining agreement. 

28. Full time classroom teachers are employed for 33.75 In-school hours per 

week. Their pupil contact time Is renerally 25 hours per week. 

29. The 1984-85 work schedule for Carol Adrlgnolo from September 1 to 

October 31 is admitted and attached (J-14A). The times at which she 

started and ended her work day were as follows: 

(a) September - 9:00- 3:10 2 days per week 

9:10- 2:20 3 days per week 

(a) October - 9:00- 2:25 3 days per week 

9:10 - 3:10 2 days per week 

30. The 1984-85 work schedule for Adrienne Huber Is admitted and attached 

(J-UA). The times at which she 1tarted and ended her work day were as 

follows: 

(a) September to December - 9:00 - 12:30 

(b) .January to .June 

-to-
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31. Tile 1984-85 work schedule for Joy Misha Is admitted and attached (J-UC). 

Tile times at which she started and ended her work day were as follows: 

(a) September to Deeember - 9:00 - 12:30 

(b) January to June 8:45- 2:45 

32. Copies of the foUowlrc vouchers for the 1984-85 school year are admitted 

and attached hereto: 

(a) Carol Adrlpolo (.J-15); 

(b) AdrleMe Huber (.J-li)J 

(e) Joy Mlsha (J-17). 

33. Tile Board hu not adopted any wrlttan poUey restricting the use of part

time employment for placement on the lll1ary guide. Tile Board has not 

adopted any written poUey restrletlrc the uae of employment as a Chapter 

I, compensatory education, supplemental or E.S.L. teacher for placement 

on the salary guide. 

34. Admitted and attached hereto ares 

(a) Superintendent's report- July 22, 1983 (J-18); 

(b) Superintendent's report- September 18, 1983 (J-19); 

Cel Superintendent's report- A.,..ust 20, 1976 (J-20); 

(d) Related Board minutes C.J-21); 

(e) Board poUei81 CJ-22). 

<n Addendum to superintendent's report- Deeember 14, 1984 (.J-23): 

(f) Addendum to superintendent's report- A.,..ust 24, 1984 (.J-24); 

(h) Addendum to IIUpWintendent's report- July 17, lt84 (J-25); 

(I) Superintendent's report- October 14, 1983 CJ-28); 

(j) Superintendent's report -September 18, 1983 CJ-27); 
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(k) A~ndum to superintendent's report - July 17, 1979 (J-28); 

(I) Superintendent's report - April 15, 1966 (J-29). 

35. Admitted and attached hereto are documents refieeting pupil contact time 

worked by petitioners In the district prorated acainst a fuU-time teacher's 

pupil eontaet and non-pupil contact Ume (J-30A-D). 

38. Teachers in the district must work at least one-half !t/2) of the academic 

year to move up a step on the salary guide. 

37. (a) Huber possesses a B.S. degree 

(b) Mlsha possesses a B.A. degree plus 16 graduate credits. 

38. The dally period schedule for the Holdrum School operated by the Board is : 

t. 9:13 - 9:55 

2. 9:58 - 10:44 

3. 10:43 - 11:25 

4. 11:28 - 12:10 

5. 12:13 - 12:55 

6. 12:58 - 1:40 

7. 1:43 - 2:25 

B. 2:28 - 3:10 

39. A total of 58 teachers have been hired in the district since September, 

1974 through June, 1984 (J-31A-8). 
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DIBCVSSION 

! 

The ~tltion of appeal by Gladstone, Vort, Rosenzweig and Millman sought 

jud,tment directing the Board to correct their salary KUide placement to refiect full credit 

for prior teaching experience In any capacity and com~nsatlng them for salary and/or 

benefits lost on or after September l, 1984 ai • result of impro~r salary guide 

placement. The ~tltlon wu filed November 20, 1984. The Board's answer in its fourth 

and seventh separate defenses raised the bar of the 90-day limiting period of N.J.A.C. 

6:24-1.2: 

••. ( al petition to the Commissioner to determine a controversy or 
dispute arising under the sehool laws must be filed within 90 days 
after the receipt of the notice by the petitioner of the action 
concerning which the hearing is requested ••• 

The stipulated facts are clear. Petitioner Gladstone lnltlaUy was placed on the 

Blary KUide, action she obviously then assented to, In 1982 at B.A. 8th step and was given 

credit for seven years of experience outside the district. J-98. By action of the Board on 

April 18, 1984, Gladstone's position for the 1984-85 sehool year was established on the 

salary KUide at B.A. lOth step at $20,3110. J-90. 

Petitioner Vort orllfnally wu p1aeed on the salary KUide for the 1977-78 llt!hool 

year at B.A. 4th step. She previously had HI'Yed In 1989-70 when she started on the salary 

KUide at B.A. 3rd step. At the end of that year she reslfned. J-12B. In succeeding years, 

she advaneed l'ti(CUJarly on the salary KUide until April 19, 1984, when she consented to 

KUide poeltlon at B.A. plus 15, step 11, at a salary of $21,550. J-12C, J-UH, J-121, J-12J, 

J-12K. 
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Petitioner Rosenzweig was first installed on the salary guide for the 1978·79 

school year at B.A. Jrd step. She received a two-year experiential credit for service 

outside the district at the time. J-110. By April 19, 1984, she had advanced and was 

installed on the guide at B.A. 9th step at $19,550 and expressly assented to such 

placement. J-11 C. 

Petitioner Millman orlcinally was Installed on the salary guide in 1982 for the 

1982-83 school year on a prorated salary at M.A. 1st step. J-100. By action of the Board 

on June 26, 1984, she wa• installed on the salary guide at run annual salary at M.A. Jrd 

step at $18,600. J-10G. She executed a written contract of employment at that step and 

rate tor the 1984-85 school year on June 1, 1984. J-lOC. 

AU those petitioners apparently had In-district experience not applied to their 

original salary guide placement. J-98, J-128, J-118 and J-108. AU such prior in-district 

experience was as Title I, S.C.E. and supplemental teachers. 

AU petitioners contended N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 was inapplicable to bar their claims, 

but if it was applicable, it would bar only thole claims for compensation before date of 

filing ot their petitiona. The Board contended all such claims are necessarily barred, both 

retrospectively a• weU as pr01peet1vely and. moreover, that no occasion exists for 

relaxation or the rule under N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.19. I qT'ee with the Board's contention. In 

North Plainfield Education Allin. v. Bd. ot Ed., Borough of' North Plainfield, 98 .!!d:, 587 

(1984), two teachers sought credit on the salary guide for time !pent on sabbatical leave 

but did not file their petltiOI'III before the Commissioner until more than nine months after 

expiration or a 90-day period under N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. An administrative law judge 

concluded the petition had been riled out of time, the Commissioner affirmed, and the 

State Board of Education affirmed the deeislon of the Commissioner. The Appellate 

Division reversed the State Board. On certification, the Supreme Court reversed the 

judgment of the Appellate Division and reinstated the State Board decision. The Supreme 
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Court concluded that a teacher's entitlement to a Mlary Increase or annual increment 

under~ 18A:29-8 wu subject to denial by a !!ehool board for inerfleleney or other 

good cause under N.J.S.A, t8A:29-14. An annual Increment tor meritorious service, 

therefore, Mid the Court, wu not a statutory entitlement and claims for It were subject 

to the 90-day Umltlng period of N,J.A.C. 11:24-1.2. The Court noted petitioners in the 

ease were aware their annual Increment had been denied more than nine months before 

commencement of the 90-day limiting period. The Court also concluded petitioners' 

interrupted annual advances on the Mlary guide sbould continue In future years and barred 

them from relief as if for continuing future violations by the Board. The result was 

merely, Mid the Court, from the erteet of an earlier employment decision, one that is 

proteeted by the regulatory period or Umltatlons. North Plainfield at 593-5. The relief 

sought by petitioners Gladstone, Vort, Rosenwelc and Millman here does not derive from 

statutory entitlement under ~ 18A:29-8, since the legislation upon Its face in 

N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9 makes original guide plaeement a matter of negotiation between 

employer and employee. To that extent, therefore, the holding of North Plainfield, is in 

apposition and controUing. Interposition of the bar, moreover, Is consistent with prior 

decisions of the Commissioner. See, KeUy v. Bd. ot Ed., Boroutrh of Collingswood, 1981 

~- (Comm'r's dee. July 8, 1981). Petitioners have long since agreed to Initial salary 

guide placement within the meaning of ~ l8A:29-9, at various times when they 

accepted offers, none or which wu within 90 days before their petition was filed. 

Passage ot time has barred put, present or future correction. 

Based on the fortiiOIII(, I COMCLUDB the elalms ot petitioners Gladstone, Vort, 

Roeenzwew and Millman should be, and they are hereby, DIIIIII!ISKD as untimely under 

N.J.A.C. 8t24-1.2, there being no oeeulon for relaxation or the bar under N.J.A.C. 6:24-

1.19. 

Petitioners Conner, MeClUikey and ReboUo, before the 1984-85 !!ehool year, 

were employed as remedial teachers and were denied placement on the elaSllroom 
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teachers' salary guide, receiving' hourly wages and lesser benefits than classroom teachers 

during' their serviee. For the 1984-85 school year, they were employed liS full-time 

classroom teaehers and installed in various positions on the salary guide based on teaching 

experiAnce outside or the district, with no credit given for their years of service as part

time remedial teachers in the district. Petitioners Huber and Misha were employed in 

various part-time remedial capacities and remain so employed. Petitioner Adrignolo, like 

Conner, McCluskey and Rebollo, was previously so employed and was installed as a full

time classroom teacher on the salary guide according to prior years of service outside the 

district, on November 1, 1984. 

The specific dollar claims of petitioners Conner, McCluskey, Rebollo and 

Adrlgnolo for proper salary guide advancement together with cash arrearages appear on 

page 27 of petitioners' brief. Similar claims for petitioners Huber, Mlsha and Adrignolo 

(the latter for a two-month period !rom September to October of 1984 and thereafter to 

date) are contained on pages 27 and 28 of petitioners' brief. 

The collective bargaininc agreement Involved here, a post-Spiewak agreement, 

was effective from July 1, 1983 until June 30, 1985. J-1. Under it, the Board recognized 

the River Vale Education Association as the exclusive and sole representative for 

collective negotiations on terms and conditions of employment for, amonr others, 

teachers and supplemental teachers (hourly/part-time). !!!·• at 1. Artlele VI provides in 

part: 

t. Eaeh teacher may be placed on the proper step of the 
salary schedule as of the beginning of the school year with paragraph 
2 below. 

2. Credit up to the eleventh step of any salary level on 
the teacher salary schedule may be given for previous outside 
teaching experience In a duly accredited schooL .• [_!!!.,at 6.1). 
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Article X provides: 

3. The Board agrees to pay bedside instructors and 
supplemental instructors at the rate of $9.50 per hour for 1983-84 
and $10.!i0 for 1984-85, following the State guidelines for arranging 
teaching time. 

Any hourly employee who works less than 20 hours a week 
shall not be entitled to fringe benefits such as leave of absence, 
health benefits, insurance benefits, insurance protection and other 
reimbursement except salary and mileage. (!!!.,at 10.21. 

Stipulated facts demonstrated the Board had not adopted any written policy 

restrietina use of part-time employment Cor placement on the salary guide, nor had it 

adopted any written policy restricting use or employment as a Chapter I, compensatory 

education, supplemental or E.S.L. Teacher for placement on the salary guide. Finding No. 

33. Stipulated facts also demonstrated petitioner Adrignolo receives aU benefits pursuant 

to the collective bargaining agreement. J-1. Petitioner Huber is a member of the 

Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund. Petitioner !\'lisha receives hospitalization, major 

medical, dental and optical benefits. She is also a member of the Teachers' Pension and 

Annuity Fund. All other petitioners in the ease, including Conner, :vleCiuskey and 

Rebollo, received all benefits pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement. Teachers 

in the district must work at least one-half of the academic year to move up a step on the 

salary guide. Finding N'o. 36. Petitioners Huber, Misha and Adrignolo (the latter for the 

time pariod September 1 to October 31, 1984) argued l!J!iewak dictated they should 

receive the same treatment, in terms of salary and benefits, as other teachers, 

commencing with the 1984-85 school year. To be refused, it was argued, would relegate 

them to a separate sub-eategory or teachers and thus unlawfully deprive them of 

statutory benefits in compensation. Just as their emoluments or tenure were recognized 

under the tenure laws in l!Piewak or the Appellate Division decision in Rutherford 

Education Assn. v. Bd. ot Ed., Rutherford, 99 N.J. 8, 14 (1985), they argued a declaration 
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that remedial teachers enjoy the same legal status as traditional classroom teachers is 

meaningless if remedial teachers are maintained in an Inferior salary status. As a result, 

they claimed both law and equity demand they be made whole for the injury done them 

histortcal.ly and presently by the Board here. They Ul'fed further that they enjoyed de 

facto status and under ~ 18A:16·ll are entitled to the emoluments 11nd 

compensation appropriate for the work they perform. Otherwise, their compensation 

rights under that statute would be fraudently deprived them. They cited Dandorph v. Bd. 

of Ed. North Bergen, 1980 S.L.D. -(October 27, 1980}. 

Petitioners Conner, :WcClusl<ey, Rebollo and Adrignolo (since their full-time 

employment begiMing November 1, 1984), It was ul'fed, were entitled to use their years 

of service as auxiliary teachers for their current salary guide placement. Though they 

received credit for out-of-district experiential service, they claimed denial of in-district 

service as remedial teachers on the basis of unwritten, unadapted poUey was a violation of 

their rights under N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1, citing Ball v. Teaneck Bd. of Ed., 1984 !.bQ:, -
(Aug. 31, 1984). Finally, they argued that~ 1BA:l6-ll required inclusion of their 

prior years of in-district experience as remedial teachers when determining their current 

salary guide placement as an "emolument of their positions, such right being a non

pecuniary statutory right such u those under tenure laws, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, and 

seniority laws, ~ 18A:28-9. 

The Board's position was that none of the petitioners (Conner, McCiusl<ey, 

ReboUo and Adrlgnolo) are entitled under education compensation statutes or Spiewak to 

salary guide pla!!ement, a proposition enunciated by the State Board of Education in 

Hyman. The holding In that ease, It wu ul'(ed, Is dispositive of claims of petitioners 

Misha, Huber and Adrlgnolo (the latter for the period of September and October 1984) as 

well as the claims of Conner, l'ofeClusl<y, Rebollo and Adrlgnolo for aUeged Improper 

salary guide plaeement on assumption of tuU-tlme employment. Guide placement of the 

latter four petitioners recognized prior out-of-district experience even If not recognizing 
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their prior in-district experience: Conner was placed on step 7 with a B.A. plus 15, 

McCluskey was placed on step 4 with a bachelor's degree, Rebollo was placed on step 2 

with a bachelor's degree, and Adrlgnolo was placed on step 5 with a master's degree. In 

Hyman, the State Board said: 

••• IN) either the tenure statutes nor those governing compensation 
confer on teaching starr members the right to placement on any 
particular salary guide. Nor does the decision In Spiewak create such 
right. We therefore conclude that supplemental teachers are not 
entitled by law to placement on the salary guide for full-time 
cla!ISroom teachers. 

Thus, boards and teachers are free to negotiate terms of 
compensation within the parameters set by the education laws and 
specific department rules or regulationll. [,!!!., at 11). 

[TJ he compensation statutes do not require that full
time teaching staff members be paid any specific salary but merely 
set minimum salaries. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5, 7, 12. • • Nor do the 
statutes require that salary credit be given for teaching experience 
outside the district or for experience in business. [,!!!.,at 14). 

In sum, we conclude that the decision In Spiewak does not 
mandate the placement of supplemental teachers on the salary guide 
for regular teaching staff members and that such rlfht Is contained In 
neither the tenure statutes nor those governing compensation. 
Because supplemental teachers are not entitled to guide placement as 
a matter of law, we hold that ~eparate pldes covering supplemental 
teachers are permissible 10 lone as such pldes conform to the 
requirements established by the sehoollaws •••• (~.,at 16). 

In Bak'er v. Bd. of 1!4., City of Cllftgr~. 1915 ~- (Comm'r's dee. Oet. 18, 

19851 appeal pendlnc, St. Bd.), the Commissioner In adopting and affirming findings and 

determinations of the administrative law Judie, approved the proposition that: 
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. Spiewak and its proceny do not require retroactive 
adjustments in initial placement and do not deny the Board 
discretionary rightsrranted by~ 18A:29-II to offer Initial step 
placement whieh rtves reasonably variable credits !or past 
experience ••. (!!!,., at 10]. 

As was the case In Hyman, every petitioner here was and Is a ~ 
J!!!:! employee; the board pusec1 valid resolutions appointing 
petitioners as teachers first on part-time and later on a full-time 
basis. In order for petitioners to become de i!!£! teachers, all the 
board had to do was pass the appropriate re10lution at which point 
they held their po~~itions "by right and just title."· •• If by some 
chance, the board neglected to do this and 1 petitioner, not knowing 
the lack of a resolution, performed the services anyway, he/she would 
be a de facto Pmployee and would nonetheless be entitled to be paid 
underN.J.S.A. l8A:t8-ll. •• Sinee petitioners were at all times de 
J!!!:! employees of the board, the cited statute has no application 10 
them. I!!!,., at 7]. 

Concerning the statute eoverlng agreement as to Initial salaries, ~ 

18A:29-9, it was held in Baker that the plain meaning of the statute Is that Initial step 

placement for petitioners such as those here who were not accorded credit for in-district 

prior experience was entirely lepL Initial step placement is not controlled by a 

negotiated contract. The statute does not mandate absolute equal treatment or all 

teachers for step placement, for that would preclude a board from offering a higher step 

placement to obtain teachers in short 1Upply or on an emergent need basis. A principal 

purpose of the statute, It wu held, was to enable boards to make offers of employment In 

aceordanee with their needs. •• ( !!!,., at 7, 8 I . 

In sum, It Is my view that essential issues raised In the remaining claims here of 

petitioners Conner, MeClulky, Rebollo and Adrlpolo (In both upeets), as well as those of 

petitioners Mlsha and Huber for pro rata salary guide pl!tcement for their part-time 
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employment positions, are merltless under existing decisional law enunciated principally 

in Hyman, and followed perhaps most recently In ~· Thus, their petitions seeking 

judgment correcting their 1984-85 salary plde placement to renect uncredited years of 

prior experience in the district, together with other employment emoluments and adjusted 

back pay since September 1, 1984, and seeking judgment for pro rata salary adjustment 

for years of prior employment within the district as part-time supplemental employees, 

together with adjusted baek pay retroactive to September 1, 1984, should be and are 

hereby DISMBHID. 'Yiore 11pecirleally, I CONCLUDE the Board here has acted properly 

within Its statutory discretion for initial step placement recognizing out-of-district prior 

experience as authorized by its negotiated agreement In Artlele VI and In fixing hourly 

employment for part-time positions in the ease of petitioners Mlsha and Huber at $10.50 

per hour, neither tenure laws nor compensation laws representing any impediment thereto. 

CONCLUSION 

For aU foregoing reasons, the petitions of appeal in both consolidated matters 

are DISMII!I8BD. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMIII!IIIIONBR OP THB DBPARTIIBMT OP IDUCATION, SAUL COOPBRIIAN , who by 

law Is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. Jfowever, If Saul Cooperman 

does not so aet In forty-five (45) days pet unles~ such time limit Is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision In aeeordanee with N.J.S.A. 

52:148-10. 
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I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with S.ul Cooperman for consideration. 

DATE 

DATE 

js/e 

) 

DEPAKTIIBNT OP BDUCADON 
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RITA CONNER, ELIZABETH HC CLUS~t 
AND BARBARA REBOLLO, 

PETITIONERS, 

AND 

DIANE GLADSTONE, MARCELLE VORT, 
LEANORE ROSENZWEIG, CAROL 
ADRIGNOLO, JOY MISRA, ELAINE 
MILLMA.If AND ADRIENNE HUBER, 

PETITIONERS, 

V. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH 
OF RIVER VALE, BERGEN COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial deciaion rendered by the Office of 
Admlniatrative Law have been reviewed. Ezceptions were filed by the 
parties within the time preacribed by N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c. 
A eum.ary of the poaitiona of the parties 11 provided below. 

Petitioner& allege the initial deciaion improperly 
dismined the claima of Gladatone, Vort, Roaenzweig and Hillman as 
untimely purauant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. They assert that in 
deter•ining the applicability of that regulation, an e:umination 
must be aade of tbei r clai•s; that ia, it il in the context of the 
apecific claima aade that any applicability of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 
must be judged. Citin& Stockton v. Bd. of Ed. of CltY of Trenton, 
decided by the Co-haioner Noveaber 19, 1984, rev'd State Board 
April J, 1985 aa aupport, petitioners avow that because they filed 
their clai• on November 19, 1985 which ia within 90 days of receipt 
of the firat paycheck of the 1984-8.5 school year, the Petition of 
Appeal ia timely. Becauae the claiaa relate to salary guide 
plaee•ent for 1984-85 and were filed within 90 days of the beginning 
of the achool year, the regulation should not apply. 

Further, petitioner& contend that, even if N.J.A.C. 
6:24-1.2 were determined to be applicable, it would not affect 
prospective relief, only retroactive relief. 

In addition, petitionen anert that the initial decision 
incorrectly concluded that their aub1tantive claims were contrary to 
the dedaiona in Hyaan, •ypra, and Baker, supra, contending that 
reliance on these cases is nappropriate. 
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Reliance on Baker, aupra, il aeen by peti tioneu to be 
inappropriate because the caae waa dismiued on the time bar issue 
(N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2}; thus, all reference• to the aubatantive nature 
of the claims in that case are pure obiter dictum. As such, that 
non-binding opinion should not be controlling or applied to the 
instant matter. 

Petitioners contend that Hyman, supra, does not address the 
factual basis and legal iuues raued in the present case in that 
Hyman does not examine the use of service as remedial teachers for 
salary guide placement as clauroom teacheu. Ball, supra, does, 
however, yet it was ignored. Further, in Hyman the part-time 
remedial teachers were paid on the basis of a pro rata salary 
established by a separate salary guide for remedial teachers, while, 
in the instant matter, full-time remedial teachers are placed on the 
salary guide for classroom teacheu and part-time remedial teachers 
are paid on an hourly basis. 

The Board's reply exceptions reject petitioners• legal 
arguments, averring that (1) the AW correctly held that N.J.A.C. 
6:24-1.2 barred the claims of Gladstone, Vort, Rosenzwe1g and 
Millman; (2) ~. supra, was correctly applied; {3) the 
requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9 were met when petitioners agreed 
with their initial placement on the salary guide for full-time 
teachers; and (4) should the Commissioner find Conner, McCluskey, 
Rebollo, and Adrignolo entitled to relief, they are not entitled to 
the entirety of the relief sought. 

Upon review of the record in thia matter and the exceptions 
of the parties, the Commiuioner accepts the recommendation of the 
Office of Administrative Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal for 
the following reasons. 

The focal issues in the inatant matter center on (1) what 
rights. if any. exist with respect to salary guide placement when a 
part-time, hourly wage, supplemental/remedial teacher moves to a 
full-time teaching position, (2) what applicability N.J.A.C. 
6:24-1.2 has, if any, in such circumstances and (3) what 
entitlement, if any, exists for part-time teaching staff to pro rata 
compensation based on the full-time teacher salary schedule. 

The State Board in Hyman, supra. determined that the tenure 
statutes do not confer to any teachtng staff member the right to 
placement on a salary guide. Further, its analysis of the pertinent 
statutes concerning compensation of teaching staff members led the 
State Board to conclude that those statutes (N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1 et 
~.)apply only to full-time members. Of this 1t stated: --

***In sum, the statutes governing compensation 
apply only to full-time teaching staff members 
and, therefore, do not confer tbe right to 
placement on any salary guide to part-time 
teachers. Further, there is no requirement that 
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a board adopt a talary policy for ita full-time 
teaching ttaff members, although it la authorized 
to do so under N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.l.*** 

(Slip Opinion, at p. 10) 

Thh determination reached by the State Board in Byma~, 
tupra, has aignificant bearing on the itsuet preaented in thts 
matter. Firstly, it fully 1upporta the ALJ • 1 determination that 
compenaation baaed on a pro rata full-time teaching 1alary cuide 
placement ia not a statutory entitle.ent. Secondly, it provides the 
legal batlt upon which the ·ALJ correctly determined that, given the 
factual circumstance• herein, the aovement from hourly, part-time 
wage statue to full-time teaching atatua constituted initial 
employment in the district for salary guide purposea. N.J.S.A. 
18A:29-9 

Unlike the factual circumatancea in Ball. aupra, there does 
not exist herein a multi-step aalary guide for part-time teaching 
ataff membera. Rather, a "flat rate" hourly wage has been 
negotiated by the Teachera' Anociation for part-time teachers.* 
Thua, there ia not the queation of movement from a multi-atep 
part-time salary guide (which already incorporated in-diatrict 
experience) to full-time salary cuide placement aa waa found in 
B~ll, aupra, and Walter et al. v. Bd. of Ed. of Teaneck, decided by 
t e Comm1asioner July 22, 1985. 

Rather, the circumstance~ of the pretent matter are more 
analogout to Baker, tupra, wherein it va1 determined that placement 
of part-time hourly wage teaching ttaff on a teaching salary guide 
when moving to a full-time position vas, for compensation purposes. 
conaidered to be initial employment pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9. 
Baker, S?pra. hal bearing herein becauee in order to reach a 
determintton that petitioners in that case were time barred, the ALJ 
and the Commi11ioner had to first determine whether or not they were 
entitled ~ 1tatute to in-district part-time experience when moving 
to full-time positions. Thul, the aubstantive discusaion contained 
in that deciuon il not obiter dictumt a1 contended by peti tioneu 
herein. Rather, it i1 appoaite and t e ALJ vas correct in relying 
on it in the present matter. 

Consequently, the Commia1ioner affirm• the conclusion of the ALJ 
that petitioners are not entitled by statute to credit for 
in-diltrict experience. Initial salary pursuant to N.J.S.A. 
18A:29-9 it a matter of acreement/neaotiation between the employee 
and the board. Further, it mu1t be stre1aed that initial placement 
i1 ~ controlled by a negotiated contract. Baker, eupra 

* The C01111issioner note• that the agreement between the association 
and the Board (3-1) exclude• representation of part-time staff 
tpecially funded with private, 1tate or federal monies, a factor 
which appeau to be clearly contrary to numerous court decisions 
which dictate that source of funding cannot be used to differentiate 
teaching ttaff members. Spiewak, supra. 
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The Coaaiaaioner alao affir•• the ALJ'a determination that 
the claima of Petitioners Gladatone, Vort, Roaenzweic and Millman 
are time barred by N.J .A.C. 6:24-1.2. Pursuant to ~!!!!!!!. supra, 
there ia no statutory entitleaent to salary guide placement. 
Moreover, movement from part-time hourly wage status to full-tiae 
teacher salary guide placement consti tutea, in the present matter, 
initial eaployment pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:29-9, whereby salary is 
negotiated between tbe employee and the board and. thus, does not 
constitute a statutory entitle•ent. Therefore, any claims with 
respect to such initial aalary are subject to the provisions of 
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. North Plainfield, aupra Even if a statutory 
ent1tlement existed, N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 would be applicable given the 
State Board •s decision in Paul Gordon v. Bd. of Ed. of Twp. of 
Passaic, decided by the Commissioner October 31, 1983, aff'd in 
part/rev'd in part State Board March 6, 198S because, as in Gordon, 
the is1ue herein is functionally related to teaching experience. 

Accordingly, for the reasons stated herein, the Petitions 
of Appeal are dismiased. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

Februarv 18, 1986 
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. . 

RITA CONNER, ET AL. AND DIANE 
GLADSTONE, ET AL-:-; 

PETITIONERS-APPELLANTS, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH 
OF RIVER VALE, BERGEN COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 18, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus 
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Aron, Salsberg and Rosen 
(Richard B. Bauch, Esq., of Counsel) 

We affirm the decition of the Commissioner with the 
aodification that initial placement on a salary guide pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9 is a matter of individual agreement between the 
eaployee and the board only if not superceded by a collective 
negotiations agreement. Belleville Education Assgs.i'!.!:iO.!!_____Y.:.. 
Belleville Board of Education, 209 N.J. Super. 93 (App. D1v. 1986). 

October 1, 1986 
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OFFICE OF ADM!NI::>TRA>IVE L~VI: 

GILDARDO OLARTE, 

Petitioner 
v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OP THE 
CITY OP ENGLEWOOD, 

Respondent 

Paul L. Klelnbllum, Esq., for petitioner 
(Zazzali, 7.azzali & Kroll, attorneys) 

SUzanne Raymond, Esq., for respondent 
IGutfieish & Davis, attorneys) 

llecorrl r.1osed: December 27, 1985 

BEFORE WARD R. YOUNG, ALJ: 

lNmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 5000-85 

Af''lENCY DKT. 1110. 218-7/85 

Decided: January 8, 1986 

Petitioner, a non-tenured accounts payable clerk, alleged the action of the 

Enldewood Board of Education (Board) in nonrenewing his employment was arbitrary, 

capricious, made in bad faith, discriminatory or otherwise improper. The Board denies 

any impropriety and asserts its action was a lawful exercise of its discretionary authority. 

The matter was transmitted to the Office or Administrative Law liS a contested 

case pursuant to ~· S2:14P-l !!! ~· on August 12, 1985. A Prehearing Order was 

entered on September 24, 1985 memorializing al!l'eements at conference on that same 
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01\L 011"1". lifO. Ent.T 5000-85 

dAte, wherein too 011rties aRTeed to a eonsolidation of a petition filed with tile Oivision of 

rivil Ritrhts on Ju!V 27, 1985 and docketed as rlla!'R'e No. 022850896 with a predominnnt 

interest in the nel)llrtment of Education. ,t,n Order to t;onsolidate with Predomint~tnt 

Interest w11s enterf'd on ~eptember 26, 1985. 

A olenary hearlt'lll' was held on November 25, 1985 and post-hearing briefs were 

sub111itted by the parties. The record closed on necember 27, !985, tile date estAblished 

for the filln« of simultaneous responses. 

'T'he following facts were stipulate<i by the parties and is adopted herein as 

FJNOINC.S OF FACT: 

1. Petitioner he«an employment with respondent on a full-time basis as an 

accounts payable clerk on January 23, 1983. 

2. The Board and the AMoelatlon are parties to a collective negotiations 

SRTeement which Includes Article 9 - Fair Dismissal Procedures. Exhibit 

J-1. 

3. nurlng the 1983-84 school year, petitioner used 59 sick days, Including tile 

12 days permitted under the ARTHment between the Association and 

respondent. 

4. Ourlnr the 1984-85 sehool year, petitioner lllled 18 sick days, lncludll'lll' tile 

12 days permitted under the ,\freement. 

5. 'lespondent never formaUy dlselpllned petitioner for his absenteeism, 

however, petitioner was notlned by Superintendent of Schools, Ruth 

Johnson, In a letter dated June 13, 1984 that termination would be 

recommended If petitioner's poor attendance record continued. A copy of 

said letter was placed In petitioner's personnel nte. Exhibit J-12. 

-2-
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OAI, l'lKT. 1110. F.nl! 5000-85 

6. nurinl!' the course of his employment, petitioner reeeived four evaluations. 

eopies of which are attached as Exhibits J-2, J-3, J-4 And J-5. 

7. Petitioner was advised both orally and in writing on ,,areh 28, !985 thAt the 

Board intended to consider the non-renewal of his contrAct at its April 4, 

1985 work session. Exhibit J-6. Petitioner requested and was l?l'llnted a 

public diseussion with respect to the non-renewal of his contract. 

8. At it~ April 18, 1985 meetine:, respondent voted to terminate oetition!'r's 

contract. Petitioner attended this meeting with his attorney. A eopv of 

the Board resolution is attachet1as Exhibit J-7. 

!!. Responilent did not provide petitioner with a written statement of reasons 

for the non-renewal of his contract. Petitioner did not request from the 

Suoerintent1ent, either orally or in writing, a statement of reasons for the 

non-renewal of his contract. 

10. Pursuant to Artiele 9.07 of the Agreement, petitioner submitted a letter 

dated "-'ay 13, 1985 to respondent accepting respondent's offer of 

emplovment for 1985-86. Exhibit J-8. Petitioner's l~>tter of May 13, 1985 

was not in resnonse to an aetual offer of employment for the !985-86 year 

but rather eonstituted petitioner's resnonse to his own interpretation of the 

events surroundin~ his non-renewal and the parties' collective n~>gotiations 

a!n'eement. 

11. Ry letter dated 'lila~ 17, 1985, Or. Amatuzzi respondet1. Exhibit J-9. 

12. On Ma~ 4, 1985, petitioner notified respondent of his inability to attend 

work due to medical problems. Exhibit J-10. 

13. Rv letter dated ~1ay 15, 1985 and Junl' 13, 1985, respondent corresponded 

with petitioner concerning, inter alia, his absence. Exhibits P-11 and J-12. 

-3-
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14. Petitioner returned to work on June 18, 1984. 

15. Petitioner nted a complaint with the Division on f:ivil Rights on July 26, 

1985. Exhibit J-13. 

Petitioner testified that he wu advised on Maret! 28, 1985 by the school business 

11dmlnistrator and board seeretary, l')r. Joseph R. Amatuzzl, thllt employment renewRI 

eould not be reeommended heet!Wie of petitioner's exeessive absenteeism. He al11o 

testified that he attended en April 18, 1985 meetln« or the Board with his attorney, who 

put forth effort to persuade the Board not to punish his ellent for absenteeism. He also 

testified the Board did not provide him with a statement of reasons for non-renewal; he 

was In physleal therapy at the time he applied for employment; and that Ills doetor 

preserlbed four to six weeks of therapy on Mareh 28, 1985, exaetly one year prior to 

Amatuzzt's notice of the non-renewal recommendation. 

Petitioner further testified thllt Amatuzzl advised him In an October 1984 

eonferenee that Ills attendanee at worl( was essential as a dependable employee. 

Petitioner buttresses his belief thllt the Board's non-renewal aetlon was 

diserlmlnatory beeause he Is Hlspanle based on the failure or one Dr. Dines to say hello to 

him; A.matuzzl's netratlve attitude aplnst him; and the employment of a white woman, 

one Patrleia Harris, to replace him. 

On eron~xamlnatlon, petitioner testified that he did not request reasons for his 

non-renewal. He alsO testified that none of his evaluations (J-2 through J-5) stated his 

performanee was up to expeetatlons. 

Upon examination by the undei'\!JI(I\ed, petitioner stated he received therapy 

three days per week for approximately one to one and one-half hours per session; was 

absent about 4'7 days; and would either lie down, walk, or stand when he was not In 

theraDy. 
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OAL nKT. "fO. P.OU 5000-85 

Amatuzzi testified that he gives consideration to performance, attendance, and 

!ltaff relations for renewal reco'Yimendations, and upon review of a staff member's total 

reeord will not recommend "tenure appointments" in the absenee of unquestioned quality 

per r ormanee. 

He further testified that petitioner was absent '75 days In two years; the 

llccounts pavable clerk processes purchase orders and payment vouchers (about 4000 of 

the latter per yf!ar); there was an aoproximate 90 da:vs backup when he arrived in the 

district (September I, 1984); credit extensions were beeoming difficult, vendors were 

reluctant to orovide suoplles without oa)lment of back bills; support staff filling in for the 

absent petitioner were resentful of having to do so and petitioner's performance was 

avera~re when he was on the Job. 

A'Yiatuzzi also testified that his review of petitioner's evaluations and 

performance revealed a lack of evidence In attendance Improvement or outstanding 

performance which negated a "tenure appointment" recommendation. 

Further testimony from Amatuzzl Indicated a full review and consideration by 

the floftrd oecurred after listening to petitioner's counsel and questioning him (Amatuzzi) 

for resoonses in supoort of his recommendation of non-renewal. 

f\n CI'O!II-examinatlon Amatuzzl tMtitied he did not question the legltlmaey of 

petitioner's absenees: petitioner's absenteeism was the primary but not the sole reason tor 

non-renewal; petitioner's performance when on the .lob was not of sufficient quality to 

overcome his absences; the Board again reviewed petitioner's employment status on June 

20, 1985 and reaffirmed its initial determination. 

qll!lllell c. Malor, a Board member for over 10 years, testified there was extended 

discussion between the Board, Amatuzzt, and petitioner's attorney at Its meeting on April 

18, 1985; the fact that renewal of petitioner's employment would be tantamount to a 

tenure aopointment was critical; petitioner's Hispanic heritage was not a factor at all as 

the Board is currentlv In lltil('lltlon trying to keep a Hispanic social worker; and the Board 

-5-
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reconsidered petitioner's non-renewal on two additional oeeasions after April 18 And 

determined there was Insufficient rationale for a reversal. 

On cross-examination -.ajor summarized the rationale of the Board's non

renewal aetlon b)' statlll(t that the Board C!GnCiuded petitioner was not an employee that 

cool41 be depended on for good attendance and a consistent quality performance in the 

ah!lenee of evidence of 11 slneere dedication to profession11l resoonslbilitles. Major further 

testified as to hts belief that petitioner's evaluations were tnsuffieiently positive for 

employment renewal with 11 tenure st11tus at Issue for any employee In the district, which 

would warr11nt a !lim liar non-renewal aetlon by the Board. 

AfU'lUYENTS OP I".:OUNSEL 

Petitioner a~ that the Board's determination not to renew his employment 

was arbitrary and capricious In the abeenee of 11n elfPressed policy on 11b!lenteeism, sinee it' 

did not consider the bllsls for his ab!lenees and slnee It did not follow proper proeedure. In 

!IUPOOrt of his llrt'Ument, petitioner cites Kopera v. West Ora!lfe Bd. of Ed., 80 N.J. Super. 

288 ( AtJP. f)fv. 1960). 

Petitioner al!IO eltes Donaldson v. Bd. of Ed. of North Wildwood, 65 N.J. 236 

fl974l In supt)Ort of his eontentlon of prol!edurallmproprlety due to the Board's failure to 

state reasons for non-renewal. 

Petitioner allo &rtflles that the Boerd'l non-fenewal action will based upon 

discrimination bec!ause or national origin primarily bec!ause petitioner wu replaced by a 

white female whole attendance Will no better than his. 'l'Ambroslo v. Wal'l"en Hills 

"ett!onal Bd. of Ed., 1980 S.L.O. 290. 

The Board allo ettes !!:!2!!:!• wherein the court stated at 294: 

An aetlon of a loeal sehool board whleh lies within the area of 
lt!l discretionary powers such u the decision whether to 
reemploy a nontenured teaeher, may not be upset unless It Is 
found to be patently arbitrary, without rational buts or Induced 
by lmprooer motives. 
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The Board also cites Goldstein v. Bd. of Ed. of the Twp. of Wyekoff, 1982 ~· 

__ (decided September 2, 1982) for the proposition that It Is not obligated to renew 

contracts of starr members whose performance Is even considered favorable. Reliance is 

also placed on Hallowell v. Bd. of '&1. of the Twp. of Springfield, 1981 S.L.D. __ (decided 

July 11, 1981), wherein the ~ommissioner concluded that the petitioner's evaluations, which 

were not up to expectations, established sufficient reasons for non-renewal. The Board 

further relies on "fettles v. JJd. of FA. of the City of Brld(eton, 1976 S.L.O. 555 and Dore 

v. Dedmlnister !p. Bd. of '&1., JU N.J. Super. 447 (App. Dlv. 1982). 

The Board further argues for dismissal of the petition because petitioner failed 

to prove that his non-renewal was discrlmatory based on his Hispanic origin, and relies on 

Peper v. Princeton IJniversltv Board of Trustees, 77 N.J. 55, 80 ()978) for the proposition 

thllt an allegation of employment discrimination "does not affect the normal rule that the 

burden of proof by a preponderance of the evldenee is with the complaining party even 

where Invidious discrimination Is alleged." 

The Boar<:! also eites the New Jersey Law Acainst Discrimination, codified in 

~· 10:5-2.1, which states: 

Nothil'l(l contained In this Act ••• shall be construed to ... 
prevent the termination or ehal1!{e or the employment of any 
person who in the opinion of the employer, reasonably arrived 
111, is unable to perform adequately the duties of employment, 
nor to preclude discrimination amonlf Individuals on the basis of 
competence, performance, conduct or any other reasonable 
standard ... 

PlNOI"'OS OF FA~ 

A review or the entire record In this matter results In the foUowing FINDINGS 

OF FA~ adopted herein: 

1. Petitioner's absenteeism during a two year period was 75 days. 

-7-
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2. The evaluations of petitioner's performanee, supported by petitioner's own 

testimony, do not state that petitioner's pertormanee was up to 

expeetatlons. 

3. Petitioner knew the reasons for his non--renewal althoUgh no formal reasons 

were eonveyed to blm In writing by the Board after Its non-renewal aetion. 

4. Petitioner never reouested reasons for non-renewal in wrltin~t. 

!i. 'F.vfdenee that the Board's non-renewal action was based on petitioner's 

national origin was nebulous at best. 

6. Tl'te Board's non-renewal aetlon wu based on petitioner's absenteeism and 

an assessment of his performance perceived to be less than the quality 

exneeted for a renewal aetlon which was tantamount to tenure aeerual 

durln~t Its term. 

7. Tl'te Board's non-renewal aetlon wu a proper exercise or Its diseretionary 

authority. 

CONCL{Jl';JONS OF LAW 

I CONCLUDE that the Petition of Appeal shaD be and Is hereby DISMIS8tm. 

'nils recommended deolslon may be affirmed, modltfed or re)eeted by the 

COIIIIMIS8IOMER OP THE DEPAR'nofBtn' OP EDOCA'nOM. SAUL COOPDMAM, who by 

la"f Is empowered to make a final deelalon In this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman 

doea not so aet In forty-five (45) days and unless sueh time limit Is otherwise extended, 

this reeommended deelslon shan beeome a final deelslon In aeeordance with ~· 

S2:14B-l0. 
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l hereby PILE this Initial Oec!ision with Saul Cooperman for eonsideration. 

JAN 1 n 1(\~~ 

nAtE 

JAN 13198b 

-9-
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GILDARDO OLARTE, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY 
OF ENGLEWOOD, BERGEN COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The C0111111issioner baa reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law. 

It is observed that exceptiona to the initial decision were 
filed by the parties with the co-issioner pursuant to the appli
cable provisions of N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b, and c. 

Initially, petitioner takes particular exception to 
paragrapba two and five of the ALJ'a findings of fact. Petitioner 
also takes exception to the ALJ's finding in paragraph six that the 
Board's nonrenewal decision was based upon "an assessment of his 
perfor.ance [which was) perceived to be leas than the quality 
expected***·" (Initial Deciaion, ante) Finally, petitioner excepts 
to the ALJ's conclusion, stated in paragraph seven, that the Board's 
decision was a proper exercise of ita discretionary authority. 

More specifically, petitioner avera that the Board's 
expreeaed reason for itt nonrenewal decision excessive 
abaenteeiam -- is pretextual. Flowing from this statement, it is 
petitioner•• contention that the Board's nonrenewal of his contract 
was discriminatory baaed upon his national origin. Petitioner avers 
that, at the very least, the matter should be remanded for more 
detailed findings of fact to provide a basis, if any, to adequately 
except to this conclusion. Petitioner cites to his improved 
absentee record in the 1984-85 school year over his record in the 
1983-84 year. Petitioner adds that it ia undisputed that the Board 
did not discipline hi• for hie absenteeia•. Neither did the Board 
maintain a written policy concerning absenteeism. From these facts. 
petitioner concludes that the Board bad every reason to believe that 
his attendance proble11s would continue to i11prove and, thus. his 
dis11issal was discri•inatory. 

Petitioner further avows that, contrary to the position of 
the Board, there iB no credible evidence in the record to BUfport 
the position that petitioner's performance was defic1ent. 
Petitioner cl tea to his evaluations for evidence to the contrary. 
Based on the positive comaents noted in the evaluations and his 
improved attendance record, petitioner avera that the nonrenewal 
decision could not be, and was not, based on petitioner's attendance 
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or his allecedly deficient pertor•ance, and that the only other 
plausible reason for the Board's failure to renew vas that the Board 
discriminated against petitioner because he is Hispanic. Petitioner 
points to the replacement employee• a absence record to bolster his 
assertion of discrimination because the replacement employee had 
been absent as IIUCh in one year during the 1984-85 school year as 
petitioner bad been over tvo years. Petitioner discounts the 
Board • s contention that the replacement •s absencea were a one-time 
occurrence. Based upon the foregoing, petitioner requeats that the 
Commiuioner reject the initial deciaion and find that the Board's 
decision not to reappoint him vas discriminatory baaed upon 
petitioner's national origin. Alternatively, petitioner requests 
the case be remanded for more specific factual findings in 
connection with paragraph five of the findings of facts. 

The Board • a exceptions state that, while it does not take 
exception to any portion of the initial decision, it would emphasize 
certain facta and legal principles which support the ALJ • a 
determination and warrant consideration by the Commissioner. Those 
considerations follow: 

1. The Board acted pursuant to ita managerial 
prerogative• and had valid grounds for not 
renewing petitioner's contract for the 
1985-86 school year. 

a. A board of education is not obliged to 
renew the contracts of nontenured 
employees whose performance is 
considered satisfactory or even 
favorable. Rather, it has the 
reaponaibility to hire the best staff 
members available. See Dore v. 
Bedminster Tp. Bd. of Ed., 185 N.J." 
Super. 447 (App. Div. l982); Goldstein 
v. Bd. of Ed. of the Tp. of Wyckoff, 
1982 S.L.D. __ (decided September 2, 
1982): Hallowell v. Board of Ed. of the 
Township of Spr1ngf1eld, 1981 
S.L.D. _ (decided July 6, 1981); 
Nettles v. Board of Ed. of the City of 
Bridgeton, 1976 S.L.D. 555. 

b. A board's action within its discre
tionary powers "may not be upset unless 
it is found to be patently arbitrary, 
without rational basis or induced by 
improper motives." Kopera v. West 
Orange Board of Education, 60 N.J. 
Super. 288, 294 (App. Div. 1960). 

c. The petitioner's poor and unpredictable 
attendance interfered with the func
tioning of the district • s accounts 
payable ope rat ions. The 60 to 90 day 
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backlog in payment& to creditors had 
resulted in an adverse reputation in 
the burinen community and the cut-off 
of the Board's credit in at least two 
instances. 

d. The petitioner's conduct reflected a 
lack of dedication to his job 
responsibilities and a failure to 
understand the requirements and 
importance of the job. 

e. The renewal of the petitioner's 
contract for the 1985-86 year would 
have resulted in an award of tenure to 
an employee with a poor attendance 
record whose job performance was 
mediocre. 

f. The four evaluations of the petitioner 
for the 1983-84 and 1984-85 school 
years all state that his job 
performance was not up to expectations 
and that improvement was needed. 

2. The petitioner was afforded proper notice of 
his nonrenewal and all elements of due 
process. 

a. On Karch 28, 1985 the petitioner was 
provided with oral and written notice 
that the nonrenewal of his contract 
would be considered by the Board and of 
his right to request a public 
discussion. 

b. On April 18, 1985 the petitioner 
attended the Board meeting with his 
attorney who participated in the 
discussion of his nonrenewal. The 
petitioner observed and beard the Board 
discussion and vote of nonrenewal 
which, in fact, provided him with 
actual notice of his termination. 

c. The petitioner never requested and. 
therefore, waa not furnished with a 
written statement of reasons for his 
non renewal. However, the reasons for 
the petitioner'& nonrenewal of contract 
were clearly ca.municated to him by Dr. 
Amatuzzi and at tbe April 18, 1985 
Board meeting which he attended. 
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d. The Board's resolution of nonreneval 
was not merely a rubber staap of an 
administrative recoa.endation. At its 
April 17, 1985 meeting the Board 
reviewed the petitioner •s file and 
discussed his nonrenewal for at least 
half an hour. It subsequently 
considered the matter at two closed 
session meetings and determined that 
the petitioner's employment record did 
not warrant an offer of a tenure 
contract. 

3.. The petitioner's allegations of discrimina
tion based on his Hispanic ong1n are 
insubstantial and utterly without merit. 

a. An allegation of employment discrimina
tion is to be treated no differently 
than any other civil action and "does 
not affect tbe normal rule that the 
burden of proof by a preponderance of 
the evidence is with the complaining 
party even wbere invidious 
discrimination il alleged." Peper v. 
Princeton Universitf Board of Trustees, 
77 N.J. SS, SO (l97 ). 

b. All of the incidents propounded by the 
petitioner aa a basis for his claim of 
discrimination were disproven and 
disposed of by the testimony at the 
hearing as being either factually 
incorrect or without any relationship 
whatsoever to the nonrenewal of the 
petitioner's contract. Significantly, 
none of the petitioner's statements 
were corroborated since he was the sole 
witness to testify on his own behalf. 

c. The Englewood district's positive 
record with respect to minorities 
should be viewed in the context of the 
petitioner • s charges. The Board bas a 
history and record of employing many 
minority members including Hispanics in 
administrative, teaching and other 
positions in the district. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, (the Board] 
respectfully request[e] that the Initial Decision 
of the (ALJ] dismissing the petition be upheld. 

(Board's Exceptions, at pp. 2-3) 
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U~on review of the record in this matter and thorough 
consideration of the legal arguments raised by petitioner in his 
exceptions, the Comminioner concurs with the AW • a determination 
that petitioner's dismissal from his nontenured clerical position 
with the Board was not arbitrary, capricious, discriminatory or 
otherwise improper for the reasons expressed below. Preliminarily, 
the Commissioner notes: 

1. It h a well-establilhed principle of school law that 
a nontenured teacher or other nontenured employee has no vested 
right or entitleaent to a renewal of contract. See Kopera v. West 
Oran&e Board of Education, 60 M.J. Super. 288, 294 (App. D1v. 
l960). See also Goldstein v. Board of Education of the Township of 
Wyckoff, 1982 S.L.D. 837. 

2. A school board • 1 decision is presumed valid and the 
complaining party has the burden of proving that the board's actions 
are arbitrary, capricious or discriminatory. See Hallowell v. Board 
of Education of the Township of Springfield, dec1ded by the 
Commissioner July 6, 1981. See also Kopera, supra. 

3. A school board has great discretion with respect to an 
award of tenure. See Nettles v. Board of Education of the City of 
B~idgeton, 1976 S.L.D. 555. quoting Donaldson v. Bd. of Ed. of No. 
Wtldwood, 65 N.J. 236, 241 (1974) See also N.J.S.A. 10:5-2.1. 
(Respondent's Post-Bearing Brief at pp. 13-15 and Respondent's 
Supplemental Letter Brief, at p. 5) 

The Commissioner also notes a recent State Board decision in 
Guerriero v. Board of Education of the Borough of Glen Rock, decided 
by the Commissioner Karch 4, 1985, aff'd State Board February 5, 
1986. 

Since the Board offered four reasonable bases for 
nonrenewal of petitioner's contract, the Commissioner finds, as did 
the AW, that the Board was within ita discretionary authority in 
choosing not to reemploy petitioner for the 1985-86 school year. 
The reasons tendered by the Board in its brief and at the hearing 
and in exceptions, wbicb the C01111i11ioner finds to be entirely 
reasonable, are recited below: 

c:. The petitioner • s poor and unpredictable 
attendance interfered with the functioning 
of the district's accounts payable 
operation. The 60 to 90 day backlog in 
payments to creditors bad resulted in an 
adverse reputation in the business community 
and the cut-oft of the Board's credit in at 
least two instances. 

d. The petitioner's conduct reflected a lack of 
dedication to his job responsibilities and a 
failure to understand the requirements and 
importance of the job. 
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e. The renewal of the petitioner•• contract for 
the 1985-86 year would have re1ulted in an 
award of tenure to an employee wi tb a poor 
attendance record whose JOb performance waa 
mediocre. 

f. The four evaluations of the petitioner for 
the 1983-84 and the 1984-85 school years all 
state that his job performance was not up to 
expectations and that improvement was 
needed. (Board's Exceptions. at p. 2) 

Further, petitioner rebuts the Board • s position that the 
nonrenewal decision was based on petitioner's attendance and his 
performance. Since the evaluations (J-2 to J-5) includ~such 
language as "has been receptive to upgrading his skills," "assuming 
more responsibility," "continues to carry out his functions well." 
etc., petitioner argues that there is no basis for determining that 
his performance is deficient. The Commissioner disagrees. While 
these comments are a part of the evaluations, the four evaluations 
of petitioner for the 1983-84 and the 1984-85 school years leave no 
question that his job performance was not up to expectations and 
that improvement was needed. Further, adequate notice of his 
less-than-satisfactory performance is evident from the fact that in 
none of the evaluations is the Item I box "Performance up to 
expectation" checked. Further comments attesting to the need for 
improvement include "There is question as to whether continued 
employment is advisable due to the nature of the illness" and "At 
this time, I am concerned about hi8 absences due to health 
problema. In the accounts payable operation, steady attendance is 
critical.***" (See J-3 and J-4.) In light of these comments and 
the fact that petitioner was advised both orally and in writing on 
March 28, 1985 that the Board intended to consider nonrenewal of his 
contract at its April 4, l98S work session, coupled with his 
appearance at said meeting. the Commissioner finds. as did the ALJ, 
that petitioner's notice and due process rights were honored by the 
Board, notwithstanding the fact that he did not receive written 
notice of the reasons for his termination. 

As to petitioner's allegation of employment discrimination 
based on his ethnicity, the Commissioner is in accord with the ALJ 
that petitioner's allegations concerning discrimination are 
"nebulous at best." (Initial Decision, ante) From his review of 
the record, which, it is noted, does not 1nclude a transcript of the 
hearing, it is the Commissioner's opinion that petitioner has failed 
to meet his burden of proving that the reason for his termination 
was merely a pretext for ethnic discrimination. 

The record indicates that petitioner offered no 
corroborating witnesses to testify on his behalf. Petitioner's 
exceptions offer an inference only that because he believed either 
his attendance or allegedly deficient performance was not the basis 
for his termination. "[t]be only other plausible reason is that the 
Board discriminated against petitioner because he is Hispanic." 
(Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 3) The Commissioner rejects this 
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arguaent out of hand. Petitioner further argues in exceptions that 
hia replace11ent, a Caucasian female, had an absence record worse 
than his. However, the Comaiasioner is convinced of the merit of 
the Board's explanation that the replacement's absences were 
predicated upon two catastrophic events not likely to recur or 
affect her future attendance. As to the other findings of fact made 
by the ALJ in the initial decision, the ad11inistrative standard of 
review ia that set forth in. Parker v. Dornbierer, 1~0 If. J. Super. 
185 (App. Div. 1976) where1n 1t wu held 1n pert1nent part as 
follows: 

•**We are mindful that the standard of judicial 
review of factual deteraination aade by an 
administrative a'ency is rather narrow, i.e., 
whether the find1ngs could reasonably have been 
reached on aufficient credible evidence present 
in the record considerin& the proofs aa a whole 
and with due regard to the opportunity of the one 
who heard the witnesaea to judge their 
credibility. See, ~·, Jaciiaon v. Concord Co., 
54 N.J. 113, 117-118 (1969).••• (emphasls 1n text) 

(at 188) 

Upon applying the above-cited atandard of judicial review 
to the instant matter, the Comaiaaioner il not perauaded by the 
arguments advanced by petitioner in .his exceptions that the ALJ • s 
findinga of fact warrant a different conclusion or reversal of the 
initial decision. Further, there is no indication in the record to 
tupport remanding the instant matter for further finding of fact. 
Petitioner was provided a full and fair opportunity to present his 
case before the ALJ. That he failed to meet hu burden is no 
justification to remand for a "second bite at the apple." 

Accordingly, the Commissioner find• and determines that 
petitioner has failed to carry his burden of proof with regard to 
the relief he is seeking herein. This deteraination is baaed upon 
thoae findings and concluaiona reached by the judge in the initial 
decision and aupported in the record of this matter. In view of the 
above, the instant Petition of Appeal can be and is hereby 
dismissed. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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&tutr of Nrw Jrrsrg 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OP THE crrT 

OP PATERSON, PASSAIC COUNTY, 

Petltlonf!l', 

•• 
EDDIE LEE HARRELL, 

Respondent. 

DlmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EOU 5624-85 

(ON REMAND EDU 21.49-115) 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 398-!1/84 

Robert C. ac-e~, Esq., for petitioner 

Saul R. Aleunder, Esq., for respondent 

Rerord Cl~d: Deeember 3, 1985 Deelded: January 6, 1986 

DEFORE ARNOLD SAMUELS, ALJ: 

This deelslon Is the result of a remand to the Offlee of Administrative Law from 

the Commlalonf!l' of Edueatlon. 

The procedural history of the matter Is set forth at length In the Initial Decision 

dat~ July 12, 1985, In OAL Doeket No. EOU 2249-85. · That procedural history Is 

lncorpor~tt~ hf!l'ein by reference, without ne~ for repetition. 

On August 30, 1985, the Commlaloner of Edueatlon rejeet~ the findings and 

eoneluslon In th.-above mention~ Initial Oeelslon, whleh o~~ tenure eh&l'lft'S against 
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tht' rflpondt'nt dismiS!It'd due to fallul't' of tht' Board to eompl~ with tht' rt'Quirt'ments of 

N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13 at tht' tlmt' tht' eherre wert' drawn, fllt'd and eertlfit'd. Tht' 

Commlsslont'r of £dueation disarrt't'd with tht' Adminlstrativt' Law Juckt''s intt'rpretation 

of tht' applie>able law. He ehose to l't'mand tilt' mattt'r for further findings and eonelusions 

that would bt' l!'OIIIistent with his (tht' CommlniOMr's) interprt'tatlon of tht' statutt' upon 

whleh tht' proeedural dt'fe(!t rett'd. Tht' 0e(!lslon on Rt'mand or tht' CommiS!Iioner of 

Edueatlon, detf!d AI.II!'Ullt 30, 19115, Is also lneorporatt'd herein by reft'renee In Its t'nliretv. 

A prehearlllf conff!rt'nH wu ht'ld at ·thf! Offl<!'t' of Administrative Law on 

Oetob« 30, 1985, and a Pl't'hf!artnr Order wu filt'd, nzlnr, and limiting tht' issues to bt' 

dt'eidt'd, e>hoosing a ht'arlnr datt' and r4!1"latlntr other pi'O('t'dural aspeets of the 

fortheomlnr hearing. TM Issue to bt' de(!idt'd wt're statt'd as follows: 

A. To supplement the l't'C'Ord with Findings of Faet and Coneluslons of 

Law with respeet to whetht'r or not tht' matt« should bt' dlsmlsst'd on 

prooedural fl"'undl, as set forth In the AIJI!Ust 30, 1985 rt'mand. 

B. If the matt« Is not to bt' dismissed on proot'dural grounds, to 

dt'termiM whetht'r or not thf! aets or omlS!IIons of tht' l't'lpondt'nt, as 

allered In the ehargt'S, eonstltutt' lneompeteney or other e>aus• for 

dlsmi .. S. pursuant to ~· l811-l0 !! !!9-

Th• Pl't'ht'artnr Order statt'd further that tht' partl.s would provide !JI)t'C!Ifle facts 

and Information dt'allntr with the four enumerated Item• set forth In the lut paragraph on 

Pll!'e 10 of the CommlasiOMr'l ~ion on Remand of AUIJUil 30, 1985. Approprlatt' 

doeumentatlon of tilt' proeedllral defftt wu alJo to bt' provldt'd, sinee thf! Commissioner 

had lndleated that he eould not at'!ftPl tM "mere adcnowledlfmt'nt" by both parties that 

the procedural defe(!t nlllted, The partl.s were alJo advllt'd that they lhould bt' prepart'd 

to preHnt t.stlmony of wltiM!IIMI at the hearl~~~r to aupport tht'lr poeltlons with regard to 

the subltantlve allegations of the Petition and the Answer. 
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The hearing was held at the Office of Administrative Law In Newark, Nl!'w 

Jersey, on Dl!'cembf!r 3, 1985. 

Addressing thl!' subltantivl!' lssul!'-the merlt~f the eharf!'es (Issue 8 ahove), the 

attorney for the Board stated that, although he wu retained as counsel after thl!' chargi!'S 

Wl!'re eertified, he had reviewed the file thoroughly In preparation for heariflll. He stated 

further that the attorney who wu involved In preparation of the charges on bf!half of the 

Board no longer had any eonneetlon with the matter. In addition, the administrative starr 

that prepared the allegations Is also no longer emPloyed, and the meomt>f!rshlp of the Board 

of Education has almost eompletely ehallfed. The attorney said that no witnesses were 

available to ti!'Stlfy In support of the eharges, and that the Board did not intend to eall any 

wltnessi!'S beeause It ft'lt that the eharps eould not be supported or proveon in any event. 

The respondl!'nt's attorney reoplied that he would not offer any evidenee to refute 

the eharges bl!'eause the Board had the burden of proof, by a prepondeoranee of the 

evldenee, and so long as the Board elearly eould not sustain that burden, there was no 

need for the retpOOdent to offer proofs In opposition. 

The following stipulated faets Wt're then plaeed upon the reeord by eounst-1: 

1. There were seven charf!'H, eonsistlnll' of alleged ineldents that took place 

between December l, 1983 and May 10, 1984. 

2. The charges were reeelved by the Board from the Board Secretary 

Immediately thereafter, bf!twt'l!'n May lland May 15, 1984. 

3. No further aetlon was taken by the Board until August 1984, three months 

later, when the eharges were certified for filing with the Commissioner of 

Educe lion. 

-3-
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4. Tht' Ct'rtltlt'd charll'es Wt're forward{'(! to the Commissioner or Edu~lltion 

for filing on September 17, 1984, · and they were re~eivt'd in the 

Commissioner's Orflet> on September 19. 

5. The respondt'nt rtlt'd an antwer with the Commissioner of Education on 

October 19, 1984. 

AU or the foregoing, being matters of r~. art' found to be PACT. 

The following additional information was ·then providt'd. 

The respondl!!nt, Eddie LH Harren, testlflt'd In his own bt>halr. He stated, under 

oath, that the first lime he was evw notlflt'd of the char,es was one or two days after 

September 17, 1984, when the Board wrott> him alt>tter informing him that the charges had 

alrt>ady bHn cerllflt'd and flit'<! with the Commlsslont>r of Education. Mr. Harrell statt>d 

that ht' nt'Vt'f saw tht' charges before that tlmt>, and he was nt'vt>r givt'n an opportunity to 

submit a written statt>ment or position and t>vldenee. It Is nott'd that tht> Board received 

the charges from tht' Board St>ert>tary In early May 1984 and then waitt'd approxlmatelv 

four months In ordt'f to Cllt' the eharres with the Commissioner. Mr. Harrell lltatt'd 

unequivocally that during thOH four months ht> was never provided with a copy of the 

charges and a statt>mt'nt of t'vldenee. ObviOUily, slnee he nt>vt'f recelvt'd a copy of the 

charges, he nt>vt'f l't'lpOrlded to them. Mr. Harrt>U testlfit'd that tht> Answt'r to the 

eharres tilt'<! by his attomey with the Commlsllont'r of Education on Oetober U, 1984 was 

tht' first rnpons• that he wa ablt' to tubmlt. 

In ordt'l" to proYide doeumentatlon to support the aboVt>, tht> parties submlttt'd a 

lettB Wl'lttfll by tht' Board eounsel to tiM! reepo11dent on September 17, 1984. That lt>lter 

was aC!C!Omp.nit'd by a eopy of the eharps whleh had that day bHn flit'<! with tht> 

Commillloner of £dueatlon. The Boerd rHOlutlon approving the eBtlflcatlon was also 

t'neloaed. The letter wa martced Exblblt J-1 In t>vldt'nee. Tbt> Board's attorney sta tt'd 

that, apart from the foretOing lt>ttt'l", there wu nothing In tht' Boerd's tile to indleatt' that 

a eopy of the eharres was lfl!t to tht' respondent prior to September 17, 1984. The only 
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other correspondence in the attorney's file dealinr .with the rfti)Ondent's receipt or the 

ch&rgf:S was 11 leuer from Mr. H11rreU's attorney, written after September 17, 1984, stilting 

that he would represent the rnpondent in defend!"' against tht' chartres. 

Based upon the foregoing, I l'llfD the following additional facts, by 11 

preponderance or the credible evidence: 

&. Tht' r"!)Ondent was never provided with a copy of the chllnres all'ainst him 

or a statement of the supporting ev.ldencf: until after the charges had been 

certiried by the Board and filed with the Commissioner of Educ11tion on 

September 19, 1984. 

7. More than four months elapsed between the time that the Board first 

reeeived the ehatgf:S and the time the respondt'nt was provided with a copy 

of the char@'" and a statement of the evidence. That only took plact' after 

the Board certified the charges to the Commissioner of Education. 

8. The respondent was therefore never rfven an opportunlt11 to submit a 

written statement of position and evidence before the charges were 

certified and filed. 

9. Based upon the aboVe, lt Is obvtOUI that tht' respondt'nt did not and could 

not have possibly responded to the ehargH before tht'Y were certified by 

the Board and filed with the Commissioner of Education. 

10. The forerotnr situation 11 eorroborated by Exhibit J-1, by the sworn 

tHtlmony of the rHpondf:nt, and by the reprt'lt'ntatlons of both attorneys. 

AU of the above conttltutt'S the Information tt'QUHted by the Commissioner in 

the four t'numerated Items Usted In the remand (laat paragraph on page 10). 

-5-
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LEGAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Commissioner or Edut!atlon wu at!tlntr within the St!ope of his authority 

under the rules or pi'Ot!t'dure when he remanded the matter for further findlllft. 

An q:eney he.cJ may ent.r an order remandl111 a contftted I!8H 
to the Offlet> of Admlnlltrative Law for furth.r at!tlon on lssurs 
or arruments not previously railed or Incompletely t!Onsldt'red. 
The order of remand shall speelfleally atate the reason and 
net!esslty for the remand, the Issues or arguments to he 
eonsldered, the seope of theae lnues or arruments, and tht'ir 
relationship to the lnues or arruments already considered. The 
judge shall hear and render an initial d~lslon on the remanded 
matters. Where a party or the judge questions the n~rsslty or 
propriety of the remand, the judge may also make findlllft and 
recommendations to the arent!y head on the lnue or questions 
raised. ~· I:H6.5(e). 

In aeeordanee with the abo¥e, all of the tollowlnr t!onstltutes flndlnR!J and 

r~mmendations to the areney head on the lslues and questions raised in the remand. 

The Commissioner has suqested that the Judgl' made an erroneous 

determination In stating that, "The statutory languare in ~· IBA:II-13 Is elear and 

unequlv()('al." In takiO(r Issue with the- Judge on the question of statutory Interpretation, 

the Commissioner hU t!lted an exeerpt from his own deeillon In In the Matter of the 

Tt>nure Hearl!!( of Marllvn Feltel, SC!hoOl Olstriet of the City of Newark, 1977 ~· 451, 

aff'd State Board of Edueatlon, 19'1'7 !:b.Q. 458. That det!lllon ref.rred In turn to 

dlseuMlon by the Supreme Court of New Je!'My on the lllbjeet of statutory Interpretation 

In State v. Green, 82 !!d· 547, 554, 555 (1973), wheNin the Court held that, "'t is baste In 

the eonstruetlon or legislation that every ertort should he made to harmonize the law 

relatlllf to the same lllbjeet matter, Statutes !!! E!!!! !!!!.!!!!! are to be construed 

together when helpful In resolving doubts or uneertalntles and the aSt!.rtainment of 

legislative Intent." 

Based upon the forerolnr statement by the Supreme Court In Q.!:!!!!, the 

Commblloner held In ~ that It was neeessary to read ~· 18A1&-I3 !!! I!!!! 
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!!!!!.!!:.!.! with ~· 18A:fi·U and 6·14. Tht! Commisslont'r tht!n t'Xtt'ndt!d that holdincr to 

tht! instant matter. Sinee tht! Commillion•r hll madt! that C!Onstruetlon of tht' statutt' tht' 

law of this eaH, this mattt'r will bt> deeidt!d In aC!'eordanet' with that intt'rprt'tation (aCt•r 

tht! foUowlllf eomments dt!aling with prlnelples of statutory eonstruetion and rultomakillfl' 

through tht' adjudleatlve proee~~l. 

Principles of statutory eonstruetlon that eompel an lnterprt!tation of tilt! statutt' 

~· 18A:6-13) without resorting to liOUrees outside of tilt! words of tht' statute are as 

follows: 

It is axlomatie that where tilt! wording of a statute Is elear and expUeit, a Court 

is not pt!rmitted to lndulfe In any interpretation otht'r than that ealled for by tht' express 

words set forth. ~. Dukt' Power Co. v. Patten, 20 !!d· 42 (1955); 7.ietko v. N•w Jerst'Y 

Manufaeturers Casualty Ins. Co., 132 N.J.L. 208, 2ll (E. & A. 1944); Bass v. Allen Homt' 

lmprovf!mt'nt Co., 8 N.J. 219, 228 0951); Sperry and Hutchinson Co. v. Ma!][etts, 15 N.J. 

21!3, 209 (1954); 2A Sutherland Statutes and Statutorv Construetlon (4th Ed. 1984), §45.02. 

Additionally, the law Is abundantly elear that the meaning of a statute is 

primarily aset'rtained by reading the lanruare employed in its ordinary and eommon 

signlfieanel'. Lanf! v. ltolderman, 23 N.J. 304 (195'1); Jamouneau v. Rarn•r. 16 !:i!· 500, 

513, et'rt. den. 349 U.S. 904 (1954); Julius RDt'hrs Co. v. Division of Tax Appeals, 18 !!_d. 

493, 49'7, 498 (1954); Abbotts Dairies, lne. v. Armstrontr, 14 !:i!· 319, 325 0954); Eekt'rt v. 

Nt!w JerHy State Hi!(hway Dept., 1 N.J. 4'14, 479 U949). 

[ W} ht!re th• words or a statute are elear and their meaning and 
application plain, thert! is no room ror judleial eonstruetlon 
I citations omitted). Prnloel v. Buonaeeorsi, 16 N.J. Sup•r. 15, 
21 (App. Dlv. 1950. 
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In construing a statute, if the lani!'UI:I(re chosen bv the legisl~:~turE' is plain and tht> 

result is not contrary to obvious legislative intent, there is no room for judit'ial 

i nterpret11tion. 

The meanifll!' of 11 statute must ••• tie souflht in the lanvu111!'e in 
which the aet is framed, and if that is plain •.• the solt> 
function of the court is to enforce it aecordinl!' to its terms. 
Sheeran v. Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co., Inc., 80 N.J. 548, 556 
U979l, quoting Caminetti v. Una ted States, 242 U.S. 470 (19171. 

If the statute is elear and unambiguous on its face and 11dmits 
of only one interpretation, we need delve no deeper than the 
act's literal terms to divine the Lel!'islature's intent. State v. 
Butler, 89 ~· 220, 226 <1982). · ---

We are required to enforce the lef!'islative intent as written, 
"and not according to some supposed unexpressed intention" 
[ eitations omitted). Even "where the path is not elear, then 
the eourts should refrain from usurping the legislative funetion" 
I citation omitted). lntern11tional Brotherhood of Electrieal 
Workers v. Gillen, 174 ~· Super. 326, 329 (App. Div. 1980}. 

Ordinarily, such I lt'l!'islative) intention is to be gleaned from 
the words used, and they are to be given their ordinary and well 
understood meaninr in the absence of an explicit indication to 
the contrary [citations omitted). Only if an ambil!'uity exists 
is it necessary to go beyond words of the statute itself. Ruehl 
Co. v. Board of Trustees, Industrial Ed. , 85 ~· Super. 4, 12, 
13 (Law Div. 19641. 

In the view of this Judge, the language and meaning or the applicable statute, 

~- 18A:6-l3, is quite clear on its face. Its language is plain and unambii!'UQus, and 

there is no necessity for interpretation or construction of legislative intent. Ruehl, ~· 

The statute says: "If the board does not make such a determination I whether 

there is probable cause to credit the evidence in support of the char~res, and if so, whether 

it is sufficient to warrant dismissal or reduction of salarvl within 45 days after receipt of 

the written eha~e, • • • • the chai'!Z'e shall be deemed to be dismissed and no further 

proceeding or action shall be taken thereon." N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13. 
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The la...,ull(!'e ustod by the New Jersey Supremt' Court in State v. Greoton, ouot.-d 

by the Commissione-r of Education in ~. was intendt'd to be of assistance "with 

respeet to aseertaining the meaning of a Shttute." Beeausto of the elear and uneQuivocal 

language of the statute involvt'd here, such efforts are- unnecessary. However, as 

indicatt'd above>, tht' Commissiont'r's interpretation Is acceptt'd for purposes of this 

decision. 

Even so, the facts In the matter at hand ar• distinguishable from those in Feitel. 

Here, theore was a total lack of compliance with N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll, to the point where a 

copy of the chargH was nt'Ver f!Vt'n forwardt'd to Mr. Harrt'U before bt'ing eertifit'd. In 

!!.!!!,! the Board proeet'dtod properly In all respects with retrard to the eharg~ of 

unbt"eoming conduct. Only the eharlft'S of ln•ffieleoney were dlsmlsst'd because of a defect 

In the statutorily prnerlbed proet'dure, where the Board gave no consideration to tht' 

ehargH as requirt'd by ~· 18A:8-lL That was consldert'd to be a fatal fiaw. Thto 

Commissioner's decision In !.!!!!! Is completely und•rstandable under th• eireumstanen 

of that eaR, but this situation is very different. 

It Is lnternting to note that the Commlnlon!l!r's Interpretation of the statute in 

Feltel has not be•n promulgatt'd as a rule>, ev!l!n though It r•fieets an administrative policy 

not previously exprt'Sst'd in any expUelt agency determination, adjudication or rule, and it 

eonstitutH regulatory policy in the nature of the Interpretation of law. Sueh lllfenev 

action rendered through thE' adjudication process, as In ~. Is, In effeet, lndividualizt'd 

rulemaking. See, Metromedla. Inc. v. Direetor, Division of Taxation, 97 ~· 313 (1984). 

The Commissioner's Deelslon on Remand cl•arly lndl«!'ates a determination by the 

agency that It Intends to apply Its Interpretation of ~· 18A:6-l3 prospeetlvely, as a 

general standard, and with uniformly eontlnulng effeet to aU similarly situatt'd persons. 

An agency Interpretation not otherwise! expressly authorizt'd by or obviously inferable 

from the speelfle language of the enabting statute might better be «!'onsldert'd as an 

administrative rule. Metromedla at p. 329. The remand opinion In this case refieets an 

Interpretation of the enabting law and eonstltutH a deeislon on administrative policy, 
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~mportlng with tbt! 1!'4!n..-al d4!finltion of a rul4! ~nder tbt! APA. ~· !1~:14R-2fel. 

\1totrom4!dla at p. 335. 

Nev4!rtheless, ~llliderllllf the marl4:4!d laek of factual similarity between ~ 

and tbt! ceee at hand, It Is most advisable to d~l~ tbt! l!lltant matt..- on the basis of the 

particular faets and circumstances of this C~H. Proc4!durally, th4! specific chronolotrV or 

events and flndlnp of fact soupt by the Commissioner in th4! last pararraph on pall'e 10 of 

the Order of Remand are set out above. Despite the dlff4!rence of lt'l!'al opinion bt>t ween 

th4! Commissioner and the ALJ ("This ~termination Is erroneous, how4!ver." - Order of 

R4!mand, p. 9, line 20) relatlntr to the question of statutory Interpretation, as discussed 

above, the forfi'OIIlfr flndlll(J'S of fact eomport with the Commissioner's Or~r of Rt>mand 

and should cure th4! "glaringly ~flelfl!nt" reeord. Furthermore, documentation that would 

tl!'nd to eorroborate tbt! repri!HntatiOIII of counsel with respeet to the 45-dav requirement 

of the statute has been provldM. It Is therefore CONCLUDED that the Board clearly 

vlolatM the requirements of N.J.S.A. IIIA:8-13. Such eonelusion Is manifestly apparent, 

while aeeeptlllf the lt!fal viewpoint of the Commissioner and his application of Peltel. 

The pfl!tltion should bt! dlsmlss4!d baaed upon the proe4!dural defect, whic-h eonstitutes a 

fatal fiaw In the statutorily preserlb4!d procedure. 

While not n~essary to bt! ruled upon, followtnr the 11bovtt result, It Is also 

CONCLUDED that the Board, having bt!en given the opportunity at a hearlnr, has fail4!d 

to prove or offer proof of the chal'lft'l arallllt the r~t by a preponderance of the 

credible evl~nee; and a dlsml~~al of the chal'lt!S should result for that reason also. 

This r~mmended deelslon may be affirmed, modified or rejeet4!d by thl' 

COIIIIBIIOIQR OP THI DUARTIIIDIT OP 1lDUCA.'ftOII, SAUL COOPERMAN , who by 

law Is empowered to make a final deelslon In this mau..-. However, It Saul Cooperman 

does not so aet In forty-fin (45) days and unlesa aueb time limit 11 oth..-wiee extendM, 

this r~mmended deelslon shall ~m• a final ~l!lslon In aeeordanee with ~· 

52:148-10. 

-to-
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DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

DATE 

ms/e 
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IN TID: MATTER 01' TID: TENUU 

BEARING OF EDDIE LEE BARRELL, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF TBE CITY 

OF PATERSON, PASSAIC COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION ON REMAND 

The record and initial deciaion on remand rendered by the 
Office of Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were 
filed by the parties. 

Upon review of the record as supplemented by the decision 
on remand, the Commissioner accepts the recommendation of the Office 
of Administrative Law dismissing the charges against respondent. 
However, he emphasizes that the ALJ is in error regarding hia 
statement that the language and meaning of N.J.S.A. l8A:6-13 is 
quite clear on ita face and does not necessitate 1nterpretation or 
construction of lecialative intent. (Initial Decision, ante) 

Given the tenor of the ALJ'• co1111ents regarding the 45-day 
time line enunciated in N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13, the C01111iasioner finds it 
necessary to stress that the requirements of that statute must be 
read in pari materia with N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll because prior to the 
amendfilg of 6-ll, there was no requirement to notify the employee of 
the filing of a tenure charge, nor was it necessary to allow time 
for the employee to respond to the charges before board action to 
certify them. If N.J.S.A. l8A:6-l3 were read in isolation, the 
result would be contrary to the obvious legislative intent of the 
amending of N.J.S.A. l8A:6-ll. 

Because of the ambiguity regarding the 45-day requirement 
of N.J.S.A. l8A:6-l3, the wording of which was unchanged when 6-11 
waa amended and 6-12 repealed, Feitel, supra, served as the 
mechanism to clarify the time lines a board must follow in 
certifying tenure charces. The uae of rei tel as the stare decisis 
ca1e to delineate such time linea to be met in certtf1cat1on of 
tenure charges is an appropriate action by the Department of 
Education to accomplhb ita re&ulatory telponsibilities as can be 
seen in the wordl of the New Jersey Supreme Court in In the Hatter 
ot the Appeal of Certain Sections of the Uniform Adm1nutrat1ve 
Procedure Rules, 90 N.J. 85 (1982) which state: 

~~'**Thus, "the adjudicative functions of adminis
trative acenciea are actually an a1pect of their 
regulatorr powers and, in e1sence, do not embrace 
or conat tute an exercise of judicial author
ity." Hackensack v. Winner, 82 R. J. at 29. See 
Born, 85 N.J. at 655-57; Trap iOCf Induatriea, 
Inc. v. Sagner, 133 N.J. Super. 99, l09 (App. 
Div. 1975). 
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***In the context of public adminietration, 
adjudication ie regulation. In effect, an acency 
engages in ad hoc rulemaking everytime it decides 
a contested case. The agency can use the adjudi
cative process to set certain policies, to define 
the contours of ita regulatory jurisdiction, to 
give specific content to general regulations, and 
to handle specialized problems that arise. Thus. 
the agency• 1 decisional authority over contested 
cases is directly and integrally related to its 
regulatory function. 

***Administrative agencies cannot be expected to 
cover the course of administrative regulation on 
one leg. They need both their rulemak.ing and 
adjudicatory powers to perform their duties 
properly.*** (at 93-94) 

The requirement that the 45-day period designated in 
N.J.S.A. 18A:&-13 begins to toll from the date the employee files 
h1s/her statement or when the allotted time for the employee to file 
the statement expires, and not from the date the board receives the 
charges, has been affirmed by the Appellate Division in a number of 
cases. See In re Levitt, 1977 S.L.D. 97&, aff'd State Board 1978 
S.L.D. 1027, aff"i"(i App. Div. 1979 S.L.D. 849 and In re Levine, 1977 
S.L.D. 1129, aff'd State Board 1978 S.L.D. 1026, aff'd App. Div. 
1979 S.L.D. 846. Until the proposed re~s to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1 et 
ll!J· are adopted,' this ruling will continue to be applied wi tbout 
exception. 

Having documented in the record of this matter the complete 
chronology of events surrounding the certification of the tenure 
charges, the Board's blatant failure to abide by the requirements of 
N.J.S.A. l8A:6-ll and 6-13 is apparent. Thus, the charges filed by 
the Board are hereby dismissed. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

FEBRUARY 21, 1986 
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~ 

&tatr of ~rtu lJrr~t!l 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

S.T., ON BEHALF OP HER 

MINOR CHILD, N. T., 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OP 

THE CrrY OF MILLVILLE. 

CUMBERLAND COUNTY, AND 

WARREN E. ELUOTT. 

PRINCIPAL OP MILLVILLE 

SENIOR RIOH SCHOOL. 

Respondents • 

.Jaleph P. ~. Esq., for petitioner 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EOU 7052-85 

AGENCY OKT. NO. 378-11/85 

Pl"ederklk A. .Jaeab, Esq., fOf' ret!IPOI!dents (Jacob Ill: Robinson, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 31, 1985 Decided: January 16, 1986 

BEFORE LILLARD E. LAW, ALJ: 

Petitioner, S.T., the mother of N.T., a minor pupil enrolled In the eleventh 

grade at the MIDville Senior High School under the direction end control of the Board or 

Education of the City or MIDvme (Board), alleges, among other things, that the Board Is in 

violation or her statutory right under N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.'7 to have N.T. excused and 

removed rrom the Board'l required drulf education coul'!lle or study which Is mandated by 

~ 18A:35-4 and~ 18A:4-28.T. Petitioner filed before the Commissioner or 
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Education a verified Petition for Declaratory Juqrment, together with an Application for 

Stay of Current Action taken by the Board in refusir• to excuse N.T. from its drug 

education class. 

On November 6, 1985, the Commissioner transmitted the matter to the Office 

of Administrative Law for determination as a contested case, pursuant to ~ 

52:148-1 et !!!9.· and ~ 52:1<4F-1 !!_ !!!!·• with instruction for the conduct of an 

immediate heart• on petitioner's request for interim relief and stay of the Board's action 

not to excuse N.T. from iu drug education program. Oral argument on petitioner's 

application for interim relief was to be heard on November 18, 1985. On November 15, 

1985, the undersigned was advised that the parties had entered into a consent agreement, 

thereby ellminati• the need for oral argument on petitioner's application for a stay of 

the Board's action. The consent agreement, to which the parties voluntarily entered, 

provided, In pertinent part, as foUowss 

1. The Board's Drug Education, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7, 
which Is at issue here and in which petitioner, N.T., has been 
enrolled, has been completed for the First Semester of the 
1985-86 academic year. 

2. The Board's Second Semester Drug Education program Is to 
commence on or about February, 1986. In the event of Isle) 
a final decision by the Commlasloner of Education is not 
fortheoml• prior to the commencement ot the Second 
Semester, petitioner, N.T. is hereby excused from the Board's 
Drug Education Program, without penalty. 

A telephonic prehearl• conference was held on November 18, 1985, at which, 

amo• other things, the parties agreed that the issues to be determined by this 

administrative tribunal are as follows: 

1. Whether the Board's refusal to excuse N.T. from lu drug 
education is ln violation of petitioner's eonstltutlonal right of tbe 
free exercise of petitioner's rellllon under the First Amendment to 
the United States Constitution. 

2. Whether petitioner has met the u:cusal requirements from 
the Board's drug education program as provided by N.J.S.A. 
18A:3S-4.7. ---

3. Whether the Board may or may not penalize petitioner N.T. 
by the issuance of a faiU• grade, due to petitioner's absence from 
the Board's drug education program. 

-2-
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4. Whether the Board is required to establish an alternate 
program for petitioner !'J.'I'. which is exclusive of and not 
associated in any manner with health, family life education and/or 
sex education curricula. 

5. Whetller petitioner has complied with the Board's policy 
and/or the statutory provisions (N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7) with regards 
to N.T.'s excusal from its drug education program. 

6. What effect does N.T.'s removal from the Board's drug 
education program have with respect to the statutory mandate that 
"· . • each school district having secondary school grades shall 
incorporate into its health education curriculum the • • . drug 
education unit .•• a minimum of 10 clock hours per school year as 
a part of the ongoing health curriculum for secondary school 
grades"? . 

a. Are the provisions of N.J.S.A. l8A:35-4.7 applicable to 
~ 18A:4-28. 7? ---

The parties stipulated to the material and relevant facts of the matter, 

therefore eliminating the need for a plenary hearing. The parties, according!:>', 

cross~ moved for summary disposition seeking a declaratory judgment with respect to their 

respective positions by way of briefs. The last submission was received on December 31, 

1985. 

It was also agreed that because of the time constraints involved with this 

m11tter, the undersigned would make every effort to execute an initial decision on or 

before January 17, 1986, for the Commissioner's immediate consideration and 

determination. 

STIPULATIONS 

The parties stipulate as to the facts of this matter as set forth in petitioner's 

Petition for Declaratory Judgment and identified as Attachments A-1, A-2, A-3, B-1, B-2, 

B-3, C, D, E, F, and G. The documents are described and/or summarized as to their 

relevance to the herein matter, hereinbelow as follows: 

-3-
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1. A hand-printed note, dated September 16, 1985, addressed to Warren 

Elliot, Millville Senior High School Principal (principal} from petitioner S.T., requesting 

that her daughter, N.T., be Immediately withdrawn, without penalty, from the psychology 

and drug education courses. S.T. asserts that "the primary reason these classes are 

unacceptable to us Is that research has shown these courses are permeated with the 

philosophy or secular humanism, which Is diammetrically [~) opposed to the Judeo

Christian principles to which we ascribe ••• " Petitioner suggested that "these 

objectionable courses be substituted by a mutually agreeable alternative mini-course" 
(A-1). 

z. A three~age notarized document, having been sworn and subscribed on 

September 16, 1985, which Is typewritten with blank spaces that petitioner filled in with 

the relevant information as to the eddreaee (Mr. Elliot) and that S.T. is the parent or 

N.T., who attends Millville Senior Hlfh School. The typewritten portion of the document 

sets forth, amq other things, legal conclusions with respect to pupU and parental rights, 

together with an assertion that federal regulatlon.s provide a procedure for the filing anlt 

reviewlrc of complaints where an allepd Violation of saki pupD~rent rights are 

abridged. Petitioner therein requests that her chfid/chlldren not be Involved in twenty

seven (27) enumerated school activities unless she has first been given the opportunity to 

review all of the materials to be used by the school authorities and, further, that she has 
given her written approval for their use (A-1). 

3. A typewritten letter addressed to the principal from s. T., dated 

September 26, 1985, to supplement S.T.'s letter dated September 16, 1985. Therein, S.T. 

stated, in part: 

Perhaps you misunderstood my concem that my 
Constitutional right to the free exercise of my religion Is 
belrc offended by forcing my daughter [ N) to take a course 
whieh teaches what we beUeve Is sinful. 

Once again I respeetfuUy request my daughter be 
Immediately withdrawn, without penalty, from the drug 
education course. 

[ A-2] 

Petitioner requested the prlnelpal to respond, In wrltlrc, within five days of 

receipt of this letter (A-2). 

-4-
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4. A form tetter, dated October 8, 1985, on which petitioner filled in 

appropriate blankJ in handwrltlnr to eonvey the Intended purpose for the communication. 

The form letter Is reproduced here with the fiUed-ln portions and other handwrltin~r 

underUned thus -------

(omitted) Addre~~ 
oet. 8, 1985 Date 

Mr. Warren EUlott 
Pi'lnciPil 
MUlville Senior Rich Sehool 

Re: !xcusal of ( N.T.] 
from Family IJfe CUrriculum 

Onee araln t hereby request my constitutional rl&'ht of exeusal for 
my Mit/daughter [ N.T.) from that portion of the Family Life (Sex 
Edueatlon) Health curriculum listed In your outline u [not 
dlscemlble} druJ edueatlon and scheduled for the school year 
t98S:i6 beealllle of the scandalous material which Is In It and 
which, potentially, may be Introduced at any time therein and the 
teaehlnr of which violates hte/her (and our famUy's) religious and 
moral beUefs. 

'I'M authority for SIIC!h request Is N.J.&A. 1BA:35-4.'1 and Smith v. 
Rlcel, 811 N.J. 514, 521 where the~e Court of New Jersey 
stales (undirlhe Free Exerelse Clallllf!) 

If the program violates a person's beUefs, that person Is not 
required to participate. Where there Is no eompulslon to 
participate In this program (Family IJfe Education) there can be no 
lnfrtnrement upon appellants' rtrhta freely to exercise their 
rellflon. 

It Is understood that IIK!h u:ewal wm be accomplished by the 
administrative and lnstruetlonalltaff without eomment. 

It Is further understood that, pursuant to the above statute 
(N.J.&A. 18A:35-4.'1), no penalties u to credit for graduation 
aJiilll result therefrom. 

Ple&~e I'!IJI)OI'Id, In wrltlrw, within five dap of receipt of this 
leiter. 

-5-
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5. The principal's response to petitioner's letter of September 26, 1985, 

dated October 1, 1985, wherein the principal refers to several telephone conversations 

concerning S.T.'s request to have N.T. withdrawn from the Board's drug education 

program. The letter asserts that the principal, guidance counselor and vlce;>rincipal had 

aU adVIsed petitioner of the process whereby petitioner was afforded the opportunity to 

document, in writing, her reasons for requesting N.T.'s exclusion from the drug education 

program. The principal advised petitioner that he would not withdraw N.T. from the 

program until such time that the principal was satisfied the request was reasonable, 

justified and within the guidelines of the state and local school administrative policies and 

procedures. 

The principal also responded to petitioner's letter of September 16, 1985 (A-1), 

contending that It was too general and vague, and he auerted that he believed it to be a 

misapplication of the Jtateh Amendment, which was alleged by petitioner in the notarized 

document (A-1). The principal asserted that he wu w!Wng to reconsider petitioner's 

request In the event petitioner followed the Board's complaint procedures (8-1). ' 

6. The principal responded to petitioner's "form letter" of October 8, 1985 

(A-3), by way of letter dated October 9, 1985, wherein the principal asserted and 

reiterated that the drug education portion of the Board'S curriculum was not a part of Its 
"Famuy Life Education" or "Sex Education" curriculum. The principal observed that under 

~ 18A;35-4.7, the statute clearly provides that a pupil"· • .shaU be excused from 

that portion of the eourse where such Instruction Is being given •• ·" (emphasis supplied In 

the letter). The principal, amorc other things, observed that petitioner refused to follow 

the Board's complaint and/or exeusal procedures by providing an outline of those sections 

or the text and/or "Drug Education" curriculum to which petitioner objected and to state 

the reasons why such sections were objectionable to petitioner and N.T. The principal 

adVIsed petitioner that If, In the opinion of petitioner, N.T. had suffered a trauma 

attributable to the drug education eourse of study, the principal wu willing to establish a 

conference with the teacher, petitioner and N.T. to minimize or eliminate the alleged 

trauma by way or substituted and/or alternative assignments; however, complete 

withdrawal from the course wu not an option (B-2). 

7. A letter, dated October 15, 1985, to S.T. from the principal, which states 

as follows: 

-8-
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• • • Contrary to the opinion which you eq,ressed in your letter to 
me of 10/11/85, 1 have the utmost concern for the physical and 
emotional weU~Irc of your daughter, [ N.T.]. If your daughter 
suffers any spirltlllll, psychologieat, emotional, or physical 
problems, 1 suggest you look to yourself as the cause or these 
problems. 

We operate a pubUe hllh IC!hool and as such cannot make youd 
reJJrious standards or ethles the norm. I eertainly have considere 
your daughter's legal rights and simply disagree with you and your 
attorney as to poUey, proeedure, and state/federal statutes 
Involved In this ease. 

You continue to refuse to supply me with a written analysis of your 
specific objections to the 'Drug Education' program. I have offered 
to meet with you and the teaeher to dlseuss the possibility of 
occasional alternative assignments. You have Ignored the 
opportunity for this dialogue, even though It has been requested in 
writlrc at least three times now. 

Furthermore, I am appalled that 10meone who professes deep 
religious convictions would use the kind of vulgarity and extreme 
profanity that was attributed to you Prlday at MUiviUe Senior High 
Sehool. It was reported to me by a substitute teacher that you said 
to her 10methtrc elq the lines of 'I've had enough {expletive 
deleted) deaUrcs with Mr. ElUott.• She wasn't 100% sure of the 
exact, literal statement, but the expletive was definite~ Included 
In your statement. If It II true, you should be ashimec:t o yourself, 
What would your daughter think If she heard auch vuJpr language? 
I hope that the tanguap which you ellegedly used was a 
mlsunderstandlrc or that the pei'IOil who heard It was mistaken. 

Please be advised that I wm hold you peraonally accountable tor 
any and ell !JPirltuet, payehol<cleal, emotional, and/or physical 
harm whatsoever done to your ehlld • a result of y,r pressure on 
her to be removed from the 'DrUg Bdueatlon• eJass, opefuny, she 
wm be able to deal with her problems and face reality with 
emotional eourap and stabDity, drawlrc on her Christian strercth 
and stamina to sustain her. 

WEE/jib 
ee: Dr. Oene Stanley, ~rlntendtllt 

Slneerety yours, 

hlgned] 
Warren!. Elliott 
Prlnelpel, M.S.H.S. 

Mr. 0. Larry Muter, A.alstant SUperintendent 
Mr. Prederlek Jaeob, Attorney- Bd. of Ed. 
Mr. Paul MaeLuskle, Teaeher 

[8-3] 
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8. Note from Zae Uh Shim, M.D., dated Oetober 4, 1985, diagnosing L.T. as 

having asthma. Under "Remarks" the note states: 

Emotional upset can make asthma attaek. Please excuse from 
Drug abuse cla.ss Next wk. She was very upset after [not 
dlseernible] textbook. I C) 

9. Letter, dated Oetober 16, 1985, addressed to S.T. from the principal 

advising petitioner as follows: 

On October 16, 1985 I received your request to 'immediately 
withdrawal ( N.T.] from the eleventh grade Drug Education Class 
untU a decision is made In the courts regarding this matter.• Please 
be advised that N.T. will remain In the class until a decision is 
made In court which wUl officially alter her current status. 

WEE/pb 
cc: Dr. Gene Stanley, Superintendent 

Slooerely yours, 
(signed] 
Warren ElUott 
Prioolpal, M.S.H.S. 

Mr. G. Larry MlUer, Assistant Superintendent 
Mr. Frederick Jacob, Attorney- Bd. of Ed. 
Mr. Paul MacLuskle, Teacher 

(D) 

10. MnlvWe Senior Hllfh Sehool Mid-Marking Period Notice, dated 

October 18, 1985, executed by Mr. MaeLuskle, teacher of health, concerning N.T., 

asserting that N.T.'s causes for dlffleulty include the following cheek-marked reasons: 

(3) Has failed to make up work missed due to absence from class; 

(5) Does not take advantage of available help; 

(8) Parent-Teacher conference needed; 

(14) Parent conference Ia recommended to clarify the need for 
altematlve assignment. (E) 

11. Letter, dated October 18, 1985, from Stephen A. Kalapos, Cumberland 

County Superintendent of SChools addreslled to Joseph F. Shanahan, Esq., which states as 

follows: 

This letter Is a reaponse to your communication of October 9, 1985 
regarding the request for exeusal of ( N.T.), a student at Millville 
High School, from the drug education program In that school. 

-8-
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State law, N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 requires that aU secondary schools 
incorporate into their health education curricula, a drug education 
unit which is a minimum of 10 cloek hours. 1 assume that this is 
the program from which excusal is requested. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4 requires a course in the nature and effect of 
alcoholic drinks and narcotics. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4. 7 deals with a parent's statement of conflict 
with conscience with reference to instruction in health, family life 
or sex education. 

I trust this information is helpful to you. 

Very truly yours, 
(signed) 
Stephen A. Kalapos 
County SUperintendent of Schools 
SAK/pw 
CC: Mr. Warren Elliott, Principal 

Millville High School 
Dr. Gene Stanley, SUperintendent 

Millville Pub lie Schools 
(F) 

12. Letter, dated October 9, 1985, from Joseph F. Shanahan to Chairman, 

Millville Board of Education, Re: Request for excusal from Drug Abuse Program in 

Millville High School, with attachments (G). 

This completes the recital of those doeuments stipulated by the parties. 

LEGAL ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES 

Petitioner's Position 

POINT ONE 

THE REFUSAL OF THE RESPONDENTS TO EXCUSE N.T. FROM 
TliE DRUG EDUCATION CLASS OF THE MILLVILLE SENIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL IS AN ATTEMPT TO CIRCUMVENT THE INTENT 
OF N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4. 7 AND TO RESTRICT PETITIONER'S 
RIGHT OF FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION 

~ 18A:35-4.7. Parent's statement of conflict with conscience states: 

-9-
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Any child whose parent or guardiM presents to the school principal 
a signed statement that any part of the instructions in health, 
family life education or sex education is in conflict with his 
conscience, or sincerely held moral or religious beliefs shaU be 
excused from that portion of the course where such instruction is 
being given Md no penalties as to credit or graduation shall result 
therefrom. 

[emphasis added) 

In Smith v. Ricci, 89 !!± 514 (1982), the Supreme Court of New Jersey upheld 

the state law mandating a family Ute education program on the basis that it did not 

violate the free exercise of religion clause of the First Amendment because of the excusal 

policy contained in the statute,~ 18A:35-4.7, which is referred to in note 1 at 520. 

The case states at 521: 

It is clear from the above statute and case citation that the matter of the 

above exeu!lftl poliey is elosely Involved with the constitutional right of the free exercise 

of religion. The fact that a person is not required to partieipate in sueh courses on the 

ground of conscience is the basic reason why the constitutional argument against such 

mandate did not prevail in this case. N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 was the linchpin in 

legitimatizing the regulation. 

Petitioner states that in the face of the plain meaning of the statute that a 

conniet or conscience is the sole criterion Cor excusal, the actions of the respondents, 

Warren Elliott, the principal and the Millville Board or Education in refusing to honor 

petitioner's request CM only be interpreted as a deliberate attempt to circumvent the 

intention of the statute and to restrict the constitutional rights of the citizenry. This is 

evidenced by the following excerpts from the various letters of the principal in reply to 

petitioner's requests: 

-10-
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First, in his letter of 1 October 1985 (Petition, Att Btl: 

I will not withdraw her until I am completely satisfied that 
your request is reasonable, justified and within the guidelines 
of our state and local school administrative policies and 
procedures. 

Next, in his letter of 9 October 1985 (Att 82): 

You still refuse to follow Millville School Oistrlct procedure 
whereby you are required to furnish me with a written outline 
of those sections of the text and/or 'Drug Education' to which 
you object and why they are objectionable to you and your 
daughter. 

And finally, in his letter of 15 October 1985 (Att 83): 

You continue to refuse to supply me with a written analysis 
or your specific objections to the 'Drug Education• program. 

The statute says nothing about any request for excusal having to pass a test of 

being reasonable, justified or within any state or local guidelines, or to furnish the • 

principal with a written outline or analysis of specific objections to any program. And if 

the State Board of Education and the Commissioner have published such guidelines they 

are without statutory authority for doing so. 

In the letter of 9 October 1985, the respondent principal makes use of specious 

reasoning In his discussion with the petitioner on this subject saying: 

Again, I reiterate that the 'Drug Education• portion of our 
eurriculum has nothing to do with the 'Family Life Edueation• or 
'Sex Education• portion of the curriculum. 

Furthermore, N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4. 7 states clearly that the ehild ••• 
'shall be excused from that l?ffi'tion of the course where such 
instruction is beiJ¥ given .•• • is means that you have no basis 
for your daughter to be withdrawn from the entire course. 

As to the former, It makes no sense because there Is no dispute as to the drug 

education elass having anything to do with tamUy life education or :rex education courses 

at Millville High School. It has to do with the health course which Is listed in the statute 

and included in the request for excusal. 
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As to the latter, it is a denial of petitioner's request for excusal on the ground 

of the "P<>rtion of the course" argument. A comparison of the statement in the reply to 

that in the request establishes the sophistry in respondent's argument because the fact of 

the matter is that the petitioner did specify that portion of the course from which she has 

a right to be excused, saying, "I hereby request ••• excusal for my daughter ••• from that 

portion of the Family Life (Sex Education) Health curriculum listed in your outline as 

Eleventh Grade Drug Education •••. " 

Petitioner contends that all of the above reasons given by the principal smaek 

of administrative harassment since they ignore the plain meaning of the statute and have 

the effect of restraining American citizens from exercising their right to have their 

children excused from mandated public school classes that offend their consciences. 

In Bates v. Little Rock, 381 u.s. 518, 4 L. Ed. 2d 480, 80 ~ 412 (1960), 

where defendants were convicted by a state court for refusing to furnish names of 

members of the NAACP to city officials, it is stated at 523: 

Freedoms such as these are protected not only against heavy
handed frontal attack, but also from being stifled by more subtle 
governmental interference. 

[emphasis added} 

And in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 35 ~· 2d 147, 93 ~· 705 (1972), it is stated at 

155: 

Where certain 'fundamental rights' are involved, the Court has held 
that regulation llmitli'i these rights may be justified only by a 
'compelling state interest, • • • and that legislative enactments 
must be narrowly drawn to express only the legitimate state 
interests at stake ••• 

[emphasis added] 

Petitioner argues that 'fundamental rights' are involved in this controversy, 

and one ot the legitimate state interests flowing from the legislative enactment (~ 

18A:35-4.7) has to be the protection of the state from the possibility of having its Family 

Life Education mandate decllired unconstitutional, which was the implication in the 

decision of the Smith case. Without the statute to protect fundamental rights, the 

mandate might have been declared unconstitutional. 
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Petitioner asserts that if the Millville Board of Education is setting forth an 

interpretation of the statute such as that given by the principal in his first letter of reply 

(Att Bl) - "I will not withdraw her until I am completely satisfied that your request is 

reasonable, justified and within the guidelines of our state and local school administrative 

policies and procedures" - and It is ratified by the State Board of Education, it might 

result in the complete sabotaging of the statute's effectiveness, with the con.o;equent 

result of exposing the state's regulations of Family Life Education to a charge of violating 

the constitutional right of the free exercise of religion. Since the above statement by the 

principal reflects his reasons for refusal as given in the first letter with no reference to 

the "that portion of the course" argument until the second letter, it is only logical to 

conclude that the first reasons given are the main and real ones. SUch a policy has to 

result in chilling and stifllng the assertion of constitutional rights by parents with spiritual 

values by making them subject to complying with difficult and arbitrary administrative 

guidelines set up outside the purview of the statute. Petitioner further asserts that the 

published Board policy of calling for a written outline or identification of the objectional 

"portion of a portion", as stated In the second letter (Att B2), is the mechanics by which• 

the excusal policy can be circumvented. Since no one can possibly know or predict with 

certainty all the possible instances or times when scandalous material can be introduced 

into these courses (as listed in the statute), as could be done in the now-vacated reading 

of the Old Testament which was always at the opening of the school session, compliance 

with the "Portion of the portion" plan is a practical impossibility. Petitioner states that 

this plan can be compared with the "Pou!'ld of flesh" collateral in Shakespeare's Merchant 

of Venice that a "pound of flesh" could not be collected because "no jot of blood" was to 

be included. (The understanding being that no flesh could be obtained without blood.) 

Similarly, it is obvious that the objectionable partll cannot be excised so completely from 

the offending classes that the remainder Is not tainted by the existence of the moral 

improprieties complained of which permeate such class or course. The use of such policy 

to implement the statute has to result in the presentation of an insignitlcant number of 

requests to the Board which, in effect, negates the Intent of the statute. 

As further evidence that petitioner's request for excusal should be based on a 

narrow interpretation In her favor, In Mccabe v. Director, N.J. Lottery Commission, 143 

N.J. Super. 443 (Ch. Div. 1976), which had to do with a lottery winner trying to assign his 

winnings to a finance company, it is stated at 447: 
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[ 1,21 Legislation enacted P':!rsuant to a specific exception to 
the general prevailing rule should be strictly construed 
·nd not extended beyond that which its wording will 
reasonably bear. (emphasis added} 

For the above reasons, petitioner contends that the continued refusal of 

respondents to excuse N.T. from the drug education class in Millville Senior High School 

based on the policies stated is an attempt to circumvent the intent of statute and to 

restrict petitioner's constitutional right of free exercise of religion. 

POINT TWO 

PETITIONER HAS MET THE EXCUSAL REQUIREMENTS 
FROM THE BOARD'S DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM AS 
PROVIDED IN N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 

Petitioner made request that her daughter be excused from the Board's drug 

education program by letter of 8 October 1985 (Att A3) which conformed to the 

requirements of the statute In that It was a signed statement Indicating the particular 

portion (Eleventh Grade Drug Education) of the course (Health) for which ex:cusal was 

requested. It was denied erroneously and negligently by respondent principal who 

evidenced a certain unreasonableness In ignoring and refusing to honor a medical request 

for exeusal from the same class by Dr. Shim (Att C) because of N.T.'s traumatic 

symptoms brought on by her forced attendance at certain of the drug education classes. 

POINT THREE 

THE BOARD MAY NOT PENALIZE N.T. 
BY THE ISSUANCE OF A PAIIJNG GRADE 
DUE TO HER ABSENCE FROM THE DRUO 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 

Petitioner has complied with the requirements of the statute In requesting the 

excusal of N.T. as Indicated in Point Two above and having done so, the statute expressly 

states in pertinent part, "• •• and no penalties as to credit or graduation shall result 

therefrom." 
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POINT FOUR 

THE BOARD IS REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH AN 
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM OR ADJUST THE 
CURRENT ONE FOR PETITIONER N.T. 
WHICH IS EXCLUSIVE OF AND NOT 
ASSOCIATED IN ANY MANNER WITH 
HEALTH, FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION 
AND/OR SEX EDUCATION CURRICULA 

~ 18A:36-20. Discrimination, prohibition states as follows: 

No pupil in a public school in this State shall be discriminated 
against in admission to, or in obtaining any advantages, 
privileges or courses of study in the sehool by reason of raee, 
eolor, ereed, sex or national origin. 

In Robinson v. Cahill, 69 ~ 449 {1976), whieh had to do with the ratifieation 

of the idea of a thorough and efficient system of education in New Jersey, it is stated at 

459, 460 that: 

••. second, to Insure that there be ever present, sufficiently 
competent and dedicated personnel, adequately equipped, to 
g'tlarantee functional implementation, so that over the years 
and throughout the State each ~pil shall be offered an equal 
opportunity to receive an education of such excellence as will 
meet the constitutional standard. 

[emphasis added] 

Petitioner states that in view of the above, it is essential that a plan be put in 

place In which N.T. and other excusees may be transferred to classes of comparable 

credit with a minimum of comment by fellow students or staff members. Otherwise, It 

would be in derogation or the above statute and case citation to send N.T., because of her 

sincerely held beliefs, to the conventry of a library or extra study period (there to write 

some inconsequential essay on a subject dreamed up on the spur of the moment by a 

surprised teacher). This would be punishment, not teaching. She has not caused the 

problem. Petitioner argues that the State Board of Education is responsible since it had 

mandated the curriculum that caused the problem in the first place. It would have been 

only good prior planning to have allowed for such an added administrative inconvenience 

since it was common knowledge at the time that there was great public objection to the 

mandate. 

And as for Its possible increase in cost, reference is made to Detainees of 

Brooklyn House of Detention v. Malcolm, 520 f· 2d 392 (2d. Cir. 1975}, where claim was 
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made of unconstitutional deprivation of due process because of overcrowding in a feder>!l 

house of detention. It is stated at 399: "Inadequate resources of finances can never be an 

excuse for depriving detainees of their constitutional rights." 

For these reasons, peititioner contends that she should be allowed to transfer 

to another class of her choosing, having comparable credit and not associated with the 

offending courses. 

POINT FIVE 

PETITIONER HAS COMPLIED WITH THE 
STATUTORY PROVISIONS WITH REGARD TO 
N.T.'S EXCUSAL FROM THE BOARD'S DRUG 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 

The preceding four points of petitioner are hereby incorporated as the 

supporting argument for this point five, including the addition that board policy, a~ 

determined from the facts stipulated, is in error. 

POINT SIX 

THE EXCUSAL OF N.T. FROM THE DRUG 
EDUCATION PROGRAM IS PROPER AND WILL 
HAVE LI'M'LE EFFECT ON THE OBJECTIVES 
OF THAT MANDATE 

Petitioner's preceding five points are hereby incorporated in this as supporting 

argument that N.T.'s excusal was proper according to the exeusal statute and takes 

precedence over N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7. The question that comes to mind here is what 

difference does it make to the state whether or not N.T. goes to a drug education class, 

particularly when her mother wants her to be withdrawn on grounds of conscience. This 

should indicate to the state that. a mother is reclaiming her prerogative to educate her 

daughter in this field herself. She wants to guarantee that her daughter does not use 

drugs and knows nothing at all about the occasion of sin caused by knowing the technical 

details about how to use drugs. On the basis that it has just gained a dedicated 

"volunteer" teacher in the prevention of drug taking by students, the state should be 

pleased by such excusal and its probable effect. 
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Conclusion 

For the above reasons, petitioner respectfully requests that the Commissioner 

construe the provisions of ~ 18A:35-4. 7 and declare that petitioner be granted the 

relief sought in accordance with the prayer as requested in the Petition for Declaratory 

Judgment. 

Respondent Board's Position 

~ 18A:35-4 mandates that a course on "the nature of alcoholic drinks 

and narcotics and their effects upon the human system shall be taught in all schools ... 

Each board of education shall make provisions in its annual education program to fulfill 

this requirement .•• " The Legislative history shows compelling reasons for the enactment 

of the statute: 

An important aspect of the problem of alcohol abuse by children 
and youths concerns the education provided to them on the nature 
and effects of alcoholic beverages and alcoholism and the handling 
of alcohol-related problems in the schools. If children and youths 
are to develop responsible attitudes and habits relative to use oC 
alcoholic beverages in a society where such use is widespread and 
misuse is encouraged to some extent, then effective instructional 
programs on the use of alcoholic beverages and all dangers of their 
misuse are essential. Since school attendance is required for 
children and youths, schools provide an ideal place for identifying 
poor habits or attitudes for alcohol-related problems in children 
and youths, and for attempting to provide for early remedies for 
these habits, attitudes or problems to the extent possible in the 
educational environment. 

The statute makes the course reqUired. School officials must, therefore, 

exercise caution when permitting withdrawal from the course. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 is known as the "excusal clause" and provides: "Any child 

whose parent or guardian presents to the school prineipal a signed statement that any part 

of the instructions In health, family education or sex education is. in conflict with his 

conscience or sincerely held moral or religious beliefs shall be excused from that portion 

of the course where such Instruction Is being given and no penalties as to credit or 

graduation shall result therefrom" (emphasis added). This statute permits 11 parent to 

withdraw a child from any portion of a course which is in conflict with conscience or 

sincerely held moral or religious beliefs. 
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School officials must comply with the requirements of both statutes. It i~ 

their responsibility to determine if withdrawal of a student from a drug education eour~e 

required by statute meets the criteria which allows the withdrawal. 

The purpose of the drug education course is to make the child aware of the 

dangers associated with alcohol and drug abuse and to help them avoid these dangers. 

Drug education is not like the area of sex or religious education. Moral views and 

religious belief play a large part in the education of a child in the areas of family lifE> or 

sex. Moral views do not vary when it comes to drug or alcohol abuse: everyone agrees it 

is wrong. It is, therefore, dirticult to see how teaching a child that drug and alcohol abuse 

is wrong can be in conflict with "his conscience or sincerely held moral or religious 

beliefs.'' 

The New Jersey SUpreme Court case of Smith v. Ricci, 89 N.J. 514 (1982), 

dealt with the constitutionality of the State Board of Education regulation requiring local 

school districts to develop and implement a family life educational program. In upholding 

the regulation, the Court referred to an excusal clause which is analogous to the excusal 

clause contained in ~ 18A:35-4.7. The Court stated, "under the excusal policy 

people will receive instruction in all aspects of the family life education program unless a 

parent or guardian objects. In such ease, people will be excused, but only from those parts 

of the program that the parent finds morally, conscientiously, or religiously 

objectionable." This indicates that there must first be a finding of what specific part of 

the material that is being taught is offensive. This also indicates that it must be 

determined why it is morally, conscientiously or religiously objectionable so that, 

thereafter, it can be determined what portion the child should not be exposed to. 

In petitioner's own brief, it [is] stated that "the principal evidenced a certain 

unreasonableness in ignoring and refusing to honor a medical request for excusal from the 

same class by Dr. Shim because of traumatic symptoms brought on by her forced 

attendance at certain of the Drug Education classes.'' This is also an indication that 

perhaps not the entire program was having an effeet upon the child. The medical exeuse 

from Dr. Shim, moreover, provided an excuse for only one week. 

Respondent Board states that s. T. has made statements that "researeh has 

shown these courses are permeated with the philosopy of secular humanism, which is 

diammetrically [sic] opposed to the Judeo-christian principles to which we ascribe"; "the 
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course teaches what we believe is sinful"; and the course contains "scandalous material." 

These statements do not provide any basis for withdrawal from the drug/alcohol abuse 

classes based on a conniet with conscience or "sincerely held moral or religious beliefs." 

It was impossible for the school to determine from the general reasons given by S.T. if the 

entire drug class was offensive or if there was some way the offensive portions of the 

class could be remedied and the school could still fulfill its obligation under the statute to 

provide the mandated drug/alcohol course. The concern, as expressed by the appellants in 

Smith regarding a required family life educational program, was that children would be 

exposed to attitudes, goals and values that are contrary to their own and to those of their 

parents and will thereby be inhibited in the practice of their religion. It is hard to see 

how this con!!ern !!ould apply to teaching drug/alcohol prohibitions. 

Respondent Board further asserts that there has been no showing whatsoever 

by S.T. that the material in the drug education class violates her constitutional rights. 

The fact that the films made her daughter sick is not sufficient. She must show that the 

reasons asserted are applicable to the drug education program; this she has not done. 

The S!!hool officials have requested on several occasions that S.T. provide 

them with the speci'ic portions of the drug program she finds offensive. This she has 

refused to do. Parents are given the right to examine textbooks and materials used in 

connection with these courses, but s:r. has not chosen to review the materials and 

indicate which are offensive. Mr. Elliott has provided S.T. with numerous opportunities to 

discuss the matter with him, but S.T. has chosen to ignore these opportunities. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:36-15 permits the Board of Education to excuse a child from 

school for a religious holiday. In a recent case, the judge found that the statute itself 

permitted inquiry as to the sincerity of religious beliefs and such an inquiry was not 

prohibited by the First Amendment. Carlin v. Bd. of Ed. of the Union Co. Reg. H.S. Dist 

No. 1, OAL DKT. EDU 3309-85 (OCtober 29, 1985). 

Likewise, the statute in the present case, ~ 18A:35-4.7, permits an 

inquiry as to whether there is a confii!!t with a "sincerely held moral or religious belief." 

School officials were entitled to make this inquiry and to receive a response. It is not 

unreasonable for S!!hool officials, when attempting to fulfill their obligations under the 

law, to request information vital to their decision. Previous requests by S. T. for 
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withdrawal of N.T. from non-required courses have been honored by Mr. Elliott. However, 

the school cannot ignore a statute which requires that drug/alcohol abuse courses be 

taught without first determining it there is a legitimate reason based on a moral or 

religious belief for doing so. 

Conclusion 

For the above-stated reasons, respondents respectfully request that the 

Commissioner deny the relief sought in the Petition for Declaratory Judgment and require 

petitioner to provide the specific portions or the drug education program to which she 

objects and the reasons for her objections so that appropriate determinations can be made 

by respondents. 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER 

Petitioner invokes N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 to demand that the statutory excusal 

policy embodied therein be applied to remove and withdraw her daughter, N.T., from the 

Board's statutorily required drug education program, as mandated by ~ 18A:35-4 

and, more specifically, N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7. The mandatory drug education program was 

enacted by the New Jersey Legislature under Chapter 851 Laws of 1970 and codified as 

~ 18A:4-28.4 !! ~· The pertinent parts of the statute are recited hereinbelow as 

follows: 

~ 18A:4-28.4 Definitions 

As used In this act: 

a. 'Drug education program' means a factual presentation of the 
problems of drug abuse involving young people prepared so as 
to be effective and appropriate for student consumption. 

b. 'Secondary school' means grades seven through 12 and shall 
in!!lude high school grades, junior high school grades and any 
other classification of grades designated in a particular 
school to include grades five and above. 
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c. 'Recommended drug education unit' means the subjeet matter 
of the drug education program to be presented to the 
students. 

d. 'Drugs• means and includes narcotic drugs, dangerous drugs, 
and controlled dalll!'erous substances, as defined in the laws of 
the State of New Jersey and the laws of the United States. 

e. 'School district' means public school districts and shall 
include regional and vocational school districts. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.5, summer workshops and training programs, authorized and 

dlreeted the Commissioner of Education to establish summer workshops and training 

programs to train selected teachers to teach a drug education program to secondary 

school teachers. The purpose of the seetlon was the development of a curriculum and to 

incorporate the recommended drug education unit into the ongoing health education 

curriculum of students in the state's secondary schools. The statute continues to provide 

that: "· •• The programs shall contain basic content on the history, pharmacology, 

physiology and psycho-social aspects of drugs generally abused by young people, treatment 

and rehabilitation programs, the legal aspects of drugs and the extent of drug abuse in 

New Jersey." 

Seetion 4 of .!::· 1970, c. 85, codified as N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7, Drug education 

unit; secondary school health curriculum, provides that: 

On and after January 15, 1971, each school district having 
secondary school grades shall incorporate Into its health education 
curriculum the recommended drug education unit provided for in 
section 2 hereof during a minimum of 10 clock hours per school 
year as part of the ongoing health education curriculum for 
secondary school grades. 

The Legislature made no provision to excuse secondary school pupils from the 

drug education program. Rather, the Legislature explicitly requires the Board to provide, 

without exception, 11. minimum of 10 clock hours of drug education to each secondary 

school pupil under the Board's direction and control. As was said by the Court in Rice v. 

Union Cty. Reg. R.S. Bd. of Ed., 155 N.J. ~· 64, 72 (App. Dlv. 1977), "We must 

presume that the Legislature knew what it was doing and did not intend to establish a 

useless procedure (citations omitted)." 
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The statute upon which petitioner relies and invokes as the basis to remove 

N.T. from the Board's mandatory drug education program, ~ 18A:35-4.7, was 

enacted by the Legislature under Chapter 428, Laws of 1979, and was effective 

approximately ten years subsequent to the enactment of N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7. It is known 

as the "Parents Rights to Conscience Act of 1979," N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.6, providing for 

pupil excusal from certain instruction at~ 18A:35-4.7 as follows: 

Any child whose parent or guardian presents to the school principal 
a signed statement that any part of the instructions in health, 
family life education or sex education is in conflict with his 
conscience, or sincerely held moral or religious beliefs shall be 
excused from the portion of the course where such instruction is 
being given and no penalties as to credit or graduation shall result 
therefrom. 

A historical review of the statute, ~ 18A:35-4.7, reveals that the 

Legislature considered the Inclusion of the mandatory drug education program as a portion 

of instruction for which a pupil might be excused if in conflict with his/her conscience or, 

sincerely held moral or religious beliefs. The Legislature rejected this notion, however, 

and omitted drug education as a program from which pupils can be excused under N.J.S.A. 

18A:35-4.7. 

The bill, formally introduced on January 25, 1979, by Senator Yates and 

identified as Senate No. 30'11, was subsequently referred to the Senate Law, Public Safety 

and Defense Committee (Senate Committee). On April 5, 1979, the Senate Committee 

issued its Statement to Senste, No. 3071, with senate committee amendments, which 

stated: 

This bill would permit parents to submit a signed statement 
excusing their children from any portion of Instructions on health, 
family life education or sex education whleh is in confllct with 
their conscience or their moral or religious belief, and under 
certain circumstances allowing them to be excused from medical 
examinations or treAtment they find offensive to sueh principals. 
The committee amended the bill to eliminate drug education from 
th"' llst of courses from which tile children could be excused. 
(emphasis added) 
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Subsequently, on November 26, 1979, "The Assembly Educ11tion CommittP<" 

favorably reports this bill and endorses the statement of the Senate Education 

Committee" (Assembly Education Committee, Statement to Senate, No. 3071, nated 

November 26, 1979). 

On February 2, 1980, Senate Bill No. 3071, was enacted into Jaw by the 

Legislature as amended by the Senate Committee. The legislation was codified as 

~ 18A:35-4.6; ~ 18A:35-4.7; and~ 18A:35-4.8, effective immediately 

without reference to the mandatory drug education or instruction or a pupil excusal 

provision therefrom. It is presumed that the Legislature knew what it was doing. Rice, 

supra. 

Given these historical facts and circumstanees, this administrative tribunal 

can apply no other construetion to the statute than that intended by the Legislature. In 

construing a statute, the initial task of the court is to seek the legislative intent, and to 

that end it must consider any history which may be of aid. Roman v. Sharper, 53 N.J. 33d 

(1969), State v. Madden, 61 ~ 377 (1972). Generally, a court's duty in construing a 

statute is to determine the intent of the Legislature. AMN, Inc. of N.J. v. So. Brunswick 

'Jll. Rent Leveling Bd., 93 N.J. 518 (1983). Having considered the statute, N.J.S.A. 

18A:35-4.6, together with its legislative history, I FIND and CONCLUDE that the 

Legislature did not intend to include the statutorily mandated drug education program as 

one to whieh pupils may be excused therefrom. The Legislature clearly and explicitly 

manifested its intent, through the adoption of the amendment to "eliminate drug 

education from the list of courses from which the children could be excused." Senate 

Law, Public Safety and Defense Committee, Statement to Senate, No. 3071, April 5, 1979. 

Therefore, I FDID tmd CONCLUDE that ~ 18A:35-4.6 is inapplicable to 

warrant an excuse !rom any portion of the Board's drug education program as mandated by 

~ 18A:4-28.7. 

No opinion is expressed,nor decision made, on the question of whether or not 

petitioner's rights to freedom of religious expression have been violated or abridged, under 

the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, as alleged. 
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Accordingly, it is hereby DECLARED that the Board of Education of the City 

of Millville is under a duty to comply with the statutory provisions of~ 18A:4-28.7 

and to provide a minimum of ten (10) clock hours or drug education per year to the pupils 

under its direction and control, pursuant to its adopted and approved health education 

curriculum. 

It is further DECLARED that pupil excusal from certain portions of the 

Board's health curricUlum, under ~ 18A:35-4.7, is inapplicable to the statutory 

requirements as mandated by~ 18A:4-28.7. 

Consequently, it is hereby ORDERED that all pupils under the Board's 

direction and control who are subject to ~ 18A:4-28.7 be required, without 

exception, to complete successfully a minimum of ten (10) clock hours of instruction in 

drug education. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the' 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMBNT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman 

does not so act In forty-rive (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby mE my Initial Deeision with SAUL COOPERMAN for eonsideration. 

,, ~4 198~ 
DATE I 

DATE 

DATE 
JAN 2 11986 

ij/ee 
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S.T., on behalf of her minor 
child, N.T., 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF 
MILLVILLE, CUMBERLAND COUNTY AND 
WARREN E. ELLIOTT, PRINCIPAL OF 
MILLVILLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 

RESPONDENTS . 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law. 

It is observed that petitioner's exceptions were filed with 
the Commissioner pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 
l:l-16.4a, b and c. 

Petitioner's exceptions argue four points: 

First, petitioner avers that the initial decision is 
erroneous and incomplete. Petitioner states in exceptions that it 
is not necessary to construe a statute for legislative intent if it 
is clear on its face and that N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 requires no 
interpretation as to the courses from wh1ch pupils may be excused. 
Petitioner avers that the statute does not need to be construed as 
to whether the drug education program was included in the statute 
because the health course, as mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7, 
clearly includes drug education. Even assuming arguendo, that the 
statute does require some interpretation, petitioner argues that the 
conclusion of the ALJ that: 

The legislature clearly and explicitly manifested 
its intent through the adoption of the amendment 
to 'eliminate drug education from the list of 
courses from which the children could be excused.' 

Petitioner suggests that the course in drug education might 
have been omitted to eliminate a minor tautology in the statute 
since the drug education program was already included. having been 
mandated in the health education curriculum by N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7. 
Further, since the Governor's announcement of the b1ll's enactment 
did not mention exceptions to the bill, petitioner strongly 
disagrees with the ALJ that the Legislature manifested an intent 
which in any way contradicts the express wording of the statute. 
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Petitioner further argues the decision is incomplete in 
that it fails to rule on the possible violation of a federal 
constitutional question raised by petitioner which "cries out to be 
settled." {Exceptions, at p. 4) Petitioner avows that the question 
of a citizen's constitutional right under the Federal Constitution 
should take precedence over an erroneous and unnecessary 
interpretation of the statute in question. Petitioner posits that 
the drug education course must have been omitted in error and she 
again raises the issue to be settled as she sees it, to wit: "Does 
the mandating of the factual presentation of the problems of the 
vice of drug abuse to a class of immature young students violate the 
free exercise of religion where there is objection for reasons of 
conscience based on the scandal inherent in the subject matter." 
(Exceptions, at p. 5) 

Petitioner also faults the AW for failing to discuss the 
connection between N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 and the decision in Smith v. 
Ricci, 89 N.J. 514 (1982), which, she avers, legitimatized the State 
law mandating sex education in the public schools in the face of its 
possible violation of the right to free exercise of religion. 
Petitioner argues that where there is a claim of a constitutional 
right about a drug education class of the health curriculum and 
there is a statutory basis for it, the pupil must be excused or, if 
not, the issue must be addressed by the tribunal, giving reasons 
therefor. 

Petitioner's second point of exception is that respondents• 
argument that school officials must comply with the requirements of 
both statutes -- the drug education program and the parents • right 
to conscience act, the latter of which calls for some further 
determination before excusal will be allowed is erroneous. 
Petitioner avows that since the right to conscience act was enacted 
after the mandatory drug education program, under the statutory 
rules of construction (N.J.S.A. 1:1-1), it takes precedence. 
Therefore, petitioner avers, respondents are relieved from their 
difficult task of trying to comply with both statutes in regard to 
the excusal provision or lack thereof and need to look only to the 
later statute for their excusal criteria. 

Petitioner's third point of exception states that 
respondents' claim that, before excusal, there must be a specific 
finding and determining relative to the religious offensiveness of 
the teaching of drug education is erroneous and smacks of excessive 
entanglement between government and religion. 

Petitioner contends that respondents are implying from the 
statute an administrative religious test that is not there; that is, 
that a part of the portion of the program must be dissected in 
detail and a secular determination be made as to what are proper 
religious objections. Petitioner reiterates that she has met all 
statutory requirements and to inquire into why any specific part of 
the portion is objectionable can only be perceived as a 
circumvention of the spirit and letter of the law which was enacted 
to protect individual constitutional rights. Petitioner further 
reiterates that the statute is silent as to the requests for excusal 
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having to pass any specific tests by local or state bureaucracies 
prior to excusal and for respondents to require that petitioner show 
why the material is morally objectionable would go a "long way down 
the road toward excessive entanglement between government and 
religion which is impermissible under the United States 
Constitution." (Exceptions, at p. 9) Petitioner cites Lemon v. 
Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 29 ~.Ed. 2d 745, 91 S.Ct. 2105 (1971). 

Finally. re1ati ve to petitioner's Points Three and Four of 
her post-hearing brief, since no argument was offered to them and 
they were not addressed in the initial decision, it is petitioner's 
position that they stand uncontroverted. Petitioner requests that 
the Commissioner deny the recommended decision and grant the relief 
sought in the Petition of Appeal for Declaratory Judgment. 

Upon review of the record in this matter, the Commissioner 
concurs with the judge's determination that "pupil excusal from 
certain portions of the Board's health curriculum, under N.J.S.A. 
18A:35-4.7, is inapplicable to the statutory requirements as 
mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7" (Initial Decision, ante) for the 
following reasons. 

While the Commissioner concurs with petitioner that drug 
education, as part of the health education program, would appear to 
be one of the portions of the program for which a student may be 
excused because it is in conflict with the parent's moral or 
religious beliefs under N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7, the Legislature, in its 
wisdom, intended otherw1Se. The Senate Committee • s Statement to 
Senate No. 3071, which accompanied the amended bill later enacted as 
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 states: 

***The committee amended the bill to eliminate drug 
education from the list of courses from which the 
children could be excused. 

The Commissioner finds no merit in petitioner's argument 
that the omission of drug education from among the list of courses 
for which a student may be excused "might have been omitted to 
eliminate a minor tautology in the statute since the drug education 
program was already included, having been mandated in the health 
education curriculum by N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7." (Exceptions. at 
p. 3) Had this been the Legislature's intent it could have 
indicated that such excusal should take place notwithstanding the 
mandate of N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7. Since no such statement was 
included in the Senate Committee • s Statement, "we must presume that 
the Legislature knew what it was doing and did not intend to 
establish a useless procedure. (citations omitted)." Rice v. Union 
Cty. Reg. B.S. Bd. of Ed., 155 N.J. Super. 64, 72 (App. D1v. 1977) 

In further support of the ALJ 's determination, the 
Commissioner takes note of the passage of the legislation entitled, 
"Course in nature and effect of alcoholic drinks and narcotics", 
N.J.S.A. l8A:35-4, which became effective one month before N.J.S.A. 
18A: 35-4.7, which includes Assembly Judiciary, Law, Public Safety 
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and Defense Committee Statement, Assembly No. 3260 - L.l979, c.263, 
which states, in pertinent part: 

***If children and youths are to develop 
responsible attitudes and habits relative to use 
of alcoholic beverages in a society where such 
use is widespread and misuse is encouraged to 
some extent, then effective instructional 
programs on the use of alcoholic beverages and on 
the dangers of their misuse are essential. Since 
school attendance is required for children and 
youths, schools provide an ideal place for 
identifying poor habits or attitudes or 
alcohol-related problems in children and youths, 
and for attempting to provide early remedies for 
these habits, attitudes or problems to the.extent 
possible in the educational environment. 

This legislative statement makes it entirely clear that 
children shall be educated regarding the dangers of alcohol and 
narcotics abuse. So strong a mandate, coupled with the exclusion 
from N.J .S.A. 18A:35-4.7 of drug education language, which bill was 
enacted JUSt one month after N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4, leaves no doubt 
whatsoever in the Commissioner's m1nd that the Legislature fully 
intended that children and youths in the public schools of 
New Jersey shall be provided a course in drug education without 
excusal. 

As to petitioner's argument that "the Decision is 
incomplete in that it fails to rule on the possible violation of a 
federal constitutional question" (Exceptions, at p. 4), the 
constitutionality of a statute may not be decided by the 
Commissioner. See George B. Thorp v. The Board of Trustees of 
Schools for Industrial Education - Newark College of Engineering, 
1949-50 S.L.D. 61, 62, aff'd St. Bd. 1959-51 S.L.D. 70, aff'd 6 N.J. 
948 (195-rr:- See also Frank Giandomenico v .BOard of Educationof 
the Township of Winslow,, 1975 S.L.D. 258, 260. ··· 

Further, the Commissioner notes that Smith v. Ricci, supra, 
is inapposite to the instant matter in light of the Legulature's 
clear intent to exempt drug education from the courses for which a 
pupil might be excused because of conscience. To analogize that 
because the Court in Smit~ held that exemptions are available 
pursuant to N.J. S. A. 18A: 35-4. 7 in the areas of sex education and 
family life, that similar exemption is required in the area of drug 
education is irrelevant when the Legislature has stated that drug 
education is not a course for which such an excuse is available. 

Accordingly, for the reasons stated herein, as well as for 
those recited by the ALJ, the Commissioner affirms the findings and 
conclusions of the initial decision. The Commissioner finds that 
the Board of Education of the City of Millville is under a duty to 
comply with the statutory provisions of N.J. S. A. l8A: 4-28. 7 and to 
provide a minimum of ten (10) clock hours of drug education per year 
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to the pupils under its direction and control, pursuant to its 
adopted and approved health education curriculum. 

The Commissioner further finds that pupil excusal from 
certain portions of the Board's health curriculum under N.J.S.A. 
l8A:35-4.7, is inapplicable to the statutory requirements as 
mandated by N.J .S.A. 18A:4-28. 7. Finally, the Commissioner hereby 
directs that all pupils under the Board's direction and control who 
are subject to N.J.S.A. l8A:4-28.7 be required, without exception, 
to complete successfully a minimum of ten (10) clock hours of 
instruction in drug education. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 2S, 1986 
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S.T., on behalf of her minor 
child, N. T., 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF 
MILLVILLE, CUMBERLAND COUNTY, AND 
WARREN E. ELLIOT, PRINCIPAL OF 
MILLVILLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

RESPONDENTS-RESPONDENTS. 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 25, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Joseph F. Shanahan, Esq. 

For the Respondents-Respondents. Jacob and Robinson 
(Frederick A. Jacob, Esq., of Counsel) 

This case involves the issue of whether the Parents Rights 
to Conscience Act of 1979, N.J.S.A. l8A:35-4.6 et ~·· applies to a 
district board's drug education course mandated by N.J.S.A. 
18A:4-28.7 so as to require a student's excusal from the course 
where the parent presents that the course conflicts with his 
conscience or sincerely held moral or religious beliefs. The 
Petitioner in this case is the mother of a high school student, who 
requested of the Principal that her daughter be immediately 
withdrawn from the drug education course' because 

A-1. 

... research has shown that these courses are 
permeated with the philosophy of secular 
humanism, which is diametrically (sic) opposed to 
the Judea-Christian principles to which we 
ascribe ... 

Petitioner supplemented this request with a letter reiterating her 
concern that her " ... constitutional right to free exercise of [her] 
religion is being offended by forcing [her] daughter to take a 
course which teaches what we believe to be sinful." A-2. This 
letter was followed by a form letter again expressing Petitioner's 
objection that drug education violated her religious and moral 
beliefs. A-3. 

----··-----
Petitioner also requested withdrawal from psychology. However. 

attendance at that course is not at issue in this case. 
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The Principal declined to excuse Petitioner's daughter from 
the course, observing that Petitioner had refused to follow the 
Board's procedures by providing an outline of those sections of the 
text and/or the drug education curriculum to which she objected and 
the reasons why those sections were objectionable. On October 18, 
l98S, the County Superintendent responded to Petitioner's request by 
setting forth the statutory provisions applicable to the situation. 
Petitioner then filed a Petition for Declaratory Judgment with the 
Commissioner of Education. 

The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative 
Law as a contested case. Before the pre-hearing conference was 
held. the parties entered a consent agreement whereby Petitioner's 
daughter would be excused from the second semester of drug education 
if the Commissioner had not rendered his decision when the semester 
started. 

The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) then considered the 
merits of the case. In his Initial Decision, he found that when the 
Legislature mandated that each school district incorporate into its 
health program the recommended drug education unit for a minimum of 
ten hours per school year, it made no provision to excuse pupils 
from the program. Be further concluded that N.J.S.A. 18A:3S-4.7, 
which provides for pupil excusal from certain instruct1on and which 
had been enacted ten years after drug education was mandated by the 
Legislature, did not apply to the drug education course. In 
reaching this conclusion, the ALJ relied on the Senate Committee's 
Statement, which stated that the Committee had amended the bi 11 to 
eliminate drug education from the list of courses from which 
children could be excused. 'Although expressing no op1n1on 
concerning whether Petitioner's rights to religious expression under 
the United States Constitution had been violated. the ALJ declared 
that the Board was under a duty to provide a minimum of ten hours of 
drug education a year to its students as part of the health 
curriculum, and that all of those students are required without 
exception to successfully complete a minimum of ten hours of 
instruction in drug education. 

The Commissioner concurred with the ALJ's determination 
that N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 is inapplicable to the drug education 
course mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7. Although he agreed with 
Petitioner that, since it is part of the health program, drug 
education would appear to be one of the portions of the program from 
which students could be excused pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:3S-4.7, the 
Commissioner, like the ALJ, relied on the Senate Committee's 
Statement to conclude that the Legislature did not intend that the 
Parents Rights to Conscience Act of 1979 apply to the drug education 
course. In reaching this conclusion, the Commissioner placed 
further reliance on the Committee Statement accompanying amendment 
to N.J.S.A. 18A:3S-4 (amended 1980), which mandated the Commissioner 
to update curriculum in the area of drugs and alcohol. That 
Statement, which was approved by the Legislature. see N.J.S.A. 
18A:35-4, emphasized that effective instructional programs on the 
use of alcoholic beverages are essential to the development of 
responsible attitudes and habits in the use of such beverages. 
Based on the two Committee Statements, the Commissioner concluded 
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that the Legislature fully intended that children in the public 
schools shall be provided a course in drug education without excusal. 

Like the ALJ, the Commissioner declined to resolve the 
constitutional claim involved in this case, determining that he did 
not have the authority to decide the constitutionality of a 
statute. Be, however, found that the courts• holding in Smith v. 
Ricci. 89 N.J. 514 (1982), was inapposite in resolving such claims 
since, in contrast to sex education and family life, the Legislature 
had stated that excusal from drug education is not available. 

In sum. the Commissioner found that the Board was under a 
duty to provide ten hours of drug education per year and that pupil 
excusal pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 was inapplicable to the drug 
education course. He therefore directed that all students subject 
to N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 be required without exception to successfully 
complete a minimum of ten clock hours of instruction in drug 
education. For the reasons that follow, we reverse the 
Commissioner's decision. 

The threshold question in this case is whether N.J.S.A. 
l8A: 35-4.7 is applicable to the District • s drug education course. 
which is mandated by N.J.S.A. l8A:4-28.7. N.J.~~ 18A:35-4.7, 
which is part of the Parents Rights to Conscience Act of 1979, 
provides that 

Any child whose parent or guardian presents to 
the school principal a signed statement that any 
part of the instructions in health, family life 
education or sex education is in conflict with 
his conscience, or sincerely held moral or 
religious beliefs shall be excused from the 
portion of the course where such instruction is 
being given and no penalties as to credit or 
graduation shall result therefrom. 

Thus, the words of the statute mandate that, upon presentation of a 
signed statement that any part of the instructions in health, family 
life or sex education conflicts with a parent's consc1ence or 
beliefs, the student must be excused from that part of the course 
without penalty. 

In turn, N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 mandates that each district 
having secondary school grades must incorporate into its h_ealth 
education curriculum the recommended drug education unit for a 
minimum of ten hours per school year as part of the ongoing healt~ 
education curriculum for secondary school grades.' Thus, the 

The recommended unit includes the following components: 
information about chemical substances, skill development aimed at 
establishing personal priorities, promotion of personal identity, 
coping skills, attitudes and values that influence a student's 
decisions about a choice of behavior, interpersonal skills, 
alternative activities, group skills and a healthy school climate. 
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, DESK REFERENCE MANUAL OF STUDENT 
DRUG AND ALCOHOL USE: A COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING GUIDE (1985). 
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words of the statute mandate that the drug education unit be 
included as part of every district's instruction in health, and 
preclude offering the unit as part of any other area of 
instruction. Further, although mandating that every district 
provide drug education, the words of the statute do not require that 
every student without exception complete the unit. 

It is well established the meaning of a statute first must 
be sought in the language of the statute. Sheeran v. Nationwide 
Hut. Ins. Co. , Inc. 80 N.J. 548 {1979). If the language of a 
statute is clear and unambiguous on its face, we may not go beyond 
the words of the statute in order to devine the Legislature's 
intent. State v. Butler, 89 N.J. 220 ( 1982). In such cases. the 
language of the statute is the full expression of what the 
Legislature intended, and, although legislative history may be 
utilized to provide reassuring confirmation of literally apparent 
meaning, f:!_:_&_,_, Gauntt v. City of Bridgeton, 194 N.J. Super. 468 
(App. Div. 1984), extrinsic materials may not be used to create 
ambiguity or to determine that the Legislature intended something 
other than that which it actually expressed. Safeway Trails. Inc. 
v. Furman, 41 N.J. 467, (1964), appeal dismissed and cert. denied, 
379 U.S. 14; Gauntt v. City of Bridgeton, supra. We find that the 
words of the statutes involved here are clear and unambiguous, and 
that application of the language of each neither results in conflict 
between them nor leads to absurd or anomalous results. Robson v. 
Rodriguez, 26 N.J .. 517 (1958). 

On its face, N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 mandates excusal as 
specified in the statute from ~ part of the instruction in health, 
and there is no provision in the statute exempting any part of the 
health curriculum from the terms of the statute. As stated, 
N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 clearly mandates that the drug education unit be 
as part of the health education curriculum. Thus. the language of 
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 would require excusal from the drug education 
un1t mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 under the conditions prescribed 
by N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 1f no exception was made for drug education. 
Our revtew of the statutory language fails to reveal such exception. 
As stated, N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 mandates only that each district 
provide the drug education unit, but does not require that each 
student complete the unit. 

Nor does consideration of the legislative history of the 
applicable statutes alter our conclusion that N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 
requires excusal of a student from the drug education part of the 
health curriculum where the parent presents that this part of the 
instruction in health conflicts with his conscience or sincerely 
held moral or religious beliefs. The Committee Statement that 
accompanied the bill that was enacted as N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 stated 
that the Committee had amended the bill to eltmmate drug education 
from the list of courses from which children could be excused. 
However, since N.J.S.A. 18A:4-28.7 mandates that the drug education 
unit be incorporated as part of every district •s health curriculum 
and since instruction in health was specified as subject to excusal 
by N.J .S.A. 18A:35-4. 7, it was not necessary that the Legislature 
spectflcally list the drug education unit in the statute in order 
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for that statute to apply to drug education. We therefore can not 
read the Committee's Statement to eliminate drug education from the 
courses specifically listed in the statute as an unambiguous 
statement that it intended to exempt drug education from the 
N.J.S,A:.. 18A:35-4.7. 

Nor does the Committee Statement accompanying amendment to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4 (amended 1980) conflict with the application of 
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 to drug education. As set forth above, that 
statement emphasizes the importance of effective instructional 
programs on the use of alcoholic beverages to the development of 
responsible habits and attitudes in the use of such beverages. 
Although the State Board shares the Legislature's view concerning 
the importance of instructional programs on alcoholic beverages, and 
endorses the Legislature's committment, as expressed in N.J.S.A. 
18A:4-28.7, to insure the provision of similar instructional 
programs on drugs, we can not construe either the Committee 
Statement accompanying amendment to N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4 or the 
statutes mandating that each district provide instruction on these 
subjects as a clear expression that, despite the words of N.J.S.A. 
18A:35-4.7, the Legislature intended to exempt drug education from 
the application of that statute. In the absence of clear and 
unambiguous indication that the Legislature intended to exempt the 
drug education unit from excusal pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7, we 
may not legislate such exception. c.f., Department of Environmenta! 
Protection v. Franklin Tp .• 181 N.J. Super. 309 (Tax Ct. 1981). 

As set forth above, we conclude that the language of 
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 requires that upon presentation of a signed 
statement by the parent or guardian of a student that the part of 
the instruction in health designated as drug education conflicts 
with his conscience or sincerely held moral or religious beliefs, 
the student must be excused from that instruction without penalty. 
Petitioner's request for the excusal of her daughter from drug 
education meets the requirements· of N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7, and we 
therefore find that, pursuant to the statute, the District must 
excuse Petitioner •s daughter from the drug education part of its 
health curriculum without penalty. 

In so finding, we emphasize that the State Board is 
committed to fulfilling the mandate of N.J.S.A. l8A:4-28.7, and 
strongly holds that participation in the mandated instruction on the 
subject of drugs and their abuse is essential in order that each 
student may develop the ability to avoid drug abuse. However. we 
reiterate that we may not alter the applicable statutory provisions 
as they were enacted by the Legislature, and that we may not utilize 
the legislative history to create ambiguity in the otherwise clear 
language of the statute. ~. Guantt v. City of Bridgeton, supra. 
We further emphasize that our appl1cat1on of N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 may 
not be colored by the fact that we may not share the beliefs of a 
parent seeking excusal pursuant the statute. 

Finally, we, like the Commissioner, emphasize that we do 
not have jurisdiction to determine the constitutional claim made by 
Petitioner. Reed by Through Reed v. Attor11_~eneral, 195 rL..:L_ 
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Super. 172 (App. Div. 1984); Paterson Redevelopment Agency v. 
Schulman, 78 N.J. 378 (1879). However, in light of our conclusion 
concern1ng t~ applicability of N.J .S.A. 18A:35-4. 7 to drug 
education as mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:4 .... 28.7, we need not consider 
the question of whether Petttloner•s right to the free exercise of 
religion under the United States Constitution would be violated had 
the Legislature required that all students in the public schools 
complete the mandated drug education unit without exception. 

For the reasons set forth above, we reverse the 
Commissioner's decision. In doing so, we find that oral argument is 
not necessary in order for us to arrive at a fair resolution of this 
case and. therefore, deny the Board • s motion for oral argument, 
which it filed after it submitted its exceptions to our Legal 
Committee's Report in this matter. 

Attorney exceptions are noted. 
December 3, 1986 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

LOUIS PARISI, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OP EDUCATION OP 

THE CITY OF ASBURY PARK, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4233-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 309-8/83A 

(ON REMAND) EDU 7342-83 

Mark J. Blunda, Esq., for the petitioner (Oxfeld, Cohen&: Blunda, attorneys) 

J. Peter Sokol, Esq., for the respondent (McOmber&: McOmber, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 16, 1985 Decided: January 17, 1986 

BEFORE AUGUST E. THOMAS, ALJ: 
I ! 

Petitioner filed this appeal with the Commissioner of Education on August 26, 

1983, alleging that the Board of Education of the City of Asbury Park (Board) violated his 

tenure and seniority rights when it terminated hiS employment. Petitioner alleges also 

that the Board's action in this regard Is wrongful and malicious. 

The Commissioner transferred thiS matter to the Orriee of Administrative 

Law as a contested ease, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 !! ~· The Board thereafter tiled 

a Motion to Dismiss with supporting letter brief stating that petitioner had failed to state 

a claim. Petitioner CUed letter briefs In opposition to the Motion. The record in this 
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4233-85 

matter was closed after receipt of the Board's letter dated November 22, 1983, requesting 

dismissal of this complaint on the papers for failure to state a claim. The Board's motion 

was GRANTED and the Petition of Appeal was dismissed on December 8, 1983, as being 

untimely filed. The Commissioner of Education affirmed the Initial Decision on 

January 23, 1984. However, by decision entered October 24, 1984, the State Board of 

Education reversed the Commissioner's decision and remanded this matter for decision on 

the merits. 

A prehearing conference was conducted in the Office of Administrative Law, 

Mercerville, on August 26, 1985. Hearings were conducted on November 1 and 4, 1985, in 

the Keyport Boro Municipal Building, Keyport. Seventeen documents were admitted as 

evidence and nine witnesses testified. Letter briefs were filed after the hearing, at which 

time the record closed on December 16, 1985. 

STIPULATION OF FACTS 

1. Mr. Parisi received his instructional certificate on June 19, 1974, as a 

teacher of music with a comprehensive endorsement. 

2. Mr. Parisi was employed by the Board of Education on September 1, 

1974. 

3. Mr. Parisi taught vocal music and music appreciation from September 1, 

1974 to June 1983, at the high school level and at the departmentalized 

middle school. 

4. Mr. Parisi aequlred tenure in the position of teacher. 

5. Mr. Parisi received notice of the Reduction in Force on April 22, 1983, 

through a letter from R. Thomas Jannarone, Jr., Superintendent of 

Sehools, directed to Mr. Parisi. 

6. Mr. John Milici was employed by the Board of Education on 

December 16, 1968. 
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7. Mr. Milici received a provisional certification as a teacher of music with 

an instrumental endorsement in '\1arch 1972. 'VIr. 'filici received a 

regular certification as a teacher of music with an instrumental 

endorsement in January 197 4. 

8. \fr. Milici, from 1968 to 1978, taught instrumental music and band to the 

grades of kindergarten through fourth grade, and from 1978 to the 

present, Mr. Milici has taught vocal music to the grades of kindergarten 

through fourth grade. 

9. Mr. Milici received a certification in February 1978 as a teacher of 

music with a comprehensive endorsement. 

10. Mr. Milici acquired tenure. 

SENIORITY 

Petitioner asserts that he has greater seniority than John Milici; consequently, 

if the Board's Reduction In Force (RIF) is valid, it is Milici who must be RIFfed. Thus, the 

threshold issue of seniority requires initial determination because if decided in petitioner's 

favor, the merits in this matter would become moot. 

The record shows that petitioner was RIFfed at the end of June 1983, at which 

time a seniority determination had to be reached. Therefore, the seniority determination 

here must be made under the old state Board of Education rules prior to September 1983. 

This is so because the new State Board of Education rules were amended (R.l983 d.255, 

effective June 20, 1983, operative September 1, 1983). See: 15 N.J.R. 464(a), 15 N.J.R. 

1017(a). 

Seniority for teaching start members Is a right triggered whenever a RIP is 

necessary. The state Board of Education has enacted rules and regulations governing RIFs 

pursuant to~ 18A:28-9!!. ~· The standards set forth in N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(k) are 

particmlarly pertinent to the matter here in dispute. These standards as applied to the 

facts in this matter are set forth in relevant part below • 

-3-
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As stated by the Commissioner In Howley and Bookholdt, Jr. v. Bd. of Ed. of 

the Tp. of Ewing, OAL DKT. EDU 3664-82, decided by the Commissioner December 20, 

1982; aff'd. State Bd. of Ed. June 1, 1983, seniority is accrued in "categories" of service 

relative to the certification held by the employee. 'Itlere are three kinds of regular 

certificates issued by the State Board of Examiners: (a) fnstructional; (b) Administrative 

and SUpervisory; and (c) Educational Services. In the instant matter, both Mr. Parisi and 

Mr. Milici held instructional certificates. Mr. Parisi's ~certificate is as a teacher 

of music with a comprehensive endorsement, which he held from the time of his 

employment by the Board on September 1, 1974. Mr. Milici's provisional certificate was 

as a teacher of music with an Instrumental endorsement, which he acquired in March 

1972. He had been employed by the Board since 1968 as a teacher of music. He received 

his~ certificate in January 1974. However, the regulation then in force, N.J.A.C. 

6:3-1.1 O(d) reads as follows: 

(d) 

(See: Trowbridre v. Bd. of Ed. of the Tp. of Edgewater Park, OAL DKT. EDU 3083-79, 

decided by the Commissioner March 17, 1980). Because Mr. Milici has held a provisional 

certificate since March 1972, his seniority as a teacher of music accrues from that date 

forward. Tile stipUlations do not state whether he held any certificate prior to 1972; 

nevertheless, he has at least two years and three months greater seniority than Mr. Pal"isi 

as a teacher of music. 

Both teachers were employed in the category of teacher of music. Tile 

Commissioner stated In Howley, ~· as follows: 

"Categories" are not synonomous with "Positions," although 
sometimes they happen to be the same, e.g., superintendent of 
schools; nor are they necessarily the same as endorsements, 
although they may be, under N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10k(30) which creates 
additional categories of "specific certificates." Categories are 
nothl,.. more than what the Commissioner has said they are and 
their only purpose Is for determinl.- a tenured teaching staff 
member's rights In a RIF. Williams v. Plaliilreicl""ttd. of Ed., 1979 
S.L.D. 220~ded September 6, 1979, slip opimon pp. 8-9, aff'd 
I'IT1i.J. SUper. 154 (App. Div. 1980), certif. den. 87 N.J. 306 
(198cr.-- ----
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Accordingly, seniority is accrued by teaching service within a category while holding a 

valid eertificate with an endorsement appropriate for the assignment. (Edison !p. Ed. 

Assoc. et al. v. Bd. of Ed. of the Tp. of Edison, OAL DKT. EDU 9457-82, decided by the 

Commissioner December 29, 1983). 

The Commissioner decided a case similar to this matter in Popovich v. Bd. of 

Ed. of the Borough of Wharton 1975 S.L.D. 737. In that case, the Com missioner held that 

Popovich held the specific certificate of teacher of music and was therefore entitled to 

teaeh voeal musie or instrumental music in any grade K-12. The matter herein is similar. 

The endorsements on both teachers• eertifleates were appropriate for their assignments. 

(N.J.A.c. 6:11-6.2 and 6.3). 

Based on the foregoing Stipulation of Pacts the regulations then in effeet and 

the relevant ease law, I CONCLUDE that 111r. Miliei has at least two years and three 

months greater seniority than Mr. Parisi. Aecordingly, the Board's seniority 

determination in that regard is correet. 

BAD FAITH 

Petitioner asserts alternatively that the Board's determination to terminate 

his employment is arbitrary and eaprieious. Evidence of its arbitrary action, according to 

petitioner, is listed as follows: 

1. The Board developed the pretext that budget eonstraints caused his 

dismissal. 

2. The Board of Education's destruction of the tapes of its public meetings 

and its failure to form the committee which it promised to the 

community further establish Its bad faith motivation in terminating 

petitioner. 

3. The Board's claim regarding lessening of need for music instruction and 

preliminary pupU scheduling was false and used as a pretext to justify 

petitioner's termination. 
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4. The Board's capriciousness is demonstrated by the fact that it resolved 

to terminate petitioner's employment despite the fact that it was unsure 

of his seniority status. 

Initially, It must be remembered that this is not a tenure case where the Board 

must prove charges against a tenured teacher. Consequently, petitioner has the burden to 

show by the preponderance of the evidence that (1) he has greater seniority than a fellow 

teacher, or, as stated in the Prehearing Order; (2) the Board's failure to reemploy 

petitioner was an arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable exercise of its authority. Having 

determined that petitioner ·was in fact the least senior music teacher, the remaining 

contentions will be analyzed. However, we must first review the relevant statutes. 

In that reglj.rd, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-ll states in part that when a RIP is necessary 

the board of education shall determine the seniority of the persons 
affented .•• and shall not1fy each such person as to his seniority 
status, and the board ddy re~uest the commissioner for an advisory 
opinion ..• (Emphasis a ed).l 

Petitioner argues that the Board sought an advisory opinion from the Commissioner which 

it never received, then terminated his employment without being certain of his seniority 

status. The record does not support that allegation. The Board followed the statutory 

prescription which mandates that it determine the affected teachers' seniority (N.J.S.A. 

t8A:28-ll). And although the Commissioner did not render the sought after advisory 

opinion (See: R-12) the Board complied fully with Its statutory obligation. Petitioner was 

given written notice on April 22, 1983, that a more senior music instructor would return 

tor the 1983-84 fall term, and that its Magnet School would close because of the loss or 

funding. Petitioner and his father testified that they were advised by the Superintendent 

after the Board's April meeting that the Magnet School would close because of the loss of 

federal funds. Included in Its notice to petitioner is a list of the affected teachers. Also 

attached is a Board Resolution which Indicates that the least senior person will be RIFfed. 

Petitioner's name appears last on that list (R~l). The Board needed one less teacher and 

petitioner was RIFfed pursuant to the above statute. 

1 An advisory opinion Is not binding on the Board or the Commissioner (N.J.S.A. 
18A:28-ll). 
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When a board of education acts within its statutory authority, its 

determination may not be set aside absent a showing of bad faith, i.e., being arbitrary. 

capricious or unreasonable. 

This principle was enunciated in Boult and Harris v. Passaic 1939-49 S.L.D. 7, 

affirmed State Board of Education, September 13, 1946; affirmed, 135 !!.::!:.!::, 329 

(Sup. Ct. 1947), 136!!.::!:.!::, 521 (E. & A. 1948) as follows: 

• • • it is not a proper exercise of a judicial function r or the 
Commissioner to Interfere with looal boards in the management of 
their schools unless they violate the law, act in bad faith (meaning 
acting dishonestly), or abuse their discretion in a shocking manner. 
Furthermore, It is not the function of the Commissioner in a 
judicial decision to substitute his judgment for that of the board 
members on matters which are by statute delegated to the local 
boards. {1939-49 S.L.D. at 13). 

Petitioner contends that the Board had tried to terminate him for several 

years and finally developed the sham of budget considerations as a ruse to terminate h~ 

employment (R-3, R-4).2 The record shows otherwise. The Board's proposed budget was 

reduced by more than $500,000 in the spring of 1983. This reduction caused termination 

notices to be issued to 211 non-tenured teachers (R-9), 26 of whom were reemployed arter 

the Commissioner restored to the budget the entire amount which had been reduced by 

the city governing body. But petitioner was not a non-tenured teacher. The record shows 

that petitioner's position was affected by a funding loss of federal monies for the Board's 

Magnet School and the resultant return from the Magnet School of a more senior music 

teacher (R-1). 

Petitioner and all of his witnesses testified that the only reason given publicly 

lor his termination was the loss of funding, ostensibly caused by the governing body's 

reduction of the Board budget. Petitioner asserted that the Board president and the 

Superintendent promised at the meeting on April 21, 1983, that a committee would be 

established to see if hls position could be saved. 1n preparation for this hearing, petitioner 

and his attorney attempted to acquire or llsten to the tape of that Board meeting so that 

2 It should be noted that In 1979, petitioner was notified that he was the least senior 
music teacher. He was not RIFfed at that time because a more senior music teacher 
opted to go to a regular classroom assignment. 
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he could prove that such a commitment had been made. The Board secretary denied 

petitioner access to the tape and erased it prior to the hearing. Petitioner asserts that 

this is further evidence of the Board's caprice and that his use of the tape could have 

further established the Board's bad faith motivation. 

The Board secretary testiried that he considered tapes of Board meetings his 

personal worksheets and that he believed that petitioner had no right to review them. He 

used the tapes to prepare the minutes or the Board meetings which he considered the 

official record after the minutes were adopted at the Board's next meeting. At that time 

he would erase the tapes. 

Petitioner contends, without contradiction, that the April meeting tapes were 

available tor inspection when requested; therefore, their erasure Is evidence of the 

Board's bad faith. However, accepting petitioner's statements as fact, he merely asserts 

the tapes would show he was promised that a committee would be established to see if his 

position could be saved. I will assume that petitioner's contention is absolutely true and 

accurate In that he was promised that a committee would be established to see if his 

position could be saved. However, such a finding does not lead to the conclusion that the 

Board was acting dishonestly when it failed to carry out Its promise. 

Another of petitioner's contentions is that a music position became available 

after his RIF and that he was not notified {P-12, P-13, P-14) pursuant to his right on the 

preferred eligibility list (~ 18A:28-12). This statement is true and when brought to 

the Superintendent's attention, petitioner was offered the position In writing two months 

later (P-13). Petitioner declined the offer. 

Petitioner asserts also that the Board's claim that it had a lesser need for 

music instruction is not borne out by the facts. Petitioner argues that the record will 

show that the Board did not even have Information concerning enrollment in music courses 

when It terminated his employment. Petitioner concludes that the record reveals a 

growing need for music instruction for the 1983-84 school year. According to petitioner, 

this summary is also evidence of the Board's pretext to justify his termination. 

irrespective of petitioner's assertions, the record shows clearly that he was 

notified in writing on AprU 22, 1983, that the district had more music instructors than it 

needed and because of reduced funding, one music instructor would be eliminated (R-1). 
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Several of petitioner's witnesses testified that the souree of the fundin~ was not 

identified, and the record shows that both local funding (reduced budget) and federal funds 

were involved. 

Finally, two witnesses testified that the Board wished to get rid of petitioner. 

The first witness, a teachers' association representative, based his conclusion on three 

meetings he attended where petitioner's employment was discussed and the Board 

president's alleged statement that IC the budget were restored, all jobs would be restored. 

This witness testified also that the Superintendent had stated to him that if the Magnet 

School were lost, petitioner would be terminated. He also testified that the high school 

principal and the supervisor of music wanted to get rid of petitioner. Therefore, it is his 

belief that the Board wanted to terminate petitioner's employment. 

Another former colleague testified that he observed friction between 

petitioner and his supervisor. The example cited was petitioner's lateness to class on one 

day which his supervisor reported to the principal. The principal later gave petitioner a 
letter reminding him of his lateness. 

The testimony of these two witnesses does not establish that the Board was 

"out to get" petitioner. Neither does the documentation indicate that his immediate 

supervisor was dissatisfied with his performance. In that regard, petitioner's Appraisal of 

Teacher Performance dated May 11, 1982, rated him as meeting Asbury Park standards in 

every category. His supervisor then wrote the following: 

:\fr. Parisi has extended himself this year with many concerts for 

the sending districts and other school systems and excellent reports 

have come back on his performances. 

The mixed chorus is moving toward the popular style of music and 

has grown In interest with increased numbers of students. 

The spring concert was an outstanding program. 

{P-8) 

This Is not the kind of evaluation or the language one would use if trying to "get" a 

tenured employee. 
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Accordingly, I FIND as FACT that petitioner was notified in writing on 

April 22, 1983, that a position was being .eliminated and that he was the least senior 

person in the music department. He admitted that the Superi~tendent advised him that 

the Magnet School was being abolished. 

Based on all of the above, I CONCLUDE that petitioner has failed to show by a 

preponderance of the evidence that the Board's determination to terminate his 

employment was based on any bad-faith motivation. The statute sets forth a procedure 

for a RIF when a board of education finds it necessary to economize. As set forth above, 

the Board followed that procedure (~ 1BA:28-11). 

For all of the above reasons, the Petition of Appeal is DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who bt 

law Is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) ·days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N. J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration. 

~·"'{I~ 1 I li.~ DA E 

DATE 

DATE 

lj/ee 

JAN? 119~ 

; 

Receip~ .t\Cknowledged: 
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LOUIS PARISI, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY 
OF ASBURY PARK, MONMOUTH COUNTY, 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION ON REMAND 

RESPONDENT. 

The record and initial decision on remand rendered by the 
Office of Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were 
filed by the parties within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. 
1:1-16.4a, band c and are summarized below. 

Petitioner contends, inte.t alia, that: 

1. The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) misstates 
the circumstances surrounding the Board's 
destruction of the relevant tape recordings 
and the crucial evidence that was destroyed 
in the process; 

2. The AW conveniently fails to 
seven eyewitnesses, newspaper 
official Board resolutions 
contradicted the testimony of 
only witness, the Superintendent 

mention that 
reports and 

completely 
the Board's 
of Schools; 

3. The ALJ erroneously failed to make a finding 
on petitioner's claim that the Board's 
stated reason for his termination, a 
lessening of need for music instruction, was 
pretextual; 

4. The ALJ erroneously failed to comment on the 
non-appearance of the Board President; · 

5. Contrary to the ALJ's finding. the 
Respondent Board was uncertain of peti
tioner's seniority status at the time that 
it terminated him; and 

6. Seniority regulations were amended effective 
June 20, 1983, prior to petitioner's 
termination. Consequently, the new rules 
control and petitioner is more senior. 
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The Board contends that the ALJ • s decision is sound both 
legally and factually, asserting that the exceptions are the same 
arguments repeatedly made during the hearing and in petitioner's 
post-hearing brief. 

Petitioner • s argument that the amended seniority 
regulations (N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 effective June 20, 1983, operative 
September 1, 1983) control in this matter is without merit. The 
reduction in force in this case occurred April 21, 1983; thus, the 
regulations in effect on that date determine what seniority tights 
petitioner possesses. This very issue was addressed in Edison 
Township Education Association v. Bd. of Ed. of the Township of 
Edison, decided by the Commissioner June 18, 1984, aff'd State Board 
December 7, 1984, aff'd N.J. Superior Court, Appellate Division, 
February ll, 1986 wherein the Commissioner stated "***seniority is 
only triggered by a reduction in force which the Board accomplished 
at its meeting in April 1983. To claim that seniority determina
tions may be set aside to some later date *** simply has no 
authority in law.**.*" (Slip Opinion, at p. 12) See also State 
Board decision in Marshall v. Bd. of Ed. of Township of Neptune, 
decided by the Commissioner April 8, 1985, rev'd State Board 
January 8, 1986. 

Further, as regards petitioner's other exceptions, the 
Commissioner finds no substantive argument presented to persuade him 
that the ALJ erred in his conclusion that petitioner has failed in 
his burden of proof that the Board's action herein was arbitrary, 
capricious or in bad faith. The ALJ had before him during and after 
the hearing virtually all of the arguments presented in peti
tioner's exceptions. As expressed by the State Board in Paternoster 
v. Bd. of Ed. of Leonia, decided by the Commissioner November 9, 
1982, rev'd State Board March 7, 1984, "*** due regard should be 
given to the opportunity of the ALJ to judge the credibility of the 
witnesses. One who hears conflicting testimony is charged with the 
duty of judging the credibility of witnesses.***" (Slip Opinion, at 
p. 3) This statement is consistent with the words of the Appellate 
Division Court in Par&er v. Dornbierer, 140 N.J. Super. 185 (1976) 
which read as follows: 

We are mindful that the standard of judicial 
review of factual determination made by an 
administrative agency is rather narrow, i.e., 
whether the findings could reasonably have """'been 
reached on sufficient credible evidence present 
in the record considering the proofs as a whole 
and with due regard to the opportunity of the one 
who heard the witnesses to judge their 
credibility.*** (emphasis in text)(at 188) 

In the instant matter, the ALJ concluded, based on the 
evidence, testimony and credibility of the witnesses before him, 
that the Board's reasons for abolishing petitioner's position were 
not pretextual, nor was its action motivated by bad faith. Peti
tioner's exceptions do not demonstrate that the ALJ failed in his 
duty as the trier of fact and the judge of credibility in this 
matter. 
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Accordingly, the recommendation of the Office of Adminis
trative Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal with prejudice is 
adopted as the Commissioner's final decision in this case. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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LOUIS PARISI, 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY 
OF ASBURY PARK, MONMOUTH COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, January 23, 1984 

Remanded by the State Board of Education, October 24, 1984 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 2S, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Oxfeld, Cohen and Blunda 
(Mark J. Blunda, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Mcomber and McOmber 
(J. Peter Sokol, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

Deborah Wolfe abstained 

July 2, 1986 

., "1' 

Affirmed N.J. Superior Court Ju~e 4, 1987 
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~tatr of :.\ r111 )lrn;rn 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

JAMES DOWD, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF 

THE CITY OF EAST ORANGE, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1905-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 47-3/85 

Naney Iris Oxfeld, Esq. (Oxfeld, Cohen & Blunda, attorneys), for Petitioner 

Melvin Randall, Esq. (Love & Randall, attorneys), for Respondent 

Record Closed: December 28, 1985 Decided: January 13, 1996 

BEFORE LEON S. WILSON, ALJ: 

James Dowd, a teacher in the employ of the East Orange Board of Education, 

appeals to the Commissioner of Education from a resolution of his employer Cixing his 

salary. Mr. Dowd claims the Board reduced his· salary in violation of the Tenure 

Employees Hearing Law, N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l0 et ~·· 

The Commissioner transmitted this matter to the Office of Administrative Law for 

disposition as a contested case and it was, in due course, heard by me on September 26, 

1985. Memoranda to the issues were filed by counsel for the parties; however, the record 

was held open until January 2, 1986 at which time copies of the exhibits first offered and 
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marked at trial, were replaced by counsel after they were discovered misplaced and 

presumably destroyed in the Office of Administrative Law. 

PACTS AND PROCEEDINGS 

The record consists only of the testimony of Dr. Kenneth D. King, Assistant 

Superintendent for Personnel for the East Orange Board of Education and documents 

presented as joint exhibits by the parties. Specifically, Mr. Dowd did not testify. From 

this evidence I make the following FINDING OP FACTS: 

James Dowd has been a long-term member of the teaching staff of the East Orange 

Board of Education and was, by the school year 1982-83, receiving the maximum salary 

allowed by the Salary Guide then in effect. ~. Agreement between the East Orange 

Education Association and the Board, effective for the years 1980 through 1983 (J-1, p. 

57). Over the years Mr. Dowd had accumulated some eight years service as chairman of 

his department (Industrial Arts); he was not, however, so serving during the school year 

1982-83. On August 31, 1983, as a result of a unit clarification proceeding before the 

Public Employment Relations Commission, (PERC) department heads for the East Orange 

schools were to be redesignated "Department Chairpersons" and recognized as a 

bargaining unit apart from other teaching staff members. They were represented from 

that time by the East Orange Department Chairpersons' Association (EODCA). 

Earlier in 1983, the Board of Education and the East Orange Education Association 

entered into their current agreement. (J-2). In consideration of the PERC Order of 

August 31 that year, the then department heads were not bound by that agreement. 

Rather, it was understood, a separate contract between the board and the EODCA would 

be necessary to establish the terms of their employment. Those parties, however, had not 

reached agreement by the beginning of the school year 1983-84, and indeed have not 

settled upon a contract to the present time. 

As indicated, Mr. Dowd had been regularly assigned as a classroom teacher prior to 

and during the school year 1982-83. His salary in accordance with the 1980-83 contract 
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then in effect was computed as follows: To the twenty-first step on the "MA plus 32" 

schedule ($30,761) (J-1; page 56) was added a variable differential in recognition of "the 

special and growing demands put upon the classroom teacher" of .0066 ($203) (J-1; page 

57), or a total salary of $30,964. 

Prior to April 30, 1983, in due course, Mr. Dowd was notified of his reappointment 

for the 1983-84 school year. His salary apparently was calculated in accordance with the 

new Teachers Salary Guide (J-2; page 46): $32,469. During the 1983-84 school year, Mr. 

Dowd discharged his classroom duties in due course. 

In the spring of 1984, he again was duly offered reemployment for the following 

school year, 1984-85. Again, it would appear that his salary was to be paid in accordance 

with the new Teachers Salary Guide: $34,395 {19th step on the "MA plus 32" teachers 

salary schedule; J-2, at page 47). 

As indicated, during 1983, the several department heads of the district initiated a 

unit clarification proceeding before the Public Employment Relations Commission. The 

Commission's order of August 31 that year, designating them a separate bargaining unit, 

apparently was accompanied by a mutually understood and accepted, but never 

formalized, agreement that members of the new bargaining unit would continue on salary 

in accordance with the now expired 1980-83 Teachers Salary Guide (J-l). The previous 

contract had provided for a stipend, in addition to the salary fixed by the Teachers Guide, 

based upon number of years service as department head. Thus, a department head's salary 

was calculated by adding to the salary determined by the teachers·schedule the variable 

differential (.0066} and the stipend calculated in accordance with the number of years 

service as department head. 

On August 4, 1984, Mr. Dowd applied to the board for appointment to the position of 

"Chairperson, Related Arts Department." He began the 1984-85 school year as a 

classroom teacher. However, on September 18, 1984 the board acted by resolution to 

accept his application for additional service. Its resolution read: 

-3-
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"E. Appointment of Department Heads for East Orange High 
~ 

RECOMMENDED MCJI'ION: That the following appointments 
be approved effective September 19, 1984-June 30, 1985 at a 
salary to be determined. 

Ms. Jane Perry-Guidance Department Head 

Mr. James Dowd-Related Arts Department Head." J-4. 

The board refrained from. fixing Mr. Dowd's salary in the new position because of the 

pending negotiations between it and the EODCA which were then entering their second 

year. Nevertheless, Mr. Dowd undertook his duties for the new school year (as classroom 

teacher/department head). The board continued to pay him at the salary rate stipulated 

the previous spring when he was reappointed under the (new) Teachers Guide: $34,395 per 

annum. 

Meanwhile, the EODCA continued the apparently difficult negotiations with the 

board that had begun July 1, 1983. Claiming that "incremental increases due on or about 

September 1, 1984 to department ehairpersons" and "longevity inereases due selected 

members of the unit" had been withheld for the 1984-85 school year, the EODCA filed an 

unfair practice eharge with the Public Employment Relations Commission on October 9, 

1984. The next week, on October 15, 1984, obviously in response to the September 18 

actions of the board (when it appointed Mr. Dowd and one other as "department heads"), 

the EODCA filed a second unfair practice charge complaining of the higher salaries paid 

to the "newly appointed" department chairpersons. Sometime. between that date (October 

15, 1984) and November 19, 1984, while the matters were pending further proceedings, the 

parties were invited to enter into an LAP (Litigation Alternative Procedure) under the 

auspiees of the PERC. This resulted in a voluntary agreement that, pending the outcome 

of negotiations, newly designated department heads would be paid in accordance with the 

old Teachers Salary Guide (as they would have been had the PERC unit clarification order 

not issued, and no new teachers contract concluded). In effect, the department heads 

agreed (perhaps for other consideration, which in any event, was not established before 
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me) that their salaries would be frozen at 1983 levels (except for previously negotiated 

increments) pending adjustment to conform to their eventual agreement. 

This interim agreement was implemented by the board immediately. Apparently 

however, no memorandum of that agreement was exeeuted until the following January 

(January 22, 1985). A handwritten memorandum, signed by Dr. King for the board on that 

date, and by Anthony Bostwiek (?) (partially illegible) for the "East Orange Department 

Heads Association" bears no caption or preamble. It recites: 

The parties hereby enter into this settlement agreement 
whereby the respondent, East Orange Board of Education agrees 
to pay increments and salary differentials, pursuant to the 1980-
83 agreement between the East Orange Association and the East 
Orange Board of Education, Artiele XXVI and Article XXVII 
respectively, to all department chairperson, which were 
otherwise due on September 1, 1984. 

The Board further agrees to pay all newly hired department 
chairpersons on the salary schedule of the 1980-83 contract 
identified above. 

The provisions of this agreement will remain in effect until the 
parties sign an agreement. 

The Association further agrees as part of this settlement 
agreement that it hereby requests the withdrawal of charges 
co-85-87 and Co-85-92 currently filed with the Public 
Employment Relations Commission. 

The East Orange Board of Education Is/Kenneth King 1-22-85 

The East Orange Department Heads ASSOciation Is/Anthony Bostwick." 
[Attachment number 3 to affidavit of Dr. Kenneth King 
submitted as an addition to the record on October 1, 1985 by 
stipulation of the parties.] 

Shortly after the terms of this agreement were settled (though obviously long before 

the memorandum recording its terms was subscribed) Dr. King met with Mr. Dowd to 

discuss his salary.l Mr. Dowd was then informed that his 1984-85 salary would be 

recalculated in accordance with the interim agreement. It was obvious to both Mr. Dowd 

It was as a result of this discussion that the board recognized Mr. Dowd's prior 
service as eight years, and not the six years it had originally calculated. 
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and Dr. King that the recalculated salary would be less than the rate at which Mr. Dowd 

was then being paid. 

On December 18, 1984, in accordance with the LAP agreement and the discussion 

between Mr. Dowd and Dr. King, the Board of Education confirmed its action of 

September 18, 1984, and its assignment of Mr. Dowd as department head. The salary 

awarded him in that position and which it agreed to pay him "effective September 19, 

1984," was $231 ~than that which he had been receiving as a teacher. 

Dr. King fully understood that his implementation of the EODCA interim agreement 

meant a reduction in salary for Mr. Dowd. As indicated, he brought it up in their 

discussion of November 19. While he did not expressly offer Mr. Dowd an option to reject 

the recalculated salary and return to his classroom assignment, Mr. Dowd clearly had that 

alternative available to him. Indeed, the other teacher assigned as guidance department 

head by the same action of the board resigned as department head and returned to the 

classroom. Dr. King believed she did so in order to avoid the reduced salary necessitated 

by the interim agreement. In any event, the board later filled her assignment as 

department head with another. 

Both the Board's action of December 18, 1984 (J-6), whereby Mr. Dowel's salary for 

that school year was finally determined, and its notification to him on December 19, 1984 

(J-7) are characterized by the board itself as "salary adjustment, from $34,395 p/a to 

$34,164 p/a effective September 19, 1984 to June 30, 1985 by reason of new position." 

Mr. Dowd appeals this action to the Commissioner, seeking the restoration of his 

salary to that paid in accordance with the board's notice to him of April 1984, and the 

practice it had established in September 1984 and continued the three and one-half 

months thereafter until December 18. The board resists restoration of that salary to the 

higher level, contending its actions were lawful in the circumstances. 
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DISCUSSION 

The Tenure Employees Hearing Law(~ 18A:6-10) mandates that: 

"No person shall be dismissed or reduced in compensation, 

(a) if he is or shall be under tenure of office, position or 
employment during good behavior and efficiency in the 
public school system of this state, or 

(b) [not pertinent here]: 

except for inefficiency, incapacity, unbecoming conduct 
or other just cause •.. " N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l0. 

This statutory prohibition is imposed upon boards of education, initially, to protect 

professional employees from adverse treatment motivated by non-educational concerns 

and, ultimately, to advance the public interest in education by assuring to professional 

staff members protection in their positions from any interference unrelated to their 

professional competence. To this end, their tenure rights have been characterized as 

unwritten provisions in every employment contract, provisions which cannot be waived by 

the protected teacher. Lange v. Bd. of Ed. of the Borough of Audubon, Camden Cty., 26 

~Super., 83 (App. Div. 19:>3). 

The prohibition is mitigated by the right of a board of education to effect a 

reorganization or reduction in force which may, in consequence, necessitate a dismissal or 

reduction in compensation. Ibid;~ also, N.J.S.A. l8A:28-l et seq.,~·· -9. 

Thus, the law's protection of a teacher's salary against reduction is not absolute. 

Inherent in the concluding paragraph is the clear public policy that boards of education 

shall not be restrained, by that law, in the exercise of their managerial prerogative to 

redistribute, from time to time, professional responsibilities of one kind or another among 

the several members of its staff, and to pay their employees in accordance with service 
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actually performed, and not necessarily the highest salary earned by an employee on the 

basis of .service performed in the past and no longer. Wexler v. Bd. of Ed. of Hawthorne, 

1976 s:L.D. 309 (C.D., March 1976), aff'd, 1976 S.L.D. 314 (St. Brd, 1976). See also, Ross 

v. Bd. of Ed. of Elmwood Pk., 1978 S.L.D. 784 (C.D. March 1978), Dedrick v. Bd. of Ed. of 

Hammonton, 1977 S.L.D. 1043 (C.D., October 5, 1977) and Williams v. Bd. of Ed. of 

Plainfield, 176 N.J. Super. 154 (App. Div. 1980), certif. den., 87 N.J. 306 (1981). 

While these competing policy interests, salary protection and board authority, are 

readily recognized, and as easily stated, the Department of Education through the years 

has been presented with a variety of factual circumstances to which their application has 

not been so obvious. 

The settings in which these issues have arisen include three categories that appear 

to be not uncommon: (1) transfers or changes in duties; (2) erroneous calculation or 

payment of salary; and (3) interposition of newly adopted contract provisions. The present 

dispute appears to present characteristics of all three categories of circumstance. 

A. Transfer or Reassignment 

In Lange, the principle was established that an employee under tenure may 

relinquish a position but may not waive tenure rights while keeping his position. There, it 

was held that a teaching employee holding the title "Supervisor to Supervise Grade 

Schools" or ''Supervisor of Elementary Education," was properly accorded the status of a 

teacher only. His assignment did not constitute appointment to a different position (from 

"teacher") and did not support tenure rights either to position or salary. 

Even where tenure rights are clear and unquestioned, they may be affected by board 

action, so long as that action properly reflects general, legitimate, public (educational) 

policy. In Mishkin v. Bd. of Ed. of the Borough of Mountainside, OAL Dkt. No. EDU 1262-

81 (January 19, 1983), reversed oh other grounds, 1983 S.L.D. _ (C.D., March 4, 1983), it 

was held that a tenured teacher's refusal to accept reduction of her position from five to 

three days constituted a "waiver" of all her tenure rights. The board was deemed to have, 
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/in effect, abolished Ms. Mishkin's former full-time position, created a new part-time 

position and, having oCfered the new position to her, fully satisfied its obligations under 

the law. See, Dedrick. 

Even absent a claim of reorganization, a ~downward salary adjustment" has been 

p.ermitted on reassignment. Thus, where successive assignments are not recognized as 

distinct positions under the tenure law, and one provided a higher salary than the other, 

then where the difference could be characterized as a "stipend" and not integral to the 

protected salary, it could be withheld upon reassignment without violating the law. Stiles 

v. Bd. of Ed. of Ringwood, 1974 S.L.D. 1170 (C.D., December 3, 1974); Wilson v. Bd. of 

Ed. of New Brunswick, 1977 S.L.D. 555 (C. D., May 6, 1977) 

Absent tenure charges, teachers are protected from involuntary demotion. If the 

board's action cannot be justified as a reorganization or reduction in force, its mere 

preference that another teacher perform more lucrative services is insufficient 

justification to reduce a salary where no part of it is reasonably characterized as a mere 

stipend. Nevertheless, the realignment of duties may be permissible. Wilson v. Bd. of Ed. 

of Florham Pk. 1977 S.L.D. 823 (C. D., July 12, 1977); Ross. 

B. Excess Payments in Error 

Where boards of education have either established a teacher's salary incorrectly, or 

calculated it so, the Commissioner has generally held the higher salary is protected, and 

cannot be corrected (i.e., reduced) unless: 

a. The error resulted from a mistake in fact for which the board was not 

responsible (Larsen v. Bd. of Ed. of East Windsor, 1978 S.L.D. 948 (C.D., 

December 22, 1978)); 

b. The inflated salary payment was made without official board action (Buehler 

v. Bd. of Ed. of Ocean Tp., 1970 S.L.D. 436,441 (C.D.,-December 17, 1970), 

afrd, 1971 S.L.D. 660 (St. Brd, June 2, 1971), afrd, 1972 S.L.D. 664 (App. 
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Div. 1972)); or, 

c. The board notified the teacher that the higher salary to be paid was contingent 

upon some future unknowable event or that it was otherwise conditional. 

(McCabe v. Bd. of Ed. of Scotch Plains-Fanwood, OAL Dkt. No. EDU 0854-80 

(June 30, 1980) aff'd 80 S.L.D. _ (C.D., August 15, 1980); Tripp v. Bd. of Ed. 

of South Orange-Maplewood, OAL Dkt. No. EDU 6615-83 (December 20, 1983), 

aff'd, 1984 S.L.D. _ (C.D., February 6, 1984). 

Even where a higher salary is deemed protected, despite its origination in error, the board 

is prohibited only from recouping excess payments already made and from reducing 

current payments to the "proper" level, at least for the balance of the contract year. 

Galop v. Bd. of Ed. of Hanover, 1975 S.L.D. 358 (C.D., May 16, 1975), aff'd, 1975 S.L.D. 

366 (State Board, 1975); Anson v. Bd. of Ed. of Bridgeton, 1972 S.L.D. 638 (C.D., 

December 5, 1972). It remains free, if not required, to withhold any further increases in 

salary in future years (i.e., to "freeze" the protected salary) until time in service, periodic 

increments or other circumstances warrant the payment of an even higher salary. 

C. Intervening Contract Negotiations 

It has been affirmatively held that even without express agreement to this effect, 

the provisions of an expired collective bargaining agreement remain in effect until 

settlement upon a replacement agreement. In re Bd. of Ed. West New York, 6 N.J. P.E.R. 

11139 (PERC, May 22, 1980). All provisions of the expired contract regarding annual 

increments attributable to time in service and the like must continue to be honored by the 

board; however, the negotiating employees can claim no benefit from the provisions of 

contracts settled with another bargaining unit, even where that other unit formerly 

covered the still-negotiating employees. Ibid. 

Similarly, the Commissioner has expressly held that an employee who was formerly 

paid in accordance with individual negotiation, independent of any bargaining unit, but 

who is subsequently recognized as part of a new bargaining unit which negotiates a lesser 
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salary, can suffer no reduction. She may be held at the "excess" salary until it is 

V.drranted under the contract, but the board cannot reduce her salary to that which the 

new contract calls for. Shteir v. Bd. of Ed. of Bound Brook, OAL Dkt. No. EDU 2414-79 

(February 4, 1979), afrd, 1980 S.L.D. _ (C.D., March 24, 1980), aff'd, Dkt. No. A-4774-79 

(App. Div., March 6, 1981) (unreported). 

In Shteir, the ALJ held, and the Commissioner affirmed, that "[the fact) that the 

new labor agreement established compensation at that step to be less than petitioner then 

was receiving, grants the board no power to reduce her compensation except as set forth 

in ~ 18A:6-10." Shteir, OAL, at page 5. There a school psychologist in her 

fourteenth year of service was paid "between 1 and 1.2 times the salary paid a teacher at 

the equivalent guide step" according to her private negotiation with the administration. 

Dlll"ing that year a new collective bargaining agreement provided, for the first time, that 

psychologists were to paid "on the salary guide." The contract signed in February 1979 

was retroactive to July l the pre\ious year. The board's mid-year attempt to reduce 

petitioner's salary to the contract level (a reduction of $474 per year) was prohibited by 

the Commissioner, and the board was required to continue payment at the established rate 

(which exceeded the contract rate) until that contract called for a salary equal to or 

greater than the one at which she was held. 

Conclusion 

In the matter before me, petitioner was offered, and he accepted, continued service 

as a teacher for the East Orange School Board for the year 1984-1985 at a mutually 

understood and agreed upon salary. His salary ·was fixed by official board action in 

accordance with its then recent teachers' contract. He was duly paid that salary for 

several months after that time. That there was pending, on September 1, his application 

to the board for its assignment to him of additional responsibilities (department head), 

cannot alter these facts. 

When it acceded to his request and approved his appointment as department head, 

the rights and obligations of the parties under the tenure law remained undisturbed. The 
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Board did not employ Mr. Dowd in a "new position" under that law, and its use of that 

rhrase in its resolution of September 18 and December 19, 1984 mischaracterizes the 

change sought by Mr. Dowd. Absent a formal hiring by the board and a job description 

incorporating supervisory responsibilities foreign to the tasks of a classroom teacher, 

appointment as a department head confers neither additional nor lesser rights under the 

tenure law than those available to any other teaching staff member. It may be that, in 

the future, the title "department chairperson" will acquire a status independent of the 

teaching staff and thus constitute a "new position." Such a position will be attainable only 

through a new hiring, and will warrant (additional) tenure protection only after 

appropriate time and service. ln September and December 1984, and at the present time, 

this is not yet the case. Until then, it cannot be said that Mr. Dowd sought, nor that the 

board appointed him to, a new position; rather, he was given a new assignment in his 

position as a teaching staff member. 

The sole justification for the board's attempt to reduce Mr. Dowd's salary in mid

year (December 1984) is its clearly bona fide desire to conform to the provisions of its 

interim agreement with the East Orange Department Chairpersons' Association. The 

effect of such an agreement, however, can be no greater than that of a final negotiated 

contract. As has been seen, were such a final contract to affect adversely the salary of 

an Individual member of the unit, the contract nevertheless can confer no rights upon the 

board to reduce that member's salary. It would merely empower the board to hold that 

member at the former salary until the accumulated negotiated increments equal or 

exceed it. Shtelr. 

In consideration of the foregoing, then, 1 CONCLUDE that the East Orange Board of 

Education is prohibited by the express terms of the Teacher Tenure Lew from altering the 

salary to which James Dowd was entitled in accordance with the Teacher Salary Guide in 

effect for the year 1984-85, which salary he was In fact paid for the period from 

September 1 through December 19, 1984. By its actions of December 19, 1984, the Board 

sought nothing less than the reduction of the salary of a teaching staff member, without 

tenure charges or other lawful justification, upon his assignment to other, and in fact 

additional, duties. That its motivation was "pure," deriving as it did from the provisions 
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of an agreement made in good faith with the department chairpersons' bargaining unit, 

reduces not at all the effect of its actions upon Mr. Dowd. It is precisely that effect 

which the law declares illegal. The terms of the interim agreement must be interpreted 

to avoid that illegal effect. Thus, the phrase "newly hired department chairpersons" as it 

appears in the memorandum of agreement of January 22, 1985, is properly limited to 

those without prior existing tenure rights in the district. 

For the foregoing reasons, therefore, I DIRECT that the resolution of the East 

Orange Board of Education dated December 19, 1985, insofar as it·purports to reduce the 

salary of James Dowd from that to which he had been properly and lawfully entitled at 

the time, be deemed a nullity and void. I FURTHER DIRECT, that Mr. Dowd continue to 

receive salary while employed by the East Orange Board of Education, for the balance of 

the school year 1984-85, at that rate, to wit: $34,395 per annum; I FURTHER DIRECT 

that pending adoption of a negotiated agreement between the East Orange Board of 

Education and the East Orange Department Chairpersons' Association, Mr. Dowd continue 

in future years to receive salary at that same rate, until such time as his proper salary 

under such contract shall exceed his present salary, at which time he shall be entitled to 

the benefit of such salary inerease or inerements as it may provide. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with N.J.S.A. 

52:148-IO. 
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I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

January 13, 1986 
DATE 

JAN 1 ~ 1986 

DATE 

JAN 161986 
DATE 

am/e 

LEON S. WILSON, AW 

Rec;_eipt Acknowledged: 

r!l .... -····· 
... '-~.......: 

; ... ~ .. ' , 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 
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APPENDlX 

WITNESSES 

Dr. Kenneth King, Assistant Superintendent of Personnel, East Orange Board of 

Education 

EXHIBITS 

J-1 Agreement between the East Orange Education Association and East Orange Board 

of Education, 1980-1983 

J-2 Agreement between the East Orange Education Association and East Orange Board 

of Education, 1983-1985 

J-3 Letter, from James M. Dowd to Dr. Kenneth King dated August 4, 1984 

J-4 East Orange Board of Education, Resolution, dated September 18, 1984 

J-5 Letter, from Kenneth D. King, Assistant Superintendent for Personnel, to Mr. James 

Dowd dated September 29, 1984 

J-6 East Orange Board of Education, Resolution, dated December 18, 1984 

J-7 Letter, from Kenneth D. King, Assistant Superintendent for Personnel to Mr. James 

Dowd dated December 19, 1984 

Affidavit, Dr. Kenneth D. King, with Interim Agreement dated January 22, 1985 

attached 
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JAMES DOWD, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY 
OF EAST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. It is noted that timely 
exceptions were not filed by the parties pursuant to N.J.A.C. 
l:l-16.4a, b and c. 

Based on a careful review of the record herein, the Commis
sioner affirms the findings and determination as rendered in the 
initial decision herein and adopts them as his own based on the 
language of Shteir v. Bd. of Ed. of Bound Brook, decided by the 
Commissioner March 24, 1980, a.ff'd State Board July 2, 1980, aff'd 
N.J. Superior Court March 6, 1981. It bears noting that 
petitioner's predicament is the result of the fact that the contract 
negotiations regarding salaries for members of the "new" bargaining 
unit, that of Department Chairpersons, was not finalized at the time 
of the reduction in his salary in compliance with that bargaining 
unit's interim agreement. It is assumed that when negotiations are 
finalized. if they have not been already, and the contract for 
Department Chairpersons is effective, his salary will be higher than 
that which petitioner is currently earning as a classroom teacher, 
commensurate with the additional duties he performs in his capacity 
as both a classroom teacher and department chairperson. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner finds and determines, as did 
the ALJ. that the resolution of the East Orange Board of Education 
dated December 19, 1985, insofar as it purports to reduce the salary 
of petitioner from that of classroom teacher. to which he had been 
properly and lawfully entitled at the time, be deemed a nullity and 
void. It is hereby directed that petitioner continue to receive 
salary while employed by the East Orange Board of Education, for the 
balance of the school year 1984-85, at the rate of $34. 395 per 
annum. It is further directed that, pending adoption of a 
negotiated agreement between the East Orange Board of Education and 
the East Orange Department Chairpersons• Association, petitioner 
continue to receive salary at that same rate, until such time as his 
proper salary under such contract shall exceed his present salary, 
at which time he shall be entitled to the benefit of such salary 
increase or increments as it may provide. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 26, 1986 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

HUNTERDON CENTRAL HIGH 

SCHOOL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION• 

MARTEN BONNEMA • .JEFF BURNS, 

JACOB BUSH. HAROLD CLAWSON, 

JOYCE D'AMICO, GINGER DeMARIS, 

GEORGE DEY, ELWOOD EDMONDS, 

ADRIAN PULCHER, JOHN GAYNOR, 

PRANK GELEGONY A, ROBERT BAILBS, 

GLEN HARMON, JAMES HARTSTALL, 

ROBERT HAY, GEORGE HICBMAN, 

JAMES MASTERPOL, WILLIAM 

SMERBCYNSKY, GEORGE TITUS, 

JOHN TOTH, and DEBORAH WAITE, 

Petitioners, 

v. 
HUNTERDON CENTRAL REGIONAL 

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD OP EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4555-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 201-7/85 

Robert A. Pagella, Esq., on behalf of petitioners, (Zazzall, Zazzali &: Kroll, 
attomeys) 

James P. GraneUo, Esq., on behalf or respondent (Murray&: Granello, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 12, 1985 Decided: January 16, 1986 
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BEFORE STEVEN C. REBACK, ALJ: 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The individual petitioners are former custodial staff personnel employed by 

respondent Board of Education of the Hunterdon Central Regional High Sehool (the Board) 

until June 30, 1985. On the latter date and as a consequence of Board action taken in 

April 1985, the respondent determined to terminate the employment of the individual 

petitioners and to subcontract to an outside independent contractor substantially the same 

responsibilities which they had performed as employees. 

The individual petitioners, through their collective bargaining representative, 

the petitioner, Hunterdon Central High Sehool Education Association, assert that pursuant 

to~ 18A:l7-3 they are tenure employees, entitled to continued employment under 

good behavior, and as a consequence, the termination of their employment by the Board 

contravenes their tenure status and is in violation of statute. 

The Board denies that the individual petitioners ever acquired tenure status 

and assert further that even if arguendo it were determined that the petitioners did 

acquire tenure, the Board's action in terminating their employment was taken in good 

faith, for reasons of efficiency and economy and is thus fully consistent with its statutory 

obligation in respect to laying off tenured employees and/or effecting a reduction in their 

force. During the course of prehearing discussions it was accordingly agreed that the two 

fundamental issues to be addressed in the matter are: 

1. Did the individual petitioners acquire tenure as custodial 

starr employed by respondent Board? 

2. If tenure was achieved by the petitioners, can they 

demonstrate that the action ol respondent Board in 

terminating these employees was undertaken in bad faith and 

for reasons other than efficiency and/or economy? 
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PROCEDURAL DISTORY 

On July 10, 1985, the petition of appeal in this matte~ was filed with the 

Commissioner of Education. The respondent's answer was timely filed befo~e the 

Commissioner on July 19, 1985. On July 30, 1985, the appeal was transmitted to the 

Of!ice of Administrative Law as a contested case, pursuant to~ 52:14F-l et ~· 

A prehearing conference was conducted at the Office of Administrative Law, 

Trenton, New Jersey, on September 5, 1985. During the course of the conference, the 

issues were joined and the burden of proof in respect to establishing the tenure status of 

the individual petitioners was expressly and without dispute placed upon the petitioners. 

The matter was then scheduled to be heard on various dates in early December 1985; 

thereafter however, and pursuant to a request by Robert A. Fagella, Esq., counsel for 

petitioners, the hearing schedule was revised. 

Pursuant to the agreement of counsel, the threshold issue to be addressed at 

hearing related to the issue of tenure. Accordingly, on December 2 and December 3, 

1985, both sides rested on the Issue of tenure, having presented all testimony as well as 

moving into evidence all documentary submissions relating to the question. On 

December 3, 1985, at the conclusion of the petitioners' case on the issue of tenure, 

counsel for respondent moved for involuntary dismissal. That motion was denied from the 

bench. I concluded that because of my obligation to the Commissioner of Education to 

develop a full and coherent record on all issues and because all facts and reasonable 

inferences derived from those facts should be interpreted so as to favor the party 

opposing the motion for Involuntary dismissal, the respondent Board should come forward 

to develop its proofs in support of Its assertion that tenure was never awarded the 

petitioners. 

At the conclusion of the respondent's case on the issue of tenure, Mr. Granello, 

counsel to the Board, formally moved tor summary de<!ision in the matter. I directed both 

counsel to submit legal memoranda on the Issue and It was agreed that in order for me to 

properly address the motion, the scheduled hearing dates of De<!ember 6, 9, and 10, 1985 

would be cancelled. It was further agreed that upon arriving at a determination on the 

motion, I would apprise counsel whether the additional hearing dates of December 16 and 

17 would be required. 
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Counsels' Initial submissions were received concurrently at the OCCice of 

Administrative Law (OAL) on December 9, 1985. Thereafter and pursuant to his request, 

Mr. Granello provided a reply brief on December 11, 1985. On the following day, 

December 12, 1985, the date on which the record in this matter closed, Mr. Fagella 

submitted a letter memorandum in response to the last submission of Mr. Granello. 

Alter carefully reviewing the evidence presented, as well as appreciating the 

standard Wider which a motion for summary decision should be granted, I determined on 

December 13, 1985 to grant respondent's motion for summary decision. Accordingly, my 

otrlee notified both counsel of this determination and advised them that as a consequence, 

the remaining hearing dates would be cancelled. 

mE BURDEN OF PROOF AND mE STANDARD GOVERNING 

THE MO'IlON POR SUMMARY DECISION 

The standard governing a motion for summary decision is set forth at N.J.A.c. 

1:1-13.1. It provides in pertinent part that "the decision sought shall be rendered if the 

papers and discovery which have been filed together with the affidavits, if any, show that 

there is no genuine lsaue as to any material fact challenged and that the moving party is 

entitled to prevail as a matter of law." 

The general principle which adheres Is that the motion should be denied If the 

evidence together with all legitimate inferences which may now from that evidence could 

sustain a judgment in the plaintiff's behalf. Bell v. Eastern Beef Company, 42 ~ 126 

(1964); Bozza v. Vomado, Inc., 42!!.:!!:. 355 (1964). Further, all inferences of doubt are to 

be drawn against the moving party and the papers supporting the motion are to be "closely 

scrutinized and the opposing papers indulgently treated." Pierce v. ortho Pharmaceutical 

.9!:2:.• 84 N.J. 58, 61 (1980); Jud!!on v. People's Bank and Trust Company of Westville, 17 

!!.:!!:. 67' 75 (1954). 

For purposes of granting the motion as well, I have relied upon the Wtequivoeal 

principle that the burden or proof in respect to the tenure Issue rests exclusively with the 

petitioners: they must establish by a preponderance of the relevant credible evidence that 
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they aequired tenure. \1oreover, I have also relied upon the aeknowJedgement of counsel 

for petitioners that, absent a finding of tenure, the petitioners do not state a cause of 

aetion upon which any relief can be granted) 

THE PACTS 

Based upon the entire record in this matter, as well as the stipulations entered 

into by the parties, and interpreting the evidence in a manner most favorable to the 

petitioners, I FIND: 

On April 22, 1985, the respondent Board, by motion, terminated the services of 

its entire eustodial staff effective June 30, 1985. As an incident to this determination, it 

also entered into a contract with a private company, Service Systems, lnc., effective 

July 1, 1985, in which the latter agreed to pedorm essentially and substantially the same 

services which were previously rendered by the custodial staff. The individual petitioners 

are a significant segment of what had been the Board's custodial staff. Many of them 

have gone on to employment with Service Systems, lnc. Some have since left that 

company; others may still be employed by it. 

Tenure 

The evidence offered to support the assertion by the petitioners that they 

acquired tenure within respondent district was questionable at best, strongly disputed by 

the witnesses called by the Board, based almost exclusively upon a purported oral 

representation made by a former mid-level management employee of the Board without 

any demonstrable authority, and nies in the face of the written record and the petitioners' 

own collective bargaining agreements. 

1 There are, of course, circumstances under which even non-tenured school employees 
may state a cause of action. See N.J.S.A. 10:5-13, allowing school custodial staff 
employees to assert civil rights violat~e also 42 u.s.c.A. 1983, allowing for the 
assertion of a federal civil rights claim. 1n the current matter, however, it is clear from 
the stipulation of counsel and from the entire record in this matter that there is no claim 
of any civil rights violation in this case. The matter rests exclusively upon an assertion 
that the reduction in force effected by respondent Board was not posited upon reasons of 
economy and/or efficiency. 1n order to be successful upon such assertion, it is unequi
voeal that the petitioners' ease rests exclusively upon establishing that tenure status was 
achieved. 
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I shall first review and address the evidence offered by the respondent in 

support of its assertion that at no time, neither by conduct nor words did the Board of 

Education of Hunterdon Central Regional High School expressly or impliedly confer a 

tenure status upon any of the designated individual petitioners or any other custodial staff 

employees. Only four of the 21 individual petitioners appeared at the hearing and gave 

testimony.! It did become clear, however, that In respect to all designated petitioners, at 

the time of the commencement of their employment they were governed by the collective 

bargain!~ agreement entered into by the Board and the petitioners' representatives. 

Three of these collective bargaining agreements were Introduced into evidence (R-1 

governed the terms of employment for the period JUly 1, 1979 through and inclusive of 

June 30, 1981; R-2 covered the period July 1, 1981 through and Inclusive of June 30, 1983; 

and R-3 governed the period July 1, 1983 through and Inclusive of June 30, 1986). Each of 

these written collective bargaining agreements explicitly sets forth the definitive period 

of the petitioners• employment: R-1, the agreement entered Into between respondent and 

secretaries and custodians, explleltly, provides at page 23: "the work year of employees 

shall be as follows: full-time employees shall be employed on an annual 12-month basis." 

R-2 and R-3 are ldentlealln their ~age: "the work year of custodial employees shall 

be as follows: full-time custodians and/or maintenance workers shall be employed on an 

annual 12-month basis." R-2 at 16; R-3 at 16. 

Petitioners Introduced into evidence exhibits P-1 through P-20 (including 

exhibit SA) Inclusive. Each of these exhibits Is a "Packet," contalni~ a confirming 

memorandum addressed to each of the designated individual petitioners indicating the 

step and salary of the Individual employee tor the follow!~ 12-month period. These were 

usually Issued to the employees in June of the academic year, indicating what their new 

salary would be effective July 1st of that same year througfl and inclusive of the following 

school year. 

In addition to these confirming memoranda, the exhibits introduced by the 

petitioners also contain the appropriate minutes of the meet!~ of the respondent Board 

of FAucatlon, renecttng the vote taken to rehire the Individual petitioner custodial staff 

employee, the salary step upon which he would be rehired, and his new starting salary. 

2 Joyce D'Amico, John Toth, Ginger DeMaris, and William Smerecynsky. 
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Thus, it is clear from the exhibits offered by the petitioners themselves that 

not only did the collective bargaining agreement reflect that each of them was employed 

for a determinative and fixed period of time-12 months-but in addition the Board, by its 

collective action by motion on an annual basis, voted to rehire, where appropriate, these 

petitioners for an additional one-year's employment. This action is consistent with the 

Board's contractual obligations under the collective bargaining agreement entered into 

between it and the petitioners' collective bargaining representative, and--most 

importantly-provides in my judgment indisputable proof that the petitioners were indeed 

employed tor a fixed term which, as will be fully developed in the analytic portion of this 

decision, exempts them from acquiring tenure under~ 18A:17-3. Thus, the minutes 

reflecting the action of respondent board of education during the applicable periods of 

time, the ~ proof offered in this matter that legitimately bears upon measurinq and 

evaluating the conduct or respondent Board as it relates to tenure, unambiguously 

establishes that these petitioners were not "at will" employees nor were they subject to a 

contractual agreement under which tenure . would be achieved outside of the statutory 

framework of~ 18A:l7-3. 

In addition to the harmonious relationship between the collective bargaining 

agreements mandating the terms of the petitioners' employment and the minutes of the 

meetings of the Board governing their reappointment, the testimony of the respondent's 

witnesses-particularly those privy to enunciated or articulated Board policy-fully 

corroborates the proposition that, during the applicable time frame, there was not in 

existence any definitive, reliable, or articulated policy of the Board that was contrary to 

its formalized action. Moreover, there was also_ proof offered through the testimony of 

these witnesses that neither through words nor conduct did the Board at any time either 

have knowledge of or ratifY any purportedly unauthorized representation by any Board 

employee which could have reasonably resulted in a determination that a contrary tenure 
policy existed. 

Fred Wolsiefer ill and has been the superintendent of schools employed by the 

Hunterdon Central Regional High School Board of Education since 1979. Mr. Wolsiefer 

has held other positions within the district tor some 24 years. Superintendent Wolsiefer 

unequivocally indicated that at no time was he ever aware of any action of the respodent 

Board to in any way confer upon any custodial employee, through word or conduct, tenure 
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status. Moreover, Mr. Wolsiefer indicated that at no time did he ever recommend that 

any of the individual petitioners, former custodians, or any other custodians, be awarded 

tenure by the Board. As will be disCussed In more detail hereafter, Mr. Wolsiefer also 

noted unequivocally that at no time and on no occasion did he ever instruct Mr. Ted 

Staniewicz, whose purported statements form the nucleus of the petitioners• case, that he 

should ever articulate any policy In respect to tenure to any custodial staff employee. 

Thus, Fred Wolsiefer, the highest ranking school official employed by respondent Board, 

unequivocally and unambiguously offered testimony which fully confirmed that the action 

of the Board was manifested only by the minutes of its meetings as well as the express 

terms of the collective bargaining agreements and was never contravened by Board 

action, policy, or conduct. Moreover, he explicitly contradicted the statements offered 

by various witnesses testifying on behalf of respondent which led to the erroneous 

conclusion of perhaps some petitioner employees that a tenure status might accrue. 

Norma Leclair has been secretar:(to respondent Board since 1976. Part of her 

responsibilities Include maintaining the minutes of Its meetings, compiling lists of 

employees and their salaries which form the basis of annual reappointment decisions, and 

preparing and sending out the various notices to custodial and teaching statr members 

apprising them of their next year's salary as well as the salary guide upon which the salary 

Is based. (See P-1 through P-20 Inclusive). Ms. Leclair indicated that to the best of her 

recollection she at no time discussed the potential tor custodial staff tenure with anyone; 

It was never an Issue with her. In response to the hypothetical question asked of her as to 

how she would have responded had she been queried about the custodial staff's potential 

for tenure, Ms. Leclair asserted that she would have been unable to provide an answer. 

It Is against this evidential and testimonial background, having as Its nucleus 

minutes taken at appropriate meet!~ of the Board In which each of the custodial staff 

employees was the subject of a one year contract, confirmed consistently by three 

successive collective bargaining agreements, and harmonized by the testimony of the 

superintendent of schools and the Board secretary, that the petitioners assert that they 

are able to establish by a preponderance of the relevant credible evidence that they were 

indeed tenured custodial staff employees. The petitioners' case rests almost exclusively 

upon their own unsupported, uncorroborated, and disputed hearsay testimony. Notably, 

Joyce D'Amico, a former night supervisor and evening custodian asserted, contrary to the 

testimony of Norma Leclair, that the latter Informed her when she had commenced 
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employment (on or about April 8, 1977) that she would receive tenure. Ms. D'Amico 

testified that it was her understanding that she would receive tenure after she had been 

employed for three years and one day-presumably her notion of tenure is tied in with that 

accorded teaching staff members. Her memory may very well be colored by her 

experience in the school district in which she had been employed prior to her employment 

with respondent: Ms. D'Amico acknowledged that It was her judgment that in the former 

district custodial staff employees were tenured after the completion of the three-year 

period. On closer questioning, Ms. D'Amico also acknowledged that Ms. Leclair never 

delineated to her the circumstances under which tenure would be awarded. 

In 1980, Ms. D'Amico's immediate supervisor was Ted Staniewicz. 

Mr. Staniewicz left the employ of respondent Board in February 1985, having served as 

director of support services from 1979 through his departure. It is the purported 

statements of Mr. Staniewiez testified to by Ms. D'Amico that serves as the exclusive 

and, in my judgment, dubious basis for the argument that tenure was awarded the 

petitioners. Ms. D'Amico testified that sometime in 1980, when she became the night 

supervisor of a segment of the custodial staff, part of her responsibilities, as delegated by 

Mr. Staniewlez, was to orient and train new custodial employees. She testified that 

Mr. Staniewicz informed her that as an ineident to this orientation and training, she was 

to inform these new employees about various fringe benefits they would be receiving and 

that at the expiration of three years and one day of continuous employment, they would 

be awarded tenure. She Indicated that of the custodial staff commencing their 

employment from 1980 onward, she Informed approximately 15 of these persons of this 

tenure information. 

John Toth, Jr. and Ginger DeMaris, two other petitioners, rely upon purported 

oral representations made-not by Ted Stanlewlez-but by Janice D'Amico, a 

co-4!mployee, as the exclusive basis upon which they assert that they received tenure. 

The fourth and final petitioner testifying in this matter, William Smereeynsky, asserted 

that when he was hired in July 1981, he discussed tenure directly with Mr. Staniewicz, 

who purportedly Informed him that it would be awarded after three years and one day. 

Ted Stanlewtcz, although no longer employed by respondent Board, appeared at 

the hearing and testified on behalf of the petitioners. Mr. Staniewicz, while serving as 

director of support services from December 1979 through to the conclusion of his 
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employment In February 1985, was responsible for the management of aU 

non-instructional activities within the respondent school district. As part of his duties he 

would frequently interact both with the Board secretary and the superintendent of 
schools. Mr. Stanlewlcz unequivocally and unambiguously asserted that at no time and 
under no circumstances did the superintendent or schools, Fred Wolsiefer, the Board 

secretary, Norma Leclair, or the Board itself ever apprise him of a policy in respect to 

the granting of tenure to eustodial starr members. Mr. Staniewlcz candidly acknowledged 

that for a considerable period of time it was his assumption that custodial staff employees 
would be treated as other employees and that as a consequence, a period of longevity 

would determine tenure. Moreover, Mr. Staniewlcz unequivocally asserted that at no time 

did he ever tell any potential or current custodial staff employee that he would receive 

~· All the Information that he provided employees was In the subjunctive tense-he 

specifically Indicated that at best he Informed custodial staff employees that there was a 

"POssibility" of tenure. He emphasized In his testimony that the word "might" was used. 

Further, Mr. Staniewlcz unequivocally testified that under no circumstances and at no 

time did he ever advise Joyce D'Amico in respect to tenure or did he ever apprise her that 

she should Inform employees about tenure or fringe benefit matters. Her only role was to 

orient employees to the work place after they were hired. Under no circumstances did 

she ever conduct Interviews or prospective employees or was she directed or authorized to 
provide them with personnel information. 

Moreover, and perhaps most importantly, Mr. Staniewlcz is an articUlate and 
presumably well educated school administrator, versed In the procedures that are 
employed In New Jersey In respect to conferring or denying various entitlements on 

employees. He unequivocally and unhesitatingly asserted that the only way that the issue 

of tenure can be resolved In a school district was through Board resolution. He further 

recollected unequivocally that at no time did the Board ever issue any statement or policy 

In respect to the award of tenure to custodial staff persons. '11lls Is directly in accord 

with the collective bargaining agreements entered Into, R-1, R-2, and R-3, and convinces 

me u wen that Mr. Stanlewlcz knew fUll-wen that the Board had never enunciated a 

tenure policy. Accordingly, for petitioners to ascribe to him the issuance of such policy in 

light of his knowledge u well as his understanding of how local school board policy Is 

enunciated and formulated is untenable. Notwithstanding Ms. D'Amico's recollection, Ted 
Stanlewlcz would not have articUlated such a policy. 
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In addition to the purported oral representation made by Mr. Staniev .<!Z about 

which he himself in his direct testimony as a witness on behalf of the petitioners denies 

making, the petitioners assert that the conduct of the Board in respect to the 

administrative heari115 conducted in, In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Robert Hay, 

Hunterdon Central Regional High School District, Hunterdon County, OAL DKT. 

EDU 5312-81, decided May 28, 1982, affirmed, Commissioner of Education June 1, 1982, 

(!!!!X), establishes that the Board did indeed deem custodial staff employees to be tenure 

employees and further that even if it did not, ~ should result in estopping the Board 

from now asserting that tenure did not accrue to these employees. 

Robert Hay is a petitioner in the current proceeding; he did not testify nor did 

he appear. I take offieial notice of the ~decision pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-15.3. On 

June 8, 1981, Fred Wolsiefer, acting in his eapacity as superintendent of schools, 

preferred tenure charges against Mr. Hay seeking his removal based upon his consumption 

of alcoholic beverages and intoxication and concomitant alleged misbehavior. On the 

basis of the charges and a review of the evidence presented at the hearing, the 

administrative law judge concluded that Mr. Hay did exhibit a pattern of recurring 

intoxication while employed and that as a consequence of his repeated failure to rectify 

the circumstances of his intoxication, he was guilty of conduct unbecoming a school 

custodian. However, the administrative law judge, in addressing the penalty for Mr. Hay's 

conduct, concluded that dismissal would be excessive; instead, he ordered that Mr. Hay be 

reinstated after serving a 120-day suspension. These determinations were affirmed by the 

Commissioner and the State Board of Education. 

At first blush It might appear that the institution of tenure charges against a 

designated individual petitioner In the current matter is patently inconsistent with the 

position of the Board that tenure did not attach to any or the designated petitioners. Such 

inconsistency, however, does not, in my judgment, adhere on closer scrutiny. The 

explanation for this divergence was offered and in my judgment was justified. 

Superintendent Wolsiefer indicated that the school administration perceived for a period 

of time that Mr. Hay suffered from what was described as a drinking problem. After a 

series ot incidents, he was suspended without pay. Thereafter, subsequent to consultation 

with the attorney representing the Board, charges were filed against Mr. Hay under the 

tenure laws. The reason, however, tor such decision had nothing to do with an 

acknowledgment by the Board that Mr. Hay had acquired tenure or that any other 
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employee in a custodial capacity had acquired tenure; the choice was pragmatic. 
Mr. Woisiefer explained that the Board had the alternative of instituting arbitration 
proceedings pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement or instituting tenure charges. 

To the degree that there was such a choice and to the degree that prior decisions issued 

by the Commissioner of Education involving intoxicated employees comported with the 

Board's position, it was the latter's decision, based upon advice of counsel, to proceed 

before the Commissioner of Education rather than take the arbitration route. This choice 
was also based upon the perception that arbitration would be more protracted and thus 

more costly. Mr. Wolslefer indicated that it was the Board's view that it wanted to "get it 

over with". !\foreover, It· was also believed that once under the jurisdiction of the 

Commissioner, should the Board assert that tenure was~ forthcoming, even within that 

litigation, the Issues would be more time consuming and more costly and potentially would 

beg the question of the ultimate position of the Board which was that regardless of 

tenure, Mr. Hay's actions and conduct was so tar removed from the standards accorded 

empleyees that he should be terminated under any circumstance. 

It Is obvious from a review of the administrative law judge's decision In !!!l 
that tenure was ~ raiaed as an Issue or addressed by anybody-not even In a tertiary 

fashion; tenure was merely assumed. From the perspective of the Board, such assumption 

was to its advantage In that the litigation would not address the question of tenure but 
would go dlrect)y to the substantive issues or intoxication and its etfeet on performance. 

That the Board was subsequently hoisted by Its own pitard In that Mr. Hay was reinstated, 

and that the decision would be raised bY Mr. Fagena in his assertion that indeed tenure 
was awarded, was an Irony never anticipated. 

In retrospect, perhaps the strategy employed in !!!l was ill-chosen; that is not 

however, material to the current proceeding. As will be more fully developed In the 
analytical portion of this decision, that the Board from a practical point of view chose to 

Institute what ostensibly and nominally were considered tenure charges lJO as to, In Its 

judgment, expeditiously and expediently terminate what It perceived to be an inebriated 

employee, cannot serve as the basis for a successful argument that as a result the Board 

should now be estopped from deny~ tenure to the named petitioners. Based upon the 

entire record in this matter, 1 am convinced that the Board never and under no 

circumstances by action, conduct or words, took collective action which conferred tenure 
upon any of the petitioners. 
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Presumably as a consequence of !:!!!• the respondent in 1983 determined to 

issue individual written one-year contracts to its custodial staff employees. 

Superintendent Wolsiefer indicated that liS a result of his perception that there may have 

been uncertainty in respect to tenure following !:!!!• he advised Mr. Staniewicz to draft a 
one-year contract to "clarify the issue one way or another." Thereafter, Mr. Wolsiefer 

testified, he informed the personnel committee of the respondent Board of his intention to 

issue such contracts. However, a policy under which individual written contracts would 

issue, Mr. Wolsiefer continued, was never officially approved by the Board of Education. 

After several of the custodial staff members were offered written contracts and, on the 

advice of their· negotiating representative, declined to sign them, the idea was eventually 

abandoned. Counsel for the petitioners posits his argument on tenure in part on his 

determination that by offering the employees written one-year contracts commencing in 

1983, one could ~hoc argue that pre-1983 and the requirement of executing one-year 

written contracts, the petitioner employees worked for an Indeterminate and indefinite 

period. I respectfully disagree with this argument. 

Mr. Wolsiefer explicitly testified that as superintendent of schools, his 

perception was that offering the employees written one-year contracts in 1983 was ~ 

~ of prior practiee or policy in the district. As a consequence of the ongoing 

collective bargaining agreements and a failure of the Board to in any sense declare the 

contrary, custodians were always employed for a fixed period of one year. The concept of 

a one-year written contract was merely designed to formalize an ongoing practice. 

Moreover, he acknowledged, as a result of the !!!I decision and the apparent ambiguity 

that may have existed with some, the 1983 deelsion to offer written contracts sought to 

clarify that tenure tor custodial state employees was unavailable. The mere fact that 

some employees were offered one-year written contracts in 1983 cannot establish that 

because they were not compelled to sign one year contracts prior to 1983 they were 

anything but one year employees. This in my j~ment Is overwhelmingly established by 

the existence of the Board minutes in which eaeh of the petitioner employees were 

awarded successive one year contracts at appropriate Board meetings, as well liS by the 

three coUeetlve bargaining agreements which were in place during the relevant time 

periods in question. 
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As a consequence of the various foregoing findings of fact, I EXPLICITLY 

FDfD that during the relevant periods at issue, the individually designated petitioners 

were all employed by respondent Board of Education for successive one-year periods. I 

further FDfD that the evidence failed to establish that by word or conduct, the respondent 

Board took action contrary to the foregoing determination. 

ANALYSIS 

Tenure rights for custodial staff employees is governed by~ 18A:l7-3. 

It provides as follows: 

Every public school janitor of a school district shall, unless he is 
appointed for a fixed term, hold his office, position or employment 
under tenure during good behavior and efficiency and shall not be 
dismissed or suspended or reduced In compensation, except as the 
result of the reduction of the number of janitors in the district 
made in accordance with the provisions of this title or except for 
neglect, misbehavior or other offense •••• 

In the recent Supreme Court decision of Wr!lbt v. Board of Education of East Orange, 99 

~ 112 (1985), the foregoing statute was construed to permit the exercise of board 

discretion in determining whether custodial staff employees do or do not receive tenure. 

As the Wright court indicated, a janitor who Is employed for a fixed term does not derive 

Inchoate tenure rights. Where, however, a custodial staff employee Is employed !!!.!.!!2!:!!. a 

fixed term, he will gain tenure immediately upon the commencement of his employment. 

Wright also holds that between these two parameters of the absence of statutorily 

mandated tenure and the award of tenure on day one ot the commencement of 

employment, a board of education may through contract, "Permissibly plek and choose 

between the statutory minimum of no tenure for any custodial employee and the statutory 

maximum of Instant tenure of all custodians." 99 1 .l!:!:. at 119. In WriBt;!t, the local board 

of education, pursuant to the negotiated agreement, granted tenure to custodial 

employees at the conclUsion of three years of employment. The court, after an extensive 

review of the scope of public sector negotiations, upheld the validity of a negotiated 

provision under which tenure for custodial staff employees may be achieved after a fixed 

period of time, outside the scope of~ 18A:l7-3. 

In the current matter, the Hunterdon Central Regional High School Board of 

Education, codified In three sUccessive collective bargaining agreements, explicitly 

provided for 12-month annual contracts for its custodial staff employees as the fixed term 
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of their employment. These contractual provisions were complied with by Board action at 

the appropriate meetings wherein the minutes of those meetings clearly reflect the 

reappointment of various custodial staff persons for successive one year periods. This 

action was further confirmed by memoranda issued to the petitioner employees advising 

them in June of the prior school year of their salary rights for the following school year, 

the step on the salary guide at which they would be placed, the specific salary that they 

would be receiving, and the number of sick and vacation days they had been allotted. It is 

indisputable that the collective action of the respondent Board of Education in addressing 

the terms of employment for each of the petitioners in this matter reflects beyond 

peradventure that they were employed for a one year fixed term. It was clearly intended 

that these employees be governed by the explicit terms of ~ 18A:l7-3. 

Specifically, It was the Board's intent as manifested by objective criteria that these 

employees be appointed to a "fixed term" and thus not be tenure tracked. 

Set against the evidential proofs offered by the Board, which clearly confirm 

that the petitioners were employed for a fixed term, is the argument offered by 

petitioners• counsel that the purported oral representations of a mid-level employee that 

the custodial staff would be awarded tenure on the commencement of the first day of 

their fourth year of employment is suf'flcient to Impute to the Board an obligation to 

accord those employees tenure. JnltiaUy, it must be reiterated that the nucleus upon 

which all or the other arguments offered by the petitioners are based-that 

Mr. Staniewicz Indeed made this oral representation-has been seriously challenged by 

Mr. Staniewicz hlmseU as wen as by the superintendent or schoois, Mr. Wolsiefer. It will 

be recalled that Mr. Staniewlcz atrirmatively stated In his testimony that at no time did 

he !!!!:_counsel employees that they would be receiving tenure after any particular period 

of time. He did acknowledge, however, that by use ot the subjunctive tense he Indicated 

that in his judgment they might be accorded tenure. He reiterated, however, that he was 

always aware that the only manner in which a custodial staff employee could be accorded 

tenure was through the collective action of the local board. This, ot course, never 
occurred. 

Assumi~, however, 8.!'.1'1endo, that Mr. Stanlewlcz did make this erroneous 

statement that the petitioner employees would be accorded tenure after a period of time, 

such statement would not be Imputable to the respondent Board nor would the latter be 

bound by erroneous promises or representations made by an individual school 
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administrator or employee. Derrington v. Board of Education of Township of North 

8e!l!'en, 1982 ~ 91-82 (Comm'r of FA., March 24, 1982); BreMan v. Board of 

Education of City of Pleasantville, 1977 ~ 1059; Vandenbree v. Board of Education of 

School District of Wanaque, 1961 ~ 4, affld, State Board, January 3, 1980, Cullum v. 

Board of Education of North Bergen, 15 N.J. 285 (1954). In Dorrington, the petitioner 

claimed that she could properly rely on Individual board members or any agent of the 

board as having authority to hire or set her salary as a teacher. Derrington, 1982 ~ 

91-82 at 11. The Commissioner cited Brennan v. Board of Education of the City of 

Pleasantville In which he stated: 

An examination of the record reveals that the Board committed 
itself not at all to petitioner, but that petitioner mistakenly relied 
on the opinions and assurances of the Board's administrators in 
concluding that a committment had been made. Such reliance was 
misplaced, since opinions and assurances cannot stand in the stead 
of deliberate Board action • • • It is well established that boards of 
education may not delegate the appointment of school personnel to 
committees or school officials. Cullum v. Board of Education of 
North Bell[en, 15 H 285 (1954). _. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:l?-3 dictates that only the school board has authority to grant or 
withhold tenure to custodians. Accordingly, a board of education may not be bound by the 

statements of Its middle management concern~ the tenure status of custodians. 

The petitioners contend that, In addition to the statements in question, the 

respondent's position on tenure tor a custodial employee in In the Matter of the Tenure 

Hearg of Robert Hay, OAL DKT. EDU 5312-81 (May 28, 1982) should estop it from 

denying the existence of tenure In the cue sub judice. Assuming that an agency 

relationship exists, to "ratifY" the unauthorized act of an agent means to approve and 

sanction, and presupposes knowledge or at least some altering circumstantial Information 

on the part of the principal of the unauthorized action of the agent. Capano, 530 F. Supp. 

at 1267 citing MacLeod v. Nax Distributl!w eo., 22 N.J. ~· 121 (App. DIY. 1952). 

"Although ratification may be Implied by conduct, before ratification may estop a claim it 

must be shown that the ofCiclals acted with full knowledge of the material facts, either 

actually or as a matter of law." !!:.• ctung Board of FAuc. ot Asbury Park v. Hoek, 38 .!!d.:_ 
213, 241 (1962). 
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The essential principle of the policy or estoppel is that one may, by voluntary 

conduct, be precluded from taking a course of action that would work injustice and wrong 

to one who with good reason and in good faith has relied upon such conduct. Summer 

Cottager's Ass'n of Cape May v. City of Cape May, 19 N.J. 494, 503 (1955}. Estoppel is 

ordinarily not applied against public entities except to prevent manifest wrong or 

injustice. Department of Environmental Protection v. Ventron, 182 N.J. Super. 210, 244 

(App. Div. 1981) aff'd as mod. 94 N.J. 473 (1983). A governmental entity will not be bound 

by ordinary errors or omissions in the conduct of its employees because there is generally 

a prevailing public interest In correcting erroneous interpretations of policy. Capano v. 

Borough of Stone Harbor, 530 F. Supp. 1254, 1287 (D.N.J. 1982). Further a governmental 

entity may not be bound by erroneous advice or by the entry into an agreement which is 

not in accordance with the law. Capano, 530 F. Supp. at 1267. 

Generally, apparent authority exists if "the principal knowingly permits" the 

party with whom the agent deals to "reasonably believe that the agent has power to bind 

the principaL" United States v. General American Transportation Corp., 387 ~· 

1284, 1289 {D.N.J. 1973) (emphasis in original). However, our appellate division has 

adopted a stricter application of the apparent authority doctrine in holding that a 

municipality is not bound by acts of Its agents unless they have been expressly authorized 

or necessarily implied from authority directly conferred upon them. Bianchi v. City of 

~. 53 ~Super. {App. Div. 1958). 

In light of the foregoing, it becomes apparent that the petitioners must 

demonstrate that the respondent's actions were intended to sanction or were made in full 

knowledge of the statements made by Its middle management. In the !!!I case, the 

respondent !!!!!!. litigated the issue or tenure. Further, the administrative law judge 

neither deliberated nor made a (actual finding regarding the issue of Mr. Hay's tenure 

status. The respondent's strategy In 1!!% merely intended to conserve public tax revenues 

by avoiding costly and time-consuming litigation. Most importantly, there Is no record in 

the minutes that the Board intended to authorize, ratify or eyen referred to the 

statements in question when deciding upon Its legal strategy in the 1!!% case. 

Accordingly, the petitioners have failed to demonstrate that the respondent's strategy in 

1!!% was intended to approve and sanction or was made with full knowledge of the 

statements made by its middle management. 
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As a consequence of the foregoing analysis, It is apparent that even when the 

evidence and testimony in this matter is interpreted most favorably to the petitioners 

under statute, case law, and applicable regUlation, there has been nothing offered which 

would justify a determination that the petitioners are tenure employees. Accordingly, I 

CONCLUDE that pursuant to~ 18A:l7-3 the individual petitioners were employed 

Cor a fixed term by respondent Board. I further CONCLUDE that as a consequence of the 

terms of their employment, the petitioners have no statutory tenure status. Accordingly, 

it is ORDERED that the respondent's motion for summary decision be and is hereby 

granted. It is further ORDERED that the petition of appeal be and is hereby dismissed. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days. and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall· become a final decision In accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

'JAN \1 '~~ 
DATE 

Maned To Parties: 

JAN 221986 ~s DATE 

lj 
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On behaH of Petitioners: 

Joyce D'Amico 

John Toth, Jr. 

Ginger DeMaris 

William Smerecynsky 

Carolee Zak 

Vicky Fox 

Ted Staniewicz 

On behalf of Respondent: 

Fred Wolsiefer 

Norma Leclair 

WITNESSES 
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HUNTEROON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ET AL., 

PETITIONERS, 

v. 
HUNTERDON CENTRAL REGIONAL HIGH 
SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION, 
HUNTERDON COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
parties within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c. 
These exceptions are summarized below. 

The Association (petitioner) excepts to the ALJ's 
determination that the custodial employees in the instant matter 
were not tenured. It contends, inter alia, that all custodial staff 
labored under the assumption they were-renured and that the evidence 
indicates that all employed for more than three years were, in fact, 
tenured. Further, it asserts that the Board should be estopped from 
denying tenure status at this late date. 

Petitioner argues strenuously that In re Robert Hay, supra, 
demonstrates that custodial staff were tenured and characterizes as 
incredible the ALJ's statement that the H!% decision did not adjudi
cate the issue of tenure because tenure was merely assumed. 
(Initial Decision, ante) Petitioner reiterates that each individual 
herein was employea--without a fixed term after three years• 
employment; they signed no contracts of employment indicating 
termination at the end of any given year. 

As to the terminology of the collective bargaining agree
ment between the parties relied on in part by the AW to determine 
the existence of a fixed term, namely that custodians are employed 
"on an annual 12-month basis" (Initial Decision, ante), petitioner 
submits that such terminology "is highly ambiguous, was not the 
subject of interpretive testimony by any of the parties who 
negotiated it, and was never intended to mean that custodians were 
not tenured despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary." 
(Exceptions, at p. 5) Petitioner contends, inter alia, that the 
contractual language could just as easily be interpreted to mean 
custodians work on a 12-month basis rather than a 10-month basis. 
Further, it suggests a number of options available to, but not taken 
by, the Board 1f the Board wanted to ensure custodians would not 
receive tenure. 
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Further, petitioner points to the annual notifications 
received by all custodians employed for more than three years (P-1 
to 20) which merely confirmed their salary for the subsequent year. 
It contends that such notification did not constitute "contracts of 
employment" nor were they indicative of a "fixed term" of 
employment. Moreover, petitioner asserts that the testimony was 
undisputed that the notification procedure was the same followed by 
the Board for tenured teachers. 

Petitioner acknowledges that the contracts which the Board 
attempted to compel custodial staff to sign following the ~ deci
sion were employment contracts specifying a beginning and termina
tion date. However, it states that: 

***It is instructive to note that neither the ALJ 
nor respondent disputes that none of the peti
tioners were willing to sign these documents, 
because it was understood within the school 
district that this was an effort to limit or 
abrogate the tenure rights that the custodians 
had. Indeed, when the custodial staff refused to 
sign the proferred (sic) employment contracts, 
respondent did not press the matter any further. 
In short, the Board was well aware that these 
individuals were already tenured and the Board 
could not rescind tenure rights which the custo-
dians had already obtained. (emphasis in text) 

(Exceptions, at p. 7) 

Lastly, petitioner asserts that the ALJ erred in deter
mining that the doctrine of estoppel need not be enforced in this 
matter because of its failure to demonstrate that the Board's legal 
strategy in Hay "was intended to approve and sanction or was made 
with full knowledge of the statements made by its middle 
management." (Initial Decision, ante) It avows that the only 
logical conclusion to be drawn from the Board • s filing of tenure 
charges in ~ is that the Board knew that the custodial staff and 
Hay were tenured and they were relying on that fact. 

The Board rejects the arguments advanced in petitioner's 
exceptions, contending, inter alia, that the ALJ was correct in 
determining that the collective bargaining agreements (R-1 to 3) set 
custodians' employment at a fixed term of 12 months. It cites 
Wright, supra, in support of contract terms controlling in this 
matter. It states that petitioner is incorrect in its assertion 
that the contract terminology is ambiguous and designed to define 
the work year. Regarding this, the Board argues that the primary 
purpose of the contract language is to define the custodial appoint
ment term and only secondarily to define the custodial work year. 
Further, it contends that, if the language were merely to define 
work year, the provision would have been worded similarly to that 
for other personnel such as for secretaries which reads as follows: 
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The secretarial work year shall be all week days 
during the secretaries contract period with the 
exception of scheduled personal vacation days 
granted by the Board on the school calendar as 
vacation periods. (Article IX, Section A; R-2 
and 3) 

The Board argues that its annual motions reappointing 
custodial staff to 12-month terms preclude them from acquiring 
tenure, contending that each year as they served out their terms. 
the Board, by Motion, reappointed them to new 12-month terms. It 
cites Lang v. Bd. of Ed. of Twp. of Holmdel. decided July 22. 1983 
in support of the proposition that a board motion approving the 
reappointment of a custodial employee for the upcoming school year 
is an "appointment for a fixed term" within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 
18A: 17-3. 

In addition, the Board contends that neither the Board nor 
its administration took any action or made any statements to con
tradict its formal policy of nontenure articulated in the collec
tive bargaining agreements and annual Board Motions. Moreover, it 
avows that peti tloner has failed to produce suff 1cient competent 
evidence to establish the existence of any Board policy granting 
automatic tenure to custodial staff after three years and one day of 
employment and it seeks affirmance of the ALJ's order because peti
tioner has felled to establish by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the custodians are tenured. 

Upon a careful and comprehensive review of the record of 
this matter and the parties • exceptions, the Commissioner cannot 
accept the ALJ's determinations and recommended order for the 
following reasons. 

The Commissioner is in complete agreement with the ALJ's 
finding that even if a middle manager did erroneously state that 
custodians would be accorded tenure after a period of time, such 
statement would not be imputable to the Board or bind it in any 
way. He does not concur. however, that the record in this matter 
substantiates the existence of a "fixed term" with regard to thelr 
employment. 

Contrary to the ALJ's conclusion, the Commissioner does not 
find that the disputed contract language, namely, "***shall be 
employed on an annual. 12 month basis" (R-1 at 23; R-2 and 3 at 16) 
specifies a "fixed term" of employment. ln the Commissioner's 
judgment, such language does not define the beginning and ending 
dates of fixed term employment. The language could easlly be read 
to mean that custodial staff are employed on an annual 12-month 
basis as opposed to a 10-month or other basts, despite the Board's 
arguments to the contrary. 

The record does not support that the Board took formal 
action to set fixed term employment either. Exhibits P-1 through 
P-20 demonstrate that yearly notification of salary was provided 
but, other than specifying a July 1 effective date for said salary, 
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no fixed term of employment is set forth. Such notifications 
apparently do not differ from those given to tenured teaching 
staff. Further, the Board minutes for April 8, 1985 merely speak to 
salary and guide step and do not set a fixed term of employment. 
The document headed "1984-85 Employees foe Approval" likewise speaks 
only to salary and guide step for custodial and maintenance staff 
listed and does not affix any dates of employment. Even Board 
minutes of new or temporary custodial staff, such as foe George 
Hickman (P-14) and Jeff Burns (P-2) merely set salary and do not 
affix a specific term of employment. 

The aforementioned Board minutes are distinguishable from 
the circumstance in Lang, supra, wherein the board resolution in 
that matter stated "CUSTODIAL/GROUNDS/MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL-1981 
1982 SCHOOL YEAR July 1, 1981-June 30, 1982" (Slip Opinion, at p. 5) 
which was deemed to meet the requirements of N.J .S.A. 18A: 17-3 for 
appointment for a fixed term. Said minutes are more analogous to 
the circumstances in John Gilliam v. Bd. of Ed. of Toms River 
Regional, 1974 S.L.D. 540, 541 542. 

Frank Giandomenico v. Bd. of Ed. of Twp. of Winslow, 1975 
S.L.D. 258 states well the issue of tenure for custodial staff. It 
reads: 

Petitioner's claim to a tenure status is conteary 
to a long series of decisions rendered by the 
Commissioner, the State Board of Education, and 
the New Jersey Courts. Without exception, the 
decisions hold that tenure for janitors, unlike 
professional employees, is a matter of personal 
privilege which may be waived by the acceptance 
of employment for a definite term. Janitors may 
be employed without term, in which case they may 
not be dismissed without a showing of good 
cause. If, however, as in this instance, a 
!anitor is appointed for !! specific term, and he 
accepts the employment on that basis, no rights 
survive the ~xpication of the fixed term. 

[citations omitted] 
(emphasis supplied)(at 259) 

The record in this matter simply does not support that 
custodial staff were appointed for a specific, fixed teem and that 
employment on a fixed term basis was accepted by them. The record 
documents without dispute that the Board at tempted to issue fixed 
term contracts to custodians in 1983 following the ~. supca, 
tenure decision. Said contracts remained unsigned by such staff, 
however, and the Board did not attempt this strategy in 1984 or 
1985. Rathec, according to the Board's reply exceptions "[o]n or 
about April 22, 1985, the Board in response to the custodians' 
refusal to sign the proferred (sic) employment contracts and in 
order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the janitorial 
work within the District, awarded a janitorial services contract to 
Service Systems, Inc***·" (at pp. 4-5) 
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In the Commissioner's judgment, the Board's attempt to 
issue fixed term contracts subsequent to the f111ng of and Commis
sioner's decision with respect to the tenure charges in the fi!Y case 
was a post facto strategy to impose fixed term employment when none 
had previously existed. The Commissioner cannot accept the Board's 
rationalization that tenure charges were filed against a nontenured 
custodian as a legal strategy to avoid costly and time-consuming 
litigation. By their very nature, 1t is clear that tenure charge 
cases are invariably costly and time-consuming as undoubtedly 
attested to by the fi!Y case itself. Frankly, in the 
Commissioner's opinion, the rationalization provided by the Board as 
to the fi!Y strategy stretches the bounds of credibill ty. 
Notwithstanding this opinion, he cannot accept at this belated time 
any argument that Hay was not a tenured custodian. The Board's 
action must stand on its own. Simply stated, when a board of 
education invokes the Tenure Employees Hearing Law, specifically 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et seg., tenure is not merely "assumed" as 
characterized by the.ALJ --tenure is undisputed. 

Given the factual circumstances of the instant matter, the 
Commissioner reverses the initial decision of the Office of Adminis
trative Law granting summary judgment to the Board and determines 
that the custodial staff herein are tenured employees. Accordingly, 
the matter is remanded to the Office of Administrative Law for 
further proceedings on the merits of the case with respect to the 
abolishment of positions brought about by the Board's action of 
April 22, 1985 to determine if such action comports with the 
requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 28, 1986 

Pending State Board 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
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BUNTBRDON CENTRAL mGH SCHOOL 

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, MARTEN 

BONNEMA, .JEFF BURNS, JACOB BUSH, 

HAROLD CLAWSON, JOYCE D'AMICO, 

GINGER DeMARIS, GEORGE DEY, 

ELWOOD EDMONDS, ADRIAN FULCHER, 

JOHN GAYNOR, FRANK GELEOONYA, 

ROBERT HAILES, GLEN HARMON, 

JAMBS HARTSTALL, ROBERT RAY, 

GEORGE MCHMAN, .JAMBS MASTEBPOL, 

WILLIAM SMERECYNSKY, GEORGE 

TITUS, JOHN TOTB, and DEBORAH 

WAITE, 

Petitioners, 

v. ~· 'T ..... 

HUNTERDON CENTRAL BEGIONAL .HJ.GH 

SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKTF NO. EDU 1447-86 

(ON REMAND EDU 4555-85) 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 201-7/85 

Robert A. Fagella, Esq., on behalf of petitioners (Zazzali, Zazzall & Kroll, 
attomevs) 

James P. GraneJlo, Esq., on behalf of respondent (Murray&: GraneUo, attorneys) 

Record Closed: October 24, 1986 Decided: November 17, 1986 

New Jersl!.l' Is An F.quDI Opportunity F.mpluyer 
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BEFORE STEVEN C. REBACK, ALJ: 

STATE\1ENT OF THE CASE 

The individual petitioners are former custodial staff personnel employed by 

respondent, Board of Education of the Hunterdon Central Regional High School (the 

Board), until June 30, 1985. On the latter date and as a consequence of Board action 

taken in April 1985, the respondent terminated the employment of the individual 

petitioners and subcontracted substantially the same responsibilities which they had 

performed as employees to an outside independent contractor. 

The individual petitioners, through their collective bargaining representative, 

the petitioner, the Hunterdon Central High School Education Association, assert that 

pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:17-3 they are tenure employees, entitled to continued 

employment under good behavior, and that the termination of their employment by the 

Board contravenes their tenure status and Is in violation of statute. 

The Board denies that the individual petitioners ever acquired tenure status 

and asserts further that even If arguendo It were determined that the petitioners did 

acquire tenure, the Board's action in terminating their employment was taken in good 

faith, for .-easons of efCiclency and economy and Is fully consistent with Its statutory 

obligation In respect to laying off tenured employees and/or effecting a reduction in their 

force. 

Duri~ the course of preheari~ discussions it was accordingly agreed that the 

two fundamental issues to be addressed In the matter are: 

1. Oid the Individual petitioners acquire tenure as custodial staff employed 

by respondent Board? 

2. If tenure was aequired by the petitioners, can they demonstrate that the 

aetlon of respondent Board in effecting their termination was undertaken 

in bad faith and for reasons other than efficiency and/or economy in 

contravention of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9? 
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On July 10, 1985, the petition of appeal in this matter was filed with the 

Commissioner of Education (the Commissioner). The respondent's answer was timely filed 

on July 19, 1985. On July 30, 1985, the appeal was transmitted to the Office of 

Administrative Law as 11. contested ease, pursuant to~ 52:14F-1 et ~· 

A prehearing conference was conducted at the Office of Administrative Law, 

Trenton, New Jersey, on September 5, 1985. During the course of the conference, the 

issues were joined and the burden of proof in respect to establishing the tenure status of 

the individual petitioners was expressly and without dispute placed upon the petitioners. 

The matter was then scheduled to be heard on various dates in early December 1985; 

thereafter, however, and pursuant to a request by Robert A. Fagella, Esq., counsel for 

petitioners, the hearing schedule was revised. 

Pursuant to the agreement of couMel, the threshold Issue to be addressed at 

hearing related to the issue of tenure. Accordingly, on December 2 and December 3, 

1985, both sides rested on that question, having presented all testimony as well as moving 

into evidence all material documentary submissions. On December 3, 1985, at the 

conclusion of the petitioners' case on the issue of tenure, counsel for respondent moved 

for involuntary dismissal. That motion was denied from the bench. I concluded that 

because ot my obligation to the Commissioner to develop a full and coherent record on all 

issues, and because all facts and reasonable inferences derived from those facts should '.>e 

interpreted so as to favor the party opposing the motion for involuntary dismissal, the 

respondent Board should come forward to develop Its proofs in support of its assertion 

that tenure was never awarded the petitioners. 

At the conclusion of the respondent's cue on the issue of tenure, Mr. Granello, 

counsel to the Board, formally moved for summary decision In the matter. I directed both 

counsel to submit legal memoranda on the issue and it was agreed that in order for me to 

properly address the motion, the scheduled hearing dates of December 6, 9, and 10, 1985 

would be cancelled. It was further agreed that upon arriving at a determination on the 

motion, I would apprise counsel whether the additional hearing dates of December 16 and 

17 would be required. 

-3-
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Counsels' initial submissions were received concurrently at the Office of 

Administrative Law (OAL) on December 9, 1985. Thereafter and pursuant to his request, 

Mr. GraneUo provided a reply brief on December 11, 1985. On the following day, 

December 12, 1985, the date on which the record in this matter closed, Mr. Fagella 

submitted a letter memorandum in response to the last submission of Mr. Granello. 

On January 16, 1986, I Issued an Initial Decision granting respondent's motion 

for summary judgment, concluded that the individually designated petitioners did not have 

statutory tenure status but were employed for a fixed term by respondent Board pursuant 

to N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-3. As a result of that determination, the Issue of whether the action 

ol the Board in terminating the petitioners was undertaken In bad faith tor reasons other 

than efficiency and/or economy did not have to be addressed and the appeals were 

accordingly dismissed. 

On February 28, 1986, the Commissioner reversed this Initial Decision, 

concluding that the individual petitioners were in fact tenure employees. Accordingly, he 

remanded the appeal to the Office of Administrative Law for further proceedings on the 

merits. The singular Issue left to be resolved was whether the Board's action of April 22, 

1985, abolishing the custodial staff positions held by the individual petitioners, comports 

with the requirement of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9. 

Once the OAL was apprised of the remand, a telephone prehearing discussion 

with counsel was SC!heduled and conducted on April 22, 1986; the issue as framed was 

agreed uoon; and the matter was set down for additional hearing dates for July 28, 29, 30, 

31 and August 1, 1986, at the Ortlee of Administrative Law, Mereerville, New Jersey. 

"'he appeal was heard as scheduled on July 28 and 29, 1986; at the conclusion of testimony 

on the 29th, the matter was continued to AIJitl.lst 19, 1986 as a consequence of the need 

for the testimony of an additional witness called by the respondent in rebuttal. The 

testimonial phase of the proceeding was concluded on this latter date, August 19, 1986. 

Thereafter, on that date, a briefing SC!hedule was agreed upon. Counsel requested the 

opportunity to review the transcripts of the proceeding In advance of submitting their 

legal argument. Moreover, I was SC!heduled to be away on vacation from September 22 

through October 14, 1986. As a result of counsel's reouest I permitted the attorneys to 

submit legal argument after the transe!rlpts were received so long as their briefs were 

submitted to my office so that I would be able to review them immediately upon mv 

return. Mr. Granello's submission was received by the Office of Administrative Law on 
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October 'I, 1986; Mr. Fagella's was received on October 10, 1986. Thereafer by letter 

memorandum of October 15, 1986, which was received by the OHice of Administrative 

Law on Oetober 21, 1986, Mr. Granello submitted a reply brief on behalf or the 

respondents. Mr. Fagella submitted his letter reply on October 24, 1986, the date on 

which the record !!losed. 

ISSUE AND BURDEN OF PROOF 

The singular issue to be resolved in this remanded prooeeding is the following: 

Was the aetion of respondent Board in terminating the petitioner 
employees undertaken in stOOd faith, for reasons or errl!!iencv 
and/or economy, and thus consistent with the requirement of 
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9? ---
The burden In respect to resolving this issue rests exclusively upon the 

petitoners: they must establish respondent's purported failure to comply with these 

statutory standards by a preponderanl!e of the relevant l!redlble evidence. 

THE FACTS 

SigniCicant facts presented in this matter are not in dispute; where, however, a 

factual disagreement occurs, I shall set forth its adversarial basis, the opposing testimony, 

my reconciliation of the disagreement and reasons in support of it •. Accordingly, I PIND: 

From 19'19 through to his retirement effective June 30, 1986, Fred Wolsiefer, 

was the Suoerintendent of Schools for Hunterdon Central Regional High School (Hunterdon 

Central). For the past several years, he had been generally dissatisfied with the "uneven" 

level of cleanliness and maintenance throughout the school; he characterized it as 

unsatisfactory. Most of this dissatisfaction related to the cleaning staff employees: the 

custodial staff within which each of the petitioners had been empJoyed was divided into 

the cleaning, groundskeeping and maintenance staffs. 'dr. Woisiefer noted that on any 

given day, the performance of up to 10 cleaning start employees was a cause for concern. 

He perceived the problem as one relating not only to the individual members of the 

custodial staff but to those responsible for their supervision, for the products that were 

being utilized, and for the equipment available to the school. 
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As a result of his pereeption that the staff was not meeting the standards of 

eleanliness required, Mr. Wolsiefer, in late 1984, met with the then Direetor of Support 

Serviees for Hunterdon Central, Ted Stanlewtez, to diseuss possible alternatives to the 

existing situation. Mr. Wolsiefer at that time made tl1e suggestion that the private sector 

be solicited to explore the possibilities of eontraeting out some or all of those 

responsibilities that up to then had been fulfilled by the eustodial staCf. 

As part of hls general responsibUitles as Superintendent, Mr. Wolsiefer had 

attended numerous eonventions where he had acquainted himself with the availability of 

private eontraetors who eollld provide custodial serviees on an independent basis. In the 

fall of 1984, he and Mr. Staniewiez solieited four or five of these eustodial eontracting 

eompanies to determine whether their services eould be advantageous for Hunterdon 

Central. Two of them, Service Systems Corporation and Serviee Masters sent their 

corporate representatives to meet with Messrs. Wolsiefer and Staniewicz and as a result 

of diseusslons the former expressed interest in provlrling private eustodial serviees to the 

respondent; several of the others whieh had preliminarily been contaeted were apparently 

unable or unwilling to provide custodial services that would eom!)Ort with respondent's 

needs. 

Ultimately, the eontracl under whieh all eustodial services for Hunterdon 

Central would be performed by an outside private source was awarded to Servlee Systems 

lne. Servlee Systems ls a eontraet management company whleh performs custodial, 

groundskeeping, maintenanee and mechanieal services for local school districts. 

Currently it holds eontracts with approximately seven sehool distrlets in New Jersey 

besides Hunterdon Central, as well as with school dlstricls in other states. 

Ms. Laura L. Gibbons has been an aeeount executive with Serviee Systems for 

two and one-half years and was the primary Uaison person with the company In respect to 

its negotiations with and pr@Sentation of its services to Hunterdon Central. 

In late 1984 or early 1985, as a result of Hunterdon Central's invitation, 

Ms. l'llbbons, on behalf of Service Systems, performed a "walk-through" of the high school 

to assess respondent's needs and to provide the Board with Information In respect to the 

services and eosts that eould be provided by the eompany. In addition and at about the 

same time, Mr. Wolslefer visited another school district whleh had eontra.cted with 

Service Systems, Shore Regional High School, to determine the nature and quality of the 
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serviees there provided. He spoke with Shore Regional's board seeretary and, 

Mr. Wolsierer noted in his testimony, the former expressed great satisfaction with Service 

Systems' performanee, noting that this private contractor was fulfilling its obligations In 

such a manner that the administrative burdens of the board seeretary's office were 

significantly reduced. 

The walk-through conducted by Service Systems spanned a two-day period in 

January 198'\. • Accompanying 1\is. Gibbons during the survey were two technical persons 

emoloyed by Serviee Systems--a mechanical expert and a custodial person. The walk

through Included a survey or the groundskeeping, custodial and mechanical operations 

within the district. At its conclusion, Ms. Gibbons on behalf or Service Systems, provided 

written flndi~ and recommendations to Mr. Wolsiefer in a three page letter

memorandum on February 7, 1985 (J-3). The survey drew several conclusions: (a) it noted 

that Hunterdon Central would significantly reduce its overhead costs by transferring 

responsibility for the custodial ooerations to Service Systems. This included the 

assumption by the private contractor of all fringe benefit programs for the employees, 

including costs and administration; (b) it indicated that Service Systems would provide the 

professional supervisory staff for the maintenance and custodial programs-<lay and 

evening-which would oversee each phase of the operation necessary for school 

maintenance; (c) it represented that Service Systems would institute a preventative 

maintenance program covering all mechanical equipment, which would include a schedule 

of periodic maintenance and other forms of continuous monitoring; (d) It noted that it 

would institute a program of energy oontrol and conservation; and (e) It stated that 

Service Systems would provide an in-depth supervisory program from several organiza

tional levels to permit on-site supervision. 

In addition to setting forth several other areas In which Its expertise could be 

utilized to. Hunterdon Central's advantage, Service Systems also noted those areas of 

deficieney in respect to the current status of in-house custodial maintenance: the general 

cleanliness of the entire Hunterdon Central facility was "poor"; the problem had been 

long-standing; Implicit in It was the lack of prooer supervision within the facility on a 

daily basis and the lack of any ongoing training program; several specific areas i.e., 

gratriti, missing door knobs, leaky faucets, were noted as requiring improvement. 

•service Masters, the other major competitor for Hunterdon Central's contract, was also 
requested to perform a survey. 
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After Mr. Wolsiefer received the survey (J-3), he distributed his own report, 

summarizin~ its findings to the members of the Board. Service Masters, the competing 

company for the contract with Hunterdon Central, also conducted a survey of the 

facilities and also provided the respondent with a manual, outlining the problems as it 

oorceived them and the services which It could provide to resolve them. It was noted in 

testimony that the problems which were articulated hy Service Masters were significantly 

the same as those identified by Service Systems in its February 7, 1985 report. 

Subsequent to the receipt of the Service Systems report, the Hunterdon 

Central administration conducted a background check of the credentials and business 

history of Service Systems as wen 8S Its comoetltiors, and based upon the evidence 

presented, it discovered no information which would in any way derogate the credentials 

of Service Svstems or raise any questions in respect to the quality of the work it could 

perform. 

Thereafter on March 4, 1985, the respondent Board held a public meeting at 

which both Service Systems and Service Masters made presentations in respect to the 

results of their surveys and also made formal proposals of the custodial services they 

could provide (See, R-1, J-4, J-5, J-6 and J-7). Ms. Gibbons and another Service Systems 

employee were personally present during these meetings. Service Systems represented 

that In addition to the information provided in its February 7, 1985 reoort, it would 

provide an on-site management team to supervise the custodial work at Hunterdon 

Central were it awarded the contract. It also represented to the Board that it would 

provide a new training program to develop both the expertise of custodi&l staff personnel 

as well 8S Instill in them a greater motivation; provide detailed work schedules; and devise 

a plan to maintain tile facilities during holiday periods, which could be used to greater 

advanta(e in that the facilities would be unoccupied by teaching personnel or by students. 

Service Systems also represented that by assuming certain maintenance, repair and 

consulting work, which had previously been subcontracted out to private companies by the 

Board, the former would si~iricantly reduce Hunterdon Central's operating costs. 

During the meeting of March 4, 1985, various Board members posed several 

questions to the Service System representatives, addressed to various phases of the 

presentation; members of the public as well were provided with the opportunity to obtain 

information in addition to what Service Systems presented on its own initiative. 

Specifically in reference to a question placed of Ms. Gibbons as to how Service Systems, 
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should it be awll!'ded the contraet, planned on reerultlng new employees, she responded 

that the eomp!lny would prefer to see all its employees come from within the current 

operation. 

At the coneluslon of the public aspect of the meeting on March 4, 19!15, the 

'Board held an executive session; the consensus of the Board was to retain the current 

custodial In-house staff with perh8pll outside supervision. Ms. Gibbons, who was present, 

apparently responded that such 11 pllln would present no problems with Service Systems 

and that It eould be built into the proposal. Eventulllly, Service Systems made two 

proposals: one for a managerllll ehan,e only, with supervisors under the llUSpiees of 

Service Systems !lnd custodial st!lff continuing to be under the employ of Hunterdon 

County; the other for both mana~ement and staff to be employed directly by Service 

Systems. 

As an incident to the March 4, 1985 executive session, respondent Board 

requested thllt Mr. Wolsiefer formul11te his own in-house pllln that would retain current 

custodial staff as Hunterdon Centrlll employees but wllich would be more effieient. The 

meeting of March 4 coneluded without any formlll action taken by the Board although !I 

generlll consensus was achieved among Boll!'d members that bid speelfications for 

custodial subcontraeting be drafted and that a motion be made the following week for 

receiving sueh bids (R-1). 

As a result of all thllt had transpired up through the meeting of March 4, 1985, 

the Board had three options available to resolve its custodial problems: (l) it could 

attempt to effeet positive change through an In-house management plan; (2) it could sub

contr!lct out to Service Systems, or some other comp8ny whleh would provide the best 

contractulll arrangement, management and supervisory services only; or (3) it could 

subcontract out for a totlll takeover llll of Hunterdon Central's custodial operations. 

Bid specifications were thereafter prepared Cor either of the two takeover 

lllternatives--manacrement only or a total tllkeover--and as an incident to the speeifica

tions, It was required that any contraetor who proposed 11. total t!lkeover woul1 agree to 

hire the entire Hunterdon Centrlll custodial staff at Its existing salary rate for at least 90 

days and provide these employees with a helllth benefit package eomparable to that 

provided by Hunterdon Central (J-1). The reason for this requirement was uticulated by 

Mr. Wolsiefer: the Bollrd was genuinely eoncerned about the economic well-being of its 
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employees and did not want them suddenly and traumatically to lose their positions. 

Further, Mr. Wolsiefer noted that it was the judiJ'ment of the Board that its obligation to 

the custodial staff was moral and not legaL 

The evidence established and it was not in dispute that the primary source of 

poor performance within the respondent's entire custodial staff operation was the eleaning 

crew and not groundskeeping or maintenance. The Board, however, did not wish to divide 

up management of its custodial staff along Interdivisional lines; consequently it chose to 

prepare specifications for subcontracting out all three functions. It did this because in its 

judgment subcontracting the responsibilities for all three operations could result in 

improved performance within each of them. 

In contemplation of receiving bids from Service Systems and Service Masters, 

respondent conducted background cheeks of each company. The Board telephoned some 

18 public entities in New Jersey and elsewhere which had ongoing contractual 

commitments with both Service Systems and Service Masters. All but one--involving 

Service Muters--contracted away their custodial operations In their entirety to the 

private contractors. Hunterdon Central utilized the identical set of questionnaires for the 

clients of both prospective bidders. The questions dealt with the longevity of the 

contractual arrangement with Service Systems or Service Masters, the level of satis

faction experienced by thOle availing themselves of the custodial services, the quality and 

extent of communication existing between the two and the likelihood of renewing the 

contract with either company. In response to the latter question, the answer in all cases 

was in the affirmative. As a consequence of this phone survey, Hunterdon Central 

evaluated both Service Systems and Service Masters as very satisfactorv and thereafter 

relayed the Information that was obtained to the Board prior to its April 22, 1985 

meeting. Formal bids were received from Service Systems and Service Masters In 

advance of thls meeting u well. 

On April 22. 1985, a special public meeting of the Board was convened to 

discuss and consider the various options avaUable to it concerning the future of custodial 

operations In the district. Both Service Systems and Service Masters had submitted bids 

both for a management and a total takeover (J-8). Hunterdon Central's projected 1985-86 

budget for a complete takeover of custodial services was $642,381. Service Systems' 

takeover bid was $523,890 and Service Masters' total takeover bid was $631,098. Thus the 

projected savings by Hunterdon Central for accepting a total takeover was In excess of 
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$118,000 for Service Systems and in excess of $11,000 in the ease of Service Masters. 

Mr. Wolsiefer noted--and 1 accept his assertion--that the economic aspect of the action 

concerning custodial services was tertiary. The Board, he stated, would "be satisfied to 

break even"; what it really wanted were better servi<'es and cleaner buildinc:tS. 

In respect to submittin!< bids for management services only, Hunterdon 

Central's budget was for $98,285 which would result in a deficit for respondent of $27,259. 

Service Systems' hid for management services only was for $125,544. Service Masters' 

management takeover bid exceeded on~half million dollars. The major reason for the 

disparity between the management bid of Service Systems and Service '\1asters was 

Service Masters' guarantee that salaries, repair, and replacement of equipment as well !IS 

custodial supplies and their fees would not exceed this Rmount. 

At its meeting of Anril 22, 1985, the Board rliscussed the various bids and their 

consequences. Mr. Wolsiefer explained and presented his in-house proposal as well (R-3). 

The essence of the latter was the creation of a new title, "building engineer," which would 

require the employment or an individual possessing a college degree or with knowled!('e 

and experience in building technologies and manageriAl experience. Because of its view 

that the in-house proposal would mandate thAt excessive administrative time be spent 

more on custodial operations than on curriculum, the Board chose to reject it (R-3). 

Moreover, since the Board had an unsuccessful track record in recruiting capable custodial 

manal!,'ers in the past and was therefore uncertain whether it could find anyone else to fill 

this new title in the future, the decision to reject the idea was reinforced. 

Furthermore, a "management only" <lelegation to independent contractors ha<l 

a significant negative aspect in respect to the fundamental precept that management 

without control of the worker's payroll and direct responsibility for the work day has 

significantly less control over the worker's performance. 

As a consequence of these considerations, at its April 22, 1985 meeting, the 

Board voted to abolish all cleaning, maintemmce, and groundskeeping positions effective 

June 30, 1985 and to accept Service Svstems' pro!>Qsal for a total takeover or Hunterdon 

Central's custodial operations (R-3). Mr. Wolsiefer noted that the Board's approval of this 

action was prompted primarily by its concern to obtain cleaner buildings more efficiently 

and more economically. In addition it did so at a time wtH•n the projected savings to it 
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from Service Systems takeover bid was ~118,491. The contract incorporating the Board's 

bid specifications was entered into on behalf of the l'loard and Service Systems on June 4, 

1985 (J-2). 

Service Systems assumed control over the entire former custodial staff of 

Hunterdon Central on Julv 1, 1985 and commenced its independent contractustl assumotion 

of all the responsibilities of the custodial operations. It was represented without serious 

dispute that the former custodial employees of Hunterdon Central who commmenced their 

employment with Service Systems received from their new employer a starting salary that 

equalled what they would have received from respondent Board on July 1, 1985. They also 

received a salary increase 90 days after commencement of their employment, a policy 

which did not exist when they were employed by respondent. 

Since commencing employment with Service Systems, the former Hunterdon 

Central employees have organized themselves into a collective bargaining unit and have 

successfully negotiated a new agreement which apparently has provided them with 

enhanced fringe benefits, improved seniority, and vacation time which has exceeded that 

which was ~P.ven by the respondent Board. 

:\llr. Wolsiefer arrived at a judgment concerning the cleanliness of Hunterdon 

Central facilities in Aoril of 1986, some nine months after Service Systems commenced 

its operations. lie noted no significant difference in the facilities as they existed then 

and as they existed prior to the takeover. At the same time, however, Hunterdon Central 

administration has been relieved of the management of the custodial staff and has thus 

been able to devote ~eater energies to curricular activities. In retrospect, after 

reflecting upon the strengths and weaknesses of that transition, Mr. Wolsiefer would still 

recommend that Hunterdon Central subcontract out its entire custodial operation to 

Service Systems. 

As an incident to the abolition of the custodial staff, Hunterdon Central and 

its former employees executed a memorandum of aRTeement on June 28, 1985, under 

which the respondent agreed to pay a sum of money to each of these laid-off custodial 

employees based upon their years of service with the school system. It also agreed that 

two former custodial employees, the petitioners 1\farten Bonnema and George Dey, remain 

in respondent's employ until October 1, 1985 and March 1, 1986, respectively, even though 

actually employed by Service Systems, apparently to permit their pension rights to vest. 
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In respect to the June 28, 1985 agreement, it hll!l been argued by the Board and it was not 

seriously challenged that it was undertaken by it absent any le~tal obligation to do so, out 

of a sense of moral concern for former employees. 

Complaints concerning the quality of the work of custodial staff emoloyees, 

particularly the cleaning start, were confirmed by some petitioners. Joyce D'Amico, for 

example, recalls that the respondent Board had complained about the quality of the 

cleaning work of at lell!lt three or four members of the staff. She recalls complaints l)eing 

made by Mr. Staniewicz 11!1 well 11!1 by Mr. Wolsiefer. 

While acknowledging the existence of ongoing complaints, 1Y!s. D'Amico and 

other petitioners sought to demonstrate that the various representations made by Service 

Systems going to the quality of custodial services to be provided were never brougl1t to 

fruition. Essentially she notes that not very much hll!l changed at Hunterdon Central 

concemi!K! the custo<11al staff. She further ll!lserted that no ongoing training program was 

provided for the custodial staff except for the showing of a film which had little if any 

value. Slmllarlv, little if any instruction was provided to the staff and a minimal 

preventative maintenance system wll!l set in place. She did acknowledge, however, that in 

respect to the maintenance of the heating and plumbing units, some imorovement did 

occur subsequent to Service Systems entering the picture. In her judgment, however, no 

improvement In the cleanliness or efficiency of the custodial services hll!l occurred since 

July 1, 1985, when Service Svstems ll!l!mmed control. Similar expressions from various 

petitioners concerning the dearth or Instruction and training were voiced. 

There seems Uttle dispute between the litigants concerning the satisfactory 

performanee of the maintenance and groundskeeplng segments of the petitioner custodial 

staft as it existed before Service Systems ll!lsumed control. Respondent seemed satisfied 

with the performance of both crews and little if anything has been done thro~.~~th Service 

Systems to enhance what had been aeknowled~ted to be a satlsCactory program. 

It was also acknowledged by various Roard witnesses that subsequent to 

subcontraetlng the custodial services to Service Systems, no empirical study has been 

undertaken by the Board in respect to whether training and/or preventative maintenance 

hll!l been instituted, whether reduced subcontracting costs have resulted, or whether the 

overall cleanliness of the facilities has improved. 
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Lastly, it should be noted that to the extent that they are relevant, the factual 

findings not set aside by the Commissioner In his remand, which were arrived at in Initial 

Decision, OAL Docket No. EDU 4555-85, relevant to the question of tenure of the 

petitioners, still adhere and are incorporated into this opinion. 

ANALYSIS 

Pursuant to the decision which he rendered on February 28, 1986, the 

Commissioner of Education determined that each or the designated petitioners were 

tenured custodial starr employees of the Board pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:17-3. 

Accordingly, he remanded the matter for further proceec"ings to deter!lline whether the 

action of the Board on April 22, 1985, which abolished the positions of the individual 

petitioners, comports with the requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9. 

The foregoirut statute provides as follows: 

Nothing In this title or any other law relating to tenure of service 
shall be held to limit the right of any board of education to reduce 
the number of teaching staff members, employed In the district 
whenever, In the judgment of the board, It is advisable to abolish 
any such positions for reasons of economy or because of reduction 
In the administrative or supervisory organization of the district or 
tor other good cause upon compliance with the provisions of this 
article. 

The singular Issue to be resolved in this matter therefore L'l whether the 

petitioners can establish by a preponderance of the relevant credible evidence that the 

action of respondent Board in abolishing their positions as custodial staff employees was 

prompted by bad faith, and not by reasons of economy, efficiency or for other ~~;ood eause. 

In my judgment, the evidence and the testimony presented In this matter, as 

well as the legal ar!fUments offered by the petitioners do not establish bad faith. It has 

been well-recognized in New Jersey that the authority of the local board of education in 

respect to the management and P.Ontrol of the school system Is broad and should be 

liberally construed. See,.!:!:. Downs v. Board of Education Hoboken, 12 N.J. Misc. 345 

(Sup. Ct. 1934) aff'd Fletcher Ridgefield v. Board of Education Hoboken, 113 N.J.L. 401 

(B. &. A. 1934). Boards are del~ated broad mangerial responsibility and should effectuate 

their charge in a manner best suited to achieving a thorough and efficient education for 
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their students. Courts will br011dly construe N.J.S.A. 111A:28-9 and as long as a boards' 

aetion is prompted by notions of good faith and, to some degree, eeonomic need, the 

exercise of their discretion will be upheld. ~. Park Education Association v. Ridgefield 

Park Board of Edueation, 78!:!.: 144, 156 (1978); Klinger v. Board of Edueation Cranbury, 

190 !:!.: ~· 354, 357-58 (Apo. Div. 1982). 

The same princioles adhere to the construction of N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-3, 

conferring explicit statutory authority on a local school board to abolish a custodial or 

janitorial position in order to promote efficleney and/or economy: providing its conduct is 

motivated '>v good faith, Its decision will not be set aside. Hardwiek v. Board of 

Education of Town of Phillipsburg, 1980 S.L.D. __ (Commr. of Ed. January 21, 1980); 

Catano v. Board of Education of Township of Woodbridge, 71 S.L.D. 448. 

In my judgment the evidence and the testimony that has been presented In this 

matter demonstrate that the Hunterdon Central Regional High School Board of Education, 

the respondent in this matter, when It voted on April 22, 1985 to abolish the custodial 

staff positions and contractually permit Service S~tems to assume full responsibility for 

maintenance, cleanliness, and groundskeeping at its facilities, was taken in good faith. 

The information which was available to the Board, which in the first instance prompted it 

to explore the possibility of subcontracting these responsibilities, renected that both from 

an economic and an efficiency perspective, It was coneerned with the best interests of the 

district. Further the information upon whieh the respondent Board relied, which was 

provided by both Service Systems and its major bid competitor, Service Masters, also 

reasonably justified the aetlon of the Board In prospectively assuming that once custodial 

responsibilities were wholly delegated to an Independent private contractor, it would 

serve the best interests of the district and would he an eeonomie, efficient, and 

educationally sound decision. 

While the evidence offered bv the petitioners in retrospect suggests that the 

level and quality of the services provided by Service Systems is perhaps not what was 

expected and that the various reoresentations and promises made by this corporation when 

It submitted its bids may not have been entirely fulfilled, this hindsight approach to 

determining the good faith eftorts of the Board is not determinative. At the time that 

the Board made its decision it acted reason11bly and in good faith. That one year 

subsequent to the action taken by the Board one ean look back and say, i.e., that the 

bathrooms in the sehool are not cleaner than they once were or that the grounds are 
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maintained no better is not the proper test: the test is whether the Board reasonably and 

properly relied upon information before it in a good faith effort and belief that its 

decision in respect to the custodial force would likely Improve the efficiency and economy 

or the system. Neither the Board nor the administrative law judge has the luxury or 

answering that question one year !!!!!!: the decision was made. 

An examination of the various factors that the Board considered in arriving at 

its decision bears out the good faith underlying the exercise of Its discretion. The 

evidence demonstrated, particularly through the testimony of Superintendent Wolsiefer, 

that the general performance of the custodial employees charged with the cleanliness of 

the facility had been below satisfactory standards for a considerable period of time. As a 

consequence, the Superintendent had begun to explore the possibilities of subcontracting 

out for custodial services since the early 1980's. The survey which was thereafter 

conducted by Service Systems in January 1985, which was summarized In its letter study 

of February 7, 1985 (J-3), Indicated that, among other things, the floors, bathrooms an<.i 

of!iees within Hunterdon Central's facilities were Improperly eared for and that the entire 

cleaning operation was operated at only 50% efficiency. During the course of the Board's 

deliberations concerning the possibility of subcontracting out the custodial work, which 

spe.aned aoproximately seven weeks and which was the subject of three separately held 

meetings, there was no evidence to indicate that the petitioners had ever challenged the 

Board's belief that problems in the cleanliness of the faeillt!es persisted. 

In addition to the unsatisfactory maaner in which the facilities were being 

maintained, the evidence also indicated that the responsibility for supervising the 

custodial staff placed a burden upon the administration of the school system and by 

necessity diminished the time and energy which administrators might otherwise spend on 

ongoing education. 

Once it became apparent that there were sufficient problems manifested In 

the system to make preliminary 'inquiry outside of the system to discover alternative 

solutions, respondent Board also acted responsibly and carefully in the procedures which it 

employed. It will be recalled that in the fall of 1984 the Hunterdon Central administra

tion solicited four or five custodial contracting companies to ascertain the services which 

were available. Of these, Service Svstems and Service Masters expressed genuine interest 

ln providing services to the respondent. Once It discovered the interest that was 

expressed. Hunterdon Central conducted a preliminary background check of both 
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prospective bidders which revealed no negative information about either. Representatives 

of respondent then toured the operation of both companies and concluded that each 

appeared competently administered. Both were then invited to conduct on-site surveys of 

Hunterdon Central and to present l)roposals for improvement. Each--Service Systems and 

Service Masters--then submitted comprehensive reports on the results of their surveys as 

well as proposals for improvement. 

Three public meetings were thereafter convened by the Hunterdon Central 

Regional High School Board or Education in which representatives of Service Systems and 

Service Masters were queried about the surveys they conducted and about their prooosals 

to remedy the perceived problems. Among the representations then made by Service 

Systems to respondent were, as Mr. Granello outlines in his posthearing submissions, that 

the cleaning, groundskeeping, and maintenance operations were functioning at 50%, 80% 

and 7596 efficiency, respectively, and within one year after contracting with Hunterdon 

Central, Service Systems would inC!I'e!ISe that efficiency to 85'¥,, 90<16 and 90%, 

respectively. Manifestly, when a local school board reasonably relies in good faith upon 

reports prepared by experts which cite existing inefficiencies and recommend changes, 

the exercise or discretion by the Board is posited U!)On good faith. See, .!!.!:• Burghardt v. 

Passiac County Manchester Board of Education, supra, Willingboro Education Association 

v. Willingboro Township Roard of Education, 1981 S.L.D. __ (Commr. of Ed. 

February 23, 1981). 

Further, as an Incident to the concern of the Hunterdon Central administration 

to contract out to a company which had provided a proven track-record, respondent 

performed background telephone checks of approximately 16 public entities which had 

contracts in existence with both Service Systems and Service Masters; both prospective 

bidders received positive responses. Consequently, the concern manifested by the conduct 

of Hunterd-?n Central in reaching out to other clientele serviced by these companies is 

evidence of a responsible attitude for the actions thereafter undertaken. 

It will also be recalled that the action of respondent Board in determining to 

subcontract out both the employee as well as managerial responslbillties of Its ctmtodial 

staff was neither taken lightly nor effected without due consideration and deliberation. 

The Board articulated three options which would be available to It to remedy what it 

perceived to be a problematical situation within its custodial staff: It could subcontract 

out a total takeover of the services; It could retain its custodial start workers by 
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subcontracting out only the managerial uoeets of the responsibility; it could totally 

reorganize on an in-house basis the entire groundskeeping, maintenance, cleanliness, and 

supervisory operation. The ultimate determination to abolish the custodial positions and 

effect a total takeover by an outside Independent contractor resulted only after 

deliberation and dialogue. 

It will be recalled that the Board assured that all proposals including those for 

a management takeover only and an In-house reorganization were submitted for 

comparison and review. In arriving at Its ultimate decision, respondent wu prompted to 

make a decision which would provide the most efCicient operation of the custodial staff; 

indeed, the economic consequences of the decision were secondary as will be recalled by 

Mr. l'lolsiefer•s testimony. The primary consideration which convinced the Board not to 

bifurcate management and staff is manifestly reasonable: the fundamental drawback of 

etrectlng a management takeover by an Independent contractor while retaining starr 

under respondent's employ Is that It renders significantly impotent the subcontractor's 

control over workers who are neither under Its employ nor on its payroll. The Board 

ultimately eschewed the in-house option, concluding that it did not signiticantly differ 

from the status quo and would presumably Increase rather than decrease the time taken 

by administrators to oversee custodial staff rather than curriculum and education. It 

would also require that the Board fill a new title, building engineer, which based upon its 
prior experience would reasonably present difficulties. 

As a result of evaluating the three possible options and weighinst their 

advantages and disadvantages, the Board ultimately decided that a total takeover wu 

most advantageous; a survey of 15 public utilities, whl!!h indicated to Hunterdon Central 

that this procedtre wu an effective one, reinforced and solidified Its decision. 

In addition to the efficiency aspel!ts of this operational decision, there was 

also, of course, the potential economic consequences. It will be recalled that Service 

Systems' proposal for a total takeover inclleated that for the 1985-86 academic year, there 

would be a prospective savings of in excess of $118,000--approximately 18% of Hunterdon 

Central's 1985-86 budget for cll'!ltodlal operations. Mr. Pagella argues that the potential 

economic benefits derived by respondent as a consequence of its decision was to an extent 

effective because It was largely predicated on the cut in fringe-benefits from which 
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tenured custodial staff employees suffered following subcontracting. Even if he is correct 

in respect to this assertion, it does not diminish the economic benefits derived by 

respondent; it simply points to the source of their increase. 

A fundamental argument raised by the petitioners to support their assertion of 

bad faith is premised on hindsight observations: since Service Systems has assumed full 

responsibility for custodial services at Hunterdon Central, many if not all of the 

representations which it made In respect to training, maintenance programs, and improved 

efficiency have purportedly not come to pass. Further, the petitioners assert that the 

work performed bv Service Systems' employees is neither better nor worse than the work 

performed when these same employees worked for respondent. 

To a very real extent, these representations have not been rebutted or 

countered by the respondent. It will be recalled that Mr. Wolsiefer, on the basis of his 

own informal observations through April 1986, confirmed that it did not appear that there 

was a significant difference In the cleanliness of the facilities. But this conclusion, even 

if established, is irrelevant in and of Itself when measuring the standard of the Board !! 
the time that it entered into Its decision to subcontract out its custodial responsibilities 

to Service Systems. At that time it reasonably and justifiably relied upon Service 

Systems' proven track record, its representations, its bid specifications, the study that it 

oerformed for Hunterdon Central, and the unsatisfactory state of affairs at the institution 

that promoted it to make the dedsion in the first place. 

These are the criteria which must be measured to determine the reasonable

ness and validity of the Board's action; that action cannot be measured post hoe to 

determine the alleged bad faith or the Board. Similarlv, if arguendo the state of affairs 

one year after the Board's action confirmed the wisdom of that action but if when the 

action was taken, It was not justified, the same argument could not work in reverse to 

validate the good faith efforts of the Board. Certainly the current state of affairs is 

evidential, to an extent, and may be used to measure In their totality the circumstances 

existing at the time the Board made its decision. Because, however, Service Systems may 

not have proven to have performed as outstandingly as it had represented does not in and 

of itself diminish the wisdom or invalidate the lawful intent of respondent Board. 

The reoresentatives of the Board are not fools: In a free enterprise socletv it 

is not that unusual for prospective bidders to "puff up" the quality of their product. That 
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is to be expected. I infer that the Board knew that. Further and perhaps ironically, the 

evidence demonstrated that the Board renewed Service Systems' contract for the 

following year. Thus notwithstanding the fiaws that may have manifested themselves in 

its first year's performance, Serviee Systems is worthy of at least one more annual 

contract. 

Similarly, that since the award to Service Systems of the custodial contract 

the Board has not undertaken a formal study or analysis to review the work is also in and 

of itself not material to the issue of its R"Ood faith; all it could ever do is establish, again 

in hindsight, the state of affairs whleh exists more than one year after the decision at 

issue was made. ~. Greco v. Smith, 40 ~Super. 182 (App. Dlv. 1956). 

As will be recalled, in the Initial Decision rendered prior to remantl (OAL 

Docket No. EDU 4555-85) the facts which were developed and adopted Indicate that the 

issue of whether the petitioners did or did not acquire tenure status In their positions was 

seriously challenged by both silies. The Commissioner of Education in his final 

administrative determination concluded that based primarily upon the decision rendered In 

In the Matter of Tenure Hearing of Robert Hay, Hunterdon Central Regional High School 

District, Hunterdon County, OAL Doeket No. EDU 5312-81, decided May 28, 1982, 

artlrmed, Commlastoner of Education, June 1, 1982, the custodial star! petitioners were 

held to be tenured employees. 

The petitioners argue that a primary basis for their assertion of bad faith Is 

that the abolition of the entire custodial staff was no more than a mere guise to dispense 

with the serVices of ~h0111e several custodians (notably Messrs. Hay, Galygonya and 

Hartsell) without complying with the various procedural obligations attaching to tenure 

proceedings. Mr. Wolsiefer candidly aeknowledged that the declaion to explore alterna

tives to the existing status of the custodial staff was indeed prompted In part by the 

experiences that Hunterdon Central had with several of the employees In the custodial 

staff. There Ia nothing, however, to suggest or to conVince me that the respondent Board 

through nefarious motives determined to eliminate the entire staff--Including grounds

keeping and maintenance crews--for the sake of ridding itself of a handful or purportedly 

delinquent employees. The prevaUint!; concern that the Board voiced and which In my 

judgment ls substantiated bv the evidence Is that It judged the overall efficiency (and in a 

tertiary sense tbe economy) of its custodial operations to require improvement while at 

the same time reducing the demanlis of supervlaors and management staff within this area 
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so that they mlrht devote sreater attention to other more directly related educational 

concerns. While conceding that the decision to subcontract solved respondent's problems 

in respect to potentially several delinquent tenured custodial employees, the evidence 

does not establish that this was either the sl~ar or prevaiUng motivation prompting 
respondent to take the action It did. 

The petitioners have not demonstrated that when the Soard determined to 

review the various altematiftiS available to It to cure what It perceived to be a problem 

with Its custodial starr, It did so without integrity. The evidence did not establish nor 
su~t1test some viUainous plan that the Board conspired to so as to rid itself or Messrs. Hay, 

Galygonya, Hartsall and others.· 

Furthermore, and touching upon the Board's coneem for its employees (it 

should not be forgotten that In respect to many of the custodial staff and most If not all 

of the maintenaee and groundskeeping staff, the Board did not level any ad hominum 

complaints against their performance) was the requirement which it placed in the 

contract with Service Systems that the latter as a prerequisite to its performance agree 

to hire ~ for a minimum of 90 days all of the Board's custodial employees and to 

provide them with various fringe benefits similar to those with which they had been 
provided while emplo)7ed by Hunterdon Central. In addition, the Board provided the 

employees with sums of money at the time of their termination based upon seniority; It 

also maintained two emplo)7ees on the Board's pa)71'0ll for a period of time so that their 

pension Interests could vest. 

The respondent asserts, and there was no evidence to the contrary, that it 

undertook this effort out ot a sense of moral concern and while under no legal obligation. 

This action does bear In my judgment upon the concern and good faith efforts that the 
Soard manifested towards it former employees. Of course, one could argue that i! the 
Boerd was really eoneemed, the employees should have been retained. However, the 

Board's primary coneem Is for the quality of education and performance within the 
district and it made a considered judgment based upon the cumulative circumstances 

existing that It would be In the best Interests of Hunterdon Central for the custodial 

component to be subcontracted away. 

The final argument offered by the petitioners Is that as a matter of law, the 

abolition of their positions Is invalid If the Board seeks to receive substantially the same 
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services by the wholesale subcontracting out of their resDOMibWtles. Mr. PageUa relies 
principally upon the decisions rendered In Vlemeister v. Board of Education of Prospect 

Park, 5 N.J. !!!!2!£. 215 (App. Dlv. 1949), and Cochran v. Board of Education of Watchung 

Regional Sehool District, 1983 ~ __ (Commr. of Ed., September 26, 1983), 

affirmed, State Board, December 4, 1985, In support of this proposition. 

In Vleonelster, the position of principal was abolished by resolution of the local 

school board, osterwlbly In the interests of economy. At the same time a new position, 

entitled "teachill( principal" was established and another employee was appointed to fill 

lt. Eventually the employee who Willi removed as princioal was reinstated to his position 

and the administrative action was upheld by the appellate division. The court concluded 

that the position of principal was never in fact abolished and continued within the local 

school district under a different title and occupied by a different district employee. In 
Vlemeister the'"abolltion" of a position was held to be a mere guise to serve, as the 

appellate division notes, as a "simple expedient of transferring ••• duties to a member of 

the teaching staff." Vlemeister, 5 g Super. at 219. In Vlemeister there was neither a 

de facto nor a de jure abolition of any title; rather, the Board effeetlvely sought to rid 

Itself of the individual occupying It and transferred the duties to another. 

Under those circumstances Vlemeister is Inapposite to the current matter. 

Here there is no doubt that the Board In faet and In law abolished tile positions at issue 

and the responslbiUtles and duties of those positions were subsumed by a private 

Independent corporation operating thi'OUfCh contraet with the Board. Lastly, in respeet to 
Vlemeister It should be noted that whUe not directly articulated by the eourt, the action 

ot the local school board was presumptively undertaken in bad faith by the very nature of 
Its faUure to erteet a bona fide abolition of the principal position. 

Like Vlemeister, Cochran does not support the argument set forth by 

Mr. Fagella, which seeks to vitiate the aotlon of Hunterdon Central. In ~. the 

Commissioner of Edueation, In affirming the findings and conclusions of the administra

tive law judp, determined that the action of the local board in reducing Its child study 

team from full to part-time staff dld not eomply with the requirements of ~ 

UA:28-9. This ruling was based to a great extent on the Commissioner's perception that 

the needs of the distriet eompel full-time ehUd study teams. He notes: "experience and 

common sense dictate that a regional high school district enrolling as many students as 

does the Board herein, eannot provide those CST servlees required by statute and 
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regulation with a half-time team." ~. Commissioner's deelsion at 21. He then 

reinforees this determination by drawing upon the eonelusions wheh were derived by the 

Department of Edueation. Division of Special Needs-Handicapped, whose report of June 

1983, "raised serious questions relative to the legality of eontracting for services as did 

the Board herein without the written approval of the County Superintendent." !_g. at 22. 

Thus, in Cochran the Commissioner relies signifleantly, as did the administra

tive law judge, on what they both perceived to be the legal obligation of a local board of 

edueatlon in providirur professional servlees to its students only by means of district 

emplovees. See~ 18A:18-1; N.J.A.C. 8:28-1.3. In part at least, as a matter of 

statutory and regulatory provisions, the 9!!!!!.!!! ruling was based on a determination that 

providing a ehild study team is a statutory/regulatory ,requirement, inuring to Board 

employees and may not as a matter of law be delegated away to a private eontractor. In 

the current matter, no argument or evidence has been offered to in any way indicate or 

suggest that a similar prohibition adheres against subcontrActing away to a private 

independent eontractor the maintenace, groundskeeping. and custodial services or a local 

school district. 

Thus, based upon the foregoing, any argument addressed to the purported 

prohibition of a local school board to delegate away entirely to a private contractor a 

supoort service sueh as custodial and maintenance lacks legal authority or justification. 

The final argument raised by the respondent In this matter Is that by their 

actions in negotiating and execruting a memorandum of agreement on June 28, 1985 with 
the Board, the petitioners have efteetlvely waived their right to challenge the former's 

eonduct in this proceeding. 

It will be recalled that as an incident to this June 28, 1985 agreement, certain 

eeonomie benefits were provided by the Board to the petitioners in exchange for which 

the latter had agreed to withdraw all other proposals. Counsel for respondent appears to 
posit his waiver &1'1r1Jment on the assertion that "the petitioners have not shown any 

damage as resulting from the Board's abolition of these positions." Respondent's post

hearii!J brief at 30. Contrary to this assertion the testimony generated indicates that in 

respect to fringe benefits, other working arrangements and the loas of tenure (sinee the 

Commissioner has ruled that these petitioners did in f11et acquire tenure), the reasonable 

conclusion to be derived is that there Is a prima facie showing thAt the petitioners were in 
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fact Injured by the action of the Board In abolishing their positions. Aecordingly, the 

argument that they have effectively waived their rights to litigate these issues is 

rejected. 

Bued upon the foregoing, I CONCLUDE that the petitioners have failed to 

establish by a preponderance of the relevant credible evidenee that the aetion of the 

respondent, the Board of Edueatlon of Hunterdon Central Regional High School, taken at 

Its meeting of April 22, 1985, which abolished the positions the petitioners oecupied while 

In lts employ, and which transferred responsibility for custodial services to a private 

independent eontraetor wu underaken In bad faith or was In any way in contravention of 

the provisions and requirements of~ 18A:28-9. Accordingly, it is ORDBRBD that 

the appeal of the petitioners is dismissed. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modlrled or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP TBE DBPARTIWBNT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall beeome a final decision in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby FU.E my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration. 

~h (7J(9cf' 
DATE I 

DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

NOV 191986 
DATE 

ml 
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Bl.JRTERDON CENTRAL BIGB SCHOOL 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ET AL., 

PETITIONERS. 

V. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
Bl.JRTERDON CENTAL REGIONAL HIGH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, Bl.JRTERDON 
COUNTY, 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION ON REMAND 

RESPONDENT. 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
parties within the time prescribed by N.J .A. C. 1:1-16. 4a, b and c. 
The legal arguments presented in pettttoner 1 s (Association's) 
exceptions and the Board 1 s reply are essentially those presented 
during the course of the hearing and considered by the AW. A 
summary of the exceptions is provided below. 

Petitioner excepts to the AW 1 S determination that the 
Board acted in good faith when it decided to abolish its custodial 
positions and engage a subcontractor to perform the custodial work. 
It contends the ALJ gave no. reason to support the Board's rejection 
of the Superintendent 1 s in-house reorganization proposal and avows 
that the AW erred in affording a board of education virtually 
unlimited latitude to abolish tenured positions and subcontract the 
work, an action it asserts is statutorily infirm for the following 
reasons: 

***First, even assuming "economy" and 
"efficiency" are factors to be considered. the 
background of this matter indicates the Board 
acted in bad faith. The predominant reason for 
its actions was not to obtain more "efficient" 
ope rat ions. but rather to rid itself of tenured 
employees with whom it was dissatisfied. Second, 
its "economy" was effected only by having reduced 
benefits paid to the same employees for doing the 
identical work they performed previously. Third, 
there was no real "reduction" in the number of 
custodians, because the identical individuals 
performed the identical work both before and 
after the subcontracting. 

(Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 3) 

Petitioner avows that the "vision and meaning of tenure" 
embodied in the ALJ's recommended decision presents grave 
consequences for tenure if approved by the Commissioner for 
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No case has previously concluded that a board 
acts in "good faith" when it terminates tenured 
employees. transfers their functions intact to 
other employees <albeit through subcontracting) 
who then continue to perform the identical 
services but at lower costs solely because of the 
reduced benefits they receive.*** 

(Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 6) 

Moreover. petitioner argues that the Board • s actions are 
illegal pursuant to applicable precedent and it alleges that the 
ALJ's efforts to distinguish the Viemeister and Cochran holdings are 
unconvincing. With respect to this it contends: 

***The ALJ claims that in Viemeister, the duties 
were merely "transferred" to another employee. 
while here the duties were actually abolished and 
"subsumed" by a private independent corporation. 
Surely this is a distinction without a 
difference. Whether a board "abolishes" a 
position and transfers the responsibility to 
another individual, or "abolishes" a position and 
asks a private contractor to perform that same 
work, the substance of the illegality is the 
same. It is an end-run effort around the tenure 
laws, designed to eliminate tenure in the 
position while continuing the duties of that 
position intact. 

The efforts to distinguish the holding of the 
Commissioner in Cochran are similarly 
unpersuasive. That case does not hold merely 
that child study team members must be directly 
employed by the board of education. That is a 
merely corollary ramification. Cochran's primary 
conclusion is that unless there is an actual 
reduction in the amount of work of the tenured 
employee, that employee's position cannot be 
"abolished" and the duties transferred or in 
other ways assigned to another individual. 
(emphasis in text) 

(Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 10) 

The Board's reply to petitioner's exceptions rebuts each of 
the points raised, avowing that the ALJ was correct in finding that 
its abolishment of custodial positions and subcontracting out for 
custodial services was a good faith attempt to obtain more efficient 
and economical custodial operations. It reiterates that it chose 
the "total takeover" v. "in-house proposal" because it was the most 
efficient of the three options considered because mere "management 
takeover" would give a subcontractor rather weak control over 
workers not on its payroll and the "in-house" proposal would divert 
more of Hunterdon Central's administrative staff time away from 
curriculum. Further, it argues that the ALJ was correct in finding 
that the good faith of a board must be determined by whether the 
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board, at the time of its decision to abolish, actually had the 
110tivation to accomplish efficiencies and/or economies. and not by 
whether in hindsight the· decision actually accomplished such desired 
results. It again denies that its actions were taken to avoid going 
through tenure proceedings to remove inefficient employees, stating 
that although it was dissatisfied with the performance of several 
particular cleaning employees, it was moreover dissatisfied with the 
entire cleaning operation. 

With respect to this latter point the Board contends that 
when an entire office is functioning inefficiently, New Jersey Law 
gives the public employer the right to abolish the inefficient 
office even if it is occupied by "protected" individuals and cites 
inter alia, Greco, supra; Burghardt et al., supra, and N.J.S.A. 
18A:28-9. 

The Board rebuts petitioner's contention that a board may 
not abolish a tenured position if it merely intends to transfer the 
duties of that position to another position or to a subcontractor. 
Of this it states: 

***First of all, the Board, in subcontracting out 
with Service Systems, did not intend for Service 
Systems to provide the same custodial duties that 
the Board had beforehand, since this would be 
futile in solving its inefficiency problem. The 
Board contracted for new supervision, new 
training, new work organization, a new preventive 
maintenance program, and restructured custodial 
tasks, among other items. The fact that Service 
Systems may have failed to restructure custodial 
duties at Runterdon Central is irrelevant. since 
the Board required such restructuring of duties 
in its specifications and contracted with Service 
Systems on the expectation of receiving such 
restructuring--all with the good faith motive to 
achieve more efficient cleaning. 

(Reply Exceptions, at p. 6) 

Moreover, it avows that petitioner misstates the relevant 
law, arguing, inter alia, that (l) Viemeister, supra, and Cochran. 
supra, are dtsttngutshable from the instant matter and 
(2) petitioner fails to articulate the basic legal principle 
underlying these two cases and others. namely. that a board cannot 
abolish a tenured position and transfer the duties to another if the 
actions are not actually motivated in good faith to resolve real 
inefficiences. With respect to the former point, it contends that 
in neither of the two cases did the court find the board had a real 
inefficiency or economic problem nor that the abolishment action was 
motivated by a desire to solve a real inefficiency or budgetary 
problem. 
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This matter arises under the authority of N.J.S.A. 
l8A:l7-3' and N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-4 which read: 

18A:l7-3. Tenure of janitorial employees 

Every public school janitor of a school district 
shall, unless he is appointed for a fixed term, 
hold his office. position or employment under 
tenure during good behavior and efficiency and 
shall not be dismissed or suspended or reduced in 
compensation, except as the result of the 
reduction of the number of janitors in the 
district made in accordance with the provisions 
of this title or except for neglect, misbehavior 
or other offense and only in the manner 
prescribed by subarticle B of article 2 of 
chapter 6 of this title.*** 

18A:l7-4. 
employees 

Reduction in number of janitorial 

No board of education shall reduce the number of 
janitors, janitor engineers, custodians or 
janitorial employees in any district by reason of 
residence, age, sex, race, religion or political 
affiliation and when any janitor, janitor 
engineer, custodian or janitorial employee under 
tenure is dismissed by reason of reduction in the 
number of such employees, the one having the 
least number of years to his credit shall be 
dismissed in preference to any other having a 
longer term of service and the person so 
dismissed shall be and remain upon a preferred 
eligibility list, in the order of years of 
service, for reemployment whenever vacancies 
occur and shall be reemployed by the board in 
such order and upon reemployment shall be given 
full recognition for previous years of service in 
his respective positions and employments. 

The February 26, 1986 decision of the Commissioner in this 
matter rejected the Board's arguments that the petitioning custodial 
staff were untenured because they were appointed for fixed terms and 
reversed the ALJ's reco111111ended decision to dismiss the case. The 
reasons for reversal bear repeating here for, as stated by the State 
Board in Cochran, supra, the entire course of events must be 
examined when abr1dgment of tenure rights is alleged. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9, reduction of teaching staff members, was 
inadvertently cited in the remand language of the February 26, 1986 
Commissioner decision in this matter. The erroneous cite of this 
statute does not, however, pose a detrimental effect on the hearing 
of the matter. 
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Firstly, the Commissioner rejected the argument that 
collective bargaining contract language which said custodial staff 
"***shall be employed on an annual, 12 month basis" (R-1 at 23; R-2 
and 3 at 16) constituted a "fixed term" of employment as it did not 
specify the beginning and ending dates of fixed term employment and 
concluded it could easily be read to mean employment on an annual 
12-month basis as opposed to a 10-month academic year or other basis. 

Secondly, the record did not support that the Board took 
formal action to set fixed term employment. Exhibits P-1 through 
P-20 demonstrated that yearly notification of salary as opposed to 
individual contracts was provided but, other than specifying a 
July 1 effectl ve date for said salary, no fixed term of employment 
was set forth. The notifications were apparently no different from 
those given to tenured teaching staff. 

Thirdly, it was not until 1983, subsequent to the 
litigation of tenure charges against Petitioner Hay, that the Board 
attempted to is~ue fixed term contracts. The Commissioner rejected 
this post facto strategy of the Board to set fixed term employment 
and flatly set aside the Board •s belated argument that Petitioner 
Bay was not tenured. Be emphasized that when a board invokes tenure 
charges, tenure is not merely "assumed," it is undisputed. 

Fourthly, it was found that for 1984-85 and 1985-86 Board 
minutes and documents spoke only to salary and guide step for 
custodial staff with no fixed term of employment set and accepted. 

As a result of the Commissioner's examination of the 
record, it was· concluded that the petitioners had achieved the 
legislative status of tenure pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-3. Thus, 
the matter was remanded for a full hearing on the merits of the 
dispute to determine if the reduction in force effectuated by the 
Board had violated those tenure rights. Petitioners are challenging 
the Board's action in reducing the number of janitorial/custodial 
staff pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-3 and 17-4. The case presents the 
issue of whether a board of education may. consistent with 
applicable law, abolish the positions of its tenured custodial staff 
and subcontract with a private entity for custodial services which 
(by Board specification) continues to employ those individuals 
without the protection of tenure. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-3 mandates that tenured janitors may not be 
dismissed, suspended or reduced in compensation except as the result 
of a reduction in the number of janitors in accordance with the 
provisions of Title 18A, Education, or by way of the Tenured 
Employees Bearing Law, 18A:6-10 et ~· It has been long 
established that a board of educatTon or other public body may 
reduce/abolish positions of tenured or protected personnel when such 
action is taken for reasons such as economy or greater efficiency. 
N.J.S.A. l8A:28-9; Viemeister, suprf; Catano, ~upra As expressed by 
the State Board of Educatton in Phlllrp-cipodtlupo v. Bd. of Ed. of 
West Oran&e, decided by the Commissioner Hay 3, 1985, rev'd State 
Board September 3, 1986. Although boards of education have great 
discretion in reduction in force situations, that discretion is not 
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without limits. (Slip Opinion, at ~· 14) Citing Viemeiater, the 
State Board articulates that tenure rtghts are important expressions 
of legislative policy· and the rights they confer are accorded 
vigorous protect ion. Further, it states that abridgment of tenure 
rights is not countenanced if it is found that the duties of an 
abolished position have, in fact, been transferred to another 
position so as to defeat the rights of an employee who is tenured in 
the abolished position. (at pp. 14-15) 

Although Viemeister, supra, and Capodilupo, supra, 
interpret N.J. S. A. 18A: 28-9, reduction of teaching staff members, 
the principles articulated in those cases are no less applicable to 
tenured custodial staff when assessing a board's action pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-3 and 4. Viemeister is relied upon in Catano v. Bd. 
of Ed. of Woodbridge, 1971 S.L.D. 448 to reverse a board's 
impermissive action in dismissing a tenured janitor wherein the 
abolishment was found to be in name only. In turn, that case and 
Viemeister are frequently cited as examples of the standard of 
review in cases alleging violation of tenure rights as a result of 
reduction in force action. 

In the Commissioner's judgment, there is a need to 
scrutinize cases interpreting N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 in order to review 
applicable standards related to alleged violation of tenure rights. 

Integral to any determination on abridgment of tenure 
rights. be it teachers, principals or janitors, is the issue of 
actual abolishment versus abolishment in name only. Viemeister. 
~upra, stands for the proposition that, even if a board of educat1on 
ts not motivated by bad faith, this in and of itself does not make a 
reduction action under school law immune from reversal if the 
position has not been abolished. Viemeister reads in part: 

*f<*It is not necessary to impugn the motives of 
board members or to impute to them ulterior 
purposes to hold that an illegal procedure cannot 
be followed to accomplish a purpose however good 
the motives.*** (1939-49 S.L.D. 115, 118) 

Even where a reduction in force occurs for a bona fide 
reason, i.e. decline in the number of students and despite the 
absence or-a purported economic gain, a board • s act ion wi 11 be 
reversed if it is determined that actual abolishment of position has 
not occurred. Eugene Sampietro v. Bd. of Ed. of Ridgefield Park, 
decided by the Commissioner March 11, 1985, rev'd State Board 
November 5, 1986. The following portion of the State Board's 
decision bears repeating here: 

***[T]he record in this case clearly indicates 
that the Board's decision to reduce its staff was 
based on declining student enrollment *** and it 
is undisputed that the business department in 
fact experienced a decline in student 
enrollment.*** If the Board's action had been 
otherwise proper, we would not set it aside 
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merely because it did not result in economic 
benefit. However, for the reasons that follow, 
we conclude that the Board • s action in this case 
did not constitute a valid reduction in force 
under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9. 

Although boards of education have great 
discretion when acting pursuant to N.J .S.A. 
18A:28-9, that discretion is not without ltmits. 
Tenure rights consistently have been accorded 
vigorous protection. Viemeister v. Prospect Park 
Bd. of Ed., 5 N:J. Super. 215, 219 (App. Div. 
1949); Catano v. Woodbridge Bd. of Ed., 1971 
S.L.D. 448, 458-9. Because reductions in force 
often necessarily implicate tenure rights, the 
decision making process and its consequences are 
closely scrutinized whenever an allegation is 
made that tenure rights have been impermissibly 
compromised by board action taken pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9. Vogel v. Board of Education 
of the Borough of Ridgefield, decided by the 
State Board, June 5, 1985. Further, it is 
settled that abridgment of tenure rights is not 
countenanced if it is found that the duties of 
the position abolished under the authority 
granted by N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 have in fact been 
transferred to another position so as to defeat 
the tenure rights of an employee who is tenured 
in the abolished position. Viemeister, supra. 
In such cases, the substance of the board's 
actions rather than the form controls. Id. at 
218. Our examination of the record indTcates 
that, in this case, in substance, the position of 
coordinator was transferred to the Department 
Head, but continued in fact to exist. Id. 

(Slip Opinion, at pp. 7-8) 

Upon examination of the record in this matter, it is the 
conclusion of the Commissioner that the custodial positions in this 
matter were not in actuality abolished but were rather abolished in 
name only and, thus, the Board's action is found to be contrary to 
the prohibition articulated in Viemeister, supra; Catano, supra; and 
Saap1etro, su,ra. Contrary to the bel1ef of the ALJ and the Board, 
the Commisnoner does not find Cochran, supra, inapposite. 
Notwithstanding the fact that child study team personnel are 
mandated to be board employees and that subcontracting of services 
is permitted under certain circumstances pursuant to N.J.A.C. 
6:28-1.1 et !!!51., the matter is quite analogous to the mstant 
matter in that it calls into question the issue of actual 
abolishment. Further, it also brings into play the issue of 
subcontracting services. The following passage from the State 
Board's decision is particularly instructive in light of the issues 
raised in the instant matter. It reads: 

.. J 
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***[T)he Board's intention was not an actual 
abolishment of positions. but a mere 
reorganization and transfer of duties to a less 
expensive provider. Under these circumstances 
the Board action taken here falls squarely within 
the prohibition of Viemeister v. Prospect Park 
Bd. of Ed .• supra. The CoiiiDlissioner and the AW 
correctly concluded that the integrity of the 
reduction in force decision was vitiated by the 
virtually contemporaneous decision to contract 
for additional CST services that the team, as 
originally constituted. would otherwise have 
performed. That being the case, the reduction in 
force decisions were properly voided.*** 

(Slip Opinion, at pp. 5-6) 

In the Commissioner's judgment, the integrity of the 
Board's action is even further vitiated when the tenured employees, 
whose positions were "abolished" by specification of Board contract 
to the private entity, continued to perform the custodial services 
of the district. That the private contractor was supposed to 
provide staff training, restructured duties, supervision and the 
like does not serve to render the Board • s reduction action proper 
when viewed from the Viemeister. standard. 

Accordingly, the action of the Hunterdon Central High 
School Regional District Board of Education to abolish its custodial 
positions is voided. Petitioners are to be reinstated to their 
former positions with all benefits and emoluments associated with 
those positions less mitigation. 

It is recoiiiDlended that the Board determine a course of 
action to address its efficiency concerns that results in less 
erosion to the rights of its entire tenured custodial staff. 
Lingelbach v. H_Ql)_atcong Bd. of Ed.. decided by the Commissioner 
June 9, 1983. rev'd/ rem'd State Board May 2, 1984, aff 'd Supenor 
Court. Appellate Division, A-4783-87T1 May 17, 1985, cer~ denied, 
101 N.J. 333 (1986) 

Notwithstanding the above, the Commissioner emphasizes that 
the determination in this matter does not impact on a board's right 
to eliminate positions of nontenured staff and subcontract for 
services such as occurred with food services statewide. The 
critical factor in this matter was the protection of tenure rights_ 
pursuant to school law. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

CITY OF PERTH AMBOY 

BOARD OF EDUCATION, 

Petitioner, 

v. 
CHIUS'I'UfE THOMPSON, 

Respondent. 

Alfred D. Antonio, Esq., for petitioner 

INmAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. ~0. EDU 6160-BS 

(OAL DKT. ·No. EDU :!183-85 

on remand) 

AGENCY DKT. NO. Sl-3/85 

Lennoz & Hlndt, &q., ror respondent (Stevens, Hinds & White, P.c., attorneys) 

Record Closed: .January 30, 19~5 

• ,. ~·., !" 

BEFORE DANIEL B. MC KBO.W"' ALJ~ , 

Decided: February 7, 1986 

.. .. ,. 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On September 26, 1985 the Commillloner of Education rejected a voluntary 

settlement entered between tbe Perth Amboy City Board of Education (Board) and 

Christine Thompson (respondent) which provided that In retum for the Board consenting to 

a dismissal with prejudice of 36 administrative tenure charges It certified to the 
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OAL DK1'. NO. EDU 61SQ...8S 

Commissioner on March 12, 19851 against respondent, a tenure teacher In Its employ for 

22 years and presently assigned to teaeh first grade pupils, she would waive all claims to 

120 days• salary withheld by It under ~ l&A:tl-14 upon Its eertifieation of sueh 

charges; that she would be returned to her teaching duties for 1985-86 subject to rerutar 
performance evaluation as all other teachers; and, that she would tender a resignation 

from her employment if the superintendent concluded at the end of 1985-86 that her total 

performance wu unsatisfactory based on her performance evluations throughout the year. 

The Commissioner determined that respondent could not voluntarUy waive a elalm to 
salary withheld under~ l8A:6-14, that she could not legally be required to submit a 

resignation, and that the settlement, aside !'rom the perceived violations of the Tenure 

Employees Hearing Law, violated "• • • the Commissioner's decision in re: ln the Matter 

of the Tenure Hearl!!{ of Frank Cardoniek, School Distrl~t of the Borough of Brooklawn, 

decided on remand APril 7, 1982; aff'd State Board (Aug. 4, 1982)." The Commissioner 

remanded the matter to the Orriee of Administrative Law for further proeeedl!!fS. 

FoUowi!!f the remand, a preheari!!{ conference was conducted October 30, 

1985 at which time certain procedural matters were decided including motion dates, 

discovery, and coordinating the calendars of counsel, the parties, witnesses, and the 

undersigned so that once the plenary hearing commenced on the 36 tenure charges It 

would continue on consecutive days for at least two weeks in order to avoid sporadic 

hearing dates. Consequently, the plenary hearing was scheduled to eommenee March 3, 

1986 and proceed through at least March 14, 1986. ln the meantime, respondent's motion 

to dismiss on the grounds the Board failed to specifically charge her with incapacity, 
unbecoming conduct, or other just cause or, alternatively, that the charges are of 

inetficleney and must be dismissed for failure of the Board to have granted her 90 days to 

Improve, was briefed by the parties. The motion was denied by written ruling on 

December 16, 1985. Respondent was granted leave to renew her motion to dismiss on 

ineffleleney grounds at the conclusion of the Board's ease-in-chief. 

1 The Commissioner transferred the matter on April 18, 1985 to the Office of 
Administrative Law as a contested cue. A prehearing conference was conducted May 3, 
1985 and a plenary hearing wu scheduled to commence July 8, 1985. The settlement 
papers were toed July 1, 1985; the heari!!{ wu cancelled; and, an initial decision issued 
August 13, 1985 In which the proposed settlement was endorsed. 
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Once again, the parties entered settlement negotiations upon the guiding 

principle that any agreement reached would be subject to the approval of the 

Commissioner of Education and that the agreement must, In an respects, be consistent 

with the law govemlng settlements of administrative tenure charge cases. 

On January 29, 1986, cou11111el to the parties and respondent personally 

appeared and submitted a written stipulation of settlement and spread the terms of the 

settlement on the record. Respondent testified that she has full knowledge of the terms 

of the settlement, that she has knowledge of her r!rhts under the Tenure Employees 

Hearing Law, ~ 18A:6-10 !!! !!9.· and that she has full knowledge of her tenure 

rights under ~ 18A:28-5. Respondent testified that the terms of the settlement are 

agreeable to her, she voluntarDy and knowingly embraces the terms of the settlement, 

that the settlement terms are a run and fair disposition of the 36 tenure charges brought 

against her In light of her tenure protection and, that she has not been coerced, harassed, 

nor subjected to any form of pressure to accept the terms of settlement. Furthermore, 

respondent admits counsel Informed her or the Commissioner's duty at N.J.A.C. 

6:11-3.7(b)l.l. to forward to the State Board of Examiners for possible revocation of one's 

teaching certificate ·In "· •• cases contested before the Commissioner of Education, 

resulting in loss of tenure or dismissal of a teacher ••• for Inefficiency, incapacity, 

conduct unbecoming a teacher, or other just cause •• ·"· The settlement document, in 
material part, 11 reproduced here: 

WHEREAS, the parties, recognizing that litigating the thirty-six 
(36) certified charges against petitioner to finality most likely 
would be protracted and costly In terms of toll of human resources, 
money, emotional strain and not to mention, the proof problems 
and 

WHEREAS, the parties concede that respondent has been a teacher 
with at leut twenty-two (22) years experience and the pending 
eharges flled wlthill the put two (2) years represent the only 
charges lodged against petitioner and for the foregoing reUOIIIJ 
that parties agree that It Is In their respective best interests and 
that of the pubUc to settle this matter; and 

WHEREAS, the parties have agreed to settle upon the following 
terms: 

NOW, THERBFORB, rr IS AGREED: 

1. 'Jbat the charges filed by petitioner, PERm AMBOY BOARD 
OF EDUCA'nON Is (are] withdrawn with prejudice pendtrw 
final approval by the Commissioner. 

-3-
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matter. 

2. That the petitioner PERTH AMBOY BOARD OF EDUCATION 
pay respondent CHRISTINE THOMPSON for the one hundred 
and twenty (120) days• pay withheld from her during her 
suspension from work pending a final approval by the 
Commissioner. 

3. That respondent CHRISTINE THOMPSON submit her 
resignation forthwith, pendl~ a final approval by the 
Commissioner • • • 

The forego!~ eonstltutes the proeedural history and procedural facts or the 

Administrative Polley Govern!~ the 

Settlement of Tenure Charges Brought Under the 

Tenure Employees• Hearing Law, N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 !1~· 

When the Commissioner rejected the earlier settlement as bei~ in violation of 

his earlier decision in Cardoniek, he quoted the following from that decision: 

"'" • • While not preeludl~ his approval or such settlements, the 
Commissioner wishes to make clear that he will carefully examine 
the factual cireumstanees surrounding each settlement so 
proposed, both as to the nature of the charges involved In such 
matter as well as to the exaet terms of the settlement. The 
Commissioner deems such careful scrutiny to be essential to the 
maintenance of the Integrity of the Tenure Employees Hearing Act 
(N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et !!!9_.) and to preserve both his statutorily 
conferred and judicialfy- defined responsibility for render!~ 
determinations in tenure matters and his responsibility for ensuring 
that determinations reached serve not only the interest of the 
parties but also the broader public interests. • • • "' 

It is clear that the Commissioner's approval of settlements entered in tenure 

charge eases depends upon "* • • the nature of the charges Involved* • • [and) • • • 

the exact terms of the settlement • • *" to ensure that the interests of the parties are 

served and that the public Interest is served by allowing a. tenure charge case to be 

settled. The State Board of Education, as head of the Department of Education, affirmed 

the Commissioner's ruling In Cardoniek and It said: 

We believe a proposed tenure settlement or a withdrawal or tenure 
charges with its attendent terms and conditions should be 
submitted to the Commissioner of Education Cor his prior scrutiny 

-4-
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and approval. 'nle proposed tenure settlement or withdrawal 
should be accompanied by supporting documentation as to the 
nature of the charges, eireumstanees justifying the settlement, 
consent or authorization by the board of education and the teacher 
to the proposed agreement, the Administrative Law Judge's 
findi~W~ that the teacher entered Into the agreement with a run 
understanding or his [her) rl!rhts, and that the agreement is 
consistent with the pubUe interest. [ eitatlon omitted] In this ease 
there is no lndleatlon that the teacher was advised or the 
Commissioner's duty pursusant to N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.7(b)l.i. to refer 
tenure determinations to the State BOard or Examiners ror oossible 
revocation. We believe that disetosure should be part or agreement 
which results In loss of position. 

Following the dictates of the Commissioner and the State Board of Edueation 

as recited above, the nature or the charges shall be examined. It is noted that the 

analysts of eaeh charge, agreed to by the pa!'ties, was sPread on the record January 29, 

1986. 

Charge 1 alleges respondent violated Board policy and certain 

school rules as set forth In the superintendent's affidavit 

which, In turn, relies upon a Jetter from the school principal 

to respondent on September 20, 1983. 

The substanee of the eharge Is that the principal 
was to have told respondent he observed her 

pupils leaving the classroom to go to the 

bathroom or to get a drink of water. He observed 

her pupils causing a dlsturbanee In the hallway. 

He notes that a school guard told hlm he observed 

the same thing happening. The prlnelpal reminds 

reapondent that school polley allows one ehlld to 

leave the room at a time. 'nle prlnelpal also 

eomplai.. respondent did not send her students 

tor math and that the math teacher had to come 

to respondent's room to get the ehUdren. Finally, 

the prlnelpal says that while he was In her 

etasaroom he noticed while she was speaking so, 

too, were pupDs apea.klng and that respondent 

"Permitted this to happen." 

-5-
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Chirp 2 alleges respondent violated Board policy as stated 

in tile superintendent's affidavit which in turn, relies upon a 

professional staff observation report dated October 6, 1983. 

The substanee of the charge is that the supervisor 

who prepared the professional staff observation 

report on October 6, 1983 made six "no" 

eomments thereon in regard to class diseipline. 

The observation report is not part of this record 

and there Is no further doeumentary explication 

as to this charge. 

Charge 3 alleges respondent violated Board policy and school 

rules as set forth in the superintendent's affidavit which, in 

tum, relies upon a letter or the principal to respondent on 

October 6, 1983. 

The substance or the charge is that on October 3, 

1983, the principal eould not locate respondent's 

lesson plan book nor reeord book in her classroom. 

at addition, the principal asserts that on October 

4, 1983, he was advised by some unidentified 

person that respondent was "* • • yelling in the 

hall for [B.S.) while the students were eoming 

into the building." 

Charge 4 alleges respondent violated Board policy and sehool 

rules as set forth in the superintendent's affidavit which, in 

turn, relies upon a letter from the prineipal to respondent on 

Oetober 11, 1983. 

The substance or this charge is that respondent 

was sending too many pupils to the office for 

discipline instead or disciplining the pupils 

herself. 

-6-
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Charge 5 alleges respondent violated Board pol!ey as set 
forth in the superintendent's affidavit whieh, In turn, relies 

upon a professional staff observation report of a supervisor 

other than the one refereneed In Charge 2. 

The substance of this eharge Is that this 

supervisor prepared the professional staff 

observation report and made six "no" eomments In 

regard to classroom dlseipllne. There Is no date 

asserted when this observation was to have been 

made nor when the report was to have been 

prepared, nor Is the report Itself part of this 

record. 

Charge 8 alleges respondent violated Board poUey as set 

forth in the superintendent's affidavit whieh, In turn, relies 

upon his own letter to respondent on Oetober 18, 1983. 

The substance of this eharge alleges the 

superintendent observed respondent's in elass 
performance on September 27 and Oetober 18, 
1983 and found a laek of dlselpline by the pupils 

and that he, In the presenee of respondent, 

developed a lesson With her pupils. 

Charge 7 alleges respondent violated Board policy as set 

forth In the superintendent'S affidavit whleh, In turn, relies 

upon a letter he sent the prlnelpal. 

The substanee of this charge alleges that the 

superintendent advised the prlneipal that a 

parent, who was allowed to observe respondent's 

elass for American Edueation Week, complained 

to him of the Jaek of respondent's eontrol of her 
pupils. 
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Charge 8 alleges respondent violated Board policy and school 

rules as set forth in the superintendent's affidavit which, in 

turn, relies upon a letter complaint he received from a 

parent. 

'Mle substance of this charge is essentiall)l the 

same as the substance in Charge 7, whereby the 

parent, in writing, filed a complaint in which she 

asserts respondent lacked control in the 

classroom. It Is noted that the parent, having set 

forth her conclusion that she observed chaos in 

respondent's classroom, concluded "1\llr. Sinatra 

[the superintendent) in plain english [ sicl it was 

terriable (sicl ." 

Charge 9 alleges respondent violated Board policy and school 

rules as set forth in the superintendent's affidavit which, in 

turn, relies upon a letter of the principal. 

'Mle substance of this charge alleges that the 

principal complained to the superintendent of 

respondent's rule infractions and pupil discipline. 

No further explication of this charge is in the 

record. It should be noted that the asserted rule 

infractions are more likely than not those as are 

set forth in these charges. 

Charge 10 alleges respondent violated a statute as set forth 

in the superintendent's affidavit. 

The substance of this charge Is best Uluminated 

by repeating the relevant portion of the 

superintendent's affidavit: 

j. On November 28, 1983, r 
made formal charges 
against Ms. 'Mlompson, one 
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for lnfiieting corporal 
punishment on student L.V. 
and the other for intueting 
eorporal punishment on 
student J.N. Said eharges 
were duly served upon 
Ms. 111ompaon and she Ciled 
an answer denying these 
eharges and the matter 
eame before the board on 
January 5, 1984. A 
determination and resolu
tion was made by the 
board, a eopy of whleh is 
annexed hereto and made a 
part hereof and marked 
SChedule A-7. (The 
relevant portion of 
SChedule A-7 states that 
while the Board found 
probable eause to eredlt 
the evidence In support or 
the two eharges of 
eorporal punishment, the 
eharges were not sufficient 
to warrant a dismissal or 
reduetion In salary of 
respondent.] As a result 
of negotiations had 
between myself, the Board 
Attorney and 
Ms. Thompson's attorney, 
It was agreed that she 
would take a leave of 
absence without pay 
effeetlve February 1, 1984, 
through June 30, 1984, and 
that she would attempt to 
mend her ways. A copy of 
her letter dated January 5, 
1984, is annexed hereto 
and marked SChedule A-8.2 
l Sehedule A-8 is 

2 There Ia no buls In this record to Infer that respondent'S leave of absenee without pay 
wu In any sense a dlaelpllne Imposed upon her by the Board despite what may appear upon 
a cursory readfnr of Charge 10. It is reuonable to Infer that Charge 10 is not Intended to 
eharp respondent with corporal punishment IB'Ider N.J.S.A. 18A:6-1 beeauae the Board, 
pursuant to Ita authority at N.J.S.A. lBAs&-11, alreadY ditermlned on January 5, 1984 that 
whUe probable cause existed to credit the evidence, the charges were not sufficient to 
warrant a dlamlual or reduction In salary even If proven true. Charge 10 Is intended, I 
Infer, to be another In a series of allegations by the Board to show respondent's alleged 
lack of pupU diaelpllne *IUs. 
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respondent~ letter to the 
superintendent requesting 
a leave of absence, without 
pay, between February 1, 
1984 through June 30, 
1984.} 

Charge 11 alleges respondent violated sehool rules as set 

forth In the affidavit of the principal of the sehool to which 

respondent was transferred In September 1984. 

The substance of this eharge Is that this principal, 

while "maklllt my rounds" observed six pupils 

standlllt in respondent's classroom and three other 

pupils standillt at the pencil sharpener. Later in 

the day, the principal advised respondent that 

"the students standlllt around her etassroom were 

a violation of class rules and procedures." 

Charge 12 alleges respondent falls to have "class under 

control" based on the evidence in support of aU other charges 

against her. 

The substanee of the eharge is Incorporated 

within the charge Itself. 

Charge 13 alleges reJI)OIIdent suffers a "Physical inability to 
attend to classroom situations and excess use of bathroom, as 

set forth In numerous oecuions In Affidavits annexed 

hereto." 

For the substanee of this charge see Charges 17, 

25, 211, 31, and 32. 

Charge 14 aUeges respondent violated school rules in regard 

to lesson plans and discipline policies u set forth in the 

arrldavlt of Kun whleh, In turn, relies upon a report or an 
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observation performed November 2, 1984 and a meeting he 
had with respondent on November 13, 1984 at which time Kun 

gave respondent a folder entitled "Glasser's Approach to 

Discipline." 

The substance of the charge Is that respondent's 

approach to classroom discipline and instruction 

needed Improvement. 

Charge 15 alleges respondent violated !lchool rules as set 

forth In Kun's affidavit. 

The substance of this charge Is that on November 

1, 1984, while making his rounds, Kun obserVed a 

group of pupils at a table In the back of 

respondent's ctaoroom. He further observed two 

pupfls were standing and the rest were doing art 

work. Kun says that at that precise time, and 

ostensibly on that precise day, the "schedule" 

called for language arts to be taught. Kun further 
attests that later that day, he advised respondent 

... • • not to have any more art until further 

notice because [you are] devoting too much time 

to art and not enough to Language Arts and 

Math." 

Charge 18 alleges respondent violated school rules In regard 

to discipline by ~endtrc pupils to the otflce on unspecltied 

oeeulons without a referral slip. 

The substance of the charge Is set forth In the 

charge Itself. 

Charge 17 alleges respondent Violated school rules as set 

forth In Kun's affidavit. 
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The substanee of this charge Is that on 

November 16, 1984, Kun learned from an 

unidentified souree that respondent asked a 

teacher's aide to cover her elassroom while she, 

respondent, went to the bathroom. 

Charge 18 alleges respondent violated sehool rules as set 

forth In Kun's affidavit whleh, In tum, relies upon a report of 

a professional obi!M!rvation done and prepared November 26, 

1984. 

The substanee of this charge as can best be 

dlseerned from the observation In support of the 

charge may be that the evaluator noted some 

"student restlessness". 

Charge 19 aUeges respondent violated school rules as set 
forth In Kun's affidavit. 

The substance of this charge Is that Kun, while 

making his rounds on November 29, 1984, 

observed one or respondent's pupils alone on the 

stairway without a pus and without a note. The 
pupU explained he had gone to the bathroom. Kun 

escorted the pupD back to the classroom, caUed 

respondent'S attention to the fact she should have 
given him a pus. 

Charge 20 alleges respondent violated "general teacher 

responsibility" u set forth In Kun's affidavit. 

The substance of this charge Is that on 

November 29, 1984, Kun attests that he 

dis<!overed one of respondent'S pupils erylng and 

wandering around In the lunehroom and that 

respondent wu to have explained she left the 
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pupil in the bathroom beeause the pupil would not 

come out. On another day Kun attests respondent 

was to have left the student in the classroom 

.while the other pupils went to the bathroom. 

Charge 21 alleges respondent violated sehool rules set forth 

In Kun's affidavit. 

The substance of this charge is that Kun attests 

that two different teachers discovered two of 

respondent's students In the corridors and 

escorted the students to Kun. Respondent, 

aecordl~ to the attestations of Kun, explained 

that the students had run out of the room without 

permission. A meetlnl followed at whleh time 

respondent became so upset that she wished to go 

to the bathroom. Kun gave respondent a broehure 

entitled "Five Ways to Manage a Classroom". 

Charge 22 alleges respondent violated sehool rules as set 
forth in Kun'l atfidavit which, In turn, relies upon a 

professional staff observation report he made. 

The substance of this charge is that respondent's 

classroom management needs improvement. 

Charge 23 alleges respondent violated sehool rules as set 

forth In Kunls affidavit. 

·-

The substance of this charge Is that Kun had to 

assist respondent In the classroom to stop three of 

her students from flrhtlnl wer a toy. Kun 

assisted respondent and then concluded the fight 

should not have occurred because respondent 

should have taken the toy away from the student 

who brought It Into the eJassroom In the first 

place. 
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Charge 24 alleges respondent violated sehool rules as set 

forth in the affidavit of Kun. 

The substance or this charge is that one or 
respondent's students kicked another student in 

the classroom and that the parent of the student 

who was kicked complained to Kun. 

Charge 25 alleges respondent violated an oral directive or 

Kun. 

Tile substance of this charge is that respondent 

had a pupil plaee material in her mailbox located 

in the teachers• room which is assertedly a 

violation of the rules; that respondent asked a 

sehool custodian to eover her elass without prior 

approval of the office; and, that respondent used 

the nurses• room bathroom instead of the 

teachers• bathroom for an emergency. 

Charge 28 alleges respondent violated school rules as set 

forth in Kun's affidavit. 

Tile substance of this charge Is that respondent 

asked a teacher to cover her class without prior 

approval of the office, so that respondent could 

go to the bathroom. 

Charge 27 alleges respondent violated school rules as set 

forth in Kun's affidavit which, in turn, relies upon a letter he 

sent respondent on January 10, 1985. 

The substance of this charge Is that respondent 

asks persons to eover her classroom without prior 

approval or the office and that respondent relies 

too much on the office for pupil discipline. 
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Charge 28 alleges respondent violated !<!hool rules as set 

forth in Kun's affidavit which, In turn, relies upon a report of 

an observation performed January '1, 1985. 

The substance of this charge is that the evaluator, 

while notmr respondent's lesson plans and her 

teach!~ were satisfactory, also noted that the 

class did not appear prepared for the lesson. 

Paragraphs 14 and 30 of Kun's affidavit address in some explanatory fashion 

the charges regarding respondent's asserted frequent use of the ladies' room. Paragraph 

14, which has already been referenced In Charge 1'1, and paragraph 30, which is not 

referenced In the charges, provide as follows: 

14. On November 16, 1984, I learned 
that Ms. Thompson had used a 
teacher's aide to cover her class 
while she went to the bathroom. 
I left a note for Ms. Thompson in 
her mailbox readl~ as follows: 
"'Under no circumstances are 
you to leave your room without 
an emerg~ and consultation 
with me. y questions, see me 
Immediately." (Emphasis added) 

30. Whenever we discussed her visits 
to the bathroom, she Indicated 
that they were occasioned by 
"'woman's trouble"'. It was not 
until January 14, 1985, when she 
spoke with me did she mention 
that she had a problem with 
diarrhea as well as woman's 
trouble. This is the only time 
she eluded to diarrhea. 

Charge 29 alleges reapondent violated S<!hool rules and Board 

poUey as set forth in the affidavit of Joan Maldony, a 

resource and math teacher in the Board's employ. 

The substance of this charge Is that Maldony 

attests that durq 1984-85 she observed 

respondent's stUdents "to be out of control and I 
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would say that this has averaged 50% of the visits 

I have made to her classroom. As a result, It 

takes quite a length of time to get these students 
to settle down so that they can he taught. n 

Charge 30 alleges respondent violated Board policy u set 

forth in Maldonyts afrldavit. 

The substance of this charge is that Maldony 

discovered two children sittinr In respondent's 

classroom while the rest of the class were 

supposed to be having their pictures taken in the 

library. Respondent was to have Insisted to 

Maldony that she had, In faet, aU her classroom 

pupils with her. 

Charge 31 alleges respondent Yioalted school rules u set 

forth In the affidavit or carole Watkins, a school nurse in the 

Board's employ. 

The substance of this charge is that respondent 

went to Watkins' nurses' room and asked her to 

watch her classroom beeause respondent had 
diarrhea. Watkins complied with respondent's 

request and respondent Used the nurses' bathroom. 

The essence or the eharp appears to be that 

when respondent left the bathroom Watkins 

"smelled elgarette smoke" and that another 

teacher told her she had seen a cigarette butt In 

the toilet bowl. 

Charge 32 alleges respondent violated school rules u set 

forth In the affidavit of Barbara Murphy, a third grade 

teacher In the Board's employ. 
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The substance or this charge is that Murphy heard 

respondent ask Watkins, the nurse, to wateh her 

elass beeause she had diarrhea. Murphy estimates 

respondent was in the bathroom ten to 15 minutes 

and that upon. ber departure she, Murphy, went 

into the bathroom and "smelled cigarette smoke 

and saw cigarette butt in the toilet bowl." 

Charge 33 alleges respondent violated scllool rules as set 

forth in the atridavlt ot R.B., a parent or the pupil who had 

been kicked. 

The substance or this charge Is that R.B. proffers 

the opinion that from her observations respondent 

"* • • has no control over her class and the 

incidents that are happen!~ there are because of 

her Iaek of direction and control of the pupOs." 

Charge 34 alleges respondent violated school rules as set 

forth in the affidavit of Miguel A. Ponce, a school social 
worker employed by the Board. 

The substance of this eharge is that respondent 

wanted to dlseuss problems regard!~ five pupils 

with him on a particular date when Ponce was 

not there to discuss an five students. Otherwise, 

Ponce attests since that date his "* • • meetings 
with Ms. Thompson have been very professional 

respecting confidentiality and she showed that she 

eared about the students and tried to get help for 

them." 

Charge 35 alleges respondent Violated school rules as set 

forth In the affidavit of Maryann Zolota, a librarian employed 

by the Board. 
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The substance of this charge is that respondent 

cheeked out 17 books from the school library and 

that the librarian had difficulty getting 

respondent to return them. 

Charge 36 alleges respondent manifested a "Failure and 

incapacity to maintain discipline, as set forth in numerous 

reports, observation reports, numerous evaluations, numerous 

individual observations, all as set forth in affidavits annexed 

hereto." It is noted that each of the documents referenced in 

Charge 36 has been thoroughly discussed in Charges 1 through 

35. 

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

A review of the substance of these charges reveals 17 address respondent's 

alleged lack of pupil discipline or pupil discipline skills of, or with, her first grade pupils 

(Charges 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18, 27, 28, 29, and 33); two charges address 

respondent's lesson planning (Charges 3 and 14), but only Charge 14 alleges a need for 

improvement; five charges address the alleged need for respondent to improve classroom 

management; five charges address respondent's alleged use of ladies' lavatories and her 

use of various adults to oversee her pupils during such times but without prior approval of 

the principal; one charge addresses respondent's return of library books; one charge 
addresses respondent's alleged recitation of certain pupil deficiencies with a social worker 

and it may be the recitation occurred in hearing range of other pupils; and, four separate 

charges contain no substance other than being a recapitulation of other charges. 

It is fair to say that no one charge standing by Itself would warrant 

respondent's dismissal, while an affirmative finding on more than one charge may warrant 

dismissal. It is equally fair to say, that the result of a plenary hearing could be, in light of 

respondent's denial of the factual allegations, no one of the charges would be proven true 

in fact. It may also be, if the evidence is heard, that the charges are o( inerficiency 

which would require an Order of Dismissal for failure of the Board to grant respondent 90 

days within which to improve. Regardless of the result achieved if the matter proceeded 

to a plenary hearing, no one of the charges nor combination thereof allege the egregious 
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kinds of Illegal, Immoral, abusive or outrageous conduct which, I! proven true, would 

trigger an effort by the State Board of Examiners to seek revocation of respondent's 

certificate to teach. 1 find the charges qalnst respondent are of the nature which, if 

!Jroven true, sufficient to cause this employing Board concem but Insufficient on their 

faee to infer that respondent could not tunetlon etreetively as a teacher in another school 
district. The charges do not allege the kind of conduct, by omission or commission, which 

on prior occasions caused the State Board of Examiners to initiate certificate revocation 
proceedings. See, as examples, In re Gf'!IOI'Y YencareUI, OAL DKT. EDE 1824-84, aff'd 

St. Bd. of Examiners, Sept. 13, 1984, wherein Initiation of revocation of certificate 

proceedings followed criminal convictions on burglary and theft; In re Ralph Guma, OAL 
DKT. EDE 1823-84, art'd St. Bd. of Examiners, Feb. 21, 1985, wherein revocation of 

certificate proceedings followed an administrative findlllf of misappropriation of student 

activity monies for personal use; In re David c. Rowlands, OAK DTK. EDE 7363-84, aff'd 

St. Bd. of Examiners, April 25, 1985, wherein certificate revocation proceedings followed 

federal convictions of consplrlllf to obstruct and delay interstate commerce by extortion 

and obstruction of a United States Grand Jury Investigation; and, In re Ronald M. Yan!cy, 

OAL DKT. EDE 2692-85, wherein an administrative hearln&' was conducted following the 

Initiation of revocation of certificate proceedings tollowlllf Yanky's plea of guilty to 

three counts of criminal sexual contact. 

Respondent obviously believes sbe needs to sever her employment relationship 
with the Board, otherwise she would not voluntarily submit her resignation. The Board 

obviously desires to terminate the employment relationship with respondent. These two 

goals are served by the settlement entered. 

Should the Board be required to prosecute this ease It will not only expend 

sizeable legal fees, It wm endure the hardship of having Its personnel taken away from 

their assigned duties to testify at the he&rillf. Fourteen persons, it should be noted, most 

of whom are sehool personnel, are listed as potential witnesses for the Board. The Board 

wm endure the potential divisiveness In the school community tenure eases tend to infilet. 

And, a proaeeutlon of this ease, despite the consistent good faith efforts of the parties to 

settle the matter on mutually agreeable terms, ean only divert the attention of the Board 

from Its mission of atrordln&' Its pupils a thorouch and efficient program of education. 

The time, money, effort and other negative elements of divisiveness and diversion which 

would be expended by the Board to prosecute far exceed In human and financial resources 
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the 120 days' pay the Board would tender respondent in return for her resignation. 

Respondent would be spared the emotional stress of having to endure being the subject of 
a tenure proceeding, not to mention her being spared sizeable legal fees. As noted above, 

it may well be respondent can function as an effective teacher to the satisfaction of her 
supervisors in a different environment. For these reasons, I FIND the settlement of this 

case to be in the public interest. 

For aU the foregoing reasons, I FIND the settlement to be an agreement 

entered by both parties in full recognition and understanding of their rights, that the 

settlement has been entered by the parties voluntarDy, and that the settlement is In and 

serves the public interest. 

Accordingly, the 36 tenure charges certified by the Perth Amboy Board of 

Education against Christine Thompson are hereby deemed withdrawn, with prejudice, and 

the Board is directed to tender Christine Thompson the 120 days' salary withheld from 

her, in return for which Christine Thompson shall tender her resignation from the employ 

of the Board to be erteetive upon this Initial decision becoming a final decision. 

A final note. Both counsel represented on the record that they were assured 

by a representative of the Commissioner of Education this initial decision would receive 

prompt attention in the event this initial decision is reversed so that the hearing would 

commence, as earlier !ICheduled, on March 3, 1986. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF TRI DEPARTMIDIT OF EDUCAnoN, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby PILE my Initial Deeision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

Reeeipt Acknowledged: 
. . ~ ..• . -;.,,. _ _., 

r:r:n 1 _mas .... 0 ·"' 
~ I .• • • 7 

DATE ) DEPARfM~JfT OF Eb0cA1iON 

Mailed To Parties: 

FEB l l \98& 
DATE F AW 

lj 
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IN THE MATTER ~~~fHE TENURE 

HEARING OF CHRIST,lNE THOMPSON, 
. I 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY Ol-' 

PERTH AMBOY, HID~LESEX COUNTY. 

. I '. ' ... 
COMMISSIONER(OF EDUCATION 

DECISION ON Ht::HANO 

The Commissioner concurs with the amicable resolution of 

this controverted matter evidenced by the filing of a joint stipula-

lion of settlement and consent order of dismissal. The partl.es 

shall conform with the tet:ms of the set llement. The matter is 

accordingly dismissed with prejudice. 

IT IS SO Ol{OERED. 

FEBRUARY 28, 1986 

I. 

' 
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t;t~tr of ~rUt jjrnH'!f 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

PATRICK RYAN, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

MILLVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3903-85 

AGENCY OKT. NO. 150-5/85 

David Solomon, Esq., for petitioner (Sehneider, Cohen&: Solomon, attorneys) 

Frederick A. Jaeob, Esq., Cor respondent (Jacob & Robinson, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 2, 1985 Decided: January 15, 1996 

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ: 

Patrick Ryan (petitioner) aUeges he was dismissed from the employ of the 

Millville Board of Education (Board) as a resull of a reduction in force effected in bad 

faith and in derogation of his tenure and seniority rights. 

The matter was opened before the Commissioner of Education and transmitted 

to the OCfiee of Administrative Law as a contested case, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 !:!! 
~·and~ 52:14F-1 !:!! ~· 

The matter WllS heard on Oetober 28 and 29, 1985, at the MiUviUe !\funicipal 

Building, Mill ville. 
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STIPULATIONS 

On October 8, 1985, the parties submitted the following joint stipulation of 
facts: 

On IY!arch 18, 1985, the Millville Board of Education, by a vote of 5-2, 

approved the elimination of the vocational welding program at the Millville Senior High 

School. Said vote approved the recommendation of Superintendent of Schools Dr. Gene 

Stanley. The elimination was to become effective at the end of the 1984-1985 school 

year. 

The individual who taught the vocational welding classes at the time ot their 

elimination was the petitioner, Patrick Ryan. Mr. Ryan was the only teacher to teach 

those classes from the time of his initial employment in January 1971. Through the years, 

the program taught by Mr. Ryan has been termed, "~eta! Shop," "Metals and Welding," 

and "Welding." All of these terms have traditionally been used interchangeably and to 

mean the same thing. 

RELEVANT TESTIMONY 

The petitioner was the only teacher who taught welding classes at the high 

school from the time of his employment in January 1971. The classes had been referred 

to by the titles set forth in the stiPulation above. 

The petitioner contended that his welding and metals curriculum was virtually 

the same as the machine shop eurrleulum. This testimony, however, was contradicted by 

several persons who served at the high school during the petitioner's term or service 

there. 

William Puzak was principal of the high school from 1971-1977. He frequently 

observed and evaluated both the welding and metals course and the machine shop course. 

He testified that the two courses ware, and had been, totally separate while he was 

principal. The petitioner's welding and metals course had an objective of teaching welding 

skills and foundry-type skills. These skills were not taught In the machine shop class. 

Although some lathe work and cutting, drillil'll and grinding was done in the welding and 

metal shop, those skills were only incidental to the making or ~rojeets that emphasized 

welding or metal-pouring skills. 
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G. Larry Miner, presently assistant superintendent for curriculum, was 

principal at the high school from 1977-1982, following Puzak. MiUer stated that he did 

not personaUy evaluate the petitioner. However, he reviewed the petitioner's evaluations 

and he had the opport'!nity to observe what was going on in the petitioner's shop. 0\'liller 

also testified that that the welding and metals course was separate and distinct fro'll the 

machine shop course. 

Rodger o. Setser also testified. He has been director of vocational education 

in the district since 1983. Prior to that he wu assistant principal in charge of vocational 

education from 1974-1983. When the school applied for Local Area Vocational School 

status, he had to serve full-time in the vocational area. As an assistant principal he had 

other duties. This witness had also taUIJht distributive education. In addition to his other 

present functions he is also department head of vocational education. 

In 1974-75 and 1975-76, a Mr. Hoffman taught machine shop and the petitioner 

taUIJht metals and welding. Thll witness made many observations of the petitioner. He 

stated that the petitioner did a lot of foundry work. There was also much metal softening 

and bending work. The use of an oxyacetylene welder was also part of the course. The 

witne~a emphasized, however, that the two courses were distinct and separate. Funding 

always had been applied for both courses. However, the courses have always been funded 

separately. 

At one point, certain state regulations prompted the district to drop the word 

"'\fetals" from the title of the course. 

In the mid-1970's, the petitioner dealt with oxyacetylene welding a great deal. 

The pupll.s in machine shop were building smaU tools and using other machines. The 

petitioner had six to elpt welding stations constantly in use. The machine shop class, by 

contrast, had one welding station that was not used for instructional purposes. 

In or around 1979, the district bepn to get equipment money Crom the state. 

This led to new equipment in the lhopa but not to new emphases, except to the extent that 

problems with certain foundry equipment eaused a de-emphasis of that part or the 

PI'OIP'am. 
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The present teacher of the machine shop course testified. He has taught the 

course since 1978 and is tenured in the position. He described some of the sophisticated 

projects performed in his course. He testified as to use of a computer--controlled lathe. 
He testified that he taught no welding whatsoever in his course. The one welding station 

in his shop is used primarily for heating metals in preparation for various machine shop 
projects. 

According to this witness, the machine shop course and the welding and metals 

course had entirely different curriculums from the time he was employed in 1978. He 

stated further that he is not qualiCied to teach welding. 

The petitioner testified that he was hired in January 1971 under an emergency 

certificate. He was hired to teach "Metals and Welding." In rebuttal testimony he 

emphasized the types or projects his pupils did and the fact that they required the use of 

tools commonly associated with machine shop courses. 

The witness candidly stated that there is presently no comparison between the 

welding and metals course and the machine shop course. Nevertheless, he insists that his 

experience earlier in his term or service is such as to qualify him as a machine shop 

teacher. 

DISCUSSION, FINDINGS AND DETERMINATION 

The Board introduced documents tending to show that the machine shop and 

welding courses have always been separate and distinct. The personnel records of Robert 

Langley, a predecessor or the petitioner, were introduced (R-6). The records show that 

Langley taught machine shop during the 1965-68, 1966-67 and 1967-68 school years. 

During the summer or 1988, Langley took a course in welding (R-7a). He then was 

assigned to the metal working course, which he taught in 1968-69, 1969-70 and 1970-71 

until his resignation in December 1970 (R-8, R-9). 

In December 1970, the metal shop course was taught by Donald Bauman (R-IO, 

R-11). The petitioner took the position of metal shop teacher effective January 4, 1971. 

From that time through the 1984-85 school year, records show the course taught by him as 

"Metal Shop" (R-16, R-1'1, R-19, R-21, and, particularly, R-22). The latter document 

indicates Metal Shop to be the petitioner's only grade or subject taught. 
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The petitioner's own outline for his 1971 metals and welding eourse shows 

emphasis in the areas of making holes, making straight lines, fusing and fastening, shaping 

and molding, and changing the characteristics of metal (J-1). Obviously, there is some 
overlap here with some or the primary skills taught in machine shOP courses. The 

documents indicate, however, many more differences than similarities. The machine 

skills in the machine shOP course are significantly more SOPhisticated than those that 

appear in the metal shOP· In addition, many foundry-type projects were performed in the 

metal shop in the early and mid-1970's. This is eonsistent with the testimony or 

Mr. Puzak. Such projects are not those that would be performed in a machine shop. As 

the course evolved from a metals and welding course in the early and mid-1970's to a pure 

welding course by 1983, the foundry projects gradually fell away. 

By the 1980's, the amount of overlap between the eourses seems to have been 

reduced even further. The ~arch 1983 course of study tor Welding I and Welding 11 (R-35) 

when placed against the Machine ShOP I curriculum (R-5) shows contrasts and not 

similarities. Although machines and tools found in each of the two shops may be similar, 

and even in some eases identical, their mere presence is of no moment. It is what the 

teacher does in the· classroom with the pupils that counts. This is a function of the 

approved curriculum. 

Having reviewed aU evidence in this matter and having observed the witnesses 

as they testified, I PIND: 

1. Patrick Ryan was employed by the Millville Board or Education from 

January 1971 -June 1985. 

2. Throughout his term ot service, he taught Metal ShQP. 

3. Throughout his term of servlee, Machine ShOP was taught by other 

persons. 

4. There is some incidental overlap of aetlvltles and tools peculiar to the 

two courses. 

5. The emphases and an overwhelming number of the activities in the two 

courses are clearly distlngulshable. 
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8. The petitioner holds a Teacher of Industrial Arts certificate issued in 

January 1972 and a Skilled Trades certificate issued in December 1972. 

N'.J.A..C. 6:3-1.10 sets forth the standards for determining seniority. These 
standards were revised in September 1983. Pertinent to this case is the language found at 

N.J.A.c. 6:3-1.10(1)15 which, in pertinent part, states: 

(l) The following shall be deemed to be specific categories. 

15. Secondary. 

Any person holding an instructional certificate with subject area 
endorsements shall have seniority within the secondary category 
only in such subject area endorsements under which he or she has 
actually served. 

Since the petitioner taught only the metals and welding course, I PIND that he 

has accrued seniority in that secondary category only. 

The petitioner cites Popovich v. Bd. of £d. of the Borough of Wharton, 1975 

S.L.D. 737. That matter involved a teacher of music, who had taught only vocal music, 

and who bumped another instructor who had taught only instrumental music. The ease 

turned on the seniority regulations cited above. However, the section concerning 

seniority in secondary schools i.s the precise section that was changed by the 1983 amend

ments. Popovich i.s inapposite to the present matter. 

The petitioner also cites CamiUl v. Bd. of £d. of the Northern Highlands RE!I'l 

High School Dist., OAL OKT. £DU 5752-84 (Nov. 14, 1984) mod., Comm'r oC £d. (Jan. 3, 

1985). In that ease the teaching staff member holding a Physical Science endorsement, 

who had to that point taught only chemistry, was permited to bump a nontenured physics 

teacher. The petitioner prevailed because N.J • .\.C. 6:11-ll.4(p)(l4) authorizes the holder 

or a Physical Science endorsement to teach "Physics, chemistry and earth and space 

sciences other than geography." This particular language allowed Camilli to successfully 

argue that he had aeerued his seniority in physical science rather than chemistry. 
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As the Board points out, the analorY between the petitioner's situation here 

and Camilli's must fail. N.J.A.C. &:ll-6.2(aX28) states "The title of teacher or skilled 

trades authorizes the holder to teach a designated skilled trade in all public schools." 
Thus, a Skilled Trades certificate or endorsement entitles the holder to teach only the 

course for which the certl!ication was requested. In the petitioner's case, the 

certification was requested so that he could teach metals and welding. The contrast with 

£!..!!!!!!! is immediately apparent. Where Camilli could show a regulation making clear 

that her Physical Soienee endorsement entitled her to teach physics, chemistry or earth 

and space sciences, the petitioner here can point to nothing in regulation that states his 

Skilled 'n'ades certificate qualifies him to teach anything other than welding. The highest 

court of this state has already endorsed the proposition that "actual experience in 

particular positions should be the critical determination in awarding seniority." Lichtman 

v. Rldrewood Bd. of Ed., 93!!:!!: 362, 368 (1983), 

In consideration of the forecolnr facts, I CONCLUDE that Patrick Ryan has 

not carried the burden of persuasion in this matter. He has not shown either that the 

duties he performed were substantially those of a machine shop teacher or that his 

certification is broad enourh In scope to qualify him under the reasoning in £!.!!!.i.!!! to 

assert bumpinr rl&'hts over the person presently teaching the machine shop course. 

Aoeordlncly, the petition or appeal Ia DISMJSSBD. lt Is so ORDERED. 

This recommended deelllon may be arrtrmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMI!IIIONU. OP THI DEPARTIIDT OP IDOCA'MO'N, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. Rowever, if 

Saul Cooperman does not 10 act In forty-five (4$) days and unless such time Umit is 

otherwise extended, thil recommended deeislon shall become a final decision in 

aoeordance with N.J.S.A. 5%:148-10. 
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I hereby P'IL! my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN, for consideration. 

IS JAN1111UY 1986;, 
DATE 

JAN 16 1DCIR 

DATE 

JAN 161986 
DATE 

ks/e 

Receipt Acknowledged: . 

. - {;__ _. ___ / 1'1' I 

-~"c..,..;-:-.--~ .• -

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 
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PATRICX RYAN, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF 
MILLVILLE, CUMBERLAND COUNTY, 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

RESPONDENT. 

The Co111111issioner has reviewed the record of this matter 
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Adminis
trative Law. 

It is observed that petitioner • s exceptions to the initial 
decision and the Board's reply to those exceptions were filed with 
the Co111111iasioner pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J .A.C. 
l:l-16.4a, b and c. 

Petitioner excepts to the findings and conclusions reached 
by the ALJ in the initial decision and argues that his seniority is 
that of a teacher of skilled trades rather than in the classification 
of welding. Although petitioner concedes that during his employment 
by the Board he baa taught courses alternately entitled "Metal Shop", 
"Metals and Welding" and "Welding," the content of the courses was 
actually that set forth in the "Machine Shop" curriculum. In this 
refarct pttitionei: relies on the provisions of N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(g) 
wb1ch read in pertinent part as follows: 

Where the title of any employment is not 
properly descriptive of the duties performed, 
the holder thereof shall be placed in a category 
in accordance with the duties performed and not 
by title.*** 

Thus, it is petitioner's contention that the facts of this 
matter establish that the ALJ'a conclusion that his seniority accrued 
in the narrow classification of ''Weldin&" uther than the "Skilled 
Tradu" c&tefory endorsed on bil teachin& certificate (P-2) i8 in 
error. Pet1tioner relies on Camilli, supra, to support his 
contention that a teachin& staff member's seniority entitlement 
extends to the broadest reach of the endorsement on his certificate 
for which employment service is rendered. 

Petitioner al1o pointl out that he obtained his certificate 
to teach skilled tradel by virtue of the fact that be established his 
journeyaan experience in a machine shop as a machinist in accordance 
with the provisions ot N.J.A.C. 6:11-8.3(a)4. Be argues that the 
record will show that he had no prior experience in welding which 
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would qualify him in that particular classification for the purpose 
of certification. 

follows: 
Alternatively, however, petitioner argues further as 

***The Administrative Law Judge relies upon 
N.J.S.A. 6:3-1.10(1)150) to conclude that Peti
tioner could only accumulate seniority in welding 
since it is the only "subject area endorsement" 
under which Petitioner has actually served. That 
provision does not apply since Ryan's certificate 
in skilled trades does not contain a subject area 
endorsement. When he obtained his Skilled Trades 
Certificate, the certificates were not limited to 
a particular skilled trade. As noted previously, 
N.J.S.A. 6:3-l.lO(g) is controlling. The duties 
performed by Petitioner were that of a teacher of 
machine shop and perhaps, also, a teacher of 
welding, but certainly, a teacher of machine 
shop. As set forth in Point II hereof, over 901 
of Petitioner's classroom work was devoted to 
teaching machine shop, and not more than 101 was 
devoted to welding. Thus, Petitioner's seniority 
is in the general category of skilled trades, and 
if it is necessary to look at any designated 
skilled trade, the evidence discloses that Peti 
tioner•s duties were performed in the area of 
teaching machine shop.*** 

(Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 4) 

Petitioner's exceptions in Point II have been addressed in 
detail in the initial decision with reference to his claim that the 
curriculum taught in Machine Shop and Metal Shop/Welding are 
virtually identical. Therefore, they are incorporated by reference 
herein. 

The Board. in rejecting petitioner's arguments that he 
taught the same curriculum as was offered in Machine Shop, urges the 
Commissioner to adopt those findings of fact in the initial decision 
specifically for those reasons reached by the ALJ. 

The Board further rejects petitioner's claim by way of his 
exceptions and relies on the relevant provisions of N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 
as amended in pertinent part: 

***These standards were substantially revised in 
September of 1983. Both Petitioner [Metals and 
Welding Teacher] and Louis Tice [Machine Shop 
Teacher] are in the "secondary" category. The 
relevant language concerning that category is as 
follows: 
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(1) The following shall be deemed to be specific 
categories · 

15. Secondary. 

Any person holding an instructional 
certificate with subject area endorsements 
shall have seniority within the secondary 
category only in such subject area endorse
menta under which he or abe has actually 
served. 

It would seem clear from this language, that, 
since Petitioner taught only the Metals and 
Welding course, he has seniority only in that 
course.*** (Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 10) 

In addition to those cases cited in the initial decision, 
the Board also relies on the pertinent language of the decision 
rendered by the State Board of Education in Rudolph-Nachtman v. Board 
of Education of Middletown, Monmouth County, December 5, 1984, aff'd 
N.J. Superior Court, Appellate Division, December 6, 1985 which reads 
in part as follows: 

***It is, therefore·, now settled that certifica
tion is not the sole criteria for determining 
aeniorit'y rights to a particular position. 
Lichtman, supra, Flanagan, supra. Rather, such 
rights accrue only when: (1) a claimant serves 
in a particular position for which he is 
certified, (2) is certified for the position he 
see~s and (3) a substantial identity exists 
between~e nature and the duties of the position 
he has held and the position he seeks.*** 

(Slip Opinion, at p. 6) 

Upon review of the record and the arguments advanced by the 
parties in support of their respective positions in the instant 
matter the Commissioner finds and determines that the ALJ properly 
concluded that the facts of this matter do not support petitioner's 
claim to seniority in the designated classification of Machine Shop 
under the Skilled Trades endorsement on his teaching certificate. 

It is observed that such designations on Skilled Trades 
endorsements were not issued by the State Board of Examiners until 
1976 pursuant to the provisions of N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.2(a)28. 
Conse9uently, petitioner was certified in 1972 under the $eneric 
clasufication of "Skilled Trades." A further review of petit1oner•s 
Application for Certification (R-21) reveals that the grade or 
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subject in which he desired designation for certification was 
"Metals." Though there is no such designation presently set forth in 
the above-cited regulations, it appears to be beyond quest ion that 
the activities in which petitioner engaged as a teacher were 
primarily those of welding. Therefore, in order to reach a 
determination with respect to the designated area within the "Skilled 
Trades" classification in which petitioner's seniority accrued, the 
Commissioner observes that the only designated area in which he 
served or had actual experience in the Board's employ was "Welding." 
(N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.2a(28)xxxiv) The Commissioner so finds and 
determines herein. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner recommends that the State 
Board of Examiners issue an endorsement to petitioner in Skilled 
Trades with the designated classification of Welding endorsed upon it 
for seniority purposes. 

In all other respects, however, the Commissioner finds and 
determines petitioner's claim to seniority in any other designated 
area under the Skilled Trades endorsement (P-1) which he currently 
possesses to be misplaced and without merit. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner hereby affirms the initial 
decision as modified above. 

The instant Petition of Appeal is hereby dismissed. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

February 28, 1986 
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PATRICk RYAN, 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY 
OF MILLVILLE, CUMBERLAND COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-~~SPONDENT. 
f:·l 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

., 
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 28, 1986 

For the· Petitioner-Appellant, Schneider, Cohen, and Solomon 
(David Solomon, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Jacob and Robinson 
(Frederick A. Jacob, Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein • 

. Ju~e ~, 1986 

Arrirmed N.J. Superior Court April 7, 1987 

•• t• 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

ALEXANDRA V. SPIZZIRI. 

Petitioner, 

v. 

IJO'l1AL DECISION 

OAL DOCKET NO. EDU 2892-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO.US-5/85 

BOARD OP EDUCA'ftON OP THE BOROUGH OP 

FRANKLIN LAKES, BERGEN COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

Kaney lria O:r.feld, F.tq., for petitioner 

(Oxfeld, Cohen &: munda, attorneys) 

Andrew Mainardi, Jr., Esq., for respondent 

(Mainardi &: Mainardi, attorneys) 

Reeord Closed: January 3, 1986 Decided: January 22, 1986 

BEFORE JAMES A. OSPENSON, ALJ: 

Under OAL Diet. No. EDU 9003-83, by final deelslon of the Commissioner of the 

Department of Edueation on January 25, 1985, It was determined that Alexandra V. 

Splzzirl, a tenured teaehing staff member employed by the Board of Edueation or the 

Borough of Franklin Lakes, Bergen County, who was not then on aetive employment 
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service by reason of extended Illness, had not abandoned and was still entitled to her 

tenured employment position but that her rights to reinstatement thereto were 

conditioned upon eompliance with an ,.reement between her and the Board on September 

3, 1982, which provided,generany that prior to her return to employment she must submit 

to a psychiatric evaluation by a psychiatrist selected by tha Board. The agreement 

provided that If she had bona fide objection to the psychiatrist chosen, the Board would 

chose another examiner. In the present second petition of appeal, petitioner alleged she 

had bona fide objection to a Board-ehosen examiner tor reasons advanced in writing to the 

Board on March 11, 1985. The Board's declination to appoint another examiner, it was 

alleged, contravened her rights under the agreement. She sought judgment directing the 

Board to enter Into a procedure by which an impartial examiner might be chosen to 

determine her competency to return to active classroom teaching service. The Board 

admitted its obligation to select another examiner it petitioner registered bona fide 

objection to the examiner first chosen by the Board but denied petitioner's objections as 

put were bona fide within the meaning of the ,.reement. The Board denied timeliness of 

petitioner's registering of objections, alleging that they were insubstantial and 

insufficient, and that even if such objections were timely, her tenured position had 

expired. 

The second petition of appeal was filed in the &lreau of Controversies and 

Disputes of the Department of Education on April 30, 1985. The Board'll answer was filed 

there on May 15, 1985. Accordingly, the commissioner transmitted the matter to the 

Oftiee of Administrative Law on May 21, 1985 for hearing and determination as a 

contested case In accordance with N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l et !!.9.· 

On notice to the parties, a prehearing conference was eonducted in the Office of 

Administrative Law on June 27, 1985 and an order entered, establishing inter alia, a 

hearing on October 16, 1985. At request and/or with consent of the parties that date was 

adjourned until December 3, 1985. As directed by prehearlng order, the parties submitted 

at that time stipulations of aD relevant and material propositions of fact, including 

documentation. The matters at Issue were addressed and resolved as if on cross-motions 

tor summary decision, on pleadings, admissions, documentation, stipulations and 
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memoranda of Jaw, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-13.1 ~ !!!!!· Posthearing submissions having 

been made, the record closed. 

As appeared from a prehearing conference order, paragraphs 2, 5, 6, and 8 of the 

petition of appeal were admitted by the Board. Paragraphs 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10 were 

admitted in part and denied in part. At issue in the matter generally are the following: 

A. Whether petitioner's objections to the Board's examiner were timely 

under the agreement; 

B. Whether the objections were bona fide within the meaning of language of 

the agreement; 

c. Whether pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:16-4, petitioner's tenured employment 

had ended; and/or 

D. Whether, and in what form, petitioner is entitled to relief. 

STIPULATIONS AND FINDINGS OF FACT 

Essential facts in the matter are not disputed and are but consequent upon facts 

found and determined in prior litigation under OAL Dkt. No. EDU 9003-83. Briefly, 

petitioner was granted a sick leave of absence with pay for the school year 1982-83. 

Thereafter, she requested an extension of the leave for the school year 1983-84 but was 

denied it. The prior judgment of the Commissioner was that petitioner had not abandoned 

her tenured employment position but that any rights to reinstatement thereto were 

conditioned upon compliance with an agreement between her and the Board on September 

3, 1982, which provided in paragraph 3: 

I understand and agree that prior to returning to any teaching 
position in Franklin Lakes in September of 1983 or any time 
thereafter, I must submit to a psychiatric evaluation and receive a 
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satisfactory evaluation from the psychiatrist relative to my health 
and relative to my ability to be a teacher in the Franklin Lakes 
system. I also understand and agree that the psychiatrist who will 
eonduct the evaluation will be selected by the Board of Education. If 
I have a bona Clde objection to the psychiatrist chosen by the Board, I 
understand the Board wiU choae another doctor. The basis for any 
objection by me shaD be specifically explained, in writing, and 
delivered to the Board, within five days of receipt of said 
notification. [ J-2] • 

By letter on June 23, 1984, the Board attorney notified petitioner's attorney it 

was pointed out the ~rd had previously selected Dr. Jerome o. Goodman to examine 

petitioner and that Goodman's selection by the Board would allow him to compare his 

present observations with those made in the Spring of 1983, time of an earlier 

examination by Goodman, and likely to produce a more valid diagnosis and prognosis. 

Petitioner at that time was directed through her attorney to submit for examination by 

Goodman as a pre-condition of her return to work for the school year commencing 

September 1984. Subsequent to final judgment in the earlier litigation, that Is, January 

25, 1985, petitioner's. attorney notified the Board on March 11, 1985 of petitioner's 

objections to the Board's selection or Goodman as examining psychiatrist IJ-11 : 

1. Mrs. Splzzlri has proteuional eontaet with Dr. Goodman at 
an earlier time when her name was Mrs. Eichler. 

2. During the course of her original examination by Dr. 
Goodman, a number of disagreements arose in eonneetion 
with the fact that Dr. Goodman did not have Dr. Rutkowski's 
letter explaining Mrs. Spizziri's prior Illness and 
hospitalization. [J-1]. Dr. Goodman apparently 
eommunlcated to Mrs. Spizzlrl that it was her obligation to 
supply these reports not his to obtain initially, and that the 
failure to supply such reports indicated some kind or 
conscious derlcieney. While Dr. Goodman may not have 
Intended such communication, the affect [sic] was 
unfortunate. 

3. As you know, whether as a result or eonfusion or not, Dr. 
Goodman and Or. Papowitz during the course of this 
litigation, agreed on a neutral third psychiatrist 
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recommended by Dr. Goodman, to wit: Dr. Myerhoff. Mrs. 
Spizziri is perfectly willing to abide by Dr. Myerhoff's report; 
we understand from prior communications that is 
unsatisfactory to the Board; nevertheless, the very fact that 
Dr. Goodman's participation in that selection would seem to 
us to make him ineligible just as naueh as if we were insisting 
on Dr. Papowitz. 

4. There is some question with respect to the release of Dr. 
Goodman's prior reports without the written authorization 
from Mrs. Sprizziri. 

Petitioner's attorney assured the Board attorney at that time [ J-7 at 21 that the 

above feelings were deeply held by petitioner and were of sufficient moment to pose 

difficulty with Goodman's further participation in the p~oeeedings, without, nevertheless, 

any reflection on his "competence or professional performance." 

In addition, the parties having so stipulated, I make the following supplemental 

Findings of Fact: 

1. Petitioner's leave of absence commenced on September 2, 

1982, for reasons expressed in a report to the Board by Leon 

S. Rutkowski, M.D., on September 1, 1982. [J-1]. She has 

not since returned to work in the district. 

2. When the parties and their attorneys met at the Office of 

Administrative Law to try the predecessor action, petitioner 

for the first time advised that her health was restored to the 

point where she wished to return to work, and she submitted 

in support of that request a report of her treating physician, 

Eugene B. Papowitz, M.D., dated April 29, 1984 I J-4] • On 

the basis of that report a settlement of the predecessor 

action was proposed but failed of ratifieation by the Board. 

-5-
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3. Although petitioner indicated during the period from May 11, 

1984 until eve of her attorney's notice to the Board of her 

refusal to accept Dr. Goodman as examining psychiatrist on 

March 11, 1985, that she wished to return to work in the 

district, she refused to present herselC for examination by 

Goodman during that entire period, nor did she furnish the 

Board any reason why she would not submit herself to his 

examination before her attorney did so on March 11, 1985 as 

in J-?. 

4. In a letter to its attorney on AprU 1, 1985 (exhibit B annexed 

to the petition of appeal), the Board affirmed its 

determination that petitioner should be seen by Goodman in 

order to comply with the terms of the contract she entered 

into with the Board. 

DISCUSSION 

Law of the ease, it would seem, Is JUdgment of the Commissioner that petitioner 

has not abandoned her tenured employment and that any rights to reinstatement to active 

employment service are conditioned upon her compliance with the agreement of 

September 3, 1982, which as above spells out those pre-conditions necessary for 

fulfillment before her return to any teaching position In the district in September of 1983 

"or any time thereafter." Beeause of the history of litigation between the parties, it Is 

my view that~ 18A:l&-4 is not applicable herein despite passage of more than two 

years slnee beginning of her leave of absence. Instead, and because of the express 

agreement of the parties, I belleve petitioner's right of reinstatement is not clreumscribed 

thereby but instead continued to survive, If contingent upon compliance with agreement, 
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until filing or the second petition when the limiting period or the statute was tolled. In 

like manner, under circumstances as they have developed, I do not believe petitioner is 

barred from reinstatement by paSSIIge of more than five days before she registered 

objections to examination by Goodman. The flve~ay notification requirement should not 

fairly be invoked without express notification to her that such bar would result without 

timely registering of objections. 

At bottom, therefore, In my view, what is fundamentally at issue here is 

determination of the bona fides or petitioner's objections as put by her attorney to the 

Board in J~7. The issue to be resolved is less whether those objections abstractedly are 

bona fide than whether the Board's determination the objections were !!2!, bona fide was 

arbitrary, unreasonable or contrary to law under the agreement. Her principal objections 

were that she had had professional contact with Goodman at an earlier time when her 

name was Mrs. Eichler and that dUring the course of an original examination by Goodman, 

disagreements arose between them stemming from the fact that Goodman did not have 

Dr. Rutkowski's letter explaining her prior illness and hospitalization. Petitioner objected 

because Goodman told her it was her obligation to supply those reports and not his to 

obtain initially. No suggestion of professional impropriety, bias or unethical conduct was 

intimated. While it may be conceded petitioner is serious about her objections for those 

reasons, and to that extent they do not detract from her good faith, construction and 

interpretation of the words "bona fide" require a determination whether petitioner's 

objections though well-intended bear sutrlcient weight and consequence objectively to be 

credited as reasonable. In my view, they do not. It is difficult to conceive that the 

professional relationship of psychiatric examiner and examinee, absent any suggestion of 

bias, prejudice or impropriety, is one that necessarily and sufficiently requires absolute 

accord between the two. The relationship is not that of treating physician and patient 

where rapport and accord are critical. It is difficult to presume a professional examiner 

of recognized credentials would be so unfaithful to obligations of his profession as less 

than fairly and ethically to assess the signs, symptoms, history and complaints presented 

and so report his conclusions to the entity commissioning the examination. By terms or 
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alr.'eement generally petitioner already agreed to forego any initial right of selection. An 

unsupported perception the examiner chosen Is "objectionable," standing alone, is not 

sufficient to render the perception valid enough to require the Board to credit it. Board 

selection of Goodman; on the other hand, is logical and consistent with a previously 

announced preference for continuity. And though petitioner may later elect to challenge 

his re-examination, one cannot now anticipate it will be adverse to her interests. 

CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, based on the foregoing, I hereby CONCLUDE petitioner'S objections 

to selection or Jerome D. Goodman, M.D., as Board-selected examining psychiatrist, 

though well-intended and presumably sincere, but without a showing or Impropriety, bias 

or unethical conduct, are insufficient and not "bona fide" in the sense of carrying 

sutrlcient weight to require those objections to be honored under the agreement of 

September 3, 1982. The Board's offer of proof through testimony by Goooc:lman that 

petitioner's objections are weightless Is unnecessary under the circumstances to a 

determination her objections by themselves bear no weight sutrlclent for relief under the 

agreement. The issue is not truth of implied criticism but rather whether critical 

objections by themselves are sufficient. Board rejection thereof was reasonable and is 

SUSTAIIIED. The petition of appeal seeking judgment directing the Board to enter into a 

procedure by which an "impartial" psychiatrist Is chosen to examine petitioner to 

determine her competency to retum to classroom teaching, therefore, Is DISIO!ISED. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modiCied or rejected by the 

COMIIISBIONBR OP THE DEPARTIIENT OP EDUCA110N, SAUL COOPERMAN , who by 

law Is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision In accordance with N.J.S.A. 

52:148-10. 
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I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with Saal Cooperman Cor consideration. 

~ ~osPBHSOili~ALJ····· ...... """1" 

Reee~~;~~~~ .· 1 ~-_:=::;;; 
r/ , 

DATE DEPA.JlTMENT OF BDUCA110N 

DATE 

js 
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ALEXANDRA V. SPIZZIRI, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH 
OF FRANICLIN LAICES , BERGEN COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial de cis ion rendered by the Off ice of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by 
the parties. 

Upon a careful review of the record in this matter, the 
Commissioner agrees with the findings and determination of the 
Office of Administrative Law that petitioner's objections to selec
tion of Jerome D. Goodman, M.D., as Board-selected psychiatrist. 
while well-intended and presumably sincere, but without a showing of 
impropriety, bias or unethical conduct, are insufficient and not 
"bona fide" in the sense of carrying sufficient weight to require 
those objections to be honored under the agreement of September 3, 
1982. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner accepts the recommendation of 
the Office of Administrative Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal 
and adopts it as the final decision in this matter for the reasons 
expressed in the initial decision. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

March 6, 1986 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

KATHLEEN DARDEN, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCA'nON OF THE BOROUGH 

OF BUTLER, MORRIS COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

Robert A. Papua, Esq., for petitioner 

(Zazzali, Zazzali & Kroll, attorneys) 

INmAL DECISION'~~ 
OAL DI{T. NO. EDU 4386-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 185-7/85 

Edwin J. Nyklewicz, Esq., ror respondent 

Record Closed: December 10, 1985 Decided: January 17, 1986 

BEFORE STEPHEN G. WEiSS, A\3:"" 
,,.. l 

This is a challenge by petitioner to the respondent'S withholding in April 1985 or 

her 1985-86 salary and adjustment increments. Petitioner, who is a tenured teaching staff 

member employed by the a.ttler Board, timely filed an appeal to the Commissioner or 

Education. Followirv the filing of the Board's answer, the case was transmitted to the 

Oflice of Administrative Law for hearing, pursuant to N.J .• S.A. 52:148-1 !U. !!!!1· and 

N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l !U, ~· 
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The ease was preheard before the undersigned administrative law judge on 

August 19, 1985, and a hearinC was eonducted on December 9 and December 10, 1985, In 

Hanover, New Jersey. 

Prior to commencement of the testimony, the parties filed a Joint Stipulation of 

Facts to which were attached several exhibits (Exhibits J-1 through J-15). The 

Stipulation set forth the following uncontested facts: 

1. Petitioner is a tenured teacher of English and Latin in respondent's school 

district, and has been so employed since 1966. She is certtried as a teacher 

of English and Latin, grades 7 through 12. 

2. Her salary and adjustment Increments have never been withheld previously. 

3. She received a series of evaluations during the 1984-85 school year. 

4. On or about April 29, 1985, the respondent Board of Edueatlon voted to 
withhold the employment and adjustment guide Increments or petitioner 

for the 1985-88 school year. 

Attached, as noted, to the Stipulation were several exhibits. They Included 

formal observation reports prepared with respect to petitioner during 1984-85, relevant 

memoranda respecting the evaluation process, and certain written responses which 
petitioner had prepared with l'tlllpeCt to the observations made of her. 

-2-
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TI!STIMONY OH BBHALP OF PB'ITI10HBR 

The petitioner, Kathleen Darden, has taught English and Latin at Butler High 

School sinee September 1966. She holds a bachelor's degree from Montclair State College 

<Uld masters degrees from William Paterson College in both English and Communication 

Arts. According to petitioner, prior to the 1984-85 school year, she had never experienced 

any problems with respect to her teaching performanee. At no time had she ever been 

subjected to any threat that her increment might be withheld. Indeed, at the end of the 

1983-84 school year, Ms. Darden received a final, summary evaluation from her immediate 

supervisor in which it was noted that petitioner had performed in a satisfactory manner in 

all areas (Exhibit P-1). 

During the latter part of the 1983-84 school year, petitioner, who taught only 

English at Butler High School at that time, was told by her principal, Joseph DiPasquale, 

that she would be teaching a new subject to Incoming freshman in September 1984 called 

"study skills." Petitioner was pleased with the idea, although she believed that someone 

else should teach that course sinee her background seemed to her to be more suitable to 

other areas. However, sinee it was decided that she should teach the new course, she 

accepted that assignment. During the summer of 1'•94, petitioner prepared materials for 

the new course of study, which anticipated 16 sessions. She lert it at the high school for 

review by an assistant principal, Mr. Wendel Kralovich. She did not receive any response 

from him and assumed that it was acceptable. In late August 1984, when petitioner 

received her schedule for the upcoming school year, she learned that she was to teach the 

study skills course every day and therefore there would be 40 sessions rather than only 16. 

She said that she had no prior indication of this increase. 

Petitioner began her teaching assignment in September 1984. It included six 

daily teaching periods, one class in English I, four classes in study skills, and one class 

called "Latin for Better English." AU or her students were high school freshman. 

In October 1984, petitioner's immediate supervisor, Marie Liddicoat, conducted a 

"formal observation." This meant that the evaluator would remain in the classroom for 
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the entire period, and would then give a prescribed form used in the district to the 
teacher upon which there were places for comments both by the evaluator and the 

teacher. The particular class observed by Ms. Liddicoat was the seventh period English I 

class. On the day In question, petitioner was teaching a grammar lesson. According to 

Darden, she felt that tbe clast went "reuonabJ.y well," particularly sinee grammar is a 

difficult subject. At some point after the class observation, Liddicoat left the 
observation report for petitioner to review (Exhibit J-1). When petitioner saw It, she was 

"quite shocked" and was especially unhappy about seeing "'"s on it. An "I" stands for 

"needs improvement" and petitioner did not understand wby she was marked in that 

manner. The observation report had U separate lines where a rating could be inserted, 

divided Into three major areas - preparation, teaching skills and class climate. In the 

area of "preparation," Ms. Liddicoat rated petitioner as "needs improvement" in the sub

area of "organization and planning." In the area of "teaching skills," Liddicoat noted a 

need for Improvement In the subarea of "Use of time." In the "comments" section on the 
report, Ms. Liddicoat observed that the students seemed confused at various times during 

the lesson, and that examples on a worksheet brought in too many concepts for one lesson. 

The evaluator concluded with an observation that had petitioner followed the grammar 

textbook, this might have lent itself to less confusion among the students. The second 

page of the report contained room for the evaluator's suggestions and for the teacher's 

comments. In the Sllfllestlon space, Ms. Liddicoat recommended that the grammar text

book should be followed more closely and that too many coneepts not be taught at onee, 

since this confuses the students. Also, the evaluator suggested that the teacher should 

not begin to teach the subjunctive, indleative, and Imperative moods just four minutes 
before the end of the period, as the result of a question raised by one of the students 
relating to a worksheet. 

Petitioner responded In her section by notlr~ that none of the material was new 

and that the students should have bMn C!Ompetent to handle all that took place that day. 

She attributed any confusion to the "Unusual slowness with whleh this clast has accepted 

the responslbUity and rigor of hleh sehool work. After many weeks of regular patterns 

and assignment sheets, they are stW forgetting to br~ the proper book and to do 

homework." She also commented that she belleved herself to be a careful and 
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conscientious teacher and said she would be happy to stick to the regular grammar book, 

si:'lce she had "no desire to be recalcitrant when given direction by a supervisor." 

For the next few months, there were no further "formal" observations of 

petitioner's classes. However, there were a number of "informal" observations whereby 
an administrator "would drop" In for 10 or IS minutes in order to observe what was going 

on in class. These visits would not be followed up with any written reports, as such. 

According to petitioner, one of those informal observations occurred in December 1984, 

after which she received a request to meet with Mr. DiPasquale, the principal, about it. 

She said she did not know In advance what the meeting was for, bUt when she attended, 

the principal told her that he and other administrators were "seriously displeased with my 

work" and were even considering a withholding of her increment. At that same meeting, 

the principal told Darden that she seemed to have probl~ms of organization and was not 

using her time in class wen. She disagreed with the perception and complained to him 

about the number of different classrooms that she had been moved to for her study skills 

classes. 

DiPasquale gave petitioner a memorandum, prepared by him, which summarized 

the conference. In It he noted that petitioner was advised that the administration was 

unhappy with her classroom performance, and that they discussed certain areas of 

concern. As a result, it said, petitioner agreed to contact parents of students who were 

not doing their home preparation, and she also agreed to deliver a plan weekly to the 

administration setting forth each one of her daily lessons. For its part, the 

administration agreed to change her room location if that would improve the educational 
program. The memorandum concluded with the comment that the petitioner was 

informed that tr she did not improve, a recommendation that her Increment be withheld 

"would, in fact, be a real possibility" (Exhibit J-2). 

Following her receipt of the memorandum, petitioner prepared a lengthy 

document commenting upon and rebutting what had occurred (Exhibit J-2A). This was 

prepared over the 1984-85 Christmas vacation period and submitted to the administration 

sometime In January 1985. In that rebuttal, petitioner set forth, at length, her own 
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perceptions regarding what siMi had been told and took Issue with all of the criticisms 
leveled against her. 

During the latter part of January 1985, petitioner requested a meeting with the 

senior administrators, at which she was accompanied by the then president of the Butler 

Education Association, as well as an NJEA Unlserve representative. The purpose of the 

meeting was to clarify what was expected of her and to be Informed what it was she had 

to do in order to "obviate the horror of having my Increment withheld." Fslentially, she 

was directed to improve In various areas, and especially to be more rigorous teaching the 

Latin for Better English class and, perhaps, be Jess demanding In English. 

A second "formal observation" was conducted In petitioner's class on February 4, 

1985 by the assistant principal, Mr. Kralovleh (Exhibit J-3). 'lbe class was an Fslglish I 

section - the same claSS observed by Liddicoat In October 1984. According to 

petitioner, while she did have some anxiety during the course of that class, since she was 
not using her own materials, she was generally pleased with the way the class went since 

It was dealing with a difficult exercise at the time. The written report prepared by 

Kralovich noted, however, that petitioner needed Improvement in the subareas of "use of 

time" and "learning atmosphere." In the narrative portion, Kralovich stated that too 

much time was spent on the exercise completed, and students were calling out answers, 

some wtth the Intention of creating confusion and delay. He felt that more structure 
and productivity was desirable. He further noted that students were not held 

accountable for doing the exercises, and the length of time It took to cover an exercise 

resulted In loa of interest by some of the students. With respect to suggestions for 
Improvement, Kralovlch observed that a review exercise "requires structures and order," 

and not every answer can be considered correct. He recommended that students should 

raise their hand and be recognized before giving an answer and commented that having 

them simp)y caWng out answers created confusion and delay. 

In a reply to the comments made by Kralovich, the petitioner took Issue with 

them. In the first place, she was dlstresaed that the formal observation did not take 

place untU February 4, 1985, which was later than she had expected. She believed that 
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she had covered the material in class at a pace that was reasonable and having students 
call out answers was a legitimate technique called "chorusing," which was perfectly 

appropriate as a period is ending. She noted, however, that she would avoid using the 

technique in the future. Also, since she had planned specifically for the lesson by 

carefully producing, arranging and stapling materials into folders for the students, she was 

surprised when several possible arrangements revealed themselves with one of the 

exercises. This occurrence, she said, intimidated her, and she explained to Kralovich 

the following day that she would share her insights with the class. As she also noted, 

"confusion can occur in any class, but Ms. Darden felt she handled the situation in the 

best way by consulting and reporting back to students." 

A third "formal observation" took place on February 21, 1985. On that date, 

Liddicoat, who is the English Department chairperson, again observed petitioner's class. 

The report prepared by her rated the petitioner "satisfactory" in every area, except that 

of "student involvement." In that respect, Liddicoat noted that the class involved a 

lesson on the novel Lord of the FUes, and although petitioner's questions were thought

provoking, most of the students "were not involved in the discussion, as evidenced by their 

lack of participation." Responses, she said, were limited to a few students. According 

to the evaluator, petitioner should have allowed students to do more of the thinking and 

discussing during the lesson. In her reply, Darden said that she would try to involve 

students more and to prod them into doing more of the thinking (Exhibit J-4). During her 

testimony at the hearing, petitioner also observed that the lack or student involvement on 

this occasion was due, as weU, to the fact that this was the third formal observation of 

the same class and the students became passive when the supervisor was there. 

During the remainder of February 1985 and for most of March 1985, a number of 

"informal" observations took place of the petitioner's classes. At no time was she ever 

given any "feedback" with respect to them. Then, on March 29, 1985, petitioner was the 

subject of two "formal observations" on the same day, one in the Latin for Better English 

class (conducted by DiPasquale), and the other in one of the study skills sections 

(conducted by the high school guidance head) (Exhibits J-5 and J-6). DiPasquale's report 
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rated petitioner satisfactory in every area, exeept "classroom methods." In this respect, 

he noted In the narrative portion that "' would caution you that a good lesson always lends 
itself to a summary at the conelusi<in. That appeared to be missing In this le!18011." 11le 

formal report prepared by the guidance head, Timothy J. McGovern, rated petitioner 

"satisfactory" In every area. He conclUded that during this period, he observed that the 

students worked quickly and efficiently on an open-book test assignment, which was 

comprehensive, and it was apparent to him that they understood the material needed to 

complete the test. Darden, he said, did "an acceptable Job." 

Two more "formal observations" were conducted of the petitioner. One on April 

1, 1985 by Liddicoat In the English 1 section, and the other on April 2, 1985, by an assistant 

principal, FAward Bolcar, also In the English I section (Exhibits J-7 and J-8). In her 

observation report, Liddicoat rated petitioner as needing improvement in the main areas 

of both "technique" and "pupil reaction." In particular, she felt that Improvement was 

needed Insofar as "PuPil Involvement," "evaluation," "PUPil participation," "rapport" and 

"self~lscipUne" were concerned. In the narrative portion of the comment section, she 

observed that some students did not understand some of the material, and others were not 

involved in the lesson at all. In the "sUggestions for Improvement" section, she said that 

the particular worksheet handed out by petitioner was confusing In that numbers were 

changed, notes were added, and a concept not Included In the textbook was on the sheet. 

She suggested that petitioner retype material when taking it from another source (Exhibit 
J-7). In a three-page reply to the observation narrative, petitioner pointed out that 

among the reasons for the responses by students was that they never exhibited enthusiasm 

or excitement about a grammu lesson - that the most a teacher could hope tor when 

teaching sueh a lesson was "poUte, quiet tolerance of the teacher's plans," and that she 

felt that she had fultiUed her expectations in this respect. As she put it, "the class gave 

her as much cooperation and interaction as they reasonably could, considering their 

interest In the material and the emotional climate In the room." Ttle petitioner went on 

to take Issue with the criticisms made by the evaluator; and particularly noted the fact 

that the stUdents were undoubtedly reacting to her negative feelings because of the stress 

and anxiety she had experienced since the previous December, with observers constantly 

In the room. 1'lle students, she said, "reacted to the tension by becoming more quiet and 
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withdrawn each time they were observed." Petitioner also objected to the rating of 

"needs improvement" in the various areas, and essentially resisted accept!• the rating. 

She concluded her response with the observation that in her opinion "the lesson had been 

well planned and was carefully executed," and that Liddicoat's comments did little to help 

her teach more effectively. 

The observation report prepared by Bolear noted that petitioner was satisfactory 

in every area, except "classroom methods" (Exhibit J-8). In this respect, it turned out 

that the criticism had to do with Bolear's belief that the classwork and the quiz given 

during the period was too easy for the particular level of students. In her response to the 

evaluator, petitioner pointed out that the methods that she used in that class were In 

direct response to directives given her by the department head, and the drill and quiz 

which Bolcar observed had been developed in conference with that person. Thus, noting 

that she always worked diligently to comply with directions, she expressed a problem with 

the diCficulties caused by inconsistent directions from different administrators. 

During mid-April 1985, petitioner received a memorandum from DIPasquale 

advising that he was recommending to the Superintendent that her increment for the 1985-

86 school year be withheld because of "the negative evaluation that you have received this 

year." In that memorandum, he noted that five administrators had been involved in the 

evaluation process and had concurred unanimously in the decision. The specific reasons 

for the recommendation to withhold petitioner's increment were set forth as follows: 

To be more specific, this action Is being taken as a direct result of 
your ineffeetiveness in a elassroom setting. The evaluations 
demonstrate poor teach!• techniques, lack of pupU participation, 
and, in general, confusion on the part of students in your classes. 
Though some progress has been made in your Study Skills program, 
your lack of effectiveness in the l!ngllsh I and Latin I programs make 
this recommendation a necessity (Exhibit J-10), 

At the same time DIPasquale notified the SUperintendent, Mr. Frank Stranzl, 

that he would be recommend!• a withholding of Ms. Darden's increment for the 1985-86 
school year (Exhibit J-9). 
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In a letter dated April 25, 1985, petitioner was advised by SUperintendent Stranzl 

that the Board of Education intended to take official action on DIPasquale's 
recommendation at a meeting to be held on April 29, 1985, and that she would have an 

opportunity, If she wished, to be present at an exeeutive session to discuss the matter 

with the Board (Exhibit' J-ll). Petitioner met with the Board in exeeutlve session on April 

29, 1985, in the company of the new Butler Education Association president, Mr. James 

Kelly. At that meeting, they went through the various observation reports and urged the 

Board not to accept the reeommendation. Nevertheless, following a caucus, the Board 

determined to accept the recommendation made to It for withholding the increment. On 

May 6, 1985 a formal letter advising petitioner of the Board's action wu sent to her by the 

Board Seeretary. In that letter it was noted that the Board had adopted a resolution on 

April 29, 1985, setting forth that in accordance with N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14, the Board had 

voted to withhold Darden's employment and adjustment Increment for the 1985/86 school 

year because of her "less than satisfactory teaehing performance during the 1984/85 

school year, 'including but not limited to: "Ineffectiveness in your English I and Latin I 

classes: (a) "Poor teaching techniques"; and (b) "lack of pupU participation" and ''general 

student confusion" (Exhibit J-12). 

At the end of May 1985, petitioner received her "final summary evaluation" 

prepared by Liddicoat. In It, Darden was rated as needing improvement in the general 

areu of "Preparation," "technique" and "PUPil reaction." In that final evaluation, 
Liddicoat partieuJarly noted that petitioner demonstrated a need to improve in the 

classroom, that her leaons were confusing to students and disorganized, that too many 

concepts were ineluded in a single lesson and that there was a need to improve plans for 

substitutes when petitioner wu absent (Exhibit J-13). Petitioner then prepared a 

response to that summary evaluation, which was attached thereto, in which she agreed 

that she would work toward Improvement. 

The only other witness offered on behalf of petitioner was James Kelly, the 

current president of the Butler Education Asloelatlon. Kelly teaches 8th pade social 

studies and has been employed In the lchool district for 13 years. He said that some time 

during the sprinc of 1985, he had occasion to see Mr. MeGovem in the high school parking 
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lot and asked him about petitioner's increment. Kelly said he eXpressed concern to the 

guidance department head over the tact that McGovern had presumably joined In the 

recommendation by the administrators to withhold the Increments, even though his own 

"formal observation" (Exhibit J-8) rated petitioner satisfactory in every area. McGovern, 

said Kelly, replied that he was "a team player" and was "just going along with it." 

On cross-examination, Kelly conceded that although he represented petitioner at 

the Board hearing at the end of APril, he never mentioned the alleged comments made by 

McGovern. Also, it was pointed out that the withholding of Darden's increment related 

to her performance in the English and Latin classes, not the study skills area which was 

the class McGovern observed. 

TEBTIIIOMY FOR RESPONDENT 

Testimony on behalf of the attler Board was presented by the three 

administrators most directly connected with the evaluation or the petitioner, the principal 

of the high school, DIPasquale; the assistant-principal, Kralovich; and the English 

Department head, Liddicoat. 

DiPasquale has been the high Behool principal since September 1983 and has been 

employed in Butler ror 1'1 years. He holds a masters degree plus 80 credits. In early 

October 1984, DiPasquale observed the "Latin for Better English" class taught by 

petitioner because there bad been phone calls from parents concerning that class. 

APparently, some students were seeking to get out of the class and several had asked, 

through their parents, to leave. 

In December 1984, DIPasquale observed one of the study skills classes on an 

informal basis and noted there was much confusion in the classroom. He said he was 

surprised by It and tbat was what led to hill conference with Darden that month. Although 

he Informed Darden of the poalbiUty that he might have to recommend that her 

increment be withheld unless she Improved, this information stemmed not only from his 

own observation, but from reports he bad received from others concerning her classes. 
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DiPasquale testified that althouah there are three possible ratings on the 

evaluation forms, ''satisfactory," "needs Improvement" and "unsatisfactory," he only uses 

the first two, since, In his opinion, there are no unsatisfactory teachers at Butler High 

School. Accordingly, giving a teacher an "I" would be equated with the need to withhold 

his/her increment. DIPasquale said he conveyed this notion to his supervisors soon after 

becoming principal and was aware that they had then imparted this information to 

teachers. 

DIPasquale explained that the evaluation process as followed by him involved 

three formal observations, with at least one conducted by the principal. If, however, an 

"I" is given by an adminstrator, other than the Immediate supervisor, there then must be a 

total of seven observations. This, he said, is what occurred in petitioner's ease. 

Following the completion of all of the observations In early April 1985, the 

principal met with his administrators, Kralovleh, Bolcar, McGovern and Liddicoat. They 

aU read the various observation reports and eoneluded they should recommend to the 

SUperintendent that petitioner's increment be withheld. The general belief of all was 

that Darden had been ineffective during the 1984-85 school year. 

On cross-examination, DIPasquale noted that he and the two assistant-prinelpals, 

Bolear and Kratovieh, had assumed their new positions in September 1983, and he was 

determined to upgrade the evaluation process to be sure that classroom pert'ormanee was 

closely noted. AJJ a result, the frequency of observations was Increased. Previously, 

there had been no "'nformal" observations under normal circumstances, and only one 
"formal" observation of a tenured teaching staff member was ever made. Now, "informal" 

observations often occur and at least four, and as many as seven, formal observations 
could take place. 

According to DIPuquale, the Increment withholding In petitioner's ease was the 

first such Incident that he could recall since he had been at Butler High School. In his 

judgment, a "needs Improvement" or "'" rating means that students are not learning, that 
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a serious problem exists which interferes with the educational proeess. At a meeting 

held by DiPasquale with the other administrators, In mld-APrU 1985, they all dlseussed the 

observation reports and unanimously eoneluded that a Recommendation should be made to 

the SUperintendent for a withholding of the petitioner's increment. DiPasquale said he 

asked each person to speak concerning the matter, and that aU of them felt that this 
action should be taken because of petitioner's ineffectiveness during the school year. 

DiPasquale said that when he took over as high school principal in September 

1983, with Bolcar and Kralovich joining him as assistant-principals, it was determined that 

there ought to be a change in the evaluation process primarily because teachers felt that 

the administration did not do enough In terms of classroom evaluation. Accordingly, the 

frequency of visits was increased. Based upon his informal observation of Darden in the 

beginning of the 1984-85 school year, DiPasquale came to the conclusion that, in her ease, 

"we have problems." The purpose, then, of the meeting in mid-December 1984 was to 

make Darden aware that the administrators were ''Quite concerned about her 

performance." During that conference, he did describe those concerns and pointed out 

to her that the confusion which seemed to mark some of her classes was due to her not 

sticking to her lesson plan. 

Although there Is no reference In any written policy manual with respect to 

the consequences of receiving an "1," DIPasquale believes that all the teachers knew that 

receiving this rating meant an Increment would likely be withheld unless the improvement 

was made. He informed his supervisors to advise the teaching staff of this, and believed 

that they were. Again, as the result of his independent review of the observation reports 
regarding Darden, and In consultation with the other administrators, a unanimous decision 

was made in April 1985 to recommend that the increments be withheld. 

The next Board witness was the English Department chairperson, Marie 

Liddicoat. She Is presently tn her fourth year as the chairperson, having served in the 

school district tor 16 years altogether. She holds a master's degree and Is certified as a 

supervisor, a reading specialist and a principal. Liddicoat personally conducted six 
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"informal" and three "formal" observations of the petitioner during the 1984-85 school 
year, and concluded that Darden's illCrement should be withheld because of her ineffective 

performance. According to Liddicoat, all of the teachers in her department were aware, 

as a result of departmental meetings, that receiving an "I" during an evaluation, meant 

that the teacher "could possibly have lln increment withheld." On cross-examination, 

Liddicoat said that as a result of· her observations of Darden's performance, she saw 

repeated problems of student confusion. This confusion was more pronounced than she 

had ever seen before with respect to Darden's work. Liddicoat recalled a meeting in 

January 1985 with petitioner, following the administration's receipt of Darden's lengthy 

reply to the December memorandum from DiPasquale. According to Liddicoat, Darden 

did mention her belief that she was receiving confiicting signals from the administration 

about being too diCficult on the one hand, but no going fast enough on the other. 

Liddicoat said that she then told petitioner that it was not a ease or her going too quickly 

- it was simply that she was trying to cover too many concepts. 

On redirect examination, Liddicoat pointed to the April 1985 evaluation which 

she conducted, and stressed that . it again revealed the absence of the needed 

improvement. Liddicoat also observed that Darden's rebuttal to that report blames the 

makeup of the class for the rapport problems. Liddicoat also confirmed DiPasquale's 

testimony that the administrators unanimously agreed to recommend the withholding of 

the increments. 

The next witness, Wendel T. Kralovleh, Is an assistant principal at Butler High 

School and has been employed in the district Cor 13 years. He is certified to teach social 

studies, English llnd Latin, llnd to be a supervisor and a principal. Kralovich evaluated 

Darden during the 1984-85 school year and had conducted a "formal" observation in 

February 1985. He observed a number of interrelated delieiencies involving the use of 

class time, methodology, class control and quality or material. He, too, voted to 

withhold her increment on the basis or his observations. 
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On cr0111-examinaUon, Kraiovlch eoneeded that he had never taught Latin tor 
!:fetter English and, indeed, had not taught any Latin Class for 15 years. However, he felt 

that Darden's Latin for Better English class was one which was specially selected and she 

should not have had the problems in tt. With respect to the use of an "1," Kralovleh 

heUeved that the poUey concerning its meaning was expressed orally to faculty many 

times, and they all know what the ratings mean. In his opinion, the major cause or 

Darden's problem was the fact that she did not always demonstrate good judgment in her 

choice of methodology. 

PIKDINGS OP PACT 

Based upon my review and consideration of the evidence in this ease, including 

the testimony and the documentary items, I herewith make the following Findings of 

Fact: 

I. Petitioner, Kathleen Darden, Is a tenured teacher of Fnglish and Latin, 

employed by the respondent school district. 

2. Darden has been employed In llltler since 1966 and is certified as a teacher 

of English and Latin, grades '1 through 12. 

3. At no time prior to Aprlll985 had any recommendation ever been made to 

the Board to withhold her salary and/or adjustment increments. 

4. During the 1984-8$ school year, Darden wu the subject ot a series of 

"informal" and "formal" observations made by several of her 

administrators. Following each "formal" observation, a report was 

prepared by the evaluator and shared with Darden. 

5. On October 29, 1984, Darden was formally observed by Marie Liddieoet, the 

Fnglish Department chairperson, Involving an English I class dealing with 
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grammar. In an observation report dated October 31, 1984, Liddicoat noted 

that Darden demonstrated a need for improvement in the areas of 

"organization and planning" and "use of time." Accordingly, in those two 

areas she gave her a rating of "I" (Exhibit J-2). 

6. In the comment section or the October 31, 1984 observation report, 

Liddicoat noted that the students seemed confused at times during the 

lesson, and that examples on a certain worksheet brought in too many 

concepts. She thought that the teacher, perhaps, should have followed the 

grammar textbook in order to avoid the confusion. Also, Liddicoat noted 

that teaching the subjunctive, Indicative and imperative moods to such a 

class should not begin just four minutes before the end of the period, and as 

a result of a question from one or the students relating to the exercises on 

the worksheet. 

7. In her reply comments on the observation report, Darden maintained that 

none of the material covered during the class was new to the students -

they should have been prepared and competent to deal with what was done 

that day. In her judgment, "much of the confusion is caused by the unusual 

slowness with which this class has accepted the responsibility and rigor or 

high school work," and that some of the students are still neglecting to 

bring the proper book to class and to do homework. 

8. Sometime during mid-December 1984, an "informal" observation or 

Darden's class was conducted by the high school principal, Joseph 

DiPasquale. As a result of that observation, he sent a memorandum to 

Darden (Exhibit J-2), which summarized what he had observed and the 

discussions which he had with her at a meeting held on December 14, 1984. 

In that memorandum, Darden was advised by DiPasquale that "if 

improvement did not take place, the recommendation for withholding of an 

increment would, in fact, be a real possibility." 
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9. Darden then prepared a lengthy rebuttal memorandum to the principal'S 
observations, and maintained that someone with her background and 

experience, Including the receipt of excellent evaluations, who has 

consistentlY demonstrated serious concerns for students, should not be 

threatened with 10118 of an Increment beeause of one evaluation which 
contained two "l"s. She went on to point out a variety of other areas 

which she felt were not her fault, but which were causing the concerns. 

10. On February 4, 1985, a seeond "formal" observation was conducted of 

Darden. The evaluator, Wendel Kralovleh, an aSIJistant principal, rated her 

as needing improvement In the areas of "use or time" and "classroom 

control." In a comment seetlon on the report (Exhibit J-3), Kralovich 

pointed out that too much time was ~nt on the exercises and that 
students were caUing out answers, some with the intention of creating 

confusion and delay. In his opinion more structure and productivity was 

desirable. Kralovleh then gave Darden certain suggestions for Improving 

her performance. In a reply memorandum attached to the observation 

report the petitioner expressed concern over the timing of the observation 
and the evaluation proC!eSIJ as It eppUed to her generally. With respect to 

the particular cl&SIJ which Kralovich attended, she pointed out that the 

material was covered at a reasonable pace and that she had used 

"chorusing" because the period was ending. With respect to a problem 

which arose with regard to one of the exercises, she noted that she had 

been "intimidated by having this happen during a formal obserVation" and 
would cheek the exercise again. In short, she noted that while "confusion 
can occur in any ci&SIJ," she beUeved that she had "handled the situation the 

best way." 

11. On February 21, 1985, another "formal" observation was conducted of 
Darden's elaSIJ by Liddicoat. All areas were rated as satisfactory except 

that of "student involvement." In this respect, Liddicoat noted that the 

lesson Involved a di.seuSIJion of the novel Lord of the Flies and that while 
petitioner's questions were thought'ilfovoking, most or the students were 

not involved in the diseUSIJion, and responses were limited to a few. 
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12. On March 29, 1985, two more "formal" observations were eonducted of 

petitioner - one by principal DIPasquale In a Latin for Better English 

class, and one by Timothy J. McGovern, the guidance department head, in 

a study skills class. 

13. DIPasquale noted that Darden was satisfactory in all areas except that of 

"classroom methods." In this respect, he pointed out in the comments 

section of the observation report that "a good lesson always lends itself to 

8 summary at the conclusion. That appeared to be missing in this lesson" 

(Exhibit J-5). 

14. McGovern's report rated petitioner as satisfactory In every area (Exhibit 

J-6). He felt that the students were working quickly and efficiently on a 

test assignment and it was apparent that they understood the material. He 

concluded with a comment that the petitioner "did an acceptable job." 

15. On April 1, 1985, Liddicoat conducted her third formal observation of the 

petitioner and rated her as needing Improvement In the areas of "Pupil 

involvement," "evaluation," "PUPil participation" and "rapport." She 

commented that some of the students did not seem to understand certain 

of the problems and others were not Involved in the lesson at all. A sheet 

had been handed out during the class to students, which was supposed to 

have been a quiz, but the teacher decided that the class needed more 

practice and the sheet was then Ulled as a review lesson. Llddlcoet noted 

that while It was not 8 good Idea not to use the quiz, the sheet handed out 

by petitioner confl.llled them since It was taken from the workbook and had 

several changes and additions (Exhibit J-7). 

18. In a reply to Liddicoat's observation, petitioner pointed out that the 

particular class dealt with a grammar lesson, which in Darden's experience 
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was an area which did not evince enthusiasm or excitement. As she put it 

"the best response to a Jesson balled on this abstract study of language that 

any teacher could hope for is polite, quiet tolerance of the teacher's plans," 

and that the petitioner had filled her own expectations during the class. 

Darden further pointed out that in her judgment the class gave her as much 

cooperation and interaction "as they reasonably could considering their 

interest In the material, and the emotional climate in the room." 

17. In her response, Darden also took occasion to again point out what she 

believed to be an adverse impact on her English I class because of the 

number of observations conducted in it. As she put it in her response, 

"despite the teacher's concerted effort to contain and suppress the great 

stress and anxiety she has experienced since December, students 

undoubtedly perceived negative feelings on her part when observers were in 

the room writing notes, which happened many times this year." Indeed, 

Darden went on to observe that this particular class had been visited on 

eight oooasions, and that the students "reacted to the tension by becoming 
more quiet and withdrawn each time they were observed." Darden went 

on in her reply to respond to other areas where she had been marked as 

needing improvement, and felt that she did not deserve that rating. For 

example, with respect to the area of "self-diseipUne," she asked how a 

teacher could be responsible for controlling this area where, in particular, 

this "freshman class has many young people with serious patterns of 

immaturity." Darden concluded her response with the observation that in 

her opinion the lesson had been wen planned and carefully executed. 

18. On April 2, 1985, a formal observation was conducted of petitioner's English 

I class by Edward Bolcar, an assistant principal. In his observation report 

(Exhibit .J-8), Bolcar rated petitioner satisfactory in every area except 

"classroom methods." He apparently felt that the class work and a quiz 

given to the students was not up to their particular level and, in his 
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Sl.lfiestlons for Improvement, noted that Darden should "alter her 
teehnique to better meet the needs or high sehool students. In her reply 

eomments, Darden stated that she had ehanged her methods for this elass 

in dlreet response to dlreetions given to her from Liddicoat to make the 

work "more aecesslbte to students" and that the drill and quiz observed by 

Bolcar "were devel~ In eonferenee with the department head." She 

coneluded her reply with an observation that she was "troubled by the 

dlffieulty caused by ineonslstent directions from different administrators." 

19. On Apri118, 1985, DIPasquale sent a memorandum to Darden informing her 

that he was going to recommend to the &lperintendent of Sehools that the 

Board or Education be asked to withhold her 1985-88 increment, as a result 

of negative evaluations she had received during the 1984-85 sehool year. 

DIPasquale further noted that all five or the administrators dealing with 

her evaluation had concurred In the decision (Exhibit J-10). The 
memorandum stated that the action was being taken as a direet result or 

ttyour Ineffectiveness In the classroom setting," and that the evaluations 

revealed "Poor teaching techniques, lack of pupil partieipation, and, in 

general, confusion on the part of tha students in your elasses." 

20. Thereafter, the &Jperintenclent of Sehoots advised petitioner that she would 
have an opportunity to discuss the proposed Increment withholding with the 
Board of Edueatlon at an executive session (Exhibit J-ll). Sueh a meeting 

was held, at whleh time petitioner was represented by the president of the 

Butler Bdueatlon Association, James Kelly. 

21. Following the eonferenee with Darden, the Board voted to withhold her 

1985-88 Increment, and a resolution to that effect was passed by the Board 

at its AprU 29, 1985 meeting (Exhibit J-12). The resolution noted that both 

her employment and her adjustment inerements for the 1985-86 sehool year 

were to be withheld because of a "less than satisfaetory teaehing 
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perfotmanee" which included, "ineffectiveness in your English I and L8tin 1 

classes," "Poor teaching techniques" and "lack of pupil participation and 

general student confusion." 

22. In a summary evaluation prepared at the end or May 1985, petitioner was 

rated as needing improvement in the areas or "preparation," "technique" 

and "PUPil reaction" (Exhibit J-13). In a comment section, the evaluator, 

Liddicoat, noted that Darden's performance demonstrates a need to 

improve in the classroom. 

DISCUSSION 

In considering whether or not the action of a Board of Education to withhold a 

teaching staff member's increment can be sustained, it is necessary for the teacher to 

demonstrate by a preponderance of the credible evidence that the action was arbitrary, 

capricious or unreasonable. See, Kopera v. West Orange Board or Education, 60 N.J. 

Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960). Where the proofs do not rise to a level sufficient to make 

that Cinding, the challenge must be rejected. It is not the province of an administrative 

law judge nor even the Commissioner to substitute their judgment tor that of the Board. 

Thus, mere disagreement with the Board's rationale for the withholding of an increment 

cannot justify setting it aside. 

Based upon my review and consideration of the evidence and the testimony in 

this ease, and in light of the foregoing Findings of Fact, I must CONCLUDE that the 

petitioner has failed to carry her burden in this ease. There is in this record an 

abundance of evidence which points to the fact that the several evaluators who 

participated in the process of gauging Darden's performance during the 1984-85 school 

year had acted entirely In good faith and had followed the dictates of their professional 

judgment. Without doubt, there were several points upon which the parties had 

legitimate disagreements. Nevertheless, the various and sundry visits made by 

DiPasquale, Bolear, Kralovich and Liddicoat all involved aspects of Darden's performance 
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which raised vaUd eoneerns In their minds with respect to Iter entitlement to the 

increments. There was confusion observed in the classroom and there were instances or a 

lack of pupil participation where It was expected to take plaee. The fact that Darden 

had performed in a totally satisfactory manner Cor her entire teaching career in Butler, 

prior to 1984-85, does nqt mean that her performance was at that level during the period 

in question. Indeed, the Commissioner has held that even a satisfactory summary year

end evaluation does not necessarily preelude a Board from acting to withhold an 

inerement related to activities which took place during that school year. See, Dumansky 

v. Leonia Board of Education, 1982 S.L.D. --- (dee'd by the Commissioner June 4, 

1982). The point is that the determination to withhold an increment is often inescapably 

a subjeetlve one, and that Is why there must be a demonstration by the employee of 

arbitrary action stemming from some Improper motive before he or she ean prevail. in 

this ease, Darden failed to carry this burden. Aceordlngly, the petition should be 

dismissed. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP BDUCA110N. SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law Is empowered to make a Clnal decision In this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman 

does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time Umlt is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall beeome a final deelslon in accordance with N.J.S.A. 

52:148-10. 

DATE 

DATE 
le 

I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with 8lal COaperma for consideration. 

JAN? 2 •n~ 
D AR M NT OF EDUCA ON 

JAN 231986 ~~ef/ oADMrnfinv£ lA:wj/X. s. 
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF WITNESSES 

FC!r Petitioner: 

For Respondent: 

Kathleen Darden 
James KeUy 

Joseph DiPasquale 
Marie Liddicoat 
Wendel T. Kralovich 

LIST OF EXHIBITS 

J-1 Observation Report, dated October 31, 1984 
J-2 Memorandum or December 14, 1984 
J-2A Rebuttal to Memorandum 
J-3 Observation Report, dated February 5, 1985 
J-4 Observation Report, dated February 22, 1985 
J-5 Observation Report, dated March 28, 1985 
J-6 Observation Report, dated April 2, 1985 
J-7 Observation Report, dated April 2, 1985 
J-8 Observation Report, dated April 2, 1985 
J-9 Memorandum of Aprill8, 1985 
J-10 Memorandum or Aprill8, 1985 
J-U Letter ot April 25, 1985 
J-12 Letter of May 6, 1985 
J-13 Summary Evaluation, dated May 29, 1985 
J-14 Rebuttal to observation, dated December 1984 
J-15 Rebuttal to observation, dated January 11, 1985 

P-1 Summary Evaluation, dated May 10, 1984 

R-1 Excerpt from Manual, pages 36 to 37 
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KATHLEEN DARDEN, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE BOROUGH 
OF BUTLER, MORRIS COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of the con
troverted matter herein including the initial decision rendered by 
the Office of Administrative Law, Stephen G. Weiss, ALJ. 

It is noted that exceptions were filed by the parties in a 
timely fashion pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c. 

Petitioner's exceptions argue that a review of the evidence 
submitted in the instant matter clearly justifies the conclusion 
that there was not sufficient cause to withhold her increment for 
the 1985-86 academic year. In support of this proposition, 
petitioner avows that she had never had her increment withheld in 
any of the seventeen years during which she previously taught for 
the Board. Further. petitioner cites to the seven formal 
evaluations of her teaching during the 1984-85 school year and notes 
that she did not receive a single rating of unsatisfactory on any of 
them. She admits receiving a sprinkling of "I"'s (denoting a need 
for improvement) and a satisfactory rating in every other category 
during 1984-85. She notes that no teacher in the history of the 
Butler School System has ever had an increment withheld. although 
numerous teachers have received "I"'s. She also notes that she 
remained cooperative and diligently attempted to comply with all the 
instructions received from her evaluators during the course of the 
numerous formal and informal evaluations of that year. Petitioner 
contends strongly that she continually received conflicting signals 
from the various evaluators concerning what was necessary to improve 
her teaching performance. In many instances, petitioner argues. she 
was found to be satisfactory by one evaluator in identical 
categories which another evaluator the next day found to be in need 
of improvement. Petitioner complains that she received four formal 
evaluations within a four-day period and that this negatively 
affected the performance of her students, which, in turn, negatively 
impacted on her evaluations. 

Petitioner further avers that evaluator T. McGovern rated 
petitioner satisfactory in his observations of her, and yet 
allegedly agreed that her increment should be withheld for the 
1984-85 school year. Petitioner challenges this "team-player" 
action (Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 5), but she acknowledges, 
however, that Mr. McGovern did not testify at the hearing in the 
instant matter. 
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Petitioner submits that it is, in fact, arbitrary and 
unreasonable to withhold an increment on the basis of evaluations 
which never found her unsatisfactory in any area. Petitioner asks 
that the Commissioner take note of the fact that "virtually all 
teachers (and all professionals) in some way can use improvement in 
some area within the entire spectrum of their teaching skills.***" 
(Petitioner's Exceptions. at p. 6) Petitioner further submits that 
the standard of review under Kopera v. Board of Education of West 
Oran~. 60 N.J. Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960), although difficult to 
surmount, should not be made impossible. She suggests her case is a 
prime example in which "***the subjective !attitude (sic) often 
accorded to the decision of a board of education will run roughshot 
(sic) over the rights of a teacher if not reversed." (Petitioner's 
Exceptions, at p. 7) She prays the Commissioner reverse the 
recommended finding of the ALJ and conclude that her 1985 salary and 
adjustment increments should be reinstated. 

The Board states in reply exceptions that there was an 
abundance of evidence which justified the withholding of peti
tioner's increment. The Board avers that the principal had made it 
clear to supervisors and teachers that receiving an "I" meant that 
the teacher could possibly have an increment withheld and, further, 
that he had warned petitioner of the possibility that her increment 
could be withheld. The Board further notes that petitioner was the 
only teacher who received "I"'s at the conclusion of the evaluation 
process for the 1984-85 school year. 

The Board further avers that petitioner was given every 
opportunity to improve and did not, and the fact that she had 
performed satisfactorily in previous years has no bearing on the 
withholding of this increment as stated by the ALJ. 

The Board avows in reply exceptions that on January 23. 
1985, a meeting was held with petitioner, and she was not promised 
frequent evaluations. The Board also notes that between January 23 
and February 5, 1985, there were only three school days when 
observations could have been made since this was the exam period. 
For petitioner to assume that her classes became passive because of 
the evaluations is highly speculative, the Board argues. and not 
based on any evidence. The Board adds that the classes observed 
were different classes made up of different ~tudents. 

The Board cites the ALJ's thorough review of the matter as 
evidenced by the initial decision and prays the Commissioner concur 
with the finding of the ALJ that its action in withholding peti
tioner's increment for the 1985-86 school year was not arbitrary, 
capricious or unreasonable. 

The Commissioner has carefully reviewed the record of this 
matter including the initial decision rendered. by the Office of 
Administrative Law containing those recommended findings and con
clusions of the increment withholding inquiry conducted herein. 
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The Commissioner concurs with those findings reached in the 
initial decision which support the conclusion that petitioner failed 
to carry her burden of proving the Board's decision to withhold her 
1985-86 increment was arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable. While 
the record before him does not include a transcript of the hearing, 
the Co111111issioner notes, as did the ALJ, that even a satisfactory 
swa~ary year-end evaluation does not necessarily preclude a Board 
from acting to withhold an increment related to activities which 
took place during that school year. See Dumansky v. Leonia Board of 
Education, 1982 S.L.D. 613. The majority of her evaluators found 
need for improvement in more than one area of petitioner's 
performance on more than· one occasion observing different classes 
and different pupils. Further, the Commissioner notes that failure 
to maintain discipline is in itself good cause for withholding an 
increment. See Barbara Rosenblum v. Bd. of Ed. of the Borough of 
Waldwick, Bergen County, decided on remand by the Commissioner 
May 17. 1982. The AW found there was "***confusion observed in the 
classroom and there were instances of a lack of pupil participation 
where it was expected to take place.***" (Initial Decision, ante) 
Finally, it is noted that the Commissioner will defer to the hearer 
of the case on questions of credibility where there is conflicting 
evidence and the findings are reasonably supported. See Nicholas 
Campanile v. Board of Education of the Township of Middletown, 
Monmouth County, decided by the Commissioner March 2, 1982. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner hereby adopts the findings 
and conclusions set forth in the initial decision as his own. The 
Petition of Appeal is dismissed with prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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&tatr of Nrw Jrrarg 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

YVONNE MELJ. 

Petitioner, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCA'nON OF 

THEBURUMGTONCOUNTY 

VOCA'nONAL-TECRNICAL 

SCHOOLS, BURLINGTON 

COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

tNmAL DBCISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3691-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 148-5/85 

Dougl.u B. Lang, Esq., for petitioner (Katzenbach, Gildea & Rudner, attorneys) 

John E. Queenan, Jr., Esq., for respondent 

Record Closed: December 12, 1985 Decided: January 23, 1986 

BEFORE LILLARD E. LAW, ALJ: 

Petitioner, a teachit~-statr member with tenure status In the employ of the 

Board of Education of the Burlington County Vocational-Technical Schools (Board), 

contests its action to withhold her salary adjustment and increment for the 1985-86 school 

year alleging, among other things, that such action was arbitrary, capricious, 

unreasonable, and in violation of the terms and conditions of the existing collective 

bargaining agreement, and that It violates petitioner's rights guaranteed under the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution, the comparable provisions 

of the New Jersey State Constitution and the Civil Rights Act, 42 u.s.c. SS 1983 and 

1985. The Board denies any violation and requests dismissal of the Petition of Appeal. 

~wJt:ruv Is An £q1111/ Opp.nnmit_v £mplo_vt:r 
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The Commissioner of Edueation transmitted the instant matter to the OfCice 

or Administrative Law for determination as a eontested ease, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 

52:148-1 et !!!!I· and N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 !! !!!!I· A hearing was eondueted on November 12, 

1985; however, the record remained open, at the request of petitioner's counsel, until 

after Deeember 6, 1985, the date the State Board of Education rendered its deelsion in 

Yvonne Meli v. Bd. of Ed. of the Burlington Co. Yo-Tech Sehls, Burlington Co. (OAL DKT. 

EDU 4515-84, Commissioner's Decision, !\'larch 15, 1985). The reeord closed upon reeeipt 

of the State Board's decision on Deeember 10, 1985. 

The single issue, as agreed to by the parties, is whether the Board had a 

reasonable basis upon which to withhold petitioner's salary adjustment and increment for 

the 1985-86 school year. 

Petitioner neither pressed nor argued the Board's alleged violations of her 

Constitutional First and Fourteenth Amendment rights or the alleged Civil Rights 

violations. Consequently, these Issues will not be eonsidered here. 

BACKGROUND FACTS 

The Instant matter Is the fourth In a series of disputes within the last three 

years between petitioner and the Board, three of which were u a result of the Board's 

taking action to withhold petitioner's annual salary adjustment and Increment, pursuant to 

N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14. In the three separate aetlona by the Board to so withhold, each was 

grounded upon petitioner's annual reeord of absenteeism, to whleh petitioner perfeeted 

her separate petition of appeal before the Commissioner, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14. 

The first proeeedi~W eoneernad the withholding tor the 1984-85 school year 

based upon petitioner's prior absenees from duty during the 1983-84 school year. The 

administrative law judge (ALJ) who heard the matter determined that petitioner's 

allegations were without merit and dismissed the Petition of Appeal. The Commissioner 

adopted the flndlnp and eonelusiona as set forth by the ALJ and sustained the Initial 

deeislon (OAL DKT. EDU 638HI3, Commissioner's decision, AprU 8, 1984). No appeal was 

taken. 
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In the second action, petitioner herein appealed the Board's determination to 

withhold for the 1984-85 sehool year. There, the ALJ found, among other things, that: 

(1) the Board's Superintendent and principal had recommended to the Board to grant 

petitioner's increment for 1984·85; (2) the Superintendent did not change his position or 

re<'Ommendation In view of subsequent information concerning petitioner's absence; 

(3) the Board, by way of appropriate resolution, withheld petitioner's 1984-85 salary 

adjustment and increment; and (4) petitioner had not been absent from duty in excess or 

any sick or leave days to which she was entitled during the 1983-84 school year. The ALJ 

concluded that petitioner had met her burden of proof and that the Board's action to 

withhold was unreasonable. The ALJ reversed the Board's action and ordered it to restore 

petitioner's withheld increment. (OAL DKT. EDU 4515-84, Initial Decision, issued 

January 28, 1985.) The Commissioner set aside the find~ngs and determinations in the 

ALJ's initial decision, making his independent finding that the Board may discipline a 

teaching-staff member for incidents of high absenteeism even where there are legitimate 

reasons for such absences. The Commissioner, therefore, on March 15, 1985, dismissed 

the Petition, and petitioner subsequently perfected her appeal of the Commissioner's 

decision before the State Board of Education. On appellate review, the State Board 

reversed the decision of the Commissioner and restored petitioner-appellant to her proper 

place on the salary guide for the 1984-85 school year, together with compensation for all 

monies withheld as a result of the Board's action. (Meli v. Bd. of Ed. or the Burlington Co. 

Voe.-Tech Schls., State Bd. of Ed. decision, December 6, 1985.) 

With respect to the instant matter, the Board, on April 29, 1985, passed 

Resolution No. 15 to withhold petitioner's employment increment and adjustment incre

ment for the 1985-86 sehool year (P-1). Resolution No. 15 did not set forth the Board's 

reasons for Its action; however, it did advise petitioner that she would be furnished with 

the reasons In writing within ten days of its adoption (P-1). 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

Having carefully reviewed and considered all of the testimony and other 

evidence offered In this matter (See: Inventory of Exhibits) and having given fair weight 

thereto, and having observed the demeanor of the witnesses and assessed their credibility, 

I Find the Pacts in this matter to be as follows: 
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1. 'lbose Background Facts set forth hereinbefore are hereby adopted, by 

reference, as Findings of Fact. 

2. The Board's leave of absence policy Is set forth in the collective 

bargaining agreement between It and the loeal Education Association at 

Article XU, LEAVE (R-2) which provides, In pertinent part, as follows: 

A. Sick Leave 

1. All ten-month employees shall be allowed sick 
leave with full pay for ten (10) school days in any 
school year. All twelve-month employees shall be 
allowed sick leave with Cull pay for twelve (12) 
days in any one year. 

Unused sick leave days shall be accumulated from 
year to year with no maximum Umlt. 

B. Emergency Absences. This policy shall cover absences 
·not chargeable to sick leave, or professional or semi
professional assignment directly beneficial to the 
school system. 

1. Deaths In the Immediate family - all employees 
will be entitled to three (3) days each occurrence. 
Immediate family inc!ludes: 

(a) Parents 
(b) Legal gu&rdlans(s) 
(c) Spouse 
(d) Children 
(e) SibUngs 
(f) Parents-in-law 
(g) Grandparents 
(h) Member of the employee's Immediate 

household 

2. Death of a relative, not in the immediate family, 
allows one (1) day. 

3. Category B employees In addition to the above 
are entitled to one (1) day for the death of a close 
friend. 

c. Personal Days 

1. The Board will provide for three (3) days of 
personal leave at run pay during any one school 
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year (no unused days shall be accumulated as 
personal days but one unused day can accumulate 
a part of sick leave) for personal family matters 
that cannot be cared for during non-school hours. 

G. Procedural Items 

1. For sick leave, the appropriate form must be 
completed and submitted to the administration as 
indicated. 

2. Requests for temporary leaves of absence shall be 
submitted In writing (in advance, when possible) 
to be recommended by the division bead and 
approved by the superintendent. 

3. Notitieatlon for personal leave shall be made to 
the division head IS soon as possible before the 
date(s) requested. It is agreed that some items of 
urgent personal business do not allow for three (3) 
days notice. 

H. Other Leaves of Absence 

Good cause - other leaves of absence with pay may be 
granted for other good reason. [ R-2] 

3. For the 1984-85 school year, petitioner was absent nine (9) days for 

illness, two and one-half (2 1/2) days Cor personal reasons and two (2) 

days for the deaths of relatives (P-3). Petitioner used nine (9) of eleven 
(11) siek-leave days entitlement, therefore leaving her a belanee of two 

(2) accumulated unused sick days at the eonclusion of the 1984-85 school 

year. N • .J.S.A. 18A:3o-3. 

4. A schedule of petitioner's absenees and reasons therefore for the 1984-85 

school year Is IS follows: 

October 4, Dlness 

October %2, Dlness 

Oetober 231 Dlness 

Deeember 5, Death In PamUy 
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1984 

December 18, Olness 

1985 

March 28, Death In Family 

May 3, Personal 

May 20, Wness (P-3) 

5. For each absence due to iUness, petitioner testified and proffered 

documentation of a medical prescription and/or a physician's note of 

care (P-25, P-26, P-27, P-28, P-29, P-30, P-31). 

6. No agent or the Board inquired of petitioner as to any or the reasons for 

the thirteen and one-half (13 1/2) days of absence during the 1984-85 

school year. 

'1. Each of petitioner's "Employee's Absent Report and Request for 

Approved Absence" was processed by the Board's agents for which 

petitioner received pay for said absences (P-4, P-5, P-6, P-7, P-8, P-9, 

P-10, P-11, P-12, P-13, P-14, P-15, P-16, P-17, P-18, P-19, P-20). 

8. On or about December 3, 1984, Dolores M. SZymanski, assistant 

principal, observed petitioner's eighth-period TJping/Recordkeeping 

clasSroom for the purpose or evaluating petitioner's teaching 

performance. SZymanski's Narrative Report lists six "Positive Items" 

with one "area of eoneem." No mention of petitioner's attendance or 
absentee record appears thereon (P-24), 

9. On or about January 25, 1985, the Board's high school principal 

communicated with petitioner, by way or memorandum, as follows: 

TO: Yvonne MeU 

FROM: Don E. Schreiber 

RE: Letter of Concern 

DATE: 1/25/85 

11le Item Usted below Is of eoneem: 
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1. Attendance 

The above concern is to be corrected. Thank you for your 
attention to this matter. 

Feel free to· contact me If you have any questions, or if' I can 
be of assistance. [ R-11 

10. On February 27, 1985, the Board's Superintendent, by way of letter, 

advised and Informed petitioner that it wu hill plan to recommend to the 

Board that petitioner's salary for the 1985-86 achool year "· •• should 

remain exactly the same u your salary for 1984-85." The Superin

tendent further advised petitioner that the Board was scheduled to meet 

on March 26, 1985, and U petitioner wished to meet with the Board, she 

wu responsible to make the appropriate and necessary arrangements 

(P-21). The Superintendent's letter did not lndieate to petitioner the 

grounds upon whleh he based his recommendation to withhold her salary 

and adjustment Increment for the 1985-86 sehool year. 

11. On or about February 28, 1985, petitioner acknowledged reeelpt or the 

Superintendent's letter of February 27, 1985 (P-21), with a request that 

the Superintendent provide petitioner, in writing, the reason(s) for his 

recommendation to withhold (P-22). 

12. By way of memorandum dated February 28, 1985, the Superintendent 
responded to petitioner's inquiry for reasons (P-22) by one -word, 

"Attendance" (P-23). 

13. Subsequent to the Board's adoption of Resolution No. 15, on APril 29, 

1985, the Board Secretary advised petitioner of the Board's action by 

way of letter dated APril 30, 1985, with a eopy of Resolution No. 15 

attached (P-1}. 

14. On APrU 30, 1985, the Superintendent communicated with petitioner as 

follows: 
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TO: Miss Yvonne Mell 

FROM: Benjamin V.P. Verdlle 

The Board of Edueatlon, at its April 29th, 1985 meeting, 
made 'the decision that your salary for 1985-86 will remain 
the same as your salary for 1984-85. 

Reason: 

1. Attendance. 

If you have any questions, please let Mrs. Martini or me 
know. 

BV/emj 

cc: John E. Queenan, Jr., Esq. 
Mrs. Sonia L. Martini 
Mr. Don E. Schreiber [P-2] 

15. Neither the Board's Superintendent nor Its high school principal testified 

at hearing. 

TESTIMONIAL EVIDENCE 

The testimony pro!Cered by petitioner Is •ummarized In the Findlnp of Pact 

set forth hereinbefore and need not be repeated here. 

Two witnesses were caUed on the Board's behalf, the first being Dolores M. 

Szymanski, assistant principal and petitioner's Immediate supervisor. Szymanski testified 

that she had condueted the observation and evaluation of petitioner on December 3, 1984, 

and found petitioner to be an effective teacher (P-24). She asserted that petitioner's 

attendance was not a consideration within the parameters of her observation and/or 

evaluation eriterla. Szymanski did not, nor does she, make recommendations as to 

whether a teaching-staff member under her direct supervision Is to be awarded an annual 

salary Increment nor does she recommend Its withholding. The assistant principal 

testified further that she had no conversation with the principal with respect to or 

concerning her observation and evaluation of petitioner's performance. 

The Board's second and final witness was Kenneth E. Papale, teacher of 

businesa occupations and petitioner's department head. Under ,!2k dire by this tribunal, 

-8-
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Papale asserted, among other things, that he was uncertain as to the specific issues of the 

herein proceedings; that departmental personnel did not report their absences to him nor 

did he report such absences to the school's administration; that he was not familiar with 

pPtitioner's absence record for 1984-85; that he did not supervise, observe or evaluate 

petitioner's teaching performances; and that he did not make recommendations as to 

salary increments for personnel in his department. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Petitioner proffered candid and forthright testimony as to her periodic 

absences during the 1984-85 school year asserting, among other things, that her nine days 

of absence were because of illness. Petitioner testified, without contradiction, that at no 

time or manner did the Board's school administrators make any inquiry as to the 

circumstances of her absences, whether for illness or other reasons provided by the 

Board's policy. Petitioner further testified, with no evidence to the contrary, that she 

was never questioned, counseled or advised by the Board's administrators that her 

absences were unacceptable, unjusti(ied, excessive or illegal. Based upon these facts, I 

PIND and CONCLUDE that petitioner's testimony is en~irely credible. Close v. Kordulak 

Bros., 44 N.J. 589 (1965); Jackson v. Concord Co., 54 N.J. 113 (1969); Garden State Ferms, 

Inc. v. Mathis, 61 N.J. 406 (1972)1 DeAngelo v. Alsan Masons, Inc., 122 N.J. Super. 88 

(App. Div. 1973), afrd, 62 N.J. 581 (1973). 

It has been held, absent a showing of arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable 

ection by a local board of education, that a record of excessive absenteeism is sufficient 

grounds f'or a board to withhold ll teacher's salary increment even where legitimate 

medical reasons existed for such absences. Trautwein v. Bound Brook Bd. of Ed., 19'18 

S.L.D. 445, aff'd with mod., State Bd. of Ed., 1979 S.L.D. 876, rev'd., 1980 S.L.D. 1539 

(App. Div., unreported, April 8, 1980), eert. den., 84 N.J. 469 (1980). However, the 

Appellate Division of Superior Court in "'ontville Twp. Ed. Assoc. et al. v. Montville Twp. 

Bd. of Ed. {App. Div., unreported, December 6, 1985) adopted those principles relied upon 

by the State Board of Education in its decision in Kuehn v. Bd. of Ed. of the !p. of 

Teeneck, OAL DKT. EDU 1077-81, Commissioner's Decision, November 25, 1981; State 

Bd. of Ed. decision, February 1, 1983), 1983 S.L.D. __ (decided February 1, 1983), where 

it was concluded that an employee increment could not be withheld 
from a teacher on the basis of her absences, because of serious 
illness, of more than 90 school days during a single year. The State 
Board in Kuehn held that a teacher who was ill was statutorily 
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entitled to use annual and aeeumulated sick leave provided for oy 
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-l and 18A:30-3, and, consequently, that the 
exercise of that statutory right could not justify the local board's 
adverse action against her. ~(Slip op. at 5.) 

In a decision by the State Board or Education dated the same day (December 6, 

1985), as the AppeUate Division decision in Montville, the State Board in '\'!eli v. 8d. or 

Ed. of the Burlington Cty, Vo-Tech Schls., Burlington Cty. (OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4515-84, 

Commissioner's decision, March 15, 1985, State 8d, of Ed. decision, December 6, 1985), 

stated, in part, that: 

The reasOnableness of the Board's action must be evaluated in the 
context of the relevant law. Kuehn ••• relylnr on the standards or 
review pursuant to Kopera v. westOranp 8d. of Ed. 60 N.J. Super. 
288, 296 (App. Dlv. 1960) 

The requirement that a board eol'lllder the circumstances of the 
teacher's absences, as well as the number, before acting to 
withhold an Increment was reaffirmed by the State Board .!!! 
Montville •• ,. 

Moreover, the record In this ease demoJ'IItrates that Ms. Mell's 
absences during 1983-84 were legitimate and within the limits 
established by statute and eontraet •••• Further, nothing In the 
record reveals circumstances indleatlnr that her absences In that 
year disrupted the educational process. We, therefore, can only 
conclude that the circumstances of Ms. Mell's absences during 
1983-84 did not justify withholding her increment based on her 
absences in that year. [ Mell, State Board Slip op. at 4-51 

The facts In the Instant matter differ from those facts in the former action 

(Mell, OAL DKT. EDU 4515-84). In the previous matter the Superintendent had 

recommended the granttnr of petitioner's salary increment for the 1984-85 school year 

while in the matter sd> Judice, the Superintendent recommended the withholding of 

petitioner's 1985-88 salary Increment (P-21). Upon receipt or the Superintendent's 

memorandum so advising, petitioner requested the Superintendent to suppply her with the 

reaons for his Intended recommendation (P-22). The Superintendent's response to 

petitioner's request for his reasol'll was by way of a handwritten note which stated 

"Absence," without more (P-23). The same one-word reason was given to petitioner by the 

Superintendent (P-2) subsequent to the Board's action to withhold on April 29, 1985 (P-1). 

-10-
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There Is nothing In the herein record to demonstrate that the Board, or its 

agents, "· •• consider(ed) the circumstances of petitioner's absences, as well as the 

number, before acting to withhold an Increment ••• Montville" (Meli, State Board 

decision, December 6, 1985, SUp op. at 4). 1n addition, and notwithstanding the principal's 

"Letter of Concern" regarding petitioner's "Attendance" (R-1), the herein record is devoid 

·of any circumstance indicating that petitioner's absence disrupted the educational 

process. 1n fact, the record Is to the contrary where petitioner's immediate supervisor 

found petitioner to be an effective teacher (P-24) and that no conversation or discussion 

was conducted between the supervisor and principal with regard to petitioner's evaluation 

and performance. The record thus shows that the only consideration given by the Board 

and its agents was solely petitioner's absence for the 1984-85 school year, without any 

consideration or the circumstances of those absences. 

Having carefully considered and weighed the evidence: 

I CONCLUDE, therefore, that petitioner's absences for the 1984-85 school 

year were legitimate, within the scope and protection of statutory guarantees of N.J.S.A. 

18A:30-2, 18A:30-3 and the Board's policy pursuant to Article XU, Leave, of the eollective 

bargaining agreement. 

I further CONCLUDE that the Board failed to eonsider the circumstances of 

petitioner's absences as required by Kuehn. 

Consequently, l PIND and COIICLUDB that the Board's aetion to withhold 

petitioner's salary increment and adjustment lnerement for the 1985-86 school year was 

arbitrary and unreasonable and, therefore, must be reversed. 

Accordingly, It Is hereby OllDBRBD that the Board of Education of the 

BurUngton County Vocational-Technical Schools Immediately restore petitioner to her 

proper plaee on the salary guide, with eompensatlon for an· monies withheld for the 

1985-86 school year. 

This reeommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMIIISSIOMER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA'ftOM, SAUL COOPBRMAN, who 
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by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act in rorty-i'ive (45) .days and unless such time limit Is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a Cinal decision in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10, 

I hereby PILE my initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration. 

ZJ ~rud ttfjji LAW, ALJ DATE 

DATE DEPARtMENT OF EDUCATION 

JAN 281986 
DATE 

ml/EE 

J 
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YVONNE MELI , 

PETITIONER, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
BURLINGTON COUNTY VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, BURLINGTON 
COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

RESPONDENT. 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
parties within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, band c. 

Upon a thorough review of the record and factual circum
stances surrounding this matter. the Commissioner cannot accept the 
recommended decision of the Office of Administrative Law for the 
following reasons. Such action is not undertaken lightly and comes 
only after extensive deliberation of the pertinent statutes and case 
law relevant to this complex and sometimes ambiguous issue of 
absenteeism and increment withholding which requires the weighing 
of: 

(1) an individual's statutory entitlement to 
sick leave; 

(2) his or her due process protections against 
arH trary, capricious or unreasonable deci
sion-making by a board of education; and 

(3) a board's need to compel regular attendance 
of staff in meeting its obligation to pro
vide a thorough and efficient education to 
its pupils. 

This weighing of multiple responsibilities confronting a 
board with respect to staff absenteeism is ·well-stated in Gilchrist 
v. Bd. of Ed. of Twp. of Livingston, 1959-60 ~~~· 90, aff'd State 
Board 19&1-62 S.L.D. 203 wherein the Commissioner stated: 

***On the one hand. [the board) has the obliga
tion to be patient and to show consideration and 
kindness and, on the other hand, it must ever be 
mindful of its obligation to maintain the effi
ciency of school work. Eventually the latter 
obligation becomes paramount. At what time this 
obligation becomes paramount is a matter of the 
board's judgment, honestly and fairly exer-
cised.*** (at 94) 
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That frequent absences of teachers from regular classroom 
learning experiences disrupt the continuity of instruction and may 
serve as a reasonable basis for increment withholding, nonrenewal of 
nontenured staff, and dismissal of tenured staff, even if an 
individual is evaluated as good or excellent or absences are not in 
excess of statutory entitlements, bas been well established in case 
law. In re Catherine Reilly, 1977 S.L.D. 403; Angelucci et al. v. 
Bd. of Ed. of West Orange, 1980 S.L~066, aff'd State Board 1981 
s. L. D. 1386; Trautwein v. Bd. orid. of Bound Brook, 1978 S. L. D. 
~aff'd State Board 1979 S.L.D. 876, rev'd N.J. Superior Court 
1980 S.L.D. 1539; DiRicco v. Bcr-<)f Ed. of West Orange, 1979 S.L.D. 
619, aff'd State Board 1980 S.L.D. 1487, rev'd N.J. Superior Court 
1981 S.L.D. 1415; In re DeJ:iiffi, 1981 S.L.D. 1308, aff'd State 
Board """i'982S.L.D. 1470, aff'd N.J. Superior Court, May 4, 1983 

This is exemplified in Angelucci et al., uupra, which 
states, "***Irrespective of the legit1mate reasons for these 
absences, frequent absences of the regular teacher inevitably have 
an adverse effect on the learning which takes place in the 
classroom." (at 1074) and in Meli v. Bd. of Ed. of Burlington County 
Vocational-Technical Schools, decided May 21. l984, aff'd State 
Board October 3, l984 which states: 

Common sense dictates that a teacher's continued 
absence must, at some point, have a negative 
impact upon her pupils even if a board of educa
tion is unable to prove the relationship between 
a teacher's attendance and pupil progress.*** 

(Slip Opinion, at p. 8) 

The crucial question before the Commissioner in this matter 
is whether the Board's action is deemed arbitrary, capr1c1ous, 
unreasonable or in any way constituted an abuse of its legislatively 
vested discretion. ICoyera v. Bd. of Ed. of West Orange, 60 N.J. 
Super. 288 (App. Div.960) A mere difference of opinion between-a 
local board of education as to what is exceaaive is an insuffi
cient basis for the Commissioner's reversal of the board's decision 
to wi thbold. Trautwein. supra, at 1542 Rather, a teacher must 
demonstrate the dec1s1on to be improper pursuant to the above-cited 
standard in Kopera. Further, the burden of proof may not be shifted 
to the board to make a sbowin& that teaching performance was les
sened by absenteeism because "***this improperly [places] the burden 
of proof on the board rather than on the teacher, where it 
[belongs].***" Trautwein, supra, at 1542 

In determining whether a board's action in withholding an 
increaent is reasonable, the standard articulated by the State Board 
in J:uehn v. Bd. of Ed. of Teaneck, 1981 S.L.D. 1290, rev'd State 
Board February l, 1983 must be considered. Sii'Ch standard mandates 
that a board must take into account the nature of absences and that 
the decision to withhold not be based solely on the number of 
absente&. This standard served as one of the bases for reversal by 
the State Board of the action of the Board herein to withhold 
petitioner's increment for the 1984-85 school year. Meli v. Bd. of 
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Ed. of Burlington County Vocational-Technical Schools. decided 
March 15, 1985, rev'd State Board December 4, 1985. 

In the Commissioner's judgment, there are circumstances in 
the current matter which distinguish it from both ~uehn, supra, and 
Meli, supra (1985). In Kuehn, the number of absences were for one 
year with no pattern of chron1c absenteeism occurring. In MeiT: the 
Board's action followed on the heels of an increment withholding the 
prior year whereby petitioner's previous attendance history had 
already been considered and disciplinary action taken. What we have 
herein represents, however, a circumstance not yet addressed in case 
law, namely, the several years of persistence absenteeism being 
deemed unacceptable by a board despite disc1pllnary action having 
been previously applied to a teacher. 

That petitioner had a chronic pattern of excessive absen
teeism worthy of increment withholding was affirmed by the Conunis
sioner and State Board in Meli, supra (1984). That the Board did 
not deem her attendance worthy of an increment in the two years fol
lowing this withholding is evidenced in the 1985 ~eli, supra, deci
sion (notwithstanding reversal by the State Board) and in the 
present matter. 

A review of the various cases cited herein with respect to 
petitioner's absenteeism reveals the following absentee record: 

Year :rotal Ab!_~ 

1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 

10 
11 
11 
13 
14 
13 
14 
22 
34 
43.5 
28 
30* 
16** 
13.5*** 

*Increment withheld for 1983-84, affirmed by Commissioner and 
State Board in Meli, supra (1984) 

**Increment withheld for 1984-85, affirmed by Commissioner, reversed 
by State Board in Meli, supra (1985) 

***Increment withheld for 1985-86; matter disputed herein 

While petitioner's absenteeism has improved since the prior 
increment withholding, it is clear that for 1985-86 the superin
tendent and Board did not consider such improvement acceptable 
enough to warrant "the reward" an increment represents. That an 
increment is a reward for merjtorious ~~~vice, not a statutory 
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entitlement, has been ·articulated twice by the New Jersey Supreme 
Court. Bd. of Ed. of Bernards Twp. v. Bernards Twp. Ed. Assoc~, 79 
N.J. 311 (1979) and North Plainfield Ed. Assoc. (Koumiian) v. Bd. of 
Ed. of North Plainfield, 96 N.J. S87 (1984) 

As previously stated. the crucial question herein centers 
on whether the Board's determination to withhold petitioner's incre
ments was arbitrary, unreasonable or an abuse of its legislatively 
authorized discretion. In the Commissioner •s judgment, petitioner 
has failed in her burden of proof that the withholding action was 
indeed such, notwithstanding the fact that her absences did not 
exceed her statutory entitlement. In arriving at this 
determination, the Commissioner has carefully considered the reasons 
upon which petitioner's increment withholding was reversed by the 
State Board in Mel!. supra, (198S) and finds distinguishing facts in 
the instant matter. In the prior matter. the Board acted contrary 
to the superintendent's positive recommendation for granting an 
increment. Further. petitioner bore the burden of proof that the 
Board contrave.ned the ~ehn, supra, standard by failing to consider 
the circumstances of her absences. This was achieved by the 
superintendent • s own testimony that the Board • s sole consideration 
in making its decision was the number of absences. Such is not the 
case herein. 

In the present matter, the superintendent recommended 
increment withholding based upon her attendance. (P-2; P-23) The 
record demonstrates that the reasons for each of petitioner's 
absences were documented to the Board by way of absence reports. 
(P-4 through ,-20) The superintendent's recommendation must be 
accorded the presumption that he reviewed said reports and that such 
review is reflected in his recommendation unless proven to be 
otherwise by petitioner for it is she who has the burden of proof. 
Kopera. supra; TrautweJ.n. supra Further, there is no testimony by 
the superintendent or any other individual that sheer number served 
as the basis for the Board's decision to withhold petitioner's 
increment herein. 

Even granting the fact that the reason for the withholding 
provided to petitioner was reduced to one word, "Attendance" (P-2), 
this does not, in the Commissioner • s judgment, justify reversal of 
the Board's action. It would stretch the bounds of credibility to 
claim that petitioner did not understand the significance, import or 
meaning of the reason given, in view of the history of litigation 
with respect to her attendance. Further, the January 2S, 1985 memo 
to petitioner from the principal (R-1) clearly identifies attendance 
as an area of concern which "is to be corrected." In no way could 
it be said that the mere statement of this one word served to 
deprive petitioner of her due process rights. 

The State Board also reversed the withholding action in 
Meli, SUJ!r!l• (198S) because (1) petitioner's absences for illness 
were leg1t1mate and not in excess of statutory entitlement and (2} 
nothing in the record revealed circumstances indicating that said 
absences disrupted the educational process. Notwithstanding this, 
the Commissioner concludes that the fact her absentee"ism is not in 
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excess of statutory entitlement does not serve as a bar to 
withholding. Angelucci et al., supra; Trautwein, supra; Kulik v. 
Bd. of Ed. of Montclair, decided October 3, 1983, aff'd State Board 
May Z, 1984; Virgil v. Bd. of Ed. of West Orange, 1981 S.L.J:1. l, 
aff'd State Board 13 

Further, as previously stated herein, the Trautwein, supra, 
decision clearly states that a board need not demonstrate that 
teaching performance was lessened by absenteeism because this 
improperly shifts the burden of proof from petitioner to the Board. 

A board of education is under a heavy obligation to assure 
tha.t teachers are in regular attendance. As expressed in Reil!,y, 
supra, just as students are required to be in regular attendance, 
"***[n)o less a requirement should be made upon the teachers who are 
to serve the pupils required to be in attendance***."· (at 414) 

It is apparent that petitioner has yet to achieve an 
attendance level the Board deems to be acceptable. The fact that a 
prior increment has been withheld should not serve as an impediment 
to consider the continued existence of a chronic absenteeism pattern 
and to take such action again if attendance remains unacceptable in 
the Board's judgment. In the Commissioner's opinion, the Board 
cannot be faulted for its intolerance of petitioner's continued high 
absenteeism and it should not be thwarted in its attempt to bring 
about more acceptable attendance on petitioner's part. When chronic 
absenteeism persists following a prior disciplinary action, a board 
should be allowed to invoke its powers under N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14 so 
long as such action is not deemed arbitrary or unreasonable. To 
determine otherwise would tie the hands of a board from taking 
disciplinary action until a "new pattern of chronic absenteeism" is 
established for the years following the initial withholding action. 
Moreover, to determine otherwise could impede a board in its duty to 
establish what measures it has taken to deal with an employee's 
persistent ·chronic absenteeism before invoking the more extreme 
measure of tenure proceedings. In re Tenure Hearing of Patricia 
Marsden, School District of Toms River, decided by the CommiSSioner 
October 10, 1985. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner determines that the Board • s 
action herein was a reasonable exercise of its discretionary 
authority, given the totality of the circumstances which document 
persistence of high absenteeism. Therefore, the Petition of Appeal 
is hereby dismissed due to petitioner • s failure to bear the burden 
of proof that such action was arbitrary, unreasonable or an abuse of 
its legislated discretionary authority. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

March 10, 1986 
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YVONNE MELI , 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
BURLINGTON COUNTY VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL SCHOOL, BURLINGTON 
COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, March 10, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Katzenbach, Gildea and Rudner 
(Ezra D. Rosenberg, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, John E. Queenan, Jr., Esq. 

This marks the third consecutive year that the Board of 
Education of the Burlington County Vocational-Technical Schools has 
acted to withhold Yvonne Meli's employment and adjustment increments 
because of her attendance. We upheld the propriety of the Board • s 
action for 1983-84. Meli v. Board of Education of the Burlington 
County Vocational-Technical Schools, decided by the Commissioner, 
May 21, 1984 aff'd by the State Board, October 3, 1984. Without 
making a substantive judgment concerning whether Ms. Meli's 
attendance in 1983-84 reasonably could have warranted withholding 
her increments for 1984-85 had the Board considered the 
circumstances of her absences, we found the withholding for that 
year unreasonable because, in the face of the Superintendent's 
positive recommendation and an increment withholding the year 
before, the Board did not fulfill its obligation under Kuehn v. Bd. 
of Ed. of the Twp. of Teaneck, decided by the State Board, 
February 1, 1983, to consider the circumstances of Ms. Meli's 
absences, but rather had acted solely on the basis of the number of 
absences. Meli v. Board of Education of the Burlington County 
Vocational-Techn1cal Schools, decided by the State Board, 
December 4, 1985. 

In contrast to its action for 1984-85, in acting to 
withhold Ms. Meli's increments for 1985-86, the Board had before it 
the Superintendent's recommendation to withhold the increments, 
which had been made only after Ms. Meli had been notified that her 
attendance for the year was of concern. Moreover, in making its 
determination for 1985-86, the Board was provided with the absence 
reports, which specified the reasons for each absence, and .• in 
contrast to the previous year, there is no indication that the Board 
acted solely on the basis of the number of absences. Therefore, 
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based on the record we have before us. we conclude that 
Petitioner-Appellant has not shown that the withholding of her 
increment for 1985-86 was arbitrary or capricious. Accordingly, we 
affirm the decision of the Commissioner of Education substantially 
fur the reasons expressed in that decision. 

July 2, 1986 

Reversed N •• J. Sup~~ or Court May 21, 1987 'i' 
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OFFICE OF AOMINISTRATIVE LAW 

, .. 
-I 

CAROLE AND PETER PULLEN, 

DOROTHY AND PETER PAJUI... and 

PATRICIA AND STEVEN WALKER, 

Petitioners, 

v. 

MIDDLETOWN TOWNSHIP BOARD 

OP EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INmAL DEOJSION 

OAL DK~.:ro. EDU 2455-85 

AGENCY OKT. NO. 113-4/85 

Thomas W. Ca¥11JU11h, Jr., Esq., for petitioners (Chamlin, Schottland, Rosen, 
Cavanagh & Uliano, attorneys) 

Peter P. Kalae, Esq., for respondent (Kalae & Newman, attorneys) 

Reeord Closed: Deeember 31,' 1985 
~·'1!"' 

BEFORE DANIEL B. MCKEOWN, ALJ: , 

Deeided: January 27, 1986 

:~ 

Petltioners are residents and taxpayers of the Township of Middletown, 

Monmouth County. They are also parents of ehildren who are enrolled in the public 

schools operated by the Middletown Township Board of Education (Board). Petitioners 

challenge a pupil redistricting plan (plan) regarding sehool assignments adopted by the 

Board effective September 1, 1985. Petitioners claim the Board's action to adopt the 

plan, and the plan itself, is an abuse of Board dlseretlon and that the action to adopt the 

plan is an arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable exercise or its authority. The Board 

denies petitioners' allegations and conte11ds that its action to adopt the controverted plan 

New J/:rse.v Is A11 £qual Opp. •nunitv Emplover 
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2455-85 

is a proper exercise of its legislative authority to make, amend and repeal rules for the 

government of its schools. 

The Commissioner of Education transferred the matter, along with petitioners' 

application for a stay of the plan pending a determination on the merits, to the Office of 

Administrative Law as a contested case under the provisions of N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l ~ ~· 

Oral argument on petitioners' application for a stay was heard July 26, 1985 and, by 

written ruling dated September 5, 1985, a copy of which is attached and incorporated 

herein as if set forth in full, was denied. A plenary hearing was conducted November 27, 

1985 at the Edison Township 'VIunicipal Court. The record closed December 31, 1985, 

following receipt of the Board's brief and petitioner's letter memorandum in support of 

their respective positions. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Petitioners are residents of a section of Middletown Township known as 

Rolling Knolls. Prior to the adoption of the plan, their children and all 37 children from 

Rolling Knolls attended Nut Swamp Elementary School after which they were then 

scheduled to attend the Thompson Junior High School and, finally, 1\1iddletown South High 

School. Because of the plan, the children now attend the Middletown Village Elementary 

School, will continue to attend the Thompson Junior High School, but then they will attend 

the Middletown North High School. Petitioners assert that their children, and by 

inference all 37 children from Rolling Knolls, were subject to an arbitrary reassignment of 

elementary and high school beeause of the followirg reasons. One, the reassignment is 

contrary to the Board's own policy on attendance areas (P-12) in that natural boundaries 

are replaeed by artificial boundaries for school attendanee purposes and that, in fact, 

children who live in homes with adjoining backyards attend different elementary schools. 

Two, the plan has a unique effect upon Rolling Knolls ehildren In that they will attend 

schools different from their friends in the immediate neighborhood area or Rolling Knolls 

the social consequences of which include not being able to attend church with their 

classmates; not being allowed to participate on little league baseball teams or soccer 

teams with their classmates because school boundaries do not determine eligibility for 

such teams; and, their children will be deprived of the camaraderie in school of having 

their neighborhood friends in attendance with them. Three, the plan itself is an arbitrary 

exercise of Board discretion because the plan, liS implemented, was formulated by the 

superintendent less than 30 days after the Board impliedly rejected a pupil redistricting 
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plan submitted by a consulting firm it engaged. Moreover, within 30 days of the 

superintendent's plan being adopted by the Board, the superintendent himself modified a 

portion of the plan which the Board accepted. Thus, petitioners contend that rather than 

the controverted plan being "• • • a well thought out and thoroughly discussed plan • * • 
it is an eleventh hour decision likely to be marked with arbitrary and expedient 

conclusions" (Petitioners' memorandum, pp. 3-4). Finally, petitioners contend that 

notwithstanding the legitimate goals the Board intended the plan to achieve, the 371 

children from Rolling Knolls can and should be returned to the Nut Swamp School because 

their return will not have a deleterious affect upon the plan's goals and objectives.2 

BACKGROUND FACTS 

The background facts of the matter not in dispute between the parties and as 

established by the testimony of witnesses at the plenary hearing, in conjunction with 

affidavits filed on behalf of the parties, are as follows. Middletown Township covers an 

area approximately 40 square miles and has a population in excess of 65,000. The 

Middletown Township school district is the largest school district in Monmouth County 

with a pupil enrollment of more than 10,000. The schools are presently organized 

kindergarten through grade six, elementary; grade seven through grade nine, junior high 

school; and, grade ten through grade 12, high schooL As of September 1986, the grade 

level organization shall be kindergarten through five, elementary; grade six through eight, 

junior high school; and, grade nine through 12, high school (R-4). The Board operates 17 

schoolhouses: Middletown North High School and Middletown South High School; Bayshore 

Junior High, Thorne Junior High School, and Thompson Junior High School; Lincroft, 

Middletown Village, Nut Swamp, River Plaza Elementary, East Keansburg, Harmony, New 

:'ttonmouth, Port Monmouth, Bayview, Fairview, Leonardo and Navesink elementary 

schools. 

1 While the actual numbers of children from Rolling Knolls who attended Nut Swamp and 
the numbers of children removed from Nut Swamp seem to be in dispute and the range or 
dispute is from 33 to 37 and from 88 to 94 respectively, the superintendent's testimony is 
persuasive that the valid numbers are 37 and 94. 

2 Rolling Knolls is not the only area whose children were removed from the Nut Swamp 
School attendance area because the superintendent testified that when the plan was 
implemented in September 1985, 94 pupils were reassigned from Nut Swamp. 
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Middletown South High School was opened in 1976 and is the most recent new 

school facility constructed by the Board. It is located in the southern portion or the 

Township. Middletown North High School is located in the northern portion of the 

Township. State Highway 35, a four-lane roadway divided by a concrete barrier, runs in a 

northerly-southerly direction through the Township. Community perception is that 

generally those at the upper end of economic means tend to reside in the southern portion 

of the Township, or west of Route 35, while those of lesser economic means tend to 

reside in the northern portion of the Township, or east of Route. 35. This perception, 

according to the Board secretary's atridavit, is based on the fact that3 

7. There are five elementary schools in the Middletown 
Township School District which qualify for and receive funds 
as Title I schools. All of these elementary schools are 
located on the east side of State Highway 35. There are no 
such elementary schools on the west side of State Highway 
35. (Board secretary's affidavit, at p. 3) 

When Middletown South High School was being constructed, the concern 

expressed was that the facility not become the high school for the wealthy, and that the 

then existing Middletown North High School be reserved for the less wealthy. To avoid its 

high school enrollment patterns from perpetuating the community perception of Route 35 

dividing the community on an economic basis, the Board drew high school attendance lines 

by dividing the community geographically east to west rather than north to south along 

Route 35. Consequently, students from both the east and west sides of Route 35 attend 

Middletown South High School end students from the east and west sides of Route 35 

attend Middletown North High SchooL Prior to the construction of Middletown South, all 

Middletown pupils attended the one Middletown high school. With the opening of 

Middletown South High School, decisions had to be made regarding the allocation of pupils 

from the three junior high schools to the two high schools. 

For close to 20 years, the Board considered its 12 elementary schools to be 

feeders to Its three junior high schools. Prior to and arter September 1, 1985, the date 

the controverted plan was implemented, feeder elementary schools to the Thompson 

Junior High School were Lincroft, Middletown Village, Nut Swamp, and River Plaza and 

3 See also R-3, Citizens Advisory Committee Report, at p. 3, which reports that "From 
the 1983 graduating class 150 students from North and 210 from South elected to go to a 
four year college." 
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with the exception of those in Middletown Village School, these pupils attended and 

continue to attend Middletown South High School. Pupils from the Middletown Village 

Elementary School attended and continue to attend Middletown North High School. 

Thorne Junior High School was and continues to be fed by pupils from the East Keansburg, 

Harmony, New Monmouth and Port Monmouth elementary schools. These pupils also 

attended and continue to attend Middletown North High School. Bayshore Junior High was 

and is fed by pupils from the Bayview, Fairview, Leonardo and Navesink elementary 

schools. Before the controverted plan, pupils from these elementary schools, with the 

exception of pupils from the Bayview Elementary School, attended Middletown South High 

School. Pupils from Bayview attended Middletown North High School and continue to 

attend that facility. After the controverted plan, pupils from Fairview Elementary School 

and Bayview attend Middletown North High School. The pupils from Leonardo and 

Navesink continue to attend Bayshore Junior High and Middletown South. 

The Board's feeder system before and alter the controverted plan is 

graphically represented in the following chart: 

Elementary School 

Lincroft 

\fiddletown Village 

Nut Swamp 

River Plaza 

East Keansburg 

Harmony 

New Monmouth 

Port Monmouth 

Bayview 

Fairview 

Leonardo 

Navesink 

to Junior High School 

Thompson Junior 

Thompson Junior 

Thompson Junior 

Thompson Junior 

Thorne Junior 

Thorne Junior 

Thorne Junior 

'l)lorne Junior 

Bayshore Junior 

Bayshore Junior 

Bayshore Junior 

Bayshore Junior 

~s~ 
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to High School 

Before Plan 

South 

North 

South 

South 

North 

North 

North 

North 

North 

South 

South 

South 

After Plan 

South 

North 

South 

South 

North 

North 

North 

North 

North 

North 

South 
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The 40 square miles of Middletown are arranged by school boundaries for 

purposes of pupil enrollment. Before the plan, the Rolling Knolls4 section was included in 

the school boundary for the Nut Swamp SchooL The plan carves Rolling Knolls out of the 

Nut Swamp attendance area and assigns it to the Middletown Village Elementary School 

area (P-7). A section was carved from the Middletown Village attendance boundary and 

reassigned to the New Monmouth Elementary School boundary. Prior to the adoption of 

the eontroverted plan, New Monmouth Elementary School had four elassrooms for speeial 

edueation, four classrooms for preschool handicapped instruetion, and one special 

education resource room. With five of its 16 elassrooms reserved for speeial education, it 

is understandable why, as the Board eontends in its brief, the New Monmouth School was 

beginning to be perceived as the sehool for special education pupils. In addition to its 

image, the New Monmouth faeility was underutilized in that pupil enrollment was at 

59.3% of its capaeity. These two factors combined tend to thwart the etrorts of the 

Board to meet its obligation to provide its pupils in need of speeial edueation with a free 

appropriate edueation in the least restrietive environment. 

Subsequent to the opening of Middletown South High School in 1976, the 

confluence of pupil overcrowding of South High School, enrollment imbalances among 

elementary schools, underutilization of some facilities with the overutilization of other 

facilities, and the identified deficiencies of lack of confidential space for child study 

teams5 and a lack of resource rooms6 in the Board's special education program facilities 

by the Monmouth County superintendent of schools7 caused the Board to begin an analysis 

of its school attendance boundaries and pupil enrollment with the view of a more efficient 

use of its schoolhouses. The Board's first step in its analysis was to appoint 

representatives of all school communities to a Citizens Advisory Committee (Committee) 

during the 1983-84 school year. The Committee's task was to analyze existing school 

4 Streets included in Rolling Knolls are Rolling Knolls Drive, Brookline Court, Jocarda 
Drive and Bellerive Court (P-6). See also aerial photographs, P-8, P-9, P-10. The Rolling 
Knolls section of Middletown Township contains approximately 66 homes. Thirty-seven 
children from Rolling Knolls attend public elementary school. 

5 See N.J.S.A. 18A:46-5.1. 

6 See N.J.A,C. 6:29-4.2(d)(2). 

7 The deficiencies were pointed out to the Board as part of a "Level B" monitoring 
activity pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:28-9.1. While "Level II" is not mentioned in the rule, it is 
understood by the Board to signify a State command to remedy cited deficiencies to meet 
established standards. 
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enrollments, pupil population trends, and to make recommendations for the efficient use 

of school facilities. While one of the Committee's major recommendation in its written 

report filed on April 24, 1984 was for the Board to engage a "* • • professional 

educational planner • • •" for pupil redistricting (R-3), It also presented associated 

findings and recommendations nowing from its analysis. The Committee found that ten 

of the Board's 12 elementary schools did not have a library area which could accommodate 

a class of 25; that most of the elementary schools did not have an available art or music 

room; that a shortage of space existed in the special education program for supplemental 

help, resource room use, and speech eorrection; that the Navesink and Nut Swamp schools 

were so overcrowded that Immediate relief was necessary; and, that the New Monmouth 

sehool facilities must be more effieiently utilizied for pupils (R-3, at p. 4). While the 

Committee recognized the Board was then considering adopting the four year high school 

plan to commence in 1986-81, it offered observations but no recommendations in that 

regard. ln addition, the Committee offered no recommendations on actual redistricting of 

pupils pending the Board's selection of a professional educational planner. 

As a temporary solution to the overcrowding at Navesink, the Committee 

recommended that two sixth grade classes of pupils be reassigned to the Bayview School. 

This recommendation was adopted by the Board effective September 1984. The 

Committee offered three proposals to relieve overcrowding at the Nut Swamp School. 

Each of the three proposals provided that children residing in the Rolling Knolls section be 

reassigned to other elementary schools. Proposal One provided that the Nut Swamp 

children be reassigned to the New Monmouth Elementary School while Proposals Two and 

Three provided that the children from Rolling Knolls be assigned to the Middletown 

Village School. Neither one of these proposals were Immediately adopted by the Board. 

The Board did engage a professional education planner, the Kiernan Corpora

tion (planner), shortly after April 24, 1984. During December 1984, the plaMer submitted 

his redistricting study and recommendations to the Board (P-11). Having considered 

actual September 1984 enrollment compared to possible enrollment in each of the 12 

elementary schools, the planner concluded that the enrollment at the Nut Swamp 

Elementary School was 98.1% of its capacity, while New Monmouth Elementary School 

enrollment was 59.3% of its capacity. Between these two extremes fell the other ten 

elementary schools In regard to enrollment compared to capacity. The planner also noted 

that enrollment at both high schools Is 2,130 whlle the combined functional capacity of 

both facilities Is 4,313. Prom these data, the planner concluded that the high schools 
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were being used at 62% of their capacity which had already led the Board to the decision 

to revise its grade level organization to include a four year high school. With these 

considerations in mind, the planner stated that realignment of school attendance areas 

should accomplish three major objectives: 

1. The re-alignment of the elementary school attendance areas 
so as to provide a more balanced utilization of the existing 
facilities in an approach which would contribute to the 
elimination of sub-standard instructional areas and the 
availability of space which could be utilized for special 
education, music, art, small group instruction, and the 
expansion of school libraries. 

2. The establishment of a middle school program for Grades 6 
through 8 to be housed in the three facilities currently 
operating as Junior High Schools. 

3. The establishment and implementation of a four year high 
school program. (P-11, at p. 9) 

The planner attempted to establish elementary school boundaries "• • • by 

using natural barriers such as major roads, railroad tracks, and the like, in order to avoid 

dividing discrete sections of the Township between two schools • • •" (_!2. at p. 9). He 

observed that 

The greatest deviation in the level of utilization among the 
elementary schools clearly occurs at the Nut Swamp and New 
Monmouth schools. A map of the Township points to an obvious 
approach in that the attendance area of these two schools are 
separated by a third, the Middletwon ·(sic) Village School. The 
over-crowding at Nut Swamp, and the under-utilization of New 
Monmouth can both be addressed by a re-alignment of the 
attendance area boundaries of these three schools. (at p. 10) 

Accordingly, the planner recommended that the southern boundary of the 

Middletown Village School be extended to include the then northern boundary of the Nut 

Swamp School identified as "· •• north of Bamm Hollow Road from Red Hill Road to 

Route #35, including the Applebrook and McGuire's Grove areas" (P-11, at p. 11). This 

design allowed Cor Rolling Knolls to remain within the Nut Swamp attendance boundary. 

In regard to high school attendance areas, the planner recommended that 

Middletown North High School serve those elementary schools located on the east side of 

State Highway 35 and Middletown South High School serve those elementary schools 
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located on the west side of State Highway 35. This recommendation, it is noted, is in 

direct conflict with the effort by the Board not to perpetuate a widely held perception 

that State Highway 35 divides the community on an economic basis. 

On January 7, 1985, the Board conducted a public meeting to discuss the 

planner's proposed recommendations on redistricting. Approximately 1,000 persons 

attended that meeting, 30 to 40 of whom spoke. There is no disagreement between the 

parties that the overwhelming view or 38 or the 40 speakers at the meeting was that the 

planner's recommendations must be rejected. While the record lacks evidence to establish 

the various reasons why the public opposed the planner's recommendations, the principal 

reason why the Board opposed the recommendations was the planner's use of State 

Highway 35 as a dividing line for pupil attendance at its high schools. The use of Highway 

35 as a boundary line would perpetuate, in the Board's view, the separation of the 

perceived economic disparity between the northern and southem residents of the 

community. The Board directed its superintendent to prepare and submit recommenda

tions for pupil redistricting. The superintendent, who was employed by the Board during 

July 1984, was aware of the need for redistricting prior to his employment and, in fact, 

had met with the planner on several occasions after his employment. During the middle 

of January 1985, the Board conducted a public workshop meeting to discuss possible 

altematives to the redistricting. Approximately 300 persons were present. 

At a public Board meeting conducted February 4, 1985, the superintendent, 

along with other recommendations, urged that the attendance boundary of Nut Swamp 

School be circumscribed by reassigning pupils from the Rolling Knolls section, Deepdale 

Drive, and Red Hill Road8 to Middletown Village SchooL The reassignment of Rolling 

Knolls pupils from Nut Swamp to Middletown ViUage is consistent with the recommenda

tion of the Citizens Advisory Committee but contrary to the recommendation of the 

planner. The superintendent accordingly urged that the Middletown ViUage School 

attendance southern boundary be adjusted to include Rolling Knolls, Deepdale and Red 

Hill Road which, in tum, would occasion a further adjustment to the Village northern 

attendance boundary resulting in some then present pupils being transferred from 

Middletown Village to the New Monmouth School to more effectively use the latter 

facility. The Board approved the superintendent's recommended pupil redistricting plan 

which, as earlier noted, Included other recommendations not relevant here. It should be 

8 Deepdale Drive and Red Hill Road are located to the west of Rolling Knolls (R-1, R-2). 
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noted, however, that on February 4, 1985 the Board also approved the reo:ganization of 

its grade level structure to reflect a four year high school. Within one month of the 

February 4 adoption by the Board of the superintendent's recommendation regarding pupil 

redistricting, the superintendent recommended on March 4, 1985 that the Board adopt a 

revision to the approved plan (P-14). The revision recommended was that pupils residing 

on Deepdale Drive and Red Hill Road be returned to the attendance boundary of Nut 

Swamp School, rather than attending the Middletown Village School. The superintendent 

explained that his initial recommendation was based on an invalid assumption that the Red 

Hill Road and Deepdale Drive areas were 

• • • an identifiable area that might be classified as a 
geographical unit that constituted what we traditionally refer to as 
a neighborhood. I have since learned that my premise was 
incorrect and that Red Hill Road/Deepdale is an integrated part of 
the Oak Hill section of the Township, and that my [ initiall 
proposed recommendation {would] in fact result in a disruption of 
a neighborhood unit. As mentioned above, this {disruption of a 
neighborhood unit] is contrary to what I had intended in making my 
recommendation. (P-14, p. 53) 

It is established as fact in this record by the superintendent's testimony that 

parents from Rolling Knolls, Red Hill Road and Deepdale Drive met with the 

superintendent after February 4, 1985 to explain why their children should continue to 

attend Nut Swamp as opposed to Middletown Village. It is also noted that parents from 

the Fairview section of Middletown, a section not at all concerned with this controversy, 

sought similar relief but in regard to the view their children should continue to attend 

Middletown South High School as opposed to Middletown North High School. The Fairview 

parents were not successful in having their children scheduled to attend Middletown South 

High School. 

The Board's policy governing school attendance areas in the district adopted in 

1977 and still in force provides, in part, as follows: 

The primary considerations that govern the determination of school 
attendance boundaries shall be: 

(1) The educational opportunity afforded to students in all 
schools; 

(2) The erticient and educationally effective use of the 
capacities of each school; 
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(3) The geographic location of each school in its relationship to 
the surrounding student population; 

(4) Utilization of safe-walking conditions consistent with school 
transporation policy. Where possible, major traffic thorough
fares and natural barriers will be used as boundaries; 

(5) Compatibility with the Middletown Township School District 
Master Plan. Where feasible, high school and junior high 
school attendance boundaries shall incorporate entire 
elementary school attendance areas. When enrollment 
growth requires deviation from this concept, the Master Plan 
shall, nevertheless, provide for a return to the feeder school 
concept when facilities can be made available. 

(6) Recognition of community interest. Where possible, 
attendance areas shall recognize neighborhood identities 
* • * (P-12) 

The Board at its meeting conducted March 4, 1985, adopted the superin

tendent's recommended revision to the redistricting plan earlier adopted on February 4, 

1985. Consequently, children residing in the Rolling Knolls section of the Township are 

presently attending the Middletown Village Elementary School, and shall attend Thompson 

Junior High School, and Middletown North High School. Children in the Red Hill Road and 

Deepdale Drive sections of the Township attend Nut Swamp Elementary School, shall 

attend Thompson Junior High School, and Middletown South High School. 

Thus far, the redistricting plan has resulted in the following benefits: 

1. The Nut Swamp Elementary School enrollment has been reduced by 94 

thereby providing space for separate art and music rooms, In addition to 

two special education resource rooms. Prior to the plan, eight class

rooms at Nut Swamp contained more than 30 pupils each. As a result of 

the plan, no classroom has more than 30 pupils. It is to be quickly noted 

that the number of pupils assigned any classroom Is not limited by the 

written Board policy. 

2. When the new grade level organization of K-5, 6-8 and 9-12 becomes 

effective in September 1988, Nut Swamp will have four additional 

classrooms because the preaent 89 grade S pupils will attend grade 6 at a 

designated junior high school. One of the four additional cla'isrooms is 

presently intended to be used as a special education classroom; one is to 
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be used to expand the sehool library; while the remaining two classrooms 

are presently intended to be used to further reduce class size. 

3. The New Monmouth Elementary School has two fewer special education 

classes but 114 more non-special education pupils. 

4. The foregoing benefits also create the additional benefit that pupil 

enrollment is balanced, though not with precision, among the various 

elementary schools and the Board's efforts to provide special education 

pupils with a free appropriate education in the least restrictive environ

ment will tend not to be thwarted due to special education classrooms 

and resource rooms being created in other schools throughout the 

district. 

5. By having pupils from the Middletown Village Elementary School, which 

is located on the west side of State Highway 35, attend Middletown High 

School North, along with pupils from Fairview Elementary School, though 

the latter is located on the east side of State Highway 35 which is a 

section generally considered affluent, Middletown North at least 

arguably is not being reserved for pupils from wealthy families. 

Nonetheless, and upon the assumption that State Highway 35 serves as an 

economic dividing line, exact economic integration of the high schools is 

not achieved. 

It is noted that the children from Rolling Knolls were transported to Nut 

Swamp Elementary School, a distance of 1.2 miles from the northern most tip of Rolling 

Knolls, and It is further noted that the children are presently being transported to 

Middletown Village Elementary School, a distance of 1.5 miles northwest of the most 

northern tip of Rolling Knolls. It is further noted that the school buses must travel across 

railroad tracks from Rolling Knolls to arrive at the Middletown Village School. The 

railroad tracks are heavily used by commuter trains to Newark and New York from all 

shore points as is the train station and parking lot, both of which are adjacent to the 

railroad crossing through which the sehool buses pass. 

Petitioners produced evidence, not sharply contested by the Board although it 

does question its probative value, which establishes the following additional facts: 
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1. As a direct result of the redistricting plan, there are some children in 

Rolling Knolls whose backyard adjoins the backyard of children residing 

on ner Drive, not part or Rolling Knolls. The plan requires the Rolling 

Knolls children to attend the Middletown Village Elementary and North 

High School while the children on ller Drive attend Nut Swamp and South 

High School. There are no other instances of contiguous backyards 

serving as an elementary school boundary in Middletown Township. It is 

established, however, that in at least three other elementary school 

boundary instances, a roadway separates pupils residing on either side 

into different elementary school attendance. 

2. The superintendent considered the direction in which the school bus 

travelled on Red Hill Road when he recommended to the Board on 

March 4, 1985 to reall!llgn Red Hill pupils to Nut Swamp at the same time 

he discovered his invalid assumption that Deepdale was not part of Oak 

Hill. Petitioners contend that had their children remained at Nut Swamp 

they could have walked to school beeause sidewalks were recently built. 

The Board notes that the sidewalks are staggered on either side of the 

roadway the children would walk which would necessitate crossing 

heavily travelled Middletown-Lincroft Road. It is noted that eight pupils 

reside on Red Hill Road who now attend Nut Swamp. 

3. The superintendent concedes that, in isolation, the immediate return of 

Rolling Knolls children to Nut Swamp would not presently have a 

substantial impact upon that facility except for the possible loss of one 

classroom. However, the superintendent also explained that the 

redistricting plan requires two years to completely take effeet. 

4. There may be an increased class size in grades three and five at 

Middletown Village School beeause of the plan as asserted in P-4 but 

even with such increased class size no classroom would have 30 pupils. 

Moreover, because of the plan Nut Swamp, Middletown Village and New 

Monmouth have a more balanced enrollment. 
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This concludes a recitation of background facts not in dispute between the 

parties and a recitation of the facts established by petitioners' evidence. Accordingly, l 

find the foregoing constitutes all relevant facts of the matter. 

ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES 

Petitioners contend the facts of the matter demonstrate that the Board, to 

their detriment, abused its discretionary authority in its adoption of the plan because the 

plan is a result of the superintendent's effort in less than a 30 day period between 

January 7 and February 4, 1985 to correct a two year problem. Petitioners, in an effort 

to show the present plan is arbitrary, point to the absence of evidence that the 

superintendent Is in any way experienced in pupil redistricting. Rather, petitioners see 

the proofs as demonstrating that the Board capitulated to "several dozen speakers" 

(Petitioners' letter memorandum, p. 2) on January 7 and disregarded the planner's 

proposed redistricting plan and instructed the superintendent to prepare an alternate plan. 

Petitioners assert the Board cannot justify adopting the superintendent's plan because the 

superintendent spent less than 30 days solving a problem which had existed for more than 

two years in the district. Petitioners also rely on the fact that within 30 days of the 

adoption of the plan by the Board the superintendent had to recommend a revision because 

the initial plan was prepared by him on an invalid assumption. Petitioners contend that 

the plan as presently in force has a unique effect upon their children and as such 

constitutes improper discrimination. Petitioners contend that the discriminatory effect 

upon their children may be easily corrected by ordering the return of Rolling Knolls to the 

attendance boundary of Nut Swamp School. Finally, petitioners contend that the plan 

itselC is arbitrary in that the terms of the plan are in violation of the Board's own policy 

on pupil assignments through the use of contiguous backyards to create an artificial 

boundary. 

The Board contends It properly exercised its discretionary authority when it 

adopted the plan and that such action carries with it a presumption of correctness. The 

Board asserts petitioners failed in their proofs to show that the plan is arbitrary, 

capricious, unreasonable, or in violation of law. The Board explains that pupil 

redistricting has been a source of concern for the Board for more than two years in regard 

to the underutilization and overutlllzation or some facilities, together with its need to 

improve the quality of Its special edUcation program. This plan, the Board contends, is 

accomplishing the need of a more balanced pupil enrollment and the improvement of its 
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special education program facilities. The Board points to a series of prior decisions of the 

Commissioner in similar disputes involving redistricting plans by various schools 

throughout New Jersey, each of which affirmed the board's discretionary authority to 

assign pupils as it sees fit so long as such assignments are not made in bad faith, or 

contrary to law. 

LAW AND DISCUSSION 

New Jersey public school pupils, by constitutional mandate, are to be arrorded 

a thorough and efticient program of education. N.J. Const., (1947), Art. vm, S IV, par. 1; 

N.J.S.A. 1 A:l-1!! !!!S• N.J.S.A. 18A:33-l mandates that 

Each school district shall provide, for all children who reside in the 
district and are required to attend the public schools therein • • • 
suitable educational facilities including proper school buildings and 
furniture and equipment, convenience of access thereto, and 
courses of study suited to the ages and attainments of aU pupils 
between the ages of five and 20 years • • • in schools within the 
district convenient of access to the pupils • • • 

The goal of a thorough and efficient system of free public schools is ,. • • to 

provide to all children in New Jersey, regardless of socioeconomic status or geographic 

location, the educational opportunity which will prepare them to function politically, 

economically and socially in a democratic society." N.J.S.A. 18A:7 A-4. To carry out its 

obligation to provide Its pupils with a thorough and efficient program of education, boards 

of education have been granted discretionary authority at N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-l to 

• • • 
e. Make, amend and repeal rules, not inconsistent with this title 

or with the rules of the state board, for its own government 
in the transaction of its business and for the government and 
the management of the public schools and public school 
property of the district • • • and 

d. Perform aU acts and do all things, consistent with law and 
the rules of the state board, necessary for the lawful and 
proper conduct, equipment and maintenance of the public 
schools of the dlstrlet. 
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State Board rules provide at N.J. A. c. 6:8-4.8(bl and (e) as follows: 

(b) Each school building and site shall provide suitable 
accommodations to carry out the educational program of the 
school, including provision for the handicapped, pursuant to 
law and regulation. 

(c) The district board of education shall insure that all school 
buildings shall be safe, clean, attractive and in good repair. 

Petitioners essential challenge to the plan is that the Board abused its 

discretion in the adoption of the plan. Thus, the question presented is whether the plan, 

as the Board's rule, is reasonable. The standards upon which the reasonableness of a rule 

is to be tested was set forth by the Commissioner in 1960 in Angell v. Newark City Bd. of 

Ed., 1960 S.L.D. 141, 143 when it was said: 

A rule, in order to be valid, must be reasonable. Boards of 
education eannot exercise the authority given to them in ways that 
are arbitrary, eapricious or unreasonable, overworked and difficult 
of precise definition as these words may be. [eitation omitted) 
Reasonable is defined as "'conformable to reason; such as is 
rational, fitting or proper, sensible.'" It imports that which is 
appropriate or necessary under the eircumstances. A reasonable 
rule implies that there is a rational and substantial relationship to 
some legitimate purpose. 

See also, Siegfried v. Shrewsbury Borough Bd. of Ed., 1976 ~ 2, 4 where 

the Commissioner held that the effect of a rule ... • • must be toward the maintenance 

and support or a thorough and etrieient system of public schools." In a 1962 ease, 

Gunsberg v. Teaneek Bd. of Ed., 1962 ~ 163, 166 where petitioners sought to strike 

down a redistricting plan adopted by the Teaneek board of education, the Commissioner 

held "Absent any showing of arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable abuse or respondent 

board's discretionary power to determine attendance areas, the Commissioner will not 

substitute his own discretion Cor that or the board." In 1963, a challenge by parents to a 

board's redistricting plan was turned down by the Commissioner despite the allegations 

that sueh plan was unlawful, unnecessary, unreasonable and arbitrary. See, Rutherford v. 

Maywood Bd. of Ed., 1963 S.L.O. 129. In 1965, the Commissioner had oeeasion to address 

"unlawful discrimination", in the context or a school redistricting plan. In Alnor v. Wayne 

Township Bd. of Ed., 1965 ~ 115, the Commissioner held 
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• • • No unlawful discrimination occurs [in a pupil redistricting 
plan) when different categories are established on a rational basis 
to achieve a desired legislative design or some suitable public 
purpose. 

"'* • • But where the propriety or the division into 
classes or groups is fairly debateable, the loeal legisla
tive judgment controls. The State and its munici
palities holding properly delegated powers may legislate 
according to 'reasonable classification of the objects of 
the legislation or of the person who it effects.' 
[citation omitted! • • • It suffices if the 
classification have a rational and just relation either to 
the fulfillment of the essential legislative design or to 
some substantial consideration of policy or convenience 
bearing upon the common welfare.' " 

These few eases demonstrate that the Commissioner or Education, in his 

quasi-judicial capacity to hear and determine controversies and di11putes arising under 

school law, recognizes the long-standing view first announced in Pierce v. Union District 

School Trustees, 46 N.J.L. 16, 77-78 (Sup. Ct. 1884) that boards or education determine 

into which of its schools pupils shall be enrolled so long as such determinations are 

"· •. not incompatible with the laws of the United States or of this state • • • and not in 

conflict with the general regulations of the state board of education ..•• " The 

discretionary authority of boards of education to adopt, revise, amend pupil attendance 

areas has not been changed nor modified to the present day. 

Tuming to the relevant facts ot this ease, there is an obvious difference of 

opinion between petitioners and the Board in regard to school assignments of children 

from Rolling Knolls. Such differences of opinion are not uncommon in any district where 

a pupil districting plan for school attendance is revised or amended. Lines Cor attendance 

at a particular school must always be drawn somewhere and whenever lines are drawn 

there will always be those who fall immediately outside a desired attendance boundary 

line. But the existence ot a difterenee of opinion as between petitioners and the Board 

does not equate with an unreasonable action of the Board in its adoption of the plan. A 

policy or rule of a board of education is reasonable If it is designed to achieve a 

legitimate goaL 

It is recognized that the Rolling Knolls community was recommended to be 

reassigned to the Middletown Village Elementary School attendance area by the Citizens 

Advisory Committee and the superintendent. Petitioners agree with the recommendation 
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of the planner that Rolling Knolls remain in the attendance area of Nut Swamp. The 

Board, being aware of both opinions, adopted the opinion or the superintendent that the 

Rolling Knolls community be reassigned to the attendance area of Middletown Village 
Elementary School. The absence of evidence in this record to demonstrate the 

superintendent's prior experience in redistricting is of no moment. The superintendent, 

had from July 1984 to become familiar with the pupil assignment problem in Middletown 

Township public schools. The superintendent, by virtue of his position as chief executive 

officer of the Board, is presumed to make significant educational recommendations to the 

Board based on fact, not flights of fancy. That this superintendent had to recommend a 

revision on March 4, 1985 to the Board does not destroy such a presumption. The revision 

was necessitated by an invalid assumption on his part that Red Hill Road/Deepdale was an 

identifiable separate neighborhood of Middletown. Such an error is minor when compared 

to the significant goals the total redistricting plan was designed to achieve and, in fact, 

began achieving during 1985-86. Moreover, petitioners' contentions regarding the 

superintendent's lack of experience in redistricting becomes insignificant in light of the 

absence of evidence relating to the planner's prior experience in pupil redistricting. With 

the exception of the identification of the planner 11s Kiernan Corporation, no other 

evidence is in the record to establish the credentials of the planner, the methods 

employed by the planner in his study, the alternatives considered but rejected by the 

planner, nor is there evidence to demonstrate the planner's expertise, if any, in 

redistricting. Nonetheless, the Board itself was obviously persuaded when it engaged the 

planner that the plllnner's recommendations would be useful to it in regard to 

redistricting. Such, however, was not and is not the ease. 

But even if expertise by the planner could be established, it remains for the 

Board to determine pupil attendance 11reas for its specific schools. It c11nnot be said that 

this Board, in its adoption of the controverted plan, acted in a vacuum nor can it be said it 

acted without sutricient information before it. The Board had its own knowledge with 

respect to the need for pupil redistricting because or pupil enrollment imbalances between 

and among Vllrious schools and the need for specilll education facilities. The Board 

further had the report of the Citizens Advisory Committee, the planner's report and the 

superintendent's recommendations. The Board made a reasoned judgment, though not 

agree~~ble to petitioners, in its adoption of the pupil redistricting plan. The plan is not an 

"eleventh hour" decision 115 petitioners claim. Thus, the Board did not adopt nor did it 

implement the plan in an arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable manner. 
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Petitioners challenge that the plan uses an artificial boundary of contiguous 

backyards and is therefor contrary to its own policy is without merit. The policy (P-12) at 

(4) and (6) states that major traffic thoroughfares and natural barriers will be used as 
boundaries where possible and attendance areas shall recognized neighborhood identities, 

where possible. The policy is clear on its face that natural barriers will be used as 

boundaries and neighborhood identities shall be recognized, where possible, for purposes of 

school attendance areas. In this ease, the Nut Swamp School overcrowding was such that 

some pupils had to be reassigned. The Board, having before it recommendations to 

reassign Rolling Knolls ehildren and the recommendation to eontinue Rolling Knolls 

children in Nut Swamp, eleeted to reassign Rolling Knolls children to the Middletown 

Village school. This reassignment resulted in the benefits of redueing the Nut Swamp 

Elementary School enrollment, providing more space at the Nut Swamp sehool for 

separate art, musie and speeial education resource rooms. The additional results of 

equalizing enrollment as between Nut Swamp, Middletown Village, and the New Monmouth 

Elementary School is an additional benefit achieved by the reassignment of the Rolling 

Knolls children from Nut Swamp to Middletown Village. That there is no written Board 

policy requiring less than 30 pupils per classroom is of no moment. It cannot be gainsaid 

that more than 30 pupils in a classroom is not desirable in an elementary classroom 

setting. Nor is it of any moment that because of the reassignment of the children from 

Nut Swamp to Middletown Village that class size in Middletown Village will be increased. 

No classroom in Middletown Village, according to the evidence of record, shall have 30 or 

more pupils in it. Accordingly, the plan does not violate the Board's policy on pupil 

assignment nor, in light of the benefits already achieved, is the plan itself an arbitrary 

rule. 

There is no evidence that the Board unlawfully discriminated against 

petitioners. True, the Board in adopting this plan, as opposed to the planner's 

recommendation, diseriminated in its eholee in the sense that discrimination, by its 

nature, involves ehoiees. So long as ehoiees made by the Board are not based on unlawful 

reasons pro:serlbed by law a board is obligated to make choices and adopt plans tor pupil 

attendance areas. While It is true the Board has an implied duty to exercise its 

discretionary authority in good faith, absent evidence to the contrary such discretionary 

actions taken carry the presumption or correctness and are not subject to interference by 

the Commissioner. Cf: M.P. v. Delran Bd. of Ed., 1985 ~ __ (Dee. 30, 1985). 

Consequently, despite the possibility that in isolation the 37 Rolling Knolls children could 

be returned to Nut Swamp without a present substantial impact on that facility there is no 
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basis in this record to justify interference with any portion of the universal pupil 

redistricting plan adopted by the Board. The asserted "unique effect" of the plan upon 

Rolling Knolls children in regard to church attendance and soccer is not so unusual in 

disputed school attendance area cases to grant the relief requested. 

Petitioners do not contend that the Middletown Village Elementary Sr:nool is, 

~ ~· not suitable for their children to receive a thorough and efficient program of 

education, nor do they contend that the Middletown Village lacks furniture and equipment, 

or courses of study suited to the ages of their children. While petitioners' challenge may, 

arguRbly, be seen as an allegation that their children do not have "convenience of access" 

to the Middletown Village Elementary School, given the facts of this case where the Bourd 

provides free transportation to the children, on its own school buses operated by licensed 

school bus drivers, a "convenience of access" argument is wholly without merit. The 

statute, ~ 18A:33-1, does not require the most convenient access; merely a 

convenience of access. Petitioners' contentions in regard to general roadway safety are 

beyond the scope of the Board's jurisdiction. Boards of education lack "authority to 

enforce traffic laws, to provide sidewalks, traffic lights, crossing guards, police patrols, 

overpasses, etc. to meet the requirements of safe travel for school children." Shrenk v. 

Ridgewood Bd. of Ed., 1961 S.L.D. 185, 187. 

CONCLUSION 

Petitioners have failed in their heavy burden to demonstrate that the 

Middletown Township Board of Education acted in !in arbitrary, eaprieious or unreasonable 

manner in regard to its adoption of the controverted plan and petitioners have further 

failed in their burden to demonstrate that the Middletown Township Board of Education 

has in some manner acted unlawfully in regard to its adoption of the plan. In fact, the 

evidence clearly demonstrates that the Board's plan is reasonably intended to accomplish 

legitimate goals of providing a thorough and efficient program of education for all pupils 

enrolled in the Middletown Township pupil schools. While pupils have a constitutional 

right to receive a thorough and efficient program of education, there is no corollary right 

to receive such education in a specific schoolhouse in the district. 
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The petition of appeal is DISMISSED. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul 

Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N.J.S.A. 52:14B-10. 

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

~~o\'M_L~ 
~LB. MCKEOWN, AW 

JAN ? q 10!36 
DATE 

JAN '3 01986 
DATE 

ml 
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CAROLE AND PETER FULLEN, DOROTHY 
AND PETER PARIL, AND PATRICIA AND 
STEVEN WALKER, 

PETITIONERS, 

V. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWN
SHIP OF MIDDLETOWN, MONMOUTH 
COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The Commissioner has reviewed the record including the 
initial decision rendered by the Office of Administrative Law. 

It is observed that no exceptions to the initial decision 
were filed by the parties pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c. 

The central issue for determination is whether the 
Middletown Township Board of Education acted unreasonably, 
arbitrarily or capriciously in redistricting in such a manner as to 
cause the children living in the Rolling Knolls section of 
Middletown Township to attend elementary school not at Nut Swamp 
Elementary School, as they had been, but rather at Middletown 
Village Elementary School. Additionally, petitioners object to the 
fact that the redistricting requires that children from this same 
area attend Middletown North High School in future years, instead of 
Middletown South High School, as had been the case until the 
redistricting plan was adopted by the Board effective September 1, 
1985. 

Petitioners contend that the Board abused its discretionary 
authority in adopting the plan because the final plan is a political 
expedient. a result of the superintendent's effort in less than a 
30-day period to correct a two-year problem. (Petitioners' Post
Hearing Brief, at p. 2) Further, petitioners contend that the plan 
presently in force has a unique effect upon their children and, as 
such, constitutes improper discrimination because the children will 
be shifted from one setting with one group of children to a setting 
with another group when they enter high school. (Petitioners' 
Post-Hearing Brief, at p. 5) Finally, petitioners contend that 
returning their children to Nut Swamp Elementary School "will not 
have a substantial affect (sic) on the space problem at Nut Swamp 
School." (Petitioners' Post-Hearing Brief, at p. 6) 

The Board contends it properly exercised its discretionary 
authority when it adopted the plan and that such action carries with 
it a presumption of correctness. The Commissioner agrees with the 
Board and the AW that "***the evidence clearly demonstrates that 
the Board • s plan is reasonably intended to accomplish legitimate 
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goals of providing a thorough and efficient program of education for 
all pupils enrolled in the Middletown Township pupil (sic) 
schools." (Initial Decision, ante) 

This determination is grounded on the judgment that the 
Board acted in a deliberate and thorough manner once faced with the 
overcrowding in some of its schools and the underutilization in 
other facilities, a condition that first became evident more than 
two years ago. The parties concede that such imbalance exists. 
Further. it is uncontested that the Board not only developed a com
munity advisory board to consider alternatives but also employed a 
planner whose recommendations were also considered in the Board • s 
ultimate choice of options. The record indicates that the Board • s 
primary reason for rejecting the planner's report was its concern in 
preventing the potential racial imbalance that could result in 
drawing a north-south dividing line along Rt. 35. Considering the 
least drastic alternative for the immediate and the more distant 
future, the "Board made a reasoned judgment, though not agreeable to 
petitioners. in its adoption of the pupil redistricting plan." 
(Initial Decision, ante) 

The decision was one made after considerable public and 
professional input relying on a process that. of petitioners• own 
admission, started on April 24, 1984, the date when the Citizens 
Advisory Committee on redistricting was established. (Petitioners' 
Post-Bearing Brief, at p. 2) The public aired its concerns after 
hearing the Kiernan report on January 7, 1985. The final Board vote 
was not taken until March 4, 1985 after two. more Board reviews of 
the alternatives. The record reveals not one scintilla of evidence 
to suggest that the Board's deliberations or final determination was 
predicated on improper motives or patent arbitrariness. To the 
contrary, in agreeing with the Citizens' Advisory Committee recom
mendation to hire an educational pcofessional to augment its own 
analysis of conditions. the Board extended itself beyond what it had 
to do to establish that it acted in good faith. While it is 
unfortunate that all members of the community were not satisfied 
with the ultimate redistricting plan, it is entirely clear from the 
record that the Board did not adopt, nor did it implement, the plan 
now in effect in an arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable manner. 

As the Court stated in Thomas v. Board of Education of 
Morris Township, 89 N.J. Super. 327 <A22· Div. 1965), aff'd 46 N.J. 
581 (1966}: 

***We are here concerned with a determination 
made by an administrative agency duly created and 
empowered by legislative fiat. When such a body 
acts within its authority, its decision is 
entitled to a presumption of correctness and will 
not be upset unless there is an affirmative 
showing that such decision was arbitrary, capri
cious or unreasonable. The agency's factual 
determinations must be accepted if supported by 
substantial credible evidence. QJ,linlan v. Board 
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of Ed. of North Bergen Tp. , 73 N.J. Super. 40 
(App. Div. 1962)***· (89 N.J. Super. at 332) 

The Commissioner herewith determines that the Board acted 
properly in the instant matter within the parameters of its duties 
and responsibilities. N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-l 

The Commissioner affirms the findings and determination as 
rendered in the initial decision in this matter and adopts them as 
his own. 

Accordingly, the Petition of Appeal is hereby dismissed 
with prejudice. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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l • • @!tatr uf Nrm :1lrrsr!J 

OFFICE OF AOMINISTRATIVE LAW 

I·· 
. ' 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF 

THE PJNELANDS REGIONAL 

SCHOOL DISTRICT, OCEAN 

COUNTY, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

RHONDA REHM, 

Respondent. 

---------------------·-----------

INITIAL DECISION ON 

MOTION DISMISSING CASE 

oAL DK't.'i'No. Enu 7055-as 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 376-11/85 

Milton H. Gelzer, Esq., for petitioner (Gelzer, Kelaher, Shea&: Novy, attorneys) 

Carl w. Cavagnaro, Esq., ror respondent (Reuss, Cavagnaro&: Kaspar, attorneys) 

Record Closed: January 30, 1986 Decided: February 3, 1986 

~ '1.,... 

BEFORE LILLARD E. LA~~,.AftJ: 

This matter comes on by way of an Order to Show Cause, together wifh 

supporting affidavit filed before the Commissioner or Education by the Board of 

Education of the Pinelands Regional School District (Board) compelling respondent to 

show cause why an order should not be entered suspending respondent's teaching 

certificate for not more than one year, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:26-10, for respondent's 

alleged violation or nonperformance of a duly executed employment contract with the 

Board and for alleged unprofessional conduct. On November 6, 1985, the Commissioner 

transmitted the matter to the Office of Administrative Law for determination as a 

Ill!"· Jrruv Is A11 Equal OpportulliiV Employ~r 
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contested case, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14B-1 !ll ~· and ~ 52:141'-1 !ll ~· 
Thereafter, on November 21, 1985, a prehearing conference was held at the Trenton 

Office of Administrative Law where, among other things. the issues for determination by 
this administrative tribunal were set forth as follows: 

1. Whether respondent was in violation of the Board's 60-day notice 
requirement by her submission of her resignation on September 13, 1984, 
effective that date. 

2. Whether the Boord waived its right to request revocation of respondent's 
teaching certificate by failing to file an Order to Show Cause within 90 
days, pursuant to N.J.A.c. 6:24-1.2. 

3. Whether the Board lost its rights to request revocation under the 
doctrines of waiver, laches and/or estoppel. 

Respondent, therefore, reserved the right to move for summary disposition of 

the matter, grounded upon the 90-day rule, subsequent to the completion of discovery. 

On January 23, 1986, the undersigned was in receipt of respondent's Notice of 

~otion to Dismiss the herein matter, together with a brief in support of her Motion. On 

January 30, 1986, the undersigned was advised by the Board's counsel that the Board would 

not oppose respondent's application for summary disposition. 

STATEMENT 01' FACTS 

Respondent asserts that the material facts of this matter are undisputed as set 

forth hereinbelow. 

Respondent holds a valid teaching certification and applied for employment 

with Pinelands Regional School Distriet. On August 7, 1934, a contract was signed 

specifying that the respondent was to begin service on September 1, 1984, and conclude 

work on June 30, 1985. The agreement further provides that termination by either party 

required 60 days' written notice. 
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As a result of di(ficulties respondent had in the course of her employment, and 

after conferences with teachers and the mathematics chairperson, respondent filed her 

resignation on September 12, 1984. This resignation was acted upon by the Board of 

Education on September 21, 1984. Board action instructed the acting superintendent to 

take action against respondent in order to revoke her teaching certificate Cor not more 

than one year, pursuant to~ l8A:26-IO. 

No official action was taken by the Board until an Order to Show Cause was 

submitted and served upon respondent due to said Order to Show cause for September 24, 

1985, having been filed with the Commissioner of Education on September 16, 1985. 

RESPONDENT'S ARGUMENT 

PETITION IS OUTSIDE THE 90-DA Y 

LIMITATION IMPOSED BY N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 

Respondent respectfully submits to the court that the petition CUed by the 

Board is beyond the time set forth by N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2, and that the petition should be 

dismissed with prejudice. 

N.J.A.c. 6:24-1.2 states: 

FILING AND SERVICE OF PETITION. 

To initiate a proceeding before the Commissioner to determine a 
controversy or dispute arising under the school Jaws, a petitioner 
shall tile with the Commissioner the original copy of the petition, 
together with proof of service of a copy thereof on the respondent 
or respondents. Such petition must be tiled within 90 days after 
receipt of the notice by the petitioner of the order, ruling or other 
action concerning which the hearing is requested. Petitions are to 
be mailed to the Assistant Commissioner or Education, Division of 
Controversies and Disputes, New Jersey Department of Education, 
225 West State Street, Trenton, New Jersey 08625. 

It is undisputed that the action which gives rise to the Order to Show Cause 

and Petition filed by the Board was the resignation of respondent on September 12, 1984. 

It is also undisputed that the Board had knowledge or that action and, in faet, apparently 

took official action on September 21, 1984, to accept respondent's resignation. Since that 
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date. no official action was taken by the Board until the Order to Show CAuse was 

subm1tted in September 1985, more than one year After the initial resignntion of 

respondent. 

The Commissioner has steadfastly held that failure to comply with the time 

provisions as set forth in N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 wiU result in dismissal of petition. The 

Commissioner has held such dismissals would occur when petition was filed four months 

beyond the 90-day period set forth by said regulations. See, North Plainfield Ed. Assoc. 

v. Sd. of Ed. of the Bd. of North Plainfield, 96 N.J. 587 (1984). In the case of Selvy, Jr. 

v. Newark Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. 7166-80 (Jan. 4, 1983), aff'd Comm'r (Feb. 18, I983l, 

petition was denied and the Commissioner held that the petitioner was not eligible for 

retroactive relief where he had waited one year and eight months after the employment 

had ceased in order to claim benefits for military credits, pursuant to~ l8A:29-ll. 

See also. Rock v. Sayreville Bd. of Ed., OAL OKT. 795-82 (January 18, 1983) aff'd Comm'r 

of Ed. (March 4, 1983) aff'd State Bd. (Oct. 5, 1983), See also, Estate of c. Edward 

Lipartito, Annette Lipartito. Executrix v. Bd. of Ed. of the City of Vineland OAL DKT. 

EDU 7188-83, aff'd Comm'r of Ed. (Feb. 24, 1984, aff'd State Bd. of Ed. August 8, 1984) 

(N.J. App. Div. Nov. 21, 1985, A-126-84T7) (unreported). 

Respondent submits that the petition filed by the Board requesting relief, 

pursuant to ~ 18A:26-10 is out of time, pursuant to requirements of ~ 

6:24-1.2, and said petition should be dismissed with prejudice. 

CONCLUSION 

Having considered the entire record before me and, also noting that the Board 

has not opposed respondent's motion for summary disposition, I FIND that the Board's 

application for an Order to Show Cause and Petition were filed before the Commissioner 

more than one year subsequent to the Board's knowledge of the alleged violation 

eommitted by respondent. I FIND and CONCLUDE, therefore, that the Board failed to 

perfect its Petition of Appeal and Order to Show Cause before the Commissioner in a 

timely manner, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 and in violation thereof. 
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Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that Summary Judgment be and is hereby 

entered on behalf of respondent Rhon da Rehm. It is further ORDERED that the Boord's 

Petition and Order to Show Cause be and is hereby DISMISSED Wrt'H PREJUDICE. 

This recommended deeision may be affirmed, modified or rejeeted by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who 

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if 

Saul Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is 

otherwise extended, this recommended deeision shall become a final decision in 

aecordanee with N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

DATE 

DATE 

ks/e 

I hereby PU..E my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

FEB10 1986 

Reeeipt Acknowledged: 

~··- ... ·~~--~~~All~~./?"_._~~ 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE SUSPENSION 

OF THE TEACHING CERTIFICATE OF 

RHONDA REHM, SCHOOL DISTRICT 

OF PINELANDS REGIONAL, OCEAN 

COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by 
the parties. 

Upon review of this matter. the Commissioner accepts and 
adopts as his own the recommended decision of the Office of 
Administrative Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal for the reasons 
expressed in the initial decision. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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~~.( 

~ 
~tatr uf N 1'111 :iJrn.i1'!1 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE REARING 

OF .JOHN COTSAKOS, DISTRICT OP THE 

PARSIPPANY-TROY fiLLS TOWNSHIP 

IN111AL DECISION 

OAL DOCKET NO. EDU 7379-84 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 374-8/84 

Henry N. wther, m, Esq., attorney for the Board of Education of the District of 

Parsippany-Troy Hills Township, (Dillon, Bitar & Luther, attorneys) 

Peter N. Gilbreth, Esq., attorney Cor respondent 

(Stephen S. Weinstein, P.A., attorney) 

Record Closed: January 31, 1986 Decided: January 31, 1986 

BEFORE JAMES A. OSPENSON, ALJ: 

The Board of Education of the District of Parsippany-Troy Hills Township filed 

and certified, on August 23, 1984, charges of unbecoming teacher conduct against John 

Cotsakos, a tenured teaching staff member employed as assistant principal by the Board, 

as result of his involvement in an investment scheme that in its conception and/or 

implementation was fraudulent in nature, under the Tenure Employees Hearing Law, 

~ 18A:6-10 et ~· The charges certified were tiled with the Commissioner of the 

Department of Education on August 27, 1984, It was certified by the Board the charges 

were of sufficient gravity, If found true, to warrant dismissal from his tenured teaching 

position in the district. 
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Respondent filed an answer to the charges with the Commissioner on September 

26, 1984 and filed, simultaneously, a motion for interim relief staying hearing on tenure 

charges until resolution of criminal investigations then said to be in progress through the 

offices of the United States Attorney and the Morris County Prosecutor. on the ground 

that to compel respondent to defend would be to require he risk incriminating himself. 

Before resolution of the motion, the Commissioner transmitted the matter to the 

Office of Administrative Law on October 1, 1984, for hearing and determination as a 

contested case pursuant to~ 52:14F-11'!!_ ~· 

Thereafter, by agreement of the parties, the administrative law judge entered 

the following order on December 5, 1984: 

There appearing no objection by the Board of Education of 
Parsippany-Troy Hills on respondent's application for stay of tenure 
charges proceeding pending completion of accompanying criminal 
investigations, respondent having consented to tolling of the 120-day 
salary resumption limitation under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-14 (see Ott v. Bd. 
of Ed. of Hamilton Tw\)., 160 N.J. SUper. 333 (App. Oiv. 1978), certif. 
den. 78 N.J. 336 !t978 , and good cause having been shown, the above 
matter iShereby ORDERED placed on the inactive list for a period of 
six months, in accordance with N.J.A.C. l!l-3.2(e). 

Thereafter, on motion by respondent with consent of the Board the matter was 

ORDERED continued on the inactive list for a further period of six months from June 5, 

1985, subject in all other respects to provisions of the previous order of December 5, 

1984. 

On expiration of the order of inactivity on December 5, 1985, and on inquiry by 

the administrative law judge, the parties advised of respondent's criminal convictions in 

federal court on September 24, 1985. They advised respondent purportedly resigned his 

teaching position on October 5, 1985 in writing, a resignation accepted by the 
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Board by its official action on October 10, 1985, the resignation to be deemed effective 

from September 23, 1985. Respondent's attorney filed with the administrative law judge 

on December 10 and 12, 1985 letters containing acceptance by the Board, together with 

the following documents pertaining to respondent's convictions: 

(1) Judgment and Probation/Commitment Order; 

( 2) Order of Restitution; 

{3) Letter of September 17, 1985 of United States Attorney; 

(4) Memorandum of July 10, 1985 of United States Attorney to United 

States District Court judge; 

(5) Plea agreement by respondent on July ll, 1985; and 

(6) Criminal information against respondent. [J-1 to 7]. 

Thereafter, the administrative law judge issued the following order: 

The above matter was placed on an inactive list by order 
expiring December 5, 1985. on inquiry by me then, the parties 
advised of respondent's criminal convictions in federal court on 
September 24, 1985 and that his purported resignation of October 5, 
1985 had been accepted by the Board effective September 23, 1985. 
It was suggested the matter was thus moot. 

Because of forfeiture provisions of N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2 and the 
interest of the Commissioner of the Depart'ii\eiit'Or Education under 
N.J.A.c. 6:11-3.7, nevertheless, the parties are directed to show 
cause w1thin 15 days hereof why the matter should not be summarily 
addressed and resolved by the administrative law judge on the basis 
of tenure charges as certified, respondent's answer, and documentary 
evidence submitted heretofore by respondent's attorney in his letters 
of December 10 and 12, 1985. 
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DISCUSSION 

Evidence is clear that respondent, when represented by counsel, and having 

waived indictment and trial by jury, pleaded guilty to a criminal information in United 

States District Court for the District of New Jersey on September 24, 1985, charging him 

with the offenses of conspiracy to commit mail fraud, contrary to 18 u.s.c.A. 1341, and 

knowingly having filed 11 false income tax return, contrary to 26 u.s.c.A. 7206. Maximum 

imprisonment under the former statute is five years; that under the latter is three years; 

maximum imprisonment for the crime of conspiracy (18 u.s.c.A. 371) is five years. 

Respondent was sentenced to two years on the first count of the information and three 

years on the second count. Execution of the term sentence on the second count was 

suspended and respondent was placed on probation for five years, to commence upon 

completion of the custodial term imposed on the first count and complete and full 

discharge from any parole thereafter. Respondent was ordered to make restitution in 

accordance with an order of the court entered on September 24, 1985. 

Terms of the criminal information filed against respondent in United States 

District Court make it clear that respondent as a principal of the Parsippany-Troy Hills 

School District conspired with another school employee, neither being licensed or 

authorized to act as investment consultants or advisors or as broker-dealers in securities, 

to operate a stock market investment scheme devised and intended to defraud individuals 

who could and would be induced to invest money with them by means of false and 

fraudulent pretenses, in violation of United States laws. The circumstances charged in 

the criminal information, it may be seen, were precisely those circumstances made 

generally the subject of more broadly framed unbecoming teacher charges certified by the 

Board against respondent with the Commissioner of the Department of Education. Indeed, 

it was respondent himself who sought stay or tenure charge proceedings until disposition 

of the federal criminal charges against him for fear of possible self-incrimination. 

N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2(a) provides: 

A person holding any public office, position or employment, 
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elective or appointive, under the government of this State or any 
agency or political subdivision thereof, who is convicted of an offense 
shall forfeit such office or position if: (1) he is convicted ..• under 
the laws of this State of an offense involving dishonesty or of a crime 
of the third degree or above or under the laws ••• of the United 
States of an offense or crime which, If committed in this State, 
would be such an offense or crime ••• 

(b) The forfeiture set forth in subsection (a) shall take effect: (1) 
upon a finding of guilt by the trier of fact or a plea of guilty, if the 
court so orders; or (2) upon sentencing unless the court for good 
cause shown orders a stay of such forfeiture •••• 

~ 2C:l-4 of the New Jersey Code of Criminal Justice provides that an 

ortense constitutes a crime if punishable by a sentence of imprisonment in excess of six 

months. ~ 2C:43-1 classifies crime, for the purpose of sentence, into four degrees: 

first, second, third, and fourth. N.J.S.A. 2C:fl-4(a), pertaining to grading of crimes, 

provides that conspiracy to commit a crime of the first degree is a crime of the second 

degree. Otherwise, conspiracy is a crime of the same degree as the most serious crime 

which is the object of the conspiracy. ~ 2C:43-6(a)(3) provides a person who has 

been convicted of a crime of the third degree may be sentenced for a specific term of 

years to be fixed by the court between three years and five years. Theft by deception not 

amounting to extortion is a crime of the third degree. ~ 2C:20-4; 20-2(b)(2). 

It has been expresslY held in New Jersey that federal convictions for conspiring 

to commit mail fraud and falsely subscribing to contents of federal income tax returns are 

offenses to which the New Jersey public office forfeiture statute applied; that the public 

ortice forfeiture statute was not unconstitutional; that the statute disqualifying any 

person did not violate the eqUal protection clause o! the federal constitution; and that 

the forfeiture provision Is self-executing at the time sentence is imposed on convictions 

underlying application of the disqualification statute. State v. Musto, 187 N.J. Super. 

264, 280-1 (h Div. 1982); aff'd, 188 ~ ~· 106, 107-8 (APP. Oiv. 1983). 
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Given respondent's federal court convictions on September 24, 1985, therefore, 

his after-tendered resignation to the Board of Education from his tenured teaching staff 

position, on October 5, 1985, said to be effective September 23, 1985, and purportedly 

thereafter accepted by the Board at its regular meeting on October 10, 1985, was a 

nullity, the position theretofore having been forfeit by operation of law at time of 

convictions on September 24, 1985. Since the most extreme sanction under the Tenure 

Employees Hearing Law, ~ 18A:6-10 tl ~·· looks to removal of a tenured 

employee from his teaching staff position, the question results, therefore, what 

disposition should be made of the tenure charges of unbecoming teacher conduct certified 

by the Board against respondent here. Respondent and the Board urged the matter is 

moot. 

I think it important to remember the statutory interest of the Commissioner of 

the Department of Education in tenure charge matters under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 is direct 

and not derivative as if under his controversies and disputes jurisdiction under ~ 

18A:6-9. The State Board of Examiners, under~ 18A:6-38, is empowered to issue 

appropriate certificates to teach or to administer, direct or supervise the teaching, 

instruction or educational guidance of pupils in public schools and may revoke them under 

rules and regulations prescribed by the State Board of Educetion. The Commissioner of 

the Department of Education is a member !!!_ ~ of the State Board of Examiners 

under ~ 18A:6-34. State Board of Education rules provide the Stete Board of 

Examiners mey, under N.J.A.C. 6:11-3. 7(a), revoke eny such certificate for inefficiency, 

incapacity, conduct unbecoming a teecher or other just cause, .provisions identic&! to 

those in the Tenure Employees Hearing Law. N.J.A.c. 6:11-3.7(b)(t)(i) provides that 

cases contested before the Commissioner resulting In loss of tenure or dismissal of 8 

teacher for inefficiency, incapacity, conduct unbecoming a teacher or other just ceuse 

shall be forwarded to the State Board of Examiners for determination of possible 

revocation of state-wide teaching certificate. A procedure for the State Board of 

Examiners thereafter, upon review of the record, is provided for determination of 

revocation. Though the interest of the Commissioner in possible revocation of certificate 

is indirect, his obligation to refer is directly mandated. Here, there would seem little 

point in allowing or compelling prosecution of tenure charges against respondent where 
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the ultimate sanction, removal, is meaningless since the position is forfeit. Cf., 

generally, Kendall v. Camden City Bd. of Ed., Camden County, 1983 S.L.D.- (March 16, 

1983); aff"d., St. Bd., 1983 S.L.D. - (July 6, 1983); and Tenure Hearing of Earl, Sch. 

Distr. of City of Trenton, Mercer County, 1984 ~-(March 2, 1984); aff'd., St. Bd., 

1984 !!!:bQ:.- (June 6, 1984). But the evidential record is now clear that necessary and 

sufficient grounds for referral by the Commissioner to the State Board of Examiners exist 

and must be recognized. 

CONCLUSION 

Without making any finding or determination on revocability of respondent's 

teaching certificates, therefore, I FIND and DETERMINE as follows: 

1. Respondent's tenured teaching position in the school district or Parsippany

Troy Hills was automatically forfeit under~ 2C:51-2 on September 

24, 1985 when respondent was convicted in United States District Court of 

federal crimes of conspiracy to commit mail fraud (18 u.s.c.A. 371; 1341) 

and knowingly having filed a false tax return (26 u.s.c.A. 7206); 

2. Respondent's purported resignation thereafter from his teaching position, 

as well as the Board's acceptance thereof, was nugatory; 

3. Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:11-3. 7{b)(i), (il), the evidential record herein 

pertaining to respondent's convictions is ORDERED to be transmitted to 

the State Board of Examiners forthwith for whatever further action is 

deemed necessary under~ 18A:6-38 and N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.7(a); and 

4. Accordingly, and subject to the above, tenure charges against respondent 

are DISMISSED. 
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This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN , who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with ~· 

52:148-10. 

DATE 

DATE 

js 

I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with Saul COoperman for consideration. 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

FEB ; 1988 . ·~ 
~ mfl" l(l' .. 

Mailed To Parties: 

~~·-
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LIST OP EXBIBri'S 

J-1 Letter of resignation of respondent to superintendent of schools, dated October 

5, 1985, resigning position effective September 23, 1985. 

J-2 Letter of superintendent of schools to respondent, dated October 15, 1985, 

informing Board at its regular meeting on October 10, 1985 had accepted 

respondent's letter of resignation effective September 23, 1985. 

J-3 Judgment and probation/commitment order of United States District Court, 

dated September 24, 1985 evidencing respondent's conviction of crimes of 

conspiracy to commit mail fraud, 18 U.S.C.A. 1341, and knowingly filing a raise 

tax return, 26 U.S.C.A. 7206(2); and sentencing respondent to two years 

imprisonment on Count I and three years imprisonment on Count II, execution of 

the term sentence on Count 0 only to be suspended and respondent placed on 

probation for five years to commence upon completion or the custodial term 

imposed on Count I and complete and full discharge from any parole thereafter. 

J-4 Order for restitution, United States District Court, dated September 23, lll85. 

J-5 Letter of United States Attorney to Hon. Dickinson R. Debevoise, Judge, United 

States District Court, dated September 17, 1985 concerning nature and extent of 

respondent's cooperation with prosecuting authorities. 

J-6 Memorandum from United States Attorney to Hon. Dickinson R. Debevoise, 

Judge, United States District Court, dated July 10, 1985. 

J-7 Criminal information against respondent, United States District Court, charging 

criminal violations or United States Code. 
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IN THE MATTER or THE TENURE 

HEARING or JOHN COTSAKOS, SCHOOL 

DISTRICT Or THE TOWNSHIP Or 

PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS, MORRIS 

COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER or EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by 
the parties. 

Upon a careful review of the record in this matter. the 
Commissioner affirms the findings and determination of the Office of 
Administrative Law. N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.7(b)(l)(i) mandates that the 
Commissioner refer to the State Board of Examiners cases contested 
before him resulting in loss of tenure or dismissal of a teacher for 
inefficiency, incapacity. conduct unbecoming a teacher or other just 
cause for determination of possible revocation or suspension of 
statewide teaching certificates. 

Accordingly. the evidential record herein pertaining to 
respondent's convictions is hereby ordered to be transmitted to the 
State Board of Examiners forthwith for whatever action is deemed 
appropriate under N.J,S.A. 18A:6-38 and N.J.A.<;. 6:11-3.7(a). 

Further. by operation of law respondent's position in the 
employ of the school district of Parsippany-Troy Hills was forfeit 
at the time of convictions on September 24. 1985 pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2. Consequently, the Commissioner finds and 
determines that the tenure charges filed by the Board against 
respondent on August 27, 1984, are hereby dismissed. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER or EDUCATION 
March 13.1986 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

DAVID HARDGROVE, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BRIDGEWATER-RARITAN 

REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 

BOARD OF EDUCATION, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECJSION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6759-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 366-10/85 

Stephen E. Klausner, Esq., for petitioner (Klausner & Hunter, attorneys) 

Daniel c. Soriano, Jr., Esq., for respondent (Soriano.& Gross, attorneys) 

Record Closed: January 6, 1986 Decided: February 5, 1986 

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ: 

David Hardgrove (petitioner) sought an order of the Commissioner of 

Education (1) determining that the Bridgewater-Raritan Regional School District Board of 
Education (Board) Improperly termlnat'ed his employment rather than allowing him to use 

accumulated sick-leave days accumulated pursuant to ~ 18A:30-3; (2) directing the 

Board to pay the petitioner all compensation, including salary, retroactive to the date of 

his termination, and directing the Board to restore any and all fringe benefits retroactive 

to the date of his termination. It is stipulated that the effective date of termination of 

the petitioner's employment was October 1, 1985. SUbsequent to the filing or the petition, 

certain circumstances changed. These are refiected in the stipulations below. 
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The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law on 

Oetober 24, 1985, for disposition as a contested case pursuant to~ 52:14B-1 ~ ~ 

and N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l ~ ~ A prehearing eonference was held on November 27, 1985. 

At that time, it was agreed that the issue to be tried is whether a nontenured 

maintenance person can be nonrenewed prior to exhaustion of his sick-leave entitlements 

accu'llulated pursuant to~ 18A:3-30 where, on the date of his nonrenewal, he is not 

medically fit to perform his duties. 

There being no material facts In dispute, the matter proceeded to summary 

disposition. The petitioner's papers were submitted on December 26, 1985, and the 

respondent's papers on January 6, 1986. 

The following facts are stipulated for the purposes of this action: 

1. The petitioner was employed by the Board from 1966 through 

September 30, 1985. 

2. The petitioner did not enjoy a tenure status. 

3. On July 17, 1984, the petitioner suffered an Injury while in the course of 

performing his duties as a maintenance person. 

4. Pursuant to~ 18A:30-2.1, the petitioner ~as paid his full salary 

for the period July 17, 1984- July 16, 1985. 

5. On July 17, 1985, the Board began deducting days from the petitioner's 

accumulated sick leave. 

6. The petitioner, with the advance knowledge of the Board, underwent 

back surgery as a result of the job-related injury on April 3, 1985. 

7. At or about that time, the petitioner's surgeon advised the Board that 

the petitioner's recuperation period would last until October 1, 1985, and 

that he expected the petitioner to be medlcaUy fit to return to work on 

that date. 
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8. On or about May 20, 1985, the Board's director of personnel advised the 

petitioner that it he were not medically fit to resume his employment by 

October 1, 1985, his employment would be terminated as of that date. 

9. A three-month contract of employment covering July, August and 

September 1985, was tendered to the petitioner. 

10. On or about September 3, 1985, the petitioner's surgeon advised the 

Board that the petitioner would not be fit to return to duty until some 

time at, or near, November 1, 1985. 

11. On or about September 18, 1985, the Board, through its director of 

personnel, notified the petitioner that his employment was to be 

terminated effective OCtober 1, 1985. 

12. On OCtober 1, 1985, the petitioner had to his credit 177 accumulated 

sick-leave days. 

PETITIONER'S ARGUMENTS 

Based on the stipulated facts, the petitioner seeks an order of the 

Commissioner of Education as set forth above. He asserts that he, a nontenured employee 

with satisfactory service, may not be terminated under these facts, at least until his sick 

leave has heen exhausted and he Is not medically f'lt to return to work. 

The petitioner argues that his sick leave accumulated pursuant to 

N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3 Is a vested right which cannot be divested through termination. The 

subject statute provides: 

It any sueh person requires in any school year less than the 
specified number of days of sick leave with pay allowed, all days of 
such minimum sick leave not utUized that year shall be 
accumulative to be used for additional sick leave as needed in 
subsequent years. 

This clearly mandates accumulation of unused sick leave days from year to year. It this 

were not the situation, the Legislature would not have used the word "shall." 
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The concept of vested right was defined by the New Jersey SUpreme Court in 

Pennsylvania Greyhound Lines, tnc. v. Rosenthal, 14 ~ 372 (1954) at 384-385: 

The term "Vested right" is not defined in either the Federal or the 
State Constitution; but it would seem that, generally, the concept 
it expresses is that of a present fixed interest which in right reason 
and natural justice should be protected against arbitrary state 
action - an innately just and imperative right that an enlightened 
free society, sensitive to inherent and irrefragable individual 
rights, cannot deny ••.• 

The petitioner urges that review of the concept as applied in actual cases is 

necessary because the definition is amorphous. The petitioner urges that sick leave, 

although accrued under statute, once acquired becomes a property right. See, ~ 

North Bergen Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. EDU 758-80, (Feb. 4, 1981), adopted Comm'r of Ed. 

(Mar. 19, 1981) and the United States Supreme Court decisions cited therein. 

The petitioner anticipates that the Board will argue that a nontenured 

employee may be terminated for any reason or no reason, even if his absence was caused 

by a work--related injury and he has substantial accumulated sick leave at the time. This 

argument has been rejected by the Commissioner and State Board. DiRicco v. West 

Ora'!{e Bd. of Ed., 1979 ~ 619, atf'd St. Bd. 1980 ~ 1487. 

For these reasons, the petitioner demands judgment in his favor. 

RESPONDEN1"S ARGUMENTS 

The Board asserts that the determination in this case is controlled by two 

recent decisions of the Commissioner or Education; Theodore v. Dover Bd. or Ed., OAL 

DKT. EDU 7274-82 (Jan. 31, 1983), adopted Comm'r of Ed. (Mar. 15, 1983), and Tartivita 

v. Westfield Bd. of F.d., OAL DKT. EDU 1912-81 (July 23, 1982), adopted Comm'r of Ed. 

(Sep. 10, 1982). 

Tartivlta was a nontenured custodian who was Injured In the course or his 

employment and was paid for one year under ~ 18A:30-2.1. His contract was not 

renewed upon completion of the statutory disabUity payments. Like Hardgrove, Tartivita 
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claimed he was entitled to use his accumulated, unused sick leave because it was a vested 

right or property right. The initial decision rejected both arguments and Tartivita's claim 

to exhaust or be paid for unused, accumulated sick leave. The Commissioner affirmed the 

findings and determination and adopted them as his own. 

Theodore was a nontenured custodian who injured his back twice during the 

course of his employment. After judicial litigation, he was paid a second time under 

~ 18A:30-2.1. Theodore's employment eontraet was not renewed because he was 

not medically fit to perform the duties of his position. Jie, like Tartivita, claimed he was 

entitled to be paid for 42 accumulated, unused sick-leave days at the termination of his 

employment. The initial and final decisions denied any entitlement to payment. 

Notwithstandi~"C Hardgrove's assertions to the contrary, the right of the Board 

to terminate his employment "solely because of his disability and consequent inabUity to 

do the job," although unquestionably work related, has been judicially established. 

Theodore v. Dover Bd. of Ed., 183 !!:::!:, ~ 407, 411 (App. Div. 1982}. Upon the lawful 

termination of Hardgrove's employment by the Board, his statutory right to use or be paid 

for unused, accumulated sick leave terminated. Pushko v. Elizabeth Bd. of Ed., OAL 

DKT. EDU 7524-83 (Feb. 28, 1984), adopted Comm'r of Ed. (Apr. 16, 1984). £!:• Finnegan 

v. Keansberg Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. EDU 5029-80 (June 1, 1981), adopted Comm'r of Ed. 

(July 20, 1981). 

The ~ case cited and relied upon by the petitioner Is inapposite. The 

issue addressed in that case is whether a nontenured nurse-health teacher could lawfully 

not be renewed because of her attendance record and Incidental use of sick leave. The 

ease is not relevant to the present issue. Rather, Theodore controls, and decision must be 

had In favor of the Board. 

DISCUSSION AND DETERMINATION 

As the Board correctly observes, ~ Is not apposite to the present 

matter. The issues In the two cases are clearly distlrculshable. In DiRiceo, the question 

was whether the petitioner could lawfully be nonrenewed because of her attendance 

record. There was no Involvement, as In the present, of ~ 18A:30-2.1 or a question 

of ablllty to retum to work. Here, petitioner's surgeon advised the Board that the 
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petitioner could not return to work until some time near November 1, 1985. See, 

stipulation 10 above. It is also stipulated that the Board had advised the petitioner that if 

he were not medically fit to resume his employment by October 1, his employment would 

::,e terminated as of that date. See, stipulations 8 and 9 above. 

Theodore, Tartivita, ~ and Finnegan are precisely on point and Theodore, 

indeed, does control the disposition of this matter. 1n Theodore it was determined that a 

compensable accident had occurred to John Theodore, a custodian in the employ of the 

Dover Board of Education. Pursuant to~ 18A:30-2.l, Theodore was paid for one 

year at full salary less mitigation. The subject statute states: 

Whenever any employee, entitled to sick leave under this chapter, 
is absent from his post of duty as a result of a personal injury 
caused by an accident arising out of and in the course of his 
employment, his employer shall pay to such employee the full 
salary or wages for the period of such absence for up to one 
calendar year without having such absence charged to the annual 
sick leave or the accumulated sick leave provided in sections 
18A:30-2 and 18A:30-3. Salary or wage payments provided in this 
section shall be made for absence during the waiting period and 
during the period the employee received or was eligible to receive 
a temporary disability benefit under chapter 15 of Title 34, Labor 
and Workmen's Compensation, of the Rivised Statutes. Any 
amount of salary or wages paid or payable to the employee 
pursuant to this section shall be reduced by the amount of any 
workmen's compensation award made for temporary disability. 

Sick leave is deCined at N.J.S.A. 18A:30-l: 

Sick leave is hereby deCined to mean the absence from his or her 
post of duty, or any person because of personal disability due to 
illness or injury, or because he cr she has been excluded from 
school by the school district's medical authorities on account of a 
contagious disease or of being quarantined Cor such a disease in his 
or her Immediate household. 

Persons coming under Title 18A are allowed sick leave as prescribed at 

~18A:30-2: 

All persons holding any office, position, or employment in an local 
school districts, regional school districts or county vocational 
schools of the state who are steadily employed by the board of 
education or who are protected by tenure in their office, position, 
or employment under the provisions of this or any other law, 
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except persons in the classified service of the civil service under 
Title 11, Civil Service, of the Revised Statutes, shall be allowed 
sick leave with full pay for a minimum of 10 school days in any 
school year. 

The Legislature has also provided, at~ 18A:30-3, that unused sick leave 

shall be cumulative. The statutes states: 

If any such person requires in any school year less than the 
specified number of days of sick leave with pay allowed, all days of 
such minimum sick leave not utilized that year shall be 
accumulative to be used for additional sick leave as needed in 
subsequent years. 

The initial and final decisions In Theodore concluded that since he was never 

able to resume permanent employment, Theodore was eligible to receive one full year's 

salary minus workers• compensation payments and any other salary earned. Similarly, in 

Tartivita, a nontenured custodian alleged the Board had acted improperly when it 

terminated his employment. He also charged, among other things, that the Board acted 

improperly by deny!~ him the benefits of his accumulated, unused sick leave. 

Tartivita was a nontenured custodian employed by the Westfield Board of 

Education. He was injured in the course of his employment and was paid for one year 

under ~ 18A:30-2.1. His contract was not renewed upon completion of the 

statutory disability payments. 'nle initial and final deeisions in the case found no support 

for the contention that the Board's action was arbitrary, capricious, unreasonable or an 

abuse of its discretionary authority. In Pushko, the pertinent part of the Initial Decision, 

which was adopted by the Commissioner of Education, concluded that Pushko was not 

entitled to payment for unused sick-leave days upon retirement immediately follow!~ 

receipt of full salary for one year under ~ 18A:30-2.1. And In Finnegan, a 

seemi~IY more harsh result was affirmed. In that matter, a nontenured teacher met with 

a compensable accident arising in and out ot the course of his employment on the same 

day he was noticed that his position would be abolished on June 30, 1979. He was 

temporarily totally disabled as a result of the injuries sustained In the accident. The 

period of dlsabUity was determined to run through July 6, 1980. The Board paid Finnegan 

his full salary through June 30, 1979, and was reimbursed by the workers' compensation 

carrier at the rate of $156 per week for that period. The carrier paid the petitioner $156 

per week from June 30, 1979 through July 6, 1980. The initial and final decisions in that 
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matter determined that the employment relationship lewfully eeesed on June 30, 1979. 

Both ~and Finnegan make reference to public policy end the public interest. There 

can be no doubt of the legitimacy of the injuries to Pushko, Finnegan or Hardgrove. The 

fact remains that~ 18A:30-2.1 is a protection afforded to persons in the employ of 

boerds of education. When the employment relationship lawfully ceases, the board's 

responsibility 8S to~ 18A:30-2.1 and 30-3 also ceases. 

Sick leave is, in 8 sense, 8 type of insuranee. It is comforting to the school 

employee to know that it is there. At the same time, it is hoped that it is never needed. 

The petitioner's assertion that his accumulated sick leave is a vested right whieh cannot 

be divested through termination does not withstand scrutiny in the light of the cases 

discussed above. 

The New Jersey Supreme. Court has stated in Nicoletta v. No. Jersey Dist. 

Water Supply Comm'n, 77 !!:!!:_ 145 (1978) that a property interest 8S contemplated by the 

Fourteenth Amendment may take many forms over and above the ownership of tangible 

property. However, the key concept is "entitlement," such 8S involved in statutory 

eligibility for weltare benefits, Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 {1970}; tenure 

employment, Sloohower v. Board of Higher Educ. of New York City, 350 U.S. 551 {1955); 

contractual right to employment, Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 u.s. 183 {1952); a clearly 

implied promise of continued employment, Connell v. Higginbotham, 403 u.s. 207 {1971), 

or the like. 

There must be a legltmate elaim of entitlement as that term is used by the 

Supreme Court in Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 u.s. 564 (1972). In Nicoletta, BS in the 

present cBSe, there wBS no "entitlement" to employment. Nor does there seem to be any 

attempt to eireumvent some other constitutional right. 

In consideration or the clear lnstruetion in Nicoletta, the petitioner 

overreaehes when he BSserts a vested right to accumulated sick leave after lawful 

termination. 

In consideration of the foregoing, I FIND and CONCLUDE that the 

employment of a nontenured maintenance person can be nonrenewed prior to exhaustion 

of his sick leave entitlements accumulated pursuant to ~ 18A:3-30 where, on the 

date of nonrenewal, he Is not medically fit to perform his duties. 

-8-
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Accordingly, judgment is entered in favor of the Bridgewater-ltaritan Regional 

School District Board of Education. The petition of appeal is DJSMISSED. It is so 

ORDERED. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF mE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration • 

• 

DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

FEB 101986 Qwtl /) o. a j/ /. J 
~~AI>m~IMATIVE tl:vf7 DATE 

lj/ee 
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DAVID HARDGROVE, 

PETITIONER, 

V. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
BRIDGEWATER-RARITAN REGIONAL 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, SOMERSET 
COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by the 
parties pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c, a summary of which 
is provided below. 

Petitioner excepts to the administrative law judge's 
rejection of his arguments with respect to accumulated sick leave, 
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3, being a vested right and, although it accrues 
under statute, it constitutes a property right. Further, he rejects 
the AW's finding and conclusion that employment of a nontenured 
maintenance person can be nonrenewed prior to exhaustion of 
accumulated sick leave entitlement where, on the date of nonrenewal, 
he is not medically fit to perform his duties. Regarding this, he 
contends that the AW misses the entire point of his argument that 
on the day of his accident and the day of his termination he had a 
statutorily vested property interest in his accumulated sick leave 
which could not be divested without due process of law or payment of 
the salary equivalent. 

In addition, petitioner again argues that DiRicco, supra, 
stands for the proposition that a nontenured employee may not be 
terminated for any or no reason, even if his absence was 
necessitated by a work-related injury and he has substantial 
accumulated sick leave at the time. 

The Board urges affirmance of the initial decision, 
contending that the ALJ is correct in determining that petitioner's 
vested rights theory does not withstand scrutiny in light of cases 
such as Theodore, sup~; Tartivita, supra: Pushko. supra; and 
Finne~. supra. Further, it asserts the ALJ is correct in finding 
DiRiccQ, supra, inapposite. 

Upon review of the record in this matter, the Commissioner 
determines that the ALJ's analysis and conclusions are appropriate. 
Firstly, DiRicc.Q, supra, is indeed inapposite because the factual 
circumstances and issues therein are not similar to the present 
matter. Further, it is noted that the New Jersey Superior Court, 
Appellate Division reversed the Commissioner and State Board 
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decisions in that matter. See 1981 S.L.D. 1415. Secondly, the 
ALJ's reliance on such cases as !,tleodore, supra, and Pushko, supra, 
is correct. 

Accordingly, the recommended decision of the Office of 
Administrative Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal is adopted by 
the Commissioner for the reasons expressed in the initial decision. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

March 13, 1986 
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DAVID HARDGROVE, 

PETITIONER-APPELLANT, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
BRIDGEWATER-RARITAN REGIONAL 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, SOMERSET 
COUNTY, .. -~. 

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT. 
I 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided'by the Commissioner of Education, March 13, 1986 

For the Petitioner-Appellant, Klausner and Hunter 
(Stephen E. Klausner. Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Respondent-Respondent, Soriano and Gross 
(Daniel Soriano, Jr., Esq., of Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

July Z, 1986 

Affirmed N.J. Superior Court March 25, 1987 

'! ..... ' 
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&tatr nf Nrut lJrrilt!J 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

JOSEPH P. MC MAN.EMIN, 

Petitioner 
v. 

BOA1lD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
VILLAGE OF RIDGEWOOD, 

Respondent 

I )' 

INITIAL DECISIOrf ' 1 
' .. .., ,, 

OAL DKT. NO. EDtJ 7015-85 

AC:ENCY DKT. NO. 370-10/85 

Joseph P. Mellllanemln, Esq., 1:!!:2 !!!• petitioner 

Louis C. Rosen, Esq., for respondent 
(Aaron, Salsberg lie Rosen, attorneys) 

Record Closed: January 24, 1986 

REFO'RE WARD R. YOUNO, AL.l; 

~· .., ..... 

Decided: February 3, 1986 

. . .. ,. 
Petitioner, a citi:ten re~lf.ll~ in the 'l?.idgewood sell(.lol district, alleged the Board 

, . I 

abuse4. its discretionary authority by acting arbitrarily and/or capriciously when, in 

response to a citizen's petition, It passed a resolution not to hold a special election 

pursuant to~· I8A:l4-3. "'he Board denies the alletration in asserting its action was 

a proper exercise of that discretion. The substantive issue in dispute concerns the 

reorgani:tation of the schools in the Village of Ridgewood. 

'lbe matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law as a contested 

ease on November 4, 1985 pursuant to N •• l.S.A. 52:14F-l !'!! !!!9· A prehearing conference 

1111as held on Novemtler 20, 1985 and the matter was set down for hearing on January 13 and 

New Jersey Is An Equal Opportunity Employrr 
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!4, !986. 'Respondent's ¥otion for Relief from the Production of Ooeuments was 

GRANTEO and ente,-ed on Januarv 2, 1986. Respondent filed a \llotion for Summary 

neeision. Petitioner filed 11 notice under d11te of Januarv 9, 1986 in the form of a C:ross 

\llotion for Sumrnarv Decision. The hearilllt dates were cancelled and a briefing schedule 

was established. On January 24, 1986, petitioner filed a letter wherein he requested the 

undersi~ed to decide the matter based only on the respondent's brief. The record 

therefore elosed on January 24, 1986. 

nJSrtlSSION OF LAW 

The Les~:islature addressed its concern of school district special elections in the 

enactment of~· !8A:l4-3 which states: 

The board of education of a type D distriet !!!!!.! call a special 
election of the 1es~:a1 voters of the district at any time when in 
its ludg'ment the interests of the schools reQUire it, or w~ 
50 of sueh letral voters shall by petition so request • . • 
lemohasls supplied) 

The l!'eneral mandatory oowers and duties of 11 board of education are codified in 

"'··J.S.A. J8A:ll-l which states: 

The board sh11ll -

e. IIAake, amend 11nd repe11! rules, not inconsistent with this 
title or with the rules of the state board, for its own 
~rovemrnent and the trllnsllctlon of its busines.~ 11nd for the 
~rovernment 11nd management of the public schools and public 
school property of the district 11nd •.• 

d. Peform all acts and do all things, consistent with law and 
the rules of the state board, necessary for the lawful and proper 
conduct, equipment and maintenance of the public schools of 
the district. 

The thrust of the instant petition is to divest the Board of Its discretionary authority 

and transmit same to the electorate In determlni~ the reorganization of the sehool 

distriet. In the event the Board were to be ordered to proeeed with a speeial election, the 
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is.~ue of whether the Board would be bound to aet in aecordanee with the expre~sed 

consensual view of tt.e eleetorate is not addressed. 

The rommissioner of Education and the rourts have previously addressed the 

relationship of discretionarv authority vested in local boards of educAtion to its delegated 

powers and duties. 

In l'loarrl of Ed. of Relvidere v. Bosco, !38 .&!!· Super. 368 (Law Oiv. 1975) the Court 

said at 376: 

It is dear to this court that the board, liS a local governmental 
unit, is but a creation of the State, and is capable of exercising 
onlv those oowers of government l!'l'anted to it by the 
Legislature. It is also evident that the right to referendum is 
strictly a statutory and not a constitutional right. See Botkin v. 
WestwOod, 52 N.J. Super. 416 (App. Oiv. !958), app. disin. 28 
N.J. 218 !1958), Smith v. Livingston, 106 N.J. Super. 444 (f:h. 
Oiv. 1969), Afrd on Opinion 54 N.J. 525. Unless defendants find 
support in an affirmative mandatorv statute, their effort to 
compel the board to resubmit this isSue to the electorate must 
fail. 

The Court in Belvidere also said at 398: 

For the purpose of this action the court finds that N.J.S.A. 
18A:I4-3 does not provide a legislature !V'ant of the power of 
initiative anrl referendum to the dibtrict eleetorate to compel 
the board to resubmit to the electorate the proposal 
aoproved .... 

In Jenkins v. !p. of 'VIorris School Dist. 58 N.J. 483 (1971), the Court quoted from the 

rom missioner's decision, at 492: 

In his decision the rommissioner was highly critical of that 
referendum and the Board's conduct in conneetion therewith. 
Citing Hackensack Bd. of F.d. v. Hackensack, 63 N.J. Super. 560 
1.App. niv. 1960l, and Botkin v. Westwood, 52 N.J. Super. 416 
(Aop. Oiv.l, appeal dismissed, 28 N.J. 218 (1958).'""he described 
the nonbinding referendum as "illegal and an improper 
abdication of the Township Board's responsibility to perform its 
function." And he flatly condemned the pre-vote "pledge of all 
but one" of the Board members to abide by the results of the 
nonbinding referendum, noting that it "improperly delegates the 
responsibilitY Cor ultimate decision" (at 492). 
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1"he court then said Rt 507-508: 

Apart from whetller Roard members had the rilrht to seek R 
nonbindillj:( referendum at all .•. they clearly had no right to 
ple<l¢e themselves in advance to abandon the individual 
affi~mative views in favor of the majority negative vote. 

The Commissioner in llonald Polak, et al. v. Bd. of Ed. of the 1'p. of Woodbridge, 

!981 ~· (decided July 28, 1981) stated in his slip opinion at 21: 

The l":ommlssioner ree~izes the strong and deep emotions co
minl!'led in a district faced with the marked decline in 
enrollment as evidence herein. The task of a board of 
education faced with passible school closini!S is a heavy one. 
However, the responsibility of a board to take proper action to 
recOI!'nize and best resolve its resultant enrollment problems 
while ens11rirur a thorolll!'h and efficient education for its P!Jpils 
outweighs all other considerations. 

'T'he lani!'Uae:e of ~· !8A:I4-3 also appears to be quite clear and unambiguious. 

It is su~ested here that the Legislative intent is not to divest local boards of education of 

its discretionarv authority by clearlv making the call of a special election permissive, and 

that if it intended to require such a eallinfl upon the receipt of a petition signed by 50 

lefl!ll voters of the district, it would have said so. 

!'I'I'IPULATlON OF FACTS 

The followinfl stlptJ!ated fads are adopted herein as FINDINGS OF FACT: 

1. The petitioner and over 50 residents of tUd!rewood qualified to vote filed a 

Petition for a Speelel Election with the seeretery of the Ridgewood Board 

of Edl!,eation on A~st 14, 1985. 

2. no September 9, 1985, at e reguler ptJblic meeting of the Rld!rewood Board 

of Education, the Board voted not to hold a Special Election as requested 

by the Petition. 
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F!NO!NClS OF FAC"r-AND l'ON~LUStnNS OF LAW 

1 PJND the record void of evidence in support of the allegation that the Ridgewood 

Board of Education abused its discretionar'l authority by acting arbitrarily and/or 

capriciously when It Plllllled a resolution not to hold a special election pursuant to ~· 

18A:14-3. 

I CONCLUDE, therefore, that summary decision is GRANTED to the Board, and 

DENIED to petitioner. The Petition of Appeal is hereby DISMISSED. 

It is so ORDERED. 

This recommended decision mav be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OF TRE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

111w Is empowered to m11ke a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended, 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with ~· 

52:148-10. 

I hereb'\1 PILE this Initial neclslon with Saul Cooperman for consideration. 

DATE 

DATE 
R' 

FEB 5 1986 

H:.B 61986 

Receipt Ackno ed: .., 

') r~r 
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JOSEPH P. MC MANEMIN, 

V. 

PETI T:I::?~;£R, 

I !::, :. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE VILLAGE 

.OF RIDGEWOOD, BERGEN COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

!h:l ; 
COMMISSIONE~~dt EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of 

Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by 

the pacties. 

Upon review of the record, the Gommi~sioner accepts and 

adopts as his own the recommendation of the Office of Administrative 

Law granting summary decision to the Board for the reasons expressed 

in the initial decision. The matter is hereby dismissed with 

prejudice. 

' " :~ 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

MARQi 13, 1986 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF BETSY RUBENSTEIN, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE BOROUGH 

OF SOMERDALE, CAMDEN COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

ORDER 

This matter was opened before the Commissioner by way of 
the certification of tenure charges against respondent for conduct 
unbecoming a teacher. Respondent, by way of answer and counter 
petition, seeks dismissal of the tenure proceedings on the grounds 
that (1) she has not been presented with any tenure charges pursuant 
to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et ~·; (2) the Board has failed to comply 
with the procedures applicable under that statute; and (3) she has 
been denied procedural and substantive due process as required under 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et ~~· as well as the New Jersey and United 
States Constitutions. 

Further, respondent alleges that defects in the Board's 
procedures included but are not limited to: 

1. Failure to provide Respondent with a proper 
Statement of Charge; 

2. Failure to provide Respondent with a 
Statement of Evidence in that the statement 
of Frank A. Oehlers is not based upon 
first-hand knowledge nor does it conform to 
the New Jersey Court Rules respecting 
affidavits or certifications; 

3. Failure to have a sufficient basis upon 
which to find probable cause to credit the 
evidence in support of any charge against 
Respondent in that an arrest, standing by 
itself, is not wrongful conduct by an 
employee. In re Kathleen Kunz, 1985 S.L.D. 
#392-85. 

4. Failure to provide Respondent with a 
Resolution demonstrating that the Board of 
Education took action in conformance with 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et ~- (See In re Kunz, 
supra); 

5. Improper suspension of Respondent without 
pay, effective November 18, 1986; 

6. Failure to serve Respondent with a 
Certificate of Determination pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 6:24-5.2; and 
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7. Failure to properly transmit and/or perfect 
tenure charges against Respondent within 45 
days, in contravention of N.J.S.A. 
18A:6-13. (Respondent's Answer and Counter
claim, at pp. 2-3) 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

Tenure charges against respondent were filed with the 
Commissioner on December 19, 1985 and were received by the Bureau of 
Controversies and Disputes for processing on December 20, 1985. The 
material received by the Commissioner included: 

1. Letter to Commissioner from the Board's 
attorney with respect to the filing of 
tenure charges against respondent with the 
Commissioner; and 

2. A November 18, 1985 Resolution of the Board 
and Certificate of Determination signed by 
the Board secretary which lacked official 
seal. 

Upon review of the material, the Board attorney was 
contacted via telephone to inform him of deficiencies in the filing 
but he was unable to be reached. Deficiencies included: 

1. Lack of notarization or official Board seal 
on the Certificate of Determination of Board 
Resolution; 

2. Lack of sworn statement of evidence in 
support of the charges; and 

3. No proof of service to respondent. 

A letter was subsequently sent to the Board attorney on 
December 26, 1985 enumerating the deficiencies. On December 23, 
1985, respondent • s attorney called to determine the status of the 
case and to inform the Bureau that respondent had not been served 
the charges. He was informed that tenure charges for conduct 
unbecoming a teacher were received by the Commissioner on 
December 19, 1985. 

On January 8, 1986 the following material was submitted by 
the Board attorney: 

1. Original and two copies of the Board 
Resolution/Certificate of Determination with 
Board Secretary seal affixed. 

2. Original and two copies of sworn Affidavit 
of Superintendent with copy of Somerdale 
Municipal Court complaint against respondent 
attached, dated September 23, 1985. 
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3. Return receipt card showing service on 
respondent signed for by her on October 31, 
1985. 

Upon review of the newly submitted material, it was 
determined that proof of service upon respondent for the filing of 
charges with the Commissioner was lacking. N.J.U. 6:24-5.1 et 
s~. As a result, a conference call was conducted with the Board 
Secretary, Board Attorney and a Department of Education 
Controversies Examiner at which time it was explained that the 
October 31, 1985 return receipt card demonstrated proof of service 
of the filing of tenure charges with the Board by the superintendent 
on October 22, 1985 pursuant to N.J. S. A. 18A: 6-11 but that proof of 
service of the filing of ~he _~:barges before the Commissioner was 
still lacking. 

On January 24, 1986 when such proof of service still was 
lacking, a letter W&S sent to the Board attorney informing him that 
unless the situation was remedied immediately upon receipt of the 
letter, the matter would be transmitted to the Office of 
Administrative Law whereupon opposing counsel would be permitted to 
present argument(s) with respect to the filing of charges. 

On January 28, 1986, the Board attorney submitted a copy of 
a letter, dated November 25 1985, sent to respondent notifying her 
that on November 18, 1985 the Board found probable cause to credit 
evidence in support of the charges filed by the superintendent and 
that it determined the charge, so credited, was sufficient to 
warrant dismissal. She was also notified that she was suspended 
without pay and that the charges had been certified to the 
Commissioner. 

On January 29, 1986 respondent' a attorney was requested to 
submit an answer. He objected strenuously to doing this, asserting 
that respondent had never been served properly by the Board, 
essentially for the reasons expressed above. Mr. Cohen was 
requested to submit an answer, notwithstanding his claims, so that 
the matter could proceed. Said answer, submitted under protest, was 
received on February 15, 1986. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. On October 22, 1985 the superintendent swore an 
affidavit in support of tenure charges which reads: 

I, FRANK A. OEHLERS, being of full age, 
upon my oath depose and say: 

1. I am the Superintendent of Schools 
for the Somerdale School District. 

2. Betsy Rubenstein is a tenured 
teacher within this District. 
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3. On or about September 18, 1985, 
Ms. Rubenstein was charged with three 
violations of New Jersey criminal law, and, 
in particular, violations of N.J.S. 
2C:l4-2(a), N.J.S. 2C:l4-2(b) and N.J.S. 
2C:24-4(a), with one T.S., a student in the 
Somerdale School District, aged 11 years, 
and she has been arrested on these charges. 
A copy of the Municipal Court complaint is 
attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

4. On the basis of these charges, it 
is my request that the Somerdale Board of 
Education find probable cause. pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10, and certify these charges 
to the Commissioner of Education, 
terminating Ms. Rubenstein's tenure and 
employment with the District. 

2. Said charges reiterate the alleged violations of 
criminal law which respondent was charged with in the Somerdale 
Municipal Court Complaint dated September 23, 1985. 

3. Respondent was served with a copy of said affidavit on 
October 31, 1985 (Return receipt card 1169-520-071). 

4. On November 18, 1985 the Board certified tenure 
charges of conduct unbecoming a teacher based on the sworn affidavit 
of the superintendent and it suspended her without pay as of that 
date. The sworn affidavit does not specifically charge respondent 
with conduct unbecoming a teacher. 

5. On November 25, 1985, the Board attorney sent to 
respondent a letter notifying her that: 

***At a meeting on November 18, 1985 the 
Somerdale Board of Education did find 
probable cause to credit evidence in support 
of the charge filed against you by the 
Superintendent and determined that the 
charge, so credited, was sufficient to 
warrant dismissal. 

Further. you were suspended without pay. 
These actions have been certified to the 
Commissioner of Education.*** 

6. The letter indicates that Mr. Carl Poplar. Esq. was 
sent a copy of the above letter. 

. 7. The letter does not indicate any enclosures were sent 
to either respondent or Mr. Poplar nor does it state specifically 
what charges were levied against respondent. 
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8. On January 8, 1986 the Commissioner received the 
Certificate of DeterminationtBoard Resolution affixed with the seal 
of the Board Secretary and the sworn affidavit in support of the 
tenure charges filed by the superintendent. 

9. On January 28, 1986, the Commissioner received a copy 
of the letter of November 25, 1985 submitted by the Board attorney 
as proof of service to respondent regarding the Board • s action of 
November 18, 1985 to certify tenure charges and to suspend her 
without pay. 

10. Respondent alleges in her answer that she did not 
receive the letter of November 25, 1985 until on or about 
December 22, 1985. The Commissioner is without knowledge as to the 
accuracy of this allegation. 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

N.J.S.A, 18A:6-10 provides in part that: 

No person [under tenure] shall be dismissed or 
reduced in compensation, ***except for ineffi
ciency, incapacity, unbecoming conduct, or other 
just cause, and then only after a hearing held 
pursuant to this subarticle, by the commissioner, 
or a person appointed by him to act in his 
behalf, after a written charge or charges, of the 
cause or causes of complaint, shall have been 
preferred against such person, signed by the 
person or persons making the same, who may or may 
not be a member or members of a board of 
education, and filed and proceeded upon as in 
this subarticle provided.*** 

By virtue of this statute "***a written charge or charges. 
of the cause or causes of complaint***" must be preferred against 
the tenured employee and the charge must be signed by the person or 
persons making such charges prior to the invocation of formal 
proceedings against the teacher by the board. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll requires that: 

Any charge made against any employee of a board 
of education under tenure during good behavior 
and efficiency shall be filed with the secretary 
of the board in writing, and a written statement 
of evidence under oath to support such charge 
shall be presented to the board. The board of 
education shall forthwith provide such employee 
with a copy of the charge, a copy of the 
statement of the evidence and an opportunity to 
submit a written statement of position and a 
written statement of evidence under oath with 
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respect thereto. After consideration of the 
charge, statement of position and statements of 
evidence presented to it, the board shall 
determine by majority vote of its full membership 
whether there is probable cause to credit the 
evidence in support of the charge and whether 
such charge, if credited, is sufficient to 
warrant a dismissal or reduction of salary. The 
board of education shall forthwith notify the 
employee against whom the charge bas been made of 
its determination, personally or by certified 
mail directed to his last known address. In the 
event the board finds that such probable cause 
exists and that the charge, if credited, is 
sufficient to warrant a dismissal or reduction of 
salary, then it shall forward such written charge 
to the commissioner for a hearing pursuant to 
N.J .S. 18A:6-16, together with a certificate of 
such determination. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:6-13 requires that: 

If the board does not make such a determination 
within 45 days after receipt of the written 
charge, or within 45 days after the expiration of 
the time for correction of the inefficiency, if 
the charge is of inefficiency, the charge shall 
be deemed to be dismissed and no further 
proceeding or action shall be taken thereon. 

N.J .A. C. 6:24-5.1 mandates that in cases wherein charges 
are preferred against an employee pursuant to the Tenure Employees' 
Hearing Act (N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et ~.),the board of education 
shall file the wr1tten charges and the required certificate of 
determination with the Commissioner together with proof of servic~ 
upon the employee. 

In the instant matter, the superintendent filed tenure 
charges against respondent due to her being charged with violations 
of criminal statute involving a student in the Somerdale School 
District and her arrest on said charges. While it is apparent from 
the affidavit that she was not charged with "conduct unbecoming a 
teacher" which later appears in the Board Resolution, there is no 
question that the affidavit documents that tenure charges pursuant 
to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 were being filed by the superintendent. As 
expressed in In re Kunz, supra, "The charge may be separately stated 
or stated in the statement of evidence in support thereof.***" 
(Slip Opinion, at p. 12) Any failure of the affidavit to state 
"conduct unbecoming a teacher" was corrected at the time of the 
Board • s action to certify tenure charges and would not unto itself 
warrant dismissal of the tenure proceedings. To do otherwise would 
put form over substance. 
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The instant matter differs markedly from In re Kunz, supra, 
in that the superintendent's affidavit herein does meet the 
requirement of N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 for "a written charge or charges, 
of the cause or causes of complaint *** signed by the person or 
persons making the same***." In In re Kunz, the superintendent • s 
affidavit merely stated that he and the board counsel had been 
charged by the board to "investigate whether or not proceedings 
should be commenced pursuant to the Tenured Employees Bearing Act, 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et seq***·" (Slip Opinion, at p. 5) In this 
matter the affidavit states specifically that the Board is requested 
to "find probable cause, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10, and certify 
these charges to the Commissioner of Education, terminating 
Ms. Rubenstein's tenure and employment with the District." 

What remains to be determined is whether there exists a 
sufficient basis upon which to find probable cause to credit the 
evidence in support of the tenure charge of unbecoming conduct which 
was ultimately certified against her by the Board on November 18, 
1985 and whether the procedural requirements of N.J .S .A. 18A:6-ll, 
13, 16 and N.J.A.C. 6:24-5.1 were met. 

With respect to the procedural requirements, it is 
concluded that the Board failed to meet the requirement of N.J.S.A. 
l8A:6-ll that respondent be notified of its determination regarding 
tenure charges "personally or by certified mail." The record 
documents a letter dated November 25, 1985 was written to respondent 
but nothing documents it was sent by certified mail or personally 
delivered to her. 

N.J.A.C. 6:24-5.1 requires that the written tenure charges 
and certif1cate of determination be sent to the Commissioner 
together with proof of service upon the employee. Nothing in the 
record supports that respondent was served with the Certificate of 
Determination in this matter. It must be remembered that it was by 
way of said Certificate/Board Resolution that respondent was 
formally charged with conduct unbecoming a teacher and that her 
attorney became apprised of such charge by way of a telephone call 
to the Bureau, not via proof of service on respondent. Further, the 
letter of November 25, 1985 does not state that she was charged with 
conduct unbecoming a teacher, only that the Board found "probable 
cause to credit evidence in support of the charge filed against you 
by the Superintendent***·" 

Given the above, it is determined that the aforementioned 
procedural requirements were not met by the Board in this matter 
with respect to proof of service on respondent. 

Respondent alleges that insufficient basis existed upon 
which to find probable cause to credit the evidence in support of 
tenure charges against her because In re Kunz, supra, expresses that 
"An arrest, standing by itself, u not wrongful conduct by an 
employee." (Slip Opinion, at p. 16) With respect to this 
allegation, it must be pointed out that the factual circumstances 
herein differ from those in the Kunz case. In that matter, there 
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was no documentation provided by the superintendent to support his 
"charge" that Kunz had been charged and arrested for violations of 
criminal law. His information was found to be based on rumor. The 
judge found that "The Board could not have evaluated the source of 
the superintendent • s information regarding the nature of a criminal 
charge against respondent because the superintendent did not provide 
the Board with his source of information." (Id., at p. 16) 

In the present matter, a copy of the municipal court 
complaint signed by Det. Charles Pope is attached to the 
superintendent's affidavit. Notwithstanding this, the Commissioner 
determines that, even with the presence of the copy of the municipal 
court complaint, there was insufficient evidence in support of the 
superintendent • s "charges," N.J. S .A. 18A: 6-11, for the following 
reasons. 

Firstly, there is no statement as to how the superintendent 
came in possession of the complaint. Secondly, while the copy of 
the complaint is signed by Det. Pope. the complaint itself is one 
which states "upon oath says that to the best of (his] knowledge, 
information and belief, the named defendant *** did***", however, 
the portion of the complaint sheet relative to the name, title and 
signature of the individual before whom the complaint was sworn is 
blank. Thirdly, the superintendent's affidavit attests to the fact 
that respondent was "arrested on these charges" yet there is no 
evidence provided in support thereof. The "warrant" portion of the 
complaint sheet and "Police Return" portion which relate to actual 
arrest are blank, with the exception of a court appearance date 
being typed in, and no signature of "Judge or Clerk" appears on the 
complaint. 

The superintendent • s affidavit fails to provide any 
evidence that he or any other agent of the Board investigated the 
factual circumstances of the matter to ascertain (1) if an arrest 
was actually made; (2) if respondent had a court appearance on 
October 8, 1985; (3) what the outcome of such appearance was if it 
occurred; or ( 4) what steps were taken by the superintendent or 
other agent of the Board to acquire evidence in support of the 
charges or to investigate the factual bases of the criminal 
complaint. This could have been accomplished through such measures 
as interviewing/questioning/acquiring a statement from the pupil or 
her parent and/or the detective himself. 

Having determined that the Board's petition in the present 
matter is fatally defective procedurally both in terms of form and 
substance pursuant to N.J~.A. 18A:6-10 et ~-, the petition is 
ordered DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. N.J.A.C. 6:24-10 As such, the 
Board is directed to pay respondent her full salary as of the date 
it suspended her without pay, November 18, 1985 ·because of its 
failure to properly certify tenure charges against her. As in In~ 
Kunz, supra, and !A-.!he Matter of the Tenure He!iring of Michael, 
Wallwork, School D1str1ct of Orange, decided July 1, 1985, the 
Commissioner determines that, in light of the gravity and nature of 
the charges of the alleged misconduct against respondent, the Board 
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is in no way precluded from correctly recertifying the tenure 
charges and continuing her suspension from active employment while 
pursuing its investigation of the circumstances surrounding 
respondent's alleged arrest. N.J.S.A. 18A:6-8.3 Further, in light 
of the seriousness of the allegations in this matter, the 
Commissioner directs that the Somerdale Board inform him within 60 
days of receipt of this Order of its actions relative to this 
matter. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

March 19, 1986 
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&tatr of Nrnt ~Jrrary 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

I·· 
BOARD OF EDUC

1
ATION OF 

THE TOWNSIDP OF PEMBERTON, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

GREGORY G. WOODWARD, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6022-85 

AGENCY :~j<T· NO. 296-8/85 

Ernest N. Sever, Esq., for petitioner (Sever & Hardt, attorneys) 

Gregory G. Woodward, respondent, er2 ~1 

Record Closed: February 14, 1986 Decided: February 19, 1986 

BEFORE DANIEL B. MC KEOWN, ALJ: 

On August 13, 1985,2 the Board of Education of the Township of Pemberton 

(Board) certified charges of IJnbecomiJli conduct under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10, the Tenure 

Employees Hearing Law, against Gregory G. Woodward (respondent), a tenure teacher in 
•. ~7- . • 

its employ, to the Commissioner of Education for determination. The charges are based 
• ~ ... ' I , , \ 

on respondent's arrest on or about MarcH 1, 1985 and subsequent two-eount indictment on 

or about May 1, 1985 by the Grand Jurors of the State of New Jersey for the County of 

Burlington for (l) violation or N.J.S.A. 24:21-19a(l), knowingly possessing a controlled 

dangerous substance, cocaine, with intent to distribute and (2) for violation of ~ 

24:21-20a(l), knowingly possessing a controlled dangerous substance, cocaine. The 

Commissioner transferred the matter to the Office of Administrative Law for 

determination as a contested ease pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l et ~· 

1 While Gregory G. Woodward is listed as representing himself, be has made no actual 
appearance either in writing or personally in this forum despite several attempts to 
communicate with him. · 

2 The erroneous date July 8, 1985 was reported in an Order of Inactivity issued in this 
matter on November 8, 1985, 

Ne...-Jeruv is Afl Equal Oppommifl• Fmplvyer 
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A prehearing conference was scheduled to be conducted October 18, 1985 at 

9:00 a.m. at the Office of Administrative Law, Mercerville. Neither respondent nor a 

representative appeared for the scheduled prehearing conference despite having been 

afforded written notice. Subsequent to respondent's failure to appear at the scheduled 

prehearing conference, Board counsel agreed that the matter be placed on the inactive 

list pending disposition of the criminal charges filed against respondent. By letter dated 

October 18, 1985 certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of which is attached and 

incorporated herein as if set forth in full, respondent was advised that absent written 

communication from him by November 5, 1985 this matter would be placed on the 

inactive list pending disposition of the criminal charges and that his suspension from his 

teaching duties, without pay, would continue. The return receipt from the United States 

Post Office shows respondent signed for receipt of the letter on October 21, 1985. 

It is noted that respondent was initially suspended with pay following his arrest 

on or about March 1, 1985. The suspension continued, but without pay, when respondent 

Wll.ll indicted. 

An essential element of the Order of Inactivity entered November 8, 1985 

obligated the Board to submit a status report of the proceedings against respondent on the 

criminal charges before the tenth day of each month until the disposition of such charges. 

On January 20, 1986, Board counsel submitted a certified Judgment of Conviction against 

respondent. Respondent, according to the Judgment of Conviction entered January 13, 

1986, withdrew his plea of not guilty to the two count Indictment and entered a plea of 

guilty on January 10, 1986 to COunt One, which states that on l't'larch 2, 1985 in Hainesport 

Township, Burlington County, Gregory G. Woodward knowingly did possess a eontrolled 

dangerous substance, namely cocaine, with intent to distribute the same in violation of 

~ 24:21-19a(l). The Honorable Paul R. Kramer, J.s.c., upon aecepting 

Mr. Woodward's plea of guilty to count One, sentenced him on January 10, 1986 to one 

year probation, 64 hOUI'!J of community service, a $250 fine, a $25 penalty for the Violent 

Crimes Compensation Board, and Mr. Woodward Is to undergo weekly urinalysis for the 

next six months at his own expense. Judge Kramer dismissed Count Two of the two count 

indictment. 

-2-
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By letter dated January 27, 1986, a copy of which is attached hereto and 

incorporated herein as if set forth in full, Board counsel and Gregory G. Woodward3 were 

directed to submit in writing by February 13, 1986 their views on the application of 

~ 2C:51-2, Forfeiture of Public Office, to the present matter in light of 

Mr. Woodward's plea of guilty on Count One of the indictment. It is noted that a violation 

of ~ 24:21-19a(l) is a crime of the third degree, ~ 2C:43-l{b), because the 

violation of N.J.S.A. 24:21-19(a)(l) Is considered a high misdemeanor, ~ 

24:21-19(b)(l). Mr. Woodward did not submit his position in writing. Board counsel urges 

in writing that the forfeiture statute applies to the facts in this ease in a self-executing 

manner and that as a result "· •• Gregory G. Woodward automatically forfeited his tenure 

status and employment by the Pemberton Township Board of Education and that no 

further hearing is required."' The Board contends respondent's automatic forfeiture of 

employment occurred on the date of his conviction and sentencing. 

LAW 

~ 2C:51-2 provides, in part, as follows: 

a. A person holding any public office, position, or employment, 
elective or appointive, under the government of this State or 
any agency or political subdivision thereof, who is convicted 
of an offense shall forfeit such office or position if: 

(1) He is convicted under the Jaws of this State of an 
offense involvl~ dishonesty or a crime of the third 
degree or above • • • 

(2) He is convicted of an ortense involving or touching such 
office, position or employment • • • 

b. The forfeiture set forth in subsection a. shall take effect: 

(1) Upon finding of guilt by the trier or fact or a plea or 
guilty, It the court so orders; or 

(2) Upon sentencing unless the court tor good cause shown, 
orders a stay of such forfeiture • • • 

3 The letter was sent Mr. Woodward, certified mail, return receipt requested. 
Mr. Woodward signed the postal receipt on February 1, 1986. 
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Respondent held employment as a teacher with the Pemberton Tow.JShip Board 

of Education. Local boards of education are separate governmental agencies. Kaveny v. 

Bd. of Com'rs of Town of Montclair, 69 ~Super. 94 (Law Div.) aff'd 71 ~Super. 244 

(App. Div. 1962). Respondent stands convicted under the laws of this State of a crime of 

the third degree. He has been sentenced for such crime. There is no Order from the 

sentencing court ordering a stay of the application of the forfeiture of public office 

statute. The provisions of the statute, N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2, are self-executing. ~ 

Musto, 187 !!:.!:, Super. 264 (Law Div. 1982), aff'd o.b. 188 !!d:, Super. 106 (App. Div. 

1983). 

CONCLUSION 

Given the facts of the matter as applied to the law, I CONCLUDE Gregory G. 

Woodward automatically forfeited his employment and tenure status as a teacher with the 

Pemberton Township Board of Education as of January 10, 1986, the date of his conviction 

by way of the court's acceptance of his plea of guilty and upon the sentencing by that 

court for the crime for which he stands convicted. It is, therefore, ORDERED that 

Gregory G. Woodward has forfeited his emplayment as a teacher with the Pemberton 

Township Board of Education and no further proceedings are necessary. Gregory G. 

Woodward is DISMISSED from his tenure employment as a teacher with the Pemberton 

Township Board ot Education as of January 10, 1986. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

taw Is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days aod unless sueh time limit is otherwise 

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision In accordance with 

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration. 

Receipt Acknowledged:. 

··~· .... . / ~..,.. ( ,__,..._,._ ... /.I.......,.., -OATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 

FEB 2 1111116 

DATE 4~ 
ij 
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EXHIBIT LIST 

Judgment of Conviction 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF GREGORY WOODWARD, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWN

SHIP OF PEMBERTON, BURLINGTON 

COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and recommended report and decision rendered by 
the Office of Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions 
were filed by the parties. 

The recommended report and decision of the Office of 
Administrative Law is adopted by the Commissioner for the reasons 
expressed therein. Accordingly, it is ordered that respondent 
forfeited his employment as a teacher with the Pemberton Township 
Board of Education pursuant to N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2 and that no further 
proceedings are necessary. In the Matter of the Tenurt!_Hea~)ng o~ 
Terrence McGuire, School Distnct of Had~],Q, decided by the 
Commissioner October 21, 1985, aff'd State Board February 5, 1986; 
In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of David Ea~:_!. School District 
of Trenton, decided by the Commissioner March 2, 1984, aff'd State 
Board, June 6, 1984; Lovell Kendall v. Bd. of Ed. of City of Camden, 
decided by the Commissioner March 16, 1983, aff'd State Board 
July 6, 1983, aff'd N.J. Superior Court, May 29, 1984. 

Further, the matter shall be transmitted to the State Board 
of Examiners for possible revocation of respondent's certificate(s) 
pursuant to N.J.~~· 6:11-3.7. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

BOROUGH OP HADDONFIELD 

SCHOOL DISTRICT, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

WAYNE V. WISDOM, 

Respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION 

SUMMARY DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8414-84 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 457-11/84 

Joseph P. Greene, Jr., Esq., for petitioner (Brown, Connery, Kulp, Wille, Purnell &: 
Greene, attorneys) 

Ezra D. Rosenberg, Esq., ror respondent (Katzenbach, Gildea&: Rudner, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 31, 1985 Decided: February 14, 1986 

BEFORE JOSEPH LAVERY, AW: 

The .Board of Education, Borough of Haddonfield (hereinafter "Board") 

originally certified charges based on written statements of evidence under oath, against 

Wayne V. Wisdom (hereinafter "respondent"), a tenured teacher in its employ. It 

suspended respondent without pay from his duties. The Board alleges that respondent 

engaged in conduct unbecoming a teacher in that he intentionally touched the intimate 

parts of a minor child, eight years old, who was a pupil in the school district. The Board 

asked in its petition that respondent be dismissed, pursuant to authority reposing in the 

Tenure Employees Hearing Law, ~ 18A:6-10 !! ~· 

New Jerst!v Is An El/11111 Oppurtullifl• Empiuyer 
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However, before plenary hearing could occur, the Boatd moved for summary 

judgment on the theory that, due to criminal conviction and sentencing for the offense 

prompting his suspension, respondent forfeited his employment. The Board asserts that 

forfeiture is imposed by the terms of~ 2C:51-2. 

It is this motion which is decided today. 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

This matter was initiated by certification of charges timely filed by the Board 

on November 7, 1984, with the Commissioner of Education. Following answer, the 

Commissioner declared the matter a contested ease, filing it with the Office of 

Administrative Law on November 20, 1984 pursuant to ~ 52:148-1 ~ ~· and 

~ 52:14F-1 ~ ~· 

After prehearing conference, an order issued December 13, 1984, scheduling 

plenary hearing for March 11, 12 and 13 of 1985. The Board thereafter moved for an 

order to strike respondent's answer and to require oral deposition of respondent. An order 

directing oral deposition issued on February 25, 1985. Subsequently, a prehearing 

conference was held on March 11, 1985, which resulted in two orders of March 27. The 

first vacated the prior order of February 25, 1985, and the second rendered the case 

inactive for no more than two months. 

Notwithstanding this inactivity, respondent moved for reinstatement of salary 

while the Board cross-motioned for restitution of compensation already paid. Both 

motions were denied by order of May 16, 1985. Telephone prehearing conference 

convened on June 21, 1985, resulting in a renewed order of inactivity, dated June 26, 

1985, to accommodate anticipated sentencing on criminal charges. That order was to 

expire on September 1, 1985. 

In the meantime, petitioner moved to reopen the prior ruling of May 16, 1985, 

because of a later Appellate Division decision. Arter cross-motion for summary 

judgment, an order issued on September 13, 1985, reinstating the salary of respondent, 

vacating the March 27, 1985 order of inactivity and reserving a ruling on the Board's 

-2-
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cross-motion for summary judgment, pending oral argument. Tile Board sought 

interlocutory review by the Commissioner. It was ruled, on October 3, 1985 during a 

prehearing conference with counsel, that decision on the motion for summary judgment 

would await the Commissioner's interlocutory decision. Letter briefs followed. 

The Commissioner of Education in the interim, reversed the order of 

September 13, 1985, and, on appeal, was upheld by the State Board of Education on 

December 4, 1985. Tilese final administrative decisions were filed with this 

administrative law judge on December 31, 1985, by the Board. On that date, the record 

closed. 

Tile sole issue for resolution here is whether respondent, originally charged 

with conduct unbecoming an employee, must now be dismissed under forfeiture provisions 

of N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2b(2). Tile question is whether, as a result of respondent's plea of 

guilty, conviction, and sentencing for the crime of sexual assault, ~ 2C:14-2b, 

forfeiture of his position is self-executing, by operation of law. 

Burden oC Proof: 

The burden of proof in this matter falls on the Board which must carry it by a 

preponderance of credible evidence. 

Undisputed Facts: 

The material facts in this case are not in dispute: 

Respondent is a tenured teacher, in the employ of the Board since 1972. He 

has served as a l'e.!IOUI'Ce room teacher in the Central School, the Haddonfield Junior High 

School, and the Haddonfield Memorial High School, working in special education. 

-3-
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In August 1984, respondent was arrested on charges or sexually assaulting a 

minor child, eight years of age, who attended school in the District. For this reason, the 

Board suspended respondent, pending the results of a criminal investigation. When an 

indictment was handed down on October 1, 1984, the Board certified its present charges 

to the Commissioner of Education, asking that respondent be dismissed or his salary be 

reduced for conduct unbecoming a teacher. The Board determined that there was 

probable cause to believe the evidence underlying the criminal charges. As noted above, 

on receipt the Commissioner declared the case "contested." 

Before plenary hearing convened in the normal course of the appeal process 

which accompanies Invocation of~ 18A:6-10 et ~··respondent on March 19, 1985, 

pleaded guilty to the charge of sexual assaUlt. However, sentencing did not occur at that 

time. Nevertheless, in the midst of various other procedural motions (outlined above in 

"Procedural History"), the Board moved for summary judgment. It did so on the strength 

of the indictment and guilty plea, without benefit of sentence having been rendered. 

Decision on the motion was reserved by this ALJ, pending disposition by the Commissioner 

of Education and the State Board of Education on separate issues. 

In the meantime, a judgment of conviction and sentencing issued from Rudolph 

J. Rossetti, J.s.c., for sexual assault as defined at ~ 2C:14-2b. The judge, on 

September 13, 1985, sentenced respondent to three years' probation, directed psychiatric 

evaluatioh and treatment, performance of community services for a period of 200 hours, 

restitution of $375, payment for any psychological therapy required for the child, and 

compensation for violent crime in the amount of $25. 

The Board forwarded a certified copy of the court order for this record. It 

argued that the change in respondent's status before the SUperior Court mandated the 

summery judgment for which It had previously moved. 

ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES: 

The legal position or the Board and respondent on this issue have been set out 

by letter briefs submitted in August and October of 1985: 

-4-
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Prior to sentencing in Superior Court, the Board contended that respondent's 

indictment, surrender of teaching certificate, and admission of guilt warranted dismissal 

on the certified charge. It urged that dismissal should be imposed even in the absence of 

sentencing. 

With sentencing now an accomplished fact, the Board argues that automatic 

forfeiture of employment has taken place under N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2. 

Be!!Pond!nt's Arpment: 

Respondent answered the Board's first brief with the argument that a tenure 

proceeding, operating contemporaneous with criminal proceedings, cannot be prematurely 

terminated through allusion to forfeiture. Forfeiture may only take place upon sentencing 

under N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2. Moreoever, Inherent in any tenure proceeding is the right to 

submit evidence of mitigation and extenuation, a right which may not be abridged. 

In the face of sentencing, respondent argues that ~ 2C:51-2 is 

inapplicable to tenured teachers. N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 !!_ ~· outlines the exclusive 

procedure for dismissal of a tenured teacher. The statutory provisions governing 

forfeiture were enacted subsequent to the tenure laws and manifested no Intention to 

alter them. Moreover, the forfeiture statute Is general In nature and, thus, subordinate to 

the specific terms of the Tenured Employees Hearing Law. 

FINDIHGS OF PACT 

After considering the briefs of counsel, as well as reviewing the record as a 

whole, I make the following FINDINGS OF FACT: 

As to UNDISPUTED facts, I FIND those designated on pages 3 through 4 of 

this opinion. 
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As to matters which are disputed or CONTESTED, pursuant to N.J. -\.C. 

1:1-16.3(c)7, I PIND: 

There are no material facts in dispute. 

ANALYSIS 

Any resort to summary decision must await those conditions precedent set 

forth at N.J.A.C. l:l-13.2(a). There can be no genuine issue as to any material fact 

challenged. Further, it must be shown that the moving parties are entitled to prevail as a 

matter of law, Judson v. Peoeles' Bank and Trust Company of West Field, 17 !'!.:!!:. 67, 75 

(1954). 

The Board's motion raises a legal issue which is ripe for resolution through 

summary decision. Respondent has not provided a rejoinder which would cast in doubt the 

fact of conviction and sentencing in the Superior Court. 

Respondent's arguments grounded on statutory construction are not persuasive. 

N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2, being more recently enacted than the tenure law, is controlling. 

Additionally, the plain meaning of language employed by the Legislature must be 

observed. Respondent was convicted and sentenced for a crime of the second degree, 

~ 2C:l4-2b. He holds public office, position or employment in a political 

subdivision of the State. He is clearly within the proviMe of N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2, on those 

facts. 

Moreover, the issue of whether the forfeiture aet may intrude on operation of 

the Tenure Employee Hearing Act, ~ 18A:6-10 ~ ~·· has been resolved in a 

recent initial decision by Daniel B. McKeown, ALJ, which has been adopted by the 

Commissioner of Education. Haddonfield Borough BOE v. McGuire, OAL DKT. 

EDU 8413-84, adopted, Comm'r. of Ed. (Oet. 21, 1985). 

This being so, the effect of the forfeiture statute is self-executing. By its own 

terms, ~ 2C:51-2 declares that forfeiture takes effect upon sentencing. ~ 

Musto, 187 N.J. Super. 264, 305 (App. Div. 1982). Sentencing occurred here on 

September 13, 1985. This tribunal and the Commissioner of Education can only 
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aeknowledge that forfeiture, onee established on the record, and eomply with the 

legislative intent. Beyond ascertaining the authenticity of the eourt's order (not disputed 

here), no substantive administrative inquiry or adjudication may follow. 

CONCLUSION 

I CONCLUDE, therefore, that pursuant to~ 2C:51-2, respondent has 

forfeited his position as a tenured teacher in the Borough of Haddonfield School District. 

I ORDER, therefore, that respondent's forfeiture of position through operation 

of the provisions of N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2 be acknowledged, and his forfeiture of employment 

be recorded by the Board, effective September 13, 1985. 

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman 

does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise 

eJCtended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with 

N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 
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I hereby PILE my Initial Deeision with SAUL COOPERMAN for eonsideration. 

DATE I 

Reeeipt Acknowledged: 

DATE Tl 

Mailed To Parties: 

FEB 1 91986 

DATE 

ij 
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EXHrBITS 

C-1 Judgment of Conviction and Statement of Reasons for Sentencing, dated 

September 13, 1985, Rudolph J. Rossetti, J.s.c. 

WITNESSES 

None 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF WAYNE WISDOM, SCHOOL 

DISTRICT OF THE BOROUGH OF 

HADDONFIELD, CAMDEN COUNTY. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and recommended report and decision rendered by 
the Office of Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions 
were filed by respondent within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. 
l:l-16.4a and b. The exceptions are summarized as follows. ---·~ 

Respondent asserts that the Administrative· Law Judge (AW) 
erroneously found that N.J.S,~. 2C:51-2, the Forfeiture of Public 
Office Statute, is self-executing. He argues that (1) the tenure 
statute is remedial and must be liberally construed whereas the 
forfeiture statute is a penal one which must be strictly construed; 
(2} in order to apply the forfeiture statute to tenured teachers, 
the Commissioner would have to find that the tenure law had been 
altered by N.J.S.A. 2C:Sl-2; (3) the forfeiture statute is a 
"general" act which must be construed as subordinate to the 
"specific" terms of the tenure laws; and (4} N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 and 
28-5 constitute the "only" method of dismissing tenured teachers. As 
such, respondent argues that he cannot be held to have forfeited his 
position without recourse to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et ~· 

Upon examination of the record in this matter, the Commis
sioner adopts the recommended report and decision of the Office of 
Administrative Law for the reasons expressed therein. The issue of 
automatic forfeiture under N.J.S.A. 2C:51-2 and the arguments raised 
by respondent with respect to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 et ~· being the 
sole mechanism for removal of a tenured employee have been dealt 
with in numerous prior decisions which fully support the ALJ's 
determination that respondent automatically forfeited his position 
in the Haddonfield School District pursuant to N.J.S.A. ZC:51-Z. In 
re Me Guire, supra; In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of James T. 
Fridy, School District of Long Branch, dec1ded by the Commissioner 
December 22, 1980, aff'd with mocfification State Board May 6, 1981 
and June 3, 1981, aff'd with modification N.J. Superior Court, 
Appellate Division January 26, 1983 and rem'd to State Board 
March 9, 1983, dismissed State Board May 2, 1984; In the Matter of 
the Tenure He.gj~~ Novis W. Saunder~~h 1 _l)jstri~Cof 
Elizabeth, 1981 S.L.D. 433; Lovell Kendall v. Bd. . of 0J:.L.9_f 
Cam~~. decided by the Commiss1oner March 16, 1 , aff'd State 
Board July 6, 1983, aff'd N.J. Superior Court, Appellate Division 
May 29, 1984; Robert Ash v. Bd. of Ed. of City of___£(!.mden, decided by 
the Commissioner Apr1l 6, 1984; In the Matter of the Tenure Hearin& 
of David Ear~. School Distr~o~L._!!'_f!!l!C>Il· decided by-the 
Comm1ssioner March 2, 1984, aff'd State Board June 6, 1984. 
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Accordingly, summary judgment is granted to the Board with 
respect to the forfeiture of respondent's position in the 
Haddonfield Scho(')l District pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 
2C: 51-2. Further, the matter shall be transmitted to the State 
Board of Examiners for consideration of possible revocation of 
respondent's certificate{s) pursuant to t!'-~.A.C. 6:11-3.7. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

March 21,1986 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF WAYNE V. WISDOM, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE BOROUGH 

OF HADDONFIELD, CAMDEN COUNTY, 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 15, 1985 

State Board Decision on Motion for Interlocutory Review, 
December 6, 1985 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, March 21, 1986 

For Respondent-Appellant. Katzenbach, Gildea and Rudner 
(Ezra D. Rosenberg, Esq., of Counsel) 

For Petitioner-Respondent. Brown, Connery, Kulp, Wille. 
Purnell and Greene (Joseph F. Greene. Jr.. Esq.. of 
Counsel) 

The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed 
for the reasons expressed therein. 

July 2. 1986 
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~tutr of Nrw J.lrrsry 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

INlTIAL DECISION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE 

HEARING OF JEANNE HAMILTON-MOORE, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OP THE TOWN OF 

MONTCLAIR, ESSEX COUNTY 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1604-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 48-3/85 

Patti E. RulleU, Esq., for petitioner (McCarter & English, attorneys) 

Nancy Iris Oldekl, Esq., for respondent (Oxleld, Cohen <'It Blun<la, attorneys) 

Record Closed: January 6, 1986 Decided: Februaty 13, 1986 

BEFORE STEPHEN G. WEISS, ALJ: 

In March 1985 the Montclair Board of Education certified charges of unbecoming 

conduct and use of corporal punishment against the respondent, Jeanne Hamilton-Moore, a 

tenured teaching staff member who has been employed in the school district for nearly 20 

years. Following certification of the charge.'l, the matter was transmitted on March 25, 

1985, by the Commissioner of Education to the Office of Administrative Law as a 

contested case pursuant to the provisions of ~· 52:14B-1 !! ~· and 

~· 52:14F-l !! ~· 

On June 24, 1985, after receipt of additional data, the Board filed an amended 

certification. The amended charges, which were attached to a new certificate of 

New Jeruy Is At1 £qual Opportut1/ty £mpluyn-
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determination, specifically alleged that respondent had engaged in the following 

activities: 

(1) Conduct unbecoming a teacher which renders you unfit to work with 

children; 

(2) Negative and overly harsh conduct toward pupils; 

(3) Instilling an atmosphere of fear and threat in the classroom; 

(4) Use of corporal punishment in the classroom. 

The amended charge!!, which were e!l!lentially similar to the original charges, 

were consolidated with the original charges on August 12, 1985, pursuant to~· 1:1-

14.1 ~ ~· Respondent filed an answer in which she denied that she engaged in any of 

the conduct charged against her. 

The hearings in the ease commenced in October 1985 and spanned a period of 

several days. The Board presented the testimony of 19 wltne!l!les. Respondent called nine 

witne!l!les, including herself. Following conclusion of the testimony, the court directed 

counsel to file proposed Findings of Fact, together with memoranda of law. Those 

submissions have been filed and the record closed on January 6, 1986. 

TI!9TIMONY ON BBRALP OP THE BOARD 

As noted, the Board called 11 total of 19 witnesses, including five present and past 

Board employees, several parents of children who were in respondent's classes between 

1978-79 and 1984-85, two of the children themselves and a DYFS employee. The first 

witne!l!l was the present Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Mary Lee Fitzgerald. She was 

hired by the Board during the spring of 1982. In July 1982, she reviewed several letters 

from parents of former pupils of respondent which expre!l!led serious concern about the 

suitability of the respondent to teach because of her past mental and physical abuse of 
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pupils. The complaints centered upon the fact that Hamilton-Moore was scheduled to be 

reassigned to a regular classroom teachil\i position in September 1982 from a position of 

supplemental teacher, which she held during most of l980-8land all of 1981-82. Since Dr. 

Fitzgerald was relatively new to the school district, she discussed the letters with the 

Personnel Administrator, Mr. Robert Y. Schaeffer, and Dr. Janice Tunstall, the principal 

of the Nishuane School where respondent was to be assigned. According to Or. 

Fitzgerald, she instructed Tunstall• to look Into the parental concerns and to report back 

to her about them. 

Not lol\i after school opened in September 1982, Dr. Fitzgerald was advised that 

Schaeffer and Tunstall, together with other supervisory personnel, had met with 

respondent concerning the allegations in the letters. According to Dr. Fitzgerald, it was 

the intention of the administration to Inform respondent that despite these complaints she 

was to have "a new chance." 

In late Oetober 1984, Dr. Fitzgerald received a telephone call from Dr. Tunstall 

to the effect that the parents of a boy in Hamilton-Moore's pre-kindergarten class at 

Nishuane had complained to Tunstall about the treatment of their son In the class. The 

child had told his parents that he was afraid to go to school because the respondent kept a 

knife in the classroom, and was threatening students with bodily harm. Upon receiving 

this Information, Dr. Fitzgerald directed the principal to bring Hamilton-Moore to her 

office, which she did. On that day, a meeting was held among Dr. Fitzgerald, Dr. 

Tunstall, Mrs. Betty Veal (another senior administrator), and Hamilton-Moore. Although 

respondent admitted that while she had used certain language concerning the chopping off 

or fingers and heads, these were contained In the lyrics of children's songs and were not 

meant to be taken seriously. Hamilton-Moore also Identified a knife which she kept in a 

desk drawer In her classroom (Exhibit P-1). 

• Dr. Tunstall has remarried. · During 1982, her last name was Kalafat and several 
exhibits refer to her as Dr. Kalafat. In this Initial Decision, she will be referred to as 
Dr. Tunstall. 
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Dr. Fitzgerald told respondent at the meeting that she would have to "look into 

the situation," and would get back to her concerning any action to be taken. The 
superintendent then consulted with the Board president and Board attorney, who advised 

her that respondent should be suspended without pay until the next Board meeting. This 

was done. Dr. Fitzgerald also learned that the Division of Youth and Family Services 

was undertaking an investigation of Hamilton-Moore's alleged abusive classroom 

activities, as was the Office of the Essex County Prosecutor. In November 1984, 

respondent was restored to a pay status, but was assigned to the central office and not 

given any class to teaeh. During January 1985, a representative from· the Essex County 

Prosecutor's Office told Dr. Fitzgerald that there appeared to be several allegations of 

past incidents involving Hamilton-Moore's physical and verbal abuse of children in her 

class, and that several parents were willing to make statements about it. As a result, 

following the reeeipt of additional written information to that effeet, the Board 

determined in March 1985 to file tenure charges. Hamilton-Moore was then again 

suspended, without pay. 

In Dr. Fitzgerald's judgment, given the written evidence which was brought to 

her, together with respondent's own statements, Hamilton-Moore should no longer be 

employed in a classroom setting and that her alleged conduct was harmful both to the 

physical and emotional well-being of children. Particularly significant was the fact that 

respondent admitted having the knife in the classroom, and using the language that she 

did.• 

Dr. Fitzgerald then identified an affidavit which she had prepared in May 1985, 

together with several attachments (Exhibit P-2), In that affidavit, or. Fitzgerald had set 

forth much of the information which she related during her direct examination. In 

partieular, she noted the receipt and review of a variety of statements, documents and 

other data related to respondent's past conduct in her classroom. She noted that the 

information alleged that on various oceasions during September and October 1984, 

• Following the transmittal of the original charges to the OAL, respondent moved to 
dismiss them on the ground that no competent proof was offered to support the 
allegations. See, N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll. An Order Denying Motion for Summary Decision 
was entered by meOti"Jiine 19, 1985, and the COmmissioner declined to undertake an 
interlocutory review. 
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Hamilton-Moore has verbally abused her students, and threatened several of them with 

serious bodily harm. In addition, Hamilton-Moore was alleged to have instilled an 

atmosphere of fear in her classroom and admitted that she told students that she would 

cut or snip off their fingers, heads or other bodily parts If they did not obey her. Dr. 

Fitzgerald also stated In the affidavit that Hamilton-Moore admitted that she had held a 

knife within the view of students at various times, although she usually kept it in her desk 

drawer. The affidavit also set forth that information provided to Dr. Fitzgerald revealed 

that during the 1979-80, 1980-81 and 1983-84 school years, respondent had spanked pupils 

in her classroom, struck students with a ruler and on one ooc~on had directed students to 

step on another pupil who w:as on the floor in the midst of a temper tantrum. 

The several attachments to Fitzgerald's affidavit also included reports prepared 

by investigators for the Essex County Prosecutor, letters and statements from parents, 

psychological data respecting the student who complained In October 1984, about the 

presence of a knife, statements given by that student and his mother, statements from 

parents of other children who were in respondent's class, a statement given by an aide who 

worked in Hamilton-Moore's classroom during 1979-80, memoranda between district 

administrators pertaining to their own Investigation or the allegations, and the letters 

which had been reviewed by Dr. Fitzgerald duriJV the summer of 1982. 

On cross-examination, Dr. Fitzgerald conceded that although Hamilton-Moore 

was the continued subject of close observation, during 1982-83, and continued under this 

supervision In 1983-84, by the end of that school year she did demonstrate improvement. 

Dr. Fitzgerald maintained, however, that respondent continued to exhibit problems with 

"classroom management." Respondent's "Annual Written Performance Report" for 1983-

84 concluded that she had met her "PIP" goals. A "Criteria For Evaluation" list attached 

to that report revealed she had been "outstandiJV" In two areas, "satisfactory" in 25 areas, 

and showed a need for improvement In the areas of, "willing to try new ideas/approaches" 

and "varies instructional activity." (Exhibit J-2). 

Dr. Janet Tunstall, the principal at Nlshuane School between 1982-83 and 1984-

85, also testified about some of the events which had been previously related by Dr. 
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Fitzgerald. According to Dr. Tunstall, when a complAint is received from a parent about 

a teacher it is her practice to meet with the teacher to discuss it. Since several such 

complaints were received in July 1982 about respondent, in which concern about the 

"discipline" and "atmosphere in the class" was expressed, Tunstall spoke with respondent 

about them. She told Hamilton-Moore that she did not know if the allegations were true, 

but that she did want to see the situation "turned around." Toward that end Tunstall 

moved Hamilton-Moore to a classroom next to her office so that she could observe her 

more closely. 

Later, in September 1982, the principal met with Hamilton-Moore, together with 

Mr. Schaeffer and other senior administrators. Hamilton-Moore denied the truth of the 

parental complaints. Nevertheless, during the remainder of the 1982-83 school year, 

there was close observation and supervision of Hamilton-Moore and complaints about her 

continued in a general fashion. Tunstall stated, some parents asked her to remove a child 

because of the respondent's reputation, or because of a demonstrated lack of warmth 

and/or classroom management. 

During the 1982-83 school year eight formal observations of Hamilton-Moore 

were made in addition to informal ones (Exhibit P-8). This is an unusual number for a 

tenured teacher. The observors, said Tunstall, reported that children were not always 

under control, and that Hamilton-Moore lacked a certain "style" necessary for teaching 

younger children. The evaluators also felt there was a lack of warmth, and that there was 

confusion in the classroom. In general, the class lacked a nurturing environment, although 

some of the children did seem to have a positive relation with the respondent. 

During the 1983-84 school year complaints CO!ltined to be received by Tunstall 

from parents regarding the atmosphere in the classroom, the respondent's management of 

the class and discipline. As the witness put it, there was "tension" in the classroom. 

Then, in late October 1984, a Dr. and Mrs. G., parents of four-year-old J. G., 

came to Tunstall's office and complained that their son told them respondent kept a knife 

in class and said to the .-hildren that she would snip off hands and fingers, and cut off 
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their heads. As a result, Tunstall immediately contacted the Superintendent and a 

meeting was held with Hamilton-Moore at the end of the school day. Tunstall confronted 

the respondent about the alleged statements and Hamilton-Moore admitted she did use the 

words mentioned. She also admitted that she had used them with respect to other 

children beside J. G., but insisted that she did so on}y to maintain control when children 

were getting up to leave the classroom. Hamilton-Moore also gave Tunstall the knife 

(Exhibit P-1.) It Is about twelve and one-half inches long overall, with a blade 

approximately eight and one-quarter inches long. 

During the course of the meeting held at the Superintendent's oCfice, the 

respondent repeated that she did say that she would cut oCt heads, or snip off fingers. At 

no time during that meeting, as Car as Tunstall .could recall, did Hamilton-Moore ever say 

that the words were from lyrics in children's songs. However, Tunstall did recall that 

respondent maintained that she only used the words in a joking manner. 

Tunstall also identified respondent's "Annual Performance Report" prepared with 

respect to the 1982-83 school year (Exhibit R-1). In It, the principal observed that the 

areas needing attention and/or Improvement Included Instructional activities and 

techniques. The attached "Criteria for Evaluation" list had one "outstanding," 22 

"satisfactory" and six "needs improvement". 

Another administrator who testified on the Board's behalf was Robert Y. 

SChafer, the Personnel Adml.nlstrator. He has been an emplayee of the Montl!lair Board 

since 1961, and has served as Personnel Administrator for the last 15 years. Al!cording to 

Schafer, in Ol!tober 1980 the former Superintendent of Schools told him that complaints 

were being received about Hamilton-Moore's classroom performance. Accordingly, 

SChafer was directed to meet with respondent and tell her that she was to be transferred 

from a regular classroom teacher to a supplemental teacher position, which was done. 

During the summer of 1982, Schafer was told by the new Superintendent, Dr. 

Fitzgerald, to meet with Hamilton-Moore in order to help her overcome certain problems 

whll!b were contained in allegations of parents. Schafer and other administrators met 
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with Hamilton-Moore on September 9, 1982, in order to help develop a plan of action to 

deal with the criticisms. Following the meeting, Schafer sent a memorandum to 

Hamilton-Moore which summarized the conference. In it he reminded her that serious 

allegations had been made by parents that she had spanked and yelled at children. Tie 

informed her that she has "a reputation to overeome," and that it was the expectation of 

the administration that she would do so. (See, memorandum of September 15, 1982, 

attached to Exhibit P-2). • 

Approximately two months later, Schafer dispatched another memorandum to 

Hamilton-Moore which synopsized another conference held regarding her progress. In that 

memorandum Schafer noted that as a result of classroom observations conducted between 

September 17, 1982, and November 1, 1982, "there are still problems generally with your 

classroom management." A variety of these concerns were then listed. They included 

excess student noise and movement, student inattention, failure to give directions in a 

proper manner and concern that several of the activities were too difficult for the level 

of the particular class. Schafer recommended to respondent that she, "learn to work with 

your aide and give her directions so she can help you." He suggested that respondent visit 

the classroom of a teacher with proven skills and abilities so that Hamilton-Moore could 

learn by observation (Exhibit P-7). 

On October 30, 1984, Schafer received 11 telephone call from Tunstall advising 

him that she was then in conference with the parents of a child in respondent's pre

kindergarten class and that serious allegations of child abuse had been made by them 

against Hamilton-Moore. The principal asked Schafer for his advice. He recommended 

that she promptly advise Hamilton-Moore of the allegations. Schafer also called Dr. 

Fitzgerald, who recommended that there be a meeting among all concerned. According 

to Schafer, the principal told him that Hamilton-Moore admitted that she did keep a kn!re 

in the classroom, and had also told children that she would cut off their fingers. 

•Exhibit P-2 is the affidavit of Dr. Fitzgerald, with many separate llttaehments. 
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As noted supra, an investigation of the child abuse allegations against respondent 

was conducted during late 1984 and into early 1985. To that end, the Board called the 
Regional Supervisor of the Paterson office of DYFS, Mr. Leonard Brazaitis, to testify 

concern!~ the investigation which his ortice conducted. Accord!~ to Srazaitis, DYFS is 

statutorily responsible for the investigation of charges Involving "institutional abuse." 

These involve incidents which occur out of the home setting, and Include schools. Where 

the facts so warrant, a case being investigated by DYFS would be referred for review and 

action to the county prosecutor. 

In early November 1984, Brazaitis was contacted by a field office in Essex 

County which had received a complaint from the parents of J, G. He then met with them 

and the child at their home and was told that the child was experiencing emotional trauma 

because respondent had threatened to cut off parts of the bodies of students with a knife. 

The parents also provided Brazaitis with information that other parents had complaints 

about respondent, involvi~ possible use of corporal punishment. To that end, Brazaitis 

interviewed at least a dozen other parents, together with school personnel. He never 

interviewed the respondent. Brazaitis then related what several of the interviewees had · 

told him concerning Hamilton-Moore's conduct. Most of the information was similar to 

that contained in various statements and reports which were attached to Dr. Fitzgerald's 

affidavit. Brazaltis conceded he had no personal knowledge of the commission of any of 

the alleged offenses. While he eventually did refer the matter to the Essex County 
Prosecutor, apparentlY no action was taken against the respondent as a result of the 

information provided. • 

The remainder of the Board's cue was taken up by the testimony of nine parents, 

two children, and two Board employees on rebuttal, Mrs. Joyce Casto and Mrs. Margaret 

Edelhoff, The two children, M. M. and J, G., were examined at Montclair State College In 
a facility specifically arranged. for this purpose. It consisted of a<ijolni~ rooms, with a 

one-way window between them, where one could observe what was going on in the other 

room. I conducted the examinat1on and the cross-examination of the two children in one 

• A lengthy report prepared by Brazaitis was marked for identification, but I sustained 
an objection to its receipt in evidence (Exhibit P-4, !!!·) 
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of the rooms, and the audio of that examination could be heard in the adjoining room 

where the observers were seated. They eould also see what was going on at the same 

time. Beyond that, a television camera was transmitting the video from the "interview" 

room to the "ohsl'rver" room. This arrangement had been agreed to, in advance, by 

counsel for both sides. 

Present in the "interview" room, in addition to the child witness and myself, 

were the court reporter, the mother of each child and, in the case of J, G., Dr. Myrna .J. 

Glick, his psychologist. The direct examination consisted of questions provided to me, in 

advance, by counsel for the Board, after counsel for respondent first had an opportunity to 

review them. In addition, in order to maintain some flexibility, I asked additional 

questions during the course of the direct examination as a result of answers given to me 

by each child. Following conclusion of my direct examination, I repaired to the adjoining 

"observer" room in order to give counsel for the Board an opportunity to provide me with 

additional direct examination questions, which she did. Arter asking those questions I 

then came back to the "observer" room where I received questions to be asked each child 

which had been prepared by counsel for the respondent by way of cross-examination. 

After completing cross-examination of the witness, I went back to the "observer" room 

and received whatever additional questions counsel wished to provide me. This entire 

process was done with the consent of both attorneys. 

A transcript of the testimony of the two children was separately prepared and is 

marked as Court Exhibit 1. The first child witness was J. G. At the time of the taking of 

his testimony (Oetober 17, 1985) he was five years old. He told me that his sixth birthday 

would be January 6, 1986. Mter first ascertaining that J, G. knew the difference between 

telling the truth and telling a lie, and that he would be punished if he told a lie, I then 

proceeded with the direct examination. He told me that he was presently in kindergarten 

and had gone to nursery school, which he liked. He remembered being in respondent's 

class. As he put it, "it's hard to forget" (Court Exhibit 1, p. 17-3), He said that 

respondent told him, "she'll cut off my fingernails and l didn't like that at all." As for a 

friend in class named Jason, he said, "she did two things that I didn't like . • • . One thing 

she smacked him and for the second thing she told him that she'll cut off his head. I didn't 
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like that." (Court Exhibit 1, p. 17-16 to 17-23). According to J. G. the respondent never 

hit him, but she did say that she would eut off his fingernails. It was not, he said, during a 

game, but was, "for real. She showed me the knife." (Court Exhibit 1, p.18-8, - 9). J, G. 

explained that he saw the knife at rest time, but that was not when his teacher said she 

would cut off his fingernails. 

J, G. went on to relate that his friend Jason had been hit by respondent on the 

''behind," but that he did not cry. (Court Exhibit 1, pp.20-15 to 21-2). However, he did say 

that the respondent threatened the children In the class by having the knife out on her 

desk. While it was on her desk, according to J, G., "she said to the people a lot that she'll 

cut off their heads" (Court' Exhibit 1, pp. 23-21 to 24-21). J. G. no longer has Hamilton

Moore as a teacher, but he still sees her from time to time outside of school. He ignores 

her. He now has another teacher whom h"' likes. When I asked J, G. whether he thought 

respondent meant It when she said she would eut off children's heads, he said, "I think that 

she meant that she really was going to do it, unless you do the right thing right away" 

(Court Exhibit 1, p. 31-4 to 31-16). However, he never saw her snip any child's fingernails, 

nor spank anybody In the class. 

Tile other infant witness to be examined by the court was M. M., who was ten 

years old at the time of the examination on October 17, 1985. She, too, indicated that she 

knew the difference between telling the truth and telling a lie, and that if one told a lie 

they would be punished. The child said that she had gone to nursery school and enjoyed it. 

When she started pre-kindergarten in September 1979, respondent was her teacher. 

Although M. M. was never threatened by Hamilton-Moore, she did say that other children 

were threatened. The "threats" consisted ot statements that the children would not get 

tree time, or be able to go outside for reeess (Court Exhibit 1, pp.43-4 to 44-8}. 

At no time was M. M. ever spanked by Hamilton-Moore, or hit in any other way. 

However, she did say that she saw a boy In the class spanked for some reason. His first 

name was z. She only saw this happen once (Court Exhibit 1, pp. 44-12 to 45-21). In 

addition, the witness recalled that the respondent often would yell at the children and 

that this up11et M. M. to such an extent that she would tell her mother about it. She 
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would not want respondent as a teaeher again beeause, "she has a bad temper" (Court 

Exhibit 1, p. 47-5 to -20). In addition, she said, the teaeher grabbed other students by the 

arm if they weren't listening and they would be put into a chair and made to sit there 

(Court Exhibit 1, pp. 47-24 to 48-4). 

Nine parents !!.lso testified for the Board in connection with the charges against 

the respondent. All had children in Hamilton-Moore's class at some time between 1979-80 

and 1984-85. One of them was Dr. G. G., father of J. G. He is a college professor and a 

licensed family therapist. He said that in September 1984, his son was very positive about 

starting sehool; indeed, he was quite "exuberant" about it. 

However, on or about October 25, 1984, while seated at the family dinner table, 

J.G. surprised his parents with a request that he not be made to go back to sehool because 

his teacher told the children that she would ehop off parts of their bodies with a big knife 

if they were naughty. He !!.lso complained that he and a friend were told by respondent 

that she would chop off their fingernails, and that his friend was spanked by respondent. 

The child e.J.so told his parents that Hamilton-Moore would put the knife on her desk at nap 

time and would tell the children that she would chop off their arms or heads if they were 

naughty. He !!.lso said that she did a lot of yelling in class. 

Aceordlng to Dr. G., as a result or his son's adverse experience in Hamilton

Moore's classroom, the child has manifested a major personality change. Although J. G. 

was, and Is, an unusually bright and verbal five-year-old, he now has become withdrawn 

and has a strong aversion to school. Also, he experiences nightmares and night terrors, 

wherein he wakes up screaming, frightened and anxious. On one sueh occasion, J. G. told 

his parents that Hamilton-Moore warned the ehildren not to tell their parents about her. 

At the present time, J. G. is often afraid to play outside of his home, and is frightened 

when he is away from his mother. He has expressed fear of the respondent and has 

become much more combative with other children. 

As the result of the personality changes manifested by his son, Dr. G. and his 

wife determined to seek immediate professional help for him. To that end, the boy was 
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evaluated and tested by Or. Myrna Gliek, a licensed psychologist, who is continuing to 

treat the child. When the "knife" incident took place in late OCtober 1984, Dr. and Mrs. 

G. brought their son to Dr. Glick as soon as they could. She told them that J. G. was 

terrified of the teacher and the knife. A1J a result of this advice, Dr. G. and his wife then 

went to see Dr. Tunstall. 

Dr. G. said his son is still undergoing treatment from Dr. Glick because or the 

psyehological damage visited upon him. His son, he said, has been seriously atrected by 

Hamilton-Moore's eonduct and the course of professional psychotherapy which was 

commenced for him in 1984 must continue. At present, J. G. continues to have 

dilCiculties and sees the psychologist on demand whenever a "crisis" occurs. 

· On cross-examination, Dr. G. agreed that his son never said that Hamilton-Moore 

directly threatened that she would use the knife to cut orr a body part. Rather, his son 

made a connection between his seeing the knife from time to time, and the statements 

that the teacher made about cutting. 

The psyehologlst eonsuJted by Dr. and MMI. G., Dr. Myrna J. Gliek, also testified. 

She has been engaged in private practice for eight years and was trained as a school 

psyehologist. Until OCtober 1985, she served for several years as a school psychologist 

and was chairperson of a child stuey team In the Franklln Lakes School District. She holds 

a Bachelor's degree from William Paterson College, and both a Masters and a Ph. D. 

degree from Teachers' College, Columbia University. In her private practice she performs 

psyehotherapy with children, and al90 works with vari0118 child study teams on a 

consultative basis. 

Dr. Glick first met J. G. in late October 1984, soon after his parents telephoned 

her about his not wanti• to go back to school. They told her that J. G. was afraid of the 

teacher because she had a very large knife and said llhe would cut off the hands, arms and 

other bodily parts or the children. 

Dr. Glick found J.G. to be warm, friendly and quite verba). However, whenever 

she mentioned school to him, he "clammed up," elu• to his mother and said he 
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did not want to talk about that subject. Dr. Glick eonducted certain projective 

personality tests, which indicated to her that .J. G. wu, "in a state of terror." She 

pursued the subject of school with him and he told her that the teacher had a big knife 

that seared him. He told her, as well, that the teacher threatened to cut off the heads 

and arms of the children. He mentioned the threat to cut off one particular child's head, 

but then confessed that this might have been In his imagination. However, he did express 

genuine concern about the well-being of his classmates. 

Dr. Glick determined on the basis of her initial evaluation of J. G. that the boy 

was "genuinely terrified by something that happened in the classroom." However, she at 

first did not personally believe that the knife which he mentioned had such a long blade -

she Celt he exaggerated the actual size because of his fright, and perhaps W8S 

overreacting because he wu in a "lltate of emotional panic." At the conclusion of the 

first session that she held with J. G. in October 1984, Dr. Glick did not feel that there 

would be any need to continue to see the boy - that he could be counselled in school. 

However, J. G.'s parents insisted that their son should continue to see her, and the boy did 

too. Thus, he became a regular client. 

Dr. Glick said she was astonished both at the accuracy of J. G.'s powers of 

recall, and that the knife, u it turned out, was nearly as long as J. G. said it wAs. She 

was also surprised to learn that the teacher apparently had admitted telling the children 

she would snip orr their fingers and cut off their heads. 

As a result, then, of her rlrst meeting with J. G., the witness concluded he was 

suflering (rom a "Post-traumatic stress syndrome,...cute." However, after continuing to 

see him, she has changed her diagnosis to "Post-traumatic stress disorder-chronic" because 

it has become a "long-lasting anxiety state." As a result of his experience in respondent's 

class, J. G.'s sense that he could not be harmed has been shattered, and he carries a fear 

of harm with him all the time. 

According to Dr. Glick, ehlldren as young as J. G. are so dependent upon adults 

that the risk of a trauma of this sort is much greater tor them. Teachers, she said, have a 
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particularly greater potency if they teach chiJdren of such tender age as J. G., and the 

younger the child the greater the possible influence. Children of his age see the teacher 

as "all powerful," with even more influence than his parents. In fact, children in the four 

to five year old age group often view their teacher as "omnipotent," and believe 

themselves powerless to defend against a teacher in any way. 

After treating J. G. over time, the witness has eome to the eonelusion that he is 

a very intelligent, pereeptive and reality-oriented individual - exeept for the situation 

which stemmed from his experience in elass, which was "overwhelming." She treated J. 

G. about once a week until FebruaJ'Y. 1985, when he seemed to be doing better. As of the 

time of the hearing (Oc!tober 1985) she was seeing the boy about every other week. 

However, she felt that in view of certain recent reactions by the child she may have to 

begin to see him on a weekly basis again. In June 1985, she had reevaluated her patient 

and eoneluded he was still frightened. She knows that he lives just two doors away from 

the respondent and this concerns him, sinee he is still afraid of her. 

Dr. Gliek is impressed by J.G.'s remarkable veracity and very strong consistency 

in relating events coneeming his experience in school. She believes what he tells her and 

does not feel that J, G. was fabricating his version of the events, he related to her. 

Dr. Glick also prepared a lengthy report with respect to her treatment of J. G. 

(Exhibit P-5). This report, dated September 10, 1985, and addressed to counsel for the 

Board constituted her professional opinion as to the psyehologieal impact of both 

respondent's admitted and alleged classroom conduct on the children. As a result of her 

review of various documents provided to her, which eontain allegations of Hamilton

Moore's conduct, as weU as her own independent knowledge ot J. G.'s particular situation, 

Dr. Gliek opined that the specific behaviors charged by the Board against respondent, 

"would be damaging rather than hetpful to children, quite the opposite of Mrs. Hamilton

Moore's responsibility as a teacher." In her report, Dr. Glick observed as follows: 

In short, one is toreed to conclude that most 4 or 5-year-old 
children would be placed at risk Cor emotional trauma, whether 
immediate or delayed, by attendance In Mrs. Hamilton-Moore's 
pre-school classes, assuming that she were to continue to 
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display the negative conduet to which she herself admits and 
which is alleged by the Montclair Board of Education. In 
addition, there is abundant evidence that a significant number 
of children who attended her ctaues were indeed traumatized 
by the experience. There is the additional possibility that other 
students who have thus far not been reported as experiencing 
post-traumatic stress reactions will be so reported in the 
future. 

In the course of preparing to testify In the instant matter, Dr. Glick also 

reviewed an aCfidavlt which had been executed by re!JPOndent in June 1985. In paragraphs 8 

and 9 of that affidavit Hamilton-Moore admitted that she maintained a knife in the 

clllssroom, albeit for the purpose of cutting up fruit which the children would bring in for 

a snack and not for purposes of threatening the children. She further admitted that at 

times she did state to the children that she would, "snip off their fingers" If they 

misbehaved, but she Insisted such comments were, "always said in a joking manner at a 

time when I held neither scissors nor knives in my hand. The children always took this as 

a joke and in fact would stick out their arms or hands and state to me: 'snip me"' (Exhibit 

P-6). According to Dr. Glick, such admitted conduct could be very frightening and 

devastating to a vulnerable child; partlculllrly In view of the fsct that it seemed to her 

that re~ondent was actually enticing children to participate in their own punishment by 

holding out their hands. 

Furthermore, said Dr. GUck, given the very presence of a knife in the room, 

unle!l!l a child has been able to "block out" the thought of it, and unle!l!l there is a 

supportive emotional climate In the room, some children would find the admitted 

statements very Crigtttening. Even If the knife usually was out of sight, the fact that a 

child was aware of its presence could produee emotional trauma. 

Dr. Glick also observed that If statements were made in a joking manner, such 11s 

Hamilton-Moore said, the children still might not perceive them to be a joke, and might 

take them quite literatty. In fact, children of the ages or those in Hamilton-Moore's class 

(four and five years old) are much less capable of understanding abstractions, including 

such "humor," since it is incongruous {the opposite or. what is meant) and often beyond the 

ability of such children to fully appreciate. Thus, as a result of the conduct which 
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Hamilton-Moore admitted, there was a clear possibility that children might manifest 

physical complaints to avoid attending school, including having nightmares. In Dr. Glick's 

opinion; from what she knows of the matter, the respondent's "control by force" of the 

classroom, combined with the "confusion" which It is claimed marked her class, had an 

adverse affect upon the students. Given, then, the allegations that she also singled some 

children out for discipline, the result could be devastating to a child's self -esteem. By 

merely stating that she would snip or cut orr parts of bodies, regardless of what she 

~. children in the four to five year age group could be put in real fear of their life 

or their bodily safety in various ways. Not eVery child could handle it well. 

On cross-examination, Dr. Glick noted that she spent about one and one-quarter 

hours with J. G~ when she first met with him at the end of October 1984. Slle believed 

that permitting Hamilton-Moore to remain as a classroom teacher, in light of what she 

knew and was told about her, would, in her professional opinion, expose the Board and its 

state to possible liability. Given that situation, and to resolve any doubt, she believed the 

respondent should be removed from the classroom to avoid such a risk. 

On redirect examination, the psychologist restated that she did not believe the 

respondent ought to be put back into a classroom situation, based upon what she knew and 

what she had read. She felt that the environment in the respondent's class, based upon the 

information at her disposal, was «persistently harsh." If Hamilton-Moore was to be 

returned to a classroom setting there would be no way to assure that the emotional well

being ot the children could be safeguarded. 

As noted, several other parents also testified for the Board. Mrs. C.S. has two 

daughters, H., age 8, and L., age five and one-hall. L. was a student in Hamilton-Moore's 

pre-kindergarten class during 1984-85. According to Mrs. S., her daughter, who loved 

nursery school, soon told her that she did not want to go to respondent's class because 

another child had been shaken by the shoulders and made to sit down hard in a chair. In 

addition, L. was upset because she had been made to eat a certain item of food against 

her will. During the time that she was In respondent's elasa L. would wake up two to three 

times a night, every night. She would also draw pictures of herself crying. She had never 

displayed these kinds or behavior problems. After respondent was replaced, L. stopped 
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waking up every night and drawirtg the pietures. On cros.o;-examination, Mrs. s. identified 

a letter she had written to the Superintendent in Oetober 1984 about Hamilton-Moore. Jn 

the letter she expressed eoneern regarding her daughter L.'s well-being in the class (See 

attachment to Exhibit P-:n. 

The next parent to testily was Mrs. J.G. who is the mother of two daughters, J., 

age U. and J., age 7. Her older daughter, presently in sixth grade, had Hamilton-Moore as 

a teacher during the 1979-80 and 1980-81 school years. Recently, ~he told her mother that 

she recalled the re!!pondent had struck some children With a ruler. On cross-examination, 

Mrs. G. indicated that her daughter had undergone a, "drastic personality ehange" while 11 

pupil in respondent's class. Previously she had been eonfident and self-possessed, she had 

beCQme, "full of self-doubt, withdrawn, and suddenly hated school and didn't want to go." 

Because of this and other manifestations of a negative nature, it was Mrs. G.'s belief that 

the respondent should not be returned to a classroom teaching position where she would be 

in a position to again create, "another atmosphere of excessive criticism and unease 

among her pupils" (See attachment to Exhibit P-2). 

The next parent witness was Mrs. K.M., the mother of M. M., the 10-year-old 

girl, whose testimony was taken at Montclair State College. Aceordirtg to Mrs. M., her 

daughter enjoyed nursery school, but when she was in respondent's pre-f<indergarten class 

in 1979-80, she eomplained about noise and yelling in the classroom. She also told her 

mother that the teacher was often in a bad mood and that she had grabbed some children 

abruptly. On one occasion the child told Mrs. M. that another pupil had been slapped by 

respondent. 

In view of her eoneem over her daughter's eomplaints, Mrs. M. went to the class 

and then at the invitation of rellpondent eame in a couple of hours, one day a week, to 

help out. While there she noted that there was eonfusion and a very high noise level - too 

many things were going on at once. In addition she observed that from time to time 

children were physically moved by the teacher and put in place, "in an unnecessarily harsh 

way." Mrs. M. wu also one of the parents who wrote complaining· about the pO-<;sibdity 

that respondent would be put back into the classroom. 
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Mn. J. B. Ia the mother of three children. Her middle 100, S., wu a student In 

Hamiltcn-Moore'l pre-klndel'larten c1all In ltl.t-15. After RamUtcn-Moore had been 
removed from the e1allroom, aometlme durq the winter of 1185, the boy told hla mother 

that reapondent once spMked him while he wu In the cloMroom and had put him Into a 

yellow chair. He .-, lll1d that tmother ctdld (J. Q, - but not the J. Q. whose testimony 

wu offered at Montclair State CoU.,e) heel been IPIUIICed 1:1'1 more than one occulon. 

DUrq the time that he wu In RamUtcn-Moore'l e1allroom Mn. B. said her son 

manifested behavior that wu of coneem to her. He bepn to wet his bed and to have 

nJchtmares. He became 111Ue~, moody and quiet - simply not happy about goinr to school. 

After RamUtm-Moore left the olall, ·he brllhtened • and Hemed once again to enjoy 

golnr to school. Accordtnr to !'t!n. a. she cannot ascribe her son's behavior and 

pe!'IOIIIlllty chanr• to any reason other than his havq heel nnpondent u his teacher. 

On CI'OII-eumlnatlon the wltn- stated that she never went to school to speak 

to respondent aboUt the personalJty chanrel becaUM lhe had been told by her sister (who 

had also heel a child In respondent'S cia.> that If anyone "'tarted up" with respondent, 

then the chW would be "Picked on." The wltne. laid lhe did not want to "rock the bo&t." 

Mn. S. W. hal three dauehten-. H., E. and S. E. wu In J'eiiPOI'I(Ient's classes In 

both 19'/8-'lt (pre-klnderprten) and In ltiG-81 (lint l'f'llde). She reealled tllat Hamilton

MOON wu replaced by tmother teacher on Columbul Day In 1810. Her daughter, 

aeeordtnr to Mn. w., Hemed happy to co to the nr.t lrade c1all of Mn. HamUtcn-Moore. 

Howevar, on her first dey there she became up~et when the teacher uked her to write 

sent~ Latar lhe bepn to complain about school, and did not want to CO· She would 

cry and say lhe wu afraid she would pt Into tromla. AI a result, Mn. W. eventually 

spoke to the home and IIC!IIool ooordlnator, Mra. Joyce Casto about lt. Aeeordlnr to the 

wlm-, CUto told her that she wu wondertnr when lhe would be rettlnr a eaJl from E. '!I 

mother linoe the chW had been vomttq 1:1'1 the bus and co1nr to the lchoolntii'IMI. 

At the present tlme E. eontlnues to demonstrate extreme anxiety when faced 

wlth a teacher who Ia "rJrld." Mn. w. beUnes that this Ia a carryover from her 

experience In HamUton-Moore's elul. ltee!ently, the ehUd related that she had seen 
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ehlldren being hit in elass and that the other ehildren were told that If they reported it to 

perents they would be hit too. 

Mrs. W.'s yourcest child, s., had Hamilton-Moore in pre-kindergarten during 

1983-84. While she had loved nursery school, however, she soon complained about 

respondent's insist!• that the children actually go to sleep at nap time. Slnee S. did not 

easily nap, this made her very upset. Recently, her daughter told Mrs. w. that respondent 

had spanked another ehlld and struck him on the head with a pointer. This ehlld'll initials 

were c. S. She also related an lneldent when children were told to step on another child 

011 the noor. She did not Identify him. As a result of her daughter's experiences '\4rs. w. 
went to the principal and asked to have her child taken out of the class. However, the 

princ lpa1 refused to do so. 

The next parent witness was Mrs. D. Me. L. She has three boys, ages ten, seven 

and !!IX. Her eldest was in re~ondent's pre-klndergerten class In 1979-80. He soon 

reported to his parents about spankl• and arm grabbl• Incidents and that a child nemed 

S. J. was ~anked regularly. Although her son had been enthuslastle about goi• to school, 

by the end of the first month he did not want to go at all. Also, he was menlfesting self

control problems et home. He had become unhappy and unruly and his mother hed to sit 

with him to help him go to sleep at night. 

Mrs. Mc.L. also said that at a back-to-school night during the fall of 1979 !lhe 

heerd respondent express a belief In the 11M of eorporsl punishment In ~onse to a 

question from a parent about how she felt with respect to discipllnl• the student!!. Mrs. 

Mc.L. was upset by the remark bUt concluded that perhaps she did not fully understand 

what the teacher had actually said. However, after her child began to complain about 

0
spankl• end arm grabbl•, she beUeved that the teacher had ectually said that she was a 

proponent of <!orporal punishment. 

Mrs. MeL.'s son was tr&n~ferred out of Hamilton-Moore's class durl• the middle 

of the 1979-80 school year to another pre-kindergarten and had no trouble there. 

Nevertheless, the personality eha•es which he manifested persist, and he sUD has some 

trouble In school. 
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On e1'081~xamlnation Mrs. Me.L. stated that to the best of her recollection 

Hamilton-Moore did actually say at the back-to-school night that she believed In corporal 

punishment. With respect to the transfer of her child, she arree<1 that one of the reasons 

had to do with the fact that the class wu not, In her opinion, challenging enough to her 

son. She said she did complain to the then principal (Mr. Preaman) about the spanking and 

arm grabbing. 

The next parent wltnetS was Mra. E. K. the mother of three children. Her oldest, 

a son, had Hamilton-Moore In 1979--80 In pre-lcindel'larten. Although the boy had no 

problems at a nursery school he reported to his mother that In Hamilton-Moore's class a 

ehild who had been bad was I(Hlnked. AI the boy put It, the other child (S. J.) received "a 

swat on the fanny." In addition, Mrs. K. said that her son complained that the class was 

quite noisy and that he wanted to be moved to another clua. 

On one occasion Mrs. K. visited Hamilton-Moore's class and found It to be "very 

noisy" and "seemingly chaotic." She actually obeerved Hamilton-Moore grab a ehild and 

make him sit down In a chair. In December 1979 her son was transferred to another class 

and had no ti'OI.Ibla there. 

Mrs. K. was also at the back-to-school night In 1979 and did recall hearing 

respondent say aomething about "carrying a big stick." It wu Mrs. K.'s perception that 

the respondent wu excusing the use or corporal punishment and that she also said that It 

wu "alright to slap hands." Mrs. K. could not believe that Hamilton-Moore really meant 

it. 

On ero.~xamination Mrs. K. Indicated that they Uved on the same street as S. 

J., the child who had been spanked and that her son (K.) should not have been In the •me 

claal as that child. As she put It, S. J. wu lea mature than her own son and the level of 

the el.a.e wu not one which was up to her son's abilities. She also related that at the 

back-to-school night she did not hear any parent say that he (the parent) believed in 

corporal puni3hment. 
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Mrs .. J. S. iR the mother of three children. Her youngest, a boy, C., had 

Hamilton-Moore in pre-kindergarten In 1983-84. When c. was in respondent's elass he 

would often tell his mother that he had been a "bad boy" and that the teacher was mad at 

him. One night in September or October 1983, the child told his mother, "my teacher hit 

!Tie today." As a result, :\trs. S. contacted the sehool sooial worker and met with her and 

with the principal. She told the prlneiplll about the allegation but the principal refused to 

have the boy removed from the elass, saying that the situation would be reevaluated in a 

few weeks. 

·Aeeording to Mrs. S. her son also told her that he had been "poked with a stick." 

Generally, the boy was quite upset and she had to deal constantly with the problem. Her 

son started to bite his nails, wet his bed at night and also wet his pants in school. He 

became overly aggressive both with other children and adults and began to stutter. As a 

result of these and other personaHty changes her son underwent psyehologieal counselling 

during 1984-85. He still has a fear of adults and has arrested develoPment in the area of 

visual perception and Cine motor coordination skills. Mrs. s. said that the psyehologist 

whom she had eonsulted told her that her son's problems stem from being told that he was 

bad, and that he had believed it. The psychologist also told her that the boy related that 

he had been spanked and/or hit with a ruler on many oeeasiOM. 

According to Mrs. s. she would often go to school and would see her son erylng In 

class. She said she tried to speak to respondent and the principal about It, but nothing 

ever came or it. When c. went on to kindergarten her son did not develoP any new 

problems, and the new teacher worked with him In a kindly way. However, he !!till Is 

behind In reading and fine motor skills. 

On eroas-ex:amlnatlon Mrs. S. conceded that when she met with Hamilton-Moore, 

the principal and social worker In 1983 regarding her sons's problems In elass she did not 

mention his elalms that he had been hit. She repeated, however, that he eontlnues to have 

problems with adults and Is fearful ot meet!• new people. 
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The last parent witness on bebalf of the Board was Mrs. E. J. whose son, S., is 

presently ten years or age. Her son was in Hamilton-Moore's pre-kindel'(arten class in 

1979·80. After being in that clasa he soon complained to his mother that he did not like 

schooL He told her that he had been hit by the teaeher. In fact, Mrs. J. said that she had 

first heard about the hitting from her neJrhbor, Mrs. K., whose son, K., had said that S. 

was spanked by respondent. When Mrs. J. alked her son about it, he confirmed that it had 

happened "a few times." He allo said that he had once been pulled out from under a table 

by the arm and that it hurt him. According to Mrs. J., her son told her that two other 

boys had also been spanked. In March 1980, S. was taken out of Hamilton-Moore's class. 

While his problems lessened after that, he still la an excitable child. 

On cross--examination Mrs. J, revealed that she did &peak to the principal about 

having her son transferred, and was told by him that the situation would be watched. Mrs. 

J. was allo one of the parents who had written to the school in the summer of 1982 

complaininc about Hamilton-Moore. Her letter, dated July 9, 1982, noted that her son had 

been in Hamilton-Moore's clasa and was labelled one of the "three bad boys." This, she 

said, had a "tremendous psychological Impact and my son was afraid to tell me what was 

happenlnc. He was spanked with a ruler and Shut In a closet as dlacipline measures. He 

wu afraid to go to schooL" In addition, she went on to observe that with the help of Mrs. 

Casto and a Mrs. Edelhoft, her son was abkl to ehaOJit teachers in March 1980, but that 

this was too late since the damage had I>Mn done. As she put It, her son's first exposure 

to regular school should have been happy - instead, he started scbool "in a classroom of 

chaos." When she visited the room she found a lack of stlmulatill( displays and activities. 

She noted that both her son's klndergarden and first pede teachers had to do a lot of work 

and give her son additional attention to "make up for tha damage that was done during his 

first year in schooL" She concluded her letter with an observation that respondent 

exercised no real control over the clasa and that she hoped that other children would not 

have to co throup the same experiences that her son did (!!!!, attachment to Exhibit P-2). 
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In addition to tbe attacllments previously mentioned, the affidavit or Or. 

Fitzgerald (Exhibit P-2) alllo eontained a copy or a report submitted to an assistant 

prosecutor by an investigator In the Cbild Abuse Unit, dated March 12, 1985. He related 

that in November 1984, u a result of a telephone call from Mr. Brazaitis of DYFS, he 

spoke to the parents of a boy who claimed to have seen a large knife in respondent's 

classroom. As a result of his investigation the individual concluded that the teacher had 

said to students that she would 111ip orr their fingers if they did not listen. However, the 

knife was never picked up and/or pointed at anyone. He personally interviewed J.G. and 

J.G.'s parents and took statements from them. The boy was afraid or the teacher and of 

the knife, although he had never been threatened with it. The parents told him that they 

felt their son had been traumatized by the teacher. Other parents interviewed by the 

investigator also told him that the teacher did not use appropriate language for pre

kindergarten students. (!!!• attacllment to Exhibit P-2). 

Other attachments included a letter to the Essex County Prosecutor from Mr. 

Brazaitis, dated November 21, 1984; a copy of a eonfidential psychodynamic evaluation 

conducted by Dr. Glick or J.G.; the memorandum from Mr. Schafer to the principal dated 

November 7, 1984; statements obtained by the Montclair Police Department from J. G., 

dated December 10, 1984, from J. G.'s mother, dated December 3, 1984; from a Mrs. H.S. 

dated February 27, 1985 (who later testified on respondent'!'! behalO; from Assistant 

Superintendent Betty Veal, dated January 30, 1985; from the Mrs. J. G. who testified for 

the Board, dated January 3, 1985; from Mrs. A.L., dated January 2, 1985; from Mrs. 

Margaret Edelhoff (who later testified on rebuttal), dated January 8, 1985; from Mrs. G. 

K., dated December 5, 1984; and from Mrs. W. G., dated January 22, 1985; a memorandum 

to the tile from the Superintendent dated November 2, 1984; a memorandum to the file 

from Mrs. Veal, dated November 2, 1984; and letters from parents who were not called as 

witnesses. 

T88'11110NY POR RI!SPONDENT 

The respondent presented the testimony of eight parents of children who were in 

her class, as well as her own. Their testimony Is related below. 
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Mrs. A. B. has four children. Her next to youncest 10n, R., was in respondent's 

prekinderrarten clasa in 19'79-80. Mra. 8. went there often to observe him, at the 

invitation of Hamilton-Moore. Aceordinc to the witneas, the room was always very neat 

and the children were behavtnc fairly well when she arrived. Her 10n loved school and 

respondent taucht him to write his name. At no time did the boy ever mention children 

heing ~penked, crabbed or hit. He never told har that the t"cher had yelled at children 

or referred to them as being "bed." Nor dld he ever tell them abOUt a child being locked 

in a cloeet. 

Mra. M.P. Is the mother of six children. Her daupter, D., had Hamilton-Moore 

for pte-«inderrarten In 1983-84. The witness bfOUiht he~ daughter to school every 

momlng and on Tbul"days was a "claa mother" who would stay one or two hours to help 

out. In her jud(ment the room wu always neat and lhe waa quite satisfied with Hamilton

Moore. At no time did lbe ever see Hamllton-Moore hit a child or yell or scream at a 

child. At no time did any of the students eppear to her to be fri(htened or afraid of Mrs. 

Ham~lton-Moore. Her dallfhter, In fact, loved the teacher and she still likes schooL 

Mrs. D.R. hU a six year old dallfhter who a1ao had Hamilton-Moore in pre

ktnderprten In 1983-84. Her daupter, abe said, never complained to her about anything 

goinc on In clalland was, in fact, happy to have retpOndent as a t"cher. An no time did 

she ever mention that the teacher apanked, hit or yeUed at students in an angry way. The 

witness at one time alked her clalllbter whether Mra. Hamilton-Moore ever told children 

to step on a child. Her dallfhter N!pUed that thil had never happened and, in fact, the 

teacher once cautioned them ~ to step on a child. The reaaon the conversation took 

place was that the mother had heard a rumor about HamUton-Moore telling children to 

step on a chtld and she lllked her daughter about it. 

Aceordill( to the same witnea her nephew wu alao In the elasa in 1983-84 and 

he never reported anythlnr neratlve about the experience. He, too, stated that with 

rf!IP'Cl to the steppinc Incident it wu the teacher who cautioned the children ~ to step 

on a child. In abort, both her daupter and her nephew Uked being In the class. 
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Mrs. H.S. has a son who was in pre-kindergarten In 1983-84 as well. She had 

heard rumors about Hamilton-Moore and when she learned her son was to have the 

respondent she was alarmed about it. As a l'fttllt, she caUed the superintendent and also 

spoke to two or three parents of ehildren who had the respondent the previous school year. 

The witness was also told to see the prlnelpal if she had eoneerns, which the witness did. 

Tunstall, she said, told them that a close eye was beillg kept on Hamilton-Moore. 

Although the witness's husband, a profesAOr, was eoncerned about the number of 

observations that the administration undertook, the actual "feedback" that she was 

gettillg aboot the respondent's classroom performance did not match the rumors that she 

had been hearing. As a result, she was confused. Because of that confusion she wrote a 

letter prior to the openill( of school allkill( that her son not be in Hamilton-Moore's class. 

This was based upon what she had heard about the respondent. However, her son was not 

taken out of the class and on the very first day the witness's husband went to Hamilton

Moore's claS!I to observe. He came home and told his wife that he thought the teacher 

was marvelous. The witness and her husband both felt ashamed about their 

preconceptions. They spoke to respondent and found her to be warm and understanding. 

Later, the witness frequently stopped in to observe the claS!I and always foond a friendly 

atmosphere. In particular, her son was always happy there. Her child was quiet and 

orderly, although other ehlldren were dlaeipllne problems. However, she felt that the 

respondent handled them quite well -there was no yelling. At no time did the witness's 

son ever tell her that ehildren were hit or spanked, and 8he certainly never saw that 

happen. Alao, her son told her that on one oeeaaion the children were told to "step over" 

another ehild. 

Mrs. L.P. has two children. Her son, J .• , Bie six, was also in the 1983-84 pre

kindergarten clBS!I eondueted by reepondenL She, too, had heard "rumors" about the 

teacher. When her son was aulgne<l to the clau 8he went to see Dr. Tunstall about it. 

Aeeordill( to the witneu, the principal told her that Hamilton-Moore was a good teacher 

and If she was not she would not be at the Nlllhuane Sehool. Dr. Tunstall told the witne11s 

to go to ~~peak to Hamilton-Moore, whieh she did, The witness told Hamilton-Moore about 

what she had heard, and the respondent stated that some years previoua thereto, she had 

been aeeused of loeklllg a ehlld in a eloakroom but It was not true. As a result, the 
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witness permitted her son to remain in Hamilton-Moore's class. During that year her son 

was fine. At no time did he ever report that a child was hit, apanked or yelled at. Her 

son likes the respondent and has a positive attitude abOut schooL 

Mrs. c. M. hal three children. Her you~J~Ut, a boy, was alao in the 1983-84 pre

kinderprten class. Onee the witness had occasion to pick her son up early. When she 

arrived she found that claaaroom organized and children were doing various activities. 

She did not see any yeWng, hitting or apanking. Her son, abe said, liked going to school 

and liked Mrs. Hamilton-Moore. He never reported any hitting or apanking either. 

Mrs. M.H. hu a great-crandchlld who was in 'Hamilton-Moore's class in 1982-83. 

When she would go to the clau Mrs. H. found the room to be quiet, pleasant and orderly. 

She never saw the respondent apank, hit or yell at children. In order to get the attention 

or children abe would clap her hands tocether and raiM her hand in the air. 1be children 

would become quiet and understood that abe wanted them to be obedient. Her great

snndson told Mrs. M.H. that he liked the respondent and he liked to go to school. The 

witness found the respondent to be very caring abOUt the children in class and that the 

atmoephere, as far as she knew, was "very pleasant." 

The last parent witness for respondent wu Mrs. J.B. Her oldest child, a 

daughter age seven, had the respondent for p«Hcindergarten in 1982-83. Her middle 

child, a boy, bad Hamilton-Moore as a teacher in 1983-84. Mrs. B. volunteered to be a 

class mother for parties and lor holidays. She found the classroom was well organized and 

the children were well behaved. AI far 1.1 she could tell. the students loved the teacher, 

certainly her daughter did. At no time did either of her children ever relate that a child 

had been hit, ~panked or yelled at. 

The reapondent then testified on her own behalf. She 11 a graduate of Glasllboro 

State Collece and Ia appropriately certified. She bepn her teaching career in Bridgeton, 

where sbe worked for seven years u an elementary IIChool teacher. She came to 

Montclair in 1966 and taught there untll September 1 t84 when abe was removed as a 

result of the Instant proceedll.._ A joint aUpulatlon of facts related that the respondent 
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is certificated to teach nursery/kindergarten and kindergarten to grade eight. It also set 

forth the respondent's entire teaching career in Montclair between 1966-67 and 1984-SS. 

During that time Rhe taulflt primary gradea. Beginning in 1978-79 she taught pre

kindergarten at the Niahuane SchooL In 1979-80 Rhe was assigned to a program for four 

year olds. During 1980-81 she was assigned as a Cirst-grade teacher at Nishuane, but 11fter 

the first month or so she wu transferred to a supplemental teaching position. During 

1981-82 she was a compensatory education/Title 1 teacher at Nishuane. From 1982-83 

until October 1984 she taught pre-kindergarten. 

The Stipulation further revealed that on October 30, 1984, respondent 

"surrendered a butcher knife" to Dr. TunstalL It further stated that respondent, "kept the 

knife in her classroom" (Exhibit J-1). 

Respondent described the type of activites that she conducted with the children 

when she taught pre-kindergarten (four to five year olds). She would gener11lly be with the 

children the whole day, except at lunch when the aide would be in the classroom. Also, 

the aide would accompany the children to recess, to the lavatory, to gym and to art and 

music. The purpose of having an aide was to assist the classroom teacher in whatever 

activities were directed to be done by that teacher. 

In 1979-80 Margaret Edelhoff was the respondent's aide for a part of the year. 

According to Hamilton-Moore, the aide requested a transfer because she was 

"dissatisfied," and a new aide waa aas~Cne<L 

In order to get the attention of students and to maintain their obe<lient!e, 

respondent said Rhe would tum the ll&'htl orr or else raise two fingers up in the air which 

meant "quiet." She also said Rhe would sometimes use French or Spanish words to quiet 

the children. 

Hamilton-Moore conceded that occasionally she would mention snipping fingers, 

but this would occur, for example, when children were lined up to leave the room. The 

respondent said she would laulflingly teD them that they should not take or touch games, 
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otherwise she would "snip off your flnpra." At that point some children would reply, 

equally jokingly, "do me." On other occasions re11pondent would sometimes tell a child 

that she would "Spank you with a wet noodle." She was sure that the children understood 

that "threat" to have been made in a jokill( manner. 

At the beJinninc of each sehool year Hamilton-Moore sent a letter to parents 

adviainc them of the procedures which were to be followed in her class. In that 

communication she informed parents that the children were to brine a smock for art and a 

bath towel to reat on at nap time. She mentioned, u well, that they should have a "health 

food snack" and that candy, popcorn, or other such types of foods should not be permitted 

(Exhibit P-3). With respect to the procedure at nap time, she would pull down the blinds 

and have the children lie on their sides or etomachs and plaee their heads down. It was 

not intended to be a sleep time-it was simply to have them reat and have a "quiet 

period." She saki this was uiiUally about one-ball hour in lencth and took place after 

lunch. 

With r~t to all8J8tiona that she abuMd children, rellpOOdent reviewed her 

experience with some of the pupils who had been mentioned durinc the course of the 

Board's testlmon)' In this rnpeet. S.J., she recalled, was In her clasa In 1979-80 (his 

mother, E.J., had telltllied). Rnpondent denied ever ~p&nklll( the child or shutting him up 

in a closet or a cloakroom. The boy was. aeeordillf to respondent. very active and "a 
teaeer." He enjoyed IIChool, but he would run around the cla•room a lot. She admitted 

that she may have railed her voice to him when he did thiL 

Because S • .J. was 10 active It waa the rellpondent•s recollection that the Child 

study team felt he should have a half day rather a fuU day. However, ainee S.J.'s mother 

worked, it wu not poalble for him to have a shorter day. At no time did the respondent 

ever tell S.J. that he was "bad," nor dld abe ever puU him out from under a table. 

Reepondent insisted that she never yelled at any of the children, nor did she ever grab 

them. Hamilton-Moore did rem«mber Mra. E..K. (mother of K.K.) coming to cla11 during 

1979-80, and that she had been a elus mother. However, she recalled no problems about 
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that. Actually, Mrs. E.K.'s eoneern was that S.J. was in the class and she did not want her 

son in the same classroom with him. Alllo, Mrs. E.K. was concerned that the math being 

taught was not at her son's abiUty leveL 

With respect to the alleged baek-to-sehool night incident during the fall or 1979, 

the respondent insisted that it was a parent, not herselC, who mentioned carrying a "big 

stick" and that she di!ll(reed with the notion. She insisted that "lhe did not believe in 

corporal punishment and never said that she did. 

With respect to the children of some of the other Board witnesses (J.G., daughter 

of Mrs. J.G., and E.W. and J.W., daughters of Mrs. S.W.), she was not aware of any 

problem with them. In fact, she and Mrs. S.W. were friendly and their children went to 

each other's parties. 

Respondent did recall that one day during the fall or 1980, she was told by Mr. 

Schafer that she would be transferred to a position of supplemental teacher. When they 

spoke about it, he told her that a suit against her for incompetency had been threatened. 

After speaking with the principal and an New Jersey Education Association (N.J. E. A.) 

field representative, rapondent decided that as long as she would remain in a classroom 

situation in the same school and would lose none of her rights, she would accept the 

transfer. 

At the beginning of the 1982-83 sehool year, respondent spoke to Or. Tunstall 

about certain "rumors" that were contained in parental complaints. She said the principal 

told her that she wanted her to have a good year. In early September, respondent met 

with Mrs. Veal, Mr. Schafer, Or. Tunstall, and others and was advised more specifically 

that a number of parents had eomplalned about her being placed back into a classroom on 

a full-time basis. She wu told that parents aeeulled her or yelling at children, grabbing a 

child and locking him in a room. No apeelfies or names were given to her. When she 

asked for them, she was told that the names "weren't important." 
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During 1983-84, re11p011dent remembered having a cllikl, C.S., in her class. At no 

time did sl'le tell the other clllklren to step on him, althoulh often he would be on the floor 

havinc a temper tantrum. She did not reeaU ever referrlnc him as a ''bad boy" and, in 

fact, had even taught him to write. At no tlme did lhe hit or spank C.S. or any other 

child. 

With respeet to the 1984-85 school year, rellpOI'Ident conceded that she did keep a 

butcher knife in the elan, but that it was "way baek In my drawer." She would use it, for 

example, to cut bqels in conneetion with staff meetlncs when sueh hospitality efforts 

were needed. She also uaeq the knife to cut pomegranates and had planned to use it on 

October 30, 1984, to cut a pumpkin. As far as she knew, m011t of the children probably 

never even saw the knife sinee it was always kept in her desk. She denied that it was kept 

on top of the desk at nap time. She abo denied ever telling any child she would use the 

knife to cut off any part of their bodies or that she took the knife out to seare children. 

By and large, then, rellpOI'Ident denied all of the alleptioos concerning her 

conduct toward the children and denied ever doing anythlfll which would cause them to be 

anxious, afraid, depressed or otherwise disrupted In their personalities. She particularly 

losisted that she never spanked, hit, grabbecl, yaUed at, or otherwise became angry with 

any of the children. 

With regard to her alleged threats to "cllop off" children's heads, it was 

respondent's belief that this had to do with a phrase Uled when playing the game "London 

Bridp." With regard to the allegation that aha saki she would "snip off your fingers," she 

said that oecasionally she would say this as clllldren were soinc out of the room in order 

not to have them touch or take Items. As she explained, she would jokincly say that she 

would "enip your little fingers off" In order to get them not to do it. At no time was the 

phrue used by her in any threatening way. 

The events or late October 198"' were then discussed at greater length. 

Accordlfll to the reapondent, the prinelpal told her that the father of J.G. had come 

storminc into IC!hool to complain that Hamilton-Moore had so intimidated his son that he 

longer wanted to come to IC!hooL The principal lllked rellpOI'Ident whether she had used 
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the term "euttill(," and lhe said 111e lied. Soon therftfter lhe had·. meelinr with various 

adminiatrative personnel where she explained tllet the use of the word "cut" related to 

nursery rhymes or pmea, aueh u "Three Blind Mice." At that same time rnpondent 

identified the knife and told the ~~~perintendeftt that It was kept in her top desk drawer. 

She did say that she aometimes told the etdldren lhe would ~penk them with a "wet 

noodle" and "'nip off their little fillltn." bUt lnailted that the ellildren fully understood 

her humorous meanillf and eontu:t. 

The respondent hu ... n YOUIII J.G. alnee Oct«>er 1984. In faet, later that same 

school year, durinr one of the te41ehel'l' C!OIIvention days, when school was not in session, 

the ehild aetually eame up the stepa to her houR with another ellild and asked respondent 

for her telephone number. Sbe told the boy that his parents already had the number, and 

said th't "I miss you, Jonathan." He then told her that his mother and father were 

"eomillf to pt you." Retpondent hu allo ... n J.G. in stores in the neigtlborhood and said 

he would wave to her. The families live just two doors away from eaell other and she, 

therefore, sees him often. Once durlllf the winter ofl985, she was walkinr home on the 

street with her daugflter. J.G. and another elllld were throwlnr snowb«lla and she heard 

him say, "You get the one on the left and I'll pt the one on the right." They then 

''snowballed ua home." The raponc:lent did not make any comment to the ehild at that 

time. Generally, the rnpondent hal seen J.G. and/or his mother on several oeeasions, 

without incident. 

Respondent then identified lyriCI from "London Bridge" whiell contained the 

worda "Chop their he41da oft one-by-one, one-by-one, one-by-one. Chop their heads off 

one by one, my fair lady-o" (bhlblt R-2). Thll wu the 1011( that the rnpondent said she 

used with the children In whiell the phrUe "ellop off their heada" waa contained. 

Finally, durinr her direct e:a:amlnation, l'tllpOildent identified a aeriea of seven 

photograptls, all taken durtnr 19'19-80 in her pt"e11ndergarten elass. They heel all been in 

her own daugflter'a album, alnee her daupter waa also a student in the elau durinc 1979-

80 (Exhibit R-4a through R-4(). 
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On cross-examination, reapondent di!K!USied the duties of her aides and the 

procedure with respect to snacks. She reiterated that at nap time children were to lie on 

their sides or their stomachs. If a eblld had to, however, be or she could sJeep or rest on 

his or her back. With respect to touchilll children, rapondent said that naturally she 

would, from time to time, take a child by the band and move that child (rom one place to 

another. 

With respect to the various eritielama of her cla!Woom activities and 

management contained in observation reporta (Exhibit P-8), she denied there were any 

serious problems. She repeated that she did not atrike, hit, slap, yell, grab, or scream at 

any child. She lnaisted that anyone who said that she did 10 waa not telling the truth. She 

also denied that Mrs. M., mother of M. M., waa ever an assistant in her class. She never 

shut children In the cloakroom or pushed or otherwise lboved them anywhere. Nor did her 

aides ever hit, ~p~nk, or threaten children, at leaat In her presence. 

Respondent did not reeaU havi111 any meetillll dur1111 the 1979-80 school year 

with Mrs. Casto or any parent regarding her classroom conduct. Nor can she recall 

meeting that year with Mrs. Casto and the principaL She specifically denied that during 

the 1979-80 school that she hit any children with a ruler, 11panked them or otherwise 

created a "tense atm011phere" by threatenilll children.. She denied that she engaged in 

"harsh" conduct. She further denied that durinr the 1983-84 school year she spanked any 

children, or otherwise hit them. She repeated that she never told children to step on C.S., 

nor did she ever hit him either with her hand, a ruler or a pointer. She also denied that 

she kept a knife on the desk at nap time, where children could see it. She said she never 

threatened that abe would cut off heads or snip or cut off finprs or hands. Although she 

would aometimea use her own lingers to make a scl!JIIor-.cutti111 motion, and would 

sometimes say she would spank children with a "wet noodle" when they would touch or 

take items they were not suppose<~ to, reapondent l111ilted that when these took place the 

cbUdren would lauch and say to her, "Do me, do me, Mrs. Hamilton-Moore." She did not 

consider her statements or her band motions to eonatltute tbreatl to the children oC bodily 

harm. She alao denied telli111 the children that abe had "made a mistake," and they were 

not to teU anyone about it. 
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TBS'I1MOMY POR TUB BOARD - REBUTI'AL 

Following the conclusion of respondent's testimony, the Board called three 

witnel8ell in rebuttal, Mr. Sehafer, Mrs. .Joyee C.sto and Mrs. Margaret Edelhoff. Mr. 

Schafer simply repeated that when he told respondent she was going to he transferred 

during the fall of 1980, he did not mention the name of any parent who had complained 

about her. 

Mn. Casto was the Home-&!hool Coordinator at Nishuane Sehool between 1977 

and 1981. Her job was to act as a liaiaon between the school and the parents. Part of her 

duties required her to meet with teachers in parent conferenees in order to help develop 

strategies to deal with students. In this respect she was "a problem solver." Thus, if a 

parent came in to complain about a teacher, she would instruct the parent to first talk to 

the teacher, and then she would later discuss the situation with the teacher herself. 

During 1979-80, Mrs. C.sto reeeived parental complaints about Hamilton-Moore. 

She recalled having a meeting with the principal, Mrs. E.J. and the respondent. Mrs. E.J. 

had reported that her son, S • .J., told her he had been "treated badly by the teacher." Mrs. 

E . .J. was angry and wanted him removed from the classroom. However, the principal kept 

the boy in the class and said he would meet with respondent and take care of the 

situation. Previous to that meeting, Mrs. Caato recalled having a conferenee with Mrs. 

E.J. and the respondent. She had alao met with other parents that same school year and 

with respondent regarding parental eomplaints. This, she said, happened a number of 

times. There were at leaat three or four sueh Instances. So, too, Casto recalled that the 

principal also met with the respondent on other occasions besides that involving Mrs. E.J. 

For example, Mrs. E.K. waa quite eoneerned about what she believed to be her chikl's 

regression in Hamilton-Moore'& clasa beeau11e frlendll of his were being treated harshly. 

Casto told Mrs. E.K. that she would go into the claaaroom and obServe what was going on, 

which she did. She saw ehlldnm being allked to sit down and on occasion saw. Hamilton

Moore grab S.J., or another child (D.H.), and "force them away" from what they were 

doing. She dlscusaed such Instances with Hammon-Moore. The boy, D.H., she said, was 
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exhibiting disruptive, hostile and angry behavior and his parents had complained to her 

about it. A meeting was held with the parents and respondent to discuss ways of 

modifying the child's behavior. 

Casto said she told Hamilton-Moore not to grab the child because this would 

simply reinforce his own grabbing of other children when he became angry or hostile. 

According to Casto, from her observation, she believed that children were being asked to 

sat in one place for much too long a period. However, she never saw respondent hit a 

child. The class, however, during 1979-80, seemed to be one which was "not in control," 

and that on occasions respondent would "grab children by the arm and make them sit 

down." As Casto put it, the respondent was "getting at the end of her rope with these 

children" and she was isolating them thinking that this tactic would help. The classroom 

atmosphere was "tense and not organized" and the children were reacting to this climate. 

In the Call or 1980, Casto also met with respondent and a Mrs. S.G. because the 

child J.G. had been going to the nurse every morning. She was also expressing fear that 

the teacher would get angry at her if she did not do her homework. At a conference with 

Mrs. G., respondent assured the mother that she was doing nothing in class to upset the 

child. 

On cross-examination, Casto insisted that she had the various meetings with 

parents and the respondent during the 1979-80 school year about which she testified. In 

particular, she recalled meeting with Mrs. 'E.J. and the respondent at least two or three 

times because the mother was angry that her child said he had been hit. During that 

school year, Casto observed the class on about five occasions. The witness felt that 

Hamilton-Moore could have improved her performance if she wanted to, but seemed to 

think that she was doing an adequate job and did not "welcome" Casto's suggestions. 

According to Casto, she distinctly recalled meeting in Hamilton-Moore's 

classroom with Mrs. J.G. about J.G. not wanting to go class. She even spoke to the child, 

who told her that she was afraid but would not identify precisely what she feared. Casto 
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also recalled meeting with Mrs. S.W., and that Mrs. E.K. told her that her son said that 

other children in class were being hit by respondent. Casto concluded her testimony by 

repeating that she herself obeerved Hamilton-Moore grab students and that this seemed to 

be a regular and consistent course of behavior by re1p0ndent in order to keep control. 

The last rebuttal witness for the Board was Mrs. Margaret Edelhoff, the 

teacher's aide in Hamilton-Moore's classroom during the beginning of 1979-80 school year. 

She was there from September 1979 to January 1980, when she requellted a transfer. 

During her time in the classroom Edelhoff said she often observed harsh treatment by 

respondent. There was, as she put it, mucll "gt'abbing and pulling" of children. Children 

also were made to stay in cllairs for long periods of time. On one occasion she saw 

Hamilton-Moore "crack a child with a ruler" in order to get him to go to the cloakroom. 

She personally observed the respondent pull S.J. out from under a chair by the shoulder. 

As a result, the clllld eried for a long time and Edelhoff 'Was concerned that his shoulder 

had been dislocated. S.J., she said, 'Was a small child and oecuionally he would be, 

"carted along - one foot off the ground" by respondent. The children 'Were afraid of 

respondent and there was a telllleness in the class. lf a child 'Went into certain restricted 

areas he or she 'Would be yelled at by Hamilton-Moore. 

On at least three occasions, Edelhoff reported her concerns to the principal then, 

Mr. Freeman. Once she even met 'With him and Hamilton-Moore about the 'lituation. 

According to Edelttoff, she was eoneerned about her potential liability in the event 

something happened to a eblld. The worse thing that she observed was the pulling and 

grabbing of ehildren. Edelhoff dkl reeall apeaklng to an invntigator during 1984-85. To 

that end, there was attaclled to Dr. Pltqerald's artidavit a statement whieh was given by 

Edelhoff on January 8, 1985 (attacllment to Exhibit P-2). In that statement she related 

that the respondent's elusroom 'l!lal marked by fUth and Utter everywhere - papers aU 

over the desks, dirty tables, dirty floor, "it was a place Where four-year olds could not 

function." In that statement Edelhoff expressed her concern about the general handling of 

children -that 'When cllildren mllllbehaved they were, "carted around by the wrist with their 

feet off the floor." The ehlklren, she said, 'Were young and high-st~ng but were kept in a 

degree of tension - "they were not happy young ehildren." Edelhof( eomplained to the 
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principal abOut the respondent, and told him about the way in which children were being 

physically handled. In fact, she gave the principal a small notebOOk that listed the various 

mmor things that went oo everyday. lie merely looked at it and handed it back to 

Edelhoff without comment. Thus, u far aa Edelhoff wu concerned, the problems with 

Hamilton-Moore were not being handled professionally by the principaL 

On cross-examination, Edelhoff repeated that she observed pulling and carting 

about of children, usually by the wrist. She recalled, apecificaUy, that S.J. would cry out 

when he was carted around with one foot off the floor. She identified the statement given 

by her to the prosecutor's office and said it was accurate. She repeated, as well, that S.J. 

waa, "cracked oo the backside with a ruler," although she didn't think that partieular 

incident resulted in pain to him. He Wall hit, she said, because he was not going to get his 

coat on when he should have. The boy Wall not a "bad ehild" -simply young and immature. 

With respect to the Incident of S.J.'s beinr pulled out from under a table, 

Edelhoff said ahe watehed him for 15 to 20 minutes becauae she believed that his shoulder 

had been hurt. She did not recall teninc liamiltoo-Moore of her concern sinee this was 

not her job. Overall, the classroom atmosphere waa "very tenae" and "restrieted." 

Edelhotr was concerned not only about the treatment of children, u such, but also with 

regard to lack of safety and cleanlinna in the room. She complained to the principal 

about the debris and about the general disorder In the room. 

After eomplaininc to the principal about the uncleanliness, Edelhoff had another 

conference with him in October 1979 becaUM she had been told by a cbild's father that 

Hamilton-Moore told parents at a back-to-eehool nigbt that !!!! (Edelho(f} had said that a 

crack or swat never hurt anyone. As a result, she immediately requested a conference 

with the principal to deny It and to make a record of her position on it. Thereafter, 

Edelhotr was adviaed by another administrator to keep a notebook and record her 

concern&. She did so, and after about three to four weeks went back to the principal 

beeauae of the general treatment of chUdren. She handed him the notebOOk and asked 

that he put the information in her file and she would sign it. Finally, in December 1980, 

she requested a transfer and the foUowlnc mooth waa transferred to another school. 
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On re~irect examination the witness agreed it was unusual for a teacher's aide 

to complain as much as she did about a teacher, but the witness was concerned that the 

situation was becoming worse and that there was "a general breakdown" In respondent's 

class. 

TESTIMONY FOR RESPONDENT- SURREBUTIAL 

Following the rebuttal testimony offered by Casto and EdelhoCf, the respondent 

took the stand for the limited purpose of surrebutter. She categorically denied ever 

meeting with Freeman and Edelhoff during the 1979-80 school year. Freeman did tell her 

that ~ had met with Edelhoff following her complaint about something respondent did at 

the schooL At no time did the re9p0ndent ever see Edelhoff with a notebook, nor did she 

ever hear about her having made a comment concerning Mrs. Edelhoff at the back-to

school night in the fall of 1979. 

PIN DINGS OP PACT 

In view of the testimony and documentary evidence orrered, I herewith make the 

following findings of fact: 

1. Respondent is a tenured teaching staff member employed by the Board of 

Education of the School District of the Town of Montclair. 

2. Respondent Is certificated in New Jersey and Is endorsed to teach as a 

nursery/kindergarten and kindergarten--grade 8 teacher. 

3. Respondent commenced her employment in Montclair during the 1966-67 

IIIChool year and taught elementary language, arts and social studies. 

During the 196'1-68 and 1968-69 IIIChool years., respondent taught fourth 

grade at the Nlshuane SchooL 

5. During the 1969-70 and 19'10-71 IIIChool years, respondent taught third grade 

at the Nishuane SchooL 
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6. Durill(( the 1971-72 school year, respondent was a primary teacher at the 

Nillhuane School 

1. Durlll(( 1972·73, 1973-'lt and 1974-75 school years, respondent taught third 

grade at the Nillhuane School. 

8. From September 1975 through November 1975, respondent was on a 

maternity leave of absence. 

9. From November 1975 through June 1978, and for the 1976-77 school year, 

raspondent wu a teacher at the Northeast School. 

10. Durill(( the 1977-78 school year, rellp<lndent wu a aeeond grade teacher at 

the Edgemont School 

11. Durlll(( the 1978-79 school year, respondent taught a program for four and 

five year olds at the Nlshuane SchooL 

12. Durlll(( the 1979-80 school year, reapondent taup.t a program for four year 

oldl at the Nishuane School 

13. For the first few weeks of September 1980, re~pondent taught first grade 

at the Nlshuane School She wu then removed from her regular claslroom 

teacbill(( poaiUon and for the remainder of the 1980-81 school year, 

re1p0ndent wa1 a aupplemental teacher at the Nllbuane School 

14. Durill(( the 1981-82 school year, l'eii()Ondent wa1 a compenaatory 

education/Title I teacher at the Nlahuane SchooL 

15. Durlll(( the 1982-83 school year, l'eii()Ondeqt taupt a program for four year 

oldlat the Nllhuane SchooL 
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16. During the 1983-84 !IC!tlool year, respondent taught a program for four year 

olds at the Nisbuane SchooL 

17. During September and October 1984, respondent taught a program for four 

year olds at the Nlsbuane SchooL 

18. During the 1979-80 school year, when respondent was teaching a pre· 

kindergarten elan for four year olds at the Nishuane SchooL Mrs. 

Margaret "Edelhoff was her teacher's aide from September to December 

1979. 

19. During the period September through the end of December 1979, 

respondent would from time to time grab a child named S.J. On one 

oeeaslon, she pulled him roughly out from under a table, hurting his 

shoulder and causing him to ery. 

20. During the !lllme period, respondent would sometimes grab S.J. and other 

children and roughly move them from place to place by one arm, with a 

foot off the noor. 

21. During that •me period of time, respondent would often pull, yank, push 

and grab other children In her elan by their arms, and put some of them 

into chairs and make them stay there as a matter or discipline. 

22. During the same period respondent would from time to time require 

children to sit for extremely long periods in assigned seats as a manner of 

discipllnlng them. 

23. The general climate and atmosphere In respondent's class from September 

through December 1979 was one of tenseness and rigidity. The pupils in 

her clan at that time reacted negatively to that climate. 
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24. Several of the children in reapoodent·~ claSI durinr the 1979-80 school year, 

complained to their parents regarding the behavior of the respondent 

toward them, includill( her yelllnr, seoldill(, lf'abbing, pushing, and 

otherwie rigid treatment of them. In addition, the same children 

exhibited pei'BOilality challl{ea, which included nitfhtmares, fear of going to 

aehool, general tanseneaa and oceaaional depreaaion. 

25. During the period September through December 1979, when Mrs. Edelhoff 

was a teacher's aide in reapondent•a clauroom, she observed a lack or 

organization and a general condition of meastneaa and uncleanliness there. 

She complained to the principal, Mr. Preeman, aboUt her observations. 

26. Durinr the 1979-80 school year, meetings were held from time to time with 

the principal, complalnlnc parents, the reapoodent and .Joyce Casto, a home 

aehool coordinator. The subject of thole meetings were complaints which 

bad been made by children to their parents about havill( been spanked, hit 

or otherwise treated harshly. 

27. At the beginning of the 1980-81 IIChool year, respondent was first a1111igned 

as a pre-kindergarten teacher at the Niahuane SchooL However, sometime 

during September 1980, as a result of a complaint by a parent made to the 

superintendent, the reapondent was involuntarily transferred from the 

claaaroom to a position as aupplemental teaeher. She served in that 

eapaeity for the remainder of the aehool year. 

28. During the 1981-82 IIChool year, rfllpOndent was a eompensatory education 

teacher and did not have a regular elalsroom position. 

29. During the aprlng of 1982, Dr. Mary Lee Fitzgerald was appointed as 

Superintendent oi Schoolll in Montelair. In or aboUt July 1982, she and/or 

the prlnelpal ot the Nlllhuane Sehool, Dr. Tunatall, received letters from 

parents who complained about conduet exhibited by the respondent when 
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she was a clusroom teaeher during 1979-80. They involved allegations 

that respondent hit, spanked or otherwise used physical foree against 

children, and that she maintained a rigid and tense atmosphere which was 

harmful to the emotional well-being of ehildren. 

46. As a result of the receipt of those letters and the contents thereof, the 

superintendent directed senior administrators to carefully observe 

re5pondent sinee she was being returned to the classroom for the 1982-83 

sehool year. 

47. On or about September 9, 1982, respondent met with the Nishuane School 

Principal, Or. Tunstall, with the Personnel Administrator, Mr. Sehafer, and 

others, to discuss what was expected of her for the upcoming school year. 

Respondent was made aware of parental complaints, without specifies. She 

denied the allegations. However, beeause of the allegations, Or. Tunstall 

advised respondent that her classroom would be moved next to the 

principal's offiee and that she should keep the door open so that the 

principal eould more easily see or hear the activities going on. In additon, 

rt!!lpondent was advised that there would be ongoing monitoring of her 

performanee. 

48. On or about November 16, 1982, a meeting was held with respondent which 

included Dr. Tunstall, Mrs. Veal (the assistant principal), and members of 

the Montclair Education A1110eiation. Prior to that point four observations 

of reapon<Jent had been conducted, and they all contained references to the 

fact that althouCh progress wa1 belli( made the reapondent continued to 

demonstrate that she waa not fully creatill( an atmosphere conducive to 

learning, was not maintainill( adequate clauroom management, and was 

prescribinr activities whieh were too dirrieult for the level or the 

particular class. ReapOI'Ident was advised, in writinr, by Mr. Sehafer that 

substantial improvement was expected. 
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49. A total of eight observations was conducted of respondent during the 1982-

83 school year, an unusually high number, particularly for a tenured 

teacher with her experience. Ourinc that same school year, the principal 

continued to receive complaints lboot reipondent•s disciplinary methods, 

her laek of classroom management and the continuation of a negative 

atmoephere and laek of warmth. In her own observation, Or. Tunstall found 

that the classroom chaotic, and saw chlldren flghtinc with each other and 

crying. 

~0. At the end pf the 1982-83 school year, retrpondent received a written 

performance report which revealed that their was a need for improvement 

in six areas. Among the areas were, knowledge and competence in her 

assignment, maintenance of an atmOiphere eonducive to Ieeming, variation 

of inatructional activitlea and eneourapment of performance consistent 

with ability. 

~1. Durinc the 1983-84 school year, reapondent continued to be closely 

observed by the administration and parental compl·ints continued 

regardinc problems that retrpondent had In the classroom. Throughout that 

school year, children In ber pre-kinder(arten cia• complained to parents 

that they had been hit or they have seen the respondent hit other pupils. 

Some of thoee children expr..-d fear to their parents concerning the 

claa!II'OOm atmoephere. In particular, one child, C.S., complained to his 

mother that the teacher ealled him a .,.d boy" and singled him out for 

harsh treatment and punllhmenL He told hll mother that the respondent 

hit ehlldren many times. Some of the children, accordinc to their parents, 

suffered emotional trauma lneludlnc wettlnc their beds, regression in 

behavior, anxiety and fear of schooL The mother of c.s. felt it necessary 

to obtain payehologieal C!OUIIIIeDIIIC for her ebUd because of his experience 

In reapondent's classroom. 
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52. A written performance report prepared with respeet to respondent at the 

conclusion of 1983-84 sehool year, revealed a need for improvement m the 

areas of, "varyi~ instruetional activities" and "willing to try ideas and 

approaches." However, it also noted that she had performed in an 

outstanding fashion with respect to establish!~ an atmosphere of mutual 

respect between staf( and st dents. It noted that 1982-83 PIP goals had 

been met. 

53. Beginning with the 1984-85 sehool year, re!lpOndent was assigned to teach a 

regular pre-kinderprten class at the Nishuane School. 

54. Respondent taucnt the elasa from the beginning of school in September 

1984, through October 30, 1984. On that date, she was suspended from her 

teaching position as the result of a eomplaint made by the parents of one 

of the four-year old children in her class, J.G., that respondent had 

threatened children with a knUe and had made statements which were 

creating fear and tension in the clasaroom. 

55. Prior to October 25, 1984, several children in respondent's pre-kindergarten 

class had maniCested behavioral changes, including nightmares, bed

welting, nan blti~, !.!!!· Many or these children previously had 

experienced happy times In nursery school and had looked forward to 

attending public sehool. 

56. Duri~ the first two monthl of the 1984-85 school year, some or the 

children reported to their parents that respondent had spanked them or 

other children, or had shaken a child by the shoulders and/or screamed and 

yelled at students. 

57. On or about October 25, 1984, one of the children in the respondent's class, 

J.G., told his parents at dinnertime that the respondent kept a large knife 

in view of children in the class, and that Rhe threatened to hurt them with 

it. 
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58. As a result of the Information related to them by their son, the parents of 

J.G. made an appointment for him to see a ehild psychologist, Dr. Myrna 

Glick. The child was seen by Dr. Glick on October 30, 1984. As a result 

of that examination and the subsequent parental conferenee, Ur. Glick 

prepared a confidential psyehodynamlc evaluation In November 1984. 

59. In her evaluation, Dr. Glick noted that .J.G. was a bright, personable and 

well-adjusted ehild who approached his life eJq>erlence with enthusiasm. 

However, in mid-october 1984, he !Mipn to protest his having to go to 

achool. elaiming vlli{Ue ailments such u headaches and stomach pains. On 

or about October 25, 1984, according to the report of Dr. Glick, J.G. told 

his parent& that he was frightened to go to achool beeeuae his teacher kept 

a larre knife In class and threatened to eut ort children's heads with it. 

60. Dr. Glick allo administered various psyehologlcal teats to J.G. As a result 

of those testa, and her own observations, Dr. Glick determined that the boy 

was quite frightened and had been traumatized by his experience in 

re!pOOttent•s clUII. He now feared that caretakers in general might prove 

harmful to him, and that he saw hlmsalt In great danger of being seized and 

damaged or killed. The boy told Dr. Gliek that his teaeher had 11 big knife 

and that she puts it on her desk and sometimes says that she is going to 

chOp off the heads of children. 

61. Aecording to Dr. Gllek'a November 1984 report, she believed J.G. to be a 

reliable person, but since he was an Imaginative and very sensitive child, he 

conceivably could have overreacted to some relatively benign Incident at 

achool. His parents were adviSed to confer with the school principal. Dr. 

GUek further noted that foUowlnr the parents' informing 11chool authorities 

of t!M!ir chlld'e eomplalnt, It turned out that tiM! teacher had admitted 

making statements quoted by J.G., and that she actually kept a tarre knife 
in class. 
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62. On October 30, 1984, respondent was confronted by the admini!ltration with 

the claims made by J.G. A conference was held with her in the office of 

the Superintendent. Or. Fitzgerald. Thill meeting was held immediately 

after retpOildent admitted to the principal, Or. Tunstall, that she had a 

knife and did on occallion make statements in class regarding cutting off 

heeds, ~· Specifically, according to Or. Tunstall, when she asked 

respondent whether llhe aaid that she would cut off heads, the respondent 

replied, "Yes, but not directly to (J.) but to other children." She admitted 

having the knife, but aald that It was used to peel a pomegranate. She ai!IO 

admitted that she would jokingly aay that she would cut off the fingers or 

snip off the hands of children in order to discourage them from touching 

games as they were going out the door. 

63. During the course of the meeting that respondent had on October 30, 1984, 

with the superintendent she admitted using the expresaion, "snipping off 

fingers" and "chopping otr their heads," but aaid these came from songs. 

According to the re!!pOndent, although children may have seen the knife in 

class, they were not afraid of it because they knew she used it either to cut 

sandwiches or fruit. 

64. Following her meeting with the respondent, Dr. Fitzgerald removed 

Hamilton-Moore from a clauroom situation and put her to work in the 

central office. Subsequently, the Board met and on the basis of the 

information at Ita dllpOIIal determined to su~pend her, first with pay then 

without pay, and then to certify chargu against her to the Commissioner 

of Education. 

65. Respondent did during the 1984-85 llchool year tell four- and five-year-old 

children in her pre-ldndergarten clalll that llhe would cut off their heads, 

snip off their fingers and/or snip or cut off other bodily parts. Some of 

these statementa may have been made .in connection with children's songs; 

however, others were made by te!!pOndent In order to warn the students 
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against breaklll( certain rula and in order to maintain control in the 

classroom. At least one these children, .J.G., was extremely upset and 

disturbed by respondent's comments and as result has suffered 

peyeholO(ical damage for which he is continuill( to undergo professional 

treatment. 

DI8CU8810M 

The foregoing Plndlnp of Pact, and the Implications which flow naturally from 

them, muat now be considered in relation to the apeelflc charges which have been 

certified by the Board against the respondent. 

~ CONDUCT UMBECOIOMG A TEACHER 

Although two of the ~peeifle charps certified against the respondent are 

articulated a1 creatill( an atm0111phere of fear and threat In the classroom and use of 

neptive and overly harsh conduct towards pupils, they both faD under the reneral 

umbrella of "conduct unbecomi. a teacher" under ~ 18A:6-10. Thus., they wiU be 

discussed as a group, separate and apart from the aDeption involvinr corporal 

punishment. 

As noted by the respondent both at the hearinr and in her post-bearing 

submlaion, a great dell of the testimony offered at the hearlnr with regard to what went 

on in her clauroom1 dUrinr the lcllool years In question wa1 related second-band, third

hand or "worse." Unquestionably, most or it Is hearsay. Recopizlnr this fact, the Board 

insists that many of the l~~~ttances of complaints made by children to their parents 

constitutes "fresh complaint," havill( been made within a reasonable time after the event. 

See N • .J. Evidence Rule 83(4). Under that rule an exception to the hearsay rule is made 

for a spontaneoua and contempor~tneous 1tatement provided that it was made under the 

streea of nervoua excitement callled by such perception, In raaonable proximity to the 

event and without an opportunity to deliberate or flbrlcate. New .Jersey has adopted the 

"fresh complaint" exception related to the te~timony of children regarding certain 

offe~~~~e~ l.lleredly committed agaiMt them. See, !:1:• N • .J. Div. of Youth and Family 
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Serv. Div. v. S.S., 185 N.J.~· 3 (App. Div. 1982); State v. Hummel, 132 ~Super. 

412 (App. Oiv. 19'15). Thus, the Board points out that all of the parent witne55es offered 

by the Board related "fresh complaints" made by their children regarding the harsh 

physical and verbal treatment they were receiving at the hands of the respondent during 

the school years when they were in her elaa. It seems to me, however, that standing 

a lone mueh of the testimony of the parents in this respeet would not support the charges 

of conduct unbecoming a tenured teaching staff member, using a "fresh complaint" theory 

were it not for the raet that eyewitness testimony to the respondent's aetivities was also 

offered. In this respeet I found, for example, the testimony of Mrs. Edelhoff and Mrs. 

Casto to be partieularly apropoa. Edelhotr, in particular, observed and testified to her 

concerns regarding the harsh atmotlphere in the classroom ereated by the performanee or 

Hamilton-Moore. She complained about it to the principal, and meetings were actually 

held among the principal, relpOndent and Edelhoff as a result of those allegations. I find 

lacking in credibility the rnpondent•s denial that no such meetings ever took place. In 

addition, Casto alw testified directly with respeet to her personal experience about what 

took place in class. So, too, did Ml"'. E.K. 

I fin<! particularly pertinent the transfer, practically without protest, or the 

respondent in September 1980 to a supplemental teaching position. Clearly, the 

respondent was a problem to the administration. Whether or not she was a "horrid 

teacher," as the former superintendent opined, or simply unable or unwilling to effectively 

manage her clasa, is somewhat besides tMI point. The faet is that the parental testimony 

eoneerning the various behavioral ehanges manifested by their children as a result of their 

school experience was supported by direct testimony of persons who were there at the 

time and had knowledge of the faets. There were simply too many complaints, by too 

many people, for me to eonelude that the children and/or their parents were fabrieating a 

story in order simply to do undeserved harm to MI"S. Hamilton-Moore. Unfortunately, she 

seems clearly not to have been an effeetlve teacher, and while the Board, perhaps, had 

some obligation to help her overcome her deflcieneiea, the faet is that !!he maintained a 

classroom which was marked by a high state of tension and anxiety, resulting in emotional 

harm, If even on a short term basla, to many of her pupils. 
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As the Board points out in its post-tlearinc brief, the Commissioner has 

demonstrated particular concern where behavioral chances of pupils caused by teacher 

conduct is concerned. See, !:1: In the Matter of tbe Tenure Hearing of Betty Nacht, Sch. 

Dis. of the City of Elizabeth, Union County, 1980 S.L.D. 431. In that case the 

Commissioner affirmed a hearilli officer'l determination that the teacher had been guilty 

or creat1111 an atmosphere of threat and fear In the claiii'OOm to the detriment or the 

students. There, the principal and other teachers had testified as to personal observations 

made by them of the effect on students who complained of anxiety and who demonstrated 

other adverse symptoms. In the present cue the testimony revealed to me that over the 

course of the school years in question this teacher conducted herself in a manner which 

can plainly be styled as "unbecoming" within the meanilli and intent of the Teacher 

Tenure Law. While It is not always true that "where there is smoke there is fire," there 

were simply too many instan"'ffll of such Incidents in this case to be i&'nored. Parent after 

parent testified not only as to complaints made to them by their children, but also spoke 

of their own pertOnal observations or behavioral chanps. Many ot these same parents 

felt it necessary to go directly to the school to complain both to the teacher, to the 

principal and to others. Several of them alao wrote to protest when they learned that the 

teacher was going to be returned to the claiii'OOm In September 1982. 

There Ia no question bUt that the testimony overwhelmingly revealed the 

presence of an overly harllh, negative atmOIIphere In the claaaroom. The parents• 

testimony u to what they saw, or what their children told them, was corroborated by the 

testimony of Edelhoff and Casto, at leut for the 19'79-80 llchool year here in question, 

and by the events which tOOk place In respondent's clauroom during September-october 

1984. 

Without doubt, l'tlllpOI'Ident yelled at the ehildren, referred to them as "bad," 

compelled them to sit In one place for long perlodl of time, and otherwise acted so as to 

create an almoat oppreuive atmosphere. Thla aituation Ia pertlcularly dlstresailll In view 

or the qea of the children and the fact that thil was their first experience in a regular 

pubUc lchool setting. Child after ehlkl exhibited traumatic symptom• at home-u of 

which their parents related to the negative achool experience they had. 
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This courM of unbecoming conduct, present in 1979-80, also surfaced in 

subsequent school years, as evidenced by the 1982-83 and 1983-84 observations and 

performance reporting. In this respect, I reject the respondent's claim that the 

allegations which made up the chllrces are tantamount to claims of "inefficiency" which 

should have been dealt with under~ 18A:6-12 and~ 18A:6-13. Rather, they 

went well beyond the realm of "inefficiency." 

Accordingly, I FIND from the testimony and other evidence in this ease that the 

respondent's method of attempting to maintain discipline and control in the classroom too 

often relied on undeservedly ehutlslng pupils of tender age and yelling, screaming or 

otherwise raising her voice against them. I further FOlD that respondent's methods 

regularly created a harsh, negative atmosphere in her classroom, as a result of which 

many of her students exhibited adverM behavioral changes. Her conduct clearly was 

unbecoming a tenured teaching staff member. 

!!: CORPORAL PUNIJBMBNT 

Charces of using physical force against pupils were made against respondent for 

each of the school years involved In this caM. Some eyewitness te!ltimony was offered; 

more testimony was offered by the parents of pupils who had complained either that they 

were hit or that they saw other children hit, spanked, grabbed, pushed or otherwise made 

the subject of an unwanted physical touching by the respondent. 

~ 18A:6-1 prohibits the infllctlon of "corporal punishment" upon a pupil, 

except where the touching is within the scope ot employment and is used and applied in 

sueb a way as reasonably nec~~~~ary to queU a dllturbance threatening physieal injury, to 

obtain ~sslon of weapona or other dangeroua objects or for the pui'J)OM of self-defense 

or for the protection of ~1'1110111 or property. Even where there is no physical harm 

resulting from the touching, corporal punishment may still be found, although It need not 

neclllllarily warrant forfeiture of tenure rights. See, !:1:• School District of Red Bank v. 

Williams. 3 N.J.A.R. 237 (1983), In the !natant ease, there are eyewitness accounts of 

respondent using such physical force that unquestionably constitutes "corporal 
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punishment." In particular, Mrs. Edelhoft, Mrs. Casto and Mrs. E.K. all personally 

observed either the spankill(, hittill(, grabblll(, or pushill( or pupils. Edelhoff's 

description of the severe treatment of S.J. wu particularly diaturbill(. The boy also 

complained to hla mother about It, and abe followed up with both letters and visits to the 

schooL She also testified at the hearlnr. I am eonvineed that her child was mistreated in 

the manner deaeribed. If, u may be the cue, the eblld wu too young or immature to be 

in school, or otherwise Inappropriately placed, the proper method to handle the situation 

should clearly have been an alternative to phyaical hitting and/or restraint. From the 

various and aundry eomplalnts registered by children with their parents, there must 

clearly have been a consistent pattern within the retpOndent•a classroom whereby children 

were subjected, If not to strong force, at leaat to sueb force u put them in fear of being 

physically harmed. I have no doubt from the testimony before me that tbe respondent did, 

aa alleced by the Board, recularly restrain, pull, yank, push, grab or otherwise move 

children around in class In a manner whieb abe Intended to Impose control and discipline, 

but which was patently inappropriate and In violation of the statute. While the te!lltimony 

concerning the alleced atatement made by respondent at the back-to-school night in 1979 

Ia confusing, and I can make no flndill( with rapect to what abe actually said, it is clear 

to me that the respondent did e111ace In conduct tantamount to corporal punishment on 

many occaaiona. Sadly, despite the know~ of the administration prior to 1982, no 

effective action wu taken, other than movinr Mrs. Hamllton-Moore out of a regular 

classroom in September 1980 into a supplemental teaching po8ltlon. The Board, at that 

time, together with ita senior administration, should have done more and could thereby 

have avoided the continuing problems which tOOk place in later IC'hool years when the 

respondent waa retumed to tbe replar claiiii'OOm aettill(. 

The testimony convinces me that during 1979-80 aehool the retpOndent did spank 

or otherwise strike S.J. In particular. She al8o rouply crabbed him on several oeeasions. 

She also pulled. pUIIhed, yanked or otherwiM crabbed other children. Durinr the 1983-84 

aehool year there were additional lnatancea wheNby the retpondent clearly engaced in 

llpanldll( or hitting eblldren, aueb a1 C.S. The mother ot C.S. eonvineingly testified that 

her aon complained to her about aueb treatment, and the mother of another eblld alao 

testified that C.S. had been the victim ot corporal punishment. 
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So too, in the beginning of the 1984-85 sehool year, respolldent again engaged in 

such behavior. J.G. stated that he saw spanking take plaee, and another child (S.B.) told 

his mother that he was spanked by Hamilton-Moore. I thoroughly agree with the Board 

that although sueh incidents did not take place every school year, over the years in 

question the respondent did engage In conduct which involved striking, hitting, yanking, 

grabbing, pulling, pushing, llhovlng, or otherwise laying hands upon pupils in a manner 

which is not condoned under the statute. In llhort, I am convinced that corporal 

punishment was taking plaee in Hamilton-Moore's classroom, despite her protestations to 

the contrary, and despite the testimony of other parents of children in her class who spoke 

of the warmth and affection whleh they found there. 

~ '!!!! Knife laeldent 

I consider in a separate category the use or a large knife by the respondent in her 

classroom, combined with the statements she made, jokingly or otherwise, that she would 

cut or snip off fingers or heads of pupils. Prom my consideration of the evidence and 

testimony in this case, including that of respondent herself, I have no doubt that she 

created a situation, intended or otherwise, whereby young pupils were aware that she kept 

a large butcher kniCe in the room and that they believed her when she said she might do 

bodily harm to them. In my judgment, it was not necessary for the Board to prove e 

direct connection between any particular threatening statement and brandishing the knife 

itseiC. As Or. Glick put It during the course of her testimony, children of the age group 

involved here not capable of making IOphistlcated distinctions of that sort, and coming 

from an authority figure aueh as a teacher, whom they believed without question, use of 

intemperate reference to the removal of bodily parts, combined with the mere presence 

or such a knife, was particularly dlatrftlllng. Having had the opportunity personally to 

observe and examine young J.G., I eannot but wholeheartedly agree with both his father 

and Dr. Glick that this Is a very verbal and remarkedly articulate young person. I believe 

both his father and Or. Gliek with respect to their testimony that J.G.'s initial enthusiasm 

toward going to sehool rapidly reversed Itself because of what he experienced in 

respondent's classroom. This Ia not say that rellp()ndent is a person determined to do evil 

to children. To the contrary, she Is a teacher of long-standing who unfortunately was 
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either unable or unwilling to thOroughly understand her role with respect to the children 

sbe was teaching and the proper manner of conducting herself in their presence. By 

saying what she said, and doing what she did, as related above, she clearly caused 

psychological harm to J.G., at least, and In all likelihood to other students whom she had 

in her class. While the number of parenta who testified does not, by itself, prove that the 

allecatlons were true, I was lmpresaed by the fact that so many of them did feel 

constrained to expose themselves, and In two eases their own children, to the rigors of 

this litigation in order to describe what they personally had observed. The Board 

unquestionably acted with proper di~~p~~tch when the knife Incident took place. The 

testimony surrounding the circumstances demonstrated that the respondent clearly 

conducted herself in a manner unbecoming a tenured teaching staff member. 

PENALTY 

Accordingly, since the Board haa demonstrated that the respondent's conduct was 

unbecoming a tenured teaching staff member, and that she also uaed corporal punishment 

in violation of N.J.S.A. 181\:6-1, there remainl for consideration the question of what 

sanction OU(ht to be imposed for-that conduct. Mrs. Hamilton Moore has been a teacher 

for many years and many, many children have been In her clalllleS and have not suffered as 

a result. Unfortunately, too many others, aa demor.trated by the evidence in this case, 

have suffered because of the conduct which I found she committed. 

Aa a result of my consideration of all the evidence and the testimony in this 

cue, I must PDID that given her proven conduct, respondent must forfeit her right to 

continue In her tenure status. Too many C!hlldren have suffered in too many ways to 

condone her return to the claaaroom. At times she haa probably been a good teacher. 

Often, however, she haa done physical or emotional harm to the pupils entrusted to her 

care. I believe that the Montclair Board is justified In Its request that she be deprived of 

her tenure 10 that It need not expoee the pupils in the district to her any further. There 

was In thll ease an abundance or 'evidence to show that she did create an atm011phere of 

ter.ion and anxiety. She did Instill r .. r ln her atudenta, particularly with respect to 

having a knife In the clauroom about which the children knew. While she may very well 
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have used children sonp that have "threatenil~" lyrics. she conducted herself in such 

manner as to create a real fear in her pupils in that she meant what those words said. 

Four and five year old children, if not other children as weU, should not have been exposed 

to that psychic and emotional harm. Further while I do not believe that respondent 

intended to hurt any child, she did, in my Judlment, do so from time to time when she 

pulled, yanked, grabbed, spanked or otherwise atruek some of the children in her clas.'lf!'l. 

As the Commissioner said in In the Matter of the Tenure Heating of Thomas Appleby, 

School Dist. of Vineland, Cumberland Co., 1969 ~ 159, afrd State Bd. of Ed. 1970 

~ 448, afrd 1972 ~ 662 (N.J. App. Dlv., March 14, 1972) (unreported). 

That freedom from offe111ive bodily touchi~ set forth in ApPleby, supra, was 

also articulated by the Commissioner in In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of David 

Fulcomer, 1961-62 ~ UIO, remanded State Board of Education 1963 ~ 251, 

remand 93 !:!.d.: ~· 404 (App. Dlv. 196'1), decision on remand 1967 S.L.D. 215, afrd 

appellate division, Superior Court, (December 13, 1967} (unpublished), where he said: 

• • • ( p) rohibltlon or the use of corporal punishment or physical 
enforcement doea not leave a teacher helpless to control his pupils. 
Competent teacher• never find It necessary to reaort to physical 
force or violence to maintain dlaelpllne or compel obedience. If all 
other means faU, there Is always a resort to removal from the 
classroom or IC!hool through IUIIplllnsion or expulsion. The 
Commissioner cannot find any justification Cor, nor can he condone 
the uae of physical force by a teacher to maintain discipline or to 
punish infractions. Nor can the Commillaioner find validity in any 
defenae of the use of force or violence on the ground that "J.t was one 
of thoae thi~ that just happened •••• " While teachers are sensitive 
to the same emotional stresses as au other 
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persons, their particular relationsbip to children imposes upon them a 
special responsibility for exemplary restraint and mature setr
controL [1961-62 ~at 162). 

In further addr•••• the degree of self-control required of a teaehi• staff 

mem~r. the Commlsaioner said In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Jacque L. 

Sammons, School Olst. of Black Horse Pike R5., C.mden Co., 19'12 ~ 302, 321, that: 

( tJ eaehers ... are profesaional employe• to whom the people have 
entrusted the care and custodY of tens of thousands of school children 
with the hope that this trust will result in the maximum educational 
growth and development of each Individual child. This heavy duty 
requires a degree of seU-reatraint and controlled behavior rarely 
requisite to other types of employment... 'hiose who teach do so by 
choice, and in this respect the teachtng profesaion is more than a 
simple job; it is a calli •• [Emphasis added.) 

In lookl• at corporal punishment eases, in particular, with respect to penalty, 

the setti• of the incident, the presence or abMnce of provocation, the degree of self

restraint exhibited, the intent to punish, the ~Oilli nature of the event and the age of 

the students are all salient factors to ~ consi!Hred. ~. !:1:• In the Matter of Thomas 

Tiefenbacher, Comm'r of Ed. (Peb. 22, 1982) aft'd and modified State Board (August 6, 

1982) (N.J. App. Oiv., December 5, 1983, A-165-82T3) (unreported) remanded State Board 

(Sept. '1, 1984). In the iMtant case, with respect to many of thoee elements, the use by 

respondent of physical force was ai~larly inappropriate. 

In view, therefore, of the nu~r and the nature of the respondent's acts of 

misconduct which I have found to have taken place In this case, I am convinced that taken 

as a whole they clearly !Hmonstrate her uniUitablllty to continue In the tenured employ of 

the Board. Accordillily, I hereby direct that the rapondent, haYilli been adjudged to have 

committed the several charges certified qainat her, hu forfeited her right to remain in 

the employ of the Montclalr Board of Education and should be DISIIIISBD. 
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This recommended deciaion may be aftlrmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMMISSIONER OP EDUCATION SAUL COOPERMAN, who by law is empowered to 

make a final decision in this matter. However, if SAUL COOPERMAN does not !10 act in 

forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwi~~e _extended, this recommended 

decision shaU become a final decision In accordance with~ 52:148-10. 

I hereby PIL1l this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration. 

~~a_::t 
STEPHE~ALJ 

Receipt Acknowledged: 
I • 

""'\ 
<#. • . ~ 

DEili\.RT.N'f OF EOUCAfloif'W' fiATE 

• 
Mailed To Parties: 

/ -FEB I 91986 
DATE 
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IN THE HATTER OF THE TEMURE 

BEARING OF JEANNE HAMILTON-MOORE, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP 

OF MONTCLAIR, ESSEX COUNTY. 

The Commissioner has 
recommended report and decision 
Office of Administrative Law. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

reviewed the record and the 
in this matter rendered by the 

It is observed that exceptions to the report and decision 
were filed by the parties pursuant to the applicable provisions of 
N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, b and c. Respondent's exceptions, thirty-eight 
page81n length, rely heavily on the testimony taken at the many 
days of hearing conducted in this matter. The Commissioner notes. 
however, that only the transcript of the testimony of two children, 
J.G. and M.K.M .• taken by the ALJ on October 17, 1985 has been made 
a part of the record before him. 

Respondent's exceptions are summarized below. She contends 
that the ALJ erred: 

1. In that the charges were predicated upon 
"essentially *** contradictory and 
inconsistent statements, which are 
predominantly hearsay statements not made at 
the time of the incidents alleged." 
(Respondent's Exceptions, at p. 1) 

2. In relying on hearsay. in violation of the 
law. Respondent cites N.J.S.A. S2:14B-10(c) 
and t!_.J.A.C. 1:1-l.S.S(b). which require 
"'legally competent evidence • to support 
EACH ULTIMATE FINDING OF FACT." {Respon
dent's Exceptions, at p. 2). Respondent 
also cites Michael S. Cola vita v. Board of 
Education of the Townsh1p of Btllsbon;mgh, 
Somerset County, decided by the Commisstoner 
November 3, 1983, St. Bd. aff'd May 2, 1984, 
N.J. Super. Ct. rev./rem. March 28, 1985, 
St. Bd. aff'd October 2, 1985 for the 
proposition that "the 'residuum rule' is 
still in effect, and that no ultimate 
finding of fact in an administrative 
proceeding can be based solely on hearsay 
evidence." (Respondent's Exceptions. at 
p. 2) 
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3. In that the charges against respondent have 
been found in similar cases to be 
inefficiency and must be dismissed in the 
instant matter for failure to follow the 
proper 90-day notice procedure pursuant to 
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll. Respondent cites In the 
Matter of the Tenure Bearing of Gertrude 
Lennon, School District of the Borough of 
spotSWood, Middlesex County, decided by the 
Commissioner August 29, 1983, St. Bd. aff'd 
March 7, 1984 (tantrums, yelling and threats 
found to be inefficiency); In the Matter of 
the Tenure Bearing of Zol ton J. · Fodor, 
School District of the Township of Green 
Brook, Somerset County. decided by the 
Commissioner March 2, 1984, St. Bd. aff'd 
July 11, 1984 (use of physical restraint to 
place students into their seats or keep them 
out of the classroom found to be 
inefficiency); In the Matter of the Tenure 
Bearing of Stanley Slovney, School Distnct 
of the City of Newark, Essex County, dec1ded 
by the Commissioner November 19, 1984 
(inefficiency found where respondent failed 
to maintain order in his classes and to 
establish proper discipline); In the Matter 
of the Tenure Bearing of Edna Booth, School 
District of the Township of West Oran.&_!h 
Essex County, decided by the Commissioner 
May 3l, 1985 (inefficiency found where 
disciplinary measures were often 
inappropriate and disproportionate to the 
offenses committed and results desired, and 
there was a noticeable increase in the level 
of anxiety among students}. (Respondent's 
Exceptions, at pp. 3-6) 

4. In failing to consider in his decision that 
inefficiency is something that can be 
determined only by properly certificated 
supervisory personnel (In the Matter of the 
Tenure Bearing of Frankhn Johnson, School 
District of the Township of Cherry Hill~ 
Camden Count~;. 1981 S.L.D. 660) The AW 
further fatled, respondent avows, to 
consider in his decision the fact that 
almost none of the testimony concerning 
inefficiency waa offered by any properly 
certificated supervisors. (Respondent's 
Exceptions, at pp. 6-7) ·Respondent also 
argues that the failure of the Board of 
Education to call her supervisors as 
witnesses "justifies a conclusion that their 
testimony would have been unt~bl~_!Q_~~ 
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Board of Education" and cites Duration Corp. 
v. Republ1c Stuyvesant CorR·• et al., 95 
N.J. Super. 527, 531 (App. D1v. 1967), cert. 
denied, 59 N.J. 404 (1967) for the 
proposition tha~the ALJ failed to draw this 
conclusion. (Respondent's Exceptions, at 
p. 7) 

5. The remaining twenty-seven pages of respon
dent • s exceptions focus on the testi110ny of 
the twenty-seven witnesses called. nineteen 
by the Board, eight by respondent, broken 
down into a school year-by-school year 
analysis of events and allegations, 
beginning with the 1979-80 school year. that 
led to the tenure charges filed against 
respondent by the Board in 1985. Essen
tially, respondent contends therein that 
there is inadequate corroboration among the 
witnesses to substantiate any of the charges 
averred and thus that the evidence does not 
support the ALJ's findings and conclusion 

The Board's reply exceptions categorically reject the 
arguments advanced in respondent's exceptions, and the Board urges 
the Commissioner to give appropriate weight to the ALJ's Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions interpreting the evidence. Additionally. the 
Board reiterates, inter alia, the argument it raised in its 
post-hearing brief conceiiiTiii the "fresh complaint" exception, 
which, the Board avera, ~ermits "introduction of the testimony of 
complaints by children Wl th respect to certain offenses committed 
against them. See State v. Balles, 47 N.J. 331 (1966); State v. 
Bumel, 132 N.J. Super. 412 (App. Div. 1915); New Jersey DivT81on of 
YOUt.h and Fwly Services v. s.s .. 185 N.J. Super. 3 (App. Div. 
1982) " (Petitioner's Reply Exceptions, at p. 2) The Board seeks to 
bolster its position by profernng the teati110ny of the two young 
children 

"whose strength of character and maturity, and 
their parents • general concern for other young 
children, enabled them to testify. The evidence 
supplied by parents as to reports by young 
children of Respondent • s physical and emotional 
abuse was properly given similar weight "in 
accord with In the Matter of the Tenure Bearing 
of Fred J. Gaus, II, School D1str1ct of the 
Township of Chester, Morris County, State Board 
of Education, 1980 S.L.D. 1490." (Id., at p. 3) 

The Board also attacks respondent's argument that most of 
the charges against her are inefficiencies. The Board argues that 
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"None of the inefficiency cases cited by 
Respondent involved teachers, like Respondent, 
who engaged in a pattern of harsh and negative 
physical and mental treatment of pupils. The 
cases all focused on teaching techniques and any 
disciplinary problems cited were primarily lack 
of control and there were no instances of 
corporal punishment. (Id. at p. 3) 

The Board urges the recommended decision be affirmed. 

The Commissioner, upon review of the one day of transcripts 
available to him, as well as the evaluations of respondent's 
classroom performance, the letters of concern and of support filed 
by parents and administrators dating back as far as 1981, the 
reports filed by DYFS, as well as the statements· of parents and 
children taken by the County Prosecutor's Office, finds and 
determines that respondent's exceptions to those findings and 
conclusion in the recommended decision are her own inferences with 
regard to the relevant findings of fact and law in this matter and 
are deemed to be misplaced and essentially without merit for the 
following reasons. 

The Commissioner will first address the knife incident 
since the sole transcript provided concerns this matter. 

On the issue of whether respondent •s possession of a 12% 
inch butcher knife and her admission that she did indeed tell 
students that she would "cut" or "snip" "their fingers off" if they 
did not obey, albeit in an allegedly joking manner, rises to the 
level of conduct unbecoming a teacher, the Commissioner, upon his 
review of the record before him, wholeheartedly agrees with the ALJ 
that such behavior on the part of a teacher of very young children 
can be and was, particularly in the case of J.G., terrifying. Such 
a disciplinary technique admittedly used by respondent repeatedly 
(see P-6) demonstrates a continuing pattern of grossly inappropriate 
behavior. As the ALJ notes from the testimony of Dr, Glick, the 
child psychologist called by the Board as an expert witness, 

[C]children of the age group involved here are 
not capable of making sophisticated 
distinctions*** and coming from an authority 
figure such as a teacher, whom they believed 
without question, use of intemperate reference to 
the removal of bodily parts, combined with the 
mere presence of such a knife, was particularly 
distressing. 

(Initial Decision, ante) 

Initially, the Commissioner observes that it was respondent 
herself who elevated the presence of the knife in the classroom to 
the level of becoming a feared object by telling her four and five 
year old charges that she would remove bodily parts if they 
misbehaved. Further, the Commissioner finds no merit whatsoever in 
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respondent • a exception averring that "no testimony was offered, not 
onl b an other child but b an other arent of an other child 
to corroborate J. G. • s testtmon . " (Respondent's Exceptions. at 
p. 32) The 1nference made by respondent herein concerns the rule of 
evidence suggesting that the testimony of children must be weighed 
with extreme care, and that corroborating evidence should be 
considered to bolster the testimony of children. The C0111111issioner 
points out that he was not furnished a complete set of transcripts 
and therefore, will not make an independent judgment regarding 
couoborating or conflicting testimony. Under such circumstances, 
he relies on the standard of judicial review initiated by the Court 
in Mayflower Securities v. Bureau of Securities, 64 N.J. 85 which 
hold sin pertinent part: -

*""*Finally. on the matter of the applicable law. 
the thoroughly established scope of judicial 
review of administrative adjudications should be 
briefly noted. As to state agency findings. the 
role of the appellate court is that of 
determining '"whether the findings made could 
reasonably have been reached on sufficient 
credible evidence present in the record,' 
considering the proofs as a whole,• with due 
regard to the opportunity of the one who heard 
the witnesses to judge of their credibility *** 
and *** with due regard also to the agency's 
expertise where such expertise is a pertinent 
factor." Close v. Kordulak Bros, 44 N.J. 589, 
599 (1965 >. ""** faF 93-94 > 

See also: Parker v. Dornbierer, 140 N.J. Super. 185 (App. Div. 
1976). 

The ALJ was present to hear and observe all twenty-seven 
witnesses and prepared a studied evaluation of that testimony in his 
fifty-five page recommended decision. In the Commissioner's 
judgment the findings of fact and the conclusion reached by the ALJ 
are sufficiently documented in the record of these proceedings and 
comply with the Mayflower standard. Further. in respect to the 
arguments raised by respondent concerning inefficiency, the 
Commiseioner finds reference to Booth, supra, Slovney, !m!ta. and 
Fodor, ~upra unpersuasive because ~charges herein involve conduct 
unbecoa1ng and corporal punishment, not inefficiency or incapacity. 

The Commissioner notes, as did the ALJ. that the record 
taken as a whole represents a situation that had existed and was of 
concern to the Board since 1981. The record is replete with 
examples of continuing problems which took place in respondent • s 
classroom that far exceed any claim of mere inefficiency. The 
Comminioner acknowledges with approval the conclusion of the ALJ 
that "too many children have suffered in too many ways to condone 
her return to the classroom. At times she has probably been a good 
teacher. Often, however, she has done physical or emotional harm to 
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the pupils entrusted to her care." (Initial Decision, antJ!) 
Additionally, the Commissioner adds that in Redcay v. State Bd. of 
Ed., 130 N.J.L. 369 (Sup. Ct. 1943), aff'd 131 N.J.L. 326 (E. li. A. 
1944), the Court adopted the following language of the 
Commissioner: 

Unfitness for a task is best shown by numerous 
incidents. Unfitness for a position under a 
school system is best evidenced by a series of 
incidents. Unfitness to hold a post might be 
shown by one incident, if sufficiently flagrant. 
but it might also be shown by many incidents. 

(130 !"~- at 371) 

Although any of the proven charges, standing alone, and 
certainly the knife incident, would be sufficient ground to 
recommend the dismissal of respondent. the Commissioner concludes 
that the cumulative effect of the charges in the instant matter goes 
far beyond the standard in Red_<:_a__y, supr_il, and the State Board of 
Examiners shall be apprised of the decision in this case pursuant to 
!'L.J.-:~.:.C:. 6; 11-3. 7 for possible revocation/ sus pens ion of the teaching 
certificate of Jeanne Hamilton-Moore. 

Accordingly, the Commissioner adopts the findings and 
determination of the ALJ. It is hereby ordered that Jeanne 
Hamilton-Moore shall be and is hereby dismissed as a teaching staff 
member in the employ of the Montclair Township Board of Education 
effective as of the date of this decision. and it is further ordered 
that a copy of the final decision in this matter be forwarded to the 
State Board of Examiners for its review and in its discretion, 
further appropriate action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

March 26, 1986 
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IN THE MATrER OF THE TENURE 

BEARING OF JEANNE HAMILTON-MOORE, 

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWN OF 

MONTCLAIR, ESSEX COUNTY. 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, March 26, 1986 

For the Respondent-Appellant, Oxfeld, Cohen and Blunda 
(Nancy Iris Oxfeld, Esq., of Counsel) 

For the Petitioner-Respondent, McCarter and English 
(Patti Russell, Esq., of Counsel) 

The State Board affirms the decision of the Commissioner of 
Education for the reasons expressed therein. 

August 6, 1986 
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~talr uf Nrm 3JrnH'!1 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

PAUL GORDON, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 

TOWNSHIP OP PASSAIC, 

MORIUB COUNTY, 

Respondent • 

INmAL DECISION 

ON MOTION AND CRDSS-MOTION 

FOR SUMMARY DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6457-85 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 319-9/85 

.Jame. F. Sehwerln, Esq., for petitioner/movant 

(Greenberg and Prior, attorneys) 

RGbert Goldsmith, Esq., for n~spondent{cf'08S-movant 

{WUey, Malehorn &: Sirota, attorneys) 

Record Closed: December 26, 1985 Decided: February 10, 1986 

BEFORE SYBIL R. MOSES. AL.J: 

This matter comes before the Office of Administrative Law (OAl.J as the result of a 

verified petition CUed by Paul Gordon with the Commissioner or Education on September 

17, 1985, asking that the Commissioner declare that his tenure and seniority rights were 

violated when the Board of Education or Passaic Township (Board) failed to appoint him to 

a position to which he was entitled. The Board filed an answer on October 3, 1985, asking 
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that the petition be dismissed, basing its request on several grounds set forth in that 

answer. Ttte matter was forwarded to the OAL on October 9, 1985 for determination as a 

contested ease pursUIUit to ~ 52:148-1 et !!9.• and ~ 52d4F-1 et !!9.· 

A prehearlng eonferenee was held on November 25, 1985. After diselll8ion, both 

attorneysiiJ'eed that the eue eould be decided as a matter of law. Ttte legal issues to be 

determined are: 

1. Whether petitioner Is entitled to the 1985 position of vocal/instrumental music 

teacher in the Passaic Township sehool district. 

2. Whether this action il barred by the theories of !:!! judicata and/or collateral 

estoppel. 

Petitioner tiled a motion for summary decision and brief In support thereof on 

November 14, 1985. Respondent filed Its ci'OII-motlon and memorandum in support of 

same and In opposition to petitioner's motion for summary decision on December 9, 1985. 

Petitioner filed a responsive brief in opposition to the cross-motion and in support of his 

motion on December 18, 1985. Tttere being no further reply from the Board, the record 

ciOMd one week later on December 26, 1985. 

A review of the briefs Indicates that the following narrative of the Pelevant facts Is 

basically uncontroverted and wiU be considered the faets In this cue. 

Petitioner, Paul Oordon, posseged a valid secondary sehool teaching certificate and 

was employed full-time as a teacher of instrumental music by the Paasaie Township Board 

of Education from 1988 to 1978. Mr. Oordon had aaqulred tenure In the position of 

teaching staff member by 1978. His employment was reduced to part-time status for the 

1978-7'1 and 1970-80 sehool years. Gordon's teaching certificate included an endorsement 

In Instrumental music reeelved In I9'll. He received an elementary sehool certificate in 

May 1980. Ttte Board abolished Its Instrumental mule program for the 1980-81 and 1981-

82sehool years, and Mr. Gordon lost his job pursuant to a reduction In force (RIF). 

-2-
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In 1982, the Board estabUshed an Instrumental/Vocal musie program ror the 1982·83 

school year and hired a teeeher for that program who had a comprehensive music 

endorsement. In December 1982, Mr. Gordon became aware or this position end sought to 

assert his rights to the position. He filed a petition with the Commissioner of Education 

to replace the teacher hired by the Board for the Instrumental/vocal music position. By 

March 1983, Mr. Gordon had obtained a comprehensive music endorsement. The petition 

tiled by Mr. Gordon regarding his entitlement to the combined instrumental/vocal music 

position was heard by Ward Young, ALJ, who held that although Gordon had forfeited his 

right to retroactive reuer by failure to file his petition within the 90 days allowed by 

N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2, he was prospectively entitled to employment in that position as of the 

1983-84 school year. The Commissioner of Education affirmed Judge Young's decision. 

On appeal from the Commissioner, the State Board of Education reversed on the basis 

that the 90-day rule barred him from any reUef, either retroactive or prospective. The 

ruling of the State Board or F.dueatlon was appealed and is pending decision by the 

AppeDate Division, doeket number A-3294-84T'I. 

On July 7, 1985, the Board advertised In the Star L!dger for a teacher of 

instrumental music with a comprehensive musle certificate [sic} 1 for a position available 

in September 1985. The Board did not communicate with Mr. Gordon in regard to this 

position. Mr. Gordon subsequently filed this petition asserting he has preclusive seniority 

rights to the position advertised In July 1985. 

Although Initially arguing that the Commissioner's decision in the prior ease has 

coiiateral estoppel or !!! judleata effect In the present matt"r, Gordon's attorney 
eoneedes, In his reply brier, that the Commissioner's decision can only be given persuasive 

lSee N.J.A.C. 8:11-8.2(a)UI, which lists musle as a teaehlng endorsement on the 

instructional certificate. Cf. N.J.A.C. 8:11-4.1 ~ ~· When appropriate, musle 

certificate wiD be referred to as musie endorsement. 

-3-
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effect In the present action. However, he IU'I'JC!S that Gordon's rights under the 
teacher/tenure statutes of New Jersey entitle him to be appointed to the position as 

advertised by the Board; he II not seekirc the position which existed at the beginning of 

the 1982-83 school year. Mr. Gordon arpes that tinea all of the requirements for his 

comprehensive music endorsement were completed 10111 before March 1983, the actual 

date he obtained that endorlement, he II fully eUglble for any position covered by that 

requirement. Petitioner's reply brief seems to Indicate that he is not asserting seniority 

rights to the 1983 position but is usertlnc that his tenure entitles him to the current 

vacant position. He asserts that even If he is not entitled to the entire position because 

his comprehensive music endorsement was obtained after he was no toncer employed by 

the district, his tenure does apply to the Instrumental music portion of the combined 

position, and he Is therefore eUglble to teach the instrumental portion up to half-time. 

The Board argues that the State Boer<l's reversal of the Commissioner's affirmance 

of Judge Young's 1983 decision has !:!!. judicata effect upon the present petition and 

precludes Gordon's claim to the 1985 openlnc. The Board also IU'I'JC!S that Gordon's tenure 

extends only to the scope of his certificate (really meanlnc endorsement) at the time he 

was hired, end that his after-acquired comprehensive music endorsement does not entitle 

him to the 1985 job opening. Counsel asserts that tenure in one category does not 

establish preference In another category abient the requisite teachlnc service in that 

other category. 

A review of the law of !!!. judicata and collateral estoppel indicates that the State 

Board of Education's 1983 decision, PaUl Gordon v. Pulalc Township Bd. of Ed., Morris 

County, OAL Dkt. No. EDU 4416-83, Agency Dkt. No. 150-S/83A, does not have !:!!. 

Judicata or collateral estoppel effect on either party's claims In this action. The doctrine 

of res judicata or claim preclusion bars relitlgatlon or a eause of action which has been 

ruled upon in a prior court action. N • .J. Hllbway Authority v. Renner, 18 !:!:h. 485, 493 

(1955). The poUey behind thll rule Is to preclude expensive reUtigatlon of the same 

factual situation between the same parties once the matter has been ruled upon by a court 

of competent jurisdiction. Banco v. Ward. 12 !:!:h. us. 420 (1953). A cause of action Is 
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defined u the aUegatlons In a lawsuit whleh are the buls of a party's elalm for relief. 

Templeton v. Seudder, 18 ~ ~· 576, 579 (App. Div. 1951). II' the proofs which 

supported the assertion In the prior ease would abo runy support the usertlons In the 

second suit between the same parties, then that second suit is barred by !!!. judicata. 

Ibid. This doetrine, as wen u the related prlnelple or collateral estoppel, Is applicable to 

administrative proeeedlnp. Haekensaclc v. Winner, 82 .!!d:. 1, 31 (1980). 

In the ease at bar, Mr. Gordon Is asserting tenure rights (or preclusive seniority 

rights) for a teaching post which did not come Into existenee and was not available until 

July I !185. This position of Instrumental music teacher required a comprehensive 

endorsement. Petitioner's prior elalm, In 1983, to the position of instrumental/Vocal 

music teacher for the 1982-83 school year wu not upheld by the State Board of Education 

because of his failure to file a timely appeal pursuant to N.J.A.c. 6:24-1.2. While the 

legal theory asserted In the 1985 petition Is Identical to the theory asserted in the 1983 

position, the 1985 petition Is bued on different factual allegations than existed In the 

1983 claim. Therefore, the Board's argument that the 1983 deelslon by the State Board 

precludes any future seniority claim by this petitioner to any Job opening to which he 

might be entitled In this school district cannot control. To extend such an argument to Its 

logical conclusion would permit the victorious party In a partleular lawsuit to freely 

violate the vanquished party's legal rights In the future, with no fear of an additional 

lawsuit on the same legal claim, notwithstanding any change in factual circumstances. 

The law of !!!. fudleata does not provide for sueh an unjust result. See, Lasasso v. 

Luuso, 1 N.J. 324, 328 (1949), u well u Board of Directors, Ajax, etc. v. First National 

Bank or Princeton, 33 .!!d:. 458, 484 (1980). 

The principal of !:!! judleata, however, does not bar reHtlgatlon 
where, after the rendition of the judgment, subsequent events or 
conditions occur, thus creating a new legal situation or altering the 
legal rights or relations of the parties. It Is obvious that a 
judgment cannot be eoneluslve u to rights which were not In 
existence at the time of Its rendition. 

-5-
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(Citations omitted), Luasso, 1 ~at 328. Ct. Wuhi!!Cton Township v. Gould, 39 N.J. 
527, 534 (1963), where the court held that where the plaintiff cannot establish any new 

facts or circumstances which were not contained In the prior action, his second suit will 

be barred by the doctrine of !:!! judicata. 

1n this ease, Gordon's claim is baed upon facts which arose subsequent to the 1983 

claim. Therefore, the ruling In the prior ease should not be a bar to his present claim. 

See, Lawlor v. National Sereen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 99 L.Ed. 1122, 75 S. Ct. 865 

(1955). ln Lawlor, an antitrust suit tiled In 1942 between the parties was settled and 

dismissed with prejudice In 1943. ~· bJ&:. at 1126. A second lawsuit brought in 1951 

alleged continuing violation of antitrust laws by the original defendants, u well as 

additional defendants. Ibid. The courts below ruled the second suit was barred by !:!! 
judicata due to the prejudicial dismissal of the 1942 lawsuit. The &lpreme Court 

reversed, ruling that the 1943 dismissal could not extinguish claims which arose after the 

ruling In that cue. Ibid. The ~ ease appears analogous to this claim In that Gordon 

is alleging a violation of his rights which occurred subsequent to the 1983 decision. 1 

conclude that this factual change of circumstances prevents the application of res 

judicata to the case at bar and allows Gordon to litigate hill claim to the 1985 job. 

The related doctrine of collateral estoppel or issue preclusion also cannot apply to 

any of the Issues raised by Gordon In this caae. That doctrine bars relltigatlon of any 

issue actually determined In a prior action upon a different cause. State v. Gonzalez, 75 

.!':!d! 181, 186 (1917). The appllcatlon of collateral estoppel depends on what w111 actually 

ruled upon in the prior action. MazziW v. Accident & Calualty Insurance Co., 26 N.J. 

307, 314 (1958). The holding of the prior decision determines the scope oC collateral 

estoppel; dictum can have no elaim preclusion effect. Gareeb v. Weinstein, 161 N.J. 

~· 1, 13 (App. Dlv. 1978). 

The reveraal of the Commissioner of Education's decillion by the State Board 

rendered the Commissioner's decision (and the decision of the administrative law ju~e 

which was affirmed) without legal force. ~ t.ndy v. Lesavoy, 20 N.J. 1'10, 176 (1955). 

The Commissioner's resolution of seniority disputes therefore has no preclusive erteet on 
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the present ease. Ibid. furthermore, slnee the State Board's reversal was based only upon 

Gordon's failure to eomply with the to-day rule, there Is no exlstilll decision in erteet on 

his seniority claim. 'Jberelore, the doctrine of eoUateral estoppel does not prevent 

litigation of Gordon's claims In this action. MazziW, 26 !!d:_at 314. 

It Is therefore appropriate to address the merits of Mr. Gordon's claim. Since all or 

the relevant facts are uncontroverted, this cue can be decided as a matter or law. 1 

conclude that Mr. Gordon Is not entitled to the 1985 position of instrumental music 

teacher, which required a comprehensive music endorsement In the Passaic Township 

school dlstriet. This conclusion Is reached after a review of the applicable law, especially 

the cue of Howley v. £wire Township Board of Education, 6 N.J.A.R.. 509 (1982). Howley 

is the definitive discussion eoneern1111 the appUcatlon of those erlteria affecting seniority 

of tenured teaehilll staff memben whole position~ are under eonslderation by virtue of a 

reduction In force. Commissioner's decision, Howley, 6 ~ at 534. That decision 

points out that tenure status attaches only to a particular position held by a teaehllll staff 

member. ~ 18A:28-5. A position Is defined as any orflee, position or employment 

or any office with a position title. ~ 18A:28-1. In order to obtain tenure in a 

position, a teacher must have a standard certificate to teach as provided for by N.J.A.c. 

6:11-4.1. 

It has been weU-atabllshed that certlfleatlon Is necessary to assume an 

responsibWty for lnstructlr~~ a elass. Every teachilll staff member, tenured or otherwise, 

must hold a valid certificate to teaeh. There are only three kinds of N!glllar certificates; 

that Is, certlfleates with Ufetlme validity Issued to eandldates who meet New Jersey 

standards tor regular eerttfleatlon; Instructional (N.J.A.c. 6:11-6.1 !!. ~.); 

administrative and supervilory (N.J.A.C. 8:11-9.1 ~ !!!!!· and 10.1 ~ !!9_.); and 

educational services (N.J.A.C. 8:11-11.1 and 12.1 ~ ~.). AU other certlfleates referred 

to in case law are actually "endorsements" on one of the foregoing three certificates. 

Howley, 8 N.J.A.R. at 513, 514. In order to teach In partieular eategorles of education, 

the certificate of the teaeher must contain the proper endorsement. The fields and the 

requirement for thole fields In whieh teaehilll endorsements may be issued on an 

instructional certificate are set forth In N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.2 and 3. N.J.A.C. 6:11-10.4 lists 
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the endorsements which may be Issued on New Jersey administrative and supervisory 

certificates, and N.J.A.C. 6:11-12.1 !! !!9.· lists the 18 separate endorsements which may 

be Issued on the regular New Jersey !dueatlonal Services certificate. Once a teacher 

obtains tenure In the position of teaehtnr staff member, seniority begins to aeerue In the 

category In whieh the teacher il employed and for which the teaeher has the appropriate 

endorsement on hil certificate. 

Seniority Is a concept whleh applies only to certain rlehta of tenured personnel and 

has meanlnr only when a reduction In the employment force II necessary. !!!·• 6 N.J.A.R. 

at 521. The source of the eoneept II In the tenure laws; !!1!!,. ~ 18A:28-9, 10 and 

13. Standards applylnr to seniority have been promulgated In ti.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 ~· 

There are specific categories In which ~~nlorlty may be aeerued, which differ from areas 

of endorsement and certification. 

Sometimes the term "category" II synonymout wltl! the terms "Position" and 

"endorsement," but aometlmes It Is not. "'Categorl81' .,.. nothinr more than what the 

Commissioner has said they are, and their only puf'POM It for determlnlnr a ~ 

teachinr staff member's rllhts In a RIF." (cltatlona omitted). Rowley, 6 N.J.A.R. at 524. 

ln the category of secondary teacher, which was the eertlfleate Mr. Gordon possessed 

untU 1980 when he received his elementary ~ehool oertlflcate, seniority attaches only In 

the subject area endorsement under which the teacher hall actually served. N.J.A.c. 6:3-
1.10UXI5XI). In this matter, Gordon loll his employment as a part-time instrumental 

mualc teaeher with the Board due to a RIP In 1980. ~ 18A:28-9. Upon dismissal 

due to a RIF, a tenured teacher II to be plaeed on a preferred eligible list In order of 
seniority for reemployment whenever a vaeeney oeeunln the position for which a teacher 

Is qualified, ~ 18A:28-12. 

&lbeequent to Mr. Gordon's loa of his poaltlon due to a RIP, the Commissioner of 

!dueatlon promuJpted amendment& to N • .J.A.c. 8:3--1.10, whleh amendment& went Into 

effect on September 20, 1983. · A review or the statutory provisions, as well as the 

amended regulation, indicates that Mr. Gordon hal tenure In the position of teachlnr starr 

member with the Pulalc Township school district. ~ 18A:28-5. His category at 
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the time of employment wu see!Ondary teacher. N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.100)(15). Hill 

endorsement at that time wu In instrumental music. He subsequently, after the RIP, 

obtained a comprehensive musle endorsement. N.J.A.C. 6:1l-6.2(a)16. Contrary to the 

Board's usertion, the 1985 lnstrumental/Yoeal teaching post Is not a "Position" to which 

tenure may attach but Is a eeterory of employment in which a teacher may aeerue 

seniority. The languare of~ 18A:26-12 Is mandatory in this rerard. Therefore, the 

real issue r must determine Is whether Mr. Gordon's seniority In the position of seeondary 

school teacher with an instrumental musie endorsement requires the Board to give him a 

full-time Instrumental/vocal music teacher's job that requires an endorsement as a 

comprehensive music teacher. 

For a clear explanation of the rationale behind the statutory distlnetlon between 

tenure and seniority, see Lautenschlager v. Bd. of Ed. of Jersey City, 1961 S.L.D. 98, as 

cited in Compton v. Bd. of Ed. of Hanover, 19'12 §:.blli 2'14. The Compton ease held that 

a teacher with certification (really endorsement, as discussed in Howley) In certain 

categories other than the caterory In which the teacher has actually served acquired 

seniority only In those caterories In which that teacher served. 1972 §:.blli at 280. The 

Commissioner reasoned that the position for which a teacher must be qualified under 

~ 18A:26-12 requires more than mere certification (really meaning endorsement) to 

teach in that position In order to be quaUrted for preferential reemployment under the 

foreroing statute. To qualify, a teacher must actually have taught in the eaterory of 

employment for which he ill certified (araln really meaning endorsed). Ibid. That is 

because to provide seniority based upon endorsement alone would undermine the 

dlstlnetlons drawn between position and caterory In nne 18. Jbld. Under an endorsement 

only analysis, 11 tenured teaeher with an endorsement IIUid 15 years teachi!IIJ experience in 

mathematics u well as an endorsement In EngUsh could replace a teacher with 14 years 

experlenee in Englillh even though the former teacher had no teaching experlenee In 

English. &Jeh • result would be contrary to the theory behind 11 thorough and efficient 

educational system. l;)td. This Interpretation of N.J.S.A. 18A:26-12 Is echoed by a long 

line of school law decisions. See, for example, Smith v. Bd. of Ed. of SeyreviUe, 1974 

~ 1095, Dullea v. Bd. of Ed. of Northvale, 1978 S.L.D. 638, 641,. Berkout v. Bd. of Ed. 
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of Roseland, 19'18 ~ 534 and Newvk Teachers' Union v. Bd. of Ed. of Newark, 1978 

~908, 911. 

Petitioner's reliance on Givens v. Bd. of Ed. of Newark, 1974 S.L.D. 906 and~ 

Bd. of FA. or Hoboken, 1975 ~ n are inapposite. Kane held that eligibility for a 

certificate (really endorsement) is sufficient to qualify a teacher to be considered to fill a 

job opening requiring that certificate. (emphasis added) Kane, 1975 ~at 17. ~ 

held that a teacher may acquire tenure as a teaching starr member without holding a 

specific subject area endorsement so long as a teacher was qualified for such an 

endorsement. Givens, 1974. ~ at 910-911. These eases, of course, establish Gordon's 

eligibility for the 1985 position, but do not apply to the question of whether he is entitled 

to this position by virtue of preferential seniority. 

Even if l were to rely on the aforementioned cases, l conclude that whether or not 

Gordon possessed the endorsement of comprehensive music teacher, without service under 

this endorsement he cannot acquire seniority In that category. N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.tO(l)(lS)(i). 

This is because his service as instrumental music teacher is distinct from service as a 

comprehensive music teacher, and he only has seniority rights pursuant to his instrumental 

music teacher endorsement and service In that eategory. This is particularly clear arter 

reading the full text of the amended N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10, as well as the statements 

aeeompanying the proposed a~endments, 15 ~ 464 (April 4, 1983). The theory behind 

the new rule is "· •• to ensure that seniority entitlement may not be claimed by persons 

who have never taught under a specific endorsement ••• " 15 .!!d:.!!:. at 465. The new rule 

provides that "· •. Any person holding an instructional eertificate with subject area 

endorsements shall have seniority within the secondvy category only in such subject vea 

endorsement(s) under which he or she has actually served ••• " N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(15). 

See also, N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1){16), which states "any person employed at the elementary 

level in a position requiring an educational services certificate or a special subject field 

endorsement shall acquire seniority only In the elementvy eategory and only for the 

period of actual service under such certificate or endorsement." N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.IO(m) 

holds "this section shall apply prospectively to all future seniority determinations as of 

the effective date of this rule." The· effective date of this rule was September 20, 1983, 
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and the operative date September 1, 1983. 15 !d:.!h 1017 (June 20, 1983). The 

amendments to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 !!. !!9.· were obviously drafted after the issuance of 
Howley v. Ewll!([ Bd. of Ed., 6 N.J.A.R. 509 (Decided Oc!tober 21, 1982). 

I have reviewed the eases cited by petitioner, which he interprets to mean that 

endorsements of Instrumental music teacher and comprehensive music teacher are within 

the same category for purpose of seniority accrual. A careful reading of Popovich v. Bd. 

of Ed. of Wharton, 1975 S.L.D. 131, 144 indicates that the decision In that case was based 

upon a prior regulation, N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(k)21, 28, 30. The amended regulation has 

deleted (k)27, 28 and 30, and contains the service within the endorsement requirement, as 

set forth in the September 1, 1983 version of N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10. Therefore, the holding 

of Popovich must be distinguished from the case at bar. There, a teacher who Initially 

had an endorsement to teach vocal music and then, during employment, received an 

endorsement as a comprehensive teacher of music, was found to be entitled to seniority in 

any area of music. In 1975, her endorsement plus aetual service in any category of music 

, teaeher was sufficient to accrue seniority In any eategory. !!!· at 744. However, the new 

regulations do not provide for such a conclusion. To be entitled to the Passale Township 

position, Mr. Gordon must have actual service within the category of instrumental/vocal 

music teacher while at the same time holdllll a comprehensive music endorsement. 

AccordillllY, Popovich cannot control. 'l1le holding of Weir v. Bd. of Ed. of Closter, OAL 

Dkt. No. EDU 792-81, adopted, Commissioner of Education (September 9, 1981), where a 

teacher with an endorsement In music who had served only In areas other than 

instrumental music had seniority rights to a job In Instrumental music also cannot control 

here In Ught of the new regulations. 

Furthermore, the comprehensive music endorsement obtained by Mr. Gordon in 

March 1983 ill, In effect, an alter-acquired endorsement. The Board'S argument that 

seniority can accrue only In endorsements held at the time a teaeher begins employment 

with the school Board Ia supported by ease law, as well as the new regulation that there 

must be actual service in a subject aree endorsement. See, Felt v. Bd. of Ed. ot Roselle, 

Commissioner'S Decision, 1980 ~ 1378, 1319, where the Commissioner held that 

petitioner "can only elaim tenure status and seniority protection within the scope or the 
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subject field for which she was eligible at the time the Board abolished her po~ition." 

(emphasis added) Aff'd. State Board of Ed. (1981). See also, Morer v. Bd. of Ed. of the 

Township of Teaneck, 1976 ~ 963, which held that seniority can accrue only in the 

category in which the teacher held endorsements at the time the teacher began 

employment with the school board. The Commissioner held that "petitioner can only 

claim a tenure status and seniority protection within the scope of the subject field 

endorsed on her teaching certificate at that time Unitial employment with the Board)." 

1976 ~at 968. See also, Dedrick v. Bd. of Ed. of Hammonton, 1977 S.L.D. 1043, 

Freigtag v. Bd. of Ed. of Glen Rock, 1978 ~ 792. ·while not addressing the same issue 

in dispute here, the Supreme Court has noted that N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 emphasizes that the 

critical determinant is actual service within the category. Lichtman v. Ridgewood Bd. of 

Ed., 93 !!d:. 362, 368-369 (1983). ~. Flan!lt{an v. Bd. of Ed. of Camden, State Bd. of 

Ed. (September 5, 1984), where the State Board held that despite a broad endorsement, 

the service and experience of that petitioner entitled him to seniority only in the position 

which he had actually taught. State Bd. of Ed. decision at 'l. Possession of the 

appropriate endorsement has no meaning absent fulfillment of the requirement of service 

under that specific endorsement. 

Petitioner made a bald assertion, without citing any supporting case law, that even 

if he is not entitled to the full-time position which requires a comprehensive music 

endorsement, he is entitled, by virtue of seniority and prior service under his endorsement 

in instrumental music, to up to a hall-time position as an instrumental music teacher. I 

find no ease law to support the proposition that the Board can be required to bifurcate a 

position it has determined to be a full-time position with a specific endorsement 

requirement. 

Accordingly, for all the foregoing reasons and based on the foregoing analysis, I 

conclude that the Board of Education's cross-motion for summary decision in this matter 

should be granted because, as a matter or law, Mr. Gordon has never served in the position 

of instrumental/vocal music teacher with a comprehensive music endorsement and 

therefore is not entitled to assert any tenure and/or seniority rights to that position. 

Summary decision is not being granted because of any ~judicata effect of the State 
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Board's 1983 deeislon, nor Ill <!OUaterel estoppel effe<!t bel~ given to the de<!lllions of the 
administrative law judge or Commissioner of Bdueation in the 1983 dispute between the 

same parties. 

It Ill hereby ORDDBD that the petition of Paul Gordon ll!JSertlng entitlement to a 

1985 position of instrumentel/voeal musle teaeher with a <!Omprehenslve music 

endorsement be, and Ill, hereby DENIBD. 

Thill recommended deelllion may be affirmed, mod!Cied or reje<!ted by the 

COMMJBSIONRR OP THE DBPARTMBNT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPBRMAN, who by 

law Is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, if SAUL 

COOPERMAN does not so aet In forty-live (45) days and unless sueh time limit is 

otherwise extended, this re®mmended deelslon shall be<!ome a final deeision in aceor

danee with~· 52:148-10. 

I hereby PILB this Initial De<!lslon with SA 

DATE / 

FEB 1 11986. 

DATE 

fEB 131986 

DATE 

amn/e 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 
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PAUL GORDON, 

PETITIONER, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWN
SHIP OF PASSAIC, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION 

The record and recommended decision of the Office of 
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Petitioner's exceptions and 
the Board's response to those exceptions were filed within the time 
prescribed by N.J.A.C. l:l-l6.4a, b and c. However, the Board's own 
exceptions to the recommended decision were untimely pursuant to 
that regulation. The exceptions and response are summarized below. 

Petitioner excepts to the Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) 
determination that he has no seniority rights to a position 
involving both instrumental and vocal music, contending that the 
ALJ's reasoning is flawed and fails to take into account the regula
tions regarding endorsements and ignores precedent directly on point 
which dictates a ruling in his favor. 

More specifically, petitioner alleces that the ALJ gave no 
weight to the right of a tenured teacher to hold any position for 
which he is qualified to the exclusion of a nontenured teacher and 
he asserts her seniority analysis is irrelevant because he is not 
competing with another tenured teacher claiming seniority. 
Petitioner asserts that the ALJ's differentiation between instru
mental and vocal music is unsupported by the existing regulations 
governing teaching endorsements, M.J .A. C. 6: 11-6. 2(a)(16), wherein 
there is only one endorsement for teachlng muaic. Be contends that 
teaching either vocal or inetruaental mueic entitles one to 
seniority credits within the category of mulic whereby a tenured 
teacher who has taught one or the other must receive seniority 
preference for a combined position. In support of this, petitioner 
cites CUiilli v. Bd. of Ed. of llortbern Highlands Regional High 
School District, decided January 3, 1985, atf'd State Board May 1, 
1985. 

Further, petitioner seea Camilli, ~ra, as relevant 
because the Co.-issioner held that where a reductton in force (RIF) 
occurred prior to September 1, 1983, the prior regulations are 
controlling and seniority rights are vested under those 
regulations. Petitioner asserts that even if instrumental and vocal 
music are viewed as different endorsements. he has acquired 
seniority in all areas for which he had an endorsement whether or 
not he actually taught. Thus, according to petitioner, Popovich, 
aupra, and Weir, au~r~. are controlling contrary to the ALJ's 
determination. In add1t1on, petitioner believes the ALJ•s reliance 
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on Feit •. s~pra, and Korer, supra, is •isplaced. Be points out that 
the Comm1ss1oner has already once found that because he was eligible 
for a comprehensive music certificate, be was entitled to a combined 
music position in 1982. Gordon, supra Thus, in petitioner's 
estimation, nothing in the pr~case should change that result. 

Petitioner alleges the ALJ•s fundamental error was in 
perceiving this as a matter wherein seniority gained by actual 
teaching in a particular endorse•ent is relevant. Of this be 
states: 

***Even it that analysis were correct, she 
commits a further fundamental error by 
analogizing this to a case where a teacher with 
endorsements in mathematics and English, but who 
has taught only math, lays claim to an English 
vacancy. Here, there are no separate 
endorsements involved. Instrumental and vocal 
music both come under a single music endorsement, 
so the only truly relevant case would be Camilli. 

(Petitioner's Exceptions,atp~4) 

The Board's response to petitioner's exceptions asserts 
that he relies on the proposition that a tenured teacher must always 
receive preference over a nontenured teacher for any position for 
which he is qualified. whereby he makes a critical assumption that 
he was qualified for the position. The Board contends, however, 
that petitioner was not qualified for the position at the relevant 
times which would give him any tenure preference for the 
controverted position in this matter because at the time of the RIF 
he did not possess an endorsement in comprehensive music. Feit, 
supra 

The Board supportl the ALJ's differentiation between 
instrumental music and vocal music endorsements as appropriate, 
stressing that when petitioner received his endorsement, the music 
categories were distinct. It also discounts petitioner's reliance 
on Camilli, supra, because Mr. Gordon taught under the more limited 
certtflcate, instrumental music. Further, it finds as significant 
petitioner's reliance on that case to argue that the seniority 
regulations prior to September 1, 1983 are control! ing because it 
believes that if his claim dates back to 1980, the matter is not a 
new cause for action. The Board also contends that the AW was 
correct in determining petitioner •s reliance on Gordo~, supr~. is 
unfounded. As such, the Board submits that petit10ner•s clatm is 
barred by res judicata. or, alternatively, that the decision of the 
AW be affumed becallse he is not entitled to assert any tenure 
and/or seniority rights in the position at issue. 

Upon examination of the record and exceptions in this 
matter, the Commissioner adopts that portion of the AW's recom
mended decision that determines petitioner is not barred by res 
judicata from litigating this matter. Contrary to the Board's argu~ 
ment ,-uie matter herein is a new cause for act ion in that it deals 
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with a .usic po1ition coming vacant in 1985. The ALJ's analysis and 
conclusion with respect to thia particular iaaue is correct. 

Despite petitioner's assertions to the contrary, this 
matter is one which is controlled by seniority regulations because 
it would be solely by virtue of seniority rights that petitioner may 
or may not have entitlement to the controverted poa i tion. Pet i
tioner is correct, however, in auerting that the prior seniority 
regulations, N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10, are controlling herein. Seniority 
determinations are based upon the regulations in effect at the time 
the lliF occurred. Camilli, supra, and Elaa Rill v. Bd. of Ed. of 
West Orange, decided January 21, 1985, aff'd State Board Hay 1. 
1985, aff'd N.J. Superior Court, Appellate Division February 26, 
1986. Because the RIF occurred prior to the effective date of the 
current regulations for seniority, the previous regulations 
determine what seniority rights be possesses. 

With respect to petitioner's seniority, the ALJ erred in 
determining that "[h] is category at the time of employment was 
secondary teacher. N.J .A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(15) ." (Initial Decision. 
ante) At the time petttloner•s seniority rights were vested, the 
controlling regulation was N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(k)(30) which reads, 
"Additional categories of spectflc certificates issued by the State 
Board of Examiners and listed in the State Board rules dealing with 
teacher certification (N.J.A.C. 6:11)." 

Thus, petitioner's seniority accrued in the seniority cate
gory of instrumental music since b1a instructional endorsement was 
such and his teaching position was that of instrumental music 
teacher. Within the context of this matter, petitioner is erroneous 
in arguing that because N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.2(a)(l6) indicates one 
endorsement for teaching either vocal or instrumental music, this 
entitles him to seniority within the category of ausic. At the time 
petitioner's certificate/endorsement was issued in 1971 there were 
two distinct ausic endorsements, namely, teacher of music 
(instrumental) and teacher of music (comprehensive). See N.J .A.C. 
6:11-6.26, 6.27(4)(xxi and xxii) and Rules Concerning Teachers 
Certification, 20th Edition, 1966. The regulation cited by petl
ttoner was not in effect until 1984 and therefore is not controlling 
in the instant matter. Consequently, the ALJ's differentiation 
between the two endorsements was entirely appropriate. 

N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12 mandates that if a teaching staff member 
is dismissed as a result in a reduction in force. "such person shall 
be and remain upon a preferred eligible list in the order of 
seniority for reemployment whenever a vacancy occurs in a position 
for which such person shall be qualified and he shall be reemployed 
by the body causing dismissal, 1f and when such vacancy occurs***." 
(emphasis supplied). N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(h), in effect attiie time 
petitioner was subject to RIF, reads: 

Whenever any person's particular employment shall 
be abolished in a category, be shall be given 
that employment in the same category to which he 
is entitled by seniority***· 
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Petitioner's instrumental music endorsement authorizes him 
to teach instrumental music. Therefore, in accordance with the 
above-cited statute and regulation, his placement on the preferred 
eligibility list affords him seniority entitlement to any 
instrumental music position which became available in the district 
in 1985. As previously stated, such position constitutes a new 
cause for action, separate and distinct from the disputed 
vocal/instrumental position in 1982. Gordon, supra 

The controverted position herein was advertised as an 
instrumental music position (Exhibit D, Petitioner's Brief on 
Motion) and is referred to as such in the Petition of Appeal and on 
pages 3, 5, and 6, ante. However, the position is also referred to 
as a combined instrumental/vocal music position or an instrumental 
music position requiring a comprehensive music certificate. The 
Commissioner, therefore, cannot make a final determination as to 
whether petitioner has entitlement to the position until he is 
apprised of the actual teaching duties of the position. If the 
position is exclusively instrumental music, there is no question as 
to petitioner's entitlement pursuant. to !!.d,_?_,~. 18A:28-l2 and 
N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO{h) of the regulat1ons 1n effect when be was 
subject to a RIF, irrespective of the fact that the Board required a 
comprehensive music certificate. 

An instrumental music position may be taught by one who 
holds either an instrumental music endorsement or the comprehensive 
music endorsement. While the Board has the discretionary authority 
to require the latter endorsement for such a position, it cannot in 
this instance place the teacher of music requirement on an instru
mental music position so as to deprive an individual on a preferred 
eligibility list of his or her seniority rights in that category. 
Richard Walldov et al. v. Bd. of Ed. of East Brunswick., decided 
Hay 10, 1985, aff'd State Board November 6, 1985. If no teachers 
were on the preferred eligibility list in the instrumental music 
category, the Board would be free to require the comprehensive music 
endorsement. 

In view of the lack of clarity in the record with respect 
to the exact teaching duties of the controverted position, i.e. 
solely instrumental music or a combined vocal/instrumental positiOn, 
the matter is remanded to the Office of Administrative Law for 
limited purpose of supplementing the record in this regard. The 
Commissioner holds in abeyance rendering a determination as to 
petitioner •a entitlement to any position other than one restricted 
to instrumental music until he is fully cognizant of the nature and 
scope of the disputed position. 

The Commissioner retains jurisdiction in this matter. 

March 27,1986 COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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&tatr of Nrw Jrrery 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

Itm1AL DEC1SIOM 

PAUL GORDON, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

PASSAIC TOWMSHJP BOAJtD 

OP EDOCA'nOM, 

Respondent • 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU %24'1-86 

(OAL DKT. NO. EDU 645'1-85 ON REMAND) 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 319·9/85 

...,..._ P. lehwerln, Etq., for petitioner (Oreenberg and Prior, attorneys) 

lklbert s. Ooldlmltb, Etq., for respondent (WUey, Malehorn and Sirota, attorneys) 

Reeord Closed: August 4, 1988 Decided: AIJIUit I, 1988 

BEFORE SYBIL L M0811'8, ALJ: 

Thill matter comes before the Ofllee of Administrative Law as the result of a 

remand from the Commlllaloner of Bdueatlon of the State or New Jersey or an Initial 

Deellllon rendered by this Judge In a prior ease between the same Utlgants, Docket No. 

EDU 645'7-85 (Feb. 10, 1988). The purpose of the remand was solely to determine the 

aetual duties of the 1985 position whleh was the lllbjeet of the Utlgatlon In the prior ease. 

The matter was remanded on April 1, 1988, for the Umlted purpose of supplementing the 

reeord as to the exaet teaehln&' duties of the disputed position. 

After appropriate notlee, a prehearinc eonterenee was held on April 28, 1986. 

Counsel agreed that the following Issues had to be determined: 
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1. What are the aetual teaehing duties of the position? 

2. If the position is not faetually found to be exelusively instru'llental musle, 

does Paul Gordon have an entitlement to the 1985 position? 

counsel attempted to stipulate to all the faets so that the ease eould be 

eompletely determined u 11 matter of law. Counsel were not able to stipulate to all of 

the faets. Therefore, a hearing wu held on July 28, 1988 at the Offiee or Administrative 

Law in Newark. Letter memoranda were filed on an expedited sehe<lute by both 

attorneys. The reeord elosed on August 4, 1986. 

The following Items were moved Into evldenee during the eourse of the hearing: 

Rl Passale Township PubUe Sehooll Job Deserlptlon-voeal/lnstrumental mush:! 

teaeher 

R2 Advertlllement for instrumental/musie teaeher -July 7, 1985 Newark Star-

~ 
R3 Application for Professional Position-cheryl A. Steinbeek 

R4 Administrative reeommendation to Board of Education, dated August 15, 

1985, from Anthony P. Gonnella, aJperintendent of Sehools, to hire Ms. 

Stelnbeek 

RS Employment contract forMa. Stelnbeek, dated August 16, 1985 

R6 Certificate from the State Board of Examiners lndleatlng that Cheryl A. 

Steinbeck is a eertlfled teacher or music 

Anthony p, Gonnella, aJperlntendent of Sehools, Passale Township, and Paul 

Gordon testltied. 

Mr. Gonnella hu been &lperlntendent of Sehools slnee 1972. He acknowledged 

that Mr. Gordon had previously taught Instrumental musle for the Board, but his position 

wu eliminated In 1980-81 u a result of declining student enroUment, a lack of Interest by 

the students In Instrumental musle and budget restraints. The Board established a 
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vocal/Instrumental position for rrades five thi'OIIIh eight for the 1982-83 school year. R-

1, the Job description, was prepared for that year and Is still In effect. Mr. Gordon was 

not appointed to the 1982 poaltlon, which denial was Utlgated In another matter between 

him and the Board of Education. The position was filled by Eileen Arnold, from 1982 

through the 1984-85 school year. She taught both vocal and Instrumental music. 

Aeeordlnl to Mr. Oonneua, there wu a dramatic Increase in the number of students 

enrolled in muaic. 

Ms. Arnold deeUned a tenure contract and, therefore, the position was 

readvertlsed in the Newark Star-Ledger for the 1985-811 sehool year. The Board was 

looking for a penon with both vocal and Instrumental expertise, to teach in both areas, 

and wu uaing the same Job desc!rlptlon (R-1). Ms. Cheryl Steinbeek was Interviewed 

during the first week In Aucust 1985 and liven R-1 as the Job desc!rlptlon. She was an 

exeellent candidate due to her experlenee In both areas and due to her being a hard 

worker. Mr. OonneDa recommended the appointment of Ms. Stelnbeek for the 1985-86 

school year on August 15, 1985. The Board approYtld the appointment and a contract was 

signed on Aucust 18, 1985. 

As of that date Mr. Gonneua did not know the breakdown of music classes. This 

Is beeauae there Ia no final music schedule untO mid-September. In early September, a 

letter goes out to students In IP'ades five through eight to determine If they want to take 
music. A good deal of recruitment Ia neeesaary to get students to take musle. Aeeordlng: 

to Mr. Gonnella, Ms. Steinbeck's eertlfleate was comprehensive and permitted her to 

teach both subjects. Mr. Gonnella fe411a the Board has IP't!ater nexlb!Uty If a musle 

teaeher has a comprehensive certificate. In addition, Passaic Township Is part of the 

Morris/Union Conlortlum, a IJ'OUP of school dlstrlctl working together. Ms. Arnold had 

done work for the COIIIIOI'tlum, althou!rh It was not a requirement of the job. CONIOI'tlum 

work was considered In the nature of Job enhaneement. 

Mr. Gonnella's reapon1e11 · to eroe~-examtnatton were eruelal. He eoneeded that 

he wu certainly aware, u of March 1983, that Mr. Gordon poiiM8Ied a comprehensive 

music certificate. Mr. Gonnella knew the Hnlorlty NCUlatlons and reduetlon-ln-foree 
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regulations governing tenured teachers in the State of New Jersey. Yet, neither he nor 

any member of the Board gave Mr. Gordon notice of the 1985 vacancy. 111e position is 

vacant again, as of June 1986, but Mr. Gordon has not been contacted. According to Mr. 

Gonnella, Mr. Gordon was not given notice of the vacancies due to the ongoing prior 

iitlgatlon, dealing with the 1982 position. Mr. Gonnella testified that If there had been no 

litigation, Mr. Gordon would have received notice of the 1985 position as he had the 

appropriate certification. 111e same is true in regard to the 1986-87 position, as Mr. 

Gordon's name Is on the seniority Ust for all teachers of music. Absent the present 

litigation, Mr. Gonnella eoneeded that Mr. Gordon has rights to this position by virtue of 

his name being on that Ust. Mr. Gonnella believed that a favorable State Board deeision 

in the prior ease meant that Gordon was not entitled to the 1985 position.• 

Mr. Gordon testified that his job performance was praised when he was teaching 

in Passale Township. He has been unemployed, on a fuU-tlme buis, since June 1980, 

although he has taught eompensatory education and science and has substituted in schools. 

He thinks he has rotten bed references from Passaic Township. Mr. Gonnella rebutted 

this statement, saying he has never received a request for a reference from another 

district In regard to PaUl Gordon. 

Mr. Gordon's attorney lll'1fiH'I that the Commissioner's decision, remanding the 

matter, held that If the position In dh!pute wu one of teaching only instrumental music 

then, u a matter of Jaw, Mr. Oordon Is entitled to fW the position and, therefore no 

further matters need be addrelled. Counlel points out that the parties have stipulated 

that Ms. Steinbeck's teaching duties consisted aolely of lnstrumen~al music and believes 

that he is entitled to prevaU on that fact atone. Counsel eaerts that the only arrument 

presented by the Board of F.dueatlon, In Ugbt of the stipulation of fact regarding the 1985-

88 duties, Is that there Is a difference between the position for which a person Is hired and 

the duties or the position. He urges that that arrument Is not supported by ease law, as 

the duties performed In a position control the determination or tenure and seniority, 

rather than the name given to a particular position. 

*111e prior case, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4418-83 (Sept. 12, 1983), dealt with the application 
of the 90_.y rule to Gordon's petition for the 1982 position. The State Board or 
Education found Mr. Gordon to be out ot time In flUng his claim to the 1982 position. The 
decision was affirmed by the Appellate Division which did, however, lndieate that It was 
making no findings whatsoever in regard to the current position. 
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Gordon's attorney argues that Mr. Gonnella's testimony that Mr. Gordon Is 

entitled to the position by virtue of his seniority If It were not for the earlier ongoing 

litigation regarding the 1982-83 vacancy, must be given great weight, since both this 

Judge and the Commissioner have ruled that the prior Utlgatlon does not have !:!! judicata 

or collateral estoppel effeet here. 

COWllel for the Board of Education argues that the actual duties of a position, 

although relevant, are separate and distinct from the nature of the position. Counsel 

points out that between 1982 and 1985, the actual duties of the position Included 

Instrumental and vocal musl~ and Ms. Stelnbeek was hired because of her experience and 

expertise In both areas. The Board requites fielriblllty In ~ehedullng as It Is not until early 

September that a ~ehedule for music claaea (whether vocal and instrumental or solely 

Instrumental) Is established. 

Counsel arpes that Mr. Gordon was not considered for the 1985-88 position 

because the State Board determined, In the prior Utlptlon, that Mr. Gordon was time 

barred, both retroactively and prospectively, from Meklng to enforce his tenure and 

seniority rights. Tbat decision was Issued on March 8, 1985 and affltmed by the AppeUate 

Division on May 27, 11188. Counsel aeknowledlea that this Jud(e and the Commissioner 

have both determined that this apeclflc eauae of aetlon Ia not barred by !:!! Judicata or 

collateral estoppel as 1. result of the State Board deelslon In the prior ease. However, 

eounsel eontlnues to arpe that Gordon's tenure and seniority rights were established In 

the first Gordon matter. By faWng to aot In a timely manner, Mr. Gordon lost any tenure 

and Mnlorlty rights to which he was prevlou.ly entitled. The time bar of the original 

action preeludes reUef In future years. Counlel UIMII'tl that It Is absurd to sugrest that 

beeaU!Ie the Individual who was appointed to the position Utlgated In ~ I I resigned, 

Mr. Gordon's elaim and/or rights to the position are re-eatabUshed. 

The parties stipulated to the following facts, which I adopt as the most relevant 

raets In this ease: 
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N.J.A.c. 6:24-1.2, he wu proepeetlvely entitled to employment In that position u of the 

1983-84 school year. The Commissioner of Edueatlon affirmed Judge Young's decision. 

On appeal from the Commissioner's Deelslon, the State Board of Edueatlon reversed on 

the buts that the 91H!ay rule barred him from any relief, either retroactive or 

prospeetlve. The ruling of the State Board of Education wu appealed and was affirmed 

by the Appellate Divialon in Paul Gordon v. Pulale Township Bd. of Ed. (N.J. App. Div., 

May 27, 1986, A-3294-84T7Xunreported). 

On July 7, 1985, the Board advertised in the Star-Ledger for a teacher of 

instrumental music with a comprehensive musle eertlficate (ale] 1 for a position available 

in September 1985. The Board did not eommunieate with Mr. Gordon In regard to this 

position. Mr. Gordon subsequently filed a petition uaerttng that he hu preclusive 

seniority rights to the position advertised In July 1985. As of June 1986, the position is 

again vacant. 

fact: 

In addition, after a review of the testimony and evidence, I make further rtndings or 

1. Mr. Gordon wu subject to a reduction In force In 1980-81 solely due to 

declining enrollment In sehool population and In the music program. 

2. The teaching duties for the music position at issue In this matter for the 1985-

86 school year were exclusively the teaching of Instrumental music. 

3. The Board of Bducatlon would have .offered the 1985-811 position to Paul 

Gordon, u hill name wu on the seniority list for re-employment tor this music 

position, If It were not for the feet that the Board believed the earlier 

litigation, which had been decided adversely to Mr. Gordon by the State Board 

of Education, precluded his being rehired. 

1!!!!_, N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.2(a)l8, whleh lists music as a teaching endorsement on the 
Instructional certtrieate. Cf., N.J.A.C. 6:11-4.1 !! !!9.· 
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4. The onJy reason Mr. Gordon has not received notice for the 1986-87 position is 

the Board's asaertion that he Is barred by the State Board ruling In the prior 

litigation, concerning the application of the 90-day regulation of Utlgatlon. 

5. The Board eoneedes that absent the lltlptlon, Mr. Gordon had rights to the 

1985 position by virtue or his name being on the Hnlorlty list. 

must first reiterate my eoncHuslon that a prior rullnr by the State Board of 

Education, affirmed by the Appellate Division, In Paul Gordon v. Pa~~~&ie Township Bd. of 

Education, A-3294-84T1, does not operate u either !:.!!. Judicata or collateral estoppel to 

defeat this cause of action. Thll matter Ia a separate cause of action eonceminr Gordon's 

entitlement to the music position for the 1885-88 eehool year. I incorporate by reference 

my dileusslon of the law of !:.!!. judicata and collateral estoppel, ~et forth on pages 4 to 1 

of the Initial Decision In EDU 8451-85. The Commlsaloner of Education, In revlewlnr that 

inlt!!li decision, "adopts that portion of the ALJ'I recommended decision that determines 

petitioner Is not beJT<!'rl ''} !:!! ludlcata from Utiptllll thla matter. Contrary to the 

Board's arJUment, the matter herein Ia a new call8fl of action In that It deals with a music 

position coming vacant In 1985. The AL.l'l analyala and conclusion with respect to this 

particular 1saue Ia correct." Commt.loner's Deelalon, at 17. 

In regard to the 1985 poeltton, the Commlal.oner hu clearly stated that Gordon's 

placement on the preferred eJJrjbWty u.t aftordl him seniority and entitlement to any 

lnatrumental music position which beeame available In the dlstrlet In 1985, 

Commlaloner'a Decision, at 19. Thll remand wu 10lely for the purpose of determining 

the actual teaehlng duties of the poeltlon In question. The Commlsaioner maintained that 

"'I the poeltlon Ia exclllllvely lnatrumental music, there Ia no question u to petitioner's 

entitlement pursuant to N • .J.S.A. 18A:28-12 and N.J.A.C. 8!3-1.10(11) of the regulations In 

effect when he wu subject to a Rll', i,.....,eetlve of the fact that the Board required a 

comprehensive music eertlflcate." Commlsaloner's Deelllon, at 11~-20. 

Alter eonslderlnc the stipulations of fact and the testimony, lt Is elear that the 

actual teaching duties of the controverted poeltlon were Umlted to Instrumental music. 
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Any work for the Morrill/Union Consortium by Ms. Arnold or Ms. Steinbeek eoneerning 

voeal music wu in the nature of Job enhancement and wu not a duty of the position. The 

law Is clear that there Is no difference between the teaching duties of a position and the 

position Itself. Any arpments to that effeet just posit a distinction without a difference. 

The cue elted by petitioner, Rudolpi!=Nachtman and Herbert v. Middletown Bd. of Ed., 

State Bd. of Ed., Dkt. No. 131-83 (Dee. 5, 1984), is right on point. The duties performed 

by the teacher In a position eontrol the determination of the tenure and seniority rights, 

rather than the name given to a particular position. See, Boeshore v. North Bergen Bd. of 

Ed., 1974 S.t..D. 805, u weU u Christie v. East orange Bd. of Ed., Commissioner's 

Decision, Dkt. No. 65-85 (March 11, 1985). lt II stipulated that the duties of this position 

consisted !IOlely ot teaching instrumental music. The Commilsioner has ruled that If that 

should be the ease, Mr. Gordon Is entitled to the position by virtue of hill tenure and 

seniority rights. This is especially true In light or the fact that Mr. Gonnella would have 

offerred the position to Mr. Gordon baed on thole tenure and seniority rights, but for his 

opinion, and that of the Board of Edueatlon, that the prior litigation barred Gordon. 

Aeeordlngly, 1 conclude that Mr. Gordon is entitled, by virtue of the nature of actual 

teaching duties of the position, whleh are exclusively lnatrumental, to have been 

appointed to that position for the 1985-88 aehool year. He Is entitled to be appointed to 

the position, which Is again vacant, for the 1986-87 sehool year. 

Counsel for Mr. Gordon a1lo uked for beck pay, less amountll earned in mitigation, 

for proper seniority credit, and for a.ll other emoluments of the position for 1985-86 to 

which Gordon Is entitled. This shall be granted. 

Mr. Gordon requests that the Board pay Interest on the money owed to him, running 

from the beginning of the 1185-88 aehool year. The applicable regulation, N.J.A.C. 6:24-

1.18(c}2, Awarding of Interest, holds that "(pl oat-judgment Interest shall be awarded 

when e respondent hu been determined through ajudleatlon to be responsible for such 

payment, the precise amount of such claim has been established and the party responsible 

for the payment of the judgment has neither applied for nor obtained • stay of deelsion 

but hu failed to satisfy the claim within IW days of Its award." Pre-Judgment interest is 

only awarded by the Commissioner when the denial or the monetary elalm wu an action 
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taken in bad faith or a deliberate violation of statute or rule, N.J.A.C. 6:24-t.tl(c)l. 

There has been no assertion or evldenee of bad faith or deliberate violation of a statute or 

rule here. 

1 conclude that post-judgment Interest lhal1 be awarded on the exact sum of money 

equal to the salary which would have been due to Mr. Gordon for the 1985-86 school year, 

Jess any amounts earned In mitigation, If the Board of Edueatlon does not obtain a stay or 

this decision and If it does not pay the claim within 80 days of the final decision In this 

case. The rate of Interest shall be bued on the prevaUiJIC rate established by New Jersey 

Court Rule 4:42-tHa), currently 9,5 percent for the year eommell<!ing January 2, 1986. 

See, Board of FAueatlon, City of Newark, Ellex County v. Levitt, 197 N.J. !llper. 239, 

246 (App. Dlv. 1984.) 

Aecordlngly, belled on the forerot~~~r flndl~ of taeta and eoneluslons of law, It is 

hereby ORDB.BBD that the Pulalc Township Board of FAucatlon shall reemploy Paul 

Gordon for the 1986-87 school year In the currently vacant teacher of musie position for 

grades rtve through eight, at the appropriate salary on the regular teaeher's salary guide 

currently In uae between that Board of Edueatlon and the Teaehers' Alloelatlon and; 

It Is further ORDB.BBD that the Pulalc Township Board of FAucatlon shall pay Mr. 

Gordon, as beek waces, the llllary for whleh he would have been entitled for the 1985-86 

sehool year, 1- any amount he earned during that year In mltlptlon and; 

It is further ORDDBD that the Pulale Township Board of FAucatlon shall award 

Mr. Gordon appropriate ~enlorlty rlrhts and an other emolumenta of the position of 

teacher of music tor grades five through eight andJ 

It is further ORDB.BBD that abient a stay of the final deeislon in this case, the 

Pusale Township Board of FAueatlon shall pay the Uquldated sum of money for back 

wages 1- earn!~ In mitigation within 80 days of the ftnal decision; or 

It Is hereby ORDB.BBD that Interest shaD be awarded to run from the 61st day 

subsequent to the final decision at a rate of nine and a half pereent per annum. 
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This reeommended deelslon may be affirmed, modtrled or rejected by the 

COMMIISIONER OP THE DBPARTMBNT OP EDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by 

law is empowered to make a final deeislon In this matter. However, if SAUL 

COOPERMAN does not so aet In forty-rive (45) days and unless sueh time limit Is 

otherwise extended, this reeommended deelslon shall beeome a final deeislon in 

aeeordanee with N.J.S.A. 52:148-10. 

I hereby PJLB my Initial Deelslon with SAUL COOPERMAN for eonsideratlon. 

R~lpt Acknowledged! 

PAUG 111986 ~V.-....o 
DATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

MaUed To Parties: 

AUG13108G 
DATE 

kdk/amn/e 
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PAUL GORDON, 

PETIT I ONF.R, 

v. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWN
SHIP OF PASSAIC, PASSAIC COUNTY, 

RESPONDENT. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

DECISION ON REMAND 

The record and initial decision on remand rendered by the 
Office of Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were 
filed by the parties. pursuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4a, band c. 

The Board argues in its exceptions that Rudolph-Nachtman. 
supra, is inapposite in that in the instant matter the duties vary 
from year to year based on the needs of the district. It again 
argues that res judicata should bar petitioner's claim. 

Upon review of the record and the Board's exceptions, the 
Commissioner is unpersuaded that the AW erred in her findings and 
conclusions in this matter and adopts them as his own. The record 
unequivocably establishes that the vacant position advertised (R-2) 
was for instrumental music and that the disputed job was solely that 
of instrumental music. As determined in the March 27, 1986 Commis
sioner's decision in this matter, petitioner's seniority rests in 
the area of instrumental music, thus, be is entitled to any instru
mental music position in which a vacancy arises, notwithstanding the 
prior litigation which barred his claia to a vacancy which arose in 
1982. That time bar does not extend to any vacancy that may arise 
subsequent to 1982. 

The Commissioner wishes to state emphatically that, despite 
the Board's vigorous arguments to the contrary, a new cause of 
action for reemployment does, in fact, arise each and eve!Y time a 
vacancy occurs within a seniority category where a preferred eligi
bility list exists. Thus, while petitioner's 1982 claim was time 
barred, the claim in the instant aatter is not barred by re~ 
judicata in that a new cause of action arose and the resultant 
Petition of Appeal was timely filed. 

Given the above, the Commissioner adopts the initial deci
sion as his final decision in this matter. Accordingly, the Board 
is directed to coaply on an expeditious basis with the orders 
contained therein. 

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 
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&tatr of N rtu :1Jrr!ll'!1 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

. 
···I ' 

'jl ·.• 

INmAL DECISION 

BOARD OP BDUCA110H OF 

mE CITY OF OAKFIELD, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

CITY COUNCIL OF niB 

CFI"Y OF GARFIELD, 

Respondent. 

Paul S. Botella. Esq., for petitioner 

(Picinich, Rlgolosi &: ~lser, attorneys) 

t ,. ,.., ...... ' 

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4663-BS 

AGENCY DKT. NO. 130-S/85 

. .. 
Lawrence J.lakot, Esq., for respondent ''I' 

.• i ~ 
(Fion! &: Jaskot, attorneYs) 

Record Closed: December 24, 1985 Decided: February 14, 1986 

Statement of the Cue 

This Is an appeal by the Board of Education of Garfield ("Board") from a 

reduction by the goveminr body or the City or Garfield ("City") in the proposed school 

budget Cor fiscal year 1985-86. As proposed by the Board, the budget provided $9,536.5SZ 
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for current expenses and $188,908 for capital outlay. At the school election held on April 

2, 1985, the electorate voted to reject these amounts. Arter eonsultation with the Board, 

the City redueed the amount of eurrent expenses by a total of $183.500. These cuts were 

made in six areas: (I) lawyers' fees; (2) fUidanoe eounselors' salaries; (3) hlgll sehool 

administrators' salaries; (4) merger of department heads; (5) secretaries' salaries; and (6) 

operation of plant. The City did not make any reductlont In eapltal outlay. Thus, on May 

7, 1985, the City approved the sum of $9,353.052 for current expenses and $188,908 Cor 

capital outlay. 

Procedural History 

On May 20, 1985, the Board flled a petition with the Commissioner of Education 

alleging that the amount approved by the City Is inadequate to provide a thorough and 

efficient system of public education u mandated by N.J. Const., (1947), Art. VOl, S IV, 

per. land by N.J.S.A. 18A:22-37. The City filed Its answer on June 21,1985. Subsequently, 

on July 29, 1985, the Commissioner of Edueatlon transmitted the matter to the Offlee of 

Administrative Law for handUng as a eontested case. Hearlnp were held on November 12. 

13, 21. 22 and 25, 1985. Witnesses who testified and exhibits reeelved In evidenee are 

listed in the appendix. Upon receipt of position pepers from the parties, the record closed 

on Deeember 24, 1985. Time for completion of an Initial decision hu been extended to 

February 14, 1988. N.J.S.A. 52:148-lO(e). 

Undisputed Pacts 

Some blaclcground Information Ia helpful to set this ease In Its proper context. 

Garfield is a predominantly blue-collar eoml'l)unity located In Bergen County. Of the 73 

distriets In Berpn County, Garfield ranlal near the bottom In expenditures per pupil. rt 

operates a hllb aebool and six elementary schoola. Enrollment wu 2,437 at the start of 

11185-86 compared with 2,504 students at the start of 1984-85, a decUne or 87 students or 

2.7'16 of the student population. PaeWtles are old and In need of repair. The newest 

elementary sehool wu buDt almost 80 years 11'0· 
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PreviOUily, the Commissioner of Edueatlon noted that the Garfield school 

district has "a eontinumc reeord of flseal mlsmanqement for whleh they have been 

required In the past to undertake remedial aetion.lll Due to poor planninr and Inadequate 

reeord-keepinc, the Board hal lneurred substantial budJetary deficits in prior years. In 

1983-84, the defielt amounted to $351,000. An Independent audit conducted by the Board's 

certified public aecountant reYeals that for 1114-85 the deficit totaled $301.605. Last 

year, the Commissioner of Edueatlon awarded the Board $240,200 to cover the amount of 

deficit projected for 1984-~. In addition, the Commissioner acted to restore $168,000 of 

the cuts made by the City In the 1984-85 budget. Apparently. the exlstinc $301,605 deficit 

Is in exeess of amounts already eertlfled by the Commissioner In anticipation of the 1984-

85 shortfall. Neverthel .. , the Board'll 1185-86 budget appeal does not involve any request 

for additional amounts to make Bood the deficit carried over from earlier years.2 Instead, 

the Board limits its present request to restoration of the City's $183,500 reduction from 

the 1985-86 current expanse budget. 

lBd. of Ed. of Garfield v. Mayor and CouneD of Garfield, 1985 S.L.D. (Comm'r of Ed. 
May 31, 1985). -- --

2Recently, the Lerlslature erJIIcted Assembly BtU 3373 (1985) which addresses the detlcit 
problem by advanelnr to the district an amount of state aid not to exeeed $375,000. Any 
advance of funds must be repaid by deductions from state aid for 1986-87. L. 1985 e. 190 
(effective June 20, 1985). -
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Findlrp of Pact 

There are six areas in which the City tw made reductions In the Board's 

recommended budget: 

1. Lawyers' , .. 

With respect to lawyers' fees, the Board apeed to pay $25,000 as a retainer to 

its counsel ror routine legal services, such u attendance at aU board meetinp, rendering 

of advice to school administrators and handllfll of minor grievances (Account DOE). 

Additionally, the Board set aside $10,000 for Utlsatlon expenses not Included within the 

retainer agreement (Aeeount 1208). Both sldea agree that thla total of $35,000 represents 

a substantial savinp over charges by the Board's prior attorney who received $70,000 for 

simllar services. WhUe the City does not object to the $25,000 retainer payment, It 

refuses to authorize the extra $10,000 for Utlption expenses. 

Significantly, the City offered no evidence that the fees charged by the Board's 

attorney are exeesaive or that .the Board Is engaged in unnecessary litigation. Mayor 

Thomas Duch, himself a licensed New Jersey attorne)', testified against other line items 

in the budget, but failed to complain about litigation costs. Currently, the Board is a 

party to a dozen or so cues pendlfll before federal and state courts or administrative 
agencies. Some or the eases had been Instituted by present or former employees and the 

Board has little choice but to defend aplnst t"-e claims. One C!8se involves eonstniC!tion 

C!08ts f01r the new hlch IIChool Qmna.slum and coul~ result In a savings of money It the 

Board llaueeaaful. Two other suits, lnelucllrc the 1185-88 budpt appeal, involve disputes 

between the Board and the City. Superintendent of aehooll Jerome Benigno emphasized 

the Importance of seleetlntr a law firm with which the Board Is satisfied. None of the 

Board's wltneaea could say what hourly rate II eharpcl by the law firm now representing 

the Board. However, Benigno explained that the $10,000 flcUre is "a celllng" and that the 

Board wlll carefuUy scrutinize 'each Itemized biD before maktrc payment for legal 

servieea. 
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I FIND that $10,000 is a reasonable amount for anticipated litigation expenses 

beyond the services covered by the retainer. Unfortunately, involvement of school boards 

in oontested litigation is an unavoidable reality of modern life. Despite its oontention 

that the legal fees are too high, the City gave no specific suggestion of how further 

savings in this area could be achieved. Certainly the City has not shown that the fees 

charged by Board counsel are greater than those customarily charged by comparable 

attorneys. Indeed, the record renects that the law firm previously retained by the Board 

charged twice as much. Nor has the City demonstrated that the Board is overly litigious. 

If there is any way in which the Board could have avoided litigation. it does not appear in 

the record. To the extent that the City itself is involved in litigation against the Board, 

the City has a direct conruct of interest. By denying this portion of the budget, the City 

impedes the Board's ability to present its side of the controversy to an impartial decision

maker. Absent any proof that the Board's legal position is frivolous, the City must 

approve reasonable lawyers• fees to enable the Board to have its day in court. 

2. Guidance Counselors' Salaries 

Although lumped together here for purposes of discussion. the City actually 

recommended two distinct reductions in this area totalling $72,000.3 During 1984-85. the 

Board had employed a six-member guidance department comprised of one director and 

five full-time guidance counselors. First, the City expects to realize a savings of $36,000 

in 1985-86 resulting from the transfer or the former director of guidance to the position or 

elementary principal. {Acoount 2148) Next, the City proposes a further reduction of 

$36,000 by the elimination of one more guidance counselor at the elementary school level, 

leaving a guidance department or one new director and three full-time counselors for the 

entire district. (Acoount 2149). For its part. the Board insists that a return to a six

member department is essential in order fully to meet the need for guidance services in 

the district. 

2tnitially, the City incorrectly identified the savings as accruing in the accounts 
designated for salaries of principals (Account 2ll) and teachers (Account 213). From the 
evidence, it is evident that any savings would be realized in the account Cor salaries of 
guidance counselors (Account 2148). 
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Regardless ot the Board's ultimate goal of a six-member department. the district 

is presently paylq salaries for only five guidance counselors. Thomas Cengelosi, director 
of guidance in 198-t-85, has been reassiped to elementary principal for 1985-86. His new 

salary of $42,000 per year Is equal to the salary of the elementary principal whom he is 

replacinc. Therefore, no ehange has oeeurred in the account for salaries of principals 

(Aeeount 2U). MeanwhUe, his sueeenor u director of guidance, Rita Seuito, will be 

earning the same salary of approximately $38,000 that Cangelosi used to make. At the 

time of the hearinc, the Board had not yet hired anyone to fill Seuito's vacant guidance 

counselor position. Seuito'l salary for 1985-86 as a guidance counselor would have been 

$36,265. By not replaeiq her, the Board has already saved two months of her salary or 

about $7,265. Moreover, It is unlikely that the Board wiD hire a new guidance counselor 
for the remainder of 1985-86. Aecordifll to business administrator George BIIIU, the Board 

has placed a "freeze" on spendlq through the end of the school year. Even If the Board 

deeldes to add another guidance counselor to Ita staff, however, the entry level salary of 

$18,500 would be half as much u Seulto had been eamtnr. 

Not only does the City wish to accomplish economies through attrition. but also 

It seeks to reduce the present guidance start from five to four persons. The City's 

rationale for this further cut eame from Mayor Thomas Ouch. who recalled that when he 

was a high school student In the district more than a decade aro there were four guidance 

counselors for a considerably Jarrer student body. Elimination of one counselor would still 
teave three fuU-tlme counselors for 748 hilh school students and one fuU-time counselor 

for 1,689 elementary school students. Wh8e maklfll this recommendation a.s a 
representative of the City. Ouch admitted havlq personal doubta about the wisdom of 

reducing guidance staff to one eounaelor for sl.l elementary schools. On crOll

examination, he acknowlqed his own lack of qualifications in the field of education. 

In contrast, superlntendent of schooll Benigno has more than 28 years or 

professional experience u a teacher and aebool admlnlstrator. In his view, the guidance 

department Is already understaffed and the situation wOUld worsen if the district were to 

lose another counselor. Over the last few years, the workload of the guidance department 
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hu increased as a result of Implementation of protleieney testinr and programs for early 
identification of students with tearntnc dlffieulties. Moreover, this district has a 

particular need for college COUfllfliiiiC since many parents are unaware or the 

opportunities available to their chUdren. Consequently, Benl&nO had to switch a counselor 

from the elementary schools to part-time duty at the high school to satisfy unmet 

demands. Because of thls diversion of reiOUl"ces, deUvery of services at the elementary 

level hu suffered. No pidance counselor has been to visit Elementary School No. 9 since 

the opening of school in September. 

I P'IHD that the Board has overbudiJeted by the amount of $36,000 for a sixth 

pldance counselor who ls not on the payroll and whom the Board hu no immediate plans 

to hire. Further cuts In the pldance department, however, would be detrimental to the 

Board's obligation to provide every chUd in the district with a thorough and efficient 

education. The City's surgestlon to remove the one remalnill( full-time elementary 

guidance counselor was made lJOlely on the buts of business j~ment, without giving 

sufficient consideration to educational objectives. Already some of the elementary 

chUdren In the district have been shortctuanred in the provision or guidance services to 

which they are entitled. Nothing on the record lends support to "the Idea that a staff or 

one director and four counselors is excessive for a district with 2,437 students. In the 

event of the loss of the fifth counselor, continuation of required pidance services at the 

high school could be maintained only at the IIU!rlflce of elementary school children in 

need of services. 

3. High School Administrator 

As stated by Mayor Ouch, the City regards the high sehool administration as 

beinr top-heavy In staff. Without specllyq which individual might be el(pendable, the 

City advocates returnlll( at least one exce. administrator to a teaching position, thereby 

eUminattnr the need for a teacher's salary of $18,000 at the lowest end or the seale 

(Account 213A). Testimony at the hearinr focused on the job duties of two certified 

teachers presently assigned full-time as "administrative assistants." Each administrative 
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assistant earns a salary in exeess of $36,000 (Aeeount 216). 

Florence Adler possesses a master's decree and has been employed by the district 

for 42 years. Her primary duty is development of eurrleulum for the high school. The 

Board also employes a "curriculum eoordinator," who devotes full-time to preparation of a 

written curriculum tor the entire district. Asked to clarify tile difference between these 

seemingly overlapping functions, superintendent Benigno indicated that Adler coordinates 

curriculum exelusively In the high school whereas the curriculum coordinator's activities 

extend to the elementary schools as weU. Earner In his testimony, Benigno had described 

the advantages of employing 10meone to organize the curriculum throughout the district 

so that all schools would be using compatible materiala. Benigno never adequately 

explained why the Board wanted to divide this responsibility between two different 

administrators. Apart from eurrlculum development, Adler spends a portion of her time 

scheduling substitute teachers or asslstlnr department beads with purchase orders. Most 

if not aU of these other duties do not require a teacblnr certificate and could 
appropriately be delegated to support start such as seeretarles or clerks. 

Robert Mastroberte a1so holds a master's degree and has been working In the 

district for 16 years. He currently serves as the high school "dlselpUnarian," a role which 

includes In-bouse supervision of disobedient students, the keepinr or attendance and 

tardiness records, and occasional appearanees In juvenUe proeeedinp. Prior to 

Mutroberte's assumption of these dutlee, the pidanee department handled student 

discipline In Garfield. Other districts make student dlsclpUne the responsibUity ot the 

high school prlnelpel or vice prlnelpet. Apin, some of the clerical tasks, such u record

keeplnr, could be performed by noncertlficated personnel. on behalf of the City, Ouch 

questioned the need for a full-time disclpUnlarlan. City offtetals feel that there is not 

enough student misbehavior to justify taklnr a teacher away from the classroom. Board 

witnesses generally agree that dlsclpUne Is not a major problem at the high school. 

I FIND that both Adler and Mutroberte are overquallfied for the jobs tbey are 

doing. Either eould be put to better use In the elauroom. Adler's administrative position 
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is largely superOuous In view of the fact that the district already has a fuU-time 

curriculum coordinator on its staff. Mastroberte does perform a useful function, but his 

disciplinary duties eould be redistributed amonc the high school principal, vice principal 

and pldance department withoUt any impairment of efficiency. Contrary to the Board'll 

wamlng of dire consequences if $18,000 Is not restored to its budget, managerial 

erreettveness would probably be Improved by the removal or an unnecessary layer or 

bureaucracy. 

4. Merger of Dep!rtment Heads 

Another c011t-eutting device suggested by the City Is the merger of two or more 

departments in the high sehool, which would free the displaced department head for 

additional hours or teaching. The City deducted $35,000 for this anticipated savings 

(Account 213). Teachers in the district have a normal teaching load of five periods per 

day plus two free periods for lunch and preparation time. Department heads teach only 

two periods per day and use the remaining three work periods for departmental business. 

Consolidation of two departments would release 3/7 or a fuU-tlme teaching position or the 

equivalent of $7,928 at the entry-level salary. Consolldatlon of four departments would 

release 617 ot a fuU-tlme teaching POIIItlon or the equivalent of $15.857. 

Today the district has seven subjeet4U'ea departments in the high school. 

Depending on student enrollment, the departments range In size from a high of twelve 

teachers (Engllsh) to a low of six teachers lselenee). UntU the 1985-86 school year, the 

district had a combined department of English·encHoreipt l8J11Uages. Among the other 

p0115ible eomblnatlona are a department of mathematies-fllld-selenee and a department of 

soelal studles-fllld-businea education. The Board concedes that It is not prohibited by law 

from merging departments, provided that the department head holds the appropriate 

eertlfleatlon!l. Rather, the Board maintaln!l that there are educational benefits derived 

from specialization whleh outweigh any savings aceompllshed through conaolldation. 

In this reprd. superintendent Benlrno expressed his opinion that merger ot 
existing departments would be "educationally unsound" tor several reasons. Above aU, 
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department heads are selected for their expertise In the partleular subject matter. Even 
if a teacher hu dual certification In two subjects, It is dlrrieult to keep clll'l"ent In the 

latest developments in both fields. A department head must evaluate the performance of 

teachel'll In the department. When departments are combined across subject matter lines, 

a situation may arise where, for example, an J!niUih teacher who does not speak the 
French.......,. ill ealled upon to evaluate the knowledp of a Prench teacher. Similarly, 

a department head unfamUiar with the subject wW find It hard to make meaningful 

decisions about curriculum content or textbook choices. Size is allo a relevant factor. As 

the department grows in size, It becomes more dlffleult for the department head to 

exercise control over teaching staff. Benigno eo111ldered the former English·emHoreign 

laniJUage department, consisting of 15 or more teachel'll, to be too big for one person to 

manage effeetlvety. 

1 PIHD that the organization of departments at the high school has a direct 

impact on the quality of education In the district. Type and size of departments are 

educational issues which, within reasonable limits, are entrusted to the discretion of the 

Board. Proofs strongly demonstrate that the apeeiallzed departments are run by better 

Informed and more efficient managel'!l. It is wrong for City officials, who have no 
educational expertise, to substitute their own judgment for those who do. Here the Board 

acted In reasonable reliance upon the advice of its chief school administrator to establish 

departments best suited to meet the educational requirements of the district. 

5. Secretaries' Salaries 

The City propoaes a reduction of $7,500 resulting from the retirement of a 

secretary with 50 years seniority and her replacement by a lower salaried employee 

(Account llOP). Although the City milltakenly described the retiring employee as a 

secretary .. lgned to the high school principal, Benigno Identified the Individual as Leonia 

Colaelno, who served u his secretary In the superintendent's olflee. Since she was the 

mc.t senior employee In the distrlet, ColaeinO's 1985-88 salary would have been $21.554. 

Her replacement, Lueme Plzzlchetta, wu promoted from a prineipal's aide to a 
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secretarial position. AJJ seoretary In the .uperlntendent's office, Pizzlchetta is now 

earning $16,051. Hence, the dtrferenee between salaries amounts to $5,500 In round 

numbers. 

Benigno contended that the $5,500 savlnp Is more than ortset by an unforeseen 

expense of $16,289 to hire a bookkeeper for the business administrator's office (Account 

UOB). According to Benigno, the bookkeeper was hired in compliance with a 

recommendation by state auditors sent to monitor the district's finances. At the same 

time, Benigno acknowledged the removal as of December 2, 1985 or another employee 

whose annual salary was $23,605 (Account UON). Savings in salary for the remaining seven 

months of 1985-86 wW be '1/10 x $23,605=$16,524. Hence. these two recent employment 

changes cancel each other out. 4 

I PlND that the budret should be reduced by $5,500 because of the retirement of 

a senior secretary In the superintendent's office. 

6. Operation of Plant 

Out of a total budget of $500,000 for salaries of custodians, the City deducted 

$40,000 (Account 8IOA). City witnesses outUned measures to reduce costs by rescheduling 

custodial staff to minimize overtime expense, for which the Board had budgeted $15,000. 

Thomas Dueh argued that there are "sufficient janitors In the system" to eliminate 

overtime completely. By holdlnr monthly PTA meetings in the high school gymnasium 

rather than in the varloua elementary schools, the Board ~ld utilize night-time 

custodians and save unneeaury overtime. Duell also pointed out that many after-school 

eventa, such as sporting contesta and eleetlons, are known In advance. Shifts can be 

arranged ao that overtime wiU be avoided. Likewise, Dueh recommended revision of 

3Bentgno also complained of lhortares In teeretarial support for elementary school 
principals, but those salaries, reported in an entirely different eaterory (Account 215A), 
are Irrelevant to a discussion of salaries for administration (Account UO). 
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vacation schedules to eliminate the need for summer help, for which the Board had set 

aside an extra $15,000. Furthermore. Duch criticized the Board's practice of allowing sick 

or injured custodians to go on "light duty." He believed that management must encourage 

early retirement of those custodians physically unable to do a run job. 

These ideu were rejected by Board representatives, who insisted that the 

custodial staft was already utilized at maximum capacity. Business administrator George 

Ball cited code regulations requiring the presence of a certified black seal licensee to 

operate the district's high pressure bollers. In retpOMe to the suggestion that PTA 

meetings be held at the hip school, superintendent Benigno related his experience that 

such meetings produce low parent turnout. 

Beyond suggested reductions In overtime and summer help, the evidence 

indicates that the Board has budpted for employees no loncer on the payroll. George Ball 

testified that there are now Ul t'uU-time custodians working for the district, down from 24 

full-time custodians just five years ago. Notwithstanding the staff of only 19 custodians, 

the Board submitted a proposed budget for 23 custodians Including a nonexistent 

supervisor of custodians. If the salaries of the supervisor and the three lowest paid 

custodians are removed from the budget, the Board would save $85,220. Using his existing 

staff, Ball has been able to assign six custodians to the high school and two custodians to 

each of the ab: elementary schools. 

It should also be noted that the custodlans' duties are limited to operating the 

heating and ventUatlon syatems and performlnc housekeeplnc duties. Additionally, the 

Board employa six maintenance workers who are reeponslble for repair and upkeep of 

bulldlncs, grounds and equipment (Account 'llOA). 'lbe City baa not sought to reduce funds 

tor maintenance workers. 

I FIND that there Ia sufficient paddlng In the account for custodial salaries 

(Account 610) to permit the $40,000 redUction without any adverse effect on essential 

janitorial services. WhUe overtime ean never be reduced to zero, better use of existing 

staff would yield aubltantlal reductions In thla $1$,000 outlay. I!Ummer help for $15,000 Is 

a luxury which the Boerd simply eannot afford. The existing staff of 19 fuU-tlme 
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custodians is enough to provide adequate coverage at the high school and aU elementary 

schools. Any part of the $40,000 reduction which cannot be achieved through cutbacks in 

overtime or summer help wW come from salaries for custodians no longer employed by 

the Board. 

Conclusions of Law 

Based on the foregoing facts and the applicable law, I CONCLUDE that the sum 

of $10,000 must be restored to guidance counselors' fees; $36,000 to the account for 

guidance counselors' fees; $36,000 to the account for teachers' salaries; and $2,000 to the 

account for secretaries' salaries. 

When reviewing local school budgets, the Commissioner of Education has an 

overriding responsibility to see that the mandate for a thorough and efficient system of 

free public schools is being carried out. East Brunswick Bd. of Ed. v. East Brunswick Tp. 

Council, 48 N.J. 94. 106 {1966). Summarized by the New Jersey Supreme Court in the East 

Brunswick ease, the scope of review is very broad: 

... the Commissioner in deciding the buc;lget dispute here before him, 
wiU be called to determine not only the strict issue of arbitrariness 
but also whether the State's educational policies are being properly 
fulfilled. Thus, if he finds that the budget fixed by the governing 
body is insufficient to enable compliance with mandatory legislation 
and administrative educational requirements or is insufficient to 
meet minimum educational standards for the mandated "thorough and 
efficient" ••• school system, he will direct appropriate corrective 
action by the governing body or fix the budget on his own within the 
limits originally proposed by the Board of Education. On the other 
hand. if he finds that the governing body's budget is not so 
inadequate, even though significantly below what the Board of 
Education had fixed or what he would fix if he were acting as the 
original budget-making body under R.S. 18:7-83 I now N.J.S. A. 18A:22-
38l. then he will sustain it, absent any independent showing of 
procedural or substantive arbitrariness. 48 N.J. at 107. 

Application of this standard requires restoration of the above amounts to assure a 

thorough and efficient education in the Garfield school district. See Robinson v. Cahill, 

62 N.J. 473 U973), ~· den. 414 ~ 976 (1973). 
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Often the contribution of the school board attorney is overlooked, but he or she 

plays an indipennble role In advising the school administration of Its lepl obllptions and 

protecting the district's legitimate interuts In lawsuits. As lone as boards of education 

possess the power "to sue or be sued," a sehool district must be given adequate resources 

,to retain competent legal counsel. ~· 18Adl-2. Cf. Merry v. Paterson Bd. of Ed., 

100 N.J.L. 273 (Sup. Ct. 1924). l1110far as pidance counselors are concerned, repletions 

defining the bash~ elements of a "thorouuh and efficient system of free public schools" 

refer specifically to an educational program which "Provide[sl all pupils guidance and 

counseling to assist In career and academic plaMing." ~· 6:8-3.5(a). While the 

same set of reruJatlons are sUent aboUt departmentalization of sehools, they do require 

that instruction must make "effective use of personnel, resourees and facUlties of the 

sehool and community." ~· 6:8-3.8(a)(8). That Is exactly what the Board was 

attempting to do when It Ol'lanized instructional departments by subject matter. Recent 

amendments to the seniority rules contemplate Increased departmental specialization by 

directing boards of education "to adopt job descriptions for each supervisory position 

which shall set forth the qualifications and specific endol'lements required for such 

position." ~· 6:3-1.10(1)(10). 

Finally, attention must be riven to the Board's arpment that the City is barred 

from Imposing any reduction by virtue of the Commlsaloner's rrant of a cap waiver under 

~· 18A:7 A-25. Before the Commiaioner of Education may authorize a waiver of the 
budget cap, he must make a f'lftding either that spending within the limit will be 

Insufficient to meet the fO&ls of a thoroulfl and etficlent education or that enrollment in 

the d1strict Is Ukely to Increase. Review of the supporting cap waiver documents 

stbmitted to the Commluloner reveals that none of the programs involved any of the 

Issues raised here by the City. Thus, the Commlaloner has not had occasion to consider 

the City's objections to the budfet. Moreover, a cap waiver proceeding Is legislative In 

nature: 
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1'tle l cap waiver] proeeedlnp ••• were not a eon tested ease or one 
or lA adversary nature. 1'tle ageney was not under a duty to C!OI'I!Iider 
evidence and apply the law to the faets as found, thereby exereising a · 
diseretlori or judgment Judlelal In nature on evidentiary facts. 
[Citation omitted) · 11le Commissioner wu not ealled upon to 
evaluate evidence. 1'tlere wu no formal testimony to be taken, no 
~itne1181 to be heard and no eredlbiUty to be Judged. 

Eut Windsor Reg'l Bd. of FA. v. 
State Bd. of F..d:: 172 N.3. ~· 
sU, 552 tAPP. oiv. t9aor.-

On the other hand, sehool budget appeala are full-fledged contested eases where parties 

are afforded the opportunity to present written and oral testimony and eross~xamine 

witnesses. .!!:!:!.:£· 6:2..,.1.8. Given this rllflt to a !1!:!!!!.-Judleial type of hearing, the 

City eannot be bound by the outcome of a nonadvenarlal prooeeding in which the City 

itself never participated as a party. 

For the foregoing reasons. It Is ORDBRBD that the City of Garfield certify the 

additional amount of $84,000 for current expenses to the Bergen County Board or 

Taxation to be lneluded In the taxes to be assessed, levied and collected in the 

municipality for the school year 1985-86. 

'Ibis recommended deelslon may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the 

COMIIIJB9IONEB OP TB£ DllPAllTIIBln' OP £DOCA110N, SAUL COOP'IIlMAN, who by 
law Is empowered to make a final decillion In this matter. However, if Seut Cooperman 

does not so aet In forty-five (45) days and unJe• sueh time limit is otherwise extended. 

this recommended decision shall become a final decision In accordance with N.J.S.A. 

52:141HO. 
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I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for eonsideration. 

DATE 

FEB 
DATE 

FEB 2 01986 
DATE 
a1 

• 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mailed To Parties: 
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